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WELCOME MESSAGE

Jung Wan Lee, Ph.D.
[Professor, Boston University, USA]
Conference Chair

On behalf of the conference organizing committee and program committee, I take this opportunity to
welcome all of the delegates and the accompanying persons and guests for the 2015 International Conference
on Business and Economics (ICBE2015) being held in Seoul, South Korea, July 8-11, 2015. The conference is
hosted jointly by the Korea Distribution Science Association (KODISA) and Shandong University of Political
Science and Law of China. The conference aims to share scholarships regarding issues of science, technology
and humanities for business and economic sustainability, to offer an excellent opportunity to meet colleagues
from around the world so as to enable participants to exchange information and ideas on the topics, and to
get presented and published scholarly papers, research notes and case studies in the conference proceedings
and affiliated journals.
I

am

extremely

pleased

that

this

year

we

have

a

total

of

130

presentations

of

full

papers,

research-in-progress papers, doctoral symposiums, and special panel discussions from 156 scholars, industry
leaders, and public policy makers coming from 15 countries. On July 9, 2015, after the conference opening
session, an official reception of the conference will be following for the registered delegates and their spouse
or accompanying persons. As part of this conference tradition, we will honor Best Paper Award winners with a
scholarship. You will not only meet and greet and network with your colleagues from academics and industry
but also engage in stimulating discussions based on academic research papers and business practices.
Finally, I would like to thank our colleagues at KODISA and Shandong University of Political Science and
Law of China for hosting the conference, and the National Research Foundation of Korea for sponsoring the
conference in many ways. I would also like to thank all the attendees, track and session chairs, reviewers and
local organizing directors for their critical role in bringing together the conference.
Sincerely,
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Tao Lv
President
Shandong University of Political Science and Law, CHINA

I would like to congratulate very much opening of the 10th term International Conference under supervision
of both the Korea Distribution Science Association (KODISA) and Jeju National University, and Shandong
University of Political Science and Law of China. and feel much pleasant to take office of conference Chair of
the conference.
As konw as China-Korea two countries at FTA negotiation in 2015. the 2016 Summer international
conference for the scholars of two countries to visit the other country and to meet two times every year and to
The conference offers keynote addresses, formal paper symposia, case study presentations, special sessions,
and industry leadership and public policy panel discussions as well as doctoral research seminars. Academia,
public policy makers, business leaders, consultants, and doctorate students can choose from a wide range of
programs.. It shall increase value of the conference.
Both organizations have made contribution continuously to not only scientific world but also business world
in Korea, China and others at the international Conference. As already known, KODISA that opens the
conference together with Chinese uinversties shall be worldwide research society soon in the world beyond
Korea and East Asia.
I hope that scholars of the conference from Korea, China and East Asian countries shall increase scientific
knowledge to expand research areas and to help associated industries and to be worldwide scholars.
Finally, I hope that this conference shall publish theses of various kinds of areas from July 7 to July 9 to
open it successfully, and that all of scholars in the conference would have fruitful and valuable time.
Sincerely,
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Jung Sub Park, Ph.D.
[Chairman, The Korea Logistics Research Association, KOREA]
Program Co-organizer

Prof. Myoung Kil Youn, Prof. Jung Wan Lee, delegates and attendees to the 2016 International Conference
on Business and Economics on Science, Technology and Humanities for Business and Economic Sustainability
and guests. I would like to thank the CONFERENCE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE for inviting and welcoming us
to co-host this very important conference. It is my personal honour to be amongst you. What a perfect time to
hold this conference on the theme for a changing world. I am delighted that more than 30 foreign scholars
from 15 countries from around theworld have come to 2016 Jeju International Conference. Our KLRA, as well
as speakers and panelists also attended in the country like to say thank you. I am particularly happy to
receive you on Jeju Island, which is famous, among other things, for its unrivalled beauty and unique cultural
heritage which are a procuct of its mix of both continental and ocean features. I wish all participants a
pleasant stay in Korea and an enriching experience, both personally and professionally. I hope that this
gathering will provide the opportunity to share the results, facilitate the making of new acquaintances, and
strengthen personal friendships among scientists from different parts of the world. And I look forward to an
intellectually simulating during the conference period. I sincerely hope that this conference will bear fruitful
results.
Sincerely yours,
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Sang-Youn Lee, Ph.D.
[Chairman, East Asia Business and Economy Association, Korea]
Program Co-organizer

Welcome all of the delegates and the accompanying persons and guests for the summer 2016
International Conference on Business and Economics (ICBE2016) being held in Jeju, South Korea, July 6-9,
2016. The conference is hosted jointly by the Korea Distribution Science Association (KODISA) , Shandong
University of Political Science and Law of China, Korea Business Activity Society and East Asia Business
Economics Association.
The conference aims to share scholarships regarding issues of science, technology and humanities for
business and economic sustainability, to offer an excellent opportunity to meet colleagues from around the
world so as to enable participants to exchange information and ideas on the topics, and to get presented and
published scholarly papers, research notes and case studies in the conference proceedings and affiliated
journals.
I am extremely pleased that this year we are offering

4presentations of full papers, research-in-progress

papers, and special panel discussions from international scholars, industry leaders, and public policy makers
coming from some 10 countries.
Finally, I would like to thank our colleagues at KODISA and Shandong University of Political Science and
Law of China for hosting the conference, and the National Research Foundation of Korea and the Korea
Business Activity Society for sponsoring the conference in many ways. I would also like to thank all the
attendees, track and session chairs, reviewers and local organizing directors for their critical role in bringing
together the conference.
Sincerely,
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Chul-Ju Park, Ph.D.
[Chairman, International Convergence Management Association, KOREA]
Program Co-organizer

We would like to truly welcome all of you who attended the Distribution Science Conference on this good
day with our growing dreams as the beautiful fresh green. Also, we truly appreciate all executives of the
academic society for their effort into organizing today's event.
The

International

establishment

Convergence

Management

Association

(ICMA)

celebrates

its

3rd

year

after

its

2013 by Professor Kyu-yeol Shim(Gumi University), the first president. It has just sowed its

seeds, it is still at a premature, young stage. However, we are putting all of our strength and force into it with
confidence that the society will have a prosperous future despite its weak start.
We believe we need to do the following three things for the development of this academic society.
First, we must aim for 'entrepreneur spirit' to revive the world economy. A person who explores a change,
responds to the change, and used the change as an opportunity is called an entrepreneur, and the challenge
spirit of turning the opportunity into a business is called entrepreneur spirit. This is why we must aim for
'entrepreneur spirit' to overcome the dark situation of unstable and faltering global economy.
Second, we must aim for 'creative education' that leads the future society. It is said that our future society
will be a knowledge-based society, in which it is not an exaggeration to say that a firm's success depends on
its ability of changes and innovations. One that will lead changes and innovations is creative individuals. After
all, the fruit is generated by creative competent individuals.
Third, we must brighten the era with the 'convergence of knowledge.' The world is changingvery fast, and
it seems that changes and innovations are even more accelerating as time goes by. In an environment with
such intense changes, we believe we should walk the path of exhibiting the synergy of convergence by
integrating the knowledge various fields instead of becoming an expert in a certain field.
Even though all of these may seem impossible, we can all realize them, gain victory, and smile in the end as
long as we want them. A bell must be hit and hurt more to ring and resound faraway. Let'sring the bell of hope so
that our academic society can be deeply rooted into the dry land while encouraging each other in the same will.
With our warmest regards,
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CONFERENCE MASTER SCHEDULE
DATE

DAY

TIME

EVENT & VENUE

Jeju National University (Ara campus) College of Economics and Commerce
July 07

Academic Paper
Presentations

Joint Symposiums
Opening
Ceremonies,
Award Ceremonies,
Reception
July 08

Track 2
[Hall 0154]

Track 3
[Hall 0158]

09:00–10:00

Paper Presentations
Local Session 1

Paper Presentations
Local Session 2

Paper Presentations
Local Session 3

10:00-12:00

Paper Presentations
Local Session 4

Paper Presentations
Local Session 5

Paper Presentations
Local Session 6

12:00-13:00

Lunch Break

Lunch Break

Lunch Break

13:00-14:30

Paper Presentations
Local Session 7

Paper Presentations
Local Session 8

Paper Presentations
Local Session 9

14:30-16:00

Joint Symposium
KODISA – KLRA

Joint Symposium
KODISA – EABEA

Joint Symposium
KODISA – ICMA

16:00-18:30

CONFERENCE OPENING CEREMONIES [Conference Hall]
Paper Presentations : Global Session (1)

18:30-21:00

CONGRESS AWARD CEREMONY AND RECEPTION [Conference Hall]
Track 1
[Main Hall]

Fri

Academic Paper
Presentations

July 09

Track 1
[Main Hall]

Thu

Track 2
[Hall 0154]

Track 3
[Hall 0158]

08:00-10:00

Paper Presentations
Global Session 2

Paper Presentations
Global Session 3

Paper Presentations
Global Session 4

10:00-12:00

Paper Presentations
Global Session 5

Paper Presentations
Global Session 6

Paper Presentations
Global Session 7

12:00-13:00

Lunch Break

Lunch Break

Lunch Break

13:00-15:00

Paper Presentations
Global Session 8

Paper Presentations
Global Session 9

18:00–20:00

CONGRESS FAREWELL RECEPTION AND DINNER
Track 1
[Main Hall]

Sat
10:00–12:00

Track 2
[Hall 0154]

Research Networking

Close
12:00

Post-Conference Meeting
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Track 3
[Hall 0158]

CONFERENCE PROGRAM SCHEDULE

Day 1 Schedule: Thursday, July 7, 2016
Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 1]: Local Session 1 [Main Hall]
Session L1: 09:00 – 10:00 Thursday July 7
Session Chair : Myoung-Kil Youn, Ph.D.
(Eulji University, KOREA)

Paper L1: Impact Analysis of education services quality of education support policy for the
traditional market activation on sales skills improvement of merchants
Researcher: Kyung-In Cho, Daejeon Institute of Science and Technology, KOREA
Moon-Young Hwang, Daejeon Institute of Science and Technology, KOREA
Discussant: Jang-Hwan Lee, Masan University, KOREA

Paper L2: Investigation into consciousness of business foundation motives of small business
enterprisers in Korea of multi-cultural families: Focused on business foundation of
small business enterprisers of Korean Chinese migrants
Researcher: Jong-Jin Kim, Eulji University, KOREA
Myung-Hee Jung, Jungwon University, KOREA
Discussant: Taek Kim, Jungwon University, KOREA

Paper L3: Visual Merchandising Concept for Traditional Market in Korea
Researcher: Jung-Hwa Seo, Market and Design Cooperative, KOREA
Myoung-Kil Youn, Eulji University, KOREA
Discussant: Young-Ei Kim, Seoul Digital University, KOREA
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Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 2]: Local Session 2 [0154]
Session L2: 09:00 – 10:00 Thursday July 7
Session Chair : Pan-Jin Kim, Ph.D.
(Chodang University, KOREA)

Paper L4: A Study on Commercial Power of Traditional Market
Researcher: Key-Young Baik, Eulji University, KOREA
Myoung-Kil Youn, Eulji University, KOREA
Discussant: Young-Ei Kim, Seoul Digital University, KOREA

Paper L5: Analysis of Preceding Study on Domestic Turnover Predicting Model
Researcher: Chang-Bum Jin, Eulji University, KOREA
Myoung-Kil Youn, Eulji University, KOREA
Discussant: Jang-Hwan Lee, Masan University, KOREA

Paper L6: Analysis of Competitiveness in Steel Distribution Industry between China and USA
Researcher: Jae-Sung Lee, Dongui University, KOREA
Discussant: Jung-Hee Kim, Jeju National University, KOREA

Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 3]: Local Session 3 [0158]
Session L3: 09:00 – 10:00 Thursday July 7
Session Chair : Myung-Hee Jung, Ph.D.
(Jungwon University, KOREA)

Paper L7: A Study on Unfairness of Customers according to New Management Strategy at
Polarization of Retail Business for Traditional Market
Researcher: Chang-Bum Jin, Eulji University, KOREA
Daniel Kim, Jeju national University, KOREA
Jong-Jin Kim, Dream Big Institute of Industrial Economics, KOREA
Myoung-Kil Youn, Eulji University, KOREA
Discussant: Jae-Sung Lee, Dongui University, KOREA
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Paper L8: A study on Supermarkets' business hours cut regulations Policy
Researcher: Taek Kim, Jungwon University, KOREA
Discussant: Lak-Chae Chung, Kongju National University, KOREA

Paper L9: A Study on Changes of Consumer's Buying Channels between Discount Store
and Traditional Market
Researcher: Hoe-Chang Yang, Jangan University, KOREA
Young-Ei Kim, Seoul Digital University, KOREA
Discussant: Young-Sang Cho, Kongju National University, KOREA

Paper L10: The Effects of a Coffee Shop Franchise’s e-Service Quality on Long-term
Orientation, Consumer Commitment and Satisfaction
Researcher:

Ki-Soo Kim, Kimpo University, KOREA
Sung-Hun Kim, Kimpo University, KOREA
Sung-Ho Cho, Kimpo University, KOREA

Discussant:

Taek Kim, Jungwon University, KOREA

Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 1]: Local Session 4 [Main Hall]
Session L4: 10:00 – 12:00 Thursday July 7
Session Chair : Chul-Ju Park, Ph.D.
(Sahmyook University, KOREA)

Paper L11: Integrated Model of Relationship Marketing: Focusing on the Role of Emotional
and Cognitive Process
Researcher:

Prashant Mool, Chosun University, KOREA
Ji Won Kang, Chosun University, KOREA
Jong-Chul Park, Chosun University, KOREA

Discussant:

Jongho Lee, Kongju National University, KOREA

Paper L12: Organizational Factors of the Successful Adoption of User-Centered Design
Researcher:

Seungyong Lee, Yonsei University, KOREA
Byung-Kwan Kim, Yonsei University, KOREA
Young-kun Choi, Sangmyung University, KOREA

Discussant:

Lak-Chae Chung, Kongju National University, KOREA
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Paper L13: Vitalization of Sextic Industry for Clean Jeju
Researcher:

Sung-Soo Kim, The Association of Korean Agrifood Sextic Inddustry, KOREA

Discussant:

Jong-Chul Park, Chosun University, KOREA

Paper L14: Corporate Governance and the Marginal Value of Cash in Korean Firms
Researcher:

Sang-Su Kim, Korea National Open University, KOREA
Jeong-Hwan Lee, Hanyang University, KOREA

Discussant:

Lak-Chae Chung, Kongju National University, KOREA

Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 2]: Local Session 5 [0154]
Session L5: 10:00 – 12:00 Thursday July 7
Session Chair : Jong-Ho Lee, Ph.D.
(Kongju National University, KOREA)

Paper L15: The integrated approach of institution based view toward the path of
performance in the start-up whose activity in the foreign market
Researcher:

Yeon-Sung Jacbo Cho, Duksung Women’s University, KOREA
Dong-Hwan Won, Duksung Women’s University, KOREA

Discussant:

Sang-Su Kim, Korea National Open University, KOREA

Paper L16: Care and Justice in Social Service: Toward a political ethics of care
Researcher:

Eun-Jeong Kim, Jungwon University, KOREA

Discussant:

Jeong-Hwan Lee, Hanyang University, KOREA

Paper L17: The Effect of Reputation of Culture Oriented Markets on Revisit Intentions and
Word of Mouth Effects for Traditional Markets
Researcher:

Jong-Ho Park, Kongju National University, KOREA
Lak-Chae Chung, Kongju National University, KOREA

Discussant:

Sang-Su Kim, Korea National Open University, KOREA

Paper L18: The Present Traditional Markets in Korea: focused on the Commercial Building
Lease
Researcher:

Dong-Bin Jeong, Gangneung-Wonju National University, KOREA

Discussant:

Young-Sang Cho, Kongju National University, KOREA
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Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 3]: Local Session 6 [0158]
Session L6: 10:00 – 12:00 Thursday July 7
Session Chair : Young-Ei Kim, Ph.D.
(Seoul Digital University, KOREA)

Paper L19: The Meaning and Future of the FTA between S. Korea and China
Researcher:

Jin-Hwan Kim, Korea National Open University, KOREA

Discussant:

Jong-Ho Park, Kongju National University, KOREA

Paper L20: A Study on Effects of Social Distance of Multi-cultural Persons in the Korean
Society upon Xenophobia Risk Factors
Researcher:

Myung-Hee Jung, Jungwon University, KOREA

Discussant:

Jong-Jin Kim, Eulji University, KOREA

Paper L21: Hospital Marketing & Management in Kyung Nam Areas
Researcher:

Dong-Hae Lee, Kaya University, KOREA
Sang-Ki Lee, Kaya University, KOREA

Discussant:

Seung-Chang Lee, Small and Medium Corporation, KOREA

Paper L22: The Exploratory Research on Service Evaluation model : the application of Retail
Industry
Researcher:

Seung-Chang Lee, Small and Medium Corporation, KOREA
Hoon-Sung Park, Smartbill Opensource R&D Center, KOREA
Eung-Kyo Suh, Dankook University, KOREA

Discussant:

Dong-Hae Lee, Kaya University, KOREA

Lunch Break
12:00-13:00
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Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 1]: Local Session 7 [Main Hall]
Session L7: 13:00 – 14:30 Thursday July 7
Session Chair : Hee-Joong Hwang, Ph.D.
(Korea National Open University, KOREA)

Paper L23: Effects of LMX and Leaders' Ethical Leadership on Employees' Helping behavior
and Burnout
Researcher:

Young-sam Oh, Jangan University, KOREA
An-sik Kim, Jangan University, KOREA
Hoe-Chang Yang, Jangan University, KOREA

Discussant:

Sang-Cheol Kim, Yuhan University, KOREA

Paper L24: The Growth Strategy of Retail Company: Focusing on new stores expansion of
E-mart
Researcher:

Gi-Hwang Lee, University of Marketing and Distribution Sciences, JAPAN
Sang-Cheol Kim, Yuhan University, KOREA

Discussant:

Jang-Whan Lee, Masan University, KOREA

Paper L25: A Study of advanced assessment model for duty-free shop : Conformity
assessment
Researcher:

Seung Eun Lee, Daejeon Health Institute of Technology, KOREA

Discussant:

Hee-Joong Hwang, Korea National Open University, KOREA

Paper L26: Effects of Relational Benefits and Shopping Orientation on Customer Loyalty in
Mobile Shopping Mall
Researcher:

Yoon-Hwang Ju, Jangan University, KOREA
Jong-Bak Kim, Jangan University, KOREA
Hee-Young Cho, Jangan University, KOREA

Discussant:

Eung-Kyo Suh, Dankook University, KOREA

Paper L27: Analysis of Trade Structure in Auto Distribution Industry between Korea and USA
Researcher:

Jae-Sung Lee, Dongui University, KOREA
Daniel Kim, Jeju National University, KOREA

Discussant:

Jung-Hee Kim, Jeju National University, KOREA
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Paper L28: The Effects of Perceived Values and Consumer Attitudes by Sales Promotion Type
Researcher:

Yu Zhang, Jeju National University, KOREA
Hyoung-Gil Kim, Jeju National University, KOREA

Discussant:

Jung-Hee Kim, Jeju National University, KOREA

Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 2]: Local Session 8 [0154]
Session L8: 13:30 – 14:30 Thursday July 7
Session Chair : Lak-Chae Chung, Ph.D.
(Kongju National University, KOREA)

Paper L29: Effects of e-Service Scape on Customer Loyalty to Online Shopping Malls
Specializing in Eco-friendly Produce
Researcher:

Hee-Young Cho, Jangan University, KOREA
Yoon-Hwang Ju, Jangan University, KOREA

Discussant:

Eung-Kyo Suh, Dankook University, KOREA

Paper L30: The Effect of Expectancy Confirmation and Expectancy Disconfirmation on
Chinese Tourist’s Shopping Satisfaction on Korean cosmetics and Brand Attitude
: Moderating Effect of Consumer Conformity
Researcher:

Ju-Hee Yoon, Jeju National University, KOREA
Yong-Cheol Hwang, Jeju National University, KOREA

Discussant:

Yoon-Hwang Ju, Jangan University, KOREA
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Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 3]: Local Session 9 [0158]
Session L9: 13:30 – 14:30 Thursday July 7
Session Chair : Myung-Hee Jung, Ph.D.
(Jungwon University, KOREA)

Paper L31: Influence of Characteristics of Selecting Eco-Friendly Agricultural Goods on Satisfaction
Researcher:

Jong-Bak Kim, Jangan University, KOREA
Yoon-Hwang Ju, Jangan University, KOREA
Hee-Young Cho, Jangan University, KOREA

Discussant:

Hee-Joong Hwang, Korea National Open University, KOREA

Paper L32: A Study on the Effects of e-Service Quality of Continued Use Intention in China:
focused on Taxi-Booking Apps
Researcher:

Zhongbo Guo, Kongju, National University, KOREA
Jong-Ho Lee, Kongju National University, KOREA

Discussant:

Taek Kim, Jungwon University, KOREA.

Paper L33: An Exploratory Study on the Key Variables of the Characteristics of Taxi-Calling Apps
Researcher:

Zhongbo Guo, Kongju, National University, KOREA
Jong-Ho Lee, National University, KOREA

Discussant:

Jaeeun Lee, Shinhan University, Korea.

Paper L34: A Theoretical Study on Development of the Unified Model with UTAUT and DOI
on the Mobile Payment
Researcher:

Runze Wu, National University, KOREA
Jong-Ho Lee, National University, KOREA

Discussant:

Jung-Hee Kim, Jeju National University, KOREA.

Paper L35: Lessons from the Successful Case Studies on Sharing Economy
Researcher:

Qing Zhu Li, Kongju National University, KOREA
Jong-Ho Lee, Kongju National University, KOREA

Discussant:

Hee-Young Cho, Jangan University, KOREA

Paper L36: Measuring Competition of the Financial Securities Industry in Korea
Researcher:

Jae Hyun Gwon, Incheon National, KOREA

Discussant:

Jong-Ho Lee, National University, KOREA
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Paper L37: How to Increase Online Shopping?
Researcher:

Anesh Sthapit, Chosun University, KOREA
Gin-Young Jo, Chosun University, KOREA
Yoon-Yong Hwang, Chosun University, KOREA

Discussant:

Jong-Chul Park, Chosun University, KOREA

Paper L38: The Influence of the Direction of Online Word-of-Mouth Information On
Usefulness of Information and Purchase Intention : Focusing on Moderating
Effect Involvement
Researcher:

Sungmok Yang, Jeju National University, Korea
Hyoung-Gil Kim, Jeju National University, Korea

Discussant:

Yoon-Hwang Ju, Jangan University, KOREA

Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 1]: Joint Symposium Session 1 [Main Hall]
Session J1: 14:30 – 16:00 Thursday July 7
2016 KODISA – KLRA Symposium
Theme : Business and Sales
Organizer: Korea Logistics Research Association
Symposium Chair: Jung-Seop Park Ph.D.
(Korea Logistics Research Association, Korea)
14:30-14:40

Registration

14:40-14:50

Chairman’s greeting

14:50-15:00

Coffee Break

15:00-16:00

Session Presentations

Paper J1-1: The Competitive Strategy of Traditional Markets in the JeJu Region
Researcher:

Jung-Hee Kim, Jeju National University, KOREA

Discussant:

Moonkyu Kwon, Korea Maritime University, KOREA

Paper J1-2: A Study on the Plan of Competitive Power Strengthening in the Nadle Store
Researcher:

Moonkyu Kwon, Korea Maritime University, KOREA
Jungsub Park, Holycity University, KOREA

Discussant:

Taek Kim, Jungwon University, KOREA
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Paper J1-3: The impact of medical tourism in conjunction with local festivals on the regional
financial performance
Researcher:

Giseon Yun, Hoseo University, KOREA
Jungsub Park, Holycity University, KOREA

Discussant:

Jong-Jin Kim, Eulji University, KOREA

Paper J1-4: Effects between the Personality, Consumer's decision-making and goods type on
SNS
Researcher:

Jaeeun Lee, Shinhan University, KOREA

Discussant:

Giseon Yun, Hoseo University, KOREA

Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 2]: Joint Symposium Session 2 [0154]
Session J2: 14:30 – 16:00 Thursday July 7
2016 KODISA – EABEA Symposium
Theme: Asian Business and Economy
Organizer: East Asia Business Economics Association
Session Chair: Sang-Youn Lee, Ph.D.
(Gachon University, Korea)

14:30-14:40

Registration

14:40-14:50

Chairman’s greeting

14:50-15:00

Coffee Break

15:00-16:00

Session Presentations

Paper J2-5: The impact of Traditional Korean Restaurant’s motivations to dine out and
selected attributes on customer satisfaction and customer loyalty
Researcher:

Jae-Chul Nam, Sangmyung University, KOREA
Sun-Rae Jo, Sangmyung University, KOREA
Hye-Won Lee, Sangmyung University, KOREA

Discussant:

Myung-Hee Jung, Jungwon University, KOREA
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Paper J2-6: The Impact of a Franchise Coffee Shop’s Service scape Factors and the Ability
to Provide Service on Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty
Researcher:

Gyu-sam Hwang, Sangmyung University, KOREA
Hye-sook Kim, Sangmyung University, KOREA
Sang-youn Lee, Gachon University, KOREA

Discussant:

Jae-Sung Lee, Dongui University, KOREA

Paper J2-7: The Impact of Hospital’s Culture Marketing on Customer Emotional Response
and Satisfaction
Researcher:

Kyung-A Kim, Sangmyung University, KOREA
Hyung-Chul Kang, Sangmyung University, KOREA
Young-Hun Cho, Sangmyung University, KOREA
Choung-Sub Shin, Sangmyung University, KOREA

Discussant:

Jae-Chul Nam, Sangmyung University, KOREA

Paper J2-8: The Effects of Traditional Korean Restaurant’s Well-Bing Attribute Selection on
Customers’ Re-Visitation and Word-of-Mouth Intention
Researcher:

Hee-Jong Yang, Sangmyung University, KOREA
Hang-Sun Baek, Sangmyung University, KOREA
Chan-Hee Kim, Sangmyung University, KOREA
Choung-Sub Shin, Sangmyung University, KOREA

Discussant:

Gyu-sam Hwang, Sangmyung University, KOREA

Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 3]: Joint Symposium Session 3 [0158]
Session J3: 14:00 – 16:00 Thursday July 7
2016 KODISA – ICMA Symposium
Theme: Business and Economic Convergence
Organizer: International Convergence Management Association
Session Chair: Chul-Ju Park, Ph.D.
(Shamyook University, KOREA)

14:30-14:40

Registration

14:40-14:50

Chairman’s greeting
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14:50-15:00

Coffee Break

15:00-16:00

Session Presentations

Paper J3-9: The Effects of Premium Sales Promotion on Customer Perceived Quality,
Product Category, and Retailer Image
Researcher:

Chul-Joo Park, Sahmyook University, Seoul, KOREA
Jae-Sung Park, Shamyook University, KOREA

Discussant:

Mi-Jeong Kim, Kyungsung University, KOREA

Paper J3-10: Negative spillover effects of other-customer failure
Researcher:

Mi-Jeong Kim, Kyungsung University, KOREA
Chul-Joo Park, Sahmyook University, Seoul, KOREA

Discussant:

Jae-Sung Park, Shamyook University, KOREA

Paper J3-11: A Study on Servitization Strategy to cope with Disruptive Innovation: Focus on
the Electric Vehicle Battery Lease Policy
Researcher:

Sang-Hyun Lee, Sahmyook University, KOREA

Discussant:

Myoung-Kil Youn, Eulji University, KOREA

Paper J3-12: Can It Affect the Importance of Consumer Properties of Food on Purchasing
Intention and Satisfaction?: Focusing on Home Meal Replacement
Researcher:

Kyung-Sook Park, Jangan University, KOREA
Beet-Na Choi, Jangan University, KOREA
Choon-Ho Lee, Jangan University, KOREA
Hoe-Chang Yang, Jangan University, KOREA

Discussant:

Sang-Hyun Lee, Sahmyook University, KOREA

Paper J3-13: The Study on the Relationship between Mobile Technostress and Performance:
Focused on the Role of Coping Strategies
Researcher:

Myung-Seong Yim, Sahmyook University, KOREA

Discussant:

Kyung-Sook Park, Jangan University, KOREA

Paper J3-14: A Study on Sales Promotion of Distribution Channels: Focused on A Company.
Researcher:

Dae-In Kim, Sogang University, KOREA
Jae-Eom Lee, Sogang University, KOREA
Yong-Ae Shin, Inha University, KOREA
Sung-Wook Choi, Sahmyook University, KOREA

Discussant:

Myoung-Kil Youn, Eulji University, KOREA
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Day 1 Schedule: Thursday, July 7, 2016
16:00 – 17:00 Thursday, July 7
Opening Ceremonies and Welcoming Addresses [Main Hall]
Master of Ceremony: Young-Ei Kim, Ph.D.
(Seoul Digital University, KOREA)

16:00-16:10

Registration

16:10-16:20

Welcoming Address, President of the Korea Franchise Association,
Korea

16:20-16:30

Welcoming Address, President of the Shandong University of
Political Science and Law, China

16:30-16:40

Welcoming Address, Conference Chair, Boston University, USA

16:40-16:50

Award Ceremonies for Korea Distribution Science Excellence Awards

16:50-17:00

Photo Time

Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 1]: Global Session 4 [Main Hall]
Session G1: 17:00 – 18:30 Thursday July 7
Session Chair : Dr. Jin-Hwan Kim
(Korea National Open University, KOREA)

Paper G1-1: Corporate Marketing Strategy for Using Internet Websites and Social Media:
The Case of the Ritz-Carlton Hotel
Researcher:

Jung-Wan Lee, Boston University, USA
Michael Kwag, Boston University, USA

Paper G1-2: A Structural Compendium on Perceptual Displays of Rural India towards the
Role and Impact of ICT
Researcher:

Rajasekhara Mouly Potluri, American University of Nigeria, NIGERIA
Lohith Sekhar Potluri, Amrita University, INDIA
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Paper G1-3: China’s Ascent in World Trade and Associated Shift in Its Trade Structure
Researcher:

D. Tripati Rao, Indian Institute of Management Lucknow, INDIA
Ravi Pathak, CMK at Procter & Gamble, SINGAPORE

Paper G1-4: A New Policy of Spatial Development of Kazakhstan Economy
Researcher:

Nailya K. Nurlanova, Institute of Economics of the Ministry of Education and Science of the
Republic of Kazakhstan, KAZAKHSTAN
Anel A. Kireyeva, Institute of Economics of the Ministry of Education and Science of the
Republic of Kazakhstan, KAZAKHSTAN

Paper G1-5: Oil Rents and Economic Growth: Recent Evidence from Kazakhstan
Researcher:

Seisembay Jumambayev, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan

Paper G1-6: The Relationship between Donor Behavior and Financial Statements in Japan
Researcher:

Fuminobu Mizutani, Kanto Gakuin University, JAPAN

Paper G1-7: Trends of the Formation of Information Technology Clusters in Kazakhstan:
Effects, Preconditions and Extensive Networks
Researcher:

Anel A. Kireyeva, Institute of Economics, Republic of Kazakhstan

18:30 – 21:00 Thursday, July 7
Congress Reception and Award Ceremony Dinner [Main Hall]
Master of Ceremony: Jung Wan Lee, Ph.D.
(Boston University, USA)

18:30-18:40

BEST PAPER AWARDS CEREMONY

18:40-19:00

SERVICE COMMENDATION AWARDS CEREMONY

19:00-21:00

RECEPTION AND DINNER
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Day 2 Schedule: Friday, July 8, 2016
Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 1]: Global Session 2 [Main Hall]
Session G2: 08:00 – 10:00 Friday July 8
Session Chair : : liu lixia, Ph.D.
(Shandong University of Political Science and Law, CHINA)
Paper G2-8: Empirical study and measurement of college students
Researcher:

Zhang guowei, Shandong University of Political Science and Law, P.R. China

Paper G2-9: Analysis of Development CurrentStatus of Small Loan Company
Researcher:

Xuguili, Shandong Yingcai University, P.R. China
Linchunling, Shandong Yingcai University, P.R. China

Paper G2-10: Empirical Study of Dynamic Corporate Governance Based on Chinese-listed
SMEs with a PVAR Approach
Researcher:

Lin Shao, QiLu University of Technology, P.R. China
Li Zhang, Shandong Yingcai University, P.R. China
Xiaohong Yu, Shandong Yingcai University, P.R. China

Paper G2-11: Studying the Ease of Doing Business and Comparing its difference between
Korea, Rep. and China
Researcher:

LUO Jiqiu, Shandong Institute Of Commerce And Technology, P.R. China

Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 2]: Global Session 3 [0154]
Session G3: 08:00 – 10:00 Friday July 8
Session Chair : Dr. Shuai Su
(Shandong University of Political Science and Law, CHINA)
Paper G3-12: A Comparative Analysis of Competition Clauses in KORUS
Researcher:

Wang Liwu, Shandong University of Political Science and Law, P.R. China
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Paper G3-13: The impact of country image on the chinese female` consumers purchase
intention
Researcher:

Su Shuai, Shandong University of Political Science and Law, P.R. China

Paper G3-14: Analysis of sales Industry in Shandong Province Based on huff model
Researcher:

Zhang Fan, Shandong University of Political Science and Law, P.R. China

Paper G3-15: Globalization Strategy for China’s Film Industry
Researcher:

Zhang Ruonan, Shandong University of Political Science and Law, P.R. China
Zhao Lingxia, Shandong University of Political Science and Law, P.R. China
Niu Jing, Shandong University of Political Science and Law, P.R. China

Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 3]: Global Session 4 [0158]
Session G4: 08:00 – 10:00 Friday July 8
Session Chair : Lak-Chae Chung, Ph.D.
(Kongju National University, KOREA)

Paper G4-16: The U.S. Airline Industry Since 1978
Researcher:

Dong-Ho Kim, SUNY Empire State College, USA

Paper G4-17: Starbucks and Business Ethics
Researcher:

Yoo-Nah Hahn, SUNY Empire State College, USA
Dong-Ho Kim, SUNY Empire State College, USA

Paper G4-18: Contemporary Leadership Style: Transactional Leadership
Researcher:

Dong-Ho Kim, SUNY Empire State College, USA
Yoo-Nah Hahn, SUNY Empire State College, USA
Margaret Sithole, SUNY Empire State College, USA

Paper G4-19: Regional Specificity In Small Business In Kazakhstan
Researcher:

U.K. Shedenov, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan
N.U. Shedenova, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan
A.S. Uvalzhanova, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan
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Paper G4-20: Models And Principles Of Constructing Superflexible Companies
Researcher:

Sh.M. Maralbayeva, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan
Saul T.Kargabayeva, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan
D.T. Kargabayeva, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan

Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 1]: Global Session 5 [Main Hall]
Session G5: 10:00 – 12:00 Friday July 8
Session Chair : Myung-Hee Jung, Ph.D.
(Jungwon University, KOREA)

Paper G5-21: Evaluation of Government Progrаms аnd Policies: Foreign Experience аnd
Kаzаkhstаn
Researcher:

Karlygash S. Mukhtarova, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan
Lаurа Z. Аshirbekovа, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan

Paper G5-22: Innovative Development of Kazakhstan: Problems and Perspectives
Researcher:

Karlygash S. Mukhtarova, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan
Saule T. Kupeshova, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan

Paper G5-23: A Structural Compendium on Service Quality and Customer Satisfaction: A
Comparative Study between Public and Private Sector Banks in India
Researcher:

Rajasekhara Mouly Potluri, American University of Nigeria, NIGERIA
Srinivas Rao Angati, Narasaraopeta Engineering College, INDIA
M. Srinivasa Narayana,Narasaraopeta Engineering College, INDIA
Rizwana Ansari, Nimra College of Business Management, INDIA

Paper G5-24: Kazakhstan’s Gender Policy: Problems and Prospects
Researcher:

Rajasekhara Mouly Potluri, American University of Nigeria, NIGERIA
Marina D. Abikayeva, Kazakh-British Technical University, Republic of Kazakhstan
Ol'ga Yanovskaya, JSC "Financial Academy", Republic of Kazakhstan

Paper G5-25: The Strategy of Sustainable Mankind’s Development in 21 century
Researcher:

Orazaly Sabden, Institute of Economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan
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Paper G5-26: Agricultural Innovations for Sustainable Development: Analysis of Situation in
Kazakhstan and Ways for Improvement
Researcher:

Khalima N. Sansyzbayeva, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan
Aknur Zhidebekkyzy, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan

Paper G5-27: Power Industry in Kazakhstan: At Transition Stage
Researcher:

Rajasekhara Mouly Potluri, American University of Nigeria, NIGERIA
Marina D. Abikayeva, Kazakh-British Technical University, Republic of Kazakhstan

Paper G5-28: Development of Green Economy via Commercialization of Green Technologies:
Experience of Kazakhstan
Researcher:

Karlygash S. Mukhtarova, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan
Aknur Zhidebekkyzy, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan

Paper G5-29: Factors Defining Store Atmospherics in Convenience Stores: An Analytical
Study of Delhi Malls in India
Researcher:

Sanjeev Prashar, Indian Institute of Management, INDIA
Pranay Verma, FDDI, INDIA
Chandan Parsad, Indian Institute of Management, INDIA
T. Sai Vijay, Indian Institute of Management, INDIA

Paper G5-30: An Exponential GARCH Approach to the Effect of Impulsiveness of Euro on
Indian Stock Market
Researcher:

Sahadudheen I, Calicut University Centre, INDIA

Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 2]: Global Session 6 [0154]
Session G6: 10:00 – 12:00 Friday July 8
Session Chair : Dr. Dong-Ho Kim
(SUNY Empire State College, USA)

Paper G6-31: Specifics and Prospects of Demographic Development of Kazakhstan
Researcher:

Nailya K. Nurlanova, Institute of Economics of the Ministry of Education and Science of the
Republic of Kazakhstan, Republic of Kazakhstan
Marziya K. Meldakhanova, Institute of Economics of the Ministry of Education and Science of
the Republic of Kazakhstan, Republic of Kazakhstan
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Paper G6-32: Innovative Mechanisms in the Procurement Logistics of Kazakhstan
Researcher:

Erzhan B. Zhatkanbaev, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan
Ernur S. Mukhtar, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan
Maiya M. Suyunchaliyeva, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan

Paper G6-33: Problems of Decarbonization of the Economy of Kazakhstan
Researcher:

Bakhyt K. Yessekina Scientific Research and Education Center "Green Academy", Republic of
Kazakhstan

Paper G6-34: Energy Efficiency and CO2 Emissions of the Transportation System of
Kazakhstan: A Case of Almaty
Researcher:

Aiman Yessekina, Joint Stock Company "Zhasyl damu", Republic of Kazakhstan
Amina Urpekova, Scientific Research and Education Center "Green Academy", Republic of
Kazakhstan

Paper G6-35: Performance of Taiwanese Domestic Equity Funds during Quantitative Easing
Researcher:

Ömer Faruk Tan, MEF University, TURKEY

Paper G6-36: Does the Rise of the Korean Wave Lead to Cosmetics Export?
Researcher:

Young-Seaon Park, KOTRA New Delhi, INDIA

Paper G6-37: Development of Green Economy via Commercialization of Green Technologies:
Experience of Kazakhstan
Researcher:

Karlygash S. Mukhtarova, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan
Aknur Zhidebekkyzy, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan

Paper G6-38: Independence and Transparency of the Central Bank of Kazakhstan
Researcher:

Daniyar Nurbayev, Kazakh British Technical University, Republic of Kazakhstan

Paper G6-39: Foreign Direct Investment Projects of Korean Companies
Researcher:

Yea-Na Choi, Ryerson University, Toronto, ON, CANADA
Ayşe Yüce, Ryerson University, Toronto, ON, CANADA

Paper G6-40: Japan’s Economic Performance "Lost Decade": Myth, Reality, or Role Model?
Researcher:

Richard G. Anderson, Lindenwood University, USA
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Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 3]: Global Session 7 [0158]
Session G7: 10:00 – 12:00 Friday July 8
Session Chair : Eun-Jeong Kim, Ph.D.
(Jungwon University, KOREA)

Paper G7-41: A Model of Innovation Development of the National Economy of Kazakhstan
Researcher:

Raushan T. Dulambayeva, Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan
Zhansaya Temerbulatova, Kazakh National University, Republic of Kazakhstan

Paper G7-42: The Impact of HR Practices on Job satisfaction: A Case Study of Hotel
Industry in Pakistan
Researcher:

Zia ul Islam, Hazara University Mansehra, PAKISTAN
Shah Bano Bangish, Hazara University Mansehra, PAKISTAN
Hussain Muhammad, Hazara University Mansehra, PAKISTAN
Asad Shah Jehan, Hazara University Mansehra, PAKISTAN

Discussant:

Jong-Ho Park, Kongju National University, KOREA

Paper G7-43: Impact of Malaysia’s Capital Market and Determinants on Economic Growth
Researcher:

Md. Arphan Ali, University of Malaya, MALAYA
Yup Su Fei, University of Malaya, MALAYA

Discussant:

Jong-Ho Park, Kongju National University, KOREA

Paper G7-44: The Relationship between Working Capital Management and Profitability: A
Case Study of Tobacco Industry of Pakistan
Researcher:

Hussain Muhammad, Hazara University Mansehra, PAKISTAN
Ashfaq U. Rehman, University of Peshawar, PAKISTAN
Muhammad Waqas, University of Lahore Islamabad Campus, PAKISTAN

Discussant:

Dong-Ho Kim, SUNY Empire State College, USA

Paper G7-45: Legal Status and Microfinance Institutions: An Overview of the Microfinance
Sector in Bangladesh
Researcher:

Md. Aslam Mia, University of Malaya, MALAYSIA

Paper G7-46: The Customs Union between the European Union and Turkey and its Impacts
on Turkey’s Economy
Researcher:

Kip Becker, Boston University, USA
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Ibrahim Baki, The Ministry of Customs and Trade of the Republic of Turkey, TURKEY
Jung-Wan Lee, Boston University, USA

Paper G7-47: The Formation of Information Technology Clusters in Kazakhstan: System and
Structured Approaches
Researcher:

Anel A. Kireyeva, Institute of Economics of the Ministry of Education and Science of the
Republic of Kazakhstan, KAZAKHSTAN

Paper G7-48: Practices of Relationship Marketing: A Domain Review
Researcher:

Kawsar Ahmmed, United International University, BANGLADESH
Nor Azila Mohd. Noor, University Utara Malaysia, MALAYSIA
Shahidul Islam, University of Dhaka, BANGLADESH

Paper G7-49: Mergers and Acquisitions by Emerging Country Multinational Companies
Researcher:

Ayşe Yüce, Ryerson University, CANADA

Paper G7-50: Working Capital Management: A Casual Assessment of Its Effect on
Organizations Profit
Researcher:

Eugene Okyere-Kwakye, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM), MALAYSIA
Isaac Effah- Assampong, All Nations University College, GHANA
Khalil Md Nor, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM), MALAYSIA

Lunch Break
12:00-13:00
Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 1]: Global Session 8 [Main Hall]
Session G8: 13:00 – 15:00 Friday July 8
Session Chair : Choon-Sup Hwang, Ph.D.
(Kyunghee University, KOREA)

Paper G8-51: A Literature Review on Intellectual Capital
Researcher:

Naima Khatun, Kobe University, JAPAN
Md. Musfiqur Rahman, University of Dhaka, BANGLADESH
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Paper G8-52: Analysis of Effectiveness of Executive Trainees’ Training Programme with a
Special Reference to Academic Parameters
Researcher:

Neeraj Kumari, Manav Rachna International University, INDIA

Paper G8-53: Indian Banking Industry: It’s Progress - An Empirical Analysis
Researcher:

Shaik Abdul Majeeb Pasha, Arba Minch University, ETHIOPIA
Ato. Wondwossen Jerene Daare, Arba Minch University, ETHIOPIA

Paper G8-54: The Impact of Economic Integration on Indonesia Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI): A Panel Gravity Model Approach
Researcher:

Imansyah, Sekolah Tinggi Ilmu Statistik, INDONESIA
Nasrudin, Sekolah Tinggi Ilmu Statistik, INDONESIA

Paper G8-55: Performances of Monthly Income Scheme in Indian mutual Fund Industry
Researcher:

N. Dharmalingam, Bharathiar University, INDIA
K. Balanaga Gurunathan, Alliance University, INDIA

Paper G8-56: Information Technology Audit by Internal Auditors
Researcher:

Shaban Mohammadi, Hakim Nezami University of Quchan, IRAN
Ali Mohammadi, Quchan Branch, Islamic Azad University, IRAN

Paper G8-57: Analyzing in-store & consumer factors in Adoption of Cheese as a Retail
Product in Indian Market
Researcher:

Ray Titus, Alliance University, INDIA

Paper G8-58: The Impact of different policy initiatives on Socio-Economic Development: A
comparative study of Singapore and Taiwan
Researcher:

Mahendar Kumar, Siam University, Bangkok, THAILAND

Paper G8-59: Identification of the competency gaps of the employees: DMRC
Researcher:

Neeraj Kumari, Manav Rachna International University, INDIA

Paper G8-60: Key indicators of evaluation of intellectual capital of Kazakhstani capital
Researcher:

Dosmanbetova M.S., Caspian Kazakhstan
Ruzanov R.M., Institute of economic КН Ministry of Education and Science, Kazakhstan
Alibek Khabiyev, Caspian Kazakhstan
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Paper G8-61: About Finding a Single Regulator of World Currency
Researcher:

Orazaly Sabden, the Union of Scientists of the Republic of Kazakhstan, KAZAKHSTAN

Paper G8-62: Economic Crisis and Managers’ Behavior: Planned Behavioral Theory
Approach
Researcher:

Gokhan Cinar, Adnan Menderes University, TURKEY
Ferruh Isin, Ege University, TURKEY
Adnan Hushmat, Antalya International University, TURKEY

Paper G8-63: Applications of Fuzzy Multi-Criteria Decision Making to Supplier Selection: A
Literature Review
Researcher:

Adawiyah Otheman, University Malaysia Terengganu, MALAYSIA
Lazim Abdullah, University Malaysia Terengganu, MALAYSIA
Ahmad Termimi Ab Ghani, University Malaysia Terengganu, MALAYSIA

Paper G8-64: A Review of Risk Volatility Measurement on Conventional Stock Market and
Islamic Stock Market
Researcher:

Mustika Rahmi, International Islamic university, MALAYSIA
Nurul Azma, International Islamic university Malaysia, MALAYSIA
Aminullah Achmad Muttaqin, International Islamic university Malaysia, MALAYSIA
Thuba Jazil, International Islamic university Malaysia, MALAYSIA
Mahfuzur Rahman, University of Malaya, MALAYSIA

Academic Paper Presentations
[Track 2]: Global Session 9 [0154]
Session G9: 13:00 – 15:00 Friday July 8
Session Chair : Dr. Karlygash S. Mukhtarova
(Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, KAZAKHSTAN)

Paper G9-65: Correlates of Consumer Online Buying Behaviour
Researcher:

Ahmed Audu Maiyaki, Bayero University Kano, NIGERIA
Sany Sanuri Mohd Mokhtar, Universiti Utara Malaysia, MALAYSIA

Paper G9-66: Modelling Effect of Exchange Rate Voltality on Growth of Pakistani Trade Volume
Researcher:

Muhammad Ayub Siddiqui, NUCES, Islamabad, PAKISTAN
Naila Erum, National Defense University, Islamabad, PAKISTAN
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Paper G9-67: Reverse Technology Spillover Effects of Outward FDI to P.R. China: A
Threshold Regression Analysis
Researcher:

Jaime Ortiz, University of Houston, USA
Haibo Wang, Texas A&M International University, USA
Jingwen Xia, University of Houston, USA

Paper G9-68: Trends of Financing Higher Education in Uzbekistan
Researcher:

Dilshodjon Rakhmonov, University of World Economy and Diplomacy (UWED), Tashkent,
UZBEKISTAN

Paper G9-69: The Human Capital as a Factor of Country’s Competitiveness
Researcher:

Zaure K. Chulanova, Institute of Economics under the Committee of Science of the Ministry of
Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan, KAZAKHSTAN

Day 3 Schedule: Saturday, July 09, 2016
10:00-12:00 Saturday, July 9, 2016 Research Networking

11:00 Saturday, July 9, 2016 Post-Conference Meeting
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Impact Analysis of education services quality of education support policy for the
traditional market activation on sales skills improvement of merchants
Kyung-In Cho*, Moon-Young Hwang**

1

Abstract
Korea's traditional markets have been showing a tendency to sharply
fall sales since 1996, The goal of this research is to help merchants
education support policy to establish effective strategies for the
traditional market activation and merchants education development in
the future. This study presents a number of suggestions when it coms
to the impact of education service quality on management performance
as the way to activate traditional markets and what kind of mediating
role sales expertise has, but it has some limitations. In the future, it
will be required to widely study the corelation between facilities
modernization business and merchant education and impact on
traditional market activation and plan about comprehensive market
activation. Studies on education service quality for merchant as well
as traditional markets are not much enough. In the future, it is
considered that the study on traditional market in various aspects and
various subsequent studies on the impact of education service quality
on traditional market activation will be necessary.
Keywords: Education Services Quality, Education Support Policy,
Traditional Market, Sales Skills, Merchants

1. Introduction
Korea's traditional markets have been showing a tendency to
sharply fall sales since 1996, when distribution market was fully
opened. The merchants of pre-modern traditional markets have
absolutely small capital, so have losing their competitiveness under
fierce distribution environments. For this reason, the government
enacted Special Law for nurturing traditional markets in 2004
(October 28, 2006 enacted) and revised Special Law for nurturing
traditional markets and shopping centers in 2006 (May 22, 2004
revised), and so traditional markets and shopping centers secure a
steppingstone to leap once again trying to activate regional
commercial power. Above all, in order to develop traditional markets,
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the education for merchants has a very important role. Currently,
Agency for Traditional Market Administration has conducted personalized
special lecture and merchants college courses as education forms for
merchants.
We studied impact these educational support policies on solving
the traditional market activation and at the same time, on improving
sales of traditional market merchants. To verify what impact educational
services quality has on merchants sales improvement, we established
four hypotheses related to education service quality and conducted
mediating effects verification by Multiple Regression Analysis and
Regression Analysis to verify hypothesis of research model. As a
result, one of four hypotheses was accepted and accepted hypothesis
was impacted by variables.

2. Research Objectives and Related Research
The goal of this research is to help merchants education support
policy to establish effective strategies for the traditional market
activation and merchants education development in the future. The
market should meet consumer’s needs to activate traditional markets,
but market merchants don't respond appropriately to the consumer’s
needs. Market merchant’s consciousness change is a very difficult but
necessary one for market development. (Seo Jeongseok, 2012).
Agency for Traditional Market Administration operate to support
traditional markets and shopping centers activation business pursuant
to Special Act for nurturing traditional markets and shopping centers
Article 68. When it comes to main tasks, first, consultancy and services
for market improvement business and facilities modernization business,
second, business management and modernization and computerization
for commercial transaction and other advanced distribution technique
training and counseling, third, advice, counseling and guidance for
market management improvement, fourth, investigation, research and
evaluation for market activation, finally, necessary business for other
traditional market activation, etc. In particular, Agency for Traditional
Market Administration has continued to support the merchants training
with interest in merchant’s awareness improvement to keep pace with
changing industrial structure and social culture. Therefore, there should
be interested in training professional education institutions to support
traditional market activation, relevant officials’ incentives strengthening,
introduction of customer relationship management (CRM), development
of merchants education and training programs, expansion of things to
enjoy and eat.
When putting the theoretical researches above together, improvement
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of facilities environment. improvement management ability, and expansion
of support systems are greatly presented. However, activation measures
are too comprehensive, and it is uncertain what specific factor
impacts specifically compared with other factors, how important it is.
On the other hand, as an empirical research, No Seung-hyeok and
others (2006) analyzed statistically that traditional market activation
factors and parameters have causal relationships with business performance.
The results confirmed the fact that initiative, risk sensitivity, and
management experience among the characteristics of the merchants are
the important factors leading to business performance through the key
market activation parameters. In addition, the necessity to conduct
business management, merchandising, logistics distribution, marketing,
training for merchants to obtain meaningful management performance
was presented.
Kim Jong-kook and others (2007) identified the factors that could
affect the loyalty to traditional markets of consumers, divided customers
who use traditional markets into four detailed groups not the same
one group, and understood influence affecting loyalty by detailed groups.
Chae Yeon-su (1999), presented that high quality services could
attract a number of customers by ensuring our customers' support, but
low quality services could lead to loss of customers, emphasizing that
service quality is important for service company because improving
service quality can ensure company's afford ability and promote
company's growth and development through customer satisfaction.

3. Research Process
Section 1 The Design of Research Model: The goal of this research
is to verify what influence educational support policy for traditional
markets has on merchant’s sales expertise and in impact of merchant
education service quality on sales how mediating effect of sales
expertise works.
To measure education service quality based on the study of Choe
Deok-cheol and Lee Kyeong-oh (2000), we set up four types of
factors, tangibles, assurance, reliability, and empathy as traditional
market education service quality factors, by modifying five types of
service quality dimensions of SERVOUAL, tangibles, responsiveness,
assurance, empathy, and reliability, Four hypothesis was set up using
the above research model.

<Figure 1> Research Model

<Table 1> Hypothesis
division

Contents

Hypothesis(1)

Tangibles of education service quality will have a positive(+) effect on the sales skills

Hypothesis(2)

Assurance of education service quality will have a positive(+) effect on the sales skills

Hypothesis(3)

Reliability of merchant college education service quality will have a positive(+) effect on the sales skills

Hypothesis(4)

Empathy of merchant college education service quality will have a positive(+) effect on the sales skills

(β =
(β =
(β =
(β =

Accept/Reject
Reject
.069p = .279> .05)
Reject.
.068p = .415> .05)
Reject
.085p = .186> .05)
Accept
.760p = .000 <.05)

<Table 2> Factor analysis related to sales expertise
factor
customers persuasive

Sales Expertise

sales skills

Customer persuasive
power 1

I’m trying to understand the customer from the customer's point of view.

.882

.014

Customer persuasive
power 2

I think communicate with their customers is important for store operations.

.864

.028

Customer persuasive
power 3

I can explain fully by identifying the key elements customers want in response to
customers.

.853

.126

Sales skill 2

I seek to sell the product by the price customers expect through a certain level of
adjustment through negotiation with the customer

.426

.895

Sales skill 3

I can seize somewhat initiative in the direction I want in price bargaining with
customer

.326

.838

Sales skill 1

I provide customers with accurate information about the products

.216

.826

standard form and adequacy of KMO measure

Bartlett test of sphericity

.916
approximate k2

1654.350

degrees of freedom

28

significance probability

.000
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<Table 3> Regression Analysis
Model (sales skills)
Constant
Tangibles
Assurance
Reliability
Empathy

Non-standardized coefficients
β
The standard error
1.354
.277
0.61
.076
.071
.096
.098
.091
.611
.098

R
.617

Standardized coefficients

t value

Significance probability

.069
.068
.085
.760

4.526
.881
.637
1.048
6.191

.000***
.279
.415
.186
.000***

R²
.388

Modified R²
.376

3.1. Factor Analysis

4. Conclusion

Factor analysis was conducted to extract common factors of
questionnaires.
In this study, the factor loading was more than 0.8. KMO. KMO
measure is the extent of correlations among variables by other
variable and demonstrates sampling adequacy test for factor analysis.
The values closer to 1 of the KMO measure means correlation of the
sample is suitable for factor analysis.
Common factors from 20 questionnaires related to factor analysis of
educational services quality were extracted. As a results, four types of
factors, assurance, reliability, empathy, and tangibles were extracted.
Assurance was extracted four questionnaires of assurance 1, 2, 3
and 4. Reliability was extracted four questionnaires of reliability 1, 2,
4 and 5. Empathy was extracted four questionnaires of empathy 1, 2,
3 and 5. Tangibles was extracted four questionnaires of tangibles 2,
3, 4 and 5.
The KMO for sales expertise is 0.916, and Bartlett's test of
sphericity is 1654.350 Also significant probability is .000 so the use
of factor analysis is suitable and it can be concluded that two
common factors exist for sales expertise.

This study presents a number of suggestions when it coms to the
impact of education service quality on management performance as
the way to activate traditional markets and what kind of mediating
role sales expertise has, but it has some limitations. In the future, it
will be required to widely study the corelation between facilities
modernization business and merchant education and impact on
traditional market activation and plan about comprehensive market
activation. Studies on education service quality for merchant as well
as traditional markets are not much enough. In the future, it is
considered that the study on traditional market in various aspects and
various subsequent studies on the impact of education service quality
on traditional market activation will be necessary.

3.2. Verification of Hypothesis
Multiple Regression Analysis was conducted to verify what impact
educational services quality has on sales improvement of merchants.
Four independent variables related to educational services quality as
shown in the <Table 3> R2 value is .388. so, explanatory power of
independent variables to the dependent variables is 38.8%.
In addition, with a result of Analysis of Variance of Regression
Analysis, significance level can be assumed a linear relationship
within 0.001.
Hypothesis 4 is for identifying what impact empathy of
education service quality factors has on the sales skills improvement
of merchants.
Empathy, as shown in the <Table 3>, significance probability is
.000 (p <.05) so it is within the confidence level, and regression
coefficient (β) is 0.760, so it has a positive (+) effect. In other
words. Hypothesis 4 was accepted because the higher empathy of
education service quality, the higher sales skill of merchant is.
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Investigation into consciousness of business foundation motives of small business
enterprisers in Korea of multi-cultural families: Focused on business foundation of
small business enterprisers of Korean Chinese migrants
Jong-Jin Kim*, Myung-Hee Jung**

1

Abstract
Not only economic stagnation but also unemployment has been
continued in the world, and men are forced to work until 80 to 90
years old at longer life. The concept of lifetime job disappeared, and
men are interested in business foundation to work continuously and
to work for similar job. The value of business foundation is thought
to be important from the point of view of society, government,
individuals and family. The economic exchange between South Korea
and China has been expanded, and Korean Chinese are likely to play
an important role at entry into China by business foundation in accordance
with economic exchange between the countries. At inflow of Korean
residents at overseas, small businessmen business foundation shall be
given attention scientifically and Korean Chinese's business foundation
shall be given attention as well.
The findings would help the government's small business foundation
system to promote small business foundation and to be a guide of
expansion of Korean Chinese's small business markets. An education
program should be developed to strengthen Korean Chinese's self efficacy
considering psychological characteristics.
Keywords: Small Business Foundation, Korean Chinese's, Small
Business Foundation Motives, Business Foundation Will.

1. Introduction
Not only economic stagnation but also unemployment has continued
in the world, and men are forced to work until 80 to 90 years old
at longer life. The concept of lifetime job disappeared, and men are
interested in business foundation to work continuously and to work
for similar job. The value of business foundation is thought to be
important from point of view of society, government, individuals and
family.
Employment can be source of production of wealth to be means
of life and to create employment in the society and to increase
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production activity and to give social stability. The government also
regards business foundation as job opportunity to cognize new opportunity
of life job and to promote and support business foundation. The
government had small business oriented policy to neglect small sized
self employed and not to support. Small business enterpriser who
belongs to small business to classify into mid sized business and
small sized business shall stabilize citizens' living to promote
employment, so that success of small business enterprisers is thought
to be very much important.
The economic exchange between South Korea and China has been
expanded, and Korean Chinese are likely to play an important role at
entry into China by business foundation in accordance with economic
exchange between the countries. At inflow of Korean residents at
overseas, small businessmen business foundation shall be given attention
scientifically and Korean Chinese's business foundation shall be given
attention as well.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Concept of Korean Chinese
After middle of 19th century, Koreans Chinese migrated to China
because of economic and political reasons: By taking opportunity of
China-Korea diplomatic relations in 1992, they did return - migration
to Korea. Immigrants who came to Korea to be employed temporarily
because of gap of development of the Korean government's policy
and inter-country development to supply labor force in shortage, and
to get married and to study in Korea and to visit relatives in Korea.
Koreans living in China could come to Korea at change of social
structure in China. In 1978, China opened door under Teng Xiao
Ping system to start exchange with Korea little by little: Since the
1970s, the Korean economy rapidly grew up to be short of labor
force throughout the society in the 1980s, and the Korean government
actively accepted opening door to China to get world market in
accordance with internationalization. Both China and Korea allowed
60 years old or higher elderly Korean Chinese to visit home town at
opening of doors of both countries: Migrants labor workers thought
of overcoming of poverty at rural areas owing to visit to Korea so
that more people wanted to migrate to Korea to be employed in
Korea. Korean Chinese occupied large ratio of foreigners migrating to
Korea to be a part of the ones who migrated to Korea to find out
new opportunity of life.
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2.2. Business Foundation Will

3. Methodologies

Business foundation will is thought to be first stage of establishment.
Business foundation can make foundation of new organization to be
important to understand business foundation process.
With business foundation will and correct knowledge on foundation,
innovative persons who were given special education until late 20s
and/or middle of the 30s could succeed in foundation. When college
students are given foundation education, number of venture business
increased to have base of competitiveness of national industry in the
21st century.
Business foundation will makes foundation of new organization to
be important to understand foundation process and to evaluate foundation
in the future regardless of actual foundation and to have close
relation with behavior. Studies on business foundation investigate factors
of foundation will theoretically and empirically at higher interest in
foundation.
Business founders' roles have important influence upon business
foundation process, and successful founders have psychological features
that distinguish founder from non-founder to have influence upon
outcome.

The study investigated consciousness of small business foundation
of Korean Chinese who occupied the largest portion, and examined
effects of motives and will of business foundation. 200 copies were
used to collect 145 copies at ratio of collection of 72.5%. 102 copies
were finally used after excluding questionnaire with poor answers.

2.3. Small Business Foundation Motives
Small business foundation has great influence upon not only success
of foundation but also features and success of enterprises after
foundation. Reasons of small business were important variables of
business entity at precedent studies to found business with various
kinds of motives.
And, small business foundation motives include family and/or
friends' recommendation, success of family enterprise, discovery of
proper job, the government's support, and self-realization. Personal
desire was thought to consist of sub area desire and social desire of
economic desire, self-esteem and self-realization related upper class of
desire. The study investigated business foundation motive, entrepreneur
spirit and business foundation will of potential business founder.
Business foundation motive factors include business foundation eduction,
achievement, personal network and social cognition to investigate
effects upon entrepreneur spirit and small business foundation will.
Achievement and personal network had positive influence upon
entrepreneur spirit, and not only small business foundation spirit but
also achievement had positive influence upon small business foundation
will. The study investigated small business founder in China and
Korea by desire of the entrepreneur, stable income and alternative of
employment. A study investigated effect upon small business
foundation will (Kang, 2012). Independence, self-realization and
livelihood had significant influence upon small business foundation
will. Small business foundation motive was classified into opportunity,
achievement and independence, and small business foundation motive
had significant influence upon preliminary preparation for the business
foundation. Small business foundation motive may vary greatly
depending upon environmental and social change, and some of areas
may have great influence upon business foundation. A study on small
business foundation motive of women businessmen was made.

3.1. Methodologies
SPSS 19 was used. Not only data coding but also data cleaning
was used to do statistical processing.
First, frequency analysis was done to investigate common characteristics
of the sample. Second, factor analysis was done to classify items of
test tool by areas: Cronbach's α coefficient was used. Third, not only
t-test but also correlation was used to investigate difference between
Koreans and Korean Chinese. Fourth, not only multi-regression but
also hierarchical moderated regression analysis was done to test hypotheses.

3.2. Variables
3.2.1. Small Business Foundation Motives
Questions of businessmen desire, use of knowledge and technology
and employment were used to investigate potential small businessmen's
motives, and the study tested 20 questions: 5-points indicated 'very
much true' to be very much positive and 1 point indicated 'not true
at all' to be very much negative.

3.2.2. Small Business Foundation Will
Small business foundation is said to discover business opportunity
under risks and uncertain situation and to pursue profit and to
establish new business entity. Small business foundation will has very
much relation with foundation related behavior. Relation between
small business foundation and foundation will shall investigate theoretical
frame of behavior models of social psychologists. Small business
foundation intention has very much close relation with business foundation
related behavior.
The study suggested self efficacy of small business foundation that
individuals could do roles and tasks successfully: The ones with high
self-efficacy of small business foundation could take actions against
challenges and risk to believe in use of opportunities and to have
close relations with small business foundation. The study examined
relation between small business self-efficacy and business foundation
intention empirically: Preliminary small business founders with high
self-efficacy could take effective actions against uncertainty, risks and
challenges to have confidence on the success and to raise small
business foundation intention. Surrogate endpoints of small business
foundation success might have concept of small business foundation
effects variables and relations between the variables could be
researched. Studies in Korea said that self efficacy had affirmative
relations with small business foundation intention and will.
The findings were:
Small business founders had high achievement desire, risk taking
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propensity and self-efficacy than common people had. Small business
foundation had such characteristics to be important for small business
founders.

3.3. Contents and Hypotheses
Hypotheses were:
<Table 1> Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1

Achievement desire has positive influence upon small
business foundation will.

Hypothesis 2

Risk taking propensity has positive influence upon small
business foundation will.

Hypothesis 3

Self efficacy has positive influence upon small business
foundation will.

Hypothesis 4

Small business foundation motive has positive influence
upon small business foundation will.

4. The Findings
4.1. Reliability Analysis
Cronbach's α coefficients were used to investigate reliability of the
variables (<Table 3>):
<Table 3> Reliability
Classification

Small business
foundation motives

Cronbach'α

Professionalism

.898

Self accomplishment

.843

Living life

.792

Economic stability

.662

Small business foundation will

.862

In this study, Cronbach'α between test items exceeded 0.6 to be
good and to have internal consistency of test tools and to have
reliability of variables.

4.2. Small Business Foundation Motives and Will
Multiple regression analysis was done to investigate effects upon
small business foundation will of potential business founder of
Korean Chinese. Not only tolerance but also variation inflation factor
(VIF) was used to verify no problem of multi-collinearity.
The study investigated effects of psychological characteristics and
small business foundation motives upon business foundation will by
using models. Self-efficacy and self achievement had positive
influence upon small business foundation of Korean Chinese. Use of
control variable had explanatory power (29.6%).
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<Table 4> Fixed Ideas on Multi-cultural Persons
Items
Constant
Self efficacy (a)
Risk taking propensity (b)
Achievement (c)
Professionalism (d)
Self achievement (e)
Living life (f)
Economic stability (g)
F
R2
Adjusted R2
R2 Change

B
15.997***
.684*
.020
.579
.642
.754*
-.130
.173

1st stage
Standard error
.236
.310
.281
.340
.398
.297
.257
.256
5.507***
.362
.296
.362***

5. Summary
In the era of internationalization, human and physical exchange
shall be expanded to increase ratio of immigrants to Korea quickly
and to be short of social interest in immigrants' small business
foundation. At the time of economic growth and balanced development
in the society, not only small business founders in Korea but also
Korean Chinese are interested in small business foundation. In Korea,
small business founders may play important role to create job
opportunity.
This study investigated effects upon small business foundation will
of rapidly growing Korean Chinese and Korean people. Literatures
were used to investigate general matters and to have hypotheses of
problem solving.
The findings were:
Korean Chinese elevated small business foundation will. The society
needs to produce affirmative atmosphere of small business foundation.
Korean government's immigration policy shall give benefit to the
small business founders having ideas and capital to elevate social
cognition on small business foundation. The government shall consider
such things to promote Korean Chinese's small business foundation.
Korean Chinese shall be educated to learn small business foundation
and to increase self-efficacy and to have confidence on small business
foundation and to produce affirmative atmosphere of the business
foundation and to lessen failure and increase success of small
business foundation.
The findings would help the government's small business foundation
system to promote small business foundation and to be a guide of
expansion of Korean Chinese's small business markets. An education
program should be developed to strengthen Korean Chinese's self
efficacy considering psychological characteristics.
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Visual Merchandising Concept for Traditional Market in Korea
Jung-Hwa Seo*, Myoung-Kil Youn**1

Abstract
Although the studies on visual merchandising of Korean traditional
markets have been continued, visual merchandisers have been distorted
by the display control center in real situations. Therefore, this study
sets both current and future concepts of Visual Merchandising for
further discussions and a new complement formulation in Visual
Merchandising,
This study investigates previous studies with the ways of normative
study such as comparing, organizing concepts and relating terms on
visual merchandising. Visual Merchandising is suitable for Korean
situation, thus, it is important to establish appropriate concepts of it.
It can be possible in case of being provided existed researches and
all preceding discussions.
Visual Merchandising has been an important key to how well
establish its visual merchandising in retail planning, and it focused on
to organize the visual merchandising concepts. Though the study has
many limitations, this study can be better approach by facing the matters
squarely and looking at the solutions for the limitations in research
areas.
Visual Merchandising is not just confined in the field of research.
Thus, the challenge can be possible in retail outlets with properly
established plan.
Keywords: Visual Merchandising, Merchandising, Interior, Display,
Brand Image.

1. Introduction
Secondary market of the 21st century, the era from purchasing a
product to solve the basic, food and Week, status occurred in the
retail segment of the changes in consumer living standards and
cultural development and evolution. Accordingly, the common technology
level and has a variety of sales facility increased while retail market
competition is becomingday increasingly fierce, the number to differentiate
only many brands of purchase of the consumer in the needs and
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simple product presented in order to obtain a psychological response
there is a limit. So, integrated, because you feel the need for a
specialized store of images and services, Visual Merchandising to
create a space that maximizes the Brand Identity and Corporate
Identity to feel these stores of the brand as a whole die easing is a
unique brand and action, and to judge the value of the most
powerful means it has been raised more and more awareness of the
importance (Korea Institute of Development, 2016).
On the other hand, we want to discuss in this study, "Visual
Merchandising" to unify the terminology used by 'VMD', and sets
current and future concept of VMD in Korea. Based on this, it has
the goal of presenting the basic concepts that you can explore the
VMD development strategy of the retail market in South Korea in
the future.

2. Theoretical analysis of the VMD
Research related to the visual merchandising is a lot, but most of
the discussion constitutes the research and research-related sales activation
of the scene of the 'image enhancement' dimension mainstream.
On-site sales activation related to a recent study Jung et al. (2015) is
a Food Court in the Department Store using IPA in the studies
progress was, Heo et al. (2015) is a French Printemps department
store fashion window display the analyzes were In addition there will
be numerous. Meanwhile, VMD, was widespread and published a
book called Visual Merchandising in retail trade association in the
United States in 1976. In this chapter, the concept of clean VMD,
and to compare the related concepts.

2.1. VMD Concept Theorem
2.1.1. Visual Merchandising Term
There is visual merchandising is accepted 'VMD' In Korea, 'VMD'
is a term commonly used by Japanese workers to distributors initials.
Visual Merchandising is used to synthesize the word (Merchandising)
of a particular product planning and management of the means by
which to shape the image of the product to the consumer and the
brand, realize the marketing goals of visualization (Visual) and
enterprises.
So some scholars (Kim & Yoon, 2013; Lee & Park, 2008) is a
little visual difference by "visual merchandising", only not without
'visual merchandising design' or sometimes called’ VMD design’.
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However, most of the countries of America and the world will be
referred as writing a term in the field "Visual Merchandising".
Recently, some scholars of Korea (Oh, Suh, & Lee, 2010; Lee,
2012) is 'VM', but says that the exact representation, in English as
"visual merchandising" also in writing.
Nevertheless, even in this study, the notation is slightly different
from the original notation though, because in general research
scholars and practitioners are represented by the initials of 'VMD'
lock-in South Korea retail scene, Korean in order to maintain
consistency in this study notation, denoted by unification as 'visual
merchandising' or, 'VMD'.
In conclusion, the correct notation in Korea 'visual merchandising',
even dare denoted by initials 'VMD' not in the crowd. In other
words, the term used is because it is most reasonable to use the term
commonly used for the majority of the country of use.
2.2. VMD Concepts in Existing Discussion
Shim (2004) was defined as ‘Visual Merchandising(VMD) is ‘the
visualization of goods policy(Merchandising)’. And that means a
strategy on how to show the goods visual plan, a strategy for the
retail marketing, not just a simple promotional tool, the project-related
information, holistic marketing to ensure integrated consistently
adjusted and executed to achieve the marketing objectives would that
system.
Lim & Lee (2014) were defined as. "the "visual merchandising
(VMD) is a marketing strategy to deliver to our customers that easy
to see the goods, the shelf to make it easier to select, a shop
interior, and create a store into a unified image of the mobilization
of all technologies, services and attitude of the salesperson.
In the occupations, Visual merchandisers have the means of
expression that is consistent to the customer to find the stores to
match the concept-oriented enterprises (brand). In addition, the product
is a comprehensive professional practitioners such as full-decorating
stores to showcase products for the purpose of smooth marketing
activities, ranging from buying or selling in the planning stage (Korea
Institute of Development, 2016) and, The display focused ‘How can
you show your product better emphasize’, visual merchandising
focused ‘How canyour company (brand) to increase the image, can
you sell a product better’. Sometimes, the display is referred to as
business-oriented display produced mainly as visual merchandisers,
strictly look there are differences.

Therefore, if defined by the existing comprehensive discussion in
this study are as follows.
Visual Merchandising is ‘To unify the spaces and products to
match the brand concept For the purpose of rising sales and image.
And, to show a good purchase, up tototal management activities of
planning, design drawings, and marketing.
Thereby, the area of the visual merchandising can be as efficient
convergence of the three. First, it is interior for achieve the goal of
sale retail stores, increasing the value of the store image in the visual
side, and the effective delivery of the brand concept, which can
provide a pleasant shopping experience. Second, it is a display for
highlight the advantages of production and attractive products, and
find it easy to produce goods. And finally it is merchandising for
anticipating customer trendsand planning, development, including the
purchase and sale of certain goods.

3. The role and effectiveness of visual merchandising
3.1. The role of visual merchandising
For the efficient deployment of visual merchandising, Visual
stimuli directed to the customer's emotions and increase the value of
the goods, In Visual Merchandising Director Planning reasonably
stores configuration and product concept for business policy and
corporate objectives, target audience, style, items, and a thorough
understanding of the color and the strategies of other stores in
accurate knowledge, compare, analyze, review, and the need,
It shall deliver a strong message to your customers in a consistent
store concept in planning and sales. VMD elements of the store in
this strategy are represented according to the unique characteristics of
the company (brand). Accordingly, VMD can be used by enterprises
(brand) strategy for managing stores (brand) image and loyalty,
through which reduces the perceived risk of new customers and can
solidify the brand positioning (Park & Lee, 2008).

3.2. The role and effectiveness of visual merchandising
Visual Merchandising gives the effect of visual communication for
the brand image. First, and most information is due to the production
of visual merchandising, visual information, this information is to
give an impression to the customer, we can see that the restitution of
the most fundamental functions of communication to share the
meaning of the information.
In addition, one of the visual information effect is to induce an
emotional reaction, sensual elements, such as the time they can
strengthen the effect on brand attitudes by providing emotional
experience that allows customers to feel the various types of feelings
about the brand have.

<Figure 1> Conceptual visual merchandising and area
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4. Conclusion
This study does not point visual merchandising is done properly
established scientific concepts also because it has the characteristics
inevitably occuraround the field research. Nevertheless, various
attempts have been made in the country.
In the original, Visual Merchandising is an important key tohow
well establish its visual merchandising in retail planning. To this end,
it focused on to organize the visual merchandising concepts.
Nevertheless exposure many limitations.
Therefore, looking at the direction of the limitations of this study
and future research areas, studies lacks depth case studies and a more
academic approach. Of course, in this study, because study after
study versa shall proceed in the direction overcome them.
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A Study on Commercial Power of Traditional Market
Key-Young Baik*, Myoung-Kil Youn**1

Abstract
This study investigated commercial power theory intraditional market
with related literatures to get theoretical and mathematical measurement
and commercial power model. Consumers’ store selection models
include 1) normative hypothesis based theory, 2) interaction theory, 3)
utility function estimation model 4) cognitive-behavioral models. Normative
hypothesis based theory consists of Reilly’s retail gratification theory
and Converse’s revised retail gratification theory. Interaction theory
consists of Huff’s probability gratification theory, MCI model and
Multi-nominal Logit Model (MNL model).Retail organization position
theory consists of Central place theories, single store position theory,
mult store position –assign model and retail growth potential model.
Single store position theory developed theoretical and empirical
technique for decision-making of optimum position in single store,
and it consists of the most simple and systematic method forcheck
list, analogy, and micro-analysis technique. This study has limitations
in variable factors because they were a part of actual commercial
power. Therefore, further studies are needed to investigate each part
of commercial area and variables having influence upon commercial
area.
Keywords: Traditional Market, Commercial Power.

1. Introduction
This study investigated theory of commercial power of traditional
market with related literatures. Consumers select stores by theory
and/or model: 1) theory based on normative hypothesis, 2) theory of
mutual reaction, 3) utility function estimation model 4) Cognitive-behavioral
models.
The theory based on normative hypothesis consists of (1) Reilly’s
retail gravitation theory, (2) Converse’s revised retail gravitation
theory, and interaction theory consists of (1) Huff’s probability gravitation
theory, (2) Multiplier completion interaction theory (MCI model) (3)
Multi-nominal Logit Model (MNL model)
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2. Consumers’ Store Selection Model
This study investigated commercial power theory of traditional market
by literatures. Consumers’store selection models include 1) normative
hypothesis based theory, 2) interaction theory, 3) utility function
estimation model 4) cognitive-behavioral models. Normative hypothesis
based theory consists of Reilly’s retail gratification theory, Converse’s
revised retail gratification theory. Interaction theory consists of Huff’s
probability gratification theory, MCI model, Multi-nominal Logit
Model (MNL model).Retail organization position theory consists of
Central place theories, single store position theory, multi store
position – assign model, retail growth potential model.
Single store position theory developed theoretical and empirical
technique for decision-making of optimum position of single store to
consist of the most simple and systematic method of check list,
analogy, and micro-analysis technique. Aforementioned models are
theoretical and mathematical commercial power measurement
and/ormodel. The study had limitation that variation factors included
in formula were a part of many factors of actual commercial power.
Further study shall be made to investigate areas and variables of
commercial power continuously.

3. Summary
This study described commercial area analysis theory of traditional
market to get a method and model withmathematical and commercial
area estimation. Variable factors included in the formula are no more
than a part of many factors of commercial area. Further studies are
needed to investigate each part of commercial area and variables
having influence upon commercial area.
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Analysis of Preceding Study on Domestic Turnover Predicting Model
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Abstract
In this study, turnover estimation study through analysis of commercial
sphere was intended to be analyzed by estimating turnover that is
desired to be occupied by outlets in commercial sphere. In addition,
its objective is to develop new business launching strategy model
based on outlet location analysis and apply it to practical work.
Among the studies of location and commercial sphere analysis, theses
by statistical analysis were excluded as they are belonged to
marketing theses rather than location and commercial sphere analysis
and studies that just focused on location and commercial sphere
analysis only were selected and analyzed. In this study, correlation
between dependent variable and independent variable of turnover
estimating model was established by focusing on market environment
change rather than verifying preceding research model. Through this
study, it was implied that a model could be developed in diversified
areas with researchers who estimate detailed turnover by deducing
theoretically established result as an empirical data. Therefore, it is
hoped by this opportunity that regionally specialized turnover
estimation model that may be applied to distribution field and
commercial sphere would be developed by quantifying diversified
turnover environment variables.
Keywords: Commercial Sphere Analysis Theory, Analysis, Turnover
Predicting Model, Huff.

1. Introduction
In this study, turnover estimation study through analysis of commercial
sphere was intended to be analyzed by estimating turnover that is
desired to be occupied by outlets in commercial sphere. In addition,
its objective is to develop new business launching strategy model
based on outlet location analysis and apply it to practical work.
In particular, in economic forecast in 2016, economic recession
was forecasted to persist until 2018 as low growth pitfall of 2% was
fixed, consumer price index being forecasted to be high remains at
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low level of 1%. Therefore, under the trend that purchasing power of
consumers is significantly low, an alternative that affects turnover
estimation is intended to be pursued by re-establishing a theory
through inter-outlet location analysis being applied in this study by
presenting general factors affecting inter-outlet turnover in a
competition of overlapped commercial sphere of mid-large cities. In
addition, this study will be progressed at the level of researching
preceding study in an exploratory way.
In the result of preceding study relevant to some commercial sphere
analysis, it was analyzed that advertising expenses, sales promotion
cost and outlet awareness affect turnover positively but if large outlet
launch business in overlapped commercial sphere, its effect on turnover
is required to be more deeply analyzed even though diversified
promotion services are provided to the customers.
Therefore, this study will be limited to a research being discussed
in a preparation process for re-establishing analysis theory for turnover
estimation through sufficient verification of mid/large outlets in the
same commercial sphere based on preceding study. In other words,
this is the limitation of this study and a task to be handled in the
future as well.
First, in distribution and real estate academic field, a research on
location and commercial sphere theory has been extensively progressed
and its characteristics were analyzed. As a next step, there are several
theoretical techniques in commercial sphere analysis for selecting new
promising candidate outlet but it could be explained as follows based
on commercial sphere theory relevant to logistics.

2. Comparison of difference between studies relevant
to location and commercial sphere analysis theory
First, among the studies of location and commercial sphere analysis,
theses by statistical analysis were excluded as they are belonged to
marketing theses rather than location and commercial sphere analysis
and studies that just focused on location and commercial sphere
analysis only were selected and analyzed. In addition, theses relevant
to geography for pure location were also excluded from comparison
target and only logistics and real estate related theses will be
compared. Research objective of logistics is to estimate turnover,
market scale and select proper location of new outlet. On the other
hand, research objective in real estate studies is demand forecast
relevant to real estate price and architectural plan, land use plan
interconnected with real estate demand.
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In our country, typical researchers on location and commercial
sphere theory based on logistics scholars include Park et al. (2006),
An et al. (2009), Kim & Youn (2010), Kim et al. (2011), Su &
Youn (2011), Youn et al. (2012) and Youn et al. (2013) and that of
real estate studies include Lee (1983), Lee (1988), Lim & Lee (1999).
<Table 1> Comparison of location analysis model
Division

Logistics

Real estate studies

Research objective of
Research objective of real estate
Research
logistics is to estimate
studies is to forecast demand for
direction
turnover, select proper
real estate price and architectural
&
location and measure market
plan and land use plan
objective scale based on new outlet
interconnected with real estate
launching.
demand.
Park et al. (2006), An et al.
Typical
(2009), Kim & Youn
studies
(2010), Kim et al.(2011), Su
researche
& Youn(2011), Youn et
rs
al.(2012),Youn et al.(2013)

Through this study, it was implied that a model could be developed
in diversified areas with researchers who estimate detailed turnover by
deducing theoretically established result as an empirical data. Therefore,
it is hoped by this opportunity that regionally specialized turnover
estimation model that may be applied to distribution field and commercial
sphere would be developed by quantifying diversified turnover environment
variables.

Lee (1983), Lee (1988), Lim &
Lee (1999), Hwang et al.(2007)

3. Conclusion
In this study, correlation between dependent variable and independent
variable of turnover estimating model was established by focusing on
market environment change rather than verifying preceding research
model.
In turnover estimation of commercial sphere, ratio between disposable
income and household debt based on economic index was a cause of
domestic demand depression due to economic shrinkage and youth
unemployment rate on February, 2016 was serious as 12.5%. This
unemployment rate increase affected overall industry and it led to
commercial sphere stagnation in the wake of long-term economic
recession.
In this study, a lot of tasks were left as its limitation and in
applying Huff (1963) model in preceding study also, it was limited to
present just direction without verifying detailed case notwithstanding
that influencing factor was required to be found and applied to turnover
estimation.
Finally, in research method for survey target also, L company of
Changwon region that is small/medium city was selected as its model
but as research was limited to a few qualitative, quantitative elements,
data approach required for the research was not sufficient and its
result failed to be presented as research model.
R. Caplin, Prof. of Harvard University who is founder of BSC and
D. Norton, a consultant emphasized that 'In new economy, intangible
assets like gifted human resources, brand, intellectual property,
network is source of creating new added value' and 'high added value
could be created only when business model is changed to service
type'. Therefore, without overcoming limitation of traditional turnover
estimation model in the past, research project of more new solution
was presented.
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Analysis of Competitiveness in Steel Distribution Industry between China and USA
Jae-Sung Lee*1

Abstract
The object goal of this research is reviewing international business
hierarchy to intensify two countries economic supports and exchanges
as well as to evaluate factors that influence international business
hierarchy and system in order to figure out problems of international
business behaviors and to look for the way how to increase
international business activities(Baygi 2015) between 2 countries – China
and USA.
Let me explain this paper’s overall contents briefly as follows;
Chapter 2 will give you explanations how this paper has reference
statistic data as well as related previous research, of which empirical
analysis is conducted. Chapter 3 will suggest you to evaluate hierarch
system of China-Japan steel industry by way of international general
business and trade database and statistics. Chapter 4 will provide you
real analytic data after calculate each items one by one in the all the
tables to establish how 2 country’s international business and trade
relationship are proceeded based on statistic database of UN
COMTRADE including Market Share Index, International Trade
Specialization Index and Revealed Comparative Advantage Index.
Keywords: Analysis, Competitiveness, Steel Distribution Industry,
China and USA

1. Introduction
The object goal of this research is reviewing international business
hierarchy to intensify two countries economic supports and exchanges
as well as to evaluate factors that influence international business
hierarchy and system in order to figure out problems of international
business behaviors and to look for the way how to increase international
business activities (Baygi, 2015) between 2 countries – China and
USA.
Let me explain this paper’s overall contents briefly as follows;
Chapter 2 will give you explanations how this paper has reference
statistic data as well as related previous research, of which empirical
analysis is conducted. Chapter 3 will suggest you to evaluate hierarch
* First Author, Corresponding Author, Assistant Professor, Trade
Department, Dongeui University, Busan, Korea. Tel: +82-51-890-2563.
E-mail: jslee7@deu.ac.kr.

system of China-Japan steel industry by way of international general
business and trade database and statistics. Chapter 4 will provide you
real analytic data after calculate each items one by one in the all the
tables to establish how 2 country’s international business and trade
relationship are proceeded based on statistic database of UN
COMTRADE including Market Share Index, International Trade
Specialization Index and Revealed Comparative Advantage Index.
Conclusively, Chapter 5 will you summary analysis outcomes for
this study with up-to-date calculated database including mentioned
whole research conclusions.

2. Present Status and Characteristic for China-USA
Steel Industry
Now, it is available to evaluate steel business only.
When we review above <Table 1> and <Table 2>, it is easy for us
to figure out from 2000 to 2004, china has trade surplus in steel
industry that means Chinese steel business is pretty much competitiveness
against world steel market even though trade deficit started from
2005, however, its trade deficit is not growing till 2014 which is
available that I think one of crucial factor is low labor cost and
competitive labor wage compared to those of advanced countries, of
which is one of key factor that China should take advantage of, on
the other hand, in terms of USA case, Japan has been always
minus(-) international business for total study time serial from 2000
to 2014 which means USA steel industry is disadvantage in world
market and USA steel industry is not competitive at all. Further
more, in terms of steel business, USA made steel business as a
national key industry to export steel from 1980’s under the long-term
basis.
USA has well operated worldwide export marketing networks while
Japanese enterprises have been huge foreign joint-venture investment
to foreign countries.
When we call overseas investments, there are 2 kinds investments
such as financial asset and direct investment, therefore, Joint-venture
investment is one of direct investment. it means that enterprise is
operating itself with local capital and financial asset such as loan.
This company is only to take advantage itself instead of involving
enterprise management while direct investment means to get into
company management by holding company’s stocks.y keeping stock.
The enormous finance is transferring into developing country is not
simply brisk.
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It is in a sense, positive effects of international business balance in
the USA steel industry. Namely, it is shifted from labor-fortified
NICs industry into capital–fortified business industry. It means that it
is not a single industry is transferred but it is national wealth is
changed to dedicate national wealth expansion(Lee, 2015) through
economic enlargement.

3. Structural Analysis of Steel Industry between
China-USA
3.1. Empirical Analysis Result for China-USA Steel Industry

we can acknowledge that Japanese export specialization degree is
high.
<Table 10> China Trade Specialization Index to Japan

Year

① China Steel Export
Amount to USA USA Steel Export
Amount to China

② China Steel Export
Amount to USA +
USA Steel Export
Amount to China

TSI(= ① / ②)

2000

-$1,602,989,056

$2,674,037,928

-0.599463844

2007

-$5,270,021,343

$8,969,693,595

-0.587536384

2014

-$5,144,581,814

$8,100,599,736

-0.635086535

Source: Own
<Table 11> USA Trade Specialization Index against China

3.1.1. Revealed Comparative Advantage Index for China-USA Steel
Industry
Now, more details are followed, RCA index for China-USA Steel
Industry will be calculated as follows;
<Table 7> RCA Index for China-USA Steel Industry
Year

① China Steel Export
against USA/World
Total Steel Export

② China Total Export
against USA/World
Total Commodity Export

RCA(= ① / ②)

2000

0.004287645

0.005574376

0.769170413

2007

0.004416715

0.006253214

0.706311219

2014

0.003662943

0.002793269

1.311346113

Year

① USA Steel Export
Amount against
China-China Steel Export
Amount against USA

② USA Steel Export
Amount against
China+China Steel Export
Amount against USA

TSI(= ① / ②)

2000

$1,602,989,056

$2,674,037,928

0.599463844

2005

$5,270,021,343

$8,969,693,595

0.587536384

2012

$5,144,581,814

$8,100,599,736

0.635086535

Source: Own

3.1.3. Competitiveness by Market Share for China-USA Steel Industry
<Table 15> Market Share for 2 country’s Steel Industry (%)
China

Source: Own

As we can understand above <Table 7>, if a certain business’s
RCA ratio is bigger than 1, it is understood it has comparative merit
rather than other industries or if verified ratio is less than 1, it has
demerit rather than the other business categories, therefore, the
calculated RCA index of 2000 is 0.769170413 which means that
china steel industry has comparative demerit rather than other
industries against USA (Lee, 2015). Per the verified RCA index in
2007 is 0.706311219 and of 2014 is 1.311346113 respectively, when
we review index data by time serial analysis, Chinese steel industry
has high comparative disadvantage against that of USA from 2000 to
2007. However, optimistically, we can figure out that Chinese steel
industry has been getting stronger from 2014 as china has
comparative advantage against USA steel industry (Lee, 2014).

3.1.2. Trade Specialization Index for China-USA Steel Industry
According to relative comparative merit data in export field
category, it is verified data for assessing bilateral or against
world-level market competitiveness, therefore, per reviewing <Table
10>, even though chinese steel export amount value to USA has
been higher than US$1.3billion during time serials statistic way from
2000 to 2007, USA steel export volume against China also has been
increasing more than US$5billion(namely, over 3 times larger rather
than China for 7 years. When we see <Table 16>, USA data index
& figures indicate the plus(+) marks, which means it is closer to +1,

USA

(China Steel Export (USA Steel Export Competitiveness
based on
Amount
Amount to
market share
toWorld/World Total World/World Total
Steel Export Amount) Steel Export Amount)

Period

Trade
Flow

2000

Export

0.028665

0.103479583

USA

2007

Export

0.095282

0.071890303

China

2014

Export

0.136441

0.082095017

China

Source: Own

Furthermore, when we review market share in <Table 15> during
whole research period from 2000 to 2014, China’s market share are
0.028665 in 2000, 0.095282 in 2007, 0.136441 in 2014, respectively
while USA’s market share are 0.103479583 in 2000, 0.071890303 in
2007, 0.082095017 in 2014. Therefore, conclusively, we can easily
find out that USA’s steel industry is dominating China’s steel
industry in 2000. However, from 2007, China is always overwhelmingly
dominating USA’s steel industry. Finally, China’s steel industry has
excellent competitiveness against USA’s steel industry according to
calculated mentioned database.

5. Conclusions
Nowadays, Korea’s steel quantity per each steel consumer is
1,162kg(2013) which is world top 1 and it is bigger than those of
China(479kg), Japan(485g), USA(285kg).
From 2000, Korea’s production increase ratio is diminishing down
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because of Chinese’s over-supply in the worldwide steel business
category that major countries have to chase down quality development
by fortifying competitiveness and high-quality products.
This study empirically analyze how China-USA steel trade
dependent relationship is shifted during over 13 years(2000, 2007,
2014) through market share, trade specialization index and revealed
comparative advantage index. By the courtesy of this index database,
we can knowimport & export hierarchy and system element of 2
countries. Now, summary of this paper work resulting from empirical
analysis as follows;
First, when we review market share during whole research period
from 2000 to 2014, China’s market share are 0.028665 in 2000,
0.095282 in 2007, 0.136441 in 2014, respectively while USA’s market
share are 0.103479583 in 2000, 0.071890303 in 2007, 0.082095017 in
2014. Therefore, conclusively, we can easily find out that USA’s steel
industry is dominating China’s steel industry in 2000. However, from
2007, China is always overwhelmingly dominating USA’s steel industry.
Finally, China’s steel industry has excellent competitiveness against
USA’s steel industry according to calculated mentioned database.
Second, even though chinese steel export volume against USA has
been higher than US$1.3billion through time-serial statistic database
from 2000 to 2007, USA steel export volume against China also has
been increasing more than US$5billion(namely, over 3 times larger
rather than China for 7 years. According to verified database, we can
understand that USA export specialization degree is high.
Third, RCA index of 2000 is 0.769170413 which means that china
steel industry has comparative demerit rather than other business
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industries against USA. As the verified RCA index of 2007 is
0.706311219 and of 2014 is 1.311346113 respectively, when we
count on statistic data on time serial statistic evaluation, Chinese steel
industry has high comparative disadvantage against that of USA from
2000 to 2007. However, optimistically, we can figure out that
Chinese steel industry has been getting stronger from 2014 as china
has comparative advantage against USA steel industry.
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A Study on Unfairness of Customers according to New Management
Strategy at Polarization of Retail Business for Traditional Market
Chang-beom Jin*, Jong-Jin Kim**, Myoung-Kil Youn***1

Abstract
The purpose of the study is to inspect the actual conditions in
market control and to understand problems of high market control in
large-sized distributors. By examining cases of foreign distribution market,
this study suggests a policy for the development in distribution and
manufacturers as well as competition in distribution business.
Not only advanced distribution businesses in foreign countries but
also large businesses in Korea that had good finance, organizations
and management skills have triggered the scale in economy, and have
distribution markets changed structures in markets.
This study examined the effects of psychological change in distribution
environment upon commercial areas. It investigates consumers' experience
and theory, then, suggests the power of new management strategy for
growth of retailers.
Regular and/or irregular inspection shall inspect unfair trade such
as large scaled distribution's unfair increase of sales commission.
Structural solving shall be done to have competing conditions such as
improvement of market monopoly. Agreement and standard trade
agreement shall be made to create win-win culture.
In order to prevent unfair trade, it is necessary to make legal
enactment, authorized investigation, strengthening of punishment, and
fair trade agreement.
Keywords: Polarization of Retail Business, New Management Strategy,
Classification of Retail Business.

1. Introduction
In the past, distribution business in Korea consisted of small-sized
shops and stores except for some of department stores and chain
supermarkets: In 1996, distribution market was completely opened to
reconstruct all of distribution businesses. Not only advanced distribution
businesses in foreign countries but also large businesses in Korea that
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had good finance, organizations and management skills triggered economy
of scale at distribution markets to make change of structure of the
markets.
Since 1996, distribution market was completely opened to make
change of distribution market in Korea rapidly and to have large-scaled
distribution businesses and to have influence upon distribution market,
economy and society and to create conflicts between businesses from
negative point of view. Large-scaled distribution business could
increase effectiveness to strengthen competitiveness of distribution
business and to elevate productivity and to provide consumers with
convenience by better shopping environment.
On the other hand, small-sized distribution decreased sales to lose
market to increase unfair trade by large scale and buying power and
to promote sales promotion at excessive competition and create
impulse buying and unreasonable consumption and to produce social
conflict and expenses.
Growth of large-scaled distribution and weakened small-sized distribution
created polarization of distribution business to let large-scaled distribution
business occupy market.
Share of the sales of large-scaled retailers (number of employees at
ordinary time was more than 200 persons) increased from 42.3% in
2001 to 61.0% in 2009 to let large-scaled retailers such as hyper
market and department store governed distribution market.
Market share of top three department stores increased from 61% in
2001 to 88% in 2010, and that of top three hyper market did from
41% in 2001 to 87% in 2010 to let large business monopolize retail
market.
The purpose of the study was to inspect actual conditions of
market control and to understand problems of high market control of
large-sized distributors and to examine cases of foreign distribution
market and to suggest policy for development of distribution and
manufacturers as well as competition of distribution business.
All of the enterprises have looked for new platform under homogeneous
market competition to require research on consumers' attitude toward
retail businesses and effects upon consumers' buying values and behavior.
The study examined effects of psychological change of distribution
environment upon commercial areas to investigate consumers' experience
and theory and to suggest power of new management strategy for
growth of retailers.

2. Summary
Business relation between large-scaled distribution and vendor was
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not improved. Answer to question of manufacturer's market competition
was 4.2% up to indicate worsened market competition. Large scaled
distribution has raised market negotiation: At the questionnaire of
vendors, business relation with large-scaled distribution was thought to
be the most important to be 4.8% up than 2008. Manufacturers
wanted to strengthen brand to be 7.9% up. Manufacturers wanted to
strengthen brand considering difficult public relations of brand and
company name when selling products.
Manufacturer's unfair trade with large scaled distribution was
improved slightly to expand additional unfair trade.
The sales commission with large scaled distribution business decreased
(0.3 ~ 0.7) to increase additional expenses such as number of salesmen,
interior expenses and economic costs (0.7 ~ 40%). (source: Fair Trade
Commission). Unfair trade of large scaled distribution business and
vendors were reluctant to report and/or disclose considering business
relations as previous questionnaire survey said. Some of unfair trade
seemed to neglect by loss, sales promotion event and gift event to
open shop of new products, and to get customers. Penalty of unfair
trade of large scaled distribution business seemed to be negligible,
and some of large scaled retailers transferred penalty to vendors in
various ways.
Fair Trade Commission released types and notice of unfair trade of
large scaled retail business based on monopoly regulation and fair
trade (hereinafter called 'notice of large scaled retail) to prevent large
scaled distribution business from doing unfair trade. The notice
controled unfair trade at different position between large scaled distribution
business and small vendors.
On September 29, 201, Fair Trade Commission announced action
plan of win-win growth between large business and small business
with help of Ministry of Planning and Finance, Knowledge and
Economy, and Small Business Administration. The plan included sales
commission of department stores and TV home shopping, and
enactment and supply of standard agreement by each business type.
Large scaled distribution businesses such as department stores, TV
home shopping specially bought to let vendor pay specific rate of
sales commission and to pay extra expenses at inventory and sales.
Small vendors that supply to department stores and/or TV home
shopping continuously ask to lower sales commission. 2009
Parliamentary inspection into political affairs said excessive sales
commission (margin) of department stores and TV home shopping business.
Regular and/or irregular inspection shall inspect unfair trade such
as large scaled distribution's unfair increase of sales commission.
Structural solving shall be done to have competing conditions such as
improvement of market monopoly. Agreement and standard trade
agreement shall be made to create win-win culture.
40.3% of the vendors experienced legal violation. Large scaled
distribution business still committed unfair trade, for instance, 14.7%
of the vendors were asked to return product in unfair way, and
11.0% of them transferred sales promotion expenses unreasonably, and
dispatch of salesmen (7.1%), and buying of gift ticket (9.3%), receipt
of unreasonable economic profit (0.9%), and unreasonable delay of
payment (1.4%), and unreasonable rejection of receipt (0.8%). Vendors
(74.6%) acknowledged notice of large-scaled retail of Fair Trade
Commission, and vendors (64.2%) acknowledged report reward system.

Vendors (68.6%) said that Fair Trade Commission's survey in writing
was effective to prevent unfair trade. Vendors (71.4%) said that Fair
Trade commission made effort to improve unfair trade practice.
Vendors said that Fair Trade Commission took corrective actions
against unreasonable return (14.2%), paying of sales promotion
expense (17.4%) and unreasonable request (14.7%). The study
suggested legal enactment, authorized investigation, strengthening of
punishment, and making fair trade agreement to prevent unfair trade.
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IA study on Supermarkets' Business Hours Cut Regulations Policy
Taek Kim*1

Abstract
The Purpose of this study is to make a transparent marketing
system which is to protect consumer’s. This study was focused on
the regulation of large retailers, also known as super supermarkets
(SSMs), business hours cut, causes and Countermeasures. Thus, the
main focus of in this study is as follows: First, to examine the ruling
of the court that protest and accept of business hour in big
distributive mart’ problem and regulation, Second, to understand each
of the judgement and problems of distributive systems, Third, to
suggest the good distributive business trade act and the possible
collaboration with focus on small and big mart System in Korea.
Statistics in this study shows that 178 or 10.5 percent of
traditional markets across the country were shut down between 2003
and 2010.
The forced shutdown is largely aimed at boosting business for
mom-and-pop stores and traditional markets, which have lost customers
to the retail giants over the years.
The findings suggest that limit of business hours’ problem and
countermeasures should be efforts and improve joint management
circumstance. This Study suggests that four related areas aimed at
possible answer: improving of variety SSM mart, improving of sunset
regulation, to approvement by bureaus without registration, protection
of small trade man, amendment of legislative system in big mart
problem.

1. Introduction
Traditional open-air markets in Korea were much more than what
they are today. They have represented ordinary people’s life, not to
mention their intrinsic function of buying and selling. They have also
been sites where real stories about joys and sorrows of vendors and
their clients were circulated.
However, these conventional markets have begun to disappear one
by one following the nation’s rapid modernization and development.
Now, they are locked in uphill battles for survival. They are losing
ground at a faster pace as retail giants affiliated with family-run
conglomerates, or chaebol, make inroads into every corner of our

communities more ferociously than ever.
Statistics show that 178 or 10.5 percent of traditional markets
across the country were shut down between 2003 and 2010. The
closure was attributed mainly to chaebol’s foray into the retail
business. It was also partly attributable to changing consumer
behavior and lifestyle. Of course, conventional markets were also
partly responsible for their inability to cope with the changing
business environment.(Korea Times, 2012)
In light of free competition and market principles, the decline of
the outdated markets is inevitable. It is certain that more and more
traditional markets will be driven out of business. In a word, they
are playing a losing game. They cannot be a match for conglomerates
armed with massive capital and advanced operational know-how.
Discount stores and their affiliated supermarket chains here have
breathed a sigh of relief over the passage of a revised law governing
the operation of the nation's retail businesses.
Mom-and-pop stores and traditional markets, which have protested
the expansion of E-Mart and other retail giants over the past few
years, have expressed partial satisfaction over the newly-changed law.
Along with the 2013 budget bill, the National Assembly approved
Monday's revised Distribution Industry Development Law, which will
likely bring an end to the conflict between large and small retailers.
Under the revision, discount stores and super supermarkets (SSM)
will have to remain closed from midnight to 10 a.m. the next day.
The opposition Democratic United Party had initially argued that
the stores must be closed from 10 p.m. to 10 a.m. the next day. But
ruling and opposition parties decided to extend the operating hours to
midnight in a bid to help people shop after work.
Additionally, large retailers will have to close their doors on two
Sundays a month.
The forced shutdown is largely aimed at boosting business for
mom-and-pop stores and traditional markets, which have lost
customers to the retail giants over the years.
Many discount stores and SSMs have already closed their doors
twice a month over the past year in accordance with ordinances
enacted by municipal administrations.
The new changes are expected to take effect in the second half of
this year because municipal administrations need to redraw their
ordinances in line with the revision. (Lee, 2013)

2. Research design/data/methodology
* Professor. Dept. of Policy Administration, Jungwon University,
Chungbuk, Korea. Tel : +82-43-830-8928, E-mail: lasecurity@naver.com

This study explores the limits of Business hours ,transparency of
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trade in big distributive mart systems among small business. The
legislative measures designed by these business system and body were
based on legal solid research, which I scrutinized judgement of the
justice and protest against a decision about limits of business hour
between big mart and small mart. The reasoning of the lower court’s
judgment and evidence duly adopted by the lower court reveal the
following facts. Supreme Court Decision (295 Decided November 19,
2015) verdict as follows:
① The Defendant (Head of the Dongdaemun-gu Office) — prior
to rendering this case’s each disposition — conducted a survey from
September 24 to October 10, 2012 on restriction of operating hours,
etc. among 34 places of business within its jurisdiction, including 19
traditional markets, 5 civic organizations, and 10 large retail stores.
Based on the survey result, 8 traditional markets (out of 19), 5 civic
organizations, and 3 large retail stores (out of 10) were in favor of
restricting operating hours from 08:00 to 24:00, whereas 9 traditional
markets (out of 19) and 2 civic organizations (out of 5) were in
favor of designating mandatory closing dates (i.e., every second and
fourth Sunday).
In addition, the Defendant, on October 23, 2012, notified 10 retail
stores, etc. within its jurisdiction in advance (i.e., this case’s
Disposition would take effect from November 25, 2012) and granted
the opportunity to submit opinions by October 25, 2012.
Meanwhile, on November 13, 2012, the Defendant developed
specific plans to implement this case’s each disposition and included
the following contents under the official document’s “Review
Result” section: (i) In order to realize the distribution industry’s
co-development amid the increasing number of large retail stores, etc.,
adequate business regulations are needed toward large retailers, etc.
engaged in monopolistic competition. (ii) In the case of large
retailers, etc., that mostly employ women, operating hours need to be
restricted as late-night hours threaten workers’ health and waste
energy. (iii) Dongdaemun-gu’s cultural and economic zones are
similar to nearby autonomous districts; thus, if designating different
mandatory closing dates, residents have to go to large retailers, etc.
in other nearby areas. For the effectiveness of the forced shuttering
system, every second and fourth Sunday needs to be designated for
all large retailers, etc. (iv) Restriction of operating hours, etc. may
cause negative effects (such as decline in the employment of
non-standard workers, and damage to partner companies that supply
goods to large retailers and small/mid-sized businesses operating
within large retailers); however, impact on traditional markets and
small/mid-sized distribution companies and the economy outweigh
such downsides.
② On September 24, 2012, prior to rendering this case’s each
disposition, the Defendant provided advance notice to 9 large retailers
within its jurisdiction and granted them the opportunity to submit opinions.
On November 23, 2012, the Distribution Industry Co-Development Council
(comprised of distribution company representatives, civic organizations,
distribution experts, etc.) held a meeting to deliberate on implementing
regulations such as restricting operating hours. The Council, on
November 27, 2012, made a final decision as to the contents of this
case’s each disposition and the official document indicated the following
matters were reviewed as factors for weighing benefits, such as

comparison in number of employees between small/mid-sized retailers
(such as supermarkets) and large-sized retailers, location of large
retailers, etc. within the traditional commerce protection zone, sales
growth of traditional markets and small/mid-sized retailers before and
after designation of mandatory closing dates, and so forth.
③ According to the survey conducted by the Traditional Market
Administration Agency (affiliate of the Small and Medium Business
Administration), etc. established pursuant to the former Special Act on
the Development of Traditional Markets and Shopping Districts
(amended by Act No. 11847, May 28, 2013), the number of
superstores and quasi-superstores in Seoul stood at 48 and 52,
respectively, in 2006 but increased to 64 and 267 stores, respectively,
in 2011, and average sales grew more than 30% per store during the
same period. Meanwhile, the number of traditional markets and sales
are declining with the number of markets nationwide having shrunk
by 1.8% per annum from 1,660 in 2005 to 1,517 in 2010, and the
number of markets in Seoul having declined by 3.6% per annum
from 262 in 2005 to 218 in 2010 while average sales per store fell
more than 20% over the same period. Also, the sluggish performance
of traditional markets led to a sharp decline in the number of
workers and business size is also shrinking. The number of traditional
market workers in Seoul declined by 3.0% per annum from 99,774
people in 2005 to 85,482 people in 2010, while the average number
of workers per store in traditional markets fell from 2 people in 2008
to 1.8 people in 2010.
④ According to the analysis on economic effects of forced
shuttering (implemented on May 27, 2012 and June 10, 2012) jointly
carried out by the Small Business Development Agency and the
Small Enterprise and Market Service established pursuant to the
former Act on Special Measures for Development of Small and Micro
Enterprisers (amended by Act No. 11847, May 28, 2013), sales and
average number of customers at small/mid-sized retailers and
traditional markets grew 10.3% and 10.0%, respectively, compared to
the week prior to implementing mandatory closing dates. In addition,
based on the 2012 analysis by the government-funded Seoul Institute
established pursuant to the former Seoul Institute Development
Ordinance (amended by Seoul Metropolitan City Ordinance No. 5746,
Oct. 20, 2014), 42% of stores operating in traditional markets located
in Gangdong and Songpa regions saw average sales and number of
customers grow following the implementation of forced shuttering
(every second and fourth Sunday) at large retailers, etc. In detail,
17.9% of stores recorded growth of 5% or less in average sales and
number of customers; 13.8% saw 5~10% growth; 10.3% registered
growth of more than 10%; and roughly 55% witnessed no change
due to location, distance, etc.
⑤ Meanwhile, among the counterparties of this case’s each
disposition, the Plaintiffs Homeplus Co., Ltd. and Homeplus Stores
Co., Ltd. are subject to this case’s Agreements as their stakes are
owned by a Dutch corporation.
The Seoul High Court ruled in favor of the SSMs and overturned
the existing ordinances forcing them to shut their doors on the
second and fourth Sundays of every month and prohibit operating
hours from midnight to 8 a.m. The regulations were part of a
government-wide move to curb the expansion of large-scale retailers
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and help smaller retailers.
The court made the ruling, saying it was difficult to judge if the
rules actually helped smaller retailers while limiting consumers' choice
at the same time. This forced a backlash from small retailers and the
opposition party, who argued that the court ignored the real purpose
of the regulations, which was to create an environment where big and
small retailers can co-exist better.(Korea Times, 2014) The problem is
not confined to conventional markets. An increasing number of
mom-and-pop shops have closed in the face of rapidly mushrooming
“super supermarkets” (SSMs) run by business groups. Chaebol are
going too far in their overexpansion in retail and other fields which
have long been a sanctuary for smaller businesses and the self-employed.
It is not right for chaebol to become predators. The Lee Myung-bak
administration is urging chaebol owners to refrain from recklessly
expanding their operations at the sacrifice of smaller enterprises.
Regrettably, however, the government has yet to produce any substantial
progress in keeping conglomerates in check.
As such, the government has repeatedly promised to protect traditional
markets and promote their development, but to little avail. It has
made investment to modernize market buildings and facilities, while
trying to put a limit on opening hours of discount stores and SSMs.
However, such efforts have not been sufficient to help vendors hone
their competitiveness significantly.(korea times,(Korea Times, 2012)

3. Results
The main focus of in this study is as follows: First, to examine
the ruling of the court that protest and accept of business hour in
big distributive mart’ problem and regulation, Second, to understand
each of the judgement and problems of distributive systems, Third, to
suggest the good distributive business trade act and the possible
collaboration with focus on small and big mart System in Korea.
In the past, easing regulations was the norm because of a popular
belief that if civil servants meddled in private business, it would not
benefit the economy. For this reason, presidential contenders often
engaged in a competition of making pledges aimed at dismantling
administrative red tape.
However, with economic polarization deepening and calls for
economic justice gaining momentum, the opposite is true in present
day society.
The Seoul Metropolitan Government said last week that it would
push ahead with a plan to bar large discount store chains and
super-super markets (SSMs) from selling around 50 kinds of daily
goods that are often purchased at mom-and-pop stores and traditional
markets.
In a nutshell, it is always consumers who pay dearly. What’s
needed most is well-crafted prior consultations among the concerned
parties so that consumers won’t be confused.
Supreme Court (en banc Decision 2015Du295 Decided November
19,2015) had decided that the judgment of the lower court is reversed
and the case is to be remanded to the lower court for further
proceedings consistent with this Opinion. It is so decided as per
Disposition by the assent of all participating Justices on the bench,
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except a dissent by Justice Kim Yong-deok and Justice Kim So-young
and a concurrence by Justice Kim Chang-suk and Justice Park
Sang-ok as to whether the subject of this case’s each disposition
regarding this case’s place of service was misunderstood. Therefore, if
the administrative agency uniformly applied regulations to all stores
even if the aforementioned special circumstances existed, such act
constitutes an excess or abuse of discretionary power and is thus
unlawful (However, there are no records to support that such special
circumstances existed in this case’s place of service). If based on the
majority Opinion’s position in light of the above, the issue of excess
regulation (pointed out in the Dissenting Opinion) can be adequately
resolved without hurting the regulatory basis by excluding the place
of service from the subject of regulation while blocking the use of
discretionary power within a reasonable extent.

4. Conclusions
The findings suggest that limit of business hours’ problem and
countermeasures should be efforts and improve joint management
circumstance. This Study suggests that four related areas aimed at
possible answer: improving of variety SSM mart, improving of sunset
regulation, to approvement by bureaus without registration, protection
of small trade man, amendment of legislative system in big mart
problem. Now, it’s time to take a systemic and structural approach to
the problem. The question is how to persuade chaebol to give up
their greed for overexpansion and coexist with small- and medium-size
businesses. The government cannot find a solution without this effort
for coexistence. The potential demise of traditional markets will have
a serious impact on our society as it deepens the concentration of
wealth in several conglomerates. Saving conventional markets should
be a first step toward checking chaebol’s domination and promoting
economic justice. (Korea Times, 2012)
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A Study on Changes of Consumer's Buying Channels between
Discount Store and Traditional Market
Hoe-Chang Yang*, Young-Ei Kim**1

Abstract
The purpose of this study is to investigate the verification of
consumers movement in offline shops such as discount stores and
traditional markets. Discount Stores have considerable ratio of food
products, and traditional markets have a hard time losing of market
share of farming products by discount stores. Thus, both discount
stores and traditional markets were demanded to investigate their
problems and to find out the strategies that could expand outcome by
efficient sales of farming products.
This study examined the selection and changes in consumers’
distribution channels for farming products, in particular, environment
friendly farming products. Self-reporting questionnaire was used to
investigate 190 interviewees at Metropolitan areas.
Frequency and descriptive were used to investigate interviewees'
buying of environment-friendly farming products. The results of this
study are as followings. First, when product information was not
delivered exactly, consumers were likely to move buying channel from
discount store to traditional market. Second, when price competitiveness
was low, or product had safety problem, or product had poor quality,
consumers were likely to attempt to move from discount store to
traditional market. Third, when consumers had low loyalty and
reliability to existing discount stores, or had low access under same
remaining conditions, consumers were likely to move from hyper
market to traditional market.

1. Research Purpose
This study investigated offline shops of not only discount stores
but also traditional markets to verify movement of consumers who
made change of buying channels of farming products. Discount Stores
had considerable ratio of food products, and traditional market having
relative competitiveness had difficulty of losing of market share of
farming products by discount stores.
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<Figure 1> Sales Volume of Distribution Channels
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Not only discount stores but also traditional market was demanded
to investigate causes and effects and to solve problems and to find
out strategies that could expand outcome by efficient sales of farming
products. The investigation result could investigate causes and effects
of customers who made change shops from offline shops to online
shops, and solved problems to give conditions of various kinds of
strategies by efficient sales of products.

consumer attributes and environmental attributes. Consumers' selection
of buying channel was assumed to have fix attributes of each channel
(Cho, 2010), and channels were replaced at identity and dissatisfaction
between variables of the attribute.

2. Theoretical Background
Discount store that sold out commodities at lower prices than
normal prices was equipped with spacious shop areas with parking
lots and various kinds of product assortment, and lowered shop
administration cost by self-services, and handled high rotating
commodities. (Kim & Kim, 2013; Song & Yang, 2012; Yang et al.,
2013). On the other hand, in the past, traditional market played an
important role of domestic consumption lives to inherit traditional
culture and to sell local specialty (Kim & Kim, 2013; Lee & Yang,
2012; Yang et al., 2011).
This study examined selection and changes of distribution channels
of consumers of farming products, in particular, environment friendly
farming products. Consumers in Korea had consumption patterns: Not
only discount store but also SSM (Super-Super Market) grew up
rapidly for a short time, and worldwide leading distribution business
such as Wal-Mart and Carrefour failed to enter Korean market
because of lack of understanding on Korean consumers who bought
food products at high rate (Cho, 2010). Lack of understanding on
food products did not allow worldwide enterprises to enter Korean
market: Preference, familiarity and reliability had influence upon
consumers' selection of channels (e.g., Frewer et al., 1996; Jun,
2013): Consumers' selection of offline shops of environment friendly
farming products and changes of channels made offline channels
compete each other to raise ratio of sales of food products and to
play an important role at further studies on online channels. This
study classified independent variables into environmental variables and
channel attributes and to divide channel attributes into actual channel
attribute and symbolic channel attribute. Actual channel attributes
consisted of product assortment, quality and brand of environmental
friendly products, for instance, retailers' commodities and prices.
Symbolic channel attribute consisted of atmosphere of the channel
and service factors of the channel. Environmental variables made
retailers adapt to the environment to consist of economic environment,
political environment, technical environment and social and cultural
environment.

3. Research Design
Consumers selected buying channel according to channel attributes,

<Figure 2> Research Model

4. Empirical Analysis
Self-reporting questionnaire was used to investigate 190 interviewees
at Metropolitan areas.
Frequency and descriptive were used to investigate interviewees'
buying of environment-friendly farming products. 146 participants
(77.7%) bought environment friendly farming product at discount
store rather than traditional market, and 100 participants (52.6%)
bought less than 100,000 KRW on average a month. They bought
farming products and food product (152 persons, 80.0%) the most
at traditional market followed by daily necessities (19 persons,
10.0%), and did daily necessities (82 persons, 43.2%) and farming
product and food product (74 persons, 38.9%) at discount store to
let both markets compete each other at farming product and food
product.
Not only reliability analysis but also confirmatory factor analysis
was done to find out variables and to get factors of not only
dependent variable but also independent variable, and to examine
effects of both variables by binary logistic regression.
The findings were:
Product information was delivered enough and exactly at 95%
reliability (cc2) to be significant at 90% reliability (cc4). Inexpensive
price (om3), safety of the product (om4) and quality of the product
(om5) had significant influence. Reliability (loyalty) upon buying
channel was significant at 95% reliability, and easy access to buying
channel (pc4) was significant at 90% reliability. So, hypothesis 1, 2
and 3 were adopted.
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<Table 5> Reliability and Validity
Estimate

Symbolic
Channel Properties

Substantially
Channel Properties

Environment
Properties

S.E.

C.R

cc1

.629

-

-

cc2

.706

.150

7.933***

cc3

.000

.000

.000

cc4

.738

.153

8.200***

cc5

.637

.134

7.332***

cc6

.000

.000

.000

cc7

.690

.140

7.802***

cc8

.782

.156

8.535***

cc9

.735

.145

8.174***

om1

.665

-

-

om2

.730

.127

8.906***

om3

.551

.132

6.925***

om4

.781

.127

9.421***

om5

.764

.127

9.254***

om6

.728

.122

8.874***

om7

.743

.124

9.036***

om8

.734

.120

8.948***

om9

.632

.134

7.846***

om10

.709

.138

8.686***

pc1

.597

-

-

pc2

.602

.131

6.759***

pc3

.606

.129

6.786***

pc4

.732

.142

7.776***

pc5

.777

.148

8.078***

pc6

.687

.137

7.440***

pc7

.760

.152

7.967***

pc8

.662

.135

7.253***

pc9

.000

-

-

Construct Reliability

AVE

Cronbach's α

0.873

0.496

0.875

0.912

0.511

0.908

0.882

0.485

0.870

Note) *** p<.001, AVE means Average Variances E

5. Conclusion and Discussion
The findings were;
First, when product information was not delivered exactly, or distributor
(brand) image and reliability were low under same remaining
conditions, consumers were likely to move buying channel from
discount store to traditional market.
Second, when price competitiveness was low, or product had safety
problem, or product had poor quality under same remaining
conditions, consumers were likely to attempt to move from discount

store to traditional market.
Third, when consumers had low loyalty and reliability to existing
discount stores, or had low access under same remaining conditions,
consumers were likely to move from hyper market to traditional
market.
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The Effects of a Coffee Shop Franchise’s e-Service Quality on
Long-term Orientation, Consumer Commitment and Satisfaction
Ki-Soo Kim*, Sung-Ho Cho**, Sung-Hun Kim***1

Abstract
The purpose of this research was to investigate whether e-service
quality had influence on long-term orientation, consumer commitment,
and satisfaction. The current findings were as follow. First, the lower
dimension concepts of e-service quality, reliability, tangibility had a
significant influence on customer commitment, and responsiveness had
a significant negative influence. On the other hand, aesthetics did not
have a significant influence on customer commitment. Secondly,
aesthetics had a significant influence on long-term orientation, but
reliability, tangibility, responsiveness did not have a significant influence
to long-term orientation. Thirdly, reliability, tangibility, aesthetics had
a positive influence on customer satisfaction. however, responsiveness
had a negative influence. Therefore, the third hypothesis was selected.
Fourthly, customer commitment had a significant positive influence on
customer satisfaction, but customer commitment and customer satisfaction
had a negative influence on long-term orientation. Based on the study
results, the following scientific implications were suggested. First, the
most significant scientific implication is that the possibility of
application and expansion of the theory has been proven. Second,
while most researches have dealt upon the research of a single variable,
this research has investigated upon segmented relationships between
multiple variables such as customer commitment, customer satisfaction,
long-term orientation, and etc. upon with e-service quality.
Keywords: e-Service Quality, Long-term Orientation, Consumer
Commitment, Satisfaction

1. Introduction
The number of smartphone users is increasing rapidly because
smartphones, unlike traditional mobile phones, have a variety of
functions in addition to basic phone communication such as online
web surfing, gaming and entertainment, and applications that enhance
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daily life (Chen, Yen, & Chen, 2009). Smartphone use is expected to
reach 1.5 billion units by 2017. The market of coffee franchise shops
have experienced steady growth despite the global recession because
they have taken shape as an essential cultural space for contemporaries.
In order for the coffee franchises to establish a long-term competitive
advantage against competitors, they have to evolve a step further,
from the offline shop where coffee is sold and bought, towards
becoming an essential part of contemporary life through smartphone
application marketing. For this reason, it is important to investigate
consumer behavior within the sphere of e-business and identify the
role of smartphone applications as a tool for e-service. However,
there is a lack of research on consumer reactions, and the influence
of consumer behavior by e-service in the smartphone environment.
Therefore, this research seeks to derive useful market implications by
investigating the relationship between e-service quality of coffee
franchise applications and customer commitment, customer satisfaction,
and long-term orientation.
The typical way to measure the quality of service is to use a
standardized survey called SERVQUAL (Parasurasman, Zeitheml, &
Berry, 1988). It is structured with 22 questions measuring 5 dimensions
- tangibility, credibility, responsiveness, certainty, and sympathy. SERVPERF
(Conin & Taylor, 1994) is another common tool to measure customer
service based on expectation, problem, and errors. The normalization
of this tool is bringing its fair share of criticism in academia, driving
researchers to develop their own tools to measure service quality for
specific scopes. Zeithaml, Parasuraman, & Malhotra (2002) analyzed
this based on credibility, responsiveness, approachability, flexibility,
user friendliness, effectiveness, validity, security, price knowledge, site
design, personalization, and etc. Commitment is an individual’s propensity
to feel at one or connected with the organization (Kelly, James, &
Steven, 1990). Commitment is a key factor in maintaining a long-term
relationship, and has traditionally been studied by social psychologists
and organization behavior academics. Recently, the word has caught
onto marketers because in order to develop a long-term relationship
with consumers, ‘commitment’ plays a pivotal role. Allen & Meyer (1990),
in their study of the measurement of organizational commitment and
leading variables, realized commitment in three forms them being
emotional commitment, commitment to maintenance, and commitment
to authority. In organizational behavior theory, this concept came into
the limelight because it provided insight into employee attitudes
(Gruen, Summers, & Acito, 2000). Meanwhile, satisfaction takes the
meaning of commitment. Hunt (1997) researched the emotional
responses and evaluations of particular experiences with a product or
service. He claimed that satisfaction does not come from experience,
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but from the positive difference in the expectation and the actual
experience with a product or service. Most businesses measure the
amount of customers who revisit their product because it is the most
direct form of customer feedback. Most positive feedback research
focuses on the decision to purchase as a one-dimensional metric. A
more modern approach is a multi-dimensional analysis with five
metrics – loyalty, propensity to switch, reluctance to pay more,
society’s response towards issues, and internal issues (Zeithaml, Berry,
& Parasuraman, 1996). Long-term orientation differs from the
intention to repurchase because it is not a concept simply relying on
the extension of time of relationship with the customer, but it is a
concept of connection built on multiple interactions. For example, the
long-term orientation between the franchisee and the franchise owner
is not simply determined by franchisee satisfaction, but it also
depends on sales, maintenance of a close relationship with the
franchise, satisfaction of the relationship, and etc. Lewis & Lambert
(1991) argued that the overall satisfaction of (distribution) channel
members was a key decision factor for the development of long-term
orientation. Considering these points, a franchise shop can develop a
long-term orientation from performing well or by developing a
mutually trusting relationship with the franchise.
Based on previous researches, a hypothesis was set up;
<H1> The quality of e-Service will have a significant influence on
customer commitment.
<H2> The quality of e-Service will have a significant influence on
long-term orientation.
<H3> The quality of e-Service will have a significant influence on
customer satisfaction.
<H4> Customer commitment will have a significant influence on
customer satisfaction.
<H5> Customer commitment will have a significant influence on
long-term orientation.
<H6> Customer satisfaction will have a significant influence on
long-term orientation.

2. Results and Conclusions
The results of hypothesis verification, the AMOS analysis of the
current research model yielded X² = 345.771, DF = 153, p = 0.000. The
goodness of fit index including but not limited to RMR = 0.064,
GFI = 0.911, AGFI = 0.866, NFI = 0.909, IFI = 0.947, TLI = 0.927,
CFI = 0.947 exceeded set values; therefore, there was no notable
difficulties in determining the relationship between the variables in
this study. Out of the research hypotheses, 11 hypotheses were selected
for having a t value (absolute value) of above 1.645. The result of
the structure model analysis revealed that the lower dimension concepts
of e-service quality, reliability (t=3.530), tangibility (t=1.956) showed
a significant influence on customer commitment, and responsiveness
(t = -3.605) showed a significant negative influence. On the other
hand, aesthetics (t = -0.265) didn’t seem to have a significant influence
on customer commitment. Consequently, the findings partly supported
the first hypothesis. Secondly, aesthetics (t = 2.200) had a significant
influence on long-term orientation, but reliability (t = 0.032), tangibility
(t = 0.031), responsiveness (t = -0.532) didn’t show a significant influence
to long-term orientation. The second hypothesis was also partly
supported. Thirdly, reliability (t = 2.881), tangibility (t = 4.923), aesthetics
(t = 1.899) showed a positive influence on customer satisfaction;
however, responsiveness (t = -2.024) showed a negative influence.
Therefore, the third hypothesis was selected. Fourthly, customer
commitment (t = 5.073) had a significant positive influence on customer
satisfaction, but customer commitment (t = -2.804) and customer satisfaction
(t = -3.094) had a negative influence on long-term orientation.
In this context, this research provides scientific implications along
with real life implications that may be applied to actual franchise
coffee shop applications. Above all, the scientific implications are as
follows:

<Table 1> Result of Parameter Estimates for Research Model
Hypothesis

1

2

3

Pathway

Customer
Commitment

Long-term
Orientation

Customer
Satisfaction

4
5
6

Long-term
Orientation

Estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P
0.000

<---

Reliability

0.397

0.113

3.53

<---

Tangibility

0.158

0.081

1.956

0.05

<---

Responsiveness

-0.327

0.091

-3.605

0.000

<---

Aesthetics

-0.025

0.094

-0.265

0.791

<---

Reliability

0.005

0.153

0.032

0.975

Conclusion

Partial Selection

<---

Tangibility

0.004

0.115

0.031

0.975

<---

Responsiveness

-0.063

0.118

-0.532

0.595

<---

Aesthetics

0.264

0.12

2.200

0.028

<---

Reliability

0.253

0.088

2.881

0.004

<---

Tangibility

0.321

0.065

4.923

0.000

<---

Responsiveness

-0.142

0.07

-2.024

0.043

<---

Aesthetics

0.142

0.075

1.899

0.058

<---

Customer Commitment

0.263

0.052

5.073

0.000

<---

Customer Commitment

-0.261

0.093

-2.804

0.005

Selection

<---

Customer Satisfaction

-0.537

0.137

-3.904

0.000

Selection

Partial Selection

Selection

Selection
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First, it can be stated that since the relationship between the
influence of customer response and mobile e-service in regards to
customer action, which has not been dealt upon in past franchise
researches, has been investigated, the most significant scientific
implication is that the possibility of application and expansion of the
theory has been proven. Second, while most researches have dealt
upon the research of a single variable, this research has investigated
upon segmented relationships between multiple variables such as
customer commitment, customer satisfaction, long-term orientation, and
etc. upon with e-service quality. These implications may induce
additional research in fields related to franchise marketing. The real
life implications of this research are as follows. The researcher
believes that in regards to marketing applications, one may collect
and take actions in regards to marketing based upon the influence of
the application’s e-service quality on customers. Most importantly,
based on the e-service quality for the customer perceives and further
customer oriented, segmented marketing action plans should be
collected to influence customer commitment, customer satisfaction, and
long-term orientation.
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Integrated Model of Relationship Marketing: Focusing on the
Role of Emotional and Cognitive Process
Prashant Mool*, Ji-Won Kang**, Jong-Chul Park***1

Abstract
This study aims to explore and expand the theoretical foundations
of relationship marketing on the basis of several prior research related
to relationship marketing disciplines. Further, it attempts to integrate
and combine systematically various emotional and cognitive components.
Overall, this study contributes to develop a theoretical framework that
integrates gratitude, reciprocity and empathy into one set of emotional
mechanism. On the other hand, it also includes trust, commitment and
relationship satisfaction in the cognitive mechanism. Hence, relationship
marketing is more concerned about customer satisfaction and retention
with increased loyal customers rather than on aggressive marketing of
a product to increase sales. In this study, we try to combine all the
possible variables and postulate different proposals indicatingthe detail
aspects where relationship marketing investments or strategies influence
the company’s performance which creates a long-term mutual relation
exchange with customer. Both these categories of emotion and cognitive
process are considered as the mediating role which highlights the
influence of relationship marketing on customer-focused output i.e.,
customer retention and customer loyalty.
Keywords: Relationship Marketing, Gratitude, Reciprocity, Trust,
Commitment.

1. Introduction
Since past few decades we have continuously seen tremendous
changes in the marketing world. Along with that, there also has been
a major directional change in both marketing theory and practice.The
definition of marketing has changed emphasis from purely transaction
driven to being process driven. The process approach combines both
transactional and relational qualities, which strives to establish,
maintain, and enhance mutually beneficial relationship with customers
so as to satisfy the objectives of all the involved parties. The concept
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of relationship marketing is not an exceptional as according to time
its definition and scope has been expanding and changing.
Relationship marketing essentially represents a new view of marketing
strategy which differs from the traditional marketing concepts. At
present, there has been a shift from transactions to relationship focus
marketing. Customers become partners and the firm must make long-term
commitments to maintain those relationships with quality product,
service and innovation. Therefore, apart from organizational goals of
acquisition and transaction, the focus has shift toward a retention and
relationship focus (Morgan & Hunt, 1994; Weitz & Jap, 1995).
Various previous researches tried defining relationship marketing in
different ways, yet it could not adequately conceptualize all forms of
relational exchange and focus on the process of relationship marketing.
The definition provided by Hunt & Morgan (1994) tries to capture
all the aspects of relationship marketing, where they define it as all
marketing activities directed towards establishing, developing, and
maintaining successful relational exchanges.The new revised definition
of relationship marketing expands its scope and incorporates new
dimension of relationship termination. Hence, relationship marketing is
defined as the process of identifying, developing, maintaining, and
terminating relational exchanges with the purpose of enhancing
performance (Gronroos, 1994 Palmatier, 2008).
Relationship marketing has a wide scope, where the focal firm
establishes relational exchange not for short duration rather emphasizing
relationship for longer duration reflecting an ongoing process in which
all the involved parties are mutually benefited. Hence, relationship
marketing is categorized with reference toa focal firm and its
relational exchanges with suppliers (goods and services supplier),
lateral partnership (competitors, non-profit organizations, and government),
internal partnership (business units, employees, functional departments)
and buyer partnerships (intermediate customers and ultimate customers)
(Morgan & Hunt, 1994). Though conceptualizing relationship marketing
accommodates all types of above mentioned relationship exchanges,
an adequate definition of relationship marketing for this review paper
will relate to relational exchanges with intermediate customers and
ultimate customers. Hence, in this study, we limit our focus and
priorities only with buyer partnership, representing it as the customerfocused relational exchange. Buyer partnershipis simply the most common
yet very important relationship typically involves seller-customer
relational exchange. When producers and consumers directly deal with
each other, there is a greater potential for emotional bonding that
transcends economic exchange (Al-Hamed & Amin, 2014). In addition,
they can understand and appreciate each other’s needs and constraints
better, more inclined to cooperate with one another, and thus become
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more relationship oriented.
Most previous theories of relationship marketing emphasize the role
of trust and commitment (Morgan & Hunt, 1994), role of gratitude
(Palmatier, Jarvis, Bechkoff, & Kardes,2009). However, this review
study specifically tries to simplify and categories the relevant factors
into emotional responses and cognitive responses. Furthermore, we
postulate other possible mediating mechanisms in order to understand
the impact of relationship marketing which can make relationship
marketing programs more effective in terms of customer retention and
customer loyalty. Overall, this study contributes to develop a
theoretical framework that integrates gratitude, reciprocity and empathy
into one set of emotional mechanism. On the other hand, it also
includes trust, commitment and relationship satisfaction in the cognitive
mechanism. Both these categories of emotion and cognitive processare
considered as the mediating role which highlights the influence of
relationship marketing on customer-focused output. All these above
mentioned mediating components had been used in various prior
researches, yet in this study we try to combine all the possible
variables and postulate different proposals indicating the detail aspects
where relationship marketing investments or strategies influence the
company’s performance which creates a long-term mutual relation
exchange with customer.

2. Integrated Model and Literature Review
Based on the various previous researches and the above theoretical
literature this study tries to formulate the following conceptual
framework of relationship marketing in which relationship marketing
strategies tends to build long-term customer relationship.

In this framework, ‘relationship marketing strategy’ simply refers to
the different efforts and tactics implemented by the firm in the hope
of strengthening its relationship with the customers. Furthermore, the
relational mediators have been categorized as emotional and cognitive
process which captures the customer’s perception of relationship with
the firm. The emotional process has been sub divided into emotional
dimensions as gratitude, reciprocity and empathy. On the other hand,
cognitive process is also classified into trust, commitment and
relationship satisfaction. Finally, this study investigates the potential
impact of relational mediators on customer-focused outcome i.e.
customer retention and customer loyalty.

3. Relationship Marketing Strategies
The concept of relationship marketing emerged in the early 1980’s
as an alternative to the prevailing view of marketing as a series of
transaction, because it was recognized that many business transactions
and exchanges were relational based. Since, then relationship
marketing has been seen as a way for firms to develop long term
mutually beneficial and valuable relationships with customers (Ravald
& Gronroos, 1996). Thus, relationship paradigms are developed to
enhance the flow of information and interaction between the firm and
its customers thereby increasing the customer’s positive feelings
towards the firm, simultaneously also improving the relationship strength.
Relationship marketing strategies consists of dedicated relationship
marketing programs, designed and implemented to build and maintain
strong customer-seller relational bonds.
Relationship marketing is a strategic based process which places
the customer at the center of all planning activity. In this strategic
process marketers identifyand establish, maintain and enhance, and
when necessary also terminate relationships with customers and other
stakeholders, at a profit, so that the objectives of all parties are met
(Gronroos,1994). All these process strategies facilitate to build
long-term trusting relationship which serves to maximize customer
satisfaction resulting into customer retention and loyalty. Specifically,
these relationship marketing generates different kinds of emotional
feelings of gratitude, reciprocity and further building confidence in
customer to trust the firm and establish commitment based
relationship which in long run convert the potential customers into
loyal customers.

4. Mediating Components
The mediating components in the study have been classified as
emotional process and cognitive process:

Emotional Process

<Figure 1> Integrated Model of Relationship Marketing

Most theoretical and empirical relationship marketing research relies
on the models of interpersonal relationship marketing theory which
suggests that the effect of relationship marketing on performance
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depends upon combination of various emotional factors (Bagozzi,
1995; Sirdeshmukh, Singh, & Sabol, 2002). Emotional processes like
gratitude, reciprocity, empathy, and bonding etc. serves as a conceptual
explanation of relationship marketing outcomes. In this study, we
considered emotional process as one of the mediating factor which is
further sub divided into feelings of gratitude, reciprocity and empathy.

Gratitude
This section highlights that gratitude as a typical affective response
when a person receives "benevolence" from another, which motivates
the recipient to reward the giver and increases compliance with any
subsequent requests (McCullough et al., 2002). Gratitude simply
represents a "starting mechanism" that influences pro-social behavior
as long as the emotion lasts and then extends to long term effects
because it builds the relationship (Bartlett & DeSteno, 2006).
Relationship marketing strategies and investments generates short-term
feeling of gratitude that drive long-lasting performance benefits based
on gratitude related behavior (Palmatier et al., 2009). Therefore, gratitude
as anemotional appreciation for benefits received is an important
construct for understanding relationship marketing effectiveness. Based
on the above logic, the following proposal has been formulated:

P1: Relationship marketing strategy is positively related with
feelingsof gratitude.
Reciprocity
Reciprocity is an essential feature of relationship marketing that
transforms exchange events into exchange relationships (Bagozzi,
1995). In any course of life when people receive a benefit, they feel
an ingrained psychological pressure to reciprocate, such that the act
of reciprocity can generate pleasure whereas the failure to repay
obligations can lead to guilt (Buck, 2004; Dahl, Honea, & Manchanda,
2005). Therefore, people seem to be eager to repay or respond back
to others who provide them some sort of benefits.
Relationship marketing paradigms and models often ignore
reciprocity, even though it likely represents a critical mediator of
interpersonal relationship marketing. Also few research and theories
included reciprocity behavior but, as a combined mechanism with the
feeling of gratitude (Palmatier et al., 2009). However, in this study,
we included reciprocity as a separate component under emotional
process because reciprocity sits at the core of marketing relationships
(Bagozzi, 1995)and which influence to develop and maintain the
long-term relationship with the customers. Therefore, considering the
above logic the following proposal has been developed:

P2: Relationship marketing strategy is positively related with
reciprocity.
Empathy
Empathy is the emotional ability to try to realize how other people
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feel and adjust one’s behavior to take into account these feelings. It
is about seeking to understand somebody else’s desire and goals,
further; it involves the ability of individual parties to view the
situation from the other party’s perspective. Even though, empathy
plays an essential part in relationship building, for a long period of
time this concept of empathy has been completely disregarded in
relationship marketing theories. Lately, several studies found evidence
that empathy significantly impact relationship and customer loyalty
behavior (Cronin & Taylor, 2000). Also, few studies used it as one
of the important dimensions of relationship marketing (Al-Hamed &
Amin, 2014).
Empathy from a relationship marketing point of view deals with
an understanding of customer’s expectations. In the initial stages of a
relationship it is important that the seller empathizes with the buyer
but, as the relationship develops, empathy from both parties becomes
increasingly important. Liking the other on behalf of each party
develops a close interpersonal and business relationship and gives
more positive outlook to each party. Therefore, understanding the
feelings and needs of the customers is very crucial for relational exchange
and for maintaining the long-term relationships. In this study, we try
to fill the missing element of empathy as a mediator which not just
strengthens the emotional bond but also motivates customer’s retention
and loyalty. Hence, based on this logic, the following proposal has
been formulated:

P3: Relationship marketing strategy is positively related with
empathy.
Cognitive Process
Cognitive process as a mediating component is further classified
into trust, commitment and relationship satisfaction:

Trust
Trust has been viewed as one of the most relevant relationship
element for an enduring any type of relationship. Trust is defined as
a willingness of one party to rely on an exchange partner in whom
one has confidence (Moorman et al., 1992). Trust is relied on
continuous successful delivery of its value promise and renders
priority to the relational exchange which is in the best interest of the
other party. Though there are no doubt many contextual factors that
contribute to the success or failure of specific relationship marketing
efforts, in general many prior researches emphasized that the presence
of relational commitment and trust as the central key for the
successful relationship marketing (Morgan & Hunt, 1994 Sirdeshmukh
& Singh, 2000). On the other hand, lack of trust can lead to
negative relationship. Therefore, considering prior research and above
concept the following proposal has been formulated:

P4: Relationship marketing strategy positively affects customer
trust.
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Commitment
Commitment is another important determinant for strengthening the
marketing relationship, and a useful construct for measuring customer
loyalty. Commitment is defined as an enduring desire to maintain a
valued relationship (Moorman et al., 1992). In general, commitment
simply refers to an orientation that specific intentions and behaviors
characterize with the purpose of realizing value for both parties over
the long term. ‘The Commitment-Trust Theory’ (Morgan &Hunt, 1994)
clearly emphasized the importance of commitment for enhancing the
relational exchange to improve customer loyalty. Therefore, based on
the above logic the following proposal is developed:

P5: Relationship marketing strategy is positively related with
commitment.

relationship development (Young, 2006).
Emotional feelings directly or indirectly affect people’s judgments.
People often decide whether they can initially trust someone by
examining the feelings they have towards other person. Similarly, any
altruistic behavior provides an attributional basis for trust; because
trust is founded on the basis of emotional bonds (Mc Allister, 1995).
Thus, if an emotional process like gratitude, reciprocity and empathy
increases positive emotion, it also should improve perceptions of that
person’s trustworthiness and long-term commitment toward the relationship.
Therefore, based on the above logic we propose:

P7: There is a significant positive relationship between emotional
response and cognitive response.
Customer-Focused Outcomes (Customer Retention & Customer
Loyalty)

Relationship Satisfaction
Another important mediator is relationship satisfaction, the term
satisfaction has been defined in different perspectives; it is a customer’s
affective or emotional state toward a relationship between both the
parties involved (Palmatier et al., 2006). However,in this study we regard
satisfaction in terms of relationship as purely cognitive perspective.
According to the classical definition from Oliver (1993), which points
out the cognitive view of satisfaction as "a judgement the individual
emits over the pleasurable level of compliance or performance of a
product or service". Similarly, in this study we try to emphasize
cognitive perspective of satisfaction where, the relationship satisfaction
indicates customer’s wiliness or the tendencies towards the retention
of relationship with the desired firm rather than the initial satisfaction
of customer towards the products and services.In other words,
relationship satisfaction reflects exclusively the customer’s satisfaction
with the relationship and differs from the customer’s satisfaction with
the overall exchange (Palmatier, Dant, Grewal, & Evans, 2006).
In addition, it is very crucial to specify the positive relationship
satisfaction as it is directly connected with the favorable condition of
continuing the relationship resulting into customer retention and
loyalty. Therefore, based on the above logic the following proposal is
formulated:

P6: Relationship marketing strategy is positively related with
relationship satisfaction.
Emotional Process &Cognitive Process
Prior research has shown that an emotional process (gratitude,
reciprocity, and empathy) does not act independently of trust and
commitment; it is not completely disconnected from these more
cognitively focused constructs. Indeed, these emotion and cognition
are tightly intertwined and decision making is often less rational than
might be expected (Fitzsimon et al., 2002). Emotions are core factors
in effective functioning and play important roles in facilitating
cognitive functions (trust, commitment, and relationship satisfaction) in

Customer retention and loyalty are the most common, yet most
crucial outcomes expected from relationship marketing strategies and
efforts. Maintaining customers has become a key purpose for many
organizations in order to build long-term relationshipswith them. In
fact, customer retention and loyalty are the benefit produced by an
effective relationship marketing strategies. Customer retention is all
about giving the customers what they expect and building relationship
stronger in order to reduce customer defections. Indeed,the retained
customers are the loyal customers in long run for the business.
Customer loyaltyhas been defined and operationalized as an expectation
of continuity which reflects the customer’s intention to maintain the
relationship in the future and captures the likelihood of continued
purchases (Palmatier, Dant, Grewal, & Evans, 2006). Apart
fromregular purchases, loyal customers also indulge in word of mouth
where theyrefer a seller positively to another potential customer,
resulting into both attitudinal and behavioral dimensions of loyalty.

Emotional Process & Customer-Focused Output
Throughdifferent emotional components of gratitude, reciprocity,
and empathy; the customer develop more respect for the company
and builds relationship bond more stronger. In turn customers become
loyal to the company’s products and services. When firm try out
different after sales services beyond customer’s expectation, such
performance of firm helps in retaining customers. Hence, all these
emotional process plays an important instrument for successful
customer relationship building and preserving the loyalty of customers.
Based on the above literature review and logic we formulate the
following proposal:

P8: There is a significant positive relationship between emotional
process and customer-focused output.
Cognitive Process & Customer-Focused Output
Cognitive components (trust, commitment, relationship satisfaction)
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are the relationship maintaining factors which plays a vital role in the
implication for customer retention and loyalty. It enhances and promotes
the quality of relational bonds necessary for high-performance
exchange and long-term relationship. Based on "The Commitment-Trust
Theory of Relationship Marketing" (Morgan & Hunt, 1994), it clearly
emphasizes that relationships are built on the foundationof mutual
trust and commitment. Further, trust builds the confidence in an
exchange partner’s reliability and integrity. Whereas, commitment creates
an enduring desire to maintain a valued relationship thus, relationship
parties who are committed expend extra effort and work to maintain
and strengthen relational bonds, which positively influence long-term
customer retention and customer loyalty (Morgan & Hunt, 1994;
Singh & Sirdeshmukh, 2000). Hence, consistent with prior research
and above logic we develop the following proposal:

P9: There is a significant positive relationship between cognitive
process and customer-focused output.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
The purpose of this conceptual study is to investigate the impact
of relationship marketing strategies on customer retention and loyalty.
This study simply presents the theoretical concept and proposes a
framework which is based on various prior researches. However, this
study tries to expand and incorporate other constructs apart from trust
and commitment such as, gratitude, reciprocity, empathy, and
relationship satisfaction. Also this study separates all the constructs
into emotional and cognitive processes which indeed present the clear
picture of how certain constructs moderate this relationship.
The concept of relationship marketing is considerably been used
for quite long time however, even today this concept plays an
essential role for the long term success of any business. Apart from
firm’s profitability the other major objectiveis the relationship with
different stakeholders, especially with the customers. Hence, the aim
of relationship marketing is to create mutual value for everyone in
the relationship which creates a win-win situation for all. Also,
relationship marketing is more concerned about customer satisfaction
and retention with increased loyal customers rather than on aggressive
marketing of a product to increase sales. Relationship marketing therefore,
focuses on the long term benefits that company will earn rather than
short term instant profits; this is possible when the firm develops
emotional and cognitive attachments with the customers. Finally, for
the future research; identifying and incorporating many other related
constructs into a single relationship marketing model will establish a
joint and more effective influence on long-term relationship with the
customers.In relationship marketing establishing and maintaining the
relationship is very crucialsimilarly if the relationship with certain
customers comes to an end or termination stage, it is more important
to terminate the relationship in a proper manner where the objectives
of all the involved parties are met (Gronroos, 1994; Palmatier,2008).
If the termination of relationship creates dissatisfaction it affects the
relationship with loyal customers through negative word of mouth
resulting into decline in level of trust and commitment and ultimately
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loyal customer defection. There are many previous researches which
focused on the termination factor in relationship marketing yet; this
aspect has not been fully explored. Therefore, in order to build the
long-term relationship and retain the loyal customers, it is essential to
identify and develop new constructs which facilitate to terminate the
relationship without hindering the relationship with other loyal
customers.
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Organizational Factors of the Successful Adoption of User-Centered Design
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to investigate the organizational factors
which influence people behaviors in the context of user-centred
design practice (UCP). This study presents organizational culture,
organizational learning and change management as these organizational
factors. Using survey methodology, this study distributed the survey
to the experienced 112 practitioners of user-centred design practice in
52 Korean small and medium companies. In the results,
organizational culture and organizational learning have positive effects
on user-centred design practice performance as expected. And change
management strengthens the positive relationship between organizational
learning and user-centred design practice performance but has no
effect on the relationship between organizational culture and user-centred
design practice performance.
The small sample size in terms of number of organizations and
respondents has a potential threat to the external validity of this
study. However, this is the first study to investigate empirically and
demonstrate the relationships between some of the key organizational
factors and UCD performance of an organization, which will support
the theoretical foundations that in order to institutionalize UCD within
an organization.
Keywords: User-centred Design, Organizational Theory, Organizational
Culture, Organizational Learning, Change Management,

utility to designers. Today’s software applications introduce challenges
that also call for HCI patterns capable of organizing the interaction
on modern interfaces for example, mobile platforms.
After 20 years of UCD teaching and dissemination, to what extent
has it been adopted? Is it integrated within the system development
process? In 1993 at aBay-SIGCHI meeting, Donald Norman pointed
out that the main issues are not the lack of human–computer
interaction (HCI) expertise or methods but rather social and
organizational. More than 10 years later John (2004) acknowledged
that organizational issuesrelating to process development are high on
our research agenda. Although the integration of UCD process into
software engineering process is required, a few researches pay their
attention to this integration (Vredenburg et al., 2002; Mao et al.,
2005; Gulliksen et al.,2004; Venturi, Troost, & Jokela,2006).
However, these studies prioritized the organizational factors for
UCD success and especially, they suggest no theoretical framework
to examine the organizational factors for the successful adoption of
UCD.
Given this situation in the research gap, the purpose of this study
is to integrate organizational factors into UCD process. For this
research purpose, this study will investigate the organizational factors
which influence people behaviours in the context of UCD practice.
This study presents organizational culture, organizational learning and
change management as these organizational factors. Especially, this
study is to investigate how change management influences the
relationship between the organizational culture/learning and UCD
performance.

1. Introduction

2. Theoretical Background and Hypotheses Development

Over the past decade, the research community has made major
inroads in building common human computer interaction (HCI) design
patterns, resulting in a lingua franca for user interface (UI) design.
These patterns are increasingly important for designers as a vehicle
for mediating between HCI and other software engineering practices,
but there is still some room for improving them to maximize their

Organizational culture is generally understood as the social glue
that holds organizational members together and expresses the values,
social ideals, and beliefs that members share (Schein 1988 Similarly,
Deshpande, & Webster, 1989). A firm’s culture, therefore, through its
values and operating beliefs, exerts commanding influences on how
its employees perceive events (Kotter & Heskett, 1992; O’Reilly &
Chatman, 1996; Wilson 2001; Denison & Mishra, 1995) and how
they behave (Schein 1988 Barney 1986; Rosen 1995) An
organizational culture that supports teamwork, sharing of experiences,
innovation
and
learning
has
relatively
greater
potential
institutionalizing UCD practices.

* Business Administration, Yonsei University, Seoul, Korea.
Tel: +82-2-2123-5453, E-mail: freelabr@hanmail.net
** Manangement of Technology, Yonsei University, Seoul, Korea.
Tel: +82-2-2123-5453,
*** Business Administration, Sangmyung University, Korea.
E-mail: penking1@smu.ac.kr
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<H1> Open organizational culture will be positively associated
with the performance of UCD.
In the UCD practices, organizational learning can be classified into
two domains (Argyris, 1977): external and internal. External learning
involves necessary knowledge about users, competitors, external
environments and market, which can help us make competitive
product concept by exploiting the product characteristics. This part of
learning helps an organization to capture major market share
withcompetitive products. Internal learning, on the other hand, requires
acquiring, transferring and sharing a UCD methodology, ideas for
process improvement and an understanding of the cross functional
requirements in individuals, groups and the organization. Learning is
a continuous process, especially for organizations that attempt to
institutionalize UCD practices. In particular, learning from experience
and mistakes further facilitates improvement in the UCD practices.

<H2> External and internal organizational learning will be
positively associated with the performance of UCD.
Organizational learning is defined as a learning system (Argyris,
1977; Marquardt & Reynolds, 1994; Hames, 1994). They have a
common thing that they are unique capabilities which areformulated
for a long time and very hard to manage directly. However, change
management is defined as a management system (Todd, 1999), which
influences how people in organization feel UCD practices. Although
some organizations have low capabilities, theycan improve their own
capabilities for the performance by making people understand that the
change is positive and is in their best interest as well as that of the
organization through well-defined job placement, promotion strategy,
appreciation and reward system, job security and competitive compensation.
Therefore, when the organizations introduce a new methodology such as
UCD, they cannot change organizational culture and organizational
learning in essence, but they can improve them for the performance
of UCD by proper and effective change management.

<H3> Change management will strengthen the positive relationship
between open organizational culture and the performance
of UCD.
<H4> Change management will strengthen the positive relationship
between external and internal organizational learning
and the performance of UCD.

3. Methodology
3.1. Data Collection

<Table 1> Target Respondents Description
Minimum experience with UCD

Yes

Minimum degree

Undergraduate

Position

Middle and senior

Total respondents

112

3.2. Measurement
This study used five-point scale of the study of Ahmed et al.
(2009) but changed five-point scale into seven-point scale. It is
because the questionnaire that Vredenburg et al. (2002) was measured
in seven-point scale

3.3. Reliability and validity analysis of measuring instrument
<Table 2> reports the reliability analysis, the coefficient alpha ranges
from 0.77 to 0.89. Nunnally &Bernste (1994) found that a reliability
coefficient of 0.70 or higher for a measuring instrument is satisfactory.
The other reliability literature such as van de Van &Ferry (1980)
suggests that a reliability coefficient of 0.55 or higher is satisfactory,
and Osterhof (2001) concluded that 0.60 or higher is satisfactory.
Therefore we determined that all variable items developed for this
empirical investigation were reliable.
<Table 2> Coefficient Alpha & Principal Component Analysis of Variables
Factors

Coefficient Alpha

Eigen Value

Organizational Culture

0.81

2.89

Organizational Learning

0.78

2.26

Change Management

0.89

3.09

UCD performance

0.77

2.91

3.4. Results
<Table 3> displays the results of the regression analysis.
<Table 3> Regression results
Controls
The period from UCD
No. of employee
Independents
Organizational Culture(1)
Organizational Learning(2)
Modulating
Change Management(3)
Interaction
(1)*(3)
(2)*(3)
2

This study conducted a surveys of 112 UCD practitioners in 52
companies that attended in HCI Korea 2014, which was held in High
1 Resort in Korea from February 12 to February 14, 2014.

3 years

Primary job?

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

.19
-.12*

.18
-.18*

.15
-.19*

.13
-.20*

.86*
.43*

.79*
.40*

.73*
.29*

.23*

.21*
.24
.34*

Adj. R

.244

.557

.616

.644

F

10.614

28.309

30.620

31.877

p < .05 *, p < .01 **
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4. Discussions and Conclusions
This study provides an opportunity to empirically investigate the
association between the organizational factors and UCD performance.
The results provide the first empirical evidence and support for the
theoretical foundations that organizational factors play a critical role
in the institutionalization of UCD line within an organization. The
organization in the adoption of UCD has to deal with multiple
organizational factors in addition to their efforts in software engineering.
This results in institutionalizing UCD in an organization, which in
turn has the potential to achieve maximum benefits out of this approach.
The study conducted and reported here is the first of its kind in
the area of UCD. This research will enable organizations to better
understand the effectiveness of the relationships of organizational
factors and UCD. This research also reinforces current perceptions
about the significance of organizational factors and their impact on
successful institutionalization of UCD. The organizations in the
business of UCD need to consider multiple key organizational factors
over and above their efforts to develop software in order to institutionalize
this concept. In the future, it is necessary to develop a Process
Maturity Model for process assessment of UCD. This work will
provide the empirical justification to include these organizational factors
in evaluating the organizational dimension of UCD process maturity.
The first observable limitation of this study is small sample size.
The UCD is a relatively young concept in software development, and
not many of the organizations in the software industry have
institutionalized and launched this concept. Therefore, collecting data
from the software industry was a limitation, which leads to small
sample size. The small sample size in terms of number of organizations
and respondents has a potential threat to the external validity of this
study.
The second notable limitation of this study is bias in decision-making.
Although this study used multiple respondents within the same
organization to reduce bias, bias still is a core issue. This study asked
the respondents to consult major sources of data at their organization,
i.e., documents, plans, models, and actors before responding to a particular
item in order to reduce the human tendency to over- or under-estimate
when filling in questionnaires. The items were designed using accepted
psychometric principles, but the measurement is still largely based on
the subjective assessment of an individual. Besides its general and
specific limitations, this study contributes significantly in the area of
UCD and helps to understand the organizational dimension of UCD.
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Vitalization of Sextic Industry for Clean Jeju
Seong-Soo Kim*1

I. Change of Agriculture Environment & Trend of Market

Abstract
The imbalance of import and export has become serious in Korea
and China agrifood trade. The Korean wave and improvement of the
nation’s position could generate the export of agrifood. In case of
developed countries, they have exported agrifood overseas, and the
sector of agrifood accounts for 10% in total exports. But Korea
shows only 1% of its exports.

1. Domestic & Foreign Agriculture Environment and
Changing Trends
1.1 Macro-environment and Trend of Agriculture & Agricultural
Products

Keywords: Agriculture Environment, Agrifood, Vitalization, Jeju.

<Table 1> Crisis and opportunity factors coexist, but agriculture is a new future growth industry of our economy
Global Environment

Agricultural Policy

Market Environment

- Expansion of FTA’s world market
- Rice tariffication: testing competitiveness
of agricultural products
- Imported produce: occupied the domestic
market
- Promoted Korean wave fever
- Increase the image of Korean produce

- Phased promotion of agrifood sextic industrialization
- Building up the foundation of globally competitive
agrifood
- Expansion of export and growth engines
- Fusion of agrifood sector (ICT: information and
communications technology)
- Building infrastructure for the change of climatic
environment and the safe production network
- Spreading of and support for returning to farming
and home

- Human and environment-friendly agriculture: spreading
as megatrend
- Times of personalized food
- Times of local food, a package, a small packet
- Change of food service:
Western food ☞ Korean food, food of the season,
home cooked meal
- Building up the foundation between agriculture and
franchise industry
- Expansion of the channel for direct and online trade

2. Global Agrifood Environment and Actions
2.1. Global Environment and Issues of Agrifood
• Market breadth of global agrifood by the year 2030: 10,000
trillion KRW (10,000,000,000,000,000)
• US, EU, and China: world's three trade zones and FTA trade
system(account for GDP 73% of world economy, the third
country of FTA trade in the world)
• The imbalance of import and export has become serious in
Korea and China agrifood trade.(export: 1.3 billion USD, import:
5.7 billion USD / an adverse trade balance: four times or more)

* Doctor of Economics, Chairman of The Association of Korean Agri
Food Sextic Industry, Korea. E-mail: retaildoctor@daum.net

• The Korean wave and improvement of the nation’s position
could generate the export of agrifood.
• Developed countries which have exported agrifood overseas: the
sector of agrifood accounts for 10% in total exports.(but Korea:
only 1% of its exports)

2.2. Agrifood, Seek Solutions by Developing Global Market!
By the year 2030, breadth of global food industry is expected to
be 10,000 trillion KRW and breadth of food service market is about
5,000 trillion KRW.
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2.3. Question to the Overseas Export of Agricultural Products
Great Powers in Global Agricultural Products
• US: the 2nd place in global export &the 1st place in produce export
• Netherlands: the 5th place in global export &the 2nd place in produce
export
• New Zealand: suspension of government aid, but revitalization of agriculture
• Cuba: Mecca of globally organic produce (targeting the upper class in US
through gentrification)

3. Environment in Jeju & Actual Conditions of
Agro-Fishery Products
3.1. Environment in Jeju & Actual Conditions of Agriculture
3.1.1. Environment Features in Clean Jeju
• Climatic conditions
- average temperature for the year : 15.5 degrees Celsius
- average rainfall : 1,000~1,800 ml
• Natural environment: unique geomorphic landscape that only the
island has.
• Historicity: old Tamra country and indigenous folk culture
• Three characteristics
- Three types of many things in Jeju - rocks, wind, and women
- Doesn’t have three things - thieves, gates, and beggars
- Three beauties: natural landscape, agriculture and fisheries resources,
and generosity

3.1.2. Actual State of Production of Agro-Fishery Products in Jeju
◆ Regarding cultivation areas of crops in Jeju
Eastern part (Gimnyeong & Seongsanpo): root vegetables
Western part (Daejeong & western part of Seogwipo): garlics
and onions
Southern part (Pyoseon & Seogwipo): Tangerine planatation
Northern part (Aewol & Hallim): western vegetables
◆ Total output of Tangerine: 646,000 ton
◆ Total output of marine products: 146,601(M/T)
886,711 million KRW

sextic industrialization of agriculture’ in the year 2016.

4.1.2. Sextic Industry of Agriculture: Actual Conditions
Present Situations of the Certified Businesses as the Sextic Industry
◆ Results of the Sextic Industrialization Policy in the Third Year
• As of 2014, the number of founders has increased 8.8% over
last year.
• The sales of the certified business as the sextic industry have
increased 11.2%.
(the businesses winning in the competitive exhibition of
excellent cases in the sextic industry in 2014: sales increase
of 26% and job creation of 95%)
*Aimed at fostering 1,000 businesses by the year 2017.

<Table 2> Ranking of the Certified Businesses as the Sextic Industry by
Cities & Provinces in 2015
Ranking

Cities &Provinces

Number of Certified
Businesses

1

Jeollanam-do Province

126

2

Jeollabuk-do Province

103

3

Gangwon-do Province

99

4

Gyeonggi-do Province

98

9

Jeju Special Self-Governing Province

50

Sum

802

<Table 3> Types of the Sextic Industry of Agriculture
Category

Industry

Contents of Business

Primary
Industry

Manufacturing biz. of
agriculture

Cooperative unit cultivating and
producing crops; operating farms

Secondary
Industry

Production of agrifood
and processing business

Processing specialties of rural
areas; traditional and fermented
food; brewery, etc.

Tertiary
Industry
(complex)

Service
agrifood
and sale,
tourism,

business of
(distribution
food service,
culture, IT,
etc.)

4. Future of Agriculture & Strategy of Sextic
Industrialization

Direct stores of local food;
culinary hot-spot of farms; direct
sale (package business);
agritourism and tour; IT-crafted
technology biz.; community
complex biz. linked to the sextic
industry

4.2. Prerequisite for Vitalization of Sextic Industry
4.1. Policy of Sextic Industry by Government
4.2.1. Systematic Composition for Vitalization of the Sextic Industrialization
4.1.1. Ministry of Agriculture, Food & Rural Affairs: key points of
operational planning in 2016
- Ministry of Agriculture, Food & Rural Affairs’ key business
direction is ‘to vitalize rural economy and export through the

in Regional Agriculture
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5. Solution to Vitalize Sextic Industry in Jeju

Identity &
awareness
of issues

Voluntary
participation
from
farmers

Solution
to vitalize
the sextic
industry

5.1. Prerequisites for Vitalization of Agro-Fishery Food and
Sextic Industry in Jeju
Belief &
consistency
of local
governments

Acceptance
of opinions
from relevant
institutions

<Figure 1> Solution to vitalize the sextic industry

4.4.2. Tasks from the Field for Early Stabilization of Sextic Industrialization
•
•
•
•
•

Setting direction of the sextic industry and business
Giving shape to promotion of the sextic industrialization
Maximizing marketing power and securing the market
Building up the stable foundation of businesses
Understanding and good sense of the sextic industry

4.4.4. If You Want to Succeed in Sextic Industry!
•
•
•
•
•
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Don't follow what others do as they do;
Don't start when you don't know;
Have perception of being unable to do on your own power;
Don't everything, but do properly only the core business item; and
If you recognize and accept the power of cooperation and
coexistence, then and not till then you will succeed.

• Discard a closed mind and do overall opening with an open
mind.
• Need a big thought in order to overcome local limits.
• Improve the value of agricultural products, livestock, and marine
products in clean Jeju.
• Need the development of united (common) brand of Jeju.
• R&D for competitiveness of products has to be preceded.
• Need the introduction of product design fitted to characteristics
of Jeju.
• Need the rearrangement of culture contents of Jeju.
• Put emphasis on overseas exports from domestic dependence like
local and inland areas.
• Need an enterprise organization to promote the sextic industrialization
in Jeju.
• Need a control tower for cooperation and convergence among
industries in Jeju.
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Corporate Governance and the Marginal Value of Cash in Korean Firms
Sang-Su Kim*, Jeong-Hwan Lee**1

Abstract
The existing theories expect a lower marginal value of cash for
weak governance firms. To test this hypothesis, we examine the
relationship between corporate governance structures and marginal
cash values in Korean firms.
We estimate marginal cash values by using the model of Faulkender
& Wang (2006). The firms listed in Korean Stock Exchange from
2005 to 2013 are analyzed. Corporate governance scores are supplied
by Korean Corporate Governance Services.
We show a higher marginal value of cash for the good governance
firms measured by the total governance score. Our analysis on a
detailed set of governance scores partially confirms this tendency.
However, a lower marginal cash value is observed for the firms with
a better quality of board structure, auditing, dividend policies.
Our findings argue for the agency view of cash policy predicting a
negative relationship between corporate governance scores and marginal
cash values. A low marginal value of cash, widely observed in the
sample firms, also supports severe resource diversion problem in Korean
corporations.
Keywords: Cash Management, Corporate Governance, Manager-Shareholder
Conflicts,Marginal Value of Cash.

1. Introduction
It is one of the most interesting questions in corporate finance
literature whether the conflicts between a manager and shareholders
significantly affect cash management policy. The marginal value of
cash lies at the center of the analysis because of its pivotal role in
shaping a firm’s cash retention, dividends payout, and external financing
policies (Bolton et al. 2011). However, this relationship between
corporate governance structure and the marginal value of cash is largely
unstudied in Korean firms.
According to the existing theories, a firm with weaker corporate
governance structures is expected to show a lower marginal value of

* Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, Korea National Open
University, Seoul, Korea. Tel: +82-2-3668-4618, E-mail: sskim512@knou.ac.kr
** Assistant Professor, College of Economics and Finance, Hanyang
University, Seoul, Korea. Tel: +82-2-2220-1036, E-mail: jeonglee@hanyang.ac.kr

cash. A poor governance structure tends to allow more severe agency
conflicts such as managerial resource diversions. Hence, the
shareholder value of cash inside corporations decreases significantly
with poor governance structures.
The above argument allows us to develop testable predictions
between corporate governance scores and the marginal shareholder
value of cash. Corporate governance scores assess a company’s corporate
governance practices; a better governance firm obtains greater
governance scores. Hence, the marginal value of cash is predicted to
be smaller for the firms with lower governance scores. This
hypothesis is well aligned with prior studies such as Dittmar &
Mahrt-Smith (2007) and Pinkowitz, Stulz, & Williamson (2006).
We test the empirical hypothesis by using the sample of firms
listed in Korean Stock Exchange from 2005 to 2013. To estimate the
marginal value of cash, we adopt the model of Faulkender & Wang
(2006). Our model examines how a dollar change in cash holdings
results in the change in the market firm value against its benchmark
group. We consider the 4 by 4 formed on the firm size and BE to
ME ratios as our benchmark return in line with prior literature. We
use the corporate governance grades published by Korean corporate
governance services, which include the scores for the quality of
overall governance structure, shareholder rights, board structure,
auditing, distribution and information disclosure.
Our main empirical findings are as follows. First, we find that the
marginal cash value for the high total governance score group is
larger than its counter-part for the low score group. In our baseline
model using the total governance score, the marginal cash value of
the low score group is 0.32 which is far smaller than that of the
high score group 0.56. This finding is consistent to the widely
accepted prediction between corporate governance structure and the
marginal value of cash, as highlighted in Dittmar & Mahrt-Smith
(2007) and Pinkowitz et al. (2006).
Next, we investigate the marginal value of cash in accordance with
the different attributes of corporate governance scores. The marginal
cash value of the low governance score group is smaller than that of
the high score group in the analysis using the scores of shareholder
rights and information disclosure. In contrast, we find inconclusive
results in the examinations for the scores of board structure, auditing
quality, and distribution policy.
Our results contribute to the existing literature in a number of
ways. First of all, such a lower marginal value of cash for the firms
with weaker corporate governance structure argues for the agency
view of cash management policy such as Pinkowitz et al. (2006) and
Dittmar & Mahrt-Smith (2007). Next, our estimation results confirm
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severe agency conflicts in Korean corporations, which presents new
empirical evidence to the existing studies of managerial resource
diversion in Korean firms (Bae, Kang, & Kim, 2002; Baek, Kang, &
Lee, 2006)
Section 2 reviews the existing literature. Section 3 presents our
empirical models and estimation results. Section 4 concludes.

common risk factors. To account for firm specific risk components,
they include several firm level financing and investment variables as
independent variables. Accordingly, our main empirical model is
illustrated as follows.

 ₀ ₁     ₂  
  

 ₃    ₄  

2. Related Literature
The marginal value cash lies at the core of cash policy analysis
because of its central role in deciding dividend payout, cash savings,
and external financing policies. For example, Bolton et al. (2011),
and Hennessy & Whited (2005) show that the lower bound of
marginal cash value is decided by the margin between dividends
payout and cash saving choices. Their arguments indicate that the
marginal value of cash cannot be smaller than (1-  ) without any
agency considerations, where  represents the dividend income tax rate.
There are two main branches of empirical studies on the
determination of marginal cash values. The first branch of the studies
emphasizes how external financing frictions affect the marginal
shareholder value of cash (Faulkender & Wang, 2006). They show
that the marginal value of cash is larger for financially constrained
firms than financially unconstrained ones by using the sample of U.S.
firms. The other branch of the studies emphasize the role of agency
conflicts. As a firm experiences more severe manager-shareholder
conflicts, its cash stock is more likely to burn out for the managerial
benefits, leading to a lower marginal value of cash. This argument is
verified in the sample of U.S. firms (Dittmar & Mahrt-Smith, 2007)
and across the international financial markets (Pinkowitz et al., 2006).
Our study is also tightly related to the empirical studies on cash
policy for Korean corporations. Gong (2006) analyzes the
cross-sectional determinants of cash holdings in Korean firms. With
regard to agency problems between a manager and equity holders,
Bae et al. (2002) and Baek et al. (2006) point out substantial
resource diversion problems in Korean firms. Park & Yon (2009)
show that Korean firms with poor governance structures retain more
cash stocks by using corporate governance scores. Yet, we investigate
the relationship between corporate governance scores and the marginal
value of cash.

3. Empirical Methods and Main Findings.
3.1. Empirical Methods
We calculate the marginal value of cash by employing the model
of Faulkender & Wang (2006). They estimate the additional
shareholder value of cash resulting from the changes in cash holdings
of firms over a fiscal year. Their dependent variable is the excess
return of each firm year observation, which is defined as the
difference between its stock return and benchmark return. This
introduction of benchmark returns offsets an individual stock i's

 ₅    ₆  
 ₇     ₈   ₉  
 ₁₀     ∗   
 ₁₁  ∗      



This equation investigates how a dollar change in cash stock
results in a change in the firm’s market value compared to its
benchmark group. In the equation (1), the term ΔX points to the
changes in a general variable X. We use the realized change as the
unexpected change component of cash by following the model of
B
represents
Faulkender & Wang (2006). The dependent variable rit  R it

the excess return of firm i over the fiscal year t in which rit is the
B
is its benchmark portfolio return. The
firm’s stock return and R it

control variables for financing activities include cash stocks, C it ,
interest expenses Iit , market leverage L it , and net financing NF it .
Earnings before interest and extraordinary items, Eit represents the
effect of a firm's profitability on the changes in the value of firm.
Investment policy is captured by total assets minus cash holdings,
NAit and R&D expenditures, RD it . To control payout policies,
cash dividends, D it is also introduced. All independent variables are
deflated by the previous year market equity value, Mit   . This
normalization allows interpreting the estimated coefficient as the dollar
changes in the (shareholders’) firm value for additional one dollar in
the corresponding independent variables.
In our baseline model, the marginal value of cash for the sample
firm, MVC is calculated via the following equation.

  ₁ ₁₀ 
   ₁₁
 (2)
In this equation (2), 
 is the mean value of prior period cash
 is the average
holdings divided by the market equity value and 
market leverage ratio.
Korean Corporate Governance Services provides a detailed set of
corporate governance scores for the publicly traded Korean firms after
2005. This set of governance scores includes the quality of overall
governance structure, shareholder rights, board structure, auditing,
distribution and information disclosure.
To test our empirical hypothesis, we categorize the firm-year
observations into the low, middle and high governance score group
based on the scores of each governance attribute. For each fiscal
year, we rank the firm-year observation according to its governance
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scores. We choose the firm-year observations in the top (bottom)
33% of score distribution as the high (low) score group for each
item of the governance indices. All other firm year observations are
categorized as the middle group.

3.2. Data Description

(3.2)

(4.6)

(3.9)

0.204***

0.231***

0.099*

(3.8)

(3.9)

(1.9)

3.351

1.677

4.329

(0.9)

(0.6)

(1.3)

-0.018

-0.858*

0.367

(-0.0)

(-1.9)

(0.5)

ΔD tMt  

6.534***

3.568**

7.248***

(4.3)

(2.4)

(4.7)

C tMt  

0.370***

0.202***

0.317***

(5.1)

(3.2)

(3.8)

Lt

-0.738***

-0.515***

-0.537***

(-8.9)

(-8.8)

(-8.6)

NF tMt  

-0.077

-0.152**

-0.065

(-1.2)

(-2.0)

(-1.0)

0.509

-0.186

-0.577*

(1.5)

(-0.8)

(-1.9)

-0.286

-0.926

-0.046

(-0.6)

(-1.6)

(-0.1)

Intercept

0.271***

0.167***

0.187***

(5.8)

(5.0)

(6.9)

N

1084

1435

1448

  

0.202

0.170

0.150

Implied MVC

0.32

0.40

0.56

ΔNAtMt  
ΔRD tMt  
ΔItMt  

We examine the marginal cash value for the firms listed in
Korean Stock Exchange from 2005 to 2013. We employ the WISEfn
database to obtain financial statements for the sample firms. We use
the 4 by 4 benchmark portfolios based on the size and BE to ME
ratios as our benchmark return, consistent to the method of
Faulkender & Wang (2006). All other variable construction is in line
with the approach used in Faulkender & Wang (2006) as well.
To control the potential effect of financial constraints on the
marginal cash value, we use the measure developed by Kaplan &
Zingales (1997). Their prediction equation has the following formulation:

   Pr       .

C tMt   C t  Mt  
ΔC tMt   L t

    
The Profits variable here is earnings before interest and taxes
(EBIT). Cash Holdings is cash plus marketable securities. Dividends
are cash dividends. Lev refers to total debt obligations. Q variable
indicates the Tobin’s Q ratio and is defined as the sum of market
equity and total debt obligations divided by total assets. All variables
are deflated value total book asset values.
A higher score in this Kaplan-Zingales index implies a greater
likelihood of experiencing financial constraints. Therefore, we remove
the firm-year observations in the top 10% of Kaplan-Zingales index
to take account the effect of financial constraints.

3.3. Estimation Results
We firstly investigate the relationship between corporate governance
structures and marginal cash value based on the total governance
score. This total score is the representative measure capturing the
quality of overall corporate governance in Korean firms.
<Table 1> documents our estimation results for the high/middle/low
score group firms in terms of the total governance scores. All
empirical models employ the benchmark return, RitB, as the 4 by 4
portfolio returns based on the size and BE to ME ratios. This table
includes the estimated coefficients and their t-values (in parenthesis),
and the marginal cash value implied by each estimation. The mark of
‘*’ points to the statistical 90% level. The marks of ‘**’ and ‘***’
point to the significance at the 95% and the 99% level, respectively.
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<Table 1> shows a smaller marginal value of cash for the low
governance score group. For instance, the marginal cash value of the
low score group is 0.32, which is far lower than that of the high
score group 0.56. This finding implies a higher marginal value of
cash for good corporate governance firms, which argues for the
agency view of cash management policy. Dittmar & Mahrt-Smith
(2007) and Pinkowitz et al. (2006) provide similar findings for the
relationship between corporate governance scores and the marginal
value of cash.
Furthermore, the implied marginal cash value for all of the score
group points to considerable agency problems between a manager and
shareholders in Korea. The estimated marginal cash value is 0.56,
even for the high governance score group. Considering the fact that
the dividend income tax rate is around 15% in Korea, such a low
value suggests substantial manager-shareholder conflicts. Bae et al.
(2002) and Baek et al. (2006) show considerable resource diversions
in Korean firms, which probably diminishes the marginal shareholder
value of cash.
<Table 2> Implied Marginal Cash Values: Different Governance Attributes

<Table 1> Estimation Results: Total Governance Score
Independent Variables

Low

Middle

High

ΔC tMt  

0.376

0.872**

0.677

(1.1)

(2.3)

(1.6)

0.296***

0.447***

0.452***

ΔEtMt  

Governance Scores
Shareholder Rights
Board Structure
Auditing Quality
Distribution Policy
Information Disclosure

Low
0.45
0.36
0.46
0.61
0.47

Implied MVC
Middle
0.48
0.53
0.45
0.38
0.46

High
0.52
0.38
0.36
0.30
0.50
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<Table 2> reports the implied marginal value of cash for the
low/middle/high score group according to the different corporate
governance attributes. We use the same baseline empirical model
adopted in <Table 1> The groups are constructed in accordance with
the scores for shareholder rights, board structure, auditing quality,
distribution policy and information disclosure.
Our findings in <Table 2> partially support the validity of the
empirical results in <Table 1> On the one hand, the marginal value
of cash is indeed greater for the high score group, if we categorize
the group of firms by using the shareholder right scores and the
information disclosure scores. On the other hand, this monotone
relationship is not clearly observed in the analyses using the quality
of board structure, auditing, and distribution policy.
The reported marginal cash values also indicate substantial agency
problems between a manager and shareholders in Korea. The
estimated marginal cash value is not greater than 0.53 for all cases in
<Table 2> Considering the fact that the dividend income tax rate is
around 15% in Korea, this low marignal cash values imply significant
manager-shareholder conflicts. Bae et al. (2002) and Baek et al.
(2006) show considerable resource diversions in Korean firms, which
probably diminishes the marginal shareholder value of cash.

4. Concluding Remarks
4.1. Summary
This paper investigated the relationship between corporate governance
structure and the marginal cash value in Korea. We firstly showed
that the marginal cash value of the low governance score group is
smaller than that of the high score group by employing the total
governance score; the total governance score is the representative
measure for the overall quality of corporate governance structure. This
result remains unchanged for a set of detailed corporate governance
scores. The low score group still showed a smaller marginal value of
cash in our analysis adopting the governance scores of shareholder
rights, and information disclosure. Yet, a lower marginal value of
cash is observed for the high score group when the group is
categorized by the quality of board structure, auditing and distribution
policy.

4.2. Discussion
Our findings present novel insights on the existing literature of
cash policy. First of all, our estimation result provides empirical
evidence for the agency view of cash management policy. This
literature expects a lower marginal value of cash for the firms with
weaker corporate governance structures (e.g., Dittmar & Mahrt-Smith,
2007). Our analysis using the representative governance measure
support this prediction.
Moreover, We also found substantially low marginal cash values
for the sample of firms. This finding is in line with the results of
prior studies highlighting significant managerial resource diversion
problem. Korean firms are believed to experience considerable managerial

diversion problems, such as value destructive acquisitions (he significant
managerial resource diversion problems), and setting favorable equity
prices for controlling shareholders (Baek et al., 2006). Such resource
diversions are accepted as a key economic reason inducing a lower
marginal value of cash (Nikolov & Whited, 2014).
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The Integrated Approach of Institution Based View to the Path of
Performance on the Start-Ups in Foreign Market
Yeon-Sung Cho*, Dong-Hwan Won**1

al., 2012; Garrido et al., 2014).

Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of
knowledge codification capability (KCC) factors among the start-up
firms. Antecedents were set by diversity of external knowledge
(DEK), novelty of the external knowledge (NEK). The research has
set up the institution based view corresponding to the knowledge
assets of start-up and to knowledge codification capability. The research
model was presented to examine between the knowledge codification
capability based on strategic perspective, the operational performance
of start-up. In addition, it constructed an integrated model that is able
to analyze the moderating effect by setting institution based index as
an external environment factor. The main aim of this article is to
analyze the characteristics of the knowledge structure as a source of
competitive advantage to the start-up firms participating in the global
competition. In the moderating effects analysis, it is expected to
examine in detail the role of institution based index as an external
environment factor.
Keywords: Institution Based View, Knowledge Based View, Diversity
of External Knowledge, Novelty of the External
Knowledge, Knowledge Codification Capability.

1. Introduction
There are various movements that meet with the flow of creative
economy, but one of the most noteworthy activities is policy support
for start-ups. By focusing on start-ups, this study will analyze the
process of overseas market performance of start-ups companies by
integrating factors such as knowledge-based view and institution-based
view. In specific, the purpose of this study in terms of its practical
and theoretical aspect is as follows. First, this study aims to apply
various theoretical backgrounds explored in previous studies more
closely regarding the overseas market expansion of start-ups(Ma et al.,
2013). Second, will apply the institution-based view and examine it
in terms of official institution and unofficial institution(Van Essen et

* Assistant Professor, Department of International Trade, Duksung Women’s
University, Seoul, Korea. Tel: +82-2-901-8547, E-mail: oakright3927@ds.ac.kr
** Associate Professor, Department of International Trade, Duksung Women’s
University, Seoul, Korea. Tel: +82-2-901-8583, E-mail: wonlee69@ds.ac.kr

2. Theory
The theoretical backgrounds of this study are institution-based view
and knowledge-based view. First, studies with institution-based views
showed that official and unofficial institutional characteristics had an
influence on a company’s strategy, activity, and performance as external
environmental factors(Ma et al., 2013). However, the view also
indicated that the strategy areas of influence could vary depending on
the differences of official institution and unofficial institution. The
studies with institution-based view improved the limitations of explaining
the strategy decision of companies that entered the overseas market
only from the perspective of the company’s own internal resources(Peng
& Jiang, 2010; Jiang & Peng, 2011).
Second, studies with knowledge-based view examined the process
of transferring external knowledge internally. Such flow was expanded
to a study on the knowledge transfer between the headquarters and
subsidiaries of multinational corporations. Studies(Granero &
Vega-Jurado, 2012; Larrañeta et al., 2012) that explored knowledge
transfer analyzed that an organization’s institutional characteristics and
a company’s absorption capability, etc. played a positive role in
knowledge transfer.

3. Hypotheses
3.1. Hypotheses of Knowledge Based View
Start-ups face difficulties in creating new internal resources and
knowledge to use due to the limitations of resources. This is even
more so for companies that advanced into the global market (Foss et
al., 2013). Wide knowledge in a local market, i.e., diverse knowledge,
provides new opportunities and competitive advantage to start-ups in
the end(Schulz & Jobe, 2001). Accordingly, the following hypothesis
is established.
<H1> Diversity of external knowledge will have a positive influence
on the development of knowledge codification capability.
Considering that the innovation of existing capability leads to the
cultivation of new resources and capabilities that are appropriate for a
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local market, the novelty of external knowledge is an attractive
element for the management team of start-ups (Schulz & Jobe, 2001).
If start-ups experience such abundant innovative knowledge in an
overseas market they expanded to, the management team will focus
on finding a capability to bring it to the organization(Cummings &
Teng, 2003). As a result, the following hypothesis is established.
<H2> The novelty of the external knowledge will have a positive
influence on the development of knowledge codification
capability.
If innovative and abundant external knowledge is absorbed with
knowledge codification capability, the diversity of methods to use the
existing resources increases. Considering the knowledge use capability
of start-ups, the information obtained during knowledge codification is
the force of generating competitive advantage that is needed for
localization(Miller & Friesen, 1983).
The types of strategies to be developed diversity if start-ups that
lack resources enhance their knowledge codification capability and
become active in accepting external knowledge(Miller & Chen, 1996;
Kale & Singh, 2007). Accordingly, the following hypothesis is
established.
<H3> Knowledge codification capability will positively influence
the performance of start-up companies.

3.2. Moderating Effects of Institution Based View
The institution-based view analyzes local characteristics by dividing
them into official institution and unofficial institution(Cuervo-Cazurra
& Genc, 2011). Official institution means a nation’s political,
economic, social, and legal characteristics while unofficial institution
means culture and network characteristics.
Start-ups increase their knowledge codification capability with an
intention to acquire various external knowledge in the market they
advanced into(Jansen et al., 2005; Larrañeta et al., 2012). They carry
out such activities consciously because they determine that the
information absorbed within the institution will help them predict the
future(Van Essen et al., 2012). Accordingly, the following hypothesis
is established.
<H4> The better the characteristics of official institution are, the
greater influence the diversity of external knowledge will
have on knowledge codification capability.
If the structure of official institution is unstable(Wan & Hoskisson,
2003), it will be difficult to be realized adequately in practice even if
it is internalized because the stability of entire structure influences the
actual expression of knowledge in the end. Therefore, it can be
assumed that more active efforts will be made to absorb innovative
external knowledge and accumulate it as an official asset within the
organization if there is a higher stability of the characteristics of
official institution. Thus, the following hypothesis is established.

<H5> The better the characteristics of official institution are, the
greater influence the novelty of external knowledge will
have on knowledge codification capability.

4. Research method
4.1. Variable
This study proposes a path model and the potential factors are as
follows. First, the diversity of external knowledge was based on the
research by Kohli et al. (1993) and Jansen et al. (2005). It was
examined by focusing on the diversity of source to obtain external
knowledge.
Second, knowledge codification capability is a capability to
explicitly process and use silent knowledge. In the studies by Kale &
Singh (2007), Cummings & Teng (2003), etc., it is defined as a
capability to make documents of and systemize silent external
information as well as convert it to official data. This study also
measured 5 questions in a 7-point criterion based on the previous
study.
Third, this study revised and used the questions in the studies by
Cadogan et al. (2009), Lisboa et al. (2011), Love & Roper (2015),
etc., according to the characteristics of analyzed samples.
Fourth, this study used the World Bank’s worldwide governance
indicators that integrated political and economic corruption indexes.

4.2. Sample Collection
The subjects of this study are start-ups companies. Since start-ups
companies have the characteristics of small and medium-sized
companies, the study subjects are companies with less than 300
employees in total. The research method will be in an online survey
using Google Docs as well as e-mail and fax. The study period will
be 4 months and there will be 400 samples.

5. Conclusion
This study is expected to have several academic contributions by
closely analyzing the role of knowledge learning in the overseas
market expansion of technology-based start-ups.
The first academic contribution is that it approached the local
performance of start-ups from knowledge-based view and considered
the characteristics of external knowledge. This study analyzed the
related path by setting a more detailed condition, the characteristics of
external knowledge. Such analysis suggests a theoretical implication
that it expanded a theoretical discussion that can be explored in
start-up related studies with knowledge-based view.
Second, a theoretical difference of this study from the existing
studies is that it included the factors of institution-based view in
knowledge learning and the performance decision path of start-ups.
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A Study on Small Business Foundation and
Management Condition: Focused on Goyang City
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Abstract
In this study, the ways to foster small businesses are investigated.
For the purposes, we analyze the current management conditions of
small businesses in Goyang province as well as those in the country.
To analyze the purposes, we review extant literature, related systems
and compare those with other countries including US and Japan.
The current situation of small business and government assistance
is investigated to analyze the purposes. Also government assistance
programs of major countries are reviewed. The management situation
of small business in Goyang city as well as nationwide is very bad
due to the lack of financial power, management skill, high
competition among themselves, and big companies’ encroaching, etc.
The final objective for the small business is to foster the ability to
propagate in the competitive business world. the competitive edge of
small business is weaker than big firms. Thus small business needs
assistance from government. For the purpose, small business owners
should make efforts at first and the government assistance program
should be performed efficiently and appropriately.
Keywords: Small Business, Goyang Province, Government Assistance
Programs.

1. Introduction
This study analyzes small businesses of Goyang province and try
to find ways to foster them. The management situation of small
business in Goyang city as well as nationwide is very bad due to the
lack of financial power, management skill, high competition among
themselves, and big companies’ encroaching, etc. The final objective
for small business is to foster the ability to propagate in the
competitive business world. For the purpose, small business owners
should make efforts at first and the government assistance program
should be efficient and appropriate.
* First author, Graduate student, Korea Aerospace University, Goyang,
Korea. Tel: +82-2-300-0012, E-mail: lksool@naver.com
** Co-Author, Graduate student, Korea Aerospace University, Goyang,
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The age of information and the age that variety of goods and
service comes into limelight means various customer requirement,
sudden change of customer propensity, and keen competition each
other in different industries as well as in the same industry. Many
countries including the United States, Japan as well as our country
believe that the most suitable type of firm to face the rapidly
changing business environment is small business.
Small business can contribute to the growth of economy and job
creation, achieve innovation in terms of technique, management, skills,
etc.
In our country, small business is more important because the age
of growth without employment increase has come, massive entry by
baby boomers in small business has started. Due to rapidly increased
number of small business, the competition among themselves get
more fierce and business groups encroach alley commercial zone with
ease.
However, due to the lack of power of finance, marketing skill,
technique etc., the competitive edge of small business is weaker than
big firms. Thus mall business needs assistance from government.
In this study, the current situation of small business and
government assistance is investigated. Also government assistance
programs of major countries are reviewed. For the case of United
States, small business assistance program is administered with large
autonomous volume and co-works with universities are very active. In
Japan, the importance of small business is emphasized, the societal
environment is very friendly to small business foundation, the
government help the returning firms from abroad and inheriting
family business. These programs of other countries provides
meaningful hints to us.

2. Requested Public Services for Small Business and
Current Assistance Programs for Small Business
Small business owners request the following services as convenient
for public sectors to provide and beneficial in its scope to service
receivers;
- 1:1 counselling
- transfer of technology, connecting to technology owner, research
assistance, etc.
- providing information, explaining government policies and regulations,
etc.
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- research on the common difficulties of small business and related
issues
- educating and training on management and starting-up business
- conglomerate library for small and medium sized businesses
- assistance area: start-up, marketing, human resources management,
finance, tax, legal service, exporting
- connecting to experts
- research on local economics
And the following services with limited benefits and relatively high
level of difficulties are requested;
- financial assistance
- direct assistance to technology development
- assistance regarding taxes: studies about current related regulations
are needed
- assistance to specific region
- assistance to specific type of business
- assistance to specific cooperation among certain types of businesses
For these kinds of requested assistance, we analyzed current
available assistances
- as policy funds small business fund, specialized small business
fund
- information provided are new type business start-up assistance,
small business broadcasting, information on commercial
supremacy
- as educating assistance, start-up school at small business college,
management school at small business college, e-learning for
small business, education place only for small businesses
- as consulting, small business hope consulting, custom-tailored consulting
for small business
- cooperating franchise to assist small business cooperation, evaluating
level of franchise, assistance for promising small business
franchise, builiding joint logistic center for small and medium
sized businesses
- as small shop on alley assistance, Nadle shop, follow-up management

3. Results of Analysis
The results of analyzing the current assistance programs for small
business show that the programs are equipped with those requested
by small business owners in general.
Of course, there is certain level of discrepancies between request
and real assistance in terms of size and contents of assistance for
such issues as financial assistance. However, reminding that at the
starting stage of industrialization the government assisted the
conglomerates through the industrial bank in the government level,
there should be little or no reluctance to the financial assistance to
small businesses from government level.
With regard to other issues we need to divide them into two parts
to approach. First, we should discern that preparing systems and

persecuting them are different. From the side of the latter, persecuting
systems should be done efficiently and sincerely by public sectors
and for receiving sectors, that is, small business owners should be
very active in utilizing the systems. For this, the information
regarding these systems should be delivered accurately and promptly
and mental attitude to utilize it actively and fully is required.
Secondly, as parts of institutional support such as making laws or
regulations, for example, designating specific business type as only
for small business, preparing regulations to protect local business
community, preparing regulations to lessen or preventing sharp
competition among small businesses, is necessary.

4. Conclusion
The management situation of small business in Goyang city as
well as nationwide is very bad due to the lack of financial power,
management skill, high competition among themselves, big companies’
encroaching, etc. The final objective for small business is to foster
the ability to propagate in the competitive business world. For the
purpose, small business owners should make efforts at first and the
government assistance program should be efficient and appropriate.
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Care and Justice in Social Service: Toward a Political Ethics of Care
Eun-Jeong Kim*1

Abstract
This paper explores a new possibility of care ethics for social
service. The related problems are getting major issues in Korean
society such as health insurance, free child care, and basic old age
pension. As the needs for the care have been growing rapidly in
various social fields, ‘care’ has been an important concept in
envisioning a welfare state.
This paper examined the contemporary studies on care ethics and
social policy. Particularly, Kittay’s care ethics - a public ethics of
care and political ethics care in Tronto were focused on in order to
explore a new possibility of care ethics for social service.
However, due to the lack of proper ethicsand political stance
applied to the newly arisen needs and challenges, there exist lots of
confusions and difficulties. First, this paper will examine the
relationship of care and justice in social service, and it will discuss
on the necessity of a political conceptualization for an integrative
approach to care.
This paper attempted to introduce a new political ethics of care
that takes into account both care and justice properly forsocial service
policy.

service, etc. located in blind spots of care services are not even
recognized yet.
As a social animal, human beings are innately disposed to care for
one-another. Feminist ethicists have attended to this basic human
condition of dependency. Although the word, ‘care’now has found a
new meaning as in ‘social care’, still, as Joan Tronto argues, "caring
activities are devalued, underpaid, and disproportionately occupied by
the relatively powerless in society". As social care attracts our
attention as a major issue in debates on a welfare state, the concept
of care that has been marginalized for a long time, also asks for a
proper place in social change
For the concept of the ‘care’ itself has undergone some significant
changes in its meaning and boundaries, people no longer see the
concept of care from a dualistic perspective such as private/public,
formal/informal, paid/unpaid. The change with which care has come
out of family sector means a fundamental change in a traditionally
categorized boundary of public and private. Rethinking the meaning
of publicness, Nam (2012) saw that care ethics, alternative to the
existing etic of justice, has significant implications on the debates of
publicness. He investigates how the politics of recognition can be
applied to care work which contains relational labor as its core
component and what ethics of care argue for socio-economic
recognition of care work.

Keywords: Ethics of Care, Care and Justice, Social Service.

2. Materials and Method
1. Introduction
These days, how to see the needs for care has become an
important question in welfare debates. Traditionally, responsibilities on
care and support were attributed to family, but now a large portion
of it is being transferred to the responsibility of community or
society. As care for various populations such as children, the elderly,
the disabled has become one of the major considerations of government,
social service policy has taken up a sizable proportion of national
policy.
The problems becoming major issues in Korean society such as
health insurance, free child care, and basic old age pension are
related to care. Furthermore, the problems of long-term care insurance,
caregiver for the sick, personal assistant service, care worker, homemaker
* Department of Social Welfare, Jungwon University, Goesan, Korea.
Tel: +82-43-830-864, E-mail: ejoyce@jwu.ac.kr

In order to better understand the issues of care and justice in
social service, this paper examined the contemporary studies on care
ethics and social policy. Particularly, focusing on Kittay’s care ethics
- a public ethics of care and Tronto’s political ethics of care, it also
attempted to find new possibilities of care ethics and their implications
on social welfare policy.

3. Care, Justice and Social Service
Social welfare aims to improve the quality of human life. What is
a good life, then? When we consider social welfare serviceas a moral
enterprise, it is a crucial question to frame the aims of social welfare.
And for this we can suppose two forms of life, living well and
living rightly. While the former is related to the virtue of well-being
or happiness, the latter is concerned with justice and equality. Regarding
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the debate on ethics, there are two competing paradigms: "the ethic
of justice" emphasizing fairness, right and justification/judgment vs.
"the ethic of care" highlighting the relational, caring aspects of morality.
Some might think there two paradigms are dichotomous alternative to
each other. However, considering the dual focusesof social welfare,
i.e. individual and society, we cannot help but attend to both care
and social justice.
Carol Gilligan originally drew the distinction between justice and
care associating justice with rights, rules, and equality, and care with
responsibility, meeting needs in context, and equity. Noddings
(1984)reinforced this distinction by portraying justice as universal,
impartial and principled, and care as particular, and situational.
Nodding saw "the heart of morality" in caring arising from the
goodness of concrete caring situation. According to her, ethics is
based on natural caring relations. And the question: how to meet the
other morally leads our attention from natural caring to "ethical
caring." Ethics of caring is practical and "since caring is a relation,
an ethic built on it is naturally other-regarding" (Noddings, 1984). As
care theorists began to apply care ethics into a political theory,
however, the original distinction was questioned and theorists began
to reconsider the relationship between care ethics and justice theorists.
Virginal Held was one of first theorists to explore the relationship
between care and justice from a broad moral and political perspective
(Held, 1995). Held saw care mainlyas the problem of relationship,
For Held, care means practices as well as values, where relationships
are central. Based on the relational attribute of care, Held expected
that care ethics could give us a certain moral perspective, which
would bedistinguished from the dominant moral theories such as
Kantian ethics and utilitarian theories. Held argued for the priority of
care over justice. In Held’s view, practices of care include the value
of justice.
Emphasizing the inevitable human condition of dependency, Kittay
suggested the notion of reciprocity what she called, "doulia" She
adopted the term "doulia" from the postpartum caretaker, the doula,
who assists the mother who has just give birth, not by caring for the
infant as much as by caringfor the mother so that the mother can
herself care for the infant. She argued for a public conception of
doulia (service) by which we acknowledge the social responsibility to
care for the caretaker (Kittay, 2011). Kittay was interested in social
justice issues for carers as well as care receivers, and the principle of
doulia has provided a basis for public support and social responsibility
for care services.
Meanwhile, Tronto casted a more critical eye on how these
arguments for care had been denied, excluded and/or marginalized in
the existing policy discourses and power relations.
Summing up the above discussion, itwould be noteworthy to
remind of Vico’s saying: "what is justice? It is the constant care for
the common good." (Vico, 1990)

4. Ethics of Care, Revisited: Toward a Political Ethics
of Care
Work on the ethics of care has evolved since the publication of

Carol Gilligan’s In a Different Voice(1993). Several of the early
associations with the ethic of care positioned care as a private virtue,
gendered feminine, and central to mothering practice. Nowadays
however, many scholars have been interested in revising and
rethinking care as public virtue.
Unlike the former feminist theorists, Kittay began from the
problems of social justice that care had addressed to our society.
Who is responsible for care, and who would provide care, and how
to support care relation and people in care relations, these are all
social and political problems and how to organize these needs is an
issue of social justice (Kittay, 1999). Kittay argued that care ethics
should be developed for care workers and care receiver on the basis
of human dependency and reciprocity.
Refining the original principle of doulia, Kittay (2015) has further
suggested four principles of a care-based conception of justicethefirst principle: non-deprivation and non-discrimination, second
principle: non-exploitation for dependency workers (caregivers and
assistants), third principle: non-exploitation for dependents, and fourth
principle: support for sustaining(effective and non-exploitative) caring
bonds. With the refined principle of doulia and as its lemmas, the
four principles above, Kittay asked for "fair terms of social life".
Given our inevitable dependency and our inextricable interdependency,
our social institutions need to consider those principles seriously, so
that the condition of dependency should not be an impediment for a
good life. She shows us a new prospect that "dependency (which is
always set up against independence), when properly managed and
fairly dealt with, is paradoxically not the enemy of freedom but the
very condition of the possibility of our freedom" (Kittay, 1999).
On the other hand, Joan Tronto was more concerned about a
political conceptualization of care values. Tronto criticized that
feminism haven’t paid enough attention to the political contexts of
moral arguments. She put a particular emphasis on the political and
power attributes of care. According to Tronto (1993), politically
proper way of care would have the following four stages: first,
attentiveness tocare needs, second, responsibility for the needs, third,
provision of care(competence), and fourth, reception of care(responsiveness)..

5. Discussion and Conclusion
Our society has been facing new challenges; the needs for care are
growing rapidly, and the subject of care itself became the object of
political acts and negotiations. In order to cope with the challenges
properly, we need a new way to look at the relation of care and
justice and social ethics, so that we can better interpret and dealt
with the issues of injustice care work addresses in our society. To
improve the welfare of people who need care and also to help
care-givers not to find themselves in vulnerable situations while
supporting the needy persons, it would be necessary to further
develop a political ethics of care for social service.
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The Effect of Reputation of Culture Oriented
Markets on Revisit Intentions and Word of
Mouth Effects for Traditional Markets
Jong-Ho Park*, Lak-Chae Chung**1

Abstract
Raditional markets lose competitiveness and gradually disappear
due to many reasons. Previous researchers cited insufficient parking
spaces and the inferiority of physical environments as the reasons
(Yoo et al., 2009; Hong, 2008; Hur & Song, 2009). Other reasons
mentioned include the lack of management mind and health problems
of market merchants due to aging and decreases in rural populations
due to urbanization.(Chung, 2009; Park, 2015).
The purpose of this study is to measure the effect of reputation of
culture oriented market on revisit intention and word of mouse effects
for Traditional Market.
5 point Likert-scale has been adopted for this study designed
based on previous study. Used SPSS ver.22, factor analysis &
Cronbach's alpha, correlation, regression test were made. 277 samples
were used for analysis.
Keyworlds: Tourist Satisfaction, Regional Brand Image, Culture
Factor, Reputation of Culture Oriented Market. Traditional
Market Revisit Intension, Word of Mouse Intension.

1. Introduction
Traditional markets lose competitiveness and gradually disappear
due to many reasons. Previous researchers cited insufficient parking
spaces and the inferiority of physical environments as the reasons
(Yoo et al., 2009; Hong, 2008; Hur & Song, 2009). Other reasons
mentioned include the lack of management mind and health problems
of market merchants due to aging and decreases in rural populations
due to urbanization.(Chung, 2009; Park, 2015). Although government
authorities and local governments strive for reactivation of traditional
markets by pouring large amounts of money and effort, the numbers
of markets and merchants and sales throughout the country have been
decreasing rapidly every year. At first, effort was concentrated on the
modernization of market facilities such as parking lot facility
expansion and improvement of rest-rooms and physical environments.

* First Author, Professor, Kongju National University, Kongju, Korea.
E-mail: jhpark14@kongju.ac.kr
** Corresponding Author, Professor, Kongju National University, Kongju,
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Thereafter, much effort has been made for cultivation of merchants’
management mind and for marketing education to secure competitiveness.
The government became to implement policies for protection of
not only traditional markets but also small merchants by making the
“Special Act on the Activation of Traditional Markets” in October
2004 and establishing the “Special Act on the Development of
Traditional Markets and Shopping Districts” in 2006.(Cho et al..
2014). In addition, to protect small merchants, the Small and Medium
Business Administration established and began to operate the Market
Management Service in 2005 and reorganized it into the Small
Enterprise and Market Service later to operate it as an organization
that supports small merchants and traditional markets.
Most people and politicians thought that large supermarkets were
ruining traditional markets and small merchants and concentrated on
laws regulating large supermarkets. However, due to the regulations
on large supermarkets, not only large supermarkets stopped growth
and situations where increases in employment could not be expected
came but also the losses due to the regulations on large supermarkets
led to poor conditions of cooperative companies and resultant benefits
to traditional market and small merchants in terms of sales were
shown to be extremely insignificant. A recent announcement by the
Statistics Korea indicated that the sales of home shopping malls and
Internet shopping malls rapidly increased to exceed the sales of large
supermarkets. The government seems to have overlooked the power
of Internet and failed to recognize changes in people’s life patterns.
The times in which people’s consumption emotions were changed by
the government’s regulations have already gone and only those
policies that move and attract consumers with things to see, enjoy, or
eat are thought to be ways for regional traditional markets and small
merchants to survive.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Traditional Market
Traditional markets are normally located on the center of cities
and perform not only the functions of markets but also regional
economic, cultural, and social functions. Traditional markets are
heartwarming places where people can encounter neighbors and
agricultural products of regional farmers. For small merchants,
traditional markets are places where all kinds of products are sold or
bartered (Kim, 2013).
Meanwhile, many scholars define traditional markets as markets
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with old facilities established before the 1960s including both periodic
markets and non-periodic markets. Therefore, scholars define
traditional markets as those markets that must be remodeled or
reconstructed so that customers can feel convenient and have revisit
intentions (Kim et al, 2009). In one of his studies, Park Jong-Ho
(2015) stated that traditional markets were not just places that
perform distribution functions but also places of life where people
hear news about their married daughters and feel and breathe regional
residents’ emotions. In addition, ‘article 2 of the enforcement ordinance
of the Special Act on the Development of Traditional Markets and
Shopping Districts (2006)’ defines that ‘traditional markets are places
that require remodeling or reorganization because commercial infrastructures
have been deteriorated or require management improvement and the
promotion of modernization of commercial transactions because
distribution functions are vulnerable.’
Kim et al.(2009) stated, “Markets refer to concrete facilities or
places where product transactions mediated by money are conducted
and the concept of traditional markets embraces indigenous traditional
markets spontaneously formed or permanent markets or periodic
markets that must be redeveloped because the facilities have been
deteriorated.” and Ju (2010) said that, from two viewpoints; “certain
places where sellers and buyers meet with each other to transact
goods” and “abstract ranges in which goods and services are exchanged
or sold as commodities”, traditional markets have historicity comparable
to the birth of humans and play pivot roles in the development of
regional economy.
Traditional markets have repeated downfalls due to decreases in
rural populations and changes in consumption life patterns leading to
decreases in spaces that can be enjoyed by ordinary people. In large
cities, rapid development of new towns has brought about imbalance
to the extent that traditional markets can be hardly found out in the
vicinity and the government realized the seriousness of the situation
and began to support traditional markets by establish policies to
support traditional markets and small merchants.
With the support policies, facility modernizing projects have been
carried out and merchants’ will and mind were cultivated through
management education based on the ‘Special Act on the Development
of Traditional Markets and Shopping Districts.’ In addition, the
Special Act on Regulations on Large Retailers to regulate business
hours of large supermarkets and stipulate and manage obligatory
holidays. Thereafter, the government has been planning and supporting
the fostering of culture tourism oriented market so that customers can
do shopping while enjoying culture and things to see by taking the
advantage of the characteristics of regions and markets.

2.2. Tourist Satisfaction
Satisfaction is defined as comprehensive mental states resulted from
complex actions of unsatisfied expectations and consumers’ emotions
formed in advance through experience in consumption(Oliver, 1996)
and user satisfaction is understood as a process of users’ evaluation
of the perceived discrepancies between expectations before use and the
performance felt after use (Oliver, 1997). Westbrook & Reilly(1983)
defined satisfaction as consumers’ subjective and overall evaluating

reactions to experiences in the purchase or consumption of a certain
product or service indicating that such evaluating reactions include not
only feeling and emotions but also beliefs and that the basis of such
evaluation may be diversified among individual consumers, criteria for
comparison expected by consumers, product attributes, and the results
of consumption. Chunchi & Suprenant (1982) defined satisfaction as
the state of whether prices and compensations are appropriately paid
and provided or not’ in purchase situations as recognized by
consumer thereby considering that satisfaction indicates the results of
comparison of the relationships between sacrifices and compensations.
Customer satisfaction is a concept important in enterprise management
that affects consumption related behaviors such customers’ repurchase
intentions, revisit intentions, loyalty to products, and word of mouth
intentions as well as enterprises’ profitability and growth.
Tourist satisfaction can be said to be a feeling of satisfaction felt
by tourists in comparison with sacrifices while the tourists are
enjoying purchases of products and culture when they have visited
culture tourism oriented markets.
Attractiveness factors of tourism destinations were found to have
significant effects on tourism satisfaction and attitude after tourism
(Yan et al., 2012). According to the attitude theory, tourism
destinations’ attractiveness becomes to reflect tourists’ belief, feelings
that certain places can satisfy them by responding to their desire for
holidays and the tourists’ behavioral tendency. Therefore, when a
certain tourism destination gives potential tourists a stronger belief
that it will satisfy their desire for traveling, the tourism destination
can be said to become more attractive (Kim, 2009). Tourism
satisfaction with culture tourism oriented markets can be said to be
felt in those markets where tourists’ revisit intentions are formed
because tourist can enjoy tourism while buying traditional and
indigenous products.

2.3. Regional Brand Image
An important function of brands is playing multi-functional roles
for reliability to consumers such product identification, source
indication, quality assurance, advertisement, maintenance and control
of market shares, and assets (Aaker, 1996; Keller, 2003). When
favorable attitudes toward brand attributes have been formed, higher
purchase intentions will be formed and the possibility for actions to
be taken will increase. Purchase intentions are the results of complex
actions of social influence and direct and indirect experience in
purchases of brands and can be said to be affected by individual
consumers’ situational factors and dispositional factors (Zao, Lim, &
Chui, 2011). Whereas geographical indications indicate ‘geographical
sources’ instead of business sources, brands are ‘packaging used by
those who practice producing, processing, certifying, or selling goods
as business to distinguish products related to their business from
others’ products’ and are a comprehensive concept that gives meanings
and value to commodities, creates trust, purchases, and asset values as
well as forming and dominating markets (Chun, 2008). Brand loyalty
is defined as commitment to consistently buy preferred products and
value products that is held deep in mind and buying the same brand
or brand group repeatedly despite marketing effort or situational
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influences against the purchase (Oliver, 1993).
Store images can be defined as the affect or impression felt from
various marketing activities while consumers visit stores (Mazursky &
Jacoby, 1986). Consumers’ selection of stores is affected by consumers’
perceived store images as these images affect consumers’ shopping
behavior intentions and shopping propensities (Lee at al, 2006). Good
store images positively affect product sales in stores. When consumers
obtain good images when they buy goods, they become to show
good attitudes toward the relevant stores.
Store images consist of stores’ atmospheres, service, product mix,
sales promotion, and reputation and these store images affect brand
recognition, brand and product preference, and purchase behaviors(Chun
et al, 2014).
In addition, store images are a factor that importantly affects store
loyalty and good store images enhance store loyalty (Hirschman,
1981).
Tourists that travel strange places become to first visit traditional
markets or flea markets in the regions because such markets are
places where the history and culture of the relevant regions remain,
the fragrance of the relevant region can be tasted, and images of the
relevant regions can be felt.

2.4. Cultural Factor
Cities contain humans’ holistic lives and are social phenomena that
are moved by the frames of time and space (Lim et al. 2014). Cities
should be understood as normal places where general people live and
their cultural aspect should be considered. Therefore, culture is an
important factor that maintains and regenerates cities and cities should
be perceived as cultural places instead of simple physical places so
that cities can become places that play public roles for customers and
citizens. Therefore, citizens should initiatively make spaces and
enhance the quality of life (Lee et al., 2014). As an improving
method following the decline of existing cities, along with original
residents’ residing in the regions and preservation of cultural resources
that have been formed in the regions for long periods of time, the
cities should be regenerated utilizing regional cultural resources (Park,
2012). Although many markets have been equipped with modern
shapes through facility modernization pursuant to traditional market
support policies, they were remodeled uniformly ignoring their distinct
features and individuality.
Park (2000) defined attractiveness as the power to attract the
minds of those who pursue pleasure or satisfaction with certain things
or experiences with conscious impulse or preference and stated that
tourism attractiveness is one of the elements of tourism phenomena,
which is the power to attract the minds of those who have the desire
to watch and look the scenery or things and culture of other regions
or countries.
Tourist pull factors include natural landscapes, histories, traditional
architecture, traditional arts, sport and recreation facilities, entertainment
facilities, and shopping. Although market modernization has been
realized considerably thus far as it has been led by the government,
the provision of cultural content that can bring about people’s cultural
value and mental satisfaction has been quite insufficient. Local governments’
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establishment of policies that can attract tourists and consumers that
fit actual regional circumstances to individual markets can be said to
be more important than anything else.

2.5. Reputation of Culture Tourism Oriented Markets
Culture tourism oriented market fostering project is intended to
link traditional markets with regional history, culture, and tourism
resources and specialties and develop unique characteristics of markets
thereby fostering traditional markets into spaces where domestic and
foreign tourists can enjoy shopping as well as tourism with a view to
promoting the activation of regional economy and the stabilization of
ordinary people’s economy (Small Enterprise & Market Service,
2014). The culture tourism oriented market fostering project that
began with the selection of model markets in 2008 focused on not
only the economic value of those markets but also the value of those
markets as tourism resources. This project has been implemented with
a view to fostering 150 markets by 2017 by supporting the formation
of cultural spaces in traditional markets, the development of tourism
products, and cultural performances and supporting diverse other
projects in order to cultivate market and regional community spirits
and activate traditional markets through voluntary participation by
merchants. In addition, to maximize the outcome of the culture
tourism oriented market fostering project, a vision that reads ‘Fostering
of smart culture tourism oriented markets that are favorite places of
customers’ was established. As concrete strategies, the project is being
implemented by implementing sub projects divided according to the
contents of the projects; CIT fusion, autogenous power strengthening,
infrastructure facilities, public relations, and events separately. In
addition, markets were divided into three types; culture grafted type,
tourism grafted type, and international attraction type based on the
characteristics of markets and projects and three fostering strategies
were characterized for individual market types to implement the
projects. In 2013, culture tourism oriented markets were reorganized
into culture grafted markets, tourism grafted markets, and international
attraction type markets.
Thanks to this policy, many traditional markets have become
famous such as Jeongseon Arirang market and Suwon Palsalmun
market as culture grafted markets, Seoguipo Maeilolae market, and
Danyang Googyeong market as tourism grafted markets, and Busan
Jagalchi market and Pyeongtaek Gukjejungang market as international
attraction type markets. These markets are intent on advertising our
markets through pamphlets and the press and have been changed into
attractions that people want to visit while receiving attention from all
the people. In particular, when a famous restaurant introduction
program has been broadcasted through the press, situations where the
relevant restaurants can be entered only after waiting in a several ten
meter long line occur without exception. The success of these
markets is achieved not through any one person’s effort but through
the efforts and interest of the government, the merchants, and the
people. The secret for continuous growth of these markets is practicing
customer satisfaction to enhance their revisit intentions. Customers feel
satisfaction depending on the level of the quality of services or
products received after paying the seller through experiences in
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purchases or use. The fact that the basis of customer satisfaction is
trust should not be forgotten and the original intention should be
maintained to accelerate the activation of traditional markets.

2.6. Traditional Market Revisit Intention
Service quality and customer satisfaction related studies recognized
the concept of satisfaction as evaluations appearing in relation to
transactions and some studies indicate that such evaluations are
accumulated to form attitudes leading to service quality(Bolton &
Drew, 1991; Carman, 1990) while other studies were conducted with
a perspective that service quality is a leading variable of customer
satisfaction(Cronin & Taylo, 1992; Woodside & Daily, 1989).
Diverse studies have been conducted on the relationship between
customer satisfaction and revisit intentions and among them, Dorsh &
Darde et al.(2000) argued that the most important element in
enhancing customers’ revisits was maintaining the relationships with
existing customers well (Jones & Sasser, 1995). Sung & Han (2007)
stated that service quality had significant effects on transaction
relationships and the quality of transaction relationships had important
effects on customers’ revisits. In a study on the relationships between
the levels of satisfaction with individual products preferred for
purchases in the cultural spaces of traditional markets and revisit
intentions, Shim (2013) analyzed the customer satisfaction of users of
traditional markets and their revisit intentions and the results indicated
that higher customer satisfaction was associated with higher revisit
intentions.

2.7. Word of Mouth Intention
Word of mouth was defined as a process through which information
on certain products, services, or enterprises is exchanged or delivered
between organizations and customers or between different customers
(Litvin, Goldsmith, & Pan, 2008). Therefore, from the viewpoint of
networks, the strength of ties is an important element of word of
mouth and is regarded to affect customers’ consumption behaviors
(Bansal & Boyer, 2000; Gilly, Graham, Wilfinbarger, & Yale, 1998;
Godes & Mayzlin, 2004). Buttle (1999) defined word of mouth as informal
face to face communication between the sender of non-commercially
perceived information formed on products or services and the receiver
of the information. The strength of ties is human relations determined
based on the length of time shared among members, the intensity of
emotions, the degree of intimacy, and the degree of favor (Frenzen,
& Davis, 1990; Ryu, & Han, 2007).
Gelb, & Sundran (2002) stated that potential buyers of today
collect information through Internet information sources such as
chatting, personal bulletin boards and Internet consumer forums
instead of friends or colleagues as with previous word of mouth and
named information exchanges between existing word of mouth and
other consumers as ‘Word of Mouse.'
Voyer (2000) argued that word of mouth would become effective
based on tie strength, credibility, and vividness.
Vengesayi (2008) stated that the attractiveness of tourism such as
tourism attractions, facilities, tourism expenses, accessibility, and social

environments play important roles in the process of decision making
by medical tourists. Another element that affects word of mouth
effects is the reliability of word of mouth information(Brown, &
Reingen, 1987; Price, Feick, & Higie, 1989). The reliability is based
on the subjects’ expertise and trustworthy and affects consumers’
purchase intentions (Aronson, Tuner, & Carlsmith, 1963).
Therefore, the following study began under the assumption that
tourist satisfaction, regional brand image, and cultural elements have
significant positive effects on the reputation of culture tourism
oriented markets and that the reputation of culture tourism oriented
market has significant positive effects on traditional market revisit
intentions and word of mouth intentions.

3. Research method
3.1 Research Model and Hypothesis

<Figure 1> Research Model

The present study was designed to examine the effects of the
reputation of culture tourism oriented markets based on tourism attractiveness
on traditional market revisit intentions and word of mouth intentions.
Tourist satisfaction, regional brand images, and cultural factors should
have positive effects on the reputation of culture tourism oriented
markets and enhance tourists’ revisit intentions and word of mouth
intentions. In studies conducted by Kim &‧ Hur (2012) and Ryu &‧
Byeon (2013), it was identified that the attractiveness of tourism
destination had significant effects on tourism satisfaction. Based on
previous studies indicating that when the attractiveness of tourism
destinations is evaluated to be higher, tourists’ satisfaction should be
higher, the following hypotheses were established.
<H1.1> Tourist satisfaction will have significant positive(+) effects
on the reputation of culture tourism oriented markets.
<H1.2> Regional brand images will have significant positive(+)
effects on the reputation of culture tourism oriented markets.
<H1.3> Cultural elements will have significant positive(+) effects
on the reputation of culture tourism oriented markets.
<H2.1> The reputation of culture tourism oriented markets will
have significant positive(+) effects on traditional market
revisit intentions.
<H2.2> The reputation of culture tourism oriented markets will
have significant positive(+) effects on word of mouth
intentions.
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3.2. Data Collection
The data were collected from tourists that visited Gwangmyeong
market, Jeongseon Arirang market, Andong old market, Onyang hot
spring market, and Yeonghae tourism market between December 2015
and April 2016 by explaining them the reason for the questionnaire
survey, having them complete questionnaires on the spot, and
collecting the questionnaires. To induce the respondents’ faithful
completion, the completion of questionnaires was requested to those
that were sitting to take a rest for a while after providing beverages.
Out of a total of 300 copies of questionnaires, 277 copies excluding
those questionnaires with missing answers were used in the analysis.

3.3. Measurement of Variables and Analysis Method
Factors used in Kim (2013), Anna (2001), and Wakefield & Baker
(1998) were organized and used to measure tourism destinations’
attractiveness, factors used in Johnson & Grayson (2005) and Echtner
& Ritchie (1991) were organized and used to examine the reputation
of culture oriented markets, and the contents used by Ryu (2013) and
Fornell (1992) were organized and used to measure revisit intentions
and word of mouth intentions. The data were analyzed using SPSS
22.0. Factor analyses and reliability tests of individual constituting
items were conducted and regression analyses were conducted to
verify the hypotheses.
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The Present Traditional Markets in Korea: focused on the
Commercial Building Lease
Dong-Bin Jeong*1

Abstract
In this work, we investigate the associations between a variable
market, including traditional markets in Korea, and some interested
factors such as occupation, district, sales, employee, administrative
district and area in rental building. In detail, the extent of association
can be obtained by computing the mathematical strength and graphing
their distances on two-dimensional plane, assuming that the connection
exists with each other. As a result, a variable market has to do with
much variables considered in this paper, and the graphical
representation of their associations can be expressed on two-dimensional
plane. The survey shows that samples consist of 7,700 hirers and 727
lessors by categorizing both 15 cities and provinces and the average
of sales in month 14,830,000 won. The survey is conducted from
May to August in 2013, supervised by Small Businessmen Promotion
Institute.
Keywords: Association, Chi-squared Test, Correspondence Analysis,
Traditional Markets.

and selection attribute of the visitors of traditional markets for the
purpose of providing consumers with better quality services.
In this paper, associations of interest between market and several
major factors are examined by computing the quantitative power and
graphing their distances on the two dimensional plane. In section 2, a
brief explanation for statistical methods is shown and In section 3,
several factors in association with a variable market will be digested
by visualizing their similarity on two dimensional plane. Finally, the
summary and concluding remarks will be stated.

2. Statistical Analyses
For exploring an association between two variables, the following
statistical analysis given below will be used.
The main purpose of using chi-squared test is to discover the
existence of association between two qualitative variables which
shows row and column. While the coordinates are defined
simultaneously for the categories of two variables, the chi-square
value can be calculated for each cell    as follows:


1. Introduction
Traditional markets are very crucial places for common people to
purchase and exchange goods and services. Cooperating with
traditional culture event, life and health lessons and seminars, the
traditional markets can be added to modern culture as a shopping,
meeting place, relaxing and playing place. Furthermore, traditional
markets can be provided with local tourist route, along with
introducing various culture programs such as music, mime, performances,
exhibition and so forth.
Kim (2014a) worked policies of the government driven for activating
traditional markets, responses from consumers and merchants and
factors which have an effect on sales with focusing on Mokpo Free
market.
Song (2015) investigated the financial management capacity of
owner-operators of traditional markets which has hardly been noticed
by the government in vitalizing traditional markets.
Kim (2014b) focused on the satisfaction degree of physical environment
* Corresponding Author, Professor, Department of Information Statistics,
Gangneung-Wonju National University, Korea. E-mail: dj@gwnu.ac.kr.

  
   

   
where    such that  is the relative frequencies,

 and  are the marginal totals for row  and column  , respectively
and  is the sample size. Therefore, the   gauges all of the connection
between the categories of the first variables and those of the second
one.
Assuming that an association exists between two qualitative
variables, correspondence analysis can be exploited for graphing an
association among qualitative variables. Correspondence analysis, that
is, is a useful descriptive or exploratory statistical tool to represent
the relationship among variables.
The main purpose of this method is to change a table of
numerical information into a visual display, in which each row and
each column is indicated as a point. A scaling of this display, called
a biplot, is suggested, which shows the crucial contributors and thus
simplifying the graphical display.
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3. Research Results

to do with much ‘below 32 m ’, and general commercial zones are
‘33 m to 66 m ’ among areas in rental building. General commercial

First, we consider an association between a variable MARKET and
OCCUPATION. Table 1 indicates that knowing something about type
of occupation explains 5.4% of something type of market and vice
versa. This association is weak, but still highly significant as
indicated by the chi-squared test (p-value<0.001, <Table 1> omitted).
We can find out traditional markets among three types of markets
are, in particular, related to wholesales & retail industry among types
of occupations. Similarly, central commercial zone and general
commercial zones are closely related to lodging restaurant business
and association & repairing personal services, respectively. On the
other hand, publishing, picturing business, broadcasting & communication,
information services is far away from all types of markets (<Figure 1>
omitted).
Second, we consider an association between a variable MARKET
and DISTRICT. The chi-squared test suggests the strong and
significant association between types of districts and types of markets.
The first dimension explains 98.6% and the first two do 100% of
total inertia (<Table 2> omitted).
We can see that traditional markets among three types of markets
are related to ‘other areas’, whereas both general commercial zones
and central commercial zones are closely linked with areas
suppressing the growth. However, traditional markets do not have to
do with as much for Seoul. Metropolitan cities among types of
markets seem to have a marginal connection with both general
commercial zones and central commercial zones (<Figure 2> omitted).
Third, we consider an association between a variable MARKET
and SALES. Examining the chi-squared test (p-value<0.001) shows
that it is significant, justifying the assumption that the two variables
(sales and market) are apparently associated with each other (<Table 3>
omitted).
We can find out that the close connection of pairs of attributes
can be digested as follows: (general commercial zones, below 1,000),
(central commercial zones, 1000 to 2000). Traditional markets appear
to have a marginal association with ‘below 1,000’. However, ‘above
50,000’ among sizes of sales is far away from all types of markets
(<Figure 3> omitted).
Fourth, we consider an association between a variable MARKET
and EMPLOYEE. The value of total inertia indicates that knowing
something about size of employee explains 2.0% of something type
of market and vice versa. This connection is not strong, but very
significant as shown by the chi-squared test (p-value<0.001, <Table 4>
omitted).
We can find out the following: traditional markets among three
types of markets are tied to ‘0’ amongst sizes of employees, general
commercial zones are ‘1’, and central commercial zones are ‘2-4’.
Note that traditional markets are far from ‘5-9’ comparing to other
markets (<Figure 4> omitted).
Fifth, we consider an association between a variable MARKET and
Areas in rental building. The chi-squared test shows the highly
significant association between areas in rental building and types of
markets (<Table 5> omitted).
We can obtain findings that traditional markets are likely to have

zones have a marginal association with ‘66 m to 99 m ’ and ‘99 m
to 165 m ’. In addition, there exists an indication that the larger areas
in rental building, the more remote traditional markets (<Figure 5>
omitted).
Sixth, we consider an association between a variable MARKET
and BUSINESS. The value of chi-square statistic indicates that there
exists a strong association between types of business and markets
(p-value<0.001). The first dimension explains 96.2% and the first two
do 100% of total inertia (see <Table 6>).
We can see that traditional markets and general commercial zones
appear to have to do with independent stores, whereas central
commercial zones seem to have a marginal association with member
stores and independent stores. In particular, all types of markets have
nothing to do with others amongst types of business (<Figure 6>
omitted).
Seventh, we consider an association between a variable MARKET
and ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT by a hirer. Central commercial
zones are most activated at most of administrative districts from the
standpoint of the hirer and have the largest number in ‘Gyunggi’,
whereas traditional markets do not any traits, with keeping up
inferiority in numbers in three types of markets (<Figure 7> omitted).
We can conclude that there exists a significant connection between
administrative districts by a hirer and types of markets (p-value<0.001).
The first dimension explains 87.5% and the second does 12.5% of
total inertia (<Table 7> omitted).
The result can be found that traditional markets among three types
of markets are marginally related to ‘Chungnam’ and ‘Chunnam’, but
far from ‘Gyunggi’, ‘Gwangju’ and ‘Ulsan’. Additionally, Central
commercial zones are deeply tied to ‘Incheon’ and ‘Daegu’, whereas
general commercial zones are marginally holding on ‘Seou’, ‘Daejeon’
and ‘Gangwon’ (<Figure 8> omitted).
Eighth, we consider an association between a variable MARKET
and ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT by a lessor. Traditional markets
are, in particular, revitalized at ‘Chunbuk’, ‘Deajeon’ and ‘Gyungnam’
compared to others, while central commercial zones are activated at
big cities such as Seoul, Pusan, Daegu and Incheon. We can see the
unique characteristic that Gyunggi has the highest frequency at
general commercial zones, unlike most of administrative districts from
the standpoint of the lessor (<Figure 9> omitted).
The chi-squared test represents the significant association between
administrative districts by a lessor and types of markets (p-value<0.001,
<Table 8> omitted).
We can find out traditional markets among three types of markets
are closely linked to ‘Chunbuk’, but not as much for ‘Chungnam’.
Also, central commercial zones are deeply tied to ‘Chunnam’, whereas
general commercial zones are very closely connected with ‘Gyunggi’
(<Figure 10> omitted).
Finally, we consider an association between a variable PREMIUM
and DISTRICT. We can find out that as the amount of premium is
getting larger, both ‘metropolitan cities’ and ‘others’ tend to be
smaller, whereas ‘Seoul’ is inclined to be bigger with maintaining the
highest count (<Figure 11> omitted).
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The p-value for chi-square statistic indicates that there exists a
strong association between types of business and types of markets
(p-value=0.002). The first dimension explains 91.6% and the first
three do 100% of total inertia (<Table 9> omitted).
The result can be obtained as follows: ‘Seoul’ among
administrative districts is closely related to ‘5,000 to 10,000’ amongst
amount of premium, ‘areas suppressing the growth’ is ‘2,000 to
3,000’, ‘metropolitan cities’ is ‘1,000 to 2,000’, and ‘others’ is ‘below
1,000. Note that most of administrative districts are remote from
‘above 10,000’ except ‘Seoul’ (<Figure 12> omitted).

4. Concluding remarks
Traditional markets are closely associated with wholesale & retail
industry among types of occupations, with other areas among types of
districts, with below 1,000. among sizes of sales, with 0 among sizes
of employees, with below 32   among areas in rental building, with
independent stores among types of business, with marginally
Chungnam and Chunnam among administrative districts by a hirer
and with Chunbuk by a lessor.
The government and local autonomy should enact a special law to
improve the old facilities and environment of traditional markets and
enforced a variety of policies for the purpose of changing consumers’
business mindset, with maintaining the balance among other markets.
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The Meaning and Future of the FTA between S. Korea and China
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Abstract
Globalization is defined as the increasing process of interdependence
and interconnected between different political, social and economic
components of the world. It is the way in which the world is seen
as the global village. Globalization becomes a worldwide system
because it integrates people across their national boarders making the
world operate as a village and therefore making free movements of
goods, capital and information (MbT, 2016). This process has effects
on the environment, on culture, on political systems, on economic
development and prosperity, and on human physical well-being in
societies around the world (The Levein Institute, 2015).
From the FTA between S.Korea and China, it can be concluded as
follows. First it is development of economic relations between two
countries and economic co-operation in Northeast region, and second,
it is also win-win strategy which gives both countries GDP increase
and economic benefit, third, structural arrangement should be needed
for industry under protection, and finally it is mutual investment
between two countries and investment attraction to 3rd countries.
Keywords: Meaning, Future, FTA, S. Korea, China.

1. The Meaning of Globalization
Globalization is defined as the increasing process of interdependence
and interconnected between different political, social and economic
components of the world. It is the way in which the world is seen
as the global village. Globalization becomes a worldwide system
because it integrates people across their national boarders making the
world operate as a village and therefore making free movements of
goods, capital and information (MbT, 2016). This process has effects
on the environment, on culture, on political systems, on economic
development and prosperity, and on human physical well-being in
societies around the world (The Levein Institute, 2015)..
Globalization is deeply controversial, however. Proponents of
globalization argue that it allows poor countries and their citizens to
develop economically and raise their standards of living, while
opponents of globalization claim that the creation of an unfettered
* Professor, Department of International Trade, Korea National Open
University, Seoul, Korea. E-mail: jhkimkp@knou.ac.kr

international free market has benefited multinational corporations in
the Western world at the expense of local enterprises, local cultures,
and common people. Resistance to globalization has therefore taken
shape both at a popular and at a governmental level as people and
governments try to manage the flow of capital, labor, goods, and
ideas that constitute the current wave of globalization (MbT, 2016).

2. Free Trade Agreement in General
2.1 Definition of the FTA
Treaty (such as FTAA or NAFTA) between two or more countries
to establish a free trade area where commerce in goods and services
can be conducted across their common borders, without tariffs or
hindrances but (in contrast to a common market) capital or labor may
not move freely. Member countries usually impose a uniform tariff
(called common external tariff) on trade with non-member countries
(Business Dictionary, 2016). Buying and selling, importing and exporting
of goods and services, not capital or labor, between two or more
countries that have no limits or quotas or barriers or unbalanced
tariffs. Treaty examples are FTAA and NAFTA. Non-treaty countries
typically pay a somewhat higher tariff.

2.2 FTA’s Major Principles
It has been set forth that major principles the FTA has are as
follows. First, Most Favoured Nations(MFN) which means principles
to treat most favorably between two countries, compared with other
countries. Second, National Treatments (NT) that is principle to treat
equally to both foreigner and foreign corp. same as national businessman.
Third, Market Access (MA) is that Principle to make free national
market access to foreigners. Fourth, Local Presence ((LP), which means
principle to prohibit from imposing obligations to establish / maintain
corp. or rep. office by service supplier within national territory in
condition of service supply. Fifth, Performance Requirement ((PR)
is that principle to prohibit from imposing requirements to regulate
business activities as Buy national goods, forced exports. Finally,
Senior Management and Boards of Director ((SMBD), which means
principle to prohibit from imposing restrictions on nationality of
Senior Management and Boards of Director.
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3. The Status of Economic Exchange between S. Korea
and China
In 2000 the United States was Korea’s top trading partner,
followed by Japan and the European Union. Since then Korea’s
two-way trade has continued to expand modestly with these countries,
but their share of Korean global trade has steadily declined, as a
result of significant expansion of trade with China. From 2000 to
2014, as Korea’s global trade tripled from $333 billion to $1.1
trillion, Korea-China trade rose eight-fold, from $31.2 billion to
$235.4 billion. As a result, China’s share of Korean merchandise
trade rose from 9 to 21 percent, and China became both the top
source of imports and the top export destination for Korean goods
(Schott et al., 2015). Of all the FTAs concluded by Korea, the
Korea-China FTA may be the largest one in trade terms. It is,
however, far from the best in terms of the depth of liberalization and
the scope of obligations. At this time, it has been stabilized stage
after take-off twice, which has formed diplomatic relationship as well
as a membership joined to WTO(about 230billion).

11% US and 6% Japan). As for importance of S.Korea to China,
S.Korea is the first country to import and third one to export in year
of 2013.

Source: Lee (2015).
<Figure 2> Countries that S. Korea has exported

Source:（Lee, 2015)

Source: Lee (2015).

<Figure 1> The Amount of trade volumes (millon $) and rate of increase (%)

<Figure 3> Countries that China has imported

4. The FTA between S. Korea and China

4.1 FTA in S.Korea

The free trade agreement (FTA) signed by Korea and China in
2015 governs almost $300 billion in trade in goods and services. Of
all the FTAs concluded by Korea with its major trading partners
since the turn of the century, the Korea-China FTA may be the
largest in trade terms. It is, however, far from the best in terms of
the depth of liberalization and the scope of obligations on trade and
investment policies. Korea and China agreed to liberalize a large
share of bilateral trade within 20 years, but both sides incorporated
extensive exceptions to basic tariff reforms and deferred important
market access negotiations on services and investment for several
years.
However, both countries has shared economic importance mutually,
which has been linked with interdependence in terms of trade
volumes of export and import situations. As far as a economic role
of China to S. Korea is concerned, the portion of Korean export to
China is nearly same as that of total of 7 countries, which has
shown as 31 % that is added H.K and China (26%, compared to

It is illustrated the reason S. Korea has pursued to FTA with
China is First, chances to secure Chinese market as second domestic
market, which has been rapidly developing economy, second, reflected
into agricultural concern, third, institutional base for Korean company
that entered Chinese market, fourth, Established global FTA network
of three largest economic zone, and finally contributed to peace and
stable development in region.

4.2. Motives of China FTA
China has been looking for new strategy to expand its strategic
and economic partnership with other countries in one way or another,
and FTA is one of ways China has to seek in the new economic
world. Especially, China has some motives to form free trade
agreement beyond economic reasons in terms of political views. In
summary, first, to achieve political aim through economic approaches,
second, to improve friendly relationship with other countries beside
economic reason as resource acquisition and expansion of international
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trade, third, countries to form the FTA is from countries with small
economic structure, to big ones, finally, especially active in
multinational FTA with Asia and Pacific regions for establishing
Chinese economic zone, promoting service sector, and expanding their
influences in Asia region.
These are motives the China has utilized following each countries.
- New Market and overseas expansion of national companies :
ASEAN, India, S. Africa, Brazil, Chile, Pakistan
- Securing energy : ASEAN, Australian, Chile, SCO, GCC, Pakistan,
Iceland
- Enhancing regional leadership : S. Korea, ASEAN, Pakistan
- Channel to connect regions : ASEAN, SCO, India
- Industrial Competitiveness :HK, Macao, Australia, NZ, Singapore,
Iceland
- Establishment of Chinese economic zone : HK, Macao, Taiwan
- Grand Development of West Northeast Promotion : S. Korea, ASEAN,
Pakistan
- Network of Chinese emigrants : ASEAN
- Recognition of Market economy Position : S.Korea, Australia, NZ,
Iceland

4.3 Process of FTA between Two Countries
- 2004.09 –2006 : Commencement of S.Korea and China FTA
negotiations according toprivate common research consented as
result of meeting of S.Koreaand China trade secretary at
ASEAN+3 economic secretary meeting
- 2007- 2010 : Industry, Government, Academic Joint Research
- 2010-2012 : Pre-consultation between Government
- 2012.05 : First consultation of FTA commenced (14times official
meeting)
- 2014.11.10 : Announcement of Negotiation agreed (Beijing) 30mns
- 2015.06.01 : Formal Signature of S. Korea and China FTA (Seoul)
- 2015.12.20 : Enter into S. Korea and China FTA (ratification)

4.4 Composition of Agreement
It is the most comprehensive FTA of Chinese FTAs, and it has
total 22 chapters composed, comparing with 24 chapters of US and
15chapters of EU. From Chinese FTA, more chapters than NZ
(18chapters) and SU(16chapters). It incudes goods (goods, origin,
clearance +trade facilitation, trade remedy, SPS, TBT) and service
investment (svc, communication, finance, mobility, investment), standard.
cooperation (property right, competition, transparency, environment,
e-commerce, economic development) and general provision (first rule,
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transparency, exception, final rule, claim settlement). Major contents
of this FTA are composed of product concession, non-tariff barrier,
service and investment and rules and economic co-operation.

5. Application of the FTA
From two countries, each country has its own way of application
through this FTA. In S. Korea, it is to expand access of domestic
market in China, and structural change of export and investment to
China, which has boosted an accessibility to domestic market in
China. In China, it is a stepping stone towards world market, and to
utilize strength of S. Korea to improve competitiveness and to expand
chances to access world market.

6. Conclusion
From the FTA between S.Korea and China, it can be concluded as
follows. First it is development of economic relations between two
countries and economic co-operation in Northeast region, and second,
it is also win-win strategy which gives both countries GDP increase
and economic benefit, third, structural arrangement should be needed
for industry under protection, and finally it is mutual investment
between two countries and investment attraction to 3rd countries.
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A Study on Effects of Social Distance of Multi-cultural Persons in the Korean
Society upon Xenophobia Risk Factors
Myung-Hee Jung*1

Abstract
These days, Korean society has made change to be multi-racial
and multi-cultural society with variety at rapid increase of married
immigrants, foreign labor and foreign students studying in Korea.
Internationalization in Korean society opened to be expanded and
made possible to move population in the world. It made Korean
society changed and affected the establishment of multi-cultural society
during short time.
The study has suggested based on problems: First, the study had
sampling and limitation on survey areas that should be solved. The
subject should be expanded from college students to various kinds of
persons. Second, test tools shall be developed to conduct test of fixed
ideas, preference, social distance and cultural sensitivity of
multi-cultural groups. Third, studies shall be made to examine factors
having influence upon social distance. Fourth, the study had limitation
on expressions of adjective phrases of subjective emotion of the
questions at collection of materials.
Keywords: Xenophobia, Multicultural Policies, Social distance, Migrant
policy.

1. Introduction
These days, Korean society made change to be multi-racial and
multi-cultural society with variety at rapid increase of married
immigrants, foreign labor and foreign students studying in Korea.
Internationalization in the Korean society was opened to expand and
to move population in the world and to make change of the society
and to establish multi-cultural society during short time. Number of
foreigners increased from 1,856,656 persons at the end of February,
2016 to 1.943,576 persons at the end of March, 2016 4.7% (86,920
persons) up and 7.2% (130,539 persons) up than same time one year
before.
In South Korea, multi-cultural society was made for a short time
to produce xenophobia at conflict between Korean citizens and staying
foreigners, for instance, abasement of ones of mixed blood in village
around US military base, fear against foreigners, neglect against other
* Professor, Department of Social Welfare, Jungwon University, Korea.
Tel: +82-10-4719-4004. E-mail: jmhsubject@hanmail.net.

races than Caucasian, and discrimination against immigration labor
workers from South East Asia under influence upon mass media
communication. Citizens' negative prejudice against foreigners at
consecutive crimes produced xenophobia to prevent development of
multi-cultural society.
This study investigated xenophobia that was serious social problem,
and classified multi-cultural groups in Korea into married immigrant,
foreign labor workers and foreign students studying in Korea to
examine effects of fixed idea on multi-cultural persons, multi-cultural
education experience, multi-cultural sensitivity, good feeling on
multi-cultural persons upon social distance with multi-cultural persons,
and to find out counteractions and cultural capacity on the xenophobia.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Social Distance
The society with high multi-cultural cognition was said to be
group that cultural majority group had same value of minority group
(Taylor, 1992), and to have multi-cultural identity based on mutual
understanding, respect, communication and reliability (Vertovec, 1996).
Social distance was prejudice and subjective feeling on various
kinds of social groups to apply to empirical study (Bogardus). Social
distance was applied to racial problem to be understanding and
difference between persons (Bogardus, 1933). Social distance was
friendliness (subjective distance) that group member thought of
another group and to be scope of social contact acceptable.
A terminology of social distance being different from existing
concept was used to avoid disturbance between subjective judge and
objective index on social definition and measuring on foreigners
(Laumann, 1965). The social distance that described an individual's
attitude toward person having a position to be subjective distance.
The concept emphasized subjectiveness of an individual rather than
objective and structural aspect to describe subjective feeling toward
special group and/or member.

2.2. Cultural Sensitivity
The cultural sensitivity admits of difference between cultures
regardless of prejudice on another culture to be based on emotional
thing, and cultural background had influence each other to make
effort to cognize potential, cultural and activity factors (Fronds, 2008).
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Cultural variety differed from religious, racial, national value in the
society to accept existence and life styles of social groups (Baker,
2003). Cultural variety was said to cognize similarity and variety
without preference and truth (Park, 2014). Communication between
cultures admitted of difference of cultural sensitivity to accept actively
and to be emotional desire (Chen et al, 2000). The desire differed
from fixed idea to have relations with cultural sensitivity and fixed
idea. Lack of knowledge on another culture had problem and
education on cultural sensitivity was needed (Rasmussen & Loyd,
2005).

Seventh, participants shall develop educational and social ability in
accordance with background of personal styles. Eighth, mutual relation
shall be promoted under social environment. Goal of multi-cultural
education shall respect another person's lives to think much of cooperation
with another person.
Region and educational experience of another culture had significant
influence upon preference, and gender, region and experience of
another culture had significant influence. Experience of multi-cultural
education had influence upon understanding on another culture.

2.6. Definition of Xenophobia
2.3. Fixed Idea
Fixed idea was said to be collection of beliefs that all of members
exaggerated with same attribute (Allport, 1954). Fixed idea was said
to be picture of simple picture of outside world from men's desire to
understand and take action easily. (Lippman, 2010). Fixed idea was a
series of believes toward another group (Knox, Gekoski, Perkins, &
Mebert, 2005) to evaluate another group negatively according to
group's name (Allport, 1954; Knox, Gekoski, & Kely, 1995; Kim,
2002), Fixed idea that was excessively generalized cognized unequal
position and roles naturally based on races and gender to rely upon
personal characteristics of unemployment and poverty of minority
groups and to be free from moral difficulty of majority groups and
to neglect various kinds of individualities and to decline and control
unlimited potential of individuals (Yu, 2000; Jeon & Jeon, 2010).

2.4. Preference and Contact Theory
The contact theory in William(1947) and Allport(1954) was good
to understand effects of cultural contact upon cultural preference
and/or continuity to decrease prejudice and fixed idea on out-group to
learn out-group subjective culture and to have affirmative attitude
toward out-group.
Prejudicial and negative idea on the subject came from unfavorable
emotion on the group. A comparative study on emotion and attitude
toward North Koreans of not only college students but also citizens
said that North Koreans were influenced not by cognition but by
emotion (Kim & Oh, 1999). Emotional factors that were not been
given attention in the study on attitude and/or prejudice on special
group could describe cognitive factors (Kim, 2004). This study
investigated effects of social distance along with fixed idea.

2.5. Multi-cultural Education
Multi-cultural education had goals, Ramsey(1987), Bennett(2007),
Kendall(1983): First, affirmative thought on gender, race, class, culture
and individual's identity shall be developed to admit of information
exchange with another group. Second, identity and empathy shall
make another group see a part of the society. Third, respect and
values on various ways of others shall be admitted. Fourth, at initial
relation in the society, children shall rely upon and cooperate with
others. Fifth, responsibility in social cognition shall be developed.
Sixth, voluntary and critical analysis shall be done in social environment.

Xenophobia means fear against foreigners to hate them. Xenophobia
means unreasonable hate against foreigners.
Xenophobia was used to be similar to racial discrimination to
take negative actions against foreigners in their region. Xenophobia
means attitude and/or behavior to hate foreigners having no homogeneity
to be likely to conflict in serious way and to give damage to not
only foreigners but also native residents.
Norway students had xenophobia against immigrants (Ommundsen,
2011). Community spirit with foreigners had relation with xenophobia.
Good meeting with foreigners was found to strengthen community
consciousness. Xenophobia might occur at the place where foreign
labor workers entered in advanced countries, in other words, countries
with minority of Caucasian, to be likely to expand in the world (Jang,
2006).
Therefore, xenophobia came from negative prejudice at lack of
contact with foreigners rather than fear against foreigner. Negative
description by mass media strengthened hostile feeling against foreigners
to discriminate naturalized citizens and to follow anti-immigration
policy. Negative cognition at contact with foreigners and/or immigrants
might produce xenophobia (Kim, 2015; Lim, 2012; Huh, 2014).

3. Methodologies
The study classified multi-cultural persons into married women
immigrant, foreign lab or worker, and foreign students studying in
Korea to examine effects of their thought on cultural cognition.
Self-administered questionnaire was used. The subject was college
students in Gyeonggi, Gyeongnam and Chungcheong with industrial
complexes, more married women immigrants and more foreign
students studying in Korea. The author distributed and collected
questionnaire and sample 30 days from April 1, 2016 to April 30,
2016. The author collected 213 copies at 84.52%. The author made
use of 192 copies excluding questionnaire with poor answer.

3.1. Methodologies
SPSS 19.0 was used. Quantitative analysis was done.
First, reliability analysis was to find out Cronbach’ α coefficient.
Second, exploratory factor analysis and frequency analysis were done.
Third, descriptive statistical analysis was done to estimate mean and
standard deviation.
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Fourth, t-test and one way ANOVA were done.
Fifth, multi-regression was done to test relation between variables.
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The ones who had less social distance with married immigrant had
more social distance with not only foreign students studying in Korea
but also foreign labor workers.

4. The Findings

The interviewees knew foreign students studying in Korea the most
(2.62, SD = 0.94), followed by foreign labor workers (2.41, SD = 0.61)
and married immigrants (2.14, SD = 0.81).
The interviewees gave preference to foreign students studying in
Korea (3.37, SD = 0.79), followed by married immigrants (3.01, SD
= 0.61) and foreign labor workers (2.57, SD = 0.60).

4.1. Cultural sensitivity, preference and social distance
Dependent variables and independent variables were based on mean
and standard deviation (see <Table 1>):
<Table 1> Technical analysis upon variables
Item

Variables

Mean

Standard deviation

Minimum value

Maximum value

Social distance with married immigrant

2.75

.83

1.00

5.00

Social distance with foreign labor workers

2.38

.82

1.00

5.00

Social distance with foreign students studying in Korea

2.74

.90

1.00

5.00

Cultural sensitivity with married immigrants

2.14

.81

1.00

5.00

Cultural sensitivity with foreign labor workers

2.41

.93

1.00

5.00

Cultural sensitivity with foreign students studying in Korea

2.62

.94

1.00

5.00

Preference with married immigrants

3.01

.61

1.00

5.00

Preference with foreign labor workers

2.57

.60

1.00

5.00

Preference with foreign students studying in Korea

3.37

.79

1.00

5.00

Dependent variable

Cultural
sensitivity
Independent
variables

(n=297)

Preference

generous toward immigrant to admit of immigration. They cognized
immigrants in negative way to be defensive toward immigrants.

4.2. College Students' Fixed Idea on Multi-cultural Groups
The interviewees had ideas (<Table 2>). The interviewees were

<Table 2> Fixed Idea on Multi-Cultural Persons
Classification

(n = 297)

Affirmative

Uneasy

Sympathetic

Unpleasant

Immigrant's political acceptance

frequency

ratio

frequency

ratio

frequency

ratio

frequency

ratio

frequency

ratio

Very much true

18

29.0

5

8.1

13

21.0

13

21.0

6

9.7

True

35

56.5

10

16.1

30

48.4

34

54.8

30

48.4

Ordinary

6

9.7

19

30.6

11

17.7

10

16.1

21

33.9

False

2

3.2

25

40.3

6

9.7

4

6.5

3

4.8

Very much false

1

1.6

3

4.8

2

3.2

1

1.6

2

3.2

Total

62

100

62

100

62

100

62

100

62

100

5. Result and Discussions
Immigrants move their shelters in the world considering various
kinds of reasons, for instance, seeking for better life, political
environment and demographic pressure, looking for shelters at racial
conflict, and movement of the capital to move labor. Immigrants face
poverty and uneasiness in mother country to look for new opportunity
and lives to overcome insufficient opportunity, so that about 3 percent

of population in the world move their shelters. Immigrants move in
the world to look for new lives and happiness to open multi-cultural
society. Korean people that have opened multi-cultural society are
demanded to understand cultural variety of immigrants and to be free
from Confucianism culture and to accommodate immigrants actively.
Korea did not prepare for immigrants not to agree among people, so
that the government was demanded to produce agreed emotion of
immigrants. As shown in the findings, Korean people had different
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emotion and preference on married immigrant, foreign students
studying in Korea and foreign labor workers. Different preference to
multi-cultural persons depending upon fixed idea might produce
xenophobia, so that the government was demanded to establish
various kinds of policies of lives to live life together with immigrant
at government level.
The study has suggested based on problems:
First, the study had sampling and limitation on survey areas that
should be solved. The subject should be expanded from college
students to various kinds of persons.
Second, test tools shall be developed to conduct test of fixed
ideas, preference, social distance and cultural sensitivity of multi-cultural
groups.
Third, studies shall be made to examine factors having influence
upon social distance.
Fourth, the study had limitation on expressions of adjective
phrases of subjective emotion of the questions at collection of
materials.
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Hospital Marketing & Management In Kyung Nam Areas
Dong-Hae Lee*, Sang-Ki Lee**1

Abstract
Medical industry is now keeping on trying to gain the ascendency
in the struggle for existence by implementing a marketing differentiated
from other hospitals, and making and attempt to use a new marketing
technique, recognizing patients as customers, especially preparing for
the introduction of Customer Relationship Management system centering
on maintaining the existing customers rather than attracting new ones
and increasing the degree of customer loyalty.
This paper is investigating the relationship between the introduction
of CRM in hospitals and the request the degree of employees from
its introduction, their satisfaction degree of the real condition of
customer management system, the degree of recognition of its
necessity and the extent of whether they reuse a hospital in case they
become an object of customer management conducted by the hospital.
The study subject was 213 employees working in four university
hospitals located in Kyung Nam areas. The lower the satisfaction
degree of the actual condition of the customer management, the
higher the recognition degree of its necessity and the higher the
degree of intention of whether they reuse a hospital if they become
an object of the customer management of the hospital, the higher the
degree of request for the introduction of CRM.
Keywords: Customer Relationship Management. Consumer Behaviors.

1. Introduction
Presently, hospitals undergo severe critical environmental changes
of management. Because of a medical policy-separation of dispensary
from medical practice, and a real-market price of medical supplies, a
introduction of DRG system, unification of the medical care insurance
coordination, a requisite enforcement of optional medical treatment, a
obligation of a credit card acceptance and a quantitative change that
medical demand exceeds its supply, a user of medical service are
changed in quality. it causes prevalent competitions among medical
service suppliers(Ryu, 2002). In these competitive relationship, there is

a large range of opinion that medical treatment is a service-addressing
a title of honor, upgrading the patient satisfaction - in medical
industries, which lots of medical institution bring in a service training
used by hotel or airline industry(Nomura, 1997).
From former days, a medical industry considering that 'medicine is
a benevolent art' worries encroachment on medical market by an
inflow of foreign capital. It makes them take action for self-defence
and expects Big Bang. And they have an attempt to change a hospital
management extremely by changing a present marketing process. So
to speak, it is changed old fashioned medical marketing which is
attracting patient and medical examination... focusing cure and patient,
a local share and medical technic, integrated processing aiming and
one-sided way (monoloque) into a medical marketing which is patient
preservation and informed consent, focusing patient service and patient
share, QOL aiming and decentralization cooperation, and both-sided
way(Nomura, 1997). It has an attempt to change various ways by its
directions, and in a point of patient preservation, a lot of hospitals
consider its introduction of CRM.
CRM uses a few general hospital because of their staffs in charge
doesn't know well as yet, and many hospitals are considering the
introduction of CRM. Yet, their research of introducing CRM and its
results are not satisfied. CRM is the most high lighted techniques for
hospital to survive in its competition. we study this research in reason
that we inroduce CRM to hospital staff and catch hold of their view
before introducing CRM for reducing their confusion and rejection
and offering information to the management. So the purpose of this
study is to understand staffs of university hospitals in Busan and
offer information to their management in a point of customer
masrketing view. The concrete purposes of these is as follows. Frist,
we understand staffs of university hospitals in Busan for CRM
application, the second, analyze their satisfaction degree of customer
management, its necessity and their intention of whether they reuse it
if the become an object of it, the third analyze their necessity of
CRM introduction, the fourth, analyze each relations of necessity of
CRM introduction.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. What is CRM

* First Author, Professor, Department of Social Welfare, Kaya University,
Korea. E-mail: kaya@kaya.ac.kr
** Corresponding Author, Professor, Department of Jewelry & Design,
Kaya University, Korea. E-mail: Shl@kaya.ac.kr

CRM is a chain of courses that collect the data of present and
latent customers accumulated in every steps and make database.
Through it makes support and improve relationship with customers,
the satisfaction and loyalty of customers get improved, which the
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company and organization maintains and develops continuously.
The greatest distinctive feature of CRM is that it is a customer
focused marketing approach that its priority is not sales volume but
proposition of goods or service which go with individuals on the
basis of preference or purchasing history. Especially it don't develop
marketing technique on the basis of satisfaction only and considers
returns by stopping customer from going and increasing loyalty in the
long view. According to Fredrick(1990), when service company lower
customer defection rate of their loyal customers to 5%, their net
profit will be 25~85%. CRM is the process that makes customers
loyal by preserving and improving the relationship with customers.

2.2. CRM's Appearance Background and Necessity
A principal part of industrial society is standardized products and
all the company is focused on selling their products by commercial
break. That's why company try to increase returns by selling products
as much as possible in a short period of time. But in the period of
stabilized growth of economy, demand and supply is balanced. And
the gap of product quality decreases, which they begin to find products
to their taste. On this, company subdivides market by classifying customer's
feature and the propensity to consume for satisfying various customer's
demand and do marketing a selected target market intensively. It is
called segment marketing. Segment marketing gets changed to niche
marketing in 1980s. Niche marketing is that it capture the market
connived by other company.
In this change of marketing, company tried not to encroach on
their market, and do marketing on their taste with various customer's
information, which company puts emphasis on a sale by managing
excellent customers continuously. That is, it means individual
marketing, one-to-one marketing, and relationship marketing which
maintains distinguished, individual, and continuous relationship with
customers, which is based on CRM.

2.3. Efficiency of CRM
A lucrative business has lots of questions in an early stage. Those
are about what kind of effect we can get by introducing CRM. Much
cost of early stage make a lot of company avoid not to introduce it,
they promoted it because it make a profit in the long view from
adding customer to lifelong customer.
According to a former research, the cost that company maintains
customer loyalty is only 20% of originating a new customer(Kotler et
al., 1996) and when adding 5% more for maintaining a existing
customer in the long term, they can get 25~125% more profit
increasing(Fredrick et al., 1990). But we couldn't say that the CRM
effect is applied to a general lucrative business equally when CRM is
applied to hospital, and it needs to develop a new CRM suitable to
medical environment.

2.4. To introduce CRM to hospital
Hospital needs a different marketing because of its feature that
they have to promote commercial and noncommercial goal at once.

Especially, hospital today that is hard to manage itself needs keenly
the introduction of new marketing technique, and a few hospitals try
to introduce several CRM already confirmed its success in an existing
lucrative business. But accomplishing CRM has several problems. The
first is publicity and equality aimed by medical care. The second is
one-timed property of medical examination. The third is it is
impossible to correct medical payment strategically.

3. How to Research
3.1. A plan for Research
This study is a narrative study investigating the relationship between
th introduction of CRM in hospitals and the request degree of
employees of CRM's introduction, their satisfaction degree of the real
condition of customer management system, the degree of recognition
fo of its necessity and the extent of whether they reuse a hospital in
case they become an object of customer management conducted by
the hospital.

3.2. Object to research
The study subject was 213 employees working in four university
hospitals located in Kyung Nam areas, and we polled the
questionnaire when the subject greed with attending this research and
understand it.

3.3. Data Collection
We collected the data for this study from April 5 to 25 in 2015
and 3 assistants who know about the purpose of this study explain
its purpose to subjects. When they agree with this research, they
make up a questionnaire directly. 200 questionnaires was made up in
50 copies a hospital. 179 questionnaires of 200 are retrieved and its
recovery rate is 89.5%. 169 of all retrieved questionnaires except
inappropriate response are analyzed.

3.4. Research Instrument
The instrument of this study is 7 questions about a subject's character,
3 questions about the satisfaction degree of condition of customer
management, 2 questions about the degree of recognition of its
necessity, 4 questions about the degree of the extent of whether they
reuse a hospital in case they become an object of customer management,
and 5 questions about the degree of demand of CRM introduction.
All are 25 questions we used.
5 scales instrument of the satisfaction degree of customer management
is used to investigate the satisfaction degree of customer management
in the hospital which subjects work. All the instrument are 4
questions, which included in positive questions that 5 scores in 'very
right', 4 in 'right', 3 in 'common', 2 in 'not that', and 1 in 'absolutely
not'. Higher the score, higher subject's satisfaction degree of customer
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management in hospital they work. In this study, it comes Cronbach's
alpha=0.8298. 5 scale instrument is used to measure the recognition
degree of its necessity of customer management. All the instrument
are 2 questions, which included in positive question that the score is
between 5 and 1. Higher the score, they think the necessity of
customer management in hospital they work. In this study, it comes
Cronbach’s alpha=0.5556. 5 scale instrument is used to measure the
degree of intention of whether they reuse a hospital if they become
an object of the customer management of the hospital. All the
instrument are 4 questions, which included in positive questions that
the score is between 5 and 1. High score means high degree of
intention of reuse. In this study, it comes Cronbach's alpha=0.7665. 5
score instrument is used to measure the degree of CRM introduction.
All the instrument are 5 questions, which included in positive
questions that the score is between 5 and 1. High scoce means high
degree of CRM introduction.

3.5. Data processing and analysis method
We collected and encoded the collected data, and analyzed with
statistical program(SPSS, ver 10.0). We analyzed frequency of the
feature of subject and recognition of customer management with real
number and percentage, and their recognition of questionnaires about
customer management analyzed into average and standard deviation.
We analyzed the satisfaction degree of the actual condition of the
customer management, the recognition degree of its necessity, the
degree of intention of whether they reuse a hospital if they become
an object of the customer management, and the demand degree of
CRM introduction with t-test, ANOVA, and Scheffe test, and
analyzed the relationship that their demand degree of CRM
introduction, the necessity degree of the customer management, and
the degree of intention of whether they reuse a hospital if they
become an object of the customer management with Person's
Correlation Coefficients.
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etc. In the period of employment, it is 26.6% under 5 years, 18.9%
in 6~10, 32.5% in 11~15, and 21.9% in 16.
<Table 1> The Feature of the Subject
category
sex

age

section

frequency

man

62

36.7

woman

107

63.3
29.0

≤30

49

31~40

74

43.8

≥41

46

27.2

A

49

29.0

B

44

26.0

hospital

C

40

23.7

D

36

21.3

high school

17

10.1

college

55

32.5

university

70

41.4

scholarship

class

occupation

percentage(%)

graduate

27

16.0

employee

110

65.1

middle management

53

31.4

upper management

6

3.6

doctor

12

7.1
36.1

nurse

61

administrative, management

51

30.2

health professional

32

18.9

period of
employment

etc

13

7.7

≤5

45

26.6
18.9

6~10

32

11~15

55

32.5

≥16

37

21.9

169

100.0

total

4.1.2. Subject's Recognition of Existence of Customer Management

4. The Result
4.1. The General Feature of Subject and Customer Management
4.1.1. The General Feature of Subject
Looking around the general feature of subject, there is in the
following sex categories including 63.3% in woman and 36.7% in
man, age categories including 29% under 30-year-olds, 43.8% in
31~40 and 27.2% above 41-year-olds.
In hospital categories, it is 29.0% in A hospital, 26.0% in B,
23.7% in C, and 21.3% in D. In scholarship categories, it is 10.1%
in a high school graduate, 32.5% in a college graduate, 41.4% in a
university graduate, and 16.0% in a graduate school. In the class of
their position, it is 65.1% in an employee, 31.4% in a middle
management, 3.6% in a higher management. In an occupational
categories, it is 7.1% in a doctor, 36.1% in a nurse, 30.2% in a
administrative management, 18.9% in health professional, and 7.7%

As we look around the existence of customer management of
hospital the subject works, 60.4% is they do, 24.9% is they do not,
and 14.8% is they have no idea, which the greatest response is they do.

<Table 2> The Recognition of Existence of Customer Management and CRM
category
the existence of customer
management

the existence of customer
management office

the existence of recognition of
CRM
Total

section

frequency

percentage

do

102

60.4

do not

42

24.9

have no idea

25

14.8

it is

58

34.3

it isn't

70

41.4

have no idea

41

24.3

do know

30

17.8

have heard

62

36.7

have no idea

77

45.6

269

200.0
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In the existence of customer management office, 34.3% is it is,
41.4% is it isn't, and 24.3% is they have no idea, which the greatest
response is hospital doesn't operate the office. In the existence of
recognition of CRM, 45.6% is they have heard, 36.7% is they know,
17.8% is they don't know, which the greatest response is they don't
know(<Table 2>).

4.1.3. Subject's Recognition Degree of Questions about Customer
Management
The satisfaction degree of customer management of hospital they
work is 2.64±0.79 on average of 4 questions and it is common. The
recognition degree of it necessity of customer management in hospital
is 4.37%±0.57% on average of 2 questions and it is a little higher,
and the degreeof intention of reuse if they become an object is
4.00%±0.61 on average of 4questions and it is a little higher.

The degree of its demand of CRM introduction in hospital they
work is 4.16%±0.56 on average of 5 questions and it is higher
(Table 3)

4.1.4. Subject's satisfaction degree o its condition of customer management
To find out the self-satisfaction degree of customer management in
their hospital, we analyzed with sex, age, hospital, scholarship,
position, occupation, and period of employment. With sex, age,
scholarship, and the period of employment, we couldn't find out any
prominent discrepancy(p>0.05). But, in hospital categories, B hospital
is the highest in 12.70, 12.31 of D, 9.20 of C, and 8.47 of
A(p<0.01), which is prominent. In class of position, upper management
is 12.83, middle management is 11.13, and employee is 10.16, which
is prominent(p<0.05). And nurse is 11.56, and it is more higher than
10.53 of health professional, 10.00 of doctor, and 9.41 of administrative
management, which is prominent(<Table 4>).

<Table 3> The Recognition Degree of Questions about Customer Management.
section

satisfaction degree of
customer management
condition

question

average

standard deviation

Our hospital manages customers well

2.76

0.95

Our hospital builds computerization for customer management well

2.60

0.99

Our hospital makes full use of phone councel and mail for patient detainment

2.59

0.97

Our hospital makes full use of e-mail and web page for patient detainment

2.62

0.98

2.64

0.79

Our hospital needs a office in charge of customer management only

4.46

0.67

Our hospital needs anew system for customer management

4.28

0.71

4.37

0.57

I will revisit the hospital that I was cured when I got a post or email from a hospital director

4.04

0.90

I will revisit the hospital when I got a post or email that had information of disease or health

3.82

0.83

The image of the hospital is going well when I get a phone, a post, and email from specific hospital

4.24

0.67

I will recommend the hospital to others when I get a phone, a post, and email from specific hospital

3.92

0.78

4.00

0.61

Our hospital need to introduce CRM system

4.26

0.70

It is so helpful to attract patient if we introduce CRM system

4.24

0.63

It is common to introduce CRM system for korean hospitals in the near future

3.99

0.75

It is common to introduce e-CRM system for korean hospital by email or website in the near future

4.11

0.73

It is helpful to manage hospital if we introduce CRM system

4.18

0.68

total average

4.16

0.56

total average
recognition degree of it
necessity of customer
management

average

degree of intention of
reuse if they become
an object

Total average

degree of intention of
CRM introduction
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<Table 4> The Satisfaction Degree of Customer Management by Quality
category

section

average

standard deviation

1) man

10.35

2.99

2) woman

10.68

3.28

1) ≤30

10.76

2.82

2) 31~40

10.16

3.31

3) ≥40

11.56

3.27

1) A

8.47

2.89

2) B

12.70

2.32

3) C

9.20

2.54

4) D

12.31

2.40

1) high school

10.12

3.92

2) college

11.11

3.10

3) university

10.67

3.04

4) graduate

9.44

2.97

1) employee

10.16

3.04

2) middle manager

11.13

3.35

3) upper manager

12.83

2.32

1) doctor

10.00

2.92

2) nurse

11.56

2.95

3) ad, management

8.41

2.32

4) health pro

10.53

2.84

5) etc

11.00

3.34

1) ≤5

10.67

2.71

2) 6~10

10.81

2.92

3) 11~15

10.15

3.35

4) ≥16

10.84

3.65

sex

age

hospital

scholarship

class

occupation

period of occupation

4.1.5. Subject's Recognition Degree of its Necessity of Customer
Management
To analyze the recognition of its necessity of customer management
in the hospital the subject work, we analyzed factors in dispersion.
The analysis of recognition degree of it necessity of customer management
with sex, scholarship, class position, occupation, and the period doesn't make
any prominent difference(p>0.05). In age categories, it is f 41-year-old,
8.29 of 30 under, which is prominent(p<0.01). In the hospital
categories, A hospital is the highest of 9.51, 8.65 of C, 8.59 of B
and 8.00 of D, and it is prominent(p<0.01)(<Table 5>).

t or F

p

-0.646

0.519

1.122

0.328

30.413

0.000***

1.833

0.143

3.363

0.037*

3.547

0.008**

0.489

0.690

scheffe

2>1.3

2>3

4.1.6. Subject's Intention Degree of Reuse if they become an object
of the customer management
We analyzed the factors dispersedly according to quality to find
out whether they reuse a hospital in case they become an object of
customer management conducted by the hospital. There is no any
other difference in sex, age, scholarship, class, and period of
employment(p>0.05). In the category of reuse intention in hospital, A
is 16.82, c 16.20, D is 15.47, and B is 15.39, which is prominent.
In the category of occupation, doctor is 17.50, administrative
management is 16.08, nurse is 15.67 and health professional is 15.53,
which is prominent(p<0.05)(<Table 6>).
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<Table 5> The Recognition Degree of its Necessity of Customer Management by Quality
category
sex

age

hospital

scholarship

class

occupation

period of occupation

average

standard deviation

1) man
2) woman
1) ≤30

section

8.81
8.71
8.29

1.21
1.12
1.15

2) 31~40
3) ≥40
1) A

8.92
8.96
9.51

1.03
1.21
0.82

2) B
3) C
4) D

8.59
8.65
8.00

1.02
1.08
1.20

1) high school
2) college
3) university

8371
8.55
8.76

1.16
1.30
1.06

4) graduate
1) employee
2) middle manager

9.15
8.74
8.75

0.99
1.14
1.18

3) upper manager
1) doctor
2) nurse

8.83
8.92
8.44

1.33
1.24
1.10

3) ad, management
4) health pro
5) etc

9.00
8.75
9.00

1.06
1.34
0.91

1) ≤5
2) 6~10
3) 11~15

8.44
8.75
8.91

1.18
1.19
1.04

4) ≥16

8.86

1.21

t or F

p

scheffe

0.523

5.855

3>1

16.015

1>2,3,4

1.689

0.022

1.952

1.548

0.204

<Table 6> The Intention Degree of Reuse when they become an object by quality
category
sex

age

hospital

scholarship

class

occupation

period of occupation

section

average
15.55

standard deviation
2.32

2) woman
1) ≤30
2) 31~40

16.28
15.86
16.31

2.49
2.41
2.68

3) ≥40
1) A
2) B

15.70
16.82
15.39

2.09
2.11
2.60

3) C
4) D
1) high school

16.20
15.47
17.18

2.29
2.62
2.48

2) college
3) university
4) graduate

15.76
15.86
16.19

2.36
2.51
2.39

1) employee
2) middle manager
3) upper manager

16.21
15.58
16.17

2.42
2.46
2.99

1) doctor
2) nurse
3) ad, management

17.50
15.67
16.08

2.54
2.53
2.17

4) health pro
5) etc
1) ≤5

15.53
17.15
15.82

2.50
2.38
2.53

2) 6~10
3) 11~15
4) ≥16

16.47
15.98
15.89

2.33
2.56
2.33

1) man

t or F

p

-1.885

0.061

1.031

0.359

3.525

0.016*

1.622

0.186

1.174

0.312

2.506

0.044*

0.488

0.691

scheffe

1>2
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4.1.7. Subject's Degree of Intention of CRM Introduction
We analyzed the factors dispersedly according to quality to find
out the degree of intention of CRM introduction. There is no any
other difference in class and occupation(p>0.05). In sex, the woman
is 21.16, and 20.13, which it is prominent(p<0.05), and in age, 21.30
is in 31~40, 20.93 above 41, and 19.86 under 30, which is
prominent(p<0.05) In the period of employment, 21.55 is in
11~15years, 21.19 in 6~10, 20.54 above 16, and 19.76 is under
5years, which is proment(p<0.05). And A hospital is the highest in
22.16, 20.95 in C, 20.20 in B, and 19.42 is D, which is
prominent(p<0.01). In the category of the last scholarship, 22.07 is
above graduate school, 21.35 in highschool, 20.99 in university, and
19.71 in college school, which is prominent(p<0.01)(<Table 7>).
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4.1.8. Subject's degree of intention of CRM introduction, customer
management condition, recognition of necessity of customer
management, and its relation to intention of reuse when they
become an objects of customer management.
There was a prominent relation between the degree of intention of
CRM introduction and the satisfaction of customer management
condition(r=0.237, p=0.002).
Also, It was a prominent right relation between the degree of intention
of introduction and recognition of its necessity of CRM(r = 0.525,
p = 0.000), and between the degree of intention CRM introduction and
of reuse of intention of customer management when being an object
(r = 0.388, p = 0.000)(<Table 8>).

<Table 7> The Degree of Introduction of CRM by Quality
category
sex

age

hospital

scholarship

class

occupation

period of occupation

section

average

standard deviation

1) man

20.13

3.31

2) woman

21.16

2.40

1) ≤30

19.86

3.17

2) 31~40

21.30

2.65

3) ≥40

20.93

2.43

1) A

22.16

2.11

2) B

20.20

2.48

3) C

20.95

2.56

4) D

19.42

3.43

1) high school

21.35

2.55

2) college

19.71

3.01

3) university

20.99

2.51

4) graduate

22.07

2.62

1) employee

20.51

2.82

2) middle manager

21.42

2.59

3) upper manager

20.17

3.82

1) doctor

21.17

3.64

2) nurse

20.59

2.49

3) ad, management

21.24

2.16

4) health pro

20.16

3.79

5) etc

21.08

2.84

1) ≤5

19.76

3.39

2) 6~10

21.19

2.61

3) 11~15

21.55

2.46

4) ≥16

20.54

2.29

t or F

p

scheffe

-2.144

0.034

4.132

0.018

2>1

8.477

0.000***

1>2,4

5.337

0.002**

4>2

2.041

0.133

0.893

0.469

3.873

0.010*

3>1
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<Table 8> The relation between the degree of intention of CRM introduction,
recognition of it necessity of customer management, and intention
of reuse when they become an object of customer management.
degree of intention of
CRM

p

degree of satisfaction of customer
management condition

-0.237

0.002**

degree of recognition of its necessity of
CM

0.525

0.000***

degree of intention of reuse when they
being an object

0.388

0.000***

5. Conclusion
1. In subject's response of existence of customer management, do
that was the highest of 60.4% of all, and do not that was
24.9%. 14.8% had no idea. In the existence of an office in
charge of customer management, 41.4% don't have, and 34.3%
do have. 24.3% had no idea. It means they do customer
management, but they don't have an office in charge of it a lot.
In subject's recognition of CRM, 45.6% don't know and 36.7%
have heard and 17.8% just know of it. It means most of them
didn't know of CRM.
2. The average of the subject's satisfaction degree of customer
management condition is 2.64 ± 0.95. It is common.
3. The average of their recognition degree of its necessity is 4.37
± 0.57. It is high rate.
4. The average of their intention of reuse when being an object of
customer management is 4.00 ± 0.61. It is high rate.
5. Their intention degree of CRM introduction is 4.16 ± 0.56 in
average. It is high rate.
6. The relation between the degree of intention of CRM introduction
and satisfaction of customer management condition is indirected
(r = 0.237, p = 0.002).

7. The relation between the degree of intention of CRM introduction
and recognition of it necessity is directed.(r = 0.525, p = 0.000)
8. The relation between the degree of intention of CRM introduction
and reuse when they being an object is directed(r = 0.388, p = 0.000)
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The Exploratory Research on Service
Evaluation model : the application of Retail Industry
Seung-Chang Lee*, Hoon-Sung Park**, Eung-Kyo Suh***1

Abstract
This study aimed to develop a new practical and universally applicable
service quality model by improving the service quality measurement
model proposed by many previous studies. An in-depth analysis on
what influences such service quality model had on the improvement
effect of service quality, and Service Evaluation Model, which was
revised from the existing service quality measurement model, was
developed. The model is divided into the two integrative categories:
Activity, that is the group of service-related activities, and Item, the
group of service-related things. The level of service is evaluated for
each category via survey questionnaire on service level evaluation.
For the application of the new service quality model, this study
attempted to examine the appropriateness of the newly proposed
service quality model by applying it to retail service field. Finally,
the findings of this study presented that the proposed service model
would be a universally useful and applicable service quality measurement
model required by many organizations.
Keywords: Service Evaluation Model, Evaluation Model, Distribution
Service Industry

1. Introduction
Recently, service industry gains a lot of attention. From manufacturing
industries, such as automobile and electronics, to many other industry
fields, such as IT, distribution, and energy show high level of interest
in service. It implies that industries have found presenting
high-quality products as well as providing high level of service is
essential to compete globally across the world.
The business paradigm of today focuses on the core competency
of the corporation based on low cost and high efficiency, working on
non-core features such as distribution, legal advice, Facility Operation
Management, and IT etc. via Business Process Outsourcing (BPO).
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However, the methods to evaluate corporations providing service are
still ‘evolving’ despite the daily growing size of service under the
business environment; this evolution has been achieved through service
evaluations, and played a role to enhance the variety of time, space,
and human service provision and to increase the environmental goodness
of fit for diverse services (Lee et al, 2016). Related to this, there
have been many studies in regard to service quality. Parasuraman,
Zeithaml, & Berry (1985, 1988, 1993, 1994) proposed the model
SERVQUAL, and there has been many related research, such as
KS-SQI proposed by Korean Standards Association and Seoul
National University in Korea, but has showed limitations in its
usefulness, applicability, and so on.
Lee et al. (2015) proposed a conceptual research on Open Source
Software service evaluation model for IT industry based on BSEM
(Behaviour Structure Evaluation Evolution Model), and the
applicability of BSEM model in terms of open source software
service was confirmed in Lee et al. (2016)’s study by actually applying
BSEM model and assessing the level of service of the corporation
providing open source software. Through this process, this study
reviewed the fitness of the evaluation model in the perspective of
stakeholders (user, assessee, assessor) on the initially developed and
proposed open software service organization evaluation model and
enhanced the effectiveness by applying extracted things to supplement
on the service level evaluation model.
This study aimed to propose a universally applicable evaluation
model in regard to the general service by developing and generalizing
BSEM. Also, this study focused on proposing theoretical review on
the existing service evaluation model and a service evaluation model
(evaluation system, evaluation index) appropriate to domestic service
organizations. To make the conceptual service evaluation model concrete,
this study aimed to propose Retail Service Evaluation applied to the
retail service field as an evaluation model case.
The evaluation model proposed by this study allows a service
corporation to maintain the high level of the service quality by
enabling the corporation to examine its own service level and to seek
ways to provide customers better service. The suppliers are able to
secure the objectivity of the evaluation results as they utilize it as the
standard of the evaluation on open source software organization when
establishing open software-based information business.

2. Literature Reviews
Requests on the quality index of service quality level have
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continued as requests on the management of service quality through
objective evaluation increases. Studies on service quality have been
applied to overall industries by SERVQUAL model of Parasuraman et
al.(1985, 1988, 1991, 1993, 1994). SERVQUAL model consists of 10
standards of service quality evaluation integrated into 5 categories,
which are tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy,
suggesting the service quality is determined by the underlying concept
of “achievement-expectation”(Parasuraman et al. 1994). But criticisms
on the SERVQUAL model have pointed out this model might not be
appropriate as a model covering the limitations of the perceived service
in regard to achievement-expectation and differences among types of
industries. For this, Cronin & Taylor(1992) proposed SERVPERF, a
service quality measurement tool based on achievement, and Llosa
et al.(1998) proposed SERVQUAL with adjusting the measurement
variable.

In Korea, studies on measuring service quality have been conducted;
for example, the studies majorly include KS-SQI(2000) co-developed
by KSA and SNU, NCSI developed by KPC based on ACSI, and
KCSI which was individually conducted and developed by KMAC.
Each service quality evaluation model presents differences in detailed
areas, such as evaluation framework, research methods of data, methods
to evaluate service, but promotes the enhancement of competitiveness
in service through service quality evaluation on the basis of the
concept of customers’ “expectation-achievement”. The characteristics of
the three service quality measurement models were as follows:
Yet, organizations and customers may be possibly confused due to
differences presented by the evaluations since evaluations basically
take place based on the concept of expectation-achievement with such
evaluation model and thus show differences even on the same types
of industries and the same organizations. Therefore, some are critical
about the evaluation model in terms of its usefulness(Cho & Kim, 2008).

<Table 1> Characteristics of KS-SQI, NCSI, KCSI
Items

KS-SQI

Conducted by
TheoreticalBasis

Weight

Aiming for

Size ofInvestigation
Size of Sample

KSA

NCSI

KCSI

KPC

KMAC

SERVQUAL
- Concept ofExpectation-Achievement

- Oliver’s customer satisfaction
- ExpectancyDisconfirmation Theory

- Concept ofExpectation-Achievement

Weight appliedon each factor
(determined by the respondent)

The average ofweights on the majority
of items ofeach factor (determined by
the respondent)

Weight based onthe level of significance
for each factor (determined in advance
by KCSI)

- GeneralService Industry
(Manufacturing, Service)
- Public sector

- ManufacturingIndustry
- GeneralService Industry
- PublicAdministration

- ManufacturingIndustry
- GeneralService Industry
- PublicAdministration

48 types ofindustries, approximately
200 organizations

37 types ofindustries, approximately
200 organizations

101 types ofindustries, approximately
320 organizations

approximately 300

approximately 278

approximately 100

3. Data and Methodology
1) Service Evaluation Model Concept
The evaluation model proposed by this study is called “SERVICE
EVALUATION MODEL”, and it is composed of “Activity” category
including all kinds of service-providing activities and of “Thing”
category including everything needed to attain the goals of service.

To evaluate services of service organizations, the maturity of
service is composed to be evaluated in terms of the integration of
Thing and Activity categories, as shown in <Figure 1>. The standards
for evaluation are made detailed as Thing category is classified in
terms of Function while Activity category is classified in terms of
Activity Process.
Service Evaluation Model is structured in the way of score
calculation to set the level of the organization through the evaluation
data model and evaluation itself. Via the proposed evaluation index, it
is possible to evaluate the service activity level of the organization
engaging in more than one service activities related to more than one
thing. The detailed model is presented in <Figure 2>.
▪ Activity: service-providing activities, based on time
▪ Thing: everything necessary to attain the goals of service, based
on the space
▪ Evaluation: the evaluation item for assessing activity and thing

<Figure 1> Service Evaluation Concept Model
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<Figure 2> Service Evaluation Framework

2) Example of Service Evaluation Model Application: the
application of Retail Industry
To examine the universality and applicability of Service Evaluation
Model, this study applied the model to retail industry. The model is
structured in the way of score calculation to set the level of the
organization through Service Evaluation Model and evaluation. First,
the model is divided into Design, Sourcing & Procurement, Inventory
management & distribution, Store operation, Marketing, Sales,
Fulfillment, and Support in the dimension of Activity on the basis of
Retail Value Chain suggested by Hagel et al. (2015) at Deloitte
Consulting. In the dimension of Thing, the model is divided into
department store, huge mart, TV home shopping, internet shopping,
open market, convenient store, and traditional market on the basis of
general retail industry.
Such Retail Service Evaluation Model can be evaluated on each
evaluation item; for instance, the results assessed with the evaluation
item called Procurement Activity at Department Store may receive “C
Score”. The detailed explanations are presented in <Figure 3> below.

4. Result and Conclusion
In order to develop Service Evaluation Model, minimum quality of
service elements should be standardized. We conducted several
surveys and expert workshops for deriving common service activities
of open source software companies and based on common service
activities we made evaluation standards for measuring qualitative
level. Certain level of superior authority was to grant a rating.
The result of this study suggest that evaluating model can provide
evaluation result by various consumer’s view point. Service company
can notice the difference between self interpretation and customer’s
evaluation factor, then can be corrected self interpretation of open
source software service level. Also, Some fields on the future policies
and promote the activity of the basic data should establish a policy
that can be provided.
In conclusion, this study provides evaluation model which can be
evaluated for customer and service provider, so service company can
set up self check service levels, based on this they can look for
ways to provide a better services to customers. Service users can
ensure the objectivity of business planbased upon Service Evaluation

<Figure 3> Retail Service Evaluation Process Concept
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Model. For policy makers, service evaluation framework can be used
as the cornerstone of future reasonable policy development.
Based on this study, the future of service company to systematically
assess and monitor the activities carried out. Consumers who is going
to adopt service can provide reliable information. Service providers can
grow as high level service provider. We look forward to contribute to
positive development of service industry.
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Effects of LMX and Leaders' Ethical Leadership on
Employees' Helping behavior and Burnout
Young-Sam Oh*, An-Sik Kim**, Hoe-Chang Yang***1

Abstract
This study has its purpose to identify the correlation between
factors and moderating variables that can reduce job burnout by
setting positive relation with leader and ethicality of leader as factors
reducing job burnout and helping behavior as a moderating variable.
Both positive behaviors and recognition on ethical leadership of
leader has been confirmed to influence on mitigation of job burnout.
Especially, ethicality has shown to be more efficient to alleviate
exhaust compared with positive behavior of leader. A helping
behavior has identified to be a factor alleviating a job burnout.
However, mediating effect of helping behavior has not shown to be
statistically significant.
They all showed different results to a job burnout. A first course
(recognition on theoretical leadership toward leader, LMX, helping
assistance, and job burnout) and a second course (recognition on
theoretical leadership toward leader, helping assistance, and job
burnout) are statistically significant. The helping behavior of members
is the factor increasing a job burnout. It can also be interpreted that
positive behavior for organization can impact on the job burnout. To
solve this, a detailed review and effective method are essential to be
researched. Lastly, it can be concluded that the ethicality of leader is
an essential factor for development of organization.

that should live with people in his writing, and Lee (1998) has
defined personal relationship as a dynamic and a complex interrelation
process establishing between two or more people. Thus, understanding
characteristics, distinctions, and desire of oneself and other is an
essential condition to form mature personal relationship since personal
relationship is built with interrelationship between 'oneself' and 'other'
(Lee, 1998).
This study has its purpose to find out factors alleviating job
burnout by judging that the reason for individual·antisocial deviant
behaviors and frequent turnover is job burnout caused from various
stresses and overburdened task. Thus, this study also has its purpose
to identify how the structured relations of them can alleviate job
burnout by setting a job burnout as a dependent variable, a positive
relation with leader and an ethicality of leader as a leading variable,
and a helping behavior as a moderating variable. In this study,
especially, a potential for members to sacrifice for organization with
perseverance has investigated by provoking helping behaviors from
positive relation and ethicality of leader
The results of this study has expected to provide evidences which
enable healthy organizational life by providing behavior direction of
members along with a role verification of leader. In addition, by
identifying importance of relationship with leader and relationship
between members which can be expected in the helping behavior, this
results have expected to provide evidences for organizations and
corporate to operate educational training program related to a positive
relation formation.

Keywords: LMX, Ethical Leadership, Helping Behavior, Job Burnout.

1. Introduction
A personal relationship that individual establishes during his life is
a considerably critical factor. A personal relationship which is
expressed as a human relation as well. A personal relation is a
perspective on human, however, human relation is an interest on
relationship between people and relation itself. Kwon (2004) has
mentioned that a word human connotes a meaning of social entities

* First Author, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Distribution Management,
Jangan University. E-mail: ysoh@jangan.ac.kr
** Invited professor, Dept. of Service Management, Jangan University.
E-mail: ost2747@jangan.ac.kr
*** Corresponding Author, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Distribution
Management, Jangan University. E-mail: pricezzang@naver.com

2. Theoretical Background
As a theory of Leader-Member exchange, LMX is based on
Blau(1964)'s social exchange theory and Graen & Cashman(1975)'s
role-making theory. LMX theory has been recognized as a new
leadership paradigm which is based on a mutual benefit exchange
relation between leader and members (Northouse, 2010; Schermerhorn
et al., 2011). According to social exchange theory, LMX, as a relationship
maintaining for profit which can be earned from an exchange
relationship, is explained that the exchange relationship is maintained
based on economical reward between leader and members (Blau, 1964).
The definition on ethical leadership is various. The ethical leadership
is defined as a normative and proper behavior of leader, and effort to
make members following such behaviors through mutual communication
and decision-making (Brown et al., 2005). In addition, it suggests a
leadership in an ethical perspective to become a proper role model
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for members by showing leader's ethical behaviors including
two-directional communication, ethical standard suggestion, and
application of reward and control (Brown & Trevino, 2006).
In an organization action theory, the concept of helping behavior
is based on willingness to cooperate of Barnard (1938, 1948) and
action other than role (Katz & Kahn, 1966, 1978). As an action
intending to produce profits for organization, beyond role expectation
of present, it is understood to be behaviors performed voluntarily.
Katz & Kahn (1978) has defined role behaviors as a group of
actions expected from status or tasks and they have classified
behaviors correspond to such roles as role behavior or task performance
behavior, and voluntary behaviors other than role expected officially
as extra-role behaviors. Such concept can be called as an extensive
concept involving helping behavior of members of organization.
According to Van & LePine (1998), since the characteristic of
concept related to this is established regardless of official task
performance duties as a voluntary behavior, and it does not cause
any official reward and punishment even if error has occurred, it is
expressed as an intentional behavior of members. Thus, active
decision making process of members that they are willing to carry
out extra-role behaviors should be involved. The results of behavior
causing positive effects and intention bringing positive results should
be also entailed. The profits of performer should not be the first
priority (Katz & Kahn, 1978).
In general, as a result of physicalㆍemotional reaction related to
task stress, a job burnout is appeared as emotional exhaustion,
reduced personal accomplishment, and depersonalization from
customers (Maslach et al., 1997), and job burnout is analyzed to be a
reason for task characteristic including role conflict, role ambiguity,
spasticity of organization and task amount (McCann & Perlman,
1990). In addition, it can be classified into an emotional exhaustion,
depersonalization on customer, and reduced personal accomplishment
(Maslach & Jackson, 1981).

3. Research Design & Hypotheses
This study has its purpose to identify how the structured
correlation between factors can alleviate job burnout by setting
positive relation with leader and ethicality of leader as leading
variables and helping behavior as a moderating variable in order to
find out factors alleviating job burnout. In addition, in this study,
following study model and hypothesis are established because of
evidences from previous studies that members endure and they are
willing to sacrifice for organization with the positive relation with
leader and ethicality of leader which can induce helping behavior
which is extra-role behavior.

Note) The mediation effect on helping behavior such as <H > and
<H > has not shown in this diagram.
<Figure 1> Research Model & Hypotheses

4. Empirical Study
4.1. Methods and Data Collection
To conduct his study, total 264 effective questionnaires have
earned by conducting survey based on members of small and middle
sized corporate located at Seoul·metropolitan area.
The measure used in this study is as follows. First, LMX was
measured 7 items likert 5-scale and summed based on Graen &
Uhl-Bein (1995). 10 ethical leadership based on Brown et al.(2005)'s
study and 7 helping behaviors based on Van Dyne & LePine(1998)'s
study have been measured with likert 7-scale. The job burnout was
measured by 8 questions based on Maslach & Jackson'(1981)s study
with likert 5-scale. To solve measurement differences between each
variable, analysis was conducted by utilizing converted z-score.

4.2. Reliability and Validity of Measurement Scale
As a result of reliability and validity verification on each variable,
Cronbach's α value was 0.797~0.933, concept reliability was
0.850~0.957, and average dispersion and extraction index(AVE) was
0.457~0.693. From such results, except for helping behavior, all have
confirmed to secure reliability and validity. In case of helping
behavior, through a comparison of squared value of correlation
coefficient, coefficient of determination, validity has been identified.

4.3. Testing of Hypotheses
For a verification of a direct effect hypothesis, after controlling
gender, age, educational background, and martial status which are
shown to have relation to each variable, the result of conducting
simple regression analysis is as follows. First, for a helping behavior,
LMX (  = .503, p<.01), and ethical leadership recognition (  = .580,
p<.01) have analyzed to have statistically significant positive(+)
influence. It means that positive relation with leader or ethicality of
leader can increase helping behavior which is an extra-role behavior
for organization. Thus, <hypothesis 1> and <hypothesis 2> both have
adopted. Although it has not set as a hypothesis, a multiple regression
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analysis has analyzed by controlling demographic characteristics to
find out factors which can increase helping behavior among leading
variables. As a result, the result shown to be in the order of ethical
leadership recognition (  = .438, p<.01) and LMX (  = .321, p<.01).
Thus, although both ethicality of leader and positive relation with
leader is critical, an ethicality of leader has influenced more on
helping behaviors of employees compared with leadership recognition.
To identify how helping behavior of member can alleviate job
burnout, as a result of conducting regression analysis after controlling
demographic characteristics, a helping behavior (  = -.172, p<.01) has
shown to alleviate a job burnout, thus, <hypothesis 3> has also
adopted.
For a verification of mediating effect hypothesis, we conducted
Baron & Kenny(1986)'s3-step mediation regression analysis after controlling
demographic characteristics. As a results, the relationship between
LMX and job burnout has shown to have no statistically significant
relation at 3rd level, <hypothesis 4> has rejected. In addition, because
there are no statistically significant relation between recognition on
ethical leadership and job burnout at the third level, it has shown to
have no mediation effect. Thus, <hypothesis 5> has also rejected.

5. Conclusion and Discussion
This study has its purpose to identify how relation between them
can alleviate a job burnout by setting positive relation with leader
and ethicality of leader as factors to decrease a job burnout and
helping behavior as a mediating variable.
As a result, as expected, positive relation with leader and
recognition on ethical leadership have shown to decrease a job
burnout. Among two factors, especially, ethicality of leader has shown
to decrease a job burnout compared with positive relation with leader.
Such result can be seen as a critical evidence which enables to
predict a level of stress that members receive from immoral behavior
of leaders. Thus, it implies that leaders need to establish ethicality
and show his ethicality to make members recognizing his ethicality.
In addition, by considering various measures to maintain positive
relation with members, leaders need to alleviate job burnout of
members.
In addition, it can also be known that a helping behavior which is
extra-role behavior of members decreases a job burnout. Such result
reflects assertions of various researchers (Brown & Trevino, 2006; De
Croon et.al., 2004; Dovidio et al., 2006) studying behaviorism. Thus,
the productivity can be increased by alleviating a job burnout through
various types of measures including participation program that can
induce helping behavior of members, and it can also decrease
turnover rate.
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The Growth Strategy of Retail Company:
Focusing on new stores expansion of E-mart
Gi-Hwang Lee*, Sang-Cheol Kim**1

Abstract

Abstract
There are only some research about management and expansion of
one company with multiple business categories. From the viewpoint
of stores’expansion, this dissertation will clarify the merit and solve
the problem concerning the management of the multiple business
categories of a particular retail company.

The References of E-mart and the data of E-mart’s
new stores will be collected. The dissertation, annual
report, statistical data, land-book of E-mart will be
also collected to confirm whether E-mart has made
any acquisition towards another company
E-mart begins to diversify its retail company’s type of retailers.
Among the type of retailers, Super Supermarket"iSSM"jis the most
representative type of retailers. Besides, the retailers such as
warehouse discount store, drug store and convenience store are
actively expanding.
The expansion into SSM type of retailers would be a wise
option, since as a retail company, E-mart is able to keep growing in
the future. Nevertheless, in case of SSM, the result of emphasizing
the same price, the same products, and the same quality as general
supermarket’s, and expanding into smaller business region will lead to
the risk of cannibalization that the market share of E-mart’s SSM
could be taken over by its own general supermarket.
Keywords: Retail Company, Stores Expansion, Type of Retailers
Diversification.
1.Introduction
So far, most subjects of the company’s growth theory are for
manufacture companies. It is obviously that the existence of retail
companies should be considered as the subject of the company’s
growth theory as well. However, normally manufacturer is the
company which manufactures products and retailer is the company
* University of Marketing and Distribution Sciences, Japan.
Tel: +81-78-794-3557, E-mail: cullazin@gmail.com
** Professor, Yuhan University, Korea. E-mail: kimsc@yuhan.ac.kr

which sells products. Due to this difference, the factors that influence
the growth theory of a manufacture company and retail companies
should be different.
On the other side, the key of manufacture companies to improve
their competitiveness is by continuously developing new products.
Certainly, developing new products is not the only way to improve
competitiveness, but it is the core. However, retail companies does
not produce new products. Although retail company has private brand
products, they can`t be defined as the new products since retail
company commissions the manufacture company to produce those
products with lower cost. Therefore, for retail companies what they
are supposed to do is to evolve and develop the way of sellinginstead
of the products themselves. Various business categories, such as the
department store, specialty store, shopping center, convenient store,
supermarket, are appearing. The competitiveness of a retail company
is getting improved by changing the service, price and quality
provided to consumers and by developing the way of purchase
according to consumers’ desires.
Therefore, this research will be analyzed from the view of the
competitive power and growth of retail companies and new stores
expansion.

2. Methodology
The case that will be used in this research is the Korean company
called E-mart. There are five reasons why choosing this company as
the case. First of all, the first store of E-mart was built in 1993, and
the company history is more than 20 years. Secondly, E-mart is
growing steadily and has high share of the market. Thirdly, the
majority of its business categories and its type of retailers
diversification makes E-mart a proper case of this research. Fourthly,
the E-mart stores are expanding all over Korea. Finally, due to its
listed stock, the information and documents of E-mart are easily to
be collected.
There is a tendency of new stores expansion, store enlargement
and prolonging the opening preparation of new stores, based on the
core of new stores expansion of E-mart as a general supermarket
type of retailers. Based on general supermarket type of retailers,
E-mart begins to diversify its retail company’s type of retailers.
Among the type of retailers, Super Supermarket"iSSM"j is the most
representative type of retailers. In this SSM type of retailers, the
products of general supermarket are brought together mainly based on
food products. The numbers of stores are being reduced so that the
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general supermarket is able to enter smaller business region. Since
2010, this kind of new stores has been expanding widely and
quickly. Besides, type of retailerssuch as warehouse discount store,
drug store and convenience store are actively expanding.

3. Results
3.1. The Change of Type of Retailers Classified by Several
E-mart Stores.
According to <Figure 1>, the number of general supermarket has
exploded since 1997, and in 2006 the expansion became outstanding.
However, the number decreased rapidly after 2012.

reasons, new stores of SSM have expanded rapidly.

3.2. Type of General Supermarket
In the land-book, statistical data, and financial report of 155
E-marts general supermarket, the business start time, area space,
transaction object and change of type of retailers of each store are
collected. 113 stores’, from the 155 stores, acquisition date has been
confirmed and 42 of them are still unknown.
<Table 1> The Ownership of General Supermarket
ownership

rental

ownership /rental

Rental after ownership

122

13

9

11

The column of own/rental shows that part of the stores would be
owned and part of them would be considered as rental. "Own after
rental"means that among those 113 stores whose date acquisition have
already been confirmed, there are stores being taken over after
opening up and stores being considered to be taken over after paying
off the rental fee. The number of "Own after rental" is 11 and 7 of
them are taken over by government. Besides, 27 of 113 date
acquisition confirmed stores are also taken over by government.

3.3. The Change of the Area of General Supermarket
<Table 2> The average area of E-mart’s General Supermarket
<Figure 1> The new store expansion of general supermarket, Department
Store and SSM

Based on the factors that influence new store expansion, due to
"The Distribution Industry Development Act", a large scale store can
directly open up its own store which could not be done before, and
this leads to the boom of new storesexpansion since 1997. Therefore,
not only E-mart, large scale retail companies inside and outside
Korea began to compete for expanding new stores. In 2006, because
of such boom of new stores expansion, the American Wal-Mart can
no longer survive in the market of retail companies in Korea and
finally they announced its withdrawal from Korea. E-mart took over
19 stores of Wal-Mart and opened up another 4 new stores in 2006.
In 2012, the decrease of new stores expansion of general supermarket
and the rapid increase of SSM make it difficult for general
supermarket to expand new stores and at the same time, with the
competitiveness among general supermarket, Department Store and
SSM, the building space of general supermarket also became saturated.
On the other side, the resources for general supermarket are
successfully reused by SSM. In the process of searching for the new
growth power, the general supermarket has the ability to expand in
small business region. Due to the similarity of selling method and
assortment with general supermarket, to E-mart and other general
supermarket, they can easily expand new stores. Thus, a rapid
increase of general supermarket expansion appeared. Based on these

1991
"`1995

1996
"`2000

2001
"`2005

2006
"`2010

2011
"`2015

7944.3㎡

8847.4㎡

11405.9㎡

9966.3㎡

12096.9㎡

<Table 2> above is showing the average area of new stores
concerned by years. The area data is not only about the selling space
but also covering the space of parking lot and service institution. As
time passes by, the scale gradually became larger.

3.4. The Period of Arranging New Stores of General Supermarket
The period from acquisition date to opening date of each store are
shown in table 3 below. Since 11 of 113 stores whose acquisition
date have been confirmed are recorded before business time in 1995
and 16 of them are taken over from Wal-Mart, this table is created
based on the data of 85 stores left.The reason of removing those 11
store is that the rental date of them cannot be confirmed.
<Table 3> The average period between the acquisition dates of E-mart’s
General Supermarket and the day of opening
1996
"`2000

2001
"`2005

2006
"`2010

2011
"`2015

9Months

16.4Months

14.6Months

18.3Months
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The change of license system for establishment of general
institution and the expansion of Korean retail companies were
determined in succession since 1996. It becomes easy for new stores
to expand. The assurance of good location and new store expansion
also become the priority to major retail company in the future
competition. <Table 3>above is showing the time period from the
land purchased by E-mart to the arrangement of refurbishing new
stores.

3.5. The Movement of Each Type of Retailers’ Sales
<Figure 2> is the transition of sales of E-mart’s each type of
retailers concerned by years. According to <Figure 2>, the reason that
E-mart’s type of retailers is excluding online shopping mall, drug
store and convenience store is the sale of online shopping mall is
included in general supermarket and drug store, convenience store
have just begun.

<Figure 2> Sales of E-mart’s each type of retailers

There are three main points that can be understood from E-mart.
First of all, from 1996 to 2012 the general supermarket’s sales kept
increasing and never dropped even once. Secondly, even the
regulation for general supermarket has become stricter after 2012; the
sales of general supermarket did not decrease at all. Thirdly, the store
number and sales of SSM’s were still increasing. Clearly, when
looking at the data back and forth of Lehman Shock in 2008,
E-mart’s ability to measure financial risk can be told somehow. Due
to the Distribution Industry Development Act, the business regulation
of general stores became stricter and the growth of sales stopped
since 2012. From this point, general supermarket can be defined as
entering maturity stage and the decrease in sales might be predicted
as time goes by.
However, the type of retailersshould not be the only thing to be
focused on. E-mart will continue to grow by considering the growth
of SSM and the entire retail companies. Besides, SSM is classified as
semi general store and the object of business regulation. In order to
seek the new power of growth for type of retailers such as
convenience store and drug store, the type of retailers should be
diversified.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions
4.1.Conclusions and Implications
There five important points in this research. Firstly, the new stores
that opened up recently are getting larger and larger. Comparing with
the previous new stores, nowadays the area of new stores is about
1.5 larger.
Secondly, the percentage of new stores with 100% ownership is
pretty high which about 86%. The percentage of new stores with
more than 50% ownership is 91%.
Thirdly, when managing only one type of retailers, it is easy for
retail companies to expand into a similar type of retailers. E-mart
was expanding with more than 100 SSM new stores from2011 to
2012. The retail company has an advantage in expanding into type of
retailersfor another retail company, since E-mart is able to expand its
new stores massively and rapidly in short period.
Fourthly, the period of expanding stores is raising. There is a
claim that, due to the prediction of the reuse of department store’s
good location and building, E-mart is expanding most rapidly among
the general supermarket. But, the average arrangement period of
expanding new stores is 9 months during the period of major retail
companies expanding general supermarket in earnest from 1996 to
2000. This result is against the insistence which the period of
prediction is too short.
Lastly, expanding into SSM is as the same time as a slowdown in
sales growth of general supermarket appears. It is same like a
manufacture company expands from its decline products to new
products with a potential to grow.

4.2. Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research
The limitation of this research is that there is only one company
be analyzed as a case and internal interaction has not been revealed
when a company expanding into a new type of retailers. Especially,
the internal interaction of multiple types of business has been not
revealed yet, which also will be made as an assignment in the future.
In addition, when targeting retail companies that have multiple
types of business, how do type of retailers corporate with each other
inside the same company will be an important assignment as well.
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A Study of Advanced Assessment Model for
Duty-Free Shop: Conformity Assessment
Seung-Eun Lee*1

Abstract
The present study aimed to present the improved plan for the
licence assessment procedure in Duty free shop due to the global
competitiveness and continuous development in Korean duty free shop
industry. The licence assessment procedure in Duty free should be
performed in a transparent and fair way. In addition, assessors for the
procedure should have a high level of competence for it.
For duty free shop designation and maintenance assessment,
conformity assessment system should be introduced at international
level and updated every five years. However, conformity should be
monitored through annual ex post facto management. When there is
unconformity, the shop should be managed continuously by correcting
it and try to prevent it from the inconformity.
As the interruption of business involves too many social costs, it
should be directed to bridge the disqualification through pre-preventive
and corrective measures and supports. They can secure Korean duty
free shop industry from the situation of global industry’s competitiveness.
Keywords: Duty Free Shop, Duty Free Shop Licence Assessment,
Fairness, Transparency,Competence, Conformity Assessment.

1. Introduction
‘As of March in 2016, the total number of Korean duty free
shops is 49 including 27 small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).
For each type, it consists of 21 duty free shops in downtown, 22
duty free shops at departure gates, 5 designated duty free shops and
1 diplomatic duty free shop. Downtown duty free shops consist of 9
shops in Seoul, 3 in Jeju, 2 in Busan and 1 each in Ulsan,
Changwon, Daejeon, Daegu, Suwon, Cheongju and Incheon.
As a result of heated competition among top distributors and
conglomerates in duty free shop, there isonly several high growth
market with a scale of annual average of KRW 10 trillion among
retail channels. HDC Shilla Duty Free, which is a joint corporation
of Hyundai Development Company and Hotel Shilla, and Hanwha
Galleria Time World, an affiliate of Hanwha Group, succeeded in
* Professor. Department of Marketing Management, Daejeon Health
Institute of Technology, Daejeon, Korea. Tel: +82-42-670-9281, E-mail :
eunslee@hit.ac.kr

getting a license for new duty free shop. Although Lotte, Shinsegae,
and Doosan were selected as new business operators to operate 3
duty free shops in Seoul of which licences are being expired, they
lost their license to operate Walkerhill duty free shop, which is
operated by SK Networks, Sogong branch of Lotte Duty Free Shop
and World Tower.
Since the Korea Customs Service amended the Act in 2013 to
make public bidding every 5 years, it is the first time that the
existing duty frees shop operator lost the license.
According to some media reports, duty free shop selection took
place in style of ‘sharing a pie’, thereby leaving a large wound to
employees of the eliminated companies and producing a side effect of
breaking business stability. There was a spill of criticism for the
present system, which screens all participants in zero base as a new
business operator every 5 years. As the Customs Act was amended at
the end of 2012 and the elimination of Lotte, which had 26 years of
operating experience, and SK, which had 23 years of operating
experience, has brought a trust issue for duty free shops in Korea.
Amid the fierce bidding war among global companies to acquire
duty free shops at airports in each country, the 5-year law with
expiration date, which undermines the competitiveness as it only ties
up the ankle upside down, has divided and weakened Korea’s duty free
shop industry, which has become the best in the world. According to
one report, taking away the business right without clear criteria is
much more unfair than preferential treatment of conglomerates.
For securing competitiveness of Korea’s duty free shop industry,
which is metaphorized as a golden goose egg, the present study presents
the measures for advancing the selection process. The introduction of
conformity assessment system for duty free shop licence assessment
in accordance with international standards will increase sustainability
of duty free shop industry as well as impartiality, competence and
reliability of duty free shop licence assessment system.

2. Status of Duty Free Shop Licence Assessment
System for Duty Free Shop and Problems
In the fierce competition for selection of 2 new large duty free
shops, which were being permitted in Seoul in 15 years on July in
2015, feelings of joy and sorrow were mingled between the
conglomerates surrounding the license for duty free shop.
Lotte, Shinsegae, and Doosan were selected as a new business
operator to run 3 downtown duty free shops in Seoul of which
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licence expires by the application of the 5-year law with expiration
date in the end of 2015. For downtown duty free shops such as
Busan, Shinsegae had a license to run continuously.
Although 15 licence assessors who were consisted of the government
and civilians reported that the duty free licence assessment was a
result of the fair and objective evaluation about management skills,
environmental factors, and the bonded area management capacity, the
licence assessment committee did not say the specific scores and
reasons of the companies selected as a new business operator.
However, the committee head had stated that “The gap between the 2
selected and the company that has been eliminated in third place was
not close.” However, as the stock price of Hanwha Galleria Time
World, which was the selected company, soared to 30%, which is the
price limit, on the day before the announcement of assessment results,
strong doubt of related information leakage was raised.
Duty free industry belongs to distribution industry. It is a qualified
party that sells duty free by specifying the tariffs levied on foreign
goods. The goods are imported into Korea and tax imposed goods
for consumption, and distributed to certain areas of the country. Such
distribution industry should not be seen as if the government gives a
preferential treatment to a certain company.
5-year licence term limitation leads to degradation of competitiveness
of duty free shop industry including shrinking investment and store
composition and structural job insecurity. Moreover, licence-expired
companies face significant social costs including discharge of workers
and sunk costs. Among 2,122 employees of SK Walkerhill, which is
planned to be closed, and Lotte World Tower, employment of Lotte
employees (138), employees who succeeded from SK to other
companies (64) and other 1,920 people (approximately 90%) was
reported to be uncertain (on March 2016). In fact, large-scale
investment for the long run becomes impossible also for duty free
shop operator.
As 80% of sales of duty free shop comes from sales to foreign
tourists, shop operators should compete internationally to attract
foreign tourists. This is why conglomerates are in a favorable
position. Thus, there is even a statement that claims that market
allocation ratio of SMEs has a negative effect on enhancing the
global competitiveness of duty free shop. Next, problems are summed
up.

1) Poor Selection Criteria
Given the Korea Customs Service’s evaluation process of
downtown duty free shops, duty free shop licence assessment criteria
and scoring were different in every review. On the ordinance, the
evaluation criteria are present in three. They are basic plan,
investment promotion plan that adds scoring to the item called
management skills of operator and balanced development plan that
emphasizes regional tourism infrastructure. Although the scoring of
the item, ‘operator’s management ability’ was high with 300 points
out of 1000 points as the investment promotion plan was selected in
the selection of downtown duty free shop on July 2015, in evaluation
on November, the scoring of ‘management capability of licence
bonded area’ was the highest with 300 points as it was proceeded

with the basic plan.
Furthermore, during evaluation of each evaluation item, scoring
criteria are not clear. Among businesses of which average value is
600 or greater as a result of evaluation by the examiners who
attended the committee, those at the top are to be selected also for
pre-approval and thus, deviation between the respective evaluation
items cannot be known.

2) Lack of Fairness and Transparency
‘Assignation’ between the Korea Customs Service and the selected
company brought misunderstanding.1 In the inspection of the
administration last month, the head of the Korea Customs Service
was found to be in contact with certain corporate executives prior to
the announcement of evaluation criteria in April. Surging of stock
price of certain companies before the announcement of selected
companies led the Korea Customs Service to be decried.
Particularly, the list of examiners was not disclosed under the
name of preventing lobby of the companies participating in the
bidding in re-approval assessment and also, specific ranking of each
company and the basis for grading were not disclosed even after the
announcement of selected companies. Accordingly, dispute over
transparency was persistent.

3) Lack of Competence and Independence of Judges
According to JTBC report on November 19, 2015, an executive of
a company who attended the presentation about re-approval review
said, “Among the examiners, there was an examiner who has never
visited the duty free shop” and “There were almost no questions that
hit the mark.” He could not erase the impression that the evaluation
was taking place in state in which the ‘answer’ was determined
already. In fact, there was a rumor that the president of the selected
company was saying “All is done” a week earlier the selection.
Although the majority of licence assessment committee members is
civilians, the committee head is the deputy head of the Korea Customs
Service, and vice chairman is the head of Clearance Facilitation
Bureau. As public servants are central in the assessment, performing
fair assessment, which does not consider political issues and is
suitable for duty free shop evaluation criteria, is difficult. It is also
difficult to see that competence and commercialization can be ruled
out when those that have expertise in each field including academia,
research institution, economic organization, NGO, and non-profit
organization are qualified as a civilian committee member. In addition,
independence cannot be ensured from the government.

3. Introduction of Conformity Assessment System for
Duty Free Shop Licence
What is most important when giving a certification, right, or benefit
1 Jagged assessment criteria for duty free shop and scoring [JTBC]
2015-11-19 2:00:05 am. Revised 2015-11-19 4:59:06 am
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to someone through “Assessment” is objectivity, fairness, and
reliability. Whether licence term is 5 years or 10 years is not
important. To what extent one meets the operating standards during
that period is important.
‘Conformity assessment system’ is used internationally as a tool to
obtain such objectivity, fairness, and reliability. Conformity Assessment
refers to demonstration that confirms whether products, services,
processes and persons are satisfied for the generally-needed standards
and regulations under the circumstance in which all products, services,
processes and persons freely cross the border and are distributed
around the world due to market’s globalization. In other words,
conformity assessment system, is「demonstration of whether requirements
specified for products, processes, system, persons or institutions are
satisfied」 and an institution, which received authorization from the
government, conducting conformity assessment on behalf of customers
and stakeholders and publishing the results. Its original purpose is to
effectively support the improvement of the trust of society and
organization’s competitiveness.
As explored earlier, licence assessment for selection of duty free
shop is determined only by political logic of which assessment
criteria are not clear, fairness is not obtained and competence is also
unreliable. Accordingly, the government cannot be free from the
argument about the preferential treatment for a certain company and
thus, has significant social costs.
As the selection of duty free operator gives a special right as duty
free distributor, it always becomes a social issue. Accordingly, one
should perform social responsibility as much as it receives the
benefits and be able to develop together with related industries in
order to increase national interest.
In order to support excavation of companies that have abilities to
meet the needs and continued operation of the business, the introduction
of conformity assessment system that can ensure the impartiality,
transparency, independence, and competence is needed at international
level.
<Table 1> A Clear Presentation of the Assessment Criteria
Evaluation Category

5. Return of
corporate profits
to society and
level of win-win
cooperation
efforts
(150)

Evaluation Item

5.1 of Degree
of return of
corporate profits
to society
(80)

Detailed Evaluation
Contents

Whether
performance
including various
relief and charitable
projects is sufficient
(30)
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Basics of conformity assessment system are that the activity is
monitored through annual assessment of post management and
renewed every 5 years. For this, clear assessment procedure, assessment
criteria, impartiality and objectivity, competence and independence of
examiners need to be secured.
As conformity assessment system is a system that obtains reliability
by examining the degree of conformity with certain requirement by
constant standards and acknowledging, it is the basics that provide
the basis of market confidence through independent and authoritative
proof, which is based on competence, fairness, and integrity. Next,
basic principles for introduction of conformity assessment system are
presented.

1) A Clear Presentation of the Assessment Criteria
Evaluation items for duty free licence are consisted of 12 items in
5 categories and 33 sub-items. However, as evaluation criteria for 33
sub-items are not clear, scoring for each sub-item and evaluation
criteria in accordance with scoring of sub-item need to be presented
clearly.
For example, in order to evaluate the ‘level of return of corporate
profits to society’ in the evaluation category called ‘return of corporate
profits to society and degree of win-win cooperation efforts,’ items
including performance such as various relief projects, charitable
projects, introduction of internal system, community service by
employees, and rate of contribution compared to business profits are
assessed. In this case, a problem of at what level one can receive a
perfect score may be raised. Accordingly, scoring criteria should be
presented clearly in the following manner.

2) Ensuring Fairness and Transparency of Procedures
Fair means no bias towards certain part. It is one of elements that
are the most important for maintaining the reliability of assessment.
For fairness, independence should be guaranteed as it conducts

Specific Contents

Level
(Score)

- Carries out various relief and charitable projects.

1
(6)

- Establishes an annual plan for various charitable and
relief projects and places dedicated staff for them.

2
(12)

- Specifies the subject of various charitable and relief
projects and dedicated staff are carrying out the
projects according to annual plan.

3
(18)

- The subject of various charitable and relief projects
is receiving a benefit at least more than once a year
and feedback on the performance is provided.

4
(24)

- The subject of various charitable and relief projects
is increasing and establishes and performs related
project plan through council.

Related
Material

Selection level

5
(30)

conformity assessment in an objective manner, without prejudice(Lee,
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2009).
Relationships, which are a threat to fairness, include ownership,
governance, management, personnel, shared resources, finances, and
contracts. In case of the government, political problem called
preferential treatment to certain companies may exist.
Whether capital relationship is present between examiner and
applicant (shareholders, investors etc.), whether examiner is in debt to
applicant, whether joint activities are conducted, whether consulting,
training or other services are being provided and whether entertainment
relationship is present need to be reviewed.
In addition, whether examiner has stock of applicable applicant,
whether examiner has worked in the past, whether examiner has kinship
and marriage relationship or similar close relationship need to be
reviewed.
The composition of fairness committee that operates the following
items is needed to establish a structure that can secure fairness of
assessment.
① Support arrangement of policy related to fairness of evaluation
② Inhibition of conditions that interfere with objective and
consistent evaluation activities
③ Advise on issues affecting the reliability of evaluation activities
that even include transparency and general society’s understanding

3) Ensuring Examiners’ Competence and Independence
To provide reliable assessment results, eligibilities (capabilities) of
examiners are important. Eligibility refers to an ability that has been
demonstrated in order to apply the knowledge and skills. In order to
establish eligibility criteria for licence examiners and guarantee
independence of examiners, the assessment group should consist of
less than 15 people including government officials and civilian
members and the chairman shall be elected by the Committee.
The chairman establishes licence assessment plan and is responsible
to carry out the assessment in accordance with the plan.

To obtain fairness of examiners, the composition of the committee
should be disclosed and proclamation stating that it is not related to
operating organization should be made. Examiners should be well
aware of duty free shop assessment items and it is desirable for
those with expertise in applicable evaluation category to perform the
assessment. Examiners should be made to assess on the basis of
objective data and be responsible for the results.

5. Conclusion
The present study aimed to present the measures to advance the
licence assessment procedure in order to vitalize Korea’s duty free
shop industry, which has competitiveness globally. Assessment
procedure should be transparent and fair. Additionally, a person who
performs this should have expertise.
Regarding the assessment for designation of duty free shop and
maintenance assessment, conformity assessment system should be
introduced at international level and updated every five years.
However, conformity should be monitored through annual ex post
facto management and when there is unconformity, the shop should
be managed continuously by correcting and preventing this.
As interruption of business involves too many social costs, it
should be directed to bridge the disqualification through preventive
and corrective measures and supported such that it can continuously
secure the global aspect of duty free shop industry’s competitiveness
by the maintenance and development of eligibility.
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Effects of Relational Benefits and Shopping
Orientation on Customer Loyalty in Mobile Shopping Mall
Yoon-Hwang Ju*, Jong-Bak Kim**, Hee-Young Cho***2

Abstract
This research can be utilized as basic data that are necessary for
establishing a corporate strategy by discovering what factors of
relational benefits and shopping orientation have effects on enhancing
customer satisfaction or customer loyalty in mobile Internet shopping
malls and by surveying interactions between relational benefits on the
one hand and customer satisfaction and customer loyalty on the other
based on types of mobile Internet lifestyles.
Survey data collection in this research, a questionnaire survey was
carried out with 200 college students who attend one of the universities
located in Seoul metropolitan area and who use mobiles as target. A
total of 175 valid samples were used for final analysis excluding
those with insincere answers.
Results of the analysis of a structural model vis-a-vis the research
model of turned out to be on a satisfactory level overall as and the
path results for the entire model are presented.
It was verified that customer satisfaction generated by relational
benefits offered by a mobile shopping mall had positive effects on
customer loyalty and also that customer satisfaction generated by
shopping orientation of consumers too had positive effects on
customer loyalty.
Keywords: Mobile Business, Mobile Internet Lifestyle, Relational
Benefits, Shopping Orientation

1. Introduction
Many companies are endeavoring to expand markets or open up
new markets through e-commerce or maintain their vested interests in
existing real markets, and as a result the number of shopping malls
on Internet is increasing exponentially (Byung-yeop Lee, 2005).
Companies recognize the importance of maintaining good relationship
with customers through formation of a long-term relationship by

providing differentiated products and services for long-term growth
and survival of a company, and are making changes in their
marketing endeavor to shift to more customer-oriented ones (Eun-jung
Ryu, O-soon Jo, 2005). Relational benefits refer to an advantage that
consumers feel by developing relationship with a company, and there
are four 4 kinds of relational benefits, including social relational
benefits, psychological relational benefits, economic relational benefits,
and customization relational benefits (Gwinner et al., 1998). Customer
satisfaction and customer loyalty, the two consequences of this kind
of relational benefits, are being studied as very important concepts in
relationship marketing studies that regard relationship maintenance
with customers very highly. And companies are interested in customer
satisfaction as a precedent that precedes customer loyalty in the
formation of a long-term relationship and are making efforts to enhance
customer satisfaction.
On the other hand, in existing studies, research related to Internet
shopping mall were mainly carried out on characteristics of Internet
shopping mall. But this kind of approach has in fact excluded the
perspectives of personal characteristics of consumers while, in actuality,
satisfaction on shopping mall characteristics does not appear consistently
in all consumers but appears differently depending on varying orientation
of consumers. Accordingly, in this research, an attempt was made to
carry out a research that adds a consumer perspective called personal
shopping orientation to various personal characteristics of consumers.
Hence, in an environment where the number of Internet shopping
malls that promote rapid development is increasing and competition is
getting more serious along with development of mobile Internet
shopping malls, the present research is intended to be of some help
in evaluating relationship marketing with an emphasis on relational
benefits theory and personal shopping orientation of consumers rather
than simply measuring customer satisfaction and customer loyalty
beyond existing studies of Internet shopping malls and in presenting
concrete strategies based on types of mobile Internet lifestyles rather
than simply evaluating the effects that relational benefits and shopping
orientation have on customer satisfaction and customer loyalty.

2. Theoretical Background
st
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2.1. Relational Benefits
Included in social benefits are feelings of familiarity, personal
recognition, friendship, rapport, and social support (Barnes, 1994;
Berry, 1995). In situations like health club, weight reduction program
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or leisure destination, social benefits can occur not only in interaction
between customers and suppliers but also in interaction and friendship
among customers (Bitner, 1995). Social benefits also occur in services
that are characterized by high personal relationship between customers
and employees (Gwinner et al., 1998).
Customization benefits refer to benefits that consumers receive such
as special treatment, preferential treatment, special care, personal
recognition, and special service unlike non-regular consumers by
having a long-term relationship with companies. Zeithaml (1981)
stated that it is possible for consumers to obtain optimum satisfaction
by maintaining a long-term relationship with companies.
In this sense, customization benefits can be regarded as a method
used by companies to provide a special treatment in order to
guarantee compensation for customer loyalty.

2.2. Shopping Orientation
Shopping orientation refers shopping behavior that includes shopping
related activities, interests, and opinions, but shopping behavior that
involves when, where, and how an individual does the shopping is a
complex phenomenon that is related to personal values, society,
economy, and good use of leisure, etc. (Howell, 1979). As shopping
orientation of consumers is induced not necessarily by an intention to
buy a specific product but by diverse psychological desires, in
analyzing shopping orientation there is a need to consider not only
general behavior, opinions, and interests but also personal feelings or
desires (Westbrook & Black, 1985).
As described above, shopping orientation can be defined as shopping
related attitudes and judgments that reflect lifestyles of consumers,
and can be regarded as affecting their purchasing behavior. It is also
inferred to affect customer assets of Internet shopping mall which are
evaluated by service quality, store, and product evaluation criteria.
Although slightly different depending on researchers, shopping
orientations of Internet shopping mall can be classified by pleasure
seeking orientation that tries to obtain pleasure through shopping,
fashion seeking orientation that seeks a new fashion that reflects
characteristics of fashion goods, economy seeking orientation that
takes economic benefits more importantly than pleasure or fashion,
and convenience seeking orientation that takes convenience aspects
into consideration.

2.3. Mobile Internet Lifestyle
Life style is said to encompass methods of leading one’s life that
includes personal activities, interests, and opinions as well as methods
of using time and money (Bong-jin Hahm, 2002). In recent years,
lifestyle variables are the ones that are utilized more often in
marketing strategies than other variables such as personality or value.
A study conducted by Ju, Yang, & Cho (2014) has classified
mobile Internet users into 5 types that include 1) the mania type, 2)
the sociality-oriented type, 3) the practical utilization type, 4) the self
complacency type, and 5) the shopping-oriented type.

2.4. Customer Satisfaction
Customer satisfaction is defined in various ways. Howard & Sheth
(1969) defined customer satisfaction as a cognitive state of purchasers
on compensation provided for a certain sacrifice. Parasuman et al.
(1994) defined it as an evaluation function of purchasers for service
quality, product quality, and price. Based on the expectation theory of
consumers, Kotler (2002) defined customer satisfaction as the feeling
of consumers on perceived joy or disappointment as a result of
comparison between prior expectation and post result. From these
definitions, it is possible to know that, typically, customer satisfaction
is a function between perceived result and expectation and is
something that is related to overall experience of consumers.

2.5. Customer Loyalty
There are two approaches in defining customer loyalty, behavioral
approach and attitudinal approach. During the early phase of research,
the focus was placed mainly on behavioral approach, but faced with
a criticism that such practice has limitations since it placed an
emphasis only on the result of consumer behavior neglecting
consumers’ decision making situation or the process, loyalty is now
defined with an addition of psychological concepts to behavioral
perspective. In psychological approach, which is an attitudinal
approach, loyalty is viewed as encompassing all cognitive, affective,
and conative factors (Oliver, 1999). If cognitive factor is based on
commodity or brand information, affective factor includes attachment
and feelings for a brand, and as such is stronger than cognitive
loyalty. Conative loyalty is defined as an intention to keep on using
the brand concerned in future, and as such is regarded as stronger
than affective loyalty.

3. Hypotheses Setting and Research Model
In order to verify through an empirical research, we have set up
following hypotheses based on the purpose and research model of
this research.
Hypothesis 1. Relational benefits perceived by mobile shopping
mall users will have positive (+) effects on
customer satisfaction.
Hypothesis 2. Shopping orientation of mobile shopping mall users
will have positive (+) effects on customer satisfaction.
Hypothesis 3. Customer satisfaction based on mobile shopping mall
use will have a positive (+) effect on customer loyalty.
Hypothesis 4. Effect paths that relational benefits have on customer
satisfaction will be moderated by M-VALS.
Hypothesis 5. Effect paths that shopping orientation has on customer
satisfaction will be moderated by M-VALS.
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<Figure 1> Research Model

4. Empirical Analysis
4.1. Research Design and Data Collection
For data collection in this research, a questionnaire survey was carried
out with 200 college students who attend one of the universities
located in Seoul metropolitan area and who use mobiles as target. Of
189 questionnaires recovered, a total of 175 valid samples were used
for final analysis excluding those with insincere answers.

4.2. Verification of Hypotheses
For verification of hypotheses, a regression analysis was carried out
while such demographic variables as sex, age, occupation, academic
level, and income are controlled. As a result, all relational benefits,
shopping orientation, and customer satisfaction turned out to have
significant positive (+) effects on customer satisfaction (β = 0.546,
p<0.01), customer satisfaction (β = 0.316, p<0.01), and customer loyalty
(β = 0.724, p<0.01) respectively. Accordingly, all Hypothesis 1,
Hypothesis 2, and Hypothesis 3 have been adopted.
Although not set up as a hypothesis, a multiple regression analysis
was carried out to examine which factor among relational benefits
factors has effects on customer satisfaction. And the result showed
that social benefits (β = 0.180 p<0.05), economic benefits (β =0.189,
p<0.05), and customization benefits (β = 0.335, p<0.01) had significant
positive (+) effects, but psychological benefits (β = -0.067, p<0.01) did
not. At the same time, another multiple regression analysis was
carried out to examine which factor among shopping orientation factors
has effects on customer satisfaction. And the results showed that
pleasure-seeking orientation (β = 0.213 p<0.05) and convenience-seeking
orientation (β = 0.356, p<0.01) had significant positive (+) effects, but
economy-seeking orientation (β = -0.026, p<0.01) and fashion-seeking
orientation (β = -0.124, p<0.01) did not.
For verification of moderating effects, a multiple regression analysis
was carried out while demographic characteristics that have been
under control in direct effects are controlled. And the result showed
that, among sub-factors of M-VALS, the self complacency type turned
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out to have moderating effects between economic benefits (β = -0.143,
p<0.05) and customer satisfaction, the shopping-oriented type turned
out to have moderating effects between economic benefits(β = -0.131,
p<0.05) and customer satisfaction, and the sociality-oriented type
turned out to have moderating effects between customization benefits
(β = -0.186, p<0.01) and customer satisfaction. Also, the mania type
turned out to have moderating effects between fashion-seeking and
convenience-seeking orientation (β = 0.240, p<0.01; β = -0.169, p<0.05
respectively) and customer satisfaction, the sociality-oriented type
turned out to have moderating effects between fashion-seeking
orientation (β = 0.174, p<0.05) and customer satisfaction, the self
complacency type turned out to have moderating effects between
convenience-seeking orientation (β = -0.157, p<0.05) and customer
satisfaction, and the shopping oriented type turned out to have
moderating effects between convenience-seeking orientation (β = -0.134,
p<0.05) and customer satisfaction. Accordingly, both Hypothesis 4
and Hypothesis 5 were adopted partially.
Results of the analysis of a structural model vis-a-vis the research
model of Figure 3-1 turned out to be on a satisfactory level overall
as χ2 = 15.998, d.f = 2, p = .000, GFI = .958, AGFI = .790, CFI
= .951, NFI = .945, IFI = .952, RMR = .040, and the path results
for the entire model are presented in Table 4-5 as shown below.
<Table 1> Results of Path Coefficients of Research Model
Path

Coeffici
ent

Standard
Error

t-value

p-value

Satisfaction ← Relational
benefits

.603

.150

7.220

.000

Satisfaction ← Shopping
orientation

-.120

.121

-1.437

.151

Behavior intention ←
Satisfaction

.715

.057

13.482

.000

5. Conclusions and Implications
In this research, an attempt was made to examine what kind of
effects the relational benefits perceived by consumers and their
shopping orientation would have on customer satisfaction and
customer loyalty as well as to examine the moderating effects of
M-VALS as part of our efforts to explore methods that are needed
for mobile shopping mall companies to enhance customer satisfaction
and loyalty of Internet shopping mall users by presenting
differentiated relational benefits to them based on their M-VALS type
and their shopping orientation. As a result of this research, the
following conclusions and implications have been obtained:
First, it was verified that the relational benefits perceived by
mobile shopping mall users had positive effects on customer
satisfaction and also that shopping orientation of consumers too had
positive effects on customer satisfaction. These results indicate that,
for mobile shopping mall companies to create positive outcome, setting
up a proper relationship with customers is very important. Also, the
fact that shopping orientation of consumers has certain effects on
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customer satisfaction suggests that there is a need to consider shopping
orientation of consumers. Therefore, mobile shopping companies should
endeavor to make the relational benefits perceived by customers feel
different from those of other web sites.
Second, it was verified that customer satisfaction generated by
relational benefits offered by a mobile shopping mall had positive
effects on customer loyalty and also that customer satisfaction generated
by shopping orientation of consumers too had positive effects on
customer loyalty. Therefore, it seems that efforts that companies make
to maintain customer satisfaction on an on-going basis will ultimately
create customer loyalty.
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Analysis of Trade Structure in Auto Distribution
Industry between Korea and USA
Jae-Sung Lee*, Daniel Kim**1

Abstract
This study is looking for the trade problems to figure out ways to
increase the trade between the two countries. Hence, That is the
reason why this paper identifies two country’s trade structure and to
make analysis for the factors that affect trade structure.
This paper is organized as follows. Chapter Ⅱ will examine
statistical data by previous research studies. Chapter Ⅲ, it will be
examined the structural characteristics of the automotive industry
between 2 countries by use of general trade statistics. Chapter Ⅳ,
mutual trade relations will be decomposed and measured through UN
Comtrade statistics combined with trade indices, trade specialization
index, Revealed Comparative Advantage index. Conclusively, Chapter
Ⅴ, this study is summed up and finalized completely.
Keywords: Analysis, Trade Structure, Auto Distribution Industry,
Korea and USA.

1. Introduction
Korea’s car output is expected to increase in 2015, according to
an industry outlook jointly released by the Ministry of Trade,
Industry and Energy(MOTIE) and the Korea Automobile Manufacturers
Association. The global automobile industry is showing signs of
recovery thanks to US and European economic recovery and steady
economic growth in China and India. However, demand could still
shrink due to economic recession in emerging markets, the MOTIE
said in its statement. In 2015, the country’s vehicle production and
exports are expected to rise, thanks to continued growth in exports to
North America, also a reduction in tariffs on cars, and high domestic
demand for replacement of older vehicles. Under the South Korea-EU
FTA, tariffs on vehicles with emissions of less than 1500cc will be
additionally reduced from 3.3 percent to 1.6 percent from July 2015.
Estimated figures show that domestic sales of finished cars increased
8.2 percent in the year to last month thanks to restyling and strong
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sales of imported cars. Vehicle output and exports decreased 4.7
percent and 4.0 percent respectively in November from a year due to
market uncertainty in Eastern Europe and General Motors’ withdrawal
of its Chevrolet brand from Western Europe. Auto parts sales fell 9.3
percent in November from a year earlier due to continued recession
in emerging markets.
In view of our economic situation, economic cooperation in Northeast
Asia provide opportunities for industrial technology cooperation with
USA while competition between industries is accelerating to diversify
our export markets and to save a stable resources a very positive the
effect is expected to bring out.
This study is looking for the trade problems to figure out ways to
increase the trade between the two countries. Hence, that is the
reason why this paper identifies the two country’s trade structure and
to make analysis for the factors that affect trade structure.
This paper is organized as follows. Chapter Ⅱ will examine
statistical data by previous research studies. Chapter Ⅲ, it will be
examined the structural characteristics of the automotive industry
between 2 countries by use of general trade statistics. Chapter Ⅳ,
mutual trade relations will be decomposed and measured through UN
Comtrade statistics combined with trade indices, trade specialization
index, Revealed Comparative Advantage index. Conclusively, Chapter
Ⅴ in this study is summed up and finalized completely.

2. The Status of Car Industry and Characters between
Korea and USA
Korean manufacturing method requires from domestic production
oversea production strategy taking advantage of oversea low labor to
globalization strategy in pursuit of resource optimal distribution and
optimum coupling of manufacturing factor.
These target should be conducted as survival strategy not only
continuous Korean economy’s increase but also to survive borderless
unlimited competition era. This is Korean car industry’s urgent
assignment. In despite of Korean short car industry history, Korean
car industry recorded world rank 5 in 1994 after having been
manufacturing independent unique model.
Built-in car export in Korea has been continuously increased up to
300,000 unit in 1986 and over 1 million unit in 1996. Regarding to
export market shares, dominating 70-80% north american market in
1980’s is abnormally high. It should have been exported to evenly
balanced all over world. Regarding to the Korean big 3 car maker,
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export ratio to production is over 30%. However, only Hyundai has
his own brand in 1980 on the contrary, KIA and Daewoo have been
business through OEM method. Now, all of manufacturing makers
have been exporting through company own manufacturing brand since
1990. In spite of this changed progress, international competitiveness
in Korean automobile industry is very vulnerable until now. On the
contrary, it is very contrast that Japanese built-in car has evenly
balanced market share such as 37% in small car, 27.5% in medium
size car, 20.7% in luxury car and 29.4% in sports car in US market
with no big differences regardless of their car grade.

As you can see <Table 9>, Korea shows export excess phenomenon
as 2 times 18 times larger than import during 2000-2014.
Trade favorable phenomenon between 2 country’s industries has
been continued, however, after 2010, trade balance drops rather than
2005 which means there was economic crisis worldwide in 2009 as
mentioned earlier, it shows that Korean car sales volume has been
increased sharply during past 14 years.

<Table 9> Korean Car Import & Export status against USA and Trade balance

(Unit: US$)

Year

2000

2003

2005

2010

2014

Export

5,650,890,618

9,249,797,498

10,725,959,636

10,790,444,938

18,441,498,306

Import

340,678,771

463,781,826

513,675,905

723,501,458

1,209,094,288

Trade Balance

5,310,211,847

8,786,015,672

10,212,283,731

10,066,943,480

17,232,404,018

Source : Own

3. Structural Analysis for Korea-USA Car Industry
  
<Formular>   
  
(  : certain industry export,  : certain industry import)
As Trade specialization index(TSI) is between maximum value +1
and minimized value –1, in case this index is larger, it means the
competitiveness is strong. If it is o, export amount equals to import
volume that means the active intra-industry trade is conducted in
reality. On the other hand, if it comes closer into –1 from 0, it
means import specialization degree is high and if it is approaching to
+1 from 0, it means export specialization degree is high. Moreover,
if TSI is +1, we call it perfect export specialization, on the contrary,
if TSI is –1, we call it perfect import specialization. As it is
indicator of relative comparative advantage in the export, it is another
indicator to evaluate designated countries for a specialized zone. TSI
is available to evaluate by products, by country at a certain time
including time series comparison at the same time which is useful to
indicate bilateral trade or labor segregation structure.
Revealed Comparative Advantage index(RCA) is the most widely
used index to express export competitiveness of certain goods.

╱
<Formular> RCAi =  ×100
╱
EXi : i industry’s export volume from a one country.
WEXi : i industry’s export amount to world market.
TEX : a one country’s total export volume.
TWEX : export amount of total products to world.

If RCA index is lower than 1, which means mentioned item has
comparative disadvantage rather than other item in his own country.
In the beginning, RCA index is proposed that alternative comparative
advantage calculation method under the realistic condition of feasibility
to take comparative production cost or comparative price data.
Consequently, it is used comprehensive indicator of comparative
advantage possibility according to relative price shift caused by
technical factors, factor endowments discrepancy that can be showed
comparative accomplishments without attributable to a particular
theory of comparative advantage including market share coming from
economic size and availability of trade shift.
By taking advantage of above 3 comparative index of competitiveness,
let me analyze competitiveness of Korea-USA car industry at next chapter.
<Table 14> RCA Index for Korea-USA Car Industry Unit: USD
Year

①Korea auto export
against USA/world
total auto export

②Korea total export
against USA/world
total commodity export

①/② RCA
value

2000

0.010

0.006

1.667

2005

0.012

0.004

3.000

2010

0.010

0.003

3.333

2013

0.014

0.003

4.667

Source: own
<Table 17> Korea Trade Specialization Index against USA Unit: USD
Year
2000
2005
2010
2014

①Korea Auto export
against USA – US auto
export against Korea
5,200,929,840
10,043,650,078
9,976,054,435
17,184,279,308

Source: own

②Korea Auto export
against USA + US auto
export against Korea
6,100,851,396
11,408,269,194
11,604,835,441
19,698,717,304

①/② TSI
value
0.852
0.880
0.860
0.872
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4. Conclusion
This study empirically analyze how Korea-USA trade dependent
relationship is shifted during approximately 15 years(2000, 2005,
2010, 2014) through trade intensity index, trade specialization index
and revealed comparative advantage index. By this, we can review
import & export structural factor of 2 countries. Let me summarize
results from empirical analysis as follows;
First, regarding to trade intensity of Korea-USA car industry,
Degree of TII 1.259 in 2000 means export ratio of Korea against
USA is higher. 1.293 in 2005 and 1.184 in 2010 show that export
ratio of Korea against USA is increased until 2005 and then, it falls
down in 2010. However, degree of TII bounds back from 2014 as
1.352 significantly with a large extent.
Consequently, we can figure out that trade inter-dependence
between Korea and USA is pretty much bigger research period
ranging from 2000 to 2014.
Second, TSI is 0.852 in 2000, 0.880 in 2005, 0.860 in 2010 and
0.872 in 2014 each that the index is approaching to +1 throughout
whole research period. Even though TSI degree in 2010 is downward
compared to that 2005, it is still coser to +1 and TSI degree still
bounds to +1 as 0.872 in 2014.
As TSI is between maximum value +1 and minimized value –1, in
case this index is larger, it means the competitiveness is strong. If it
is o, export volume equals to import volume. In case it is
approaching to –1, it means import specialization degree is high and
if it is approaching to +1, it means export specialization degree is
high. Consequently, Korea is comparative advantage of export
specialization. On the other hand, USA is comparative advantage of
import specialization based on time-serial research analysis method
from 2000 to 2014.
Third, regarding to RCA index, Per <Table 14>, RCA index is
1.667 in 2000. As that is significantly bigger than 1, Korean car
industry is considerably comparative advantage with USA compared
to other industries. RCA index is 3,000 and 3,333 in 2005 and 2010
respectively which means it is much bigger than 1, and it is pretty
much improved rather than 2000 as well as comparative advantage
against USA is also pretty much improved compared to other
industries.
RCA index is 4.667 in 2014 which is much bigger than 1 and
Korean car industry has been continuously comparative advantage
against USA since 2000 compared to other industries. Consequently,
it indicates Korean car industry has absolutely comparative advantage
against USA car industry.
We can figure out that this type of business should transfer their
business into USA to get profitability of enterprise.
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This research conducted by 3 theories, of which Trade Specialization
Index and Revealed Comparative Advantage Index resulted in same
conclusions. However, Trade Intensity Index did not satisfy practical
verification crystal clearly that is this research’s limitation. Therefore,
mentioned limitation should be overcome by means of inter-industry
trade index in the next research.
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The Effects of Perceived Values and Consumer
Attitudes By Sales Promotion Type
Yu Zhang*, Hyoung-Gil Kim**1

Abstract
Recently, consumers are increasingly pursuing diversification and
the improvement of life quality. Population increase and consumers’
income level is becoming higher and higher. The material needs for
food, beverage, and daily necessities are also becoming higher.
Because of this era of change, under the condition that traditional
market and general store cannot fully meet the consumer demands,
more customers choose to shop in large discount stores. This trend
provides a good business environment for large discount stores. In
November 1993, the first large discount store emart quickly spread
after its opening in Seoul. As circulation market fully opened in
1996, the foreign discount store Carrefour entered the domestic
market. The competition between enterprises at home and abroad in
South Korea was heating up. In December 2013, the number of large
discount stores with an area of more than 3000 ㎡is up to 254.
Keywords: Effects, Perceived Values, Consumer Attitudes, Sales
Promotion Type

1. Introduction
This paper, through the investigation of consumer attitudes’
influences towards the intentions for the future activities in large
discount stores, analyzes the leading research that related to the
promotion type. The research aim is to demonstrate promotion and
perceived value, promotion and consumer attitudes, promotion and
intention for future activities, the relationship of consumer's attitude
toward promotion and the intentions for the future activities.
In order to complete the proposed research purposes, based on the
prior study of promotion, perceived value, consumer’s attitudes, and
the intention for future activities, this paper does the theoretical
analysis and empirical study. Firstly, it collects the prior study of the
proposed variables at home and abroad by settling the concepts,
setting a research model, research hypothesis and questionnaire survey,
and collecting materials. Then, do the data analysis for the collected
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data to get the results. This research is predicting the influence of
promotion towards perceived value, consumer’s attitudes, and the
intention for future activities in a large discount store sales promotion
activity. It takes the customers in large discount stores in Jeju area
(lotte mart, e - mart) as objects, and do the questionnaire by the method
of answering directly. I handed out 378 copies of questionnaires with
369 in recovery. Except the dishonest questionnaires, the rest 313 has
passed the SPSS 18.0 for Windows for empirically analyses.

2. Results
The analysis results are as follows:
Firstly, the result of part of Hypothesis 1 shall be adopted.
Discount coupons and assumptions of event’s positive effect towards
the perceived value are adopted. The assumption that discount, free
goods, integral promotion will affect the perceived value is out of
court.
Secondly, the result of part of Hypothesis 2 is partly adopted. The
assumption of discount, coupons and event’s positive effect towards
the perceived value is adopted. Free goods, integral promotion will
affect the customers’ attitude is out of court.
Thirdly, the result of part of Hypothesis 3 is partly adopted.
Discount, coupons and integral promotion will have positive effect
towards the intentions for the future activities. The assumption that
free goods, integral promotion will affect the intentions for the future
activities is out of court.
Fourth, the assumption that the perceived value of promotion will
affect the customers’ attitude is adopted.
Fifth, the assumption that the perceived value of promotion will
affect the intentions for the future activities is adopted.
Sixth, the assumption that customers’ attitude towards promotion
will affect the intentions for the future activities is adopted.
According to the results, the theoretical enlightenments are as
follows:
Firstly, for consumers to use coupons, it can not only save money,
but the coupon collection and use are also very interesting. Thus,
while feeling happy towards the use of coupon, we can also feel the
value of shopping. Pure discount promotions cannot trigger consumers'
perceived value. Their perceived value is triggered in the case of
ensuring the quality. Integral can continue to use, however, the
quality of the merchandise will affect consumers’ evaluation towards
products and services.
Secondly, customers will be fonder of the products with higher
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discount rates, which eventually trigger the purchase desire. This is
the most effective way to introduce new products. Coupon with
higher the discount rate will have better ability to pay. According to
the consumer response to the promotion, they will first have the
mind of cognition and emotion, which will influence brand cognitive,
brand attitude and the desire to buy. We should consider the strategy
of different promotion types according to different purchasing
purposes.
Thirdly, event is a particular activity in order to meet the needs of
consumers in a specific period of time. It has the characteristics of
one-off. In general large discount stores, due to the low integral rate,
consumers don't feel any attraction which is not able to induce the
intension for future activities.
Fourth, if consumers feel more of the value of goods or services,
they will more likely to form positive attitudes.
Fifth, in the market area, perceived value is an important factor
among all the factors that will influence purchase intention.
Sixth, in the promotion, we should first induce consumers’ interest,
triggering the link of offline retail enterprises by purchasing link
naturally. Moreover, consumer's attitude toward products is based on
the product information provided. It is the so called inductive
activities to have the formation of a yes or no according to the
consumer's perception. Consumer's attitude toward products and brands
is the core to summarize the customer evaluation. Attitude can be
seen as the core variables that influence consumer action.
The practical implications of this paper are as follows:
Firstly, in a large discount store sales promotion activity, for the
consumer perceived value, we should not only provide economic
benefits for consumers, but it is also necessary to consider the quality
of the products. In a large discount store sales promotion activity,
consumers use promotion to buy products and pay the costs.
Relatively, they will evaluate the sales promotion. Their value
cognitive levels are different. Therefore, in order to improve the
consumers' perceived value, it inspires us that we should not only

ensure the economic benefits on promotion. More importantly, we
should ensure the quality of the products.
Secondly, for the consumer attitude in sales promotion, we should
not only consider promotion itself, but also classify consumers and
subdivide the promotion means. We should also consider that
consumers’ response will be different according to different interest
degrees. What kind of consumers can feel solid consumption through
price discount? What kind of consumers can feel solid consumption
through cents-off coupons? Consumers’ response will be different
according to different interest degrees towards promotion means. Thus,
we should subdivision consumer groups in the promotion activities,
classifying the preferred promotion means of different consumer
groups. A product should be provided with different services and
preferential treatment. We should also consider the comprehensive
promotion for different consumer groups, fully meeting the needs of
customers, improving consumers’ attitudes, and triggering their desire
of purchasing naturally.
Thirdly, in collecting promotion strategies, the marketing department
will collect different strategies according to different purposes. This
enlightens us, by the good reaction of consumers, to connect their
intension of future activities for buying or coming again. For
example, we can use price discounts and promotions to increase the
sales. We should consider the emotional factors in order to induce
consumers' interests. It is necessary to achieve the selling purposes
through gift promotion.
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Effects of e-Service Scape on Customer Loyalty to
Online Shopping Malls Specializing in Eco-friendly Produce
Hee-Young Cho*, Yoon-Hwang Ju**1

Abstract
Eco-friendly produce is preferred by consumers because of the
eco-friendly farming method that eliminates or minimizes the use of
pesticides or chemicals unlike ordinary produce, which meets the
consumer need for food safety. Hence, this study was intended to
shed light on how the e-servicescape of online shopping malls
specializing in eco-friendly produce would influence the consumer
trust, involvement and loyalty as well as site images.
The findings highlighted the following conclusions and implications.
First, the e-servicescape of online shopping malls specializing in
eco-friendly produce had positive effects on trust and site image.
Second, both trust and site image built by the e-servicescape of
online shopping malls specializing in eco-friendly produce positively
influenced the involvement and site loyalty. Third, as for the
mediation effects verified, trust partially mediated between
e-servicescape and involvement, whilst involvement partially mediated
between the trust and site loyalty and between the site image and
site loyalty, whereas the site image did not mediate between the
e-servicescape and involvement.
Keywords: E-Servocesscape, Trust, Site Image, Involvement, Site
Loyalty

1. Introduction
With incomes rising, modern consumers want to meet their needs
in a way that benefits the qualitative improvement of living environment
(Park, 2011). In the sam vein, the increasing preference for safe food
underscores the eco-friendly produce. Thus, the local eco-friendly
produce market is expected to reach approximately 7.5 trillion Won
by 2020 (Kim, Jeong & Moon, 2013).
Eco-friendly produce is preferred by consumers because of the
eco-friendly farming method that eliminates or minimizes the use of
pesticides or chemicals unlike ordinary produce, which meets the
consumer need for food safety.
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Internet shopping malls exert efforts to meet diverse customer
needs with novel products and better service, and are faced with
tougher competition due to an increasing number of new players. To
prevent customer churn and sustain long-term relationships with
customers, internet shopping malls need to increase the customer
satisfaction with their products and service and thus to secure the
loyal customer base.
Hence, this study was intended to shed light on how the e-service
scape of online shopping malls specializing in eco-friendly produce
would influence the consumer trust, involvement and loyalty as well
as site images.

2. Theoretical Background
The service scape used in the field of service refers to the
physical environment that is sensibly perceived, not any abstract one.
The service scape provided in such physical environment affects
customer perception or behavior, contributing to customer outcomes
including satisfaction, attitude and reuse intention (Hutton & Richardson,
1995; Ju, Choi & Woo, 2015). Some researchers have applied the
service scape perspective to online shopping malls to explore the
e-service scape. Spiller & Lohse (1998) confirmed the effects of
online shopping malls' design factors on both the frequency of
consumer visit and sales. Seo & Kim (2004) applied the service
scape of offline stores to online malls and used the term 'e-service
scape' to verify the effects of online service scape on consumer
satisfaction, attitude and behavior.
In general, the image of an internet shopping mall is determined
by the attributes that consumers consider important in selecting an
internet shopping mall based on the image of conventional shops,
which is attributable to researchers who used the existing offline
items as the image factors of internet shopping malls for the purposes
of their studies (Ju & Cho, 2015). In contrast to many studies on
traditional offline shop images, the shop images, or site images, of
internet shopping malls have not been fully explored, which implies
that the importance and value of shop images have not been perceived
as an important aspect of an internet shopping mall environment.
As a cornerstone for social exchange(Blau, 1964), trust is defined
as one's belief and expectation that the other person's words, acts or
promises are reliable and that the person will comply with all terms
and conditions agreed to(Morgan & Hunt, 1994; Schurr & Ozanne,
1985). Also, Anderson & Narus(1990) defined the trust as one party's
belief that it will be benefited by the other party's act. Donny &
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Cannon(1997) defined the trust as a party's perceived belief in the
other party and its good will. Chaudhuri & Holbrook(2001) defined
the trust as a general consumer propensity to believe in a brand's
capability of performing a function as expected.
Allen & Meyer(1990) defined involvement as the psychological
attachment to an organization, whilst Moorman et al.(1993) defined
involvement as the persistent eagerness to maintain worthy relationships.
Also, Gruen(1997) defined involvement as the bond with or psychological
attachment to an organization. Anderson & Weitz (1992) defined
involvement as the willingness and aspiration to take short-term risks
to maintain and develop stable relationships, with confidence in the
stability of such relationships.
Site loyalty refers to the intention and act of revisiting a certain
online site (Shon & Lee, 2002). That is, the site loyalty means
consumers' loyalty to internet sites (Reichheld & Schefter, 2000). The
site loyalty can be determined by the intention to revisit, recommend
and bookmark a web-site (Han et al., 2006).

3. Research Method
According to Jarvenpaa & Todd (1997), the perceived size and
reputation of a shopping mall influence the trust, which in turn
influences the attitude, perceived risks and ultimately the purchase
intention. Shin & Jeong (2013) confirmed that the e-service scape
influenced the trust, while the purchase intention of online shopping
mall customers was extended to the customer trust in service providers.
Also, Mayer et al.(1995) asserted that the trust eased the uncertainty
of transactions, reduced the transaction cost, and induced cooperation.
In other words, purchasers' trust in and expectation of transactions
influence their attitude and behavior toward suppliers. Together with
the involvement, the trust and expectation are conducive to increasing
the stable and continuous relationships between sellers and consumers
on online shopping malls and boosting the consumer loyalty(Anderson
& Srinivasan, 2003). As the psychological attachment to relationships,
the involvement could be the source of customers' behavioral loyalty,
e.g. repeat purchase and repurchase, on internet shopping malls (Lee
& Kim, 2008)

In addition, based on Linquist (1974), Chaudhuri & Holbrook (2001),
Lee (2013), Lee (2005), Park, Ha & Kang (2010), Kim(2012), Ju et
al.(2015) and Kim (2013), the e-service scape was likely to influence
the site loyalty, and both trust and site image mediated the
relationship between the e-service scape and involvement, which
mediated the relationship between the trust, site image and site
loyalty. Therefore, the study model and hypotheses were set up as
follows.
With the above hypotheses, in this study, the goodness-of-fit has
been identified through analyzing the structural equation about the
study model of 'Figure 1.'

4. Empirical Analysis
4.1. Data Research and Criterion
For data collection of this study, a questionnaire survey has been
conducted for 280 consumers who would experience of using
eco-friendly agricultural specialized internet shopping malls and a total
of 237 effective samples have been used for the final analysis.
Frequency analysis, descriptive statistic analysis, correlation analysis,
simple regression analysis, multiple regression analysis, 3-step
mediated regression analysis(Baron & Kenny, 1986), and structured
equation modeling(SEM) for path analysis were conducted using SPSS
19.0 and AMOS 19.0.
To measure the e-service scape of shopping malls specializing in
eco-friendly produce, aesthetic appeal(6 items), product assortment(3
items), spatial functionality (5 items), and payment security(4 items)
were measured based on Baker(1987), Bitner (1992), Jarvenpaa &
Todd(1997), Nielsen(1994), Syzmanski & Hise (2000), and Seo &
Kim(2004). To measure the site image based on Kim & Ahn(2005)
and Ju & Cho(2015), reliability of transactions (5 items), delivery
cost and time(3), visual appeal of sites(3), and post-purchase service
(3) were measured.
Based on Castaldo et al.(2009), Swaen & Chumpitza(2008), Newell
& Goldsmith(2001), Chaudhuri & Holbrook(2001), Park(2013) and Ju
& Cho(2015), product trust(4) and company trust(6) were measured.
Based on Wilson(1995), Moorman et al.(1993), Dwyer et al.(1987)
and Suk(2004), involvement was measured with 4 question items.
Based on Collier & Bienstck(2006), Yoon et al.(2006) and
Kim(2014), the loyalty to sites was measured with 4 question items.
All variables were rated on a 7-point Likert scale.

4.2. Analysis on Reliability and Validity of Measurement Tool

note) Trust( H ), site image( H ) and involvement hypothesis( H , H ) is
not shown in the figure.
<Figure 1> Research Model

In this study, analyses have been performed by applying a 1-factor
model without using a 2-factor model of which the factors are
sub-factors of each variable.
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<table 4-1> Table 2. Reliability and Validity
Name of Variable

Sub-Factor

e-service scape

site image

Cronbach's α

No. of Q's

Construct
Reliability

Average Variance
Extracted

product assortment

3

0.892

0.848

0.742

safety of payment

4

0.929

0.920

0.772

aesthetic appeal

6

0.910

0.891

0.632

spatial functionality

4

0.832

0.799

0.575

visual appeal of sites

3

0.825

0.815

0.615

reliability of transactions

5

0.853

0.848

0.538

delivery cost and time

3

0.791

0.837

0.607

post-purchase service

3

0.782

0.761

0.538

trust in products

4

0.868

0.868

0.626

trust in companies

0.642

trust

6

0.909

0.903

involvement

3

0.858

0.816

0.675

site loyalty

4

0.823

0.790

0.565

4.3. Analysis of Correlation
With regard to each factor of the variables that have been
identified through an exploratory factor analysis, in order to determine
what sort of relationship and directional nature will be taken by these
factors with each other, an analysis of correlation has been conducted,
and as a result, the discriminant validity has also been secured. The
results are given in <Table 4-2>:

<Table 4-3> and <Table 4-4> show the mediation effects verified
with the demographics being controlled based on Baron & Kenny's
(1986) three-step mediated regression analysis.
<표 4-3> Mediating Effect Verification Result 1
Independent
Variable(IV)

<Table 4-2> Results of Correlation Analysis (Pearson Correlation Coefficient)
Standard
Avg.
Deviation

1

2

3

4

Mediating
Variavle(MV)

trust

5
e-servicescape

1. e-servicescape

4.35

0.693

1

2. trust

4.72

0.682

.613**

3. site image

4.53

0.848

.672** .661**

4. involvement

4.45

1.067

.499** .462** .434**

5. site loyalty

4.54

0.937

.576** .541** .588** .524**

1

site image
1
1
1

** P<0.01

4.4. Hypothesis Testing
To test the hypothesis on direct effects, the regression analysis was
performed with the demographic variables such as gender, age,
employment, education and income controlled. The e-service scape of
shopping malls specializing in eco-friendly produce had statistically
significant positive effects on trust(  =0.628, p<0.01), site image
(  =0.678, p<0.01), and involvement(  =0.409, p<0.01). Statistically
significant positive effects of trust on involvement(  =0.353, p<0.01),
of site image on involvement((  =0.330, p<0.01) and of involvement
on site loyalty(  =0.466, p<0.01) were found. Hence, <Hypothesis 1>,
<Hypothesis 2>, <Hypothesis 3>, <Hypothesis 4>, <Hypothesis 5>
and <Hypothesis 6> were accepted.

Step

Result

1(β1)

0.628**

2(β2)

0.409**

3(β3,IV)

0.218**

3(β4,MV)

0.145*

1(β1)

0.678**

2(β2)

0.409**

3(β3,IV)

0.356**

3(β4,MV)

0.077

2

R

F

0.470

24.255

0.462

23.515

note) dependent variable: involvement, * p<0.05, ** P<0.01

<표 4-4> Mediating Effect Verification Result 2
Independent
Variable(IV)

Mediating
Variavle(MV)

trust

involvement

site image

Step

Result

1(β1)

0.353**

2(β2)

0.507**

3(β3,IV)

0.406**

3(β4,MV)

0.287**

1(β1)

0.330**

2(β2)

0.543**

3(β3,IV)

0.450**

3(β4,MV)

0.281**

2

R

F

0.428

20.629

0.459

23.224

note) dependent variable: site loyalty, * p<0.05, ** P<0.01
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5. Conclusions and Implications
The findings highlighted the following conclusions and implications.
First, the e-service scape of online shopping malls specializing in
eco-friendly produce had positive effects on trust and site image.
Second, both trust and site image built by the e-service scape of
online shopping malls specializing in eco-friendly produce positively
influenced the involvement and site loyalty. Third, as for the mediation
effects verified, trust partially mediated between e-service scape and
involvement, whilst involvement partially mediated between the trust
and site loyalty and between the site image and site loyalty, whereas
the site image did not mediate between the e-service scape and
involvement.
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The Effect of Expectancy Confirmation and Expectancy Disconfirmation on
Chinese Tourist’s Shopping Satisfaction on Korean cosmetics and
Brand Attitude : Moderating Effect of Consumer Conformity*
Ju-Hee Yoon**, Yong-Cheo Hwang***1

Abstract
Chinese tourists that visits Korea are increasing every year. In
2014, more than 6 million Chinese tourists visited Korea. Even with
the negative effect brought by MERS disease, in 2015, more than 5
million tourists visited Korea. It was researched that when Chinese
tourists visit Korea, more than 84% of them spend their money on
shopping cosmetics. This number is almost the double the percentage
of how much the Chinese tourists spend their money on clothing
shopping. Especially, the authentic Korean cosmetic brands, such as
Han-bang cosmetics and Sulhwasoo etc, dethroned the global cosmetic
brands as the number one brand shopped by the Chinese tourists.
Shockingly, Etude house(51.2% of the respondents favored this
brand), the Korean cosmetic brand which aimed for the teenagers,
were found to be the most favorable brand for the Chinese tourists
who shop for cosmetics. The brands such as Sulhwasoo(47.3%),
Innisfree(41.5%), Ohui(38.6%) and Laneige(33.8%) were also among
the favorite. Even the low priced cosmetic brand, Misha, was found
to have a high favorable figure(21.3%), so it was found that the
price didn’t matter for the Chinese tourists’ choice on cosmetic
brands. More than 37 percent of Chinese tourists found to be
spending more than 300,000 Korean won to 500,000 Korean won
when they visit Korea. Also, more than 15 percent of Chinese
tourists were found to be spending more than 1 million Korean won
for shopping in Korea(Bank of Korea – Jeju Branch, 2015).
Keywords: Expectancy Confirmation, Expectancy Disconfirmation,
Chinese Tourist’s Shopping Satisfaction, Korean cosmetics
and Brand Attitude, Consumer Conformity.

1. Introduction
This study analyzed the effects by the attributes of Chinese tourists‘
Korea Cosmetics Selection and the expected performances on Shopping

* This paper was modified and developed from the unpublished
thesis of the first author.
** First Author, MBA Student, Business Administration, Graduate School
Jeju National University, Korea. E-mail; yoonjh1231@naver.com.
*** Corresponding Author, Ph. D., Marketing Professor, Business Administration,
Jeju National University, Korea. E-mail; ychwang@jejunu.ac.kr.

Satisfaction or Brand Attitude. Also, the Moderating Effects of Consumer
Conformity was analyzed on the relations of Korea Cosmetics’s
expected Selection and attribute performance. Verification results for
the empirical results and hypotheses are as follows.
First, the attributes of Cosmetics Selection was found to have
positive effects on expectation and performance. The attributes of
Cosmetics Selection were divided into four attributes which are the
perceived quality, Korean wave marketing and word of mouth effects
and brand image. <Hypothesis 1-1> looked at the relation between
brand image and expectation. The result was found that there was a
positive effect. Also, the perceived quality had positive effect on
Perceived performance<Hypothesis 1-2>. However, <Hypothesis 1-3>,
the relation between Korean wave marketing and expectation, didn’t
find any positive effect on each other. <Hypothesis 1-4>, the relationship
between WOM effects and performance, found positive effects. These
results show that Chinese tourists are more interested in the actual
purchasing behavior than expected performance which comes after the
actual feeling of purchasing and the quality of the products.
<Hypothesis 1-5> and <Hypothesis 1-6> were set to verify the effect
of Korean wave marketing on expectation and performance. As a result,
both paths were found to have positive effects. From <Hypothesis 1-7>,
word of mouth effect had positive effect on expectation, meanwhile,
word of mouth effects didn’t have positive effect on performance
<Hypothesis 1-8>. The information obtained through WOM, the
cosmetics in Korea can be seen as representing the expectations were
somewhat exaggerated reaction.
Second, <Hypothesis 2> was set to find any positive effects by
the attributes of Cosmetics Selection on shopping satisfaction. As a
result, some partial significance were found.
<Hypothesis 2-1>, which was set to find the relationship between
brand image and shopping satisfaction dismissed the positive effect.
The result of <Hypothesis 2-2>, perceived quality had positive effect
on shopping satisfaction and korean wave marketing and shopping
satisfaction relationship, <Hypothesis 2-3>, found positive effect.
Meanwhile <Hypothesis 2-4>, the word-of-mouth and shopping
satisfaction relationship didn’t find any positive effects. This can be
evaluated as the image of the brand was aware in advance to the
short of performance expectations as was better relationship, the cause
is due to the effects of somewhat exaggerated high expectations from
WOM for Korea cosmetics brand.
Third, <Hypothesis 3> was set to find significant relationship
between the attributes of Chinese tourists‘ Korea Cosmetics Selection
on brand attitude.
The hypothesis containing the brand image <Hypothesis 3-1>,
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perceived quality < Hypothesis 3-2> Korean wave marketing
<Hypothesis3-3>, all had significant impact, but <Hypothesis 3-4>,
containing the word of mouth, did not find any positive effects. It
can be caused by the high expectations about cosmetic Korea through
WOM, as <Hypothesis 2>, in advance, stated above.
Fourth, <Hypothesis 4> was set to find significant relationship
between the expectation-performance and shopping satisfaction. It was
found that positively significant effects were found between the
relationship. This is somewhat exaggerated but also part of the
overall quality, performance, price were caused by WOM and Chinese
tourists on Korea cosmetics had not seen that satisfaction.
Fifth, <Hypothesis 5> was set to find significant relationship
between the expectation-performance and brand attitude. As a result,
expectation-performance had significantly positive effect on the brand
attitude. It could said that the result from <Hypothesis 4> gives the
explanation about this case. Chinese tourists seem to have perceived
expectation before facing Korea cosmetics and shopping which seems
to form a positive attitude towards Korea cosmetics brand.
Sixth, <Hypothesis 6> was set to find significant relationship
between the shopping satisfaction and brand attitudes. These results
show that a good experience could provide positive thoughts or idea
of the brand and its positive attitude toward the brand gained through
the shopping satisfaction.
Seventh, <Hypothesis 7> was set to find significant moderating
effect by consumer confirmity on the relationship between the
attributes of Cosmetics Selection and expectation. As a result,
significant moderating effects were found in the <Hypothesis 7-1>,
which is analyzed with brand image, <Hypothesis 7-2>, which is
analyzed with perceived quality, <Hypothesis 7-3>, which is analyzed
with Korean wave marketing and <Hypothesis 7-4>, which is
analyzed with the effect of WOM. It could be said as th consumer
conformity were expected to show a moderating effect between Korea
and cosmetic properties of the selected Chinese tourists.
Also, the moderating effect by the consumer confirmity was looked
at between the relationship of the attributes of Cosmetics Selection
and performance. The <Hypothesis 7-5> - brand image, <Hypothesis
7-8> - the effects of WOM, verified that the significance existed but
<Hypothesis 7-6> - perceived quality and <Hypothesis 7-7> - Korean
wave marketing, didn’t show any significance.
It was expected due to the consumer conformity that the effect is
not increased or decreased without Chinese tourists on Korea
shopping has increased in consumer conformity on cosmetics, but
rather the result of perception to feel no difference. In addition, there
was already a set positive perception of Korean cosmetics by Chinese
tourists due to the Korean Wave marketing, consumer confirmity
doesn’t further enhance the perceived performance.
The theoretical implications of this research are as follows. First, it
was found that the expectation had positive effect on satisfaction.
This result was also proven by the precedent studies from
Oliver(1980), Westbrook(1981), Tse and Wilton(1988) and Son(2015),
Kim and Choi(2015). In other words, the positive expectations on
Korean cosmetics by Chinese tourists connects to the satisfaction of
the shopping behavior. Second, the attributes of Cosmetics Selection
by Chinese tourists had positive effects on shopping satisfaction and

brand attitude. This result was also prove by the precedent studies
from Jansen(1990), Anderson and Sullivan(1993), Heung and
Cheng(2000), Chang and Ra(2008) and Lee(2010). Lastly, the
moderating effects by consumer confirmity gives significant
implications. A group behavior could be often found by Chinese
tourists rather than personal behaviors and the WOM can be very
effective among the group. Therefore, the moderating effect on effects
of WOM was found to be very significant.
The practiical implications of this research are as follows. First,
the distribution channel that explains traits of cosmetic products has
to be established. Also, actions to establish its extension and
providing better service to Chinese tourists are necessary. Second, the
marketers are asked to come up with the consistent brand strategy
that raises its brand image. Also, the corporate have to consistently
commit to investment that will bring up the quality of cosmetic
products. Korea wave marketing with great service, which is bring
more WOM among Chinese tourist, is pivotal. Third, it is very
important to find a way to form an in-bound market in China for
cosmetics, because for now, an out-bound cosmetic market is thought
to be better. However, it is matter of time when Chinese tourist will
turn their attention to in-bound market for cosmetics. It is important
to increase the profit in Korean market for Chinese tourists, but it is
more pivotal to find a way to form a domestic market for cosmetics.
Lastly, as it was stated above, the culture of Chinese consumers
make their decision among the group. Also, most of the Chinese
tourists in Korea are group tourists with more than 20-30 people in
each group. There it is important to come up with a promotion
strategy that will bring up the group purchase intention among
Chinese tourists.
The fact that this research brings up many implications, like all
the other researches, this research was faced with limitations.
Actually, the fact that this research used only data from Chinese
tourist coming to Jeju, represents the first and foremost limitation of
the research. It is not safe to say that the results from this study can
be said about the Chinese tourists as a whole, because the data is
only from Jeju. However, this give the directions for the future
research. It will be very significant to find the same results from the
bigger cities like Seoul, Busan or Gyeong-gi providence.
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Influence of Characteristics of Selecting Eco-Friendly
Agricultural Goods on Satisfaction
Jong-Baek Kim*, Yoon-Hwang Ju**, Hee-Young Cho***1

Abstract
The Purpose of this study is to Influence of Characteristics of
Selecting Eco-Friendly Agricultural Goods on Satisfaction. The data
collection for this research has conducted a survey for 200 consumers
using stores specializing in eco-friendly agricultural goods who are of
50s and older, and utilized 178 valid samples for final analysis.
The research results showed as follows: First of all, the characteristic
of selecting stores specializing in eco-friendly agricultural goods all
showed static influence on satisfaction.
Secondly, the satisfaction of the consumer on the eco-friendly
agricultural goods specialty products had significant static influence on
intention for continuous usage that the consumers intended to use the
current stores specializing in eco-friendly agricultural goods continuously,
and that it was better than using general stores if the conditions were
maintained.
keywords: Store Choice Attribution, consumer's satisfaction, Eco-Friendly
Agricultural Goods.

1. Introduction
With the increase of national income, and emphasis on the quality
of life, the culture of emphasizing health has placed itself with the
trend of well-being, leading to heightened interest on food. As the
demand for the stability of food for health by the consumers
increases, and as the number of consumers pursuing better quality of
life, eco-friendly agricultural goods are increasing even in economic
recession with the change of consumer wants and continuous
attention.
According to the reports of Korea Economic Daily
(http://www.hankyung.com), the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and
Rural Affairs and NEWMA identified that the number of eco-friendly
agricultural goods retail stores has increased by 7.7% compared to

st
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previous year in 2015 to 5,366 stores, and that the amount of sales
has increased by 7.5% compared to previous year to 1.35 trillion
won.
The cause of the increase of amount of eco-friendly agricultural
goods is because the specialized stores, living cooperative associations
and other stores have expanded the number of stores, increasing the
accessibility of consumer purchase, and as the individualized stores of
living cooperative associations and specialized stores sell livestock
products, fish, processed goods and living goods in addition to
vegetables and fruits, the variety of choices for consumers has
increased.
<Table 1> Comparison of the Number of Stores Distributing Eco-Friendly
Agricultural Food Products and Sales
Category

Business

2015

2014

2015

623

724

1,545

1,779

556

624

5,881

6,272

Total

1,179

1,348

7,426

8,051

Discount stores

362

410

2,179

2,061

Eco-friendly
Living cooperative
specialized store
association

National
Agricultural
Cooperative
Federation, etc.

Sales

2014

Eco-friendly
specialized store

Large
Distribution
Stores

Number of Stores

Department stores

99

99

1,296

1,430

SSM

1,159

1,249

1,286

1,442

Total

1,620

1,758

4,761

4,933

National
Agricultural
Cooperative
Federation, etc.

2,114

2,157

300

371

Local food direct
stores

71

103

95

166

Total

2,185

2,260

395

537

4,984

5,366

12,582

13,521

Total

In viewing the distribution route of stores distributing such
eco-friendly agricultural goods, National Agricultural Cooperative
Federation was 3.9%, specialized stores including stores specializing
in eco-friendly stores and living cooperative association was 59.5%,
and large distribution stores were 36.4%, showing that specialized
stores form the majority of the distribution of eco-friendly agricultural
goods.
Recently, even as consumer sentiment shows recession, civilian
consumption slows, and as the consumer sentiment index lessens, the
purchase of eco-friendly agricultural goods focused on smart consumers
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who are value-oriented seem to be increasing, and the space in which
consumers are able to purchase eco-friendly agricultural goods is
being formed into specialized stores and large marts.
Therefore, this research hoped to research what influence characteristics
of selection in stores specializing in eco-friendly agricultural goods
have on satisfaction and intention to use continuously, hoping to
establish directions for stores specializing in eco-friendly agricultural
goods, expecting the results of this research to provide evidences to
establish strategies.

3. Setting the Hypothesis and Research Model
The research model and hypothesis set based on such precedent
research are as [Figure 3-1].

2. Theoretical Background
In advanced research on store selection, in circumstances in which
the consumer selects stores, the factors influencing positive or
negative image of the stores are called characteristic of selecting
stores, and when they work as selection criteria of the consumer
selecting stores, the importance is evaluated according to the type of
store and characteristic of consumer. (Park & Jeong, 2010).
In such characteristic of store selection, Kunkel & Berry (1968)
has suggested reputation on price of products, quality of products,
variety of product type, trendiness of product, salesperson, location of
store, other factors related to convenience, service, sales promotion,
advertisement, store atmosphere, and regulatory action, and in research
of Engel, Kollat & Miniard (2005), consumers are suggested to select
stores when the recognized characteristics of the stores satisfy the
evaluation criteria, in which the recognized store characteristic and
items for evaluation are location, assortment of product, price,
advertisement and promotion, salesperson and service.
Also, the consumer classified factors for selecting store as economical
efficiency, selectiveness, convenience, safety, convention, comfort and
information (Yamacuchi, 1991)
Comfort is one of the core concepts of marketing, receiving
attention of the society after the 70s.
The reason that the satisfaction of the customer is becoming an
issue is because satisfaction is linked closely to the achievements
desired by the corporations. (Park & Cho, 2000).
The research of Oliva et al. (1992) suggested that satisfaction
increases the repetitive purchase action, that lower satisfaction
decreases repetitive purchase action, with higher satisfaction forming
higher loyalty. Higher satisfaction will influence the intention for
continuous usage.
Lee (2010) stated that the intention for continuous usage is to
maintain the relationship with a company in long-term, not merely
focusing the relationship on single trade, stating that it appears in the
form of not just intention for continuous usage, but intention to visit
again and intention to recommend to others.
Berry (2007) pointed out in his research that the management of
existing customer is more important in comparison to securing new
products, and Choi (2008) argued that customers who are favorable
toward the store are more likely to use the store in next opportunities.

<Figure 1> Research Model

Hypothesis 1. The characteristics for selecting stores for silver
consumers using eco-friendly agricultural goods products
will have significant influence on satisfaction.
Hypothesis 1-1. Among characteristic of selecting the store,
location will have positive (+) influence on satisfaction.
Hypothesis 1-2. Among characteristic of selecting the store,
assortment of product will have positive (+) influence
on satisfaction.
Hypothesis 1-3. Among characteristic of selecting the store, convenience
will have positive (+) influence on satisfaction.
Hypothesis 1-4. Among characteristic of selecting the store, cost of
shopping experience will have positive (+) influence on
satisfaction.
Hypothesis 1-5. Among characteristic of selecting the store, store
service will have positive (+) influence on satisfaction.
Hypothesis 2. Satisfaction will have positive (+) influence on intention
for continuous usage
With the above hypothesis, this research verified goodness of fit
with structural equation analysis regarding the research model of
<Figure 3-1>.

4. Analysis of Actual Proof
4.1. Research Design and Data Collection
The data collection for this research has conducted a survey for
200 consumers using stores specializing in eco-friendly agricultural
goods who are of 50s and older, and utilized 178 valid samples for
final analysis. The demographic characteristic and characteristics of
utilizing eco-friendly agricultural goods are as follows.
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<Table 2> The demographic characteristic of sample and characteristics related to the usage of shopping malls specializing in eco-friendly agricultural goods

Gen
der

Category

Frequency
(Number)

Proportion(%)

Category

Frequency
(Number

Proportion(%)

Total

178

100.0

Total

178

100.0

Male

52

29.2

less than 1 million won

2

1.1

Female

126

70.8

1 million won – less than 2
million won

25

14.0

50s

77

43.3

2 million won – less than 3
million won

50

28.1

60s and older

101

56.7

65

36.5

Less than High School
Graduation

3 million won – less than 4
million won

25

14.0

5million won and more

36

20.2

High school graduate

69

38.8

Orga Whole Food

36

20.2
44.4

College graduate

17

9.6

Age

Edu
cati
on
Rec
ord

Occ
upat
ion

Nu
mbe
r of
Fam
ily

University graduate

56

31.5

Graduate school or higher

11

6.2

Self-owned

38

21.3

Office worker

14

7.9

Professional/researcher

15

8.4

Full-time housewife

88

49.4

Public worker

9

5.1

Others

14

7.9

1

3

1.7

2

29

16.3

3

62

34.8

4

73

41.0

5 or more

11

6.2

4.2. Composition of Survey
To verify the suggested hypothesis, data was gained through
survey. Among the 18 questions regarding store characteristic, 4
questions about location, 4 questions about assortment of product, 3
questions about convenience, 4 questions about cost of experience,
and 3 questions about store service were included, and 5 questions
about satisfaction and 4 questions about intention for continuous
usage were included. The questions of measurement were 7-point
Likert scales of ① ‘Not at all ‘ to ⑦ ‘Very so’.

4.3. The Verification of the Reliability and Validity of
Measurement Tool
In conducting the confirmatory factor analysis to verify validity of

Month
ly
Incom
e

Used
Store

Numb
er of
Visits

Numb
er of
Purch
ases

Amou
nt of
Expen
diture

Choroc Maeul

79

K Nature Farm

11

6.2

Hansalim

23

12.9

Saenong

13

7.3

Others

16

9.0

Once a month

72

40.4

2-3 times per month

60

33.7

Once a week

28

15.7

5 times a week or more

18

10.7

1~2 times

60

33.7

3～5 times

66

37.1

6～10 times

34

19.1

11~20 times

17

9.6

21 times or more

1

0.6

Less than 10,000 won

23

12.9

10,000won – less than 30,000 won

45

25.3

30,000won – less than 50,000 won

69

38.8

50,000won – less than
100,000 won

28

15.7

100,000 won or more

13

7.3

the variables used in this research, because the standard regression
weight is 0.5 or higher, construct validity was secured, and as the
variance extracted was 0.5 or higher, convergent validity were secured
as well. Also, to evaluate whether the measured items are maintaining
internal consistency, Cronbach α was used to verify reliability.
Nunnally(1978) argued that the Cronbach α should show figure of
0.7 or higher in the fundamental research, and in this research, the
minimum value was 0.825, showing satisfactory reliability.
In this research, 1-factor model was applied, not utilizing 2-factor,
the lower factors of each variable.
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<Table 3> Reliability and Validity
Variable

Sub-factor

Number of
Questions

Cronbach's α

Reliability

Variance Extracted
Index
0.651

Location

4

0.879

0.771

Assortment of Product

4

0.826

0.772

0.540

Convenience

3

0.827

0.815

0.616

Costs of Shopping Experience

4

0.852

0.782

0.596

Store Service

3

0.825

0.645

0.620

Service Quality

Customer Satisfaction

5

0.898

0.851

0.640

Intention of Continuous Usage

4

0.941

0.882

0.806

4.4. Correlation Analysis
The analysis results of the model of structure regarding the
research model of [Figure 3-1] were χ2 = 11.825, d.f = 5, p = .037,
GFI = .982, AGFI = .898, CFI = .990, NFI = .983, RFI = .927,
RMR = .048 and showed overall satisfactory results, and the route
results of the overall model were suggested in <Table 5> (or [Figure 2]).

To verify what relationship and directional nature each factors of
the variables verified through confirmatory factor analysis have,
correlation analysis was conducted to secure discriminant validity, and
the result is as <Table 4>.
<Table 4> Mean, Standard deviations and correlation matrix
1

2

3

4

1. Location

1

2. Assortment of Product

.487**

1

3. Convenience

.359**

.586**

1

4. Costs of Shopping Experience

.405**

.566**

.671**

5

6

7

1

5. Store Service

.283**

.576**

.632**

.613**

1

6. Satisfaction

.298**

.588**

.548**

.662**

.581

1

7. Intention of Continuous
Usage

.353**

.545**

.419**

.547**

.449**

.771**

1

Mean

4.13

4.43

4.39

4.33

4.46

4.34

4.48

Standard deviations

1.30

0.96

0.91

1.07

1.40

1.05

1.37

** ρ
<0.01

4.5. Hypothesis Testing
For the testing for the direct effect hypothesis, the demographic
variables of gender, age, occupation, work history and income were
controlled, and regression analysis was conducted to location had on
satisfaction (  = 0.261, p<0.01), assortment of product had on satisfaction
(  = 0.560, p<0.01), convenience had on satisfaction (  =0.519 p<0.01),
cost of shopping experience on satisfaction (  = 0.637, p<0.01), store
service on satisfaction (  = 0.559, p<0.01), satisfaction on intention
for continuous usage (  = 0.739, p<0.01) all statistically significantly
positive (+) influence. Therefore, <Hypothesis 1> and <Hypothesis 2>
were both selected.
Though it was not set as a hypothesis, but in the result of the
multiple regression analysis to verify which factors of store selection
characteristic influence satisfaction, only assortment of product ( = 0.270
p<0.01), cost of shopping experience (  = 0.411, p<0.01), and store
services (  = 0.165, p<0.05) showed statistically positive (+) influence,
and location (  = -0.074, p<0.01) and convenience (  = 0.023, p<0.01)
were not significant.

*** ρ
<0.001, * ρ
<0.05
<Figure 2> Result of the Research Model’s Path Coefficient
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5. Conclusion and Implications
This result is able to deduct the following conclusion by verifying
location, assortment of product, convenience, costs of time experience,
and the influence of services on satisfaction and intention for
continuous usage in the elderly consumers utilizing eco-friendly
agricultural goods specialty stores, among the increasing consumers of
eco-friendly agricultural goods stores.
First of all, the characteristic of selecting stores specializing in
eco-friendly agricultural goods all showed static influence on
satisfaction. It was verified that the consumers are able to gain
satisfaction with the specialized stores if the assortment of the
products in the eco-friendly agricultural goods specialty stores are
various, or if the quality of the products is varied, and if the silver
consumers are able to shop without much effort, and gain timely
gains during shopping.
Secondly, the satisfaction of the consumer on the eco-friendly
agricultural goods specialty products had significant static influence on
intention for continuous usage that the silver consumers intended to
use the current stores specializing in eco-friendly agricultural goods
continuously, and that it was better than using general stores if the
conditions were maintained.
Thirdly, satisfaction was verified to partially mediate location and
intention for continuous usage, assortment of product and intention for
continuous usage among the characteristic of selecting stores specializing
in eco-friendly agricultural goods, and was verified to perfectly mediate
convenience, costs of shopping experience, store services and intention
for continuous usage.
However, in verifying which factors influence satisfaction among
the factors of characteristics of store selection, though assortment of
product, costs of shopping experiences and store services had influence,
location and convenience had insignificant results that it is implied
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that the marketing personnel of stores specializing in eco-friendly
agricultural goods must establish various strategies regarding convenience
and location.
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The Competitive Strategy of Traditional Markets in the JeJu Region
Jung-Hee Kim*1

1. Introduction

Abstract
This article was described for the purpose of understanding a
characteristic and present situation of Traditional Markets in Jeju and
practiced to provide that build or deplete strategy of sphere. The
authors indicated the problems that Jeju's traditional markets are
confront with: small scale, bipolarization of category in retail store,
insufficiency of convenience facilities, weak of sales and marketing
promotion, inadequacy of customer satisfaction management.
We analyzed the characteristics and status of Jeju traditional
markets and explore ways to strengthen competitiveness of Jeju
traditional markets with using secondary data.
As a way to strengthen the competitiveness of Jeju traditional
markets, it presented separately in the structural aspects and store
management aspects of traditional markets. Competitiveness problems
of the traditional markets is prerequisite creation should be
approached from the perspective of coexistence that mutual
development. Therefore, the competitive strategy in Jeju's traditional
markets are premised on complementary cooperation partnership rather
than competitive relationship with discount retail store and the
balanced development of regional economy, improvement of resident's
quality of life, maintenance of employment, and creation of job.
Moreover, marketing strategy of Jeju's traditional markets must
necessitate selection of target segmentation market and the theory
forme to develop a competitive advantage.
Keywords: Traditional Market, Distribution Structure, Competitive
Strategy.

Jeju has a market expansion of the sales activities starting with the
opening of 11. 1954 Dong-Moon Public Market and Seo-Moon Public
Market, a total of 25 in 2013. Starting with the 1996 opening of the
E-Mart, the nation's four 2016-based shops and discount stores
achieved a rapid growth. However, Jeju traditional traders are facing
the problem of competitiveness, sales slowdown, decreased consumer
satisfaction. Jeju traditional markets are to play an important role to
general public and function of the low-cost offer buying opportunities,
provide grounds for the lives of small merchants, and local
maintenance of employment opportunities, local traditional culture and
local sentiments, community awareness and strengthening. Therefore,
for stable economic growth of Jeju are required balance between the
traditional market development and general business condition,
activating and strengthening competitiveness in the traditional market
research methods are needed for this purpose. Accordingly, the
present study utilizes secondary data, analyze the characteristics and
status of Jeju traditional market, and to explore the development
strategy of Jeju traditional markets.

2. Status And Characteristics Of Jeju Traditional Markets
2.1. The General Situation of Jeju Traditional Markets
There are 22 traditional markets in Jeju. Jeju have 15 permanent
markets and 5 regularly held markets(5 days markets) have not been
registered is 16, five markets are registered. 13 markets are opened

<Table 1> Jeju Traditional Market Status
Characteristic
Opening periods

Size

Sales type

Per.

Fre.

Permanent
5 days
Large

60
40
4

15
10
5

Medium and large
Medium
Small

4
40
52

5
10
13

Wholesalers
Retail
Retail/ Wholesale

0.1
6.4
93.5

0.25
1.6
23.375

Characteristic
Registration Status

* Professor, Department of Business Administration, Jeju National
University, Korea. E-Mail: krjeju@hanmail.net

Market form

Stores Number
Practician
Total

Per.

Fre.

Registered
Unregistered
Commercial building type

76
24
32

19
6
8

Street market
Arcade
Commercial Housing hybrid

44
24

11
6

100

4,242
7,000
25
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before 1985, it has been accelerated aging facilities. Jeju's stores of
traditional are 4,242 dogs and 30.7% of Jeju wholesale and retail
distribution, is 7.9% of the total number of companies(53,897)(2013).
The merchants of Jeju traditional market are about 7,000 people in
the number of employees, total employment is high in Jeju on Jeju
share to 3.0% of the local economy (235,650 people).

2.2. Features and Problems in Jeju Traditional Markets
(1) The market size is small. Very low to the floor space of the
stores of Jeju traditional market makers stereoscopic 72.5% of the
total is less than 10 Pyeong(1 pyeong is 3.3 square meters).
traditional market compared with the national average (60.8%). Also
look at the size of company employees Jeju traditional markets, with
the 1 sole company 73.3% of the total store are, and forms a very
low distribution compared to the national average (62.2%). In the
same small businesses have led to a lack of professionalism and
productivity loss of traditional markets.
(2) Merchants are non-organized. In Jeju traditional market, the
non-organized merchants are 76.0%. Therefore, there is bargaining
power decreases, it is inhibited the synergies created by joint
marketing activities.
(3) Merchants were aging, old facilities were. 13 traditional
markets were aging in the traditional market for more than 30 years
after its establishment, with a mean age of 58.1 vertical market
trader, has been accelerated aging.
(4) There is no strategy products in Jeju traditional markets. 19.4%
of Jeju traditional markets are showing the highest proportion in
clothing / footwear, in addition to the net a lot of agricultural
products (17.2%), fisheries (13.6%), restaurants (11.2%), there is a
differentiated product strategy.
(5) The market has become polarized between. A deepening
polarization between the business condition with a reduced lost sales
of small retail traders competitiveness, thereby also causing conflicts
between business condition.
(6) High rent burdens of stores. Jeju 83.5% of traditional market
traders, who runs the store with rent, if owned by only 11.6% of the
total (See <Table 2>), and is a factor that adds to the rent burden.
(7) Employment is unstable. Whereas 4.0% of workers in Jeju
traditional market is a commercial workers, daily workers are 19.1%,
in the case of temporary workers made a distribution of 14.4%,
which exacerbates the unstable employment.

Nationwide
Jeju

Total

2.3. Jeju Traditional Market's Growth Potential
Given the retail environment and the regional characteristics of
Jeju, and the following growth potential, such as the potential,
considering it a traditional market development strategy needs to be
established as a way to maximize the strengths and opportunities.
First, it is possible to strengthen the links between a manufacturer
and a traditional market by the manufacturer increases. Second, the
continued increase in population influx, the market is expanding.
Third, there are laws and regulations for the traditional market
activation and maintenance, various regulations are abolished, and
support the traditional market activation. Fourth, the development of
wireless communication technology attracts a lot of business information
and opportunities provide and market customers at any time, anywhere
without the expense, it gives to expand the commercial area.

3. Jeju Traditional Market Competitiveness Strategy
In order to strengthen the competitiveness of Jeju traditional
market economy, ①balanced development of the region, ②promoting
consumer welfare in Jeju, and ③create jobs and maintained
employment should be to premise. The established sectoral strategy is
needed in terms of structural aspects of traditional market and
managerial aspects of stores.

3.1. Traditional Market Structural Aspects
(1) Market will be the traditional Jeju restructuring and should be

<Table 2> Jeju Traditional Market Stores Ownership
Region

condition between traditional markets and large discount stores are
intensified, the result of such a regional obstacle to economic
development by causing to be deteriorated and distorted information
Category trust distribution and action.
(9) Manufacturing companies and it is difficult to strengthen links
with traditional markets. Jeju is very vulnerable to this manufacturing
base, between the manufacturer and the traditional market is difficult
to establish cooperation.
(10) Merchants are weak responsiveness to environmental changes.
The traditional markets of Jeju is one of many family businesses.
Rational management of the stores is difficult, because no knowledge
about marketing techniques, which do not correspond to consumer
needs and changing environment.

Self-owned

Lease

Empty

Oters

Fre.

Per.

Fre.

Per.

Fre.

Per.

Fre.

Per.

Fre.

Per.

210,433

100.0

52,612

25.0

134,024

63.7

19,599

9.3

4,198

2.0

4,247

100.0

494

11.6

3,545

83.5

208

4.9

-

0

(8) The conflict between traditional markets and large discount
stores are being intensified. After the discount stores across the
country based on opening in Jeju, the conflict between business

improved retail environment. Conduct business analysis, and traditional
markets lost competitiveness and to exit, to develop a viable market
focus selectively. Remodeling of the traditional market for this
purpose, infrastructure maintenance, should be maintained, and aging
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infrastructure facilities for commercial customer convenience and ease
of access.
(2) Merchants should be organized, I Cooperation should be established.
To strengthen the bargaining power of the traditional markets,
strengthen information gathering capabilities, it is required organize
and promote collaboration.
(3) It should be relocated from the traditional markets of the store
facility. It is formed in the traditional market stores are disorganized,
making it difficult to compare because the purchase to the consumer,
should be available to purchase through the comparison among
similar industries relocated facilities.
(4) It should be pursued in connection with the urban planning
area enable commercial businesses. The commercial center of the city
in conjunction with City Planning to be active, to be developed and
managed in a commercial area full systematic, premeditated.
(5) It should be utilized to maximize the idle facilities. Empty
stores are to be utilized by local residents and youth entrepreneurship
culture space, it can be considered a way to take advantage of idle
facilities. In addition, to provide a variety of community space to
conduct meetings, cultural and recreational functions.
6) It should be the maintenance of traditional logistics
infrastructure market. For excessive logistics costs in Jeju is required
by the market and the Joint Logistics Centre established a small
distribution center.
(7) It is required in conjunction with the strengthening of the
manufacturing enterprise. Jeju traditional markets without going
through an intermediate distribution stage, to build a distribution
system that can deal directly lowers costs, allows to respond
immediately to customer demand.
(8) It should be strengthened distribution industry statistics,
monitoring. Region and conducted a survey to specific commercial
sector, on a regular basis, it is necessary to provide basic data and
policy information on the traditional markets.
(9) The polarization and conflict between the business condition
should be removed. So that distribution system can be established
collaborative, joint planning, information sharing and joint
decision-making, and should be agreed so as to justify a joint role
with shared goals.
(10) The promotional activity by developing creative storytelling
should be maximized. It must develope a tradition of storytelling
material markets, it should use to the promotional activities.

3.2. Store Management Aspects
(1) It should improve the management mindset of traditional
markets and workers, it should be strengthened customer service.
Productivity improvement stores specializing in management
techniques should be applied, strengthen the before-sales services,
after-sales service, return service to maximize customer satisfaction,
and expedite such as consumer complaints.
(2) Joint marketing should be strengthened. The joint marketing
strategy to strengthen the marketing capabilities of traditional market
traders should be sought. And a co-branded advertising, sales
alliances, joint distribution, call centers co-operation and co-marketing
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activities in various forms, including joint Main building, and to
create cost savings and synergies.
(3) It must be protected commerce maintain order and consumer
rights. In order to build and maximize consumer satisfaction in
Jeju-commerce favorable image of commerce and order it should be
maintained and should be reinforced consumer protection.
(4) The added value should be maximized. Through the image,
time, place, form of ownership, maximizing the utility of such previously
created to maximize profits.
(5) It should be developed differentiated merchandises for traditional
markets. Supply goods and reasonable prices, should be developed
differentiated merchandises for markets around the Jeju traditional and
regional specialties.

4. Conclusion
This research utilizes secondary data, we analyzed the characteristics
and status of Jeju traditional markets and explore ways to strengthen
competitiveness of Jeju traditional markets.
As a way to strengthen the competitiveness of Jeju traditional
markets, it presented separately in the structural aspects and store
management aspects of traditional markets. Because of Jeju traditional
market competitiveness strategy is different from each location,
including conditions or commercial development around each individual
market, it will be appointed to analyze the sectoral priorities by
promoting market gradually. In addition, competitiveness problems of
the traditional markets is prerequisite creation should be approached
from the perspective of coexistence that mutual development rather
than look to compete with new business condition and balanced
development, improve the quality of life of residents of the local
economy, maintain employment and jobs do.
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A Study on the Plan of Competitive Power Strengthening in the Nadle Store
Moon-Kyu Kwon*, Jung-Sub Park**1

Abstract
Large-scale distributors have been trying to enter SSM for small
street commercial market, since local distribution market is full of
large discount Marts few years ago.
On the one hand, the number of large discount Marts has been
increased 10 times more during past 11 years. On the other hand, the
number of local traditional markets & corner shops has been
dramatically decreased by 14M.
Retail dealers only maintain their business to earn a living due to
the lack of system & information of customer trend & market
situation. Under this severe situation, this phenomenon has given an
impact on the decrease of small distributors owned by retailers.
Therefore, this research suggest operating new distribution channel
called “Foothold style Kosamart” which co-operate with joint
distribution center & large discount Mart so as to provide small &
middle-size distributors to give direct solutions in business disruption.
What we can achieve via this new distribution channel is that the
limited point of “nadle shop foster project” related to building joint
distribution center and improvement of wholesale role would be
solved.
Keywords: Nadle Store, Supermarket, Distribution Industry, Delivery
Center, Group Logistics.

1. Introduction
Korean distribution industry structure since its opening in 1996 the
domestic retail market is corporate retailers were the leading retail
market. Strengthening competition in the domestic retail as large
distribution companies to gain a competitive advantage has been
pursuing a strategy to expand the scale. As a result, the growth was
the large discount stores and convenience stores, home shopping,
Internet shopping rapidly.
Large-scale distributors have been trying to enter SSM for small
street commercial market, since local distribution market is fully of
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large discount Marts few years ago.
On the one hand the number of large discount Marts have been
increased 10 times more during past 11years. On the other hand, the
number of local traditional markets & corner shops have been
dramatically decreased by 14 Million.
During the last ten years large distribution companies have been
equipped with some of the competition. The government has built a
traditional market protection, Nadle store expansion, POS systems.
Despite its support, the competitiveness of SME’s retail is still
low. There is insufficient resolve pending issues of the overall
distribution system. As a result, focusing on direct support for small
business, building a systematic distribution infrastructure has been
relatively insufficient efforts and support. But the policy is the
emphasis on building distribution infrastructure, building logistics
infrastructure and information networks, such as small physical
distribution joint logistics center is weak situation. In order to
increase the competitiveness of the Nadle store that sees the need for
research on the effective deployment of the logistics infrastructure.

2. Background
Sales and number of stores in local supermarket was significantly
reduced by the rapid expansion of the SSM and other large discount
stores and convenience stores. Recent large discount stores is difficult
open to the new store, and expanding SSM advance.
The number of stores, Homeplus has been investigated in 214,
Lotte Super 241, GS Super 190, tapmateu is 71, and in Emart
Everyday is 11 and so on.
<Table 1> Retail Sales Ratio
2008

2009

2010

2011

Total

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

Department Store

8.18

8.65

8.82

9.06

Discount Store

12.44

12.40

12.24

12.30

Supermarket

8.89

8.91

8.63

8.48

Convienience Store

2.28

2.48

2.66

2.89

Specialty Store

58.31

56.81

56.37

55.81

Nonstore Retailing

9.89

10.75

11.28

11.46

Source: Samsung Economic Research Institute(2016).
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<Table 2> Change number of Stores

(Unit : Each)
‘03

‘05

‘07

‘08

‘09

‘10. 5

Discount Store

248

300

354

385

412

415

SSM

234

267

354

477

695

773

Supermarket
(150㎡under)

104,417

99,500

88,659

110,685

79,200
(estimate)

-

Source: Korea Federation of Small and Medium Business (2009).

Sales of small retail businesses in accordance with the opening of
the SSM was reduced approximately 34% can be seen that the
number of customers decreased by approximately 36%.
For large retail enterprise sales and business condition significantly
increased, while the number of stores, small retail sector is weakening
as the competitiveness was significantly reduced in the proportion
distribution business. In the survey conducted by the Korea Federation
of Small and Medium Business, Small distributors advance due to the
urgency of the SSM is significant, and 79.0% of such super small
retail response was that the decline in sales after SSM shops.
The main problem of the domestic retail industry is the low competitiveness
of small and medium distributors. For large distribution companies
provide a variety of convenient services and the high quality of the
product, But the case of small retail businesses because the service is
inferior competitive situation is urgent protection laid.
To overcome these weaknesses is a realistic situation such as Korea
Supermarket Cooperative Association and the government improve the
competitiveness of small and medium retailers through support plan
for small and medium-sized shops and logistics center construction,
joint purchasing and joint logistics plan is critical.

3. Nadle shop and Logistics
Kosa Mart operates 18 warehouses across the country. The initial
goal was to strengthen the competitiveness of small and medium
retailers through joint logistics warehouses in cavitation.
Each metropolitan city, it is only interested warehouses established
without a review of the operations of the joint collection and delivery
but also to establish zones by installing a warehouse considered to be
a delivery route management according to co insufficient delivery
problems.
Currently there Kosa Mart use the POS system that is PULL
method of automatically ordering goods, in fact, is the reality that
fills the minimum reserves a limited commodity in taking a unilateral
approach PUSH manufacturer.

Currently, the purchasing power focused through the joint purchase
due to the functional member party line key wholesalers accomplished
the purchasing power concentrated not carried out well, I can not fix
the product supplied through the existing inefficient distribution channel
structures do not address the pricing competitiveness issues have.
In addition, small wholesalers established distribution channels of
the Joint Logistics Centre has a lack of economic problems. In fact,
in established alternative Joint Logistics Center 5 place in October
2011 SMBA is estimated to require a budget of 60 billion is
expected lack of results Economics conducted a feasibility study in,
the Ministry of Strategy and Finance but offer a logistics center
established joint logistics and pending the establishment of the center.
The current logistics center have no function of the wholesale can
not solve the problem, because failed to resolve the joint purchasing
and product supply issues competitively priced products.

4. Result
As with most items which are dealt with in a supermarket grocery
items that have shelf life is short and good storage and management.
This part of the current lack of distribution channels is a joint
logistics center expansion.
Kosa mart distribution center is now 18, has been handling the
2000-3000 kinds of items. Most of these warehouses have been
designed to be simple but loaded and stored without refrigeration, it
is possible to keep only the product of intensive manufactured goods.

5. Conclusion
In this study, through the establishment of a joint wholesale
logistics system, we seek ways to promote a rapid and inexpensive
supply of goods in the shops Nadle.
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<Figure 1> Joint Wholesale Logistics Model
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The impact of medical tourism in conjunction with
local festivals on the regional financial performance
Gi-seon, Yun*, Jung-sub, Park**1

Abstract
This study conjunction medical tourists and local festivals to
develop and attract a wide range of products aimed at the medical
tourists through the linkage of such traditional markets and cultural
tours and shopping K-farm (rural experience-based medical tourism)
that contribute to the region's financial performance to present the
future direction of the continuing development of medical tourism and
local festivals by the study plan for and provide research data to help
lead to development of tourism and medical tourism through festivals
and activities aims.
First, the quality of medical tourism, awareness, activation was investigated
as having a positive effect on the operational management of the local festivals.
Second, the quality of medical tourism, awareness, activation was
investigated as having a positive effect on product management of
local festivals.
Third, the survey was that the operational management and product
management of the local festivals that a positive effect on the
region's financial performance.
Fourth, the perception of the quality of medical tourism and
medical tourism are based on the operating and financial management
and merchandise management was to investigate high. However,
medical tourism activation was investigated that it does not affect the
financial performance area.
Keywords: Medical Tourism, Local Festivals, And Financial Performance.

1. Introduction
Only medical tourism and local festivals, but that high value-added
industries and to study its impact on financial performance when this
area is two associations.
This study conjunction medical tourists and local festivals to
develop and attract a wide range of products aimed at the medical
tourists through the linkage of such traditional markets and cultural
tours and shopping K-farm (rural experience-based medical tourism)

* Hoseo University, Adjunct Professor of Liberal Studies, Korea. E-mail:
yyyggs@hanmail.net
** Professor of Business Administrations, Holycity University, Korea.
E-mail: js3312@chol.com

that contribute to the region's financial performance to present the
future direction of the continuing development of medical tourism and
local festivals by the study plan for and provide research data to help
lead to development of tourism and medical tourism through festivals
and activities aims.

2. Background
2.1. Medical Tourism
Medical tourism is a growth industry, recreation, associated with
leisure, tourism and cultural activities with care and attract patients
based on state-of-the-art medical facilities and technology. Since
medical services combined with tourism as essential attributes can be
classified according to the type and combination of medical and
consumer demands of tourism. First Medical Traveler shall find a
cheap health care because of expensive medical expenses in the
United States means a medical tourist economic incentive to travel
abroad, Medical Tourist refers to medical tourists also serves as a
considerable period of time recreation tourism in the wake of it, with
a medical purpose simple surgery (Yu, 2008).

2.2. Local Festival
In recent years, a sense of belonging and performances of tourists
attending local festivals, rather than a personal nature. The public
nature that have a special goal to play a role in the development of
the participants was changed appearance as a comprehensive cultural
tourism festival with a strong group of arts. Ie local festivals are
local events center that represents the value of the history and culture
of local people who are sharing in the region and programmed.
When installed, the influence of the festival occurs on the basis of
areas beyond the scope of the original source of the region to
increase the nationwide or global influence and popularity but will
still be called a local festival and if it is based in the area. In other
words, not only in the sense of festival yeonhui local festivals it is
to be defined in terms of originating based on the specific local festivals.
Local festivals provide opportunities for leisure of residents in the
community and identify the social influences and cultural identity and
regain a sense of community and allows in-depth Cat of the level of
everyday life and have a positive impact, including employment
creation in the region and stimulate the economy It brings.
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2.3. Regional Financial Performance
The financial performance is defined as the local economy and the
regional economy as an indicator that can indicate emotional Asked
by job growth, increasing incomes of local commercial and more.

3. Method
In this study, the association of medical tourism and local festivals
explores the impact on the region's financial performance.
Presents a theoretical model of the study on the basis of a
previous study investigated previously to achieve this object of the
study, and to set the hypotheses to identify a correlation between
variables.

<Hypothesis 1> Medical tourism will have a positive effect on the
local festivals.
<Hypothesis 2> The festival area will have a positive effect on the
region's financial performance.
Hypothesis 4. According to medical tourism on the positive effect
on local and regional festivals Financial will act as
an intermediary effect.
Sample of this study was to select the company that the existing
business of medical tourism and festivals based on the 2015 target and
the associated local area. Conducted a survey during the 30 days target
a total of 220 persons in March 20, 2016 until April 20, 2015, a total
of 216 were recovered. The survey was conducted interview survey focused.
In this study, the final analysis was used to study the selection of
207 questionnaires, except for nine insincere response to the questionnaire
in the final analysis.

Operations

quality

Performance

Awareness
H1

H2
Product

Activation

<Figure 1> Model Study

4. Result
<Table 1> General Characteristics

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Classification / questions
① Private company
The corporate form
② Co., Ltd.
③ Other (Co., Ltd.)
① manufacturers
② service
③ Wholesale. Retail
Sector
④ Restaurants
⑤ cultural industries
⑥ Other
① 1Under years
② 3Under years
History period
③ 5Under years
④ 7Under years
⑤ 9Or more years
① 1People under
② 2People under
Year-on-year increase in the number of ③ 3People under
employment in 2015
④ 4People under
⑤ 5People under
⑥ 6eople more
① 1-5% growth
② 6-10% growth
③ 11-25% growth
Year-on-year sales growth in 2015
④ 25-30% growth
⑤ 31-35% growth
⑥ 36% more growth

n
114
87
6
96
58
14
3
34
2
6
28
30
100
43
68
90
18
4
11
16
104
49
21
12
17
4

%
55.1
42.0
2.9
46.4
28.0
6.8
1.4
16.4
1
2.9
13.5
14.5
48.3
20.8
32.9
43.5
8.7
1.9
5.3
7.7
50.2
23.7
10.1
5.8
8.2
1.9

Valid Percent
55.1
42.0
2.9
46.6
28.2
6.8
1.5
16.5
1
2.9
13.5
14.5
48.3
20.8
32.9
43.5
8.7
1.9
5.3
7.7
50.2
23.7
10.1
5.8
8.2
1.9
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<Table 2> Factor Analysis
Medical Tourism

variable

quality

Local Festival

Awareness Activation

result

operation

Goods

result

1) a high level of medical care.

.707

.085

.338

.301

.110

.013

2) the response is appropriate.

.723

.376

.278

.021

.047

.041

3) The staff is friendly.

.655

.316

.292

.001

.013

.011

4) using the procedure is simple.

.705

.255

.232

.019

.078

.099

5) easy access to the information in the hospital

.750

.134

.213

.016

.109

.080

1) have suffered more competitive in areas that require latitude medicine.

.198

.789

.145

.233

.219

.187

2) it has a more competitive edge in the field of health screening.

.224

.775

.190

.118

.015

.123

3) it has a more competitive edge in the medical services sector.

.115

.872

.112

.038

.010

.255

1) The active support of local governments for the promotion.

.331

.013

.762

.044

.244

.114

2) Support and guidance, and support policies for education for medical tourism professionals.

.215

.163

.818

.079

.018

.120

3) and supported by the designation of a specialized medical facility for foreigners.

.250

.374

.697

.197

.147

.177

4) support the coordination and cooperation between universities and medical tourism.

.348

.243

.743

.043

.014

.233

3) The development and promotion of local festivals for the features of the area.

.016

.875

.246

.251

4) the development of the area-specific products.

.234

.863

.327

.270

5) development of regional and specialty products to attract tourists.

.266

.131

.021

.884

.225

.270

3) The promotion of regional specialty products for sale.

.204

.244

.230

.311

.871

.273

4) and has specialized value-added investments in product development area.

.128

.200

.217

.277

.890

.264

5) it operates a specialized product exhibition area.

.027

.163

.110

.416

.739

.336

1) contributed to the revenue growth of the commercial area

.209

.301

.350

.281

.320

.885

2) The job has been increasing.

.021

.030

.341

.301

.309

.875

3) it increased the number of outside visitors.

.017

.332

.319

.253

.311

.866

<Table 3> Regression Analysis
Validation phase of
the mediating effect

Standardized
Beta Value

t

p

.532

4.342

.000

.178

2.320

.021

Activation

.355

4.177

.000

quality

.512

4.126

.000

.173

2.131

.034

.251

2.789

.006

.392

3.782

.000

.323

3.208

.001

.320

4.092

.000

.173

2.587

.010

.078

1.016

.311

Operations Management

.235

1.786

.006

Product Management

.296

1.085

.002

Independent variable

parameter

quality
Awareness
1 phase

Awareness

Operations Management

Product Management

Activation
2phase

3phase
(Independent
variable)
3phase
(parameter)

Operations Management
Product Management

Regional Financial
Performance

quality
Awareness
Activation

Regional Financial
Performance

R-squared

.532

.433

.521

.438
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5. Conclusion
This study is the quality of medical tourism, awareness, active and
analyzed its impact on the region's financial performance and
operations of local products festival to see the link between this area
and the festival analyzed the impact on regional financial performance.
First, the quality of medical tourism, awareness, activation was
investigated as having a positive effect on the operational management
of the local festivals.
Second, the quality of medical tourism, awareness, activation was
investigated as having a positive effect on product management of
local festivals.
Third, the survey was that the operational management and product
management of the local festivals that a positive effect on the region's
financial performance.
Fourth, the perception of the quality of medical tourism and
medical tourism are based on the operating and financial management
and merchandise management was to investigate high. However,
medical tourism activation was investigated that it does not affect the
financial performance area.
A summary of the contents, you can see that in order to increase
the area of financial performance in conjunction with local medical
tourism festival is desirable. But that looks to further increase awareness
and improve the quality of medical tourism in the region should be
prioritized financial performance and the operating management and
product management of local festivals.
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Effects between the Personality, Consumer's
decision-making and goods type on SNS
Jae-Eun Lee*1

Abstract
Choosing goods from a wide alternative needs consumers’ cognitive
efforts. Under uncertainty caused by incompleteness of the information
about choice options, consumers can improve their decision-makings
with using recommendations.
This studies examinations the roles of goods types and personalized
cues in the recommendation context. Using a consumer choice model,
this research aims to understand consumer’s choice under uncertainty.
We show that the acceptance of recommendation vary by the
attributes of the goods and personalized cues. The studies also shows
that psychological reactance increases with the level of purchase
involvement.
Personalized cues increase the acceptance rate of IPTV recommendations
for all quality levels compared to the baseline shares. This is in
contrast with the cases of laptop computers and alkaline batteries
where recommendations were more accepted than the baseline only
for the low-quality options. IPTV services are intangible in nature
and belong to a less familiar goods category than laptop computers
and alkaline batteries. Therefore, the choice task for IPTV services is
expected to involve a high level of uncertainty. In this situation, decision
makers are likely to become more reliant on the recommendations
than in the choice tasks for the other two tangible product categories.
Keywords: Effects, Personality , Consumer's decision-making, goods
type, SNS.

2. Background
2.1. Recommendation Services on SNS
Advances in personalization technologies and analytic methods have
enabled firms to offer personalized services and interact with
consumers at a low cost and with reasonable accuracy (e.g., Bechwati
& Xia, 2003; Crespo et al., 2011; Häubl & Trifts, 2000). From the
decision-making perspective, the recommendation services may reduce
a large number of options into a few options that match with the
individual’s pReferences. Recommendations also allow individual
consumers to obtain goods into the least effort and to overcome the
information overburden problem (e.g., Chen, Shang, & Kao, 2009).

2.2. Customer's Reactance on SNS
When individuals’ freedom is threatened or restricted, peoples are
motivated to restore their freedom. This motivational state is known
as psychological reactance (Brehm, 1966; Brehm & Brehm, 1981). If
people think their free choice is threatened by external influence, they
consider the thought or behavior more carefully. Because customer's
psychological reactance is a motivational state, it can directly affect
related behaviors and attitudes. Empirical studies on psychological
reactance have been performed in marketing contexts: e.g., the
negative effect of unsolicited advice on decision making (Fitzsimons
& Lehmann, 2004) and reactance against the firm’s relationship
marketing (Dholakia, 2006; Wendlandt & Schrader, 2007).

1. Introduction

2.3. Model

Choosing goods from a wide alternative needs consumers’ cognitive
efforts. Under uncertainty caused by incompleteness of the information
about choice options, consumers can improve their decision-makings
with using recommendations.
This studies examinations the roles of goods types and personalized
cues in the recommendation context. Using a consumer choice model,
this research aims to understand consumer’s choice under uncertainty.
We show that the acceptance of recommendation vary by the attributes
of the goods and personalized cues. The studies also shows that psychological
reactance increases with the level of purchase involvement.

The decision makers may think that their free behavior is
influenced by external forces. In this situation, they are motivated
people to get back their restricted choice and reject the recommended
offers (Lee & Lee, 2009; Lee et al., 2010). Therefore, we posit that
individuals’ perception of a threat to their freedom will affect their
choice of what to purchase.
According to the effects of recommendation vary by the good
types (Lee et al., 2010), we tested the choices of three goods.
Product quality is an important factor in consumers’ choice decisions.
Therefore, we hope that characteristics of goods will play an important
role in this research.

* Shinhan University, Korea.
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3. Method
A mixed (within and between) subjects design was employed for
this experiment. A total of 353 students at a large university in
South Korea (average age = 21.9, SD = 2.47) participated in the
experiment with the course credits. They were assigned to one of
four conditions: no cue condition (N = 105), high-quality goods
condition (N = 83), middle-quality goods condition (N = 84), and
low-quality goods condition (N = 81). In the experimental condition
groups (high / middle / low-quality offer condition, N = 248), we
administered a personality test by using the short form of Big Five
personality dimensions in the International Personality Item Pool
(IPIP: Buchanan, Johnson, & Goldberg, 2005). One week later, the
reports of personality test with the subject’s name were returned to
the person along with a recommendation for which quality level to
choose from for the three goods types: Internet Protocol Television
(IPTV) services, laptop computer, and alkaline battery. Recommendations
were made randomly and personality test results were never considered.
Although it was announced that the recommended options were
selected by matching an individual’s personality test, the personality
analysis was not actually used (Lee et al., 2010). Subjects were
instructed to choose one from high, middle, and low quality options
for each of the three alternatives. However, their final choices were

made at their free will. Participants in the control (no cue condition)
group were also presented with the three choice tasks. They did not
take the personality test and made their choice in the absence of
recommendation.
Because IPTV services were not yet activated in Korea, participants
were relatively unfamiliar with the services when compared with
laptop computers and alkaline batteries, which were frequently tested
in the decision-making context (Heath & Chatterjee, 1995). For all
tasks, the choice alternatives were composed of three non-dominating
options: high-quality with high-price, middle-quality with middle-price,
and low-quality with low-price. Participants were informed that the
quality scores in the choice task scenarios were obtained from Korean
Consumer Reports. Also, the proportional increases of quality rating
relative to price were equal for each category: for instance, 5,000
Korean Won (approximately US$ 5) per two-point quality increase in
the laptop computer case. No-choice option was offered to avoid the
forced choice effect (Dhar & Simonson, 2003).
For the product category manipulation, purchase decision involvement,
defined as the extent of interest and concern that a consumer brings
to bear upon a purchase-decision, was adapted from Mittal (1995)
and measured by three seven-point Likert-type items: ‘I choose
<goods> very carefully’, ‘<goods> I buy matters to me a lot’, and
‘choosing <goods> is an important decision for me’.

4. Result
<Table 1> IPTV Choices
choice

condition
baseline choice

recommending
high-quality goods

recommending
middle-quality
goods

recommending low-quality
goods

high-quality

middle-quality

low-quality

no choice

total

count

28

54

15

8

105

%

26.7

51.4

14.3

7.6

100

count

35*

34

5

9

83

%

42.2

41.0

6.0

10.8

100

Δ %

15.5

-10.5

-8.3

3.2

χ2 (1)

5.00

2.04

3.33

0.59

χ2 sig.

0.03

0.15

0.07

0.44

Fisher’s sig.

0.03

0.19

0.10

0.46

count

14

58*

5

7

84
100

%

16.7

69.0

6.0

8.3

Δ %

-10.0

17.6

-8.3

0.7

χ2 (1)

2.70

6.00

3.43

0.03

χ2 sig.

0.10

0.01

0.06

0.86

Fisher’s sig.

0.12

0.02

0.10

1.00

count

13

33

23*

12

81

%

16.0

40.7

28.4

14.8

100

Δ %

-10.6

-10.7

14.1

7.2

χ2 (1)

3.00

2.10

5.60

2.47

χ2 sig.

0.08

0.15

0.02

0.12

Fisher’s sig.

0.11

0.18

0.03

0.15

* acceptance of recommended offer
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<Table 2> Laptop Computer Choices
choice

condition

high-quality

baseline choice

recommending high-quality
goods

recommending
middle-quality
goods

recommending low-quality
goods

middle-quality

low-quality

no choice

total

count

38

46

16

5

105

%

36.2

43.8

15.2

4.8

100

count

30*

38

12

3

83

%

36.1

45.8

14.5

3.6

100

Δ %

0.0

2.0

-0.8

-1.1

χ2 (1)

0.00

0.07

0.02

0.15

χ2 sig.

1.00

0.79

0.88

0.70

Fisher’s sig.

1.00

0.88

1.00

1.00

count

19

45*

17

3

84

%

22.6

53.6

20.2

3.6

100

Δ %

-13.6

9.8

5.0

-1.2

χ2 (1)

4.08

1.78

0.81

0.16

χ2 sig.

0.04

0.18

0.37

0.69

Fisher’s sig.

0.06

0.19

0.44

0.74

count

13

43

22*

3

81

%

16.0

53.1

27.2

3.7

100

Δ %

-20.1

9.3

11.9

-1.1

χ2 (1)

9.32

1.58

4.00

0.12

χ2 sig.

0.00

0.21

0.05

0.72

Fisher’s sig.

0.00

0.24

0.07

1.00

* acceptance of recommended offer

<Table 3> Alkaline Battery Choices
choice

condition
baseline choice

recommending high-quality
goods

recommending
middle-quality
goods

recommending low-quality
goods

high-quality

middle-quality

low-quality

no choice

total

count

34

35

34

2

105

%

32.4

33.3

32.4

1.9

100

count

25*

25

30

3

83

%

30.1

30.1

36.1

3.6

100

Δ %

-2.3

-3.2

3.8

1.7

χ2 (1)

0.11

0.22

0.29

0.52

χ2 sig.

0.74

0.64

0.59

0.47

Fisher’s sig.

0.75

0.75

0.64

0.66

count

17

31*

33

3

84

%

20.2

36.9

39.3

3.6

100

Δ %

-12.1

3.6

6.9

1.7

χ2 (1)

3.49

0.26

0.97

0.50

χ2 sig.

0.06

0.61

0.32

0.48

Fisher’s sig.

0.07

0.65

0.36

0.66

count

16

19

44*

2

81

%

19.8

23.5

54.3

2.5

100

Δ %

-12.6

-9.9

21.9

0.6

χ2 (1)

3.37

2.17

9.04

0.07

χ2 sig.

0.05

0.14

0.00

0.79

Fisher’s sig.

0.07

0.15

0.00

1.00

* acceptance of recommended offer
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5. Conclusion
When people make a decision, they seek to reduce risks (Kahneman
& Tversky, 1979). In this experiment, the middle option (brand B) is
a relatively safe one due to the price risk compared to high-quality
goods (brand A), and the quality risk compared to low-quality goods
(brand C). In this regard, brand B may represent an attractive
compromise than the other risky options. The middle-quality options
of IPTV and laptop computer were most favored (51.4% and 43.8%,
respectively) in the control conditions. However, the compromise
option is not preferred in the case of alkaline battery which can be
viewed as familiar and low-involvement category. For this product
category, consumers would feel less risk and would not find a reason
for choosing a compromise.
When a recommendation is offered, psychological reactance
increases with the level of purchase decision involvement in all goods
categories but not with the quality of goods. This result suggests that
recommending high involvement goods can be perceived as a
persuasive attempt to restrict the consumer’s freedom. Therefore,
practitioners and researchers should pay attention to reducing this
motivational state of psychological reactance.
Personalized cues increase the acceptance rate of IPTV recommendations
for all quality levels compared to the baseline shares. This is in contrast
with the cases of laptop computers and alkaline batteries where
recommendations were more accepted than the baseline only for the
low-quality options. IPTV services are intangible in nature and belong
to a less familiar goods category than laptop computers and alkaline
batteries. Therefore, the choice task for IPTV services is expected to
involve a high level of uncertainty. In this situation, decision makers
are likely to become more reliant on the recommendations than in the
choice tasks for the other two tangible product categories.
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The analysis of a causal relationship of a traditional
Korean restaurant’s customer satisfaction and loyalty with
motivations to dine out and selected attributes
Jae-Chul Nam*, Sun-Rae Jo**, Hye-Won Lee***1

Abstract
This research analyzes about the impact on the motivations of
dining out and selected the attributes of customers, who go to Korean
food restaurants in Jeon-ju, on customers’satisfaction and loyalty. The
data was collected from customers who have ever visited traditional
Korean food restaurants in Jeon-ju for two months from December of
2012 and analyzed through purposive sampling to sort out 402
available data out of 450 collected data. The analysis was conducted
by using SPSS 19.0 package.
These are the results of data analysis. First, environmental, personal
and perceived factors are influencing on the motivations of dining out
to Korean food restaurants which affect customer satisfaction. Next,
Korean food restaurants’selected attributes, which have an impact on
customer satisfaction, are physical environments, quality of food,
delivered service by employees, curiosity and need satisfaction. Third,
motivationsto dine out to Korean food restaurants, which affect
customer loyalty, are environmental, personal and perceived factors.
Moreover, physical environments, curiosity and need satisfactions,
which are the selected attributes, have an impact on customer loyalty.
Lastly, it has been identified that customer satisfaction in Korean
food restaurants influence on customer loyalty.
Keywords: Korean Food Restaurant, Motivation to Dine Out, Selected
Attributes, Customer Satisfaction, Customer Loyalty.

1. Introduction
As society is changing rapidly in Korea, there is a lot of changes
in the food service industry. This industry has been developed
bysocial, economic and cultural changes, and this show the trend
which customers pursue better quality of life (Ko, 2008; Choi, 2008).
* Adjunct, Doctoral Student, Graduate School of Hotel/Restaurant
Management, Sangmyung University, Seoul, Korea. Tel: +82-02-6221-2323,
E-mail: jcnam386@naver.com
** Doctoral Student, Graduate School of Hotel/Restaurant Management,
Sangmyung University, Seoul, Korea. Tel : +82-31-904-1685, E-mail :
chosr815@hanmail.net
*** Corresponding Author, Doctoral Student, Graduate School of Hotel/Restaurant
Management, Sangmyung University, Seoul, Korea. Tel : +82-02-3478-8860,
E-mail : leecan66@naver.com

These changes have a lot of impacts on the motivations of dining
out by changing from physiological needs to enjoyable cultures.
Because of an increase in income, dual income, discretionary time
and single household and a change in lifestyle of single household
and lifestyle, the dining market is increasing from fast-food and
family restaurants rather than traditional Korean food restaurants.
As the food service industry becomes bigger, systemized and
luxurious and foreign brand franchise restaurants invest a lot of
money on interior and exterior, domestic small enterprises, which
relative have less capital, are inferior to them. The sales revenue and
the growth rate are dramatically improving in foreign brand franchise
and family restaurants.
WTO (2004) announced that Korean food is healthy and scientific
food which balance nutrition with the mixture of meat and vegetables
and close to the nature. Thanks to this characteristicand an increased
interest in health and slow food, Korean food is getting an attention
again in the world as a healthy, slow food (Koo, 2010).
It is important to understand motivations of customers who visit
Korean food restaurants to understand the behaviors of customers.
Moreover, through the research about these motivations, it is possible
to establish specified strategies by subdividing customer market.
After this process, it would be possible to understand the reasons
of behaviors and prepare and implement effective marketing concepts.
In Korea, the studies about dining out motivations have been started
from the late 1990s by focusing on the relationship between
motivations and selected attributes of restaurants (Kim & Heo, 1998;
Baek, 2001; Yang & Park, 2000; Kim & Lee, 2012).
Therefore, it is seen as the right timing to research about
traditional Korean food restaurant’s dining out motivation and selected
attributes. Since visitors of Jeon-ju traditional house village pursue
traditional beauty of Korea, growth rate of Korean food restaurant is
also gradually increasing. However, there is a lot of defects in terms
of marketing and service when comparing against westernized
restaurants; therefore, it is important to develop marketing and service
strategies to increase the effectiveness of Korean food restaurants
management.
To achieve the aim of this report, the impact of motivations of
dining out and selective attributes of customers, who visit Korean
food restaurants in Jeon-ju, on customer satisfaction and loyalty will
be analyzed. The purpose is to help establish much more effective
and efficient marketing strategies to manage Korean food restaurants
based on this analysis.
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2. Literature Review
2.1. Motivation to Dine Out
Motivations are generally mentioned in psychology; however, it has
been identified that understanding psychological attributes of customers
is important regarding studies about marketing. Motivations are used
in a variety of industries from manufacturing to service, such as
events and conventions (Oulasvirta & Blom, 2007; Geeroms et al.,
2008; Ko, Song, & Woo, 2007; Lee, 2008).
When they concepts are adapted in the food service industry, those
are called as the motivations to dine out which are the objectives and
reasons to explain customer behaviors (Go, 2007; Kim, 2003). These
motivations are analyzedin terms of a variety of external and internal
purposes and reasons (Khan, 1991) and work as tonic to encourage
mobility among customers (Choi, 2008).
While reading the research which puts emphasis on convenience as
one of the most important motivations to dine out in this era (Costa
et al., 2007), it is possible to figure out that convenience is one of
the most essential factors. Moreover, cost, sensory appeal and health
have a relatively great impact on decision making process (McIntosh,
1996; Steptoe et al., 1995). Moon (2015) also stated that extrinsic
factors also motivate customers. Even though there is a gap between
individuals, psychological, cognitive and environmental factors are the
common extrinsic motivations. Physiological motivations are both
directly and indirectly caused by human beings’physical activities to
generate essential needs rather than consuming behaviors. Cognitive
motivations indicate the motivations which are caused from an
individual’s own thoughts, and environmental factors are caused by
surroundings of the person.
Many studies have been conducted from a lot of researchers.
While previous studies had been focused on factor classification of
general motivations (Kim & Heo, 1998; Baek, 2001; Yoon, 2005;
Go, 2007; Kim, Son, & Go, 2007; Kim & Lee, 2012; Moon, 2015),
Go, Song & Woo (2007) included a new dimension, self-display,
which clearly indicates women’s psychological changes. This means
than an individual pursues external factors, such as luxurious
atmosphere, for self-actualization rather than food to display oneself
to others.
Based on previous research, this study defines that motivations to
dine out is an individual’s intrinsic psychological status which causes
one’s behavior, and the motivations are also defined as the objectives
and reasons for dining out.

2.2. Selected Attributes of Korean Food Restaurants
Previous studies about selected attributes of restaurants analyzed
the differences of selected attributes based on different levels of
restaurants and factors. This study plans to suggest a Korean food
restaurant’s selected attributes based on the previous research.
These are the studies from foreign countries. Schroeder (1985)
analyzed nine factors, which are quality of food and service, price,
diversity of menu, hygiene, atmosphere, quality and quantity of food
and exterior. Swinyad & Struman (1986) argued that customers

choose restaurants depending on diversity of menu, quality of food,
friendly service, quantity of food and convenient location.
Puzo (1997) analyzed with quality of food, atmosphere, hygiene,
customer value, level of service, diversity of food and convenient
location, and Maclaurin and Maclaurin (2000) examined theme,
quality of service and food, menu, atmosphere, convenience, commodity
and price as selected attributes.
Jeon (2005) argued that health, ingredients, cook and dietary factors
are selected attributes. Anh and Jo (2006)analyzed about friendly employees,
vegetarian menu, organic ingredients, menu descriptions, reasonable
price, eco-friendly plates, recipes of healthy food, low-calories food,
food temperature and nutritious balance through well-being assessment.
Lee (2009) examined attractiveness and cook functionality as factors
of trend towards well-being menu, and Jo (2009) argued than when
customer choose well-being and Lohas menus, freshness, usage of
pesticide, preference, price and country of origin are considered to be
important.
Except those studies, there are much more research about
restaurants’selected attributes (Go, 1997; Im, 1997; Jo, 1998; Kim &
Heo, 1998; Yoo, 1999; Baek, 2000; Park & Lee, 2000; Lee, 2000;
Yang & Park, 2000; Hwang, 2000; Shin, 2001; Lee & Hwang, 2002;
Seo, Choi, & Moon, 2004; Kim, 2005; Jo, 2012; Lee & Hwang,
2014 Moon, 2015).
Based on the previous studies, quality of food, physical
environments, employees’ service, curiosity and need satisfaction are
considered as a traditional Korean food restaurant’s selected attributes
in this journal.

2.3. Customer Satisfaction
Following studies had researched about customer satisfaction.
Fornell (1992) claimed that a high level of customer satisfaction
increases customer loyalty, decreases pricesensitivity, retains customers,
reduces failure and marketing, for obtaining new customers, costs and
enhances brand image. Oliver (1997) explained customer satisfaction
in more details by defining it is a customer decision regarding
fulfilled states (cognitive decisions) and the level of pleasant
(emotional decisions). Oliver (1997) suggested four steps which
increases profits of an organization (quality →satisfaction →loyalty →
profit) when customer satisfaction has an impact on customer loyalty.
Lee (1994) spread the whole concepts of customer satisfaction into
outcome and process.
Recently, government put a great effort on investigating customer
satisfaction and theory establishment by developing customer
satisfaction index, such as NCSI and KCSI. When summarizing all
research regarding the results of customer satisfaction, the types of
studies are largely divided into two levels,customers and organizations.
The first level, customer, argues that high customer satisfaction leads
to repurchase behaviors and positive word-of-mouth which also increase
customer loyalty. On the other hand, research in the organizational
level claims that profits of the organization are increased through
customer satisfaction.
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2.4. Customer Loyalty

3. Methods and Hypothesis

There are some differences among studies about customer loyalty.
Hunt (1977) considered customer satisfaction as the evaluation of
their purchasing behaviors, which was better than expected. Oliver
(1980) defined as a comprehensive psychological status which generated
through the mixture of mismatched emotions between customer expectations
and their purchasing experiences. According to Parasuraman, Zeithaml,
&Berry (1996), customer loyalty is made from word-of-mouth and the
intention of repurchase. Word-of-mouth is an informal conversation
consisted of opinions products and brands and the oldest mechanism
to spread words. This has been defined as having a huge impact on
customer decision making processes.
Rosenberg &Czepiel (1984) claimed that retaining customers save
more than six times of expenses for attracting new customers. In the
Recicheld & Sasser (1990)’s research, if a company reduces 5% of
churners, there will be a substantial positive impact on profit from
25% to 85%. When summarizing all studies stated above, customer
loyalty is the engagement of customers who have the intention to
repurchase or revisit. Those engagements encourage customers to
repeatedly purchase the products or services, even though they can
change to competitors.

3.1. Research Model
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This research has set a model below, <Figure 1>, to analyze the
impact of a Korean food restaurant’s motivations to dine out and
selected attributes on customer satisfaction and loyalty, and also
assessed hypotheses.

<Figure 1> Research model

4. Empirical Analysis
4.1. General characteristic of the sample
To investigate characteristic of respondents, a frequency analysis
was conducted with 402 available samples. <Table 2> is the result of
the analysis.
<Table 2> Demographic characteristic of the sample.
Classification
Gender

Age

Occupation

Frequency

Percent

Male

235

58.5

Female

167

41.5

Classification
Marriage status

Frequency

Percent

Not married

253

62.9

Married

149

37.1
100.0

Total

402

100.0

Total

402

Less than 20

18

4.5

Below high school

31

7.7

Between 20-29

212

52.7

University graduates

329

81.8

Between 30-39

53

13.2

Between 40-49

59

14.7

Between 50-59

52

More than 60

8

Final education

Over postgraduates

42

10.4

Total

402

100.0

12.9

₩,000,000 - ₩,000,000

115

28.6

2.0

₩,000,000 - ₩,000,000

89

22.1

₩,000,000 - ₩,000,000

68

16.9

₩,000,000 - ₩,000,000

63

15.7

Total

402

100.0

Students (including postgraduate)

224

55.7

Employees (including broad members)

75

18.7

More than ₩5,000,000

67

16.7

Self-employed

44

10.9

Total

402

100.0

Public servant

5

1.2

Housewife

24

6.0

Professional

23

5.7

Others

7

1.7

Total

402

100.0

Annual income
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5. Conclusion
5.1. Summary of the Result and Implications
This study has been analyzed whether a traditional Korean food
restaurant’s motivations to dine out and selected attributes have a
positive impact on satisfaction and loyalty of customers who visit the
restaurant in Jeon-ju area. Based on this, this report aimed to
establish more effective and efficient marketing strategies for those
who run Korean food restaurants. The summary of this study and
some implications are stated below.
First, as a result of a multiple regression analysis to investigate the
impact of a Korean food restaurant’s motivations to dine out on
customer satisfaction, anenvironmental factor, a personal factor and a
cognitive factor are identifies as having a positive impact on customer
satisfaction. Especially, environments, view, hygiene and cleanliness,
atmosphere and hospitality need a great effort since an environmental
factor is the most influential.
Next, as a result of a multiple regression analysis to investigate
the impact of a Korean food restaurant’s selected attributes on
customer satisfaction, physiological environments, quality of food,
delivered service from employees and curiosity and need fulfilment
have a positive influence on customer satisfaction. Especially,
curiosity regarding new restaurants, desires toward new food and the
variety of menu are considered as the most important.
Third, as a result of a multiple regression analysis to investigate
the impact of a Korean food restaurant’s motivations to dine out on
customer loyalty, an environmental factor, a personal factor and a
cognitive factor are identifies as having a positive impact on customer
loyalty. As same as the customer satisfaction, an environmental factor
has been identifies as having a great influence. Therefore, it is
important to put more attention on environments, view, hygiene and
cleanliness, atmosphere and hospitality of a restaurant.
Furthermore, as a result of a multiple regression analysis to
investigate the impact of a Korean food restaurant’s selected attributes
on customer loyalty, physiological environments and curiosity and
need fulfilment have a positive influence on customer loyalty. As
same as the customer satisfaction, curiosity and need fulfilment have
been identifies as having a great influence on customer loyalty.
Therefore, individuals should put a great effort to develop curiosity
regarding new restaurants, desires toward new food and the variety of
menu attributes.
Lastly, as a result of a simple regression analysis to investigate the
impact of customer satisfaction on customer loyalty, it has been
identified that customer satisfaction has a significant impact on
customer loyalty. It is important to differentiate restaurants from other
restaurants in different regionssince customer satisfaction has a direct
impact on customer loyalty. This differentiation might maximize
profits by generating re-visitations.
Implications of this study is stated below.

First, researching about a Korean food restaurant’s motivations to
dine out and selected attributes in Jeon-ju region is considered
meaningful. There are some previous studies had researched about
selected attributes of a Korean food restaurant in Jeon-ju area,
however, no study has conducted with motivations to dine out.
Therefore, it is assumed that more studies should be conducted. A
cognitive factor and curiosity and need fulfilment factors have the
most impact on customer satisfaction. This might be because of
well-known restaurants, such as the Jo Jum Rae’s Blood Sausage
Restaurant, the Veteran Noodle Soup Restaurant and the Three-Hundred
House’s Soybean Sprout Soup Rice.
Moreover, an environmental factor and curiosity and need fulfilment
factors are the most influential on customer loyalty.Because of many
buildings which match traditional exterior, interior, lights, music and
temperature started from the traditional house village, many
individuals might be attracted and think about re-visitation. Since the
area pursuing changes by providing a variety of attractions and food,
it is considered that the rate of re-visitation is high.
As a result, it is seen that good image of Jeon-ju and satisfaction
will generate re-visitations. This is not identified in all studies; however,
in this research, high satisfaction results a high level of re-visitation.
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An Analysis of a Causal Relationship between a Franchise Coffee Shop’s
Servicescape Factors and the Ability to Provide
Service with Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty
Gyu-Sam Hwang*, Hye-Sook Kim**, Sang-Youn Lee***1

Abstract
This report is aiming to provide useful information to domestic
franchise coffee shops by analysing the impact of service scape and
the ability to provide service on the customer satisfaction and loyalty
in franchise coffee shops in Seoul.
The data was collected for a month from February 1, 2016 by
targeting customers through judgement sampling. Then the available
collected data, 398 out of 400, was analysed through SPSS 19.0
package.
Written below is the summary of the result. First, the service
scape factors which have an impact on a franchise coffee shop’s
customer satisfaction are determined as interior, cleanliness, cozienss
and so on. Next, it is figured out that the ability to provide service
affect customer satisfaction. Third, cleanliness, cozienss and other
service scape factors have an impact on the customer satisfaction.
Lastly, a coffee shop’s customer satisfaction is analysed as having an
impact on the customer loyalty.
It is important to have not only the ability to provide service, but
also service scape factors, such as interior, cleanliness and coziness to
distinguish a coffee shop from other competitors from customers’
point of views. These difference might create customer satisfaction
and retention which will bring profits.
Keywords: Franchise Coffee Shop, Service Scape, Ability to Provide
Service, Customer Satisfaction, Customer Loyalty

1. Introduction
There is diastrophism in the coffee shop industry. Since cheaply
costed coffee drinks, from 500 won, are introduced mainly from
convenience stores, a franchise coffee shop’s position has been
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weaken which is selling expensive coffee (e.g., Americano), priced
between 3,000 –4,000 won. Therefore, to maintain their positions,
franchise coffee shops put a lot of efforts to try broad scale changes,
such as in the structure of the organisation and their brands (Daily
Economic Newspaper, 2016).
Even though sales is gradually increasing in the franchise coffee
shops, selling expensive coffee, the development seems slow. The
main cause might be negative correlation between the number of
faltered coffee consumption in the franchise coffee shops and rapidly
increased number of shops. Except the coffee shops which sell high
quality or low-priced coffee, other SMEs are suffering from the
current phenomenon.
As a consequence, this industry pointed out that the only factors
to compete with low-priced convenience store coffee are distinctive
taste and interior. It is also projected that different types of side
menus will be developed to supplement beverages, not only coffee
(Lee, 2014).
In the past, the purpose of going to franchise coffee shops was
just to drink coffee; however, now it has been changed to spend and
enjoy individual’s time in there. Moreover, since coffee shops with
creative interior are popular, many coffee shops with special themes
are emerging (Jeon & Jo, 2011).
These franchise coffee shops made a difference on the physical
environment which was not considered as an important factor in the
past. To fulfil customer needs and expectations, there is increased
attention on the physical environment, including tangible and physical
evidence.
Servicescape of franchise coffee shops turned intangible products,
such as service, into being tangible which plays crucial factor to
reduce uncertainty and increase buying confident of customers (Son,
2013). This means that customers are spending long time and having
more frequency to encounter the physical environment of the shop,
such as convenience of parking, exterior, music, coziness, color and
light.
Byun et al. (2014) put emphasis on the importance of service
scape in the environment which provides service. Furthermore, Kim et
al. (2013) argued that the physical environment has an impact on
customers’ feelings, such as joyfulness and enlightenment, which also
affect their revisitation and time of staying in the shop.However, the
most crucial factor is the moment of service encounter between an
employee and a customer, which create a positive or negative image
of the brand. This image is also related to the reliability of the
coffee shop and word-of-mouth effect.
From this view, there must be a huge impact of service scape on
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customer satisfaction and the intention to repurchase. Even thought,
there has been research about a franchise coffee shop’s service scape
(Lee, 2014; Park, Kim, Choi, & Lee, 2013; Ko & Lee, 2012; Choi
& Yoo, 2011; Um, 2010), research regarding the impact of an
service scape, which includes employee’s ability to provide service,
on customer satisfaction and loyalty is insufficient.
As a result, this report will analyse how a franchise coffee shop’s
service scape and the ability to provide service affect customer
satisfaction and loyalty. To fide out the relationship and provide this
information to domestic coffee shops, customers of franchise coffee
shops in Seoul were asked about their satisfaction and loyalty toward
franchise coffee shop’s service scape, includingthe ability of employee
to deliver service.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Servicescape
Servicescape was firstly introduced by Kotler (1973) with the
word, atmospheric, when he investigated about physical environment.
After that Baker (1987) defined the word, store environment, by
including not only artificial and physical environments, but also
comprising all intangible evidence which can be seen, such as the
moment when service encounters. The store environment embraces
three elements, ambient factor, design factor and social factor.
Contrary to making the physical environment to natural and social
factors, Bitner (1992) considered the environment as service scape. It
was defined as a controllable artificial environment which composes
ambient atmosphere, arrangements and functionalities of a place, signs,
symbols, artificial objects and so on. A lot of research is also
conducted in Korea (Seo & Lee, 2013; Park, 2013; Gwon & Han;
2014, Gwon, 2014; Bae, 2014; Park & Kim, 2014; Jung & Kim,
2015; Choi, Im, & Moon, 2015; Han & Lee, 2016).
Um (2010) composed a franchise coffee shop’s service scape of
five components, coziness of seats, working environment, aesthetic
impression, cleanliness and accessibility. It has been shown that
working environment, coziness and aesthetic impression have an
impact on customer satisfaction. Jeon & Jo (2011) argued that a
franchise coffee shop’s physical environment is composed of coziness
of seats, attractiveness, cleanliness, harmony, environment, crowded
and freshness. Moreover, Lee &Seo (2012) compared outbound and
inbound franchise coffee shops and stated that attractiveness of
design, functionality of space and freshness are included in the
physical environment.
Ko &Lee (2012) considered working environment, coziness of
seats, cleanliness, aesthetic impression and accessibility as the factors
of service scape.After analysing the impact of each factor on
customer satisfaction and the intention of revisitation, it was possible
to figure out that working environment and cleanliness affect all the
variations. Park (2013) organized with cleanliness, spatiality and
convenience while Bae (2014) consisted with spatiality, security and
freshness. While conducting a research about the relationship between
service scape with social environment and customers’ emotional

responses and intention of actions, Byun et al. (2014) found that
delight is affected by aesthetic impression, freshness and the image of
employees, activation is affected by convenience, and visible side has
a positive impact on both delight and enlightenment.
When summarise the composition of physical environment, it was
possible to find out that the foundation of various research was
Bitner (1992) and Baker (1987)’s studies. This report will be based
on Bitner (1992), Jeon &Jo (2011) and Ko & Lee (2012)’s research
and study three factors of service scape, interior, cleanliness and
coziness.

2.2. The Ability to Provide Service
The behavior of providing service is the level of service of the
moment when an employee deliver service to customer. Gronroos
(1990) defined the behavior of providing service as the customer
recognition of the gap between expected and actual service. Kim &
Won (1992) defined the level of delivered service as the level of
performance when providing service products. Although an employee’s
behavior of providing service is an important factor which is directly
related to customer satisfaction in the service industry, there is not
much research dealing with the service delivering behavior (Han &
Lee, 2016).
Jo (2006) analysed the impact of an airline’s service orientation on
the behavior of providing service. Moreover, Kim & Lee (2013)
conducted a research regarding the impact of the success factor of
innovative service in a hotel business on concentration on duties and
the behavior of providing service. Hwang, Song, & Lee (2014)
proposed the needfulness of strategic management of human resource
which reflects the nature of department to improve the level of
delivering service. As a result of the impact of service scape on each
employee’s emotional reactions and motivations, Han & Lee (2016)
also analysed motivation of hoteliers have an impact on the behavior
of offering service.
This study defined the behavior of providing service as a
performance of the service provider and a level of the performance,
based on Han & Lee (2016)’s research.

2.3. Customer Satisfaction
The idea of customer satisfaction has a long history in the
marketing concept. The studies about customer behavior consider
customer satisfaction as the key factor during the post-purchase
period, because customer satisfaction has a positive impact on
repetitive purchase and word-of-mouth. Customer satisfaction is the
essential to run a business since customers with high loyalty increase
profits through bring more customers by positive word-of-mouth
(Kim, 2012).
Oliver (1996) defined satisfaction as a customer’s reaction to
determine whether their needs and wants are fulfilled or not. Johnson
&Grayson (2005) argued that customer satisfaction is the result of
interaction whilst receiving service and is affected by the value of
provided service. Yoon (2012) stated that it is a perceived
achievement and a function of expectation which are based on the
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experience of customers.
From the previous research, it was possible to understand that
customer satisfaction is one of the most important factors in the
marketing process. Customer satisfaction has a substantial impact on
customer attitude, loyalty, intention of repurchase, word-of-mouth,
conversion of products and complaints, and it is meaningful in
marketing strategies (Han, 2015; Kim et al., 2012; Choo, Bae & Jo,
2011; Ruiz-Molina, Gil-Saura, & Berenguer-Contri, 2009).
Customer satisfaction is defined as overall assessment of what
customer experienced, including the interaction with the service
provider. Therefore, positive evaluation on the service provider will
have a positive effect on the business (Macintosh, 2007). This proves
that customer satisfaction reflects not only perceive reactions, but also
all the experiences and emotional reactions whilst receiving the
service (Edvardsson, 2005).
This study defined customer satisfaction as the level satisfaction
which is perceived by customers, based on Oliver (1996), Kim (2012)
& Kim et al. (2012).

2.4. Customer Loyalty
From a corporation’s perspective, it requires a lot of efforts to
retain customers by preventing them from going to competitors and
letting themkeep purchase products or services of the business. To
retain current customers, the priority must be high-quality service
which customers can satisfy.
The concept of customer loyalty has been treated as broader idea
than customer satisfaction by many researchers (Kim, 1996). Most
studies regarding customer loyalty have applied the concept of
satisfaction to analyse the impact of satisfaction on customer loyalty
(Koo et al., 2015). While conducting a research about strategic
mechanism to minimise perceivedrisks, Kandampully & Liam (2001)
and Florian &Bayoun (2004) considered loyalty as the intention of
repurchase and recommendation. Lee (2010) argued as a behavior and
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an attitude toward products or service and as an amicable attitude
towards the brand, stores, employees and provided services and the
intention to repurchase and revisit, which are resulted from the
tendency to loyal to the business. Joo (2013) stated customer loyalty
as a behavior and an attitude of a customer who keeps purchasing
from one service provider and has positive perception about the
provider. Yoon (2013) found that there are two strategies to retain
customers, which are an aggressive strategy to attract new customers
and a defensive strategy to retain current customer.
This study defined customer loyalty as the perceived intention to
revisit from customers based on Jin (2011), Kim (2012) & Joo
(2013).

3. Research Model and Selecting Hypothesis
3.1. Research Model and Hypothesis
The purpose of this research is to analyse the impact of service
scape and the ability to provide service on satisfaction and loyalty of
the customers who go to franchise coffee shops in Seoul. Based on
Bitner (1992), Jeon & Jo (2011) and Ko & Lee (2012)’s studies, it
was possible to build and design models; moreover, hypothesises,
regarding the ability to deliver service, were set by referring to Han
& Lee (2016)’s research. Customer satisfaction hypothesises were
based on Oliver (1996), Kim (2012) & Kim et al. (2012)’s research.
Moreover, Jin (2011), Kim (2012), & Joo (2013)’s studies were
referred to set hypothesises about customer loyalty.
Based on previous studies, it was possible to draw <Figure 1> to
analyse an impact of a franchise coffee shop’s service scape and the
ability to deliver service on customer satisfaction and loyalty and the
impact of customer satisfaction and customer loyalty.

<Figure 1> Research model.
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4. Result

satisfaction on service and friendly voice are considered to have a
substantial impact on customer satisfaction. Therefore, there should be
business strategies to improve this part.
Next, by analyzing the impact of a franchise coffee shop’s
servicescape factors (interior, cleanliness and coziness) on customer
loyalty through multiple regression cleanliness and conziness are
identified as important. While cleanliness and coziness have an impact

4.1. Trends of Demographics
The result of frequency analysis regarding demographics of respondents
are show in <Table 2>.
<Table 2> Demographic trend of respondents
Classification
Gender

Marriage status

Education

Annual income

Frequency

Percent

Classification

Frequency

Percent

Male

165

41.5

Less than 20

18

4.5

Female

233

58.5

20-29

227

57.0

30-39

96

24.1

40-49

34

8.5

19

4.8

Total

398

100.0

Not married

303

76.1

Married

95

23.9

50-59

Age

Total

398

100.0

Above 60

4

1.0

Under high school graduate

43

10.8

Total

398

100.0

University graduate (including enrolled students)

299

75.1

Student

181

45.5

Above post graduate (including enrolled students)

56

14.1

Employee

106

26.6

Total

398

100.0

Self-employed

23

5.8

Less than 20,000,000 won

146

36.7

20,000,000–29,999,999

70

17.6

30,000,000-39,999,999

67

40,000,000-49,999,999

23

Public servant

3

.8

Housewife

26

6.5

16.8

Profession

31

7.8

5.8

Other

28

7.0

Total

398

100.0

50,000,000-59,999,999

20

5.0

60,000,000-69,999,999

21

5.3

More than 70,000,000

51

12.8

Total

398

100.0

5. Conclusion
5.1. Summary of Results of Research and Indications
This report analyzed the impact of a franchise coffee shop’s servicescape
and the ability to provide service on customer satisfaction and
loyalty. To analyse those factors, customers of franchise coffee shops
in Seoul were asked about the relationship between servicescape,
including employee’s ability to deliver service, and customer satisfaction
and loyalty. Following contents are the summary of analysis.
First, by analyzing the impact of a franchise coffee shop’s
servicescape factors (interior, cleanliness and coziness) on customer
satisfaction through multiple regression analysis, interior, cleanliness
and conziness are identified as important. It was identified that
cleanliness of floor, corridors, tables, chairs, restrooms and facilities,
also freshness, is considered as the most effective on customer
satisfaction. Furthermore, there should be more investments on interior
and coziness.
Second, through simple regression analysis, a franchise coffee shop’s
ability to provide service was identified to be influential on customer
satisfaction. Constant service, provided service based on service sequence,
promptness, effort to standardise service, complaint resolution, customer

Occupation

on both customer satisfaction and loyalty, interior has an impact on only
customer satisfaction. Therefore, it is suggested to invest on making a
coffee shop with comfortable atmosphere rather than invest on interior.
Forth, through simple regression analysis, a franchise coffee shop’s
ability to provide service was identified to be influential on customer
loyalty. Since the ability provide service has an impact on both customer
satisfaction and loyalty, it is recommended to put more efforts on
making service and marketing strategies to improve the ability to
deliver service.
Finally, by analyzing the impact of customer satisfaction on customer
loyalty, there was a positive result. It means that customer satisfaction
should be achieved to retain more customers. To increase loyalty level,
it sounds reasonable to develop marketing strategies which are customer
oriented.
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The Analysis of a Causal Relationship of a Medical Center’s
Culture Marketing on Customer Emotional Response and Satisfaction
Kyung-A Kim*, Hyung-Chul Kang**, Young-Hun Cho***, Chung-Sub Shin****1

Abstract
This paper will propose the necessity and usable culture marketing
in hospitals to identify the current position of culture marketing in
the medical service industry.
The research targeted medical consumers who have experienced
culture marketing large size hospitals and asked them to fill out
self-administered questionnaire. The collected data was analysed by
suing SPSS 18.0 and Amos 18.0 programs. To consider convergent
validity, reliability and average variance extracted values were
calculated. Then, a correlation analysis was conducted to measure
correlation among deducted factors. Lastly, a structural equation model
was verified based on research hypotheses.
As a result, it has been identified that positive customer satisfaction
has a favorable impact on customer satisfaction and negative customer
satisfaction has an unfavorable influence on customer satisfaction.
Because of an increase in the number of commercialized medical
centers, hospitals, which are in the unattractive environment and
perfect competition, should use culture marketing as an important
method of marketing to increase service quality. Moreover, by
considering the fact that that only a culture synthesis and a culture
style have a positive impact, focusing on a culture synthesis and a
culture style would be treated as an advantageous strategy.
Keywords: Culture Marketing, Culture Synthesis, Culture Sales, Culture
Sponsorship, Culture Hospital, Customer Response, Customer
Satisfaction, Service Quality

1. Introduction
A medical expense is gradually increasing because of an increase
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of a national income and medical insurance expansion. (Kim & Shin,
2008). Since 1989, citizens’supply and demand increased due to the
implementation of the national health insurance. Moreover, strict
policies and regulations have lowered the door of medical treatments
to customers which made the society desire a high quality medical
service. This trend is expanding and threatening the existence of
medical organizations (Lee, 2005). Recently, the behavior of medical
treatments is considered intangible, and the relationship between a
doctor and a patient is becoming a supplier and a customer under the
medical service circumstance (Mayer et al., 1995). Due to these
changes, medical organizations have introduced service management
tactics to maintain customers (Kim, 2007).In terms of management,
the core value of marketing strategies is customers and the vision is
the reflection of customer desire. Now, marketing is not only limited
within organizations, but also non-profit organizations apply it
broadly, including services, people, places, ideas, educations and
organizations. Different from other profit organizations, a hospital is a
non-profit organization which focuses on sociality, public interests and
ethics, but also should earn profits to run a hospital. It especially
highly relies on viral marketing since medical advertisements, using
mass media, are limited.
The generation that customers satisfy when only quality of a
product is good has already passed. In the medical market, there is a
huge increase in the number of medical organizations and operational
environment is getting worse which caused a low profit and competency.
To overcome this phenomenon, hospitals applied a strategy of customer
satisfaction regardless of size since they realized the importance of
customer satisfaction. For social contributions and making profits, hospitals
promptly provides a good quantity and quality of service and
convenience (Park, 2014). Therefore, it would be a starting point and
a direction which accurately identify diversified desires and select
attributes (Kim, 2007).
Moreover, contemporary customers exist not only as economical
consumers, but also cultural consumers who prefer products which
fulfil esthetic, symbolic and emotional desires (Park, 2000; Son, 2008).
Organizations, after 2000s, have used culture marketing as a new
promotion and marketing strategy. To fulfil new desires, organizations
have impressed customers and stimulated social consuming behaviors
via culture art (Son, 2000). Therefore, it is important to consider
culture art as an important a hospital’s important marketing method
since a medical service is also a form of service. Because of a
dramatically increased number of expanding and commercializing
medical organizations, there is a hyper competition which leads to
some hospitals’ unfavorable management. Therefore, a new strategy is
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required to make a positive customer attitude towards hospitals.
Culture marketing, which uses culture and art, can form a positive
behavior regarding an organization and a brand (Kim, 2003; Nam,
2008). Moreover, it can enhance a brand and organization image and
a brand attitude by using emotions to improve customer loyalty (Lee,
Shin, & Hwang, 2009; Andreassen & Lindestand, 1998).
Culture marketing is a competitive advantage. However, more
studies about the impact of culture marketing should be conducted
(Lee & Moon, 2008). Although culture marketing in medical service
can enhance the marketing impact and there are some hospitals
applied it, there is a lack of theoretical research.
Therefore, it is important to effectively analyze strategic and practical
approaches of culture marketing to use it efficiently. Moreover, the
study about to identify customer satisfaction by using customer
emotional responses’positive and negative relationship while providing
differentiated culture marketing is be considered significant. Moreover,
that research would be considered to be well-timed in 21 century
which puts emphasis on customer emotion.
The purpose of this research is to analyze and prove the impact of
a hospital’s culture marketing on customer emotional response and
customer satisfaction. It is aimed to provide accessible basic data
which allows new marketing paradigm of a hospital based on the
cultural marketing which provides more than added value and impacts
on the hospital service. Following are the specific objectives of this
research. First, identifying concepts and characteristics of culture
marketing, emotional response and customer satisfaction based on
theoretical background and previous studies. Next, proving the actual
relationship between a hospital’s culture marketing and emotional
responses and customer satisfaction.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Concept of Culture Marketing
An organization’s management paradigm has been developed. 1980s
was a production era, 1990s was a technological era and 2000s
presented a mixture of technology and emotion which claimed a
marketing strategy to touch customer emotion to be a global leading
organization (Lee, 2003). This emotional marketing includes culture
marketing. Culture marketing was generated from mecenat which is
one of the classification of culture art. While an organization based
on social contribution activities in the early stage of non-profit side
of culture marketing, now, strategic management theory was integrated
which changed the public interest and industrial sides into a charity
side (Nam et al., 2008). Organizations enhance brand image through
sponsorships and a public interest side. Some organizations go beyond
by forming partnerships with culture and art centers and connect
those into marketing. Therefore, an organization’s culture marketing is
used as a method to enhance the integrity of product, such as
re-identifying a brand image, an emotional serviceand brand
maintenance related to art, which is a process of persuading homo
ludens (Kim et al., 2005). Based on culture and a smooth exchange
with customers, it is a sequence which creates added values and

enhance distinct values (Kim, 2003; Ann, 2008). This also targets
customer emotion to offer an organization’s brand value and
differentiates marketing from other organizations in a long term which
affect consumer behavior (Jo, 2010).

2.2. Type of Culture Marketing
There is a difference of types of implementing culture marketing
between researchers; however, it usually classified into the ways of
use it and objectives. Sim (2002) classified culture marketing into
culture sales, culture sponsorships, culture synthesis, culture styles and
culture spirits. Kim (2006) classified into culture communications,
culture sponsorships, culture investments and culture styles/culture
brands based on a period of implementation and strategic and
investment point of views’ strengths and weaknesses. Kim (2006)
divided into a community contribution strategy, a marketing strategy
and a management strategy. Out of those culture types, Sim (2002)’s
five factors are considered generally.
Many research is based on Sim (2002)’s 5S types (Kim, 2006;
Han, 2008; Lee, 2009; Gwak, 2012; Lee, 2014; Kim, 2015). Based
on 5S, some are eliminated according to the content of a study.

2.2.1. Culture Sales
This uses culture as a method of advertisement or sales booster.
Therefore, it intrigue consumers by relating the cultural image with a
product or an organization’s whole image (Sim, 2002). Using a
culture and art factor into a product or a service design advertisement
and using a culture and art factor as a promotional tool and a sales
booster of a product or service are the specific examples. The
example of culture sales is PPL in movies, dramas, performance or
TV programs or provided tickets of a performance or an exhibition
when purchasing a product or a service. Delivering an organization’s
image and message by using culture and art factors are also a form
of culture sales (Kang, 2009; Gwak, 2012; Kim, 2006; Lee, 2014).

2.2.2. Culture Sponsorship
This is a form of sponsorship which supports an activity or a
team of culture and art to re-consider the image of brand (Sim,
2002), and this is a traditional and ordinary type of an organization’s
culture marketing (Kim, 2006). As a marketing strategy, it is
engaging in promotions, advertisements, alternative works and entering
abroad through sponsorship and partnership. Specifically, it includes
culture and art events and program and education sponsorships and
public commitments through culture and art in a culture and art
facility operation, festival and exhibition, and performance (Kang,
2009; Gwak, 2012; Kim, 2006; Lee, 2014).

2.2.3. Culture Synthesis
It is defined as a differentiation of a product and service by
specifying a cultural image (Sim, 2002). Culture synthesis tries to
position the whole organization based on culture which proposes a
different cultural factor by representing an esthetic impression, a
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usage, atmosphere and beautifulness of an image and a product of an
organization. This helps consumers to feel superiority feeling,
exclusiveness and practicality and express expected atmosphere and
image through the brand (Oh & Kim, 2006).

2.2.4. Culture Style
For the long-term and strategic point of view, it creates culture
brand by materializing a culture or a cultural image (Kim, 2006).
Moreover, it positions an organization with a new and unique culture.

2.2.5. Culture Spirit
From an organization’s perspective, it motivates consumers by
using a nation’s cultural attractiveness as a spirit (Sim, 2002). For
instance, Swiss reminds a beautiful natural view, German and Japan
represent a technology skill, the United States represents talented
individuals and a large amount of capitals and France’s culture spirit
can be perfumes and wines (Kim, 2015).

2.3. Emotional Response
It has been identified that a service quality in a hospital has an
impact on both positive and negative customer emotional responses.
An emotional response is motivated feelings, emotions and sentiments
which are generated from a variety of stimulus in the environments.
This has a direct impact on customer satisfaction and the intention to
recommend (Tomkins, 1981; Zajonc & Markus, 1982; Jo & Yang,
2006). Therefore, it relates to a consumer behavior by generating a
positive or negative feeling about the provided service itself and the
service provider, while receiving the service. Lee (2011) claimed that
a positive feeling has an intimate relationship with a positive factor
of an organization which results in an increased profit and protection
of customer leaves.
After the research claiming that a consumer is both rational and
emotional, studies about emotion felt from consumers has been related
to a consumer behavior. In the past, a consumer’s rational decision
was self-directed which is a traditional consumer behavior. However,
recently, as there is a claim that a consumer’s temporary feeling can
have an impact on a consumer behavior or attitude, a positive
feeling, regarding a consumer behavior after receiving a service, has
been identified as a scale of estimating a consumer’s personal feeling
(Kim, 2010). An emotional response means an emotional status which
is experienced individually while exposed to any situation, stimulus
and an object. Consumers are affected by a variety of environmental
stimulus in a store since they are consuming within the provided
environment (Koo & Kim, 2012).
Kim (2012) stated that a hospital’s physical environment and
personal social service have a positive influence on a perceived value
of a delivered service and an emotional response. A perceived
emotional response has a positive impact on a patient satisfaction and
the intention of revisitation. This result identified that a quality of
medical service has an influence on a service value and an emotional
response. Therefore, it was recommended to keep using a strategy
which encourages to provide a better quality service with an effort to
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provide convenience.
Kim et al. (2014)’s study found that an interaction, in the
e-service quality, has the most powerful impact and responsiveness
and reliability are followed by that. Moreover, a five star hotel’s
e-service quality has a positive impact on a consumer’s emotional
response and customer satisfaction while joyful and trust have an
impact on an emotional response. Choi et al. (2015) claimed that the
quality of coffee and provided side dishes have a positive impact on
a positive emotional response which has a mediated impact with a
positive impact on a customer behavior.

2.4. Customer Satisfaction
Oliver (1981) defined as an evaluation of a surprise from a
consuming experience which includes not only the perceived
evaluation of the process of using a product, but also includes overall
consuming experience with anemotional evaluation. According to
previous research about customer satisfaction, it is formed from the
previous experience of purchasing a service and expectations, and this
level of satisfaction decides re-usage and recommendations to others
(John, 1992). Customer satisfaction is the concept of difference
between before and after using a service. Oliver (1993) defined as
anemotional disagreement of expected and actual experiences with
emotions. Georgette (1997)claimed that in the medical service
industry, it is not considered as providing a favorable quality of
service if a consumer, patient, did not feel that or felt displeasure
due to other factors, even though a high-technology and a good
quality facility are provided. Lee (2006) stated that a quality of
medical service, satisfaction and the intention to re-visit have
interactions, and to improve satisfaction, it is important to make an
effort to develop the quality of other services which patients perceive.
Im (2013) indicated that a strategy to corporality and reliability is
needed to enhance the overall satisfaction level of a medical service.

3. Research Model and Selecting Hypothesis
3.1. Research Model
Based on above preceding research, research for the current model
is as in <Figure 1>.

<Figure 1> Research model.
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4. Analysis of Data

5. Conclusions and Implications
Due to hospital’s exponential growth, enlargement, and corporatization
recently, it is necessary for medical institutions, in a poor environment
in terms of management because of infinite competition, to utilize
culture marketing as a main tool of medical institution management
in order to heighten the service quality. In turn, we can get the
following results by analyzing reality of culture marketing from
medical service industry.
First, for <Hypothesis 1> - hospital’s culture marketing has
positive effects on customers’positive reaction - it turned out that
subsections of hospital culture marketing, such as culture synthesis,
culture sales, culture sponsorship, and culture hospitals, have
significant positive effects on customers’ positive reactions.
Second, for <Hypothesis 2> - hospital’s culture marketing has
negative effects on customers’ negative reactions - it turned out that
subsections of hospital culture marketing, such as culture synthesis
and culture hospital, have significant negative effects on
customers’negative reaction, while culture sales, culture sponsorship
did not have significant effects. In cases of culture synthesis, culture
sales, culture sponsorship, and culture hospital, they direct
customers’positive emotion towards hospital in a direction of greater
positivity. On the other hand, culture synthesis and culture hospital
can be translated to direct customers’ negative emotion towards
hospital in an opposite direction. This meant that, among subsections
of culture marketing, culture synthesis and culture hospital work
positively to customers’positive reaction while reducing effects of
negative reactions. Therefore, this implies that if hospitals position
culture synthesis and culture hospital to culture marketing, it can
maximize the effects on customers’ emotional reactions.
Third, for <Hypothesis 3> - hospital culture marketing would have
significant influence on customer satisfaction - it turned out that
subsections of culture marketing, such as culture synthesis and culture
hospital, have significant positive effects on customer satisfaction,
while culture sales and culture sponsorship turned out not to have
significant effects. This implies that by considering culture marketing
of hospitals, it is necessary to focus on culture synthesis and culture
hospital in order to get an effective customer satisfaction.

Forth, for <Hypothesis 4> - customer’s emotion reaction have
significant effects on customer satisfaction - it turned out that customer’s
positive reaction has significant positive effects on customer
satisfaction and customer’s negative reaction has significant negative
effects on customer satisfaction. As it was discovered that customer’s
emotion reaction have significant effects on customer satisfaction, it is
necessary for hospitals to take care of customer’s emotion reaction in
order to perform customer satisfactory management.
This study found out that, among subfactors of culture marketing,
having culture synthesis through exhibition and small concert and
positioning into culture hospital through constant investment are
effective ways for customer satisfactory management which goes
beyond customer satisfaction, reaching to customer impression. This
tells us that culture marketing requires constant and prolonged
attention and synthesis of culture, not short-term-effective marketing.
In addition, when constructing or establishing new hospitals, it is
necessary to consider not only places for exhibition and concert, but
also places where customers can participate in culture art.
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The Effects of Traditional Korean Restaurant’s Well-Bing Attribute
Selection on Customers’ Re-Visitation and Word-of-Mouth Intention
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Abstract
This study analyzes what effects on restaurants’ well-being attribute
selection have on word-of-mouth intention. Based on the result, this
study aims to provide basic data for establishing Korean restaurant’s
service strategy and marketing strategy.
The researchers surveyed 350 customers who visited a Korean
restaurant located in Kangbook, Seoul. We encoded gathered data and
analyzed them using SPSS 17.0 statistics package program.
Following are the analyzed results. First, under hypothesis 1 –
Korean restaurant’s well-being attribute selection will have a positive
influence on re-visitation intention – it shows that sufficiency,
healthiness, and steadiness have similar influence on re-visitation
intention. Second, under hypothesis 2 – Korean restaurant’s well-being
attribute selection will have a positive influence on word-of-mouth
intention – it shows that sufficiency, healthiness, environment, and
steadiness have similar influence on word-of-mouth intention. Third,
under hypothesis 3 – Korean restaurant’s re-visitation intention will
have a positive influence on word-of-mouth intention – it is considered
that eliciting customer’s re-visitation intention also has influence on
word-of-mouth intention.
It will be necessary to consult how to derive customer’s re-visitation
intention or word-of-mouth intention by considering factors which
customers of traditional Korean restaurant value.
Keywords: Korean Restaurant, Well-being, Attribute Selection,
Re-visitation Intention, Word-or-Mouth Intention
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1. Introduction
Modern society is going through maturation from management
centered on production to information-oriented and digital society
centered on knowledge and technology; and shortened economy cycle
is bringing about society’s rapid changes (Jung, 2009). Due to this, it
is observable that people tend to pursue not only quantitative
satisfaction, but also qualitative and emotional satisfaction. Well-being
market is rapidly growing in numerous countries, as well as
developed countries. This well-being trend results in higher overall
standard of living.
Among well-being food categories, some major burgeoning fields
are nature product and organic product. The convincing interpretation
is that fear related to food and increased concern regarding
environment are the major factors that brought about the rapid growth
of organic area. The word well-being has been extended to numerous
products, and as a result, well-being migrated from niche market to
mainstream market (Moosa, 2002).
Many people refer 21st century as era of food war and as a
consequence of the Korean wave and increased attention on well-being,
people’s attention on Korean food is getting higher. We can observe
active expansions of food service industry having their centers on
Korean food. WHO stated that Korean food is scientifically
harmonious food between vegetable and meets, food that is similar to
nature, and exemplary food with balanced nutrition (WHO, 2004).
Features of Korean food, which has healthy, well-being, and slow
food, are considered globally as people’s interests in well-being and
slow food have been increased (Kim, 2011).
Especially, pastes –such as Kimchi and Korean been paste – which
are the bases of Korean food, are slow food. They require time and
elaborative work, and they are imprinting well-being trend. Besides
the unique tastes, their nutrition, health functionality, and the
variability of ingredients will derive a huge competitiveness (Lee, 2010).
As customers’ intention to pursue Korean things as increased, the
growth rate of Korean restaurant also has been heightened although
Korean restaurants have week marketing and service strategies compared
to Western restaurants.
There have been numerous advanced researches about Korean
restaurants in terms of well-being (Jun, 2004; Gong, 2005; Kang,
2007; Kim, 2011 Goo & Yoo, 2011; Lee, 2012 Lee & Yang, 2012;
Park, 2012; Jung, 2012).
The current study investigates traditional Korean restaurant’s customers
in their well-being attribute selection. Also, it analyzes what effects
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does restaurant’s well-being attribute selection have on word-of-mouth
intention. Based on the result, this study aims to provide basic data
for establishing Korean restaurant’s service strategy and marketing
strategy.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Definition of Korean Restaurant
Dietary life started as a method of survival and has been changed
into various forms as today’s society requires not only family but
also experience of society outside of family. The Ministry for Food,
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries defined Korean food as Korean
culture and limited to traditional food which has representativeness
and significance of Korean food culture and which can be commercialized.
Although the definition of Korean food includes palace food and
local food, Korean food is expressed in various ways such as
traditional Korean food, traditionalfood, and local food (Park, 2012).
Additionally, Korean food features are also defined as Korean food,
permitting variety changes but conserving qualitative feature of
ingredients and recipe (Lee, 2010).
Korean restaurant, according to standard industrial classification, is
Korean restaurant targeting general people (Yang, 2011). The
percentage that Korean restaurant owns in food service industry is
more than 50%. Korean restaurants are general restaurants serving
traditional foods such as Korean table d’hote, soups, meats, and
broils. Especially in case of Korean table d’hote, they are the
restaurants serving Korean table d’hote with individual rooms.

2.2. Korean Restaurants Attribute Selection
The essential part in understanding customers is to know what
kind of decisions they make, and this is the starting point and basis
of retail marketing. Studies on customer behavior was emphasized in
1960s and rapidly developed into studies about customer desire and
decision making. Later, studies on customer behavior were recognized
as essential problem of modern companies (Kwak, 2001).
Customers purchase product to satisfy unfilled desire and know
that they build relationship with restaurants that they think are
important. Customer’s purchase behavior can be divided according to
existence of plan before purchases: planned purchase and un-planned
purchase. Relating this to decision on purchases, in case of planned
purchases, customers follow complicated decision making when
choosing a restaurant; and in case of un-planned purchase, customers
follow relatively simple decision making.
Schroeder (1985) analyzed 9 factors: quality of food, quality of
service, price, variability of menu, cleanness, ambience, nutrition and
quantity of food, and exterior of the building. Swinyard & Struman
(1986) analyzed customer’s restaurant attribute selection on variability
of menu, quality of food, friendly service, quantity of the meal,
accessibility of restaurant. Engel & Blackwell (1986) suggested that
customers go through theoretical processes and they choose restaurants
by acknowledging and comparing restaurant’s image and evaluation

standard.
Puzo (1997) analyzed with quality of food, ambience of restaurant,
cleanness, value of pricing, level of service, variability of menu, and
accessibility of restaurant. Domestic scholar,Jun (2005) analyzed the
factors which customers consider when choosing Korean restaurants.
The factors weredivided into health concern factor, choice of ingredient
factor, recipe factor, and eating habit factor. Yong & Jo (2006)
analyzed waiter friendliness, vegetarian menu, environment-friendly
ingredients, explanation for menu and adequacy of price,
environment-friendly container, low-caloric menu, temperature menu,
and balance of nutrients using well-being menu evaluation. Lee
(2009) analyzed attractiveness and cooking functionality as factors of
well-being menu tendency, and Jo (2009) emphasized when customers
choose well-being and LOHAS menu and analyzed freshness, whether
they used agricultural pesticides, preference, price, and origin of
product.

2.3. Re-Visitation Intention
Re-visitation intention refers to the status in which it is highly
probable that people would voluntarily recommend excellence of the
product, and the intention refers to an individual’s planned behavior
and is a probability that the belief and attitude would transfer to
behavior (Park, 2002; Oh, 2008 Kwon, 2009 Kang, 2013). Re-visitation
intention is an important factor that generates a company’s profit and
result in a long term and is recognizedas the most essential concept
in terms of marketing in response to maintaining customers and
responses to re-visitation.
Customer’s re-visitation intention refers to probability of re-visit for
particular product or a status with a high probability of them
voluntarily recommending the excellence of the product (Park, 2010).
Customers make efforts to evaluate their desire, choose proper product
attribute, gather information, and make decision by comparing and
contrasting various products.
Re-visitation intention depends on whether or not customer’s recognition
towards service is good or bad. Among studies on intention, the
factor that has the most influence is consumer’s satisfaction.

2.4. Word-of-Mouth Intention
Word-of-mouth is the process of unofficial communication in which
trading of information of customer’s explicit or implicit experience or
service, regardless of their commercial profit (Jang, 2010). Also, the
word word-of-mouth was started to be used in Whyte’s marketing
study in Fortune, and word-of-mouth effect influence customer’s
behavior (Oh, 2008). In the studies of customer behavior, it has been
studied as word of mouth phenomenon, and unlike satisfaction in
overall evaluation of experience, word-of-mouth is an unofficial mean
of communication of implicit or explicit memory about their positive
or negative information (Kim, 2007).
Word-of-mouth communication as greater influences than other
means. By comparing means of communication influencing
customers’changes of trademarks, it was found that word-of-mouth
had influences by twice of radio commercial, 4 times of personal
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selling, and 7 times the newspaper and magazines (Katzk, 1955).
Also, word-of-mouth effect on service is the factor which influences
the most on the probability of future purchase. As the evaluation of
service becomes conceptualized by experience, it can be said that
people tend to rely on social group’s word-of-mouth as a way of
avoiding the danger of service purchase. (Bitner, 1990).

2.5. Preceding Researches on Re-Visitation Intention and
Word-of-Mouth Intention
Labarbera & Mazursky (1993) suggested cognitive model about
formation of preference which influences sequential purchase and
claimed that sequential purchase is influences by all steps of tendency
and switching behavior is influenced by preference. Zeithamal et al.
(1996) suggested that re-visitation intention is behavioral factor which
determines the result of relation marketing as measuring customer’s
future behavior intention is useful in evaluating potential of
customer’s intention to maintain the relationship.
Klotler (1997) stated that satisfied customer not only carry positive
communication to other potential customers but also re-visit. Mittal
(1998) said that the relationship of customer’s overall satisfaction and
re-visitation intention is very important to administrator and have
temporal symmetrical structure.
Jang (2008) studied about the influential relationship which service
quality have on customer satisfaction, re-visitation intention, and
word-of-mouth effects in Korean chain restaurant in Busan and as a
result, service quality have the most influence in terms or corporality
on re-visitation intention and word-of-mouth effect. Park (2010)
studied about effects of relationship quality and re-visitation intention
using customers of coffee shops; as a result, as brand image of
coffee shop was bigger customer satisfaction was high, as customer
satisfaction was higher customer reliability was higher, as customer
satisfaction was higher re-visitation intention was higher, and as
reliability was higher re-visitation intention was higher.
Chun (2011) claimed that reliability has effects, an in order to
increase re-visitation intention, it is necessary to increase confidence
of service quality and reliability in his study on the effect of Korean
restaurant’s service quality factor on customer satisfaction and
re-visitation intention.

3. Research Model and Design
3.1. Research Model
Based on preceding researches, this study attempts to design a
research model about relationship of Korean restaurant’s well-being
attribute selection with re-visitation intention and word-of-mouth
intention and deduce hypothesis. The research model was based on
the studies of Lee (2012) &Hong (2006), and <Figure 1> shows
correct schematization for the current study.

<Figure 1> Research Model

3.2. Hypothesis Setting
This study attempted to discover if Korean restaurant’s well-being
attribute selection influences word-of-mouth intention after investigation
re-visitation intention, and set the following research hypothesis

3.2.1. Re-Visitation Intention Depending on Korean Restaurant’s
Well-Being Attribute Selection
Lee (2008) claimed that among five-star hotel Korean restaurant’s
attribute selection, quality of food, convenience, and interior
suggestion have definition effect on re-visitation intention respectively.
Jung (2010) studied on the effects of restaurant attribute selection on
brand loyalty and re-visitation, and among attribution selection,
environmental factor affects re-visitation.
According to above preceding researches, this study set the following
hypothesis.
<Hypothesis 1> Korean restaurant’s well-being attribute selection
will have positive influence on re-visitation intention.

3.2.2. Word-of-Mouth Depending on Korean Restaurant’s Well-Being
Attribute Selection
Park (2009) studied about Korean restaurant’s satisfaction factors –
well-being food, personal service, convenience, quality of food,
interior, price, and experience – influence on word-of-mouth intention.
Jun (2010) studied about influence of restaurant’s physical environment
on customer satisfaction, word-of-mouth, and re-visitation intention
and claimed that among physical environmental factor, cleanness,
esthetics, and convenience have similar impacts.
According to above preceding researches, this study set the
following hypothesis.
<Hypothesis 2> Korean restaurant’s well-being attribute selection
will have positive influence on word-of-mouth intention.

3.2.3. Word-of-Mouth Intention Depending on Korean Restaurant
Re-Visitation Intention
Ahn (2011) studied on effects of Japanese restaurant’s physical
environment on re-visitation intention and word-of-mouth and found
that re-visitation intention has positive influence on word-of-mouth
intention.
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<Hypothesis 3> Korean restaurant’s re-visitation intention will have
positive influence on word-of-mouth intention.

3.3. Organization of Survey and Analyzation Methods
3.3.1. Organization of Survey
This study organized the survey by apprehending list of measurement
which can verify the research hypotheses. Use of generalized survey
can enhance compare probability of results.
Survey questions about Korean restaurant’s well-being attribute
selection used measurements, invented by Lee (2012) on her study
about well-being restaurant’s attribution selection, as evaluation
questions of Korean restaurant’s attribute. Also, through thestudies by
King (2007), Jang (2008), Jang (2010), Hong (2006), Chun (2011),
Kang (2013), and Lee (2013), we organized questions about
re-visitation intention and word-of-mouth intention. In other words,
there were 40 questions: 6 about satisfaction, 7 about healthiness, 4
about sociality, 5 about environment, 3 about steadiness, 4 about
re-visitation intention, 5 about word-of-mouth intention, and 6 about
general demographic.
This study used Likert scale out of 5, excluding demographic
general questions. The organization of survey used is as described in
<Table 1>.

3.3.2. Data Collection and Analyzation Method
For the analysis of actual proof, survey used the method of
self-report, and surveyed 350 customers used a restaurant located in
Kangbook, Seoul. The population’s regulation and sample survey are
described in <Table 2>.
<Table 2> Regulation on Participants and Research Sampling
Participants

Customers used a restaurant located in Kangbook, Seoul

Duration

From November 24, 2015 to January 24,
2016 (about 2 months)

Sampling Method

Convenient Survey Sampling

Analysis

Distribution of 350 surveys

This study encoded the collected data and analyzed using SPSS
17.0 statistical package program. In order to check general features of
collected data, we performed frequency analysis, and to verify
reliability andvalidity we performed reliability analysis and factor
analysis. Also, in order to understand the relationship between factors,
we performed correlation analysis and regression analysis, and
investigated re-visitation intention and word-of-mouth intention
depending on Korean restaurant’s well-being attribute selection.

<Table 1> Organization of Survey
Contents

Korean Restaurant’s Well-Being
Attribute Selection

Number of Questions
Satisfaction

5 (5 Likert scale)

Healthiness

7 (5 Likert scale)

Sociality

4 (5 Likert scale)

Environment

5 (5 Likert scale)

Steadiness

3 (5 Likert scale)

Source

Lee (2012)

Re-Visitation Intention

4 (5 Likert scale)

Kim (2007), Jang (2008), Jang (2010), Hong (2006)

Word-of-Mouth Intention

5 (5 Likert scale)

Jang (2008), Jang (2010)

Demographic Variable

6 (nominal scale)

Kang (2013), Lee (2013)

4. Analysis of Actual Proof
4.1. General Features of Participants
To investigate general features of the participants, we performed
frequency analysis on 341 valid samples, and results are described in
<Table 3>.
<Table 3> General Features of Participants
Criteria

Gender

Frequency

Ratio

Male

222

65.1

Female

119

34.9

Criteria

Jobs

Service/Sales
Professional
Civil Servant
Education
Administration
Etc.

Frequency

Ratio

130
67
19
15
48
62

38.1
19.6
5.6
4.4
14.1
18.2
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<Table 3> <계속>
Criteria
20-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
Above 60

Age

Education

Blow HS
2-year college
4-year college
Masters
Ph.D
Etc.
Total

Frequency

Ratio

71
59
77
98
36

20.8
17.3
22.6
28.7
10.6

118
92

34.6
27.0

88

25.8

24
4
15

7.0
1.2
4.4

341

100.0

Criteria

Working Hour

Monthly
Income

5 days / week
6 days / week
Biweekly
Etc.

Less than 2 million
2.01-4 million
4.01-6 million
More than 6 million
Etc.

Total

Frequency

Ratio

185
58
31
67

54.3
17.0
9.1
19.7

90

26.4

148
61
32

43.4
17.9
9.4

10

2.9

341

100.0

4.2. Verification of Variability and Reliability of Variables
In this study, in order to find out if measurement using survey
correctly reflect concepts of attributes before hypothesis test, we
looked through validity and reliability of measurement method of
variable used in hypothesis test.
Validity refers to extent to which measurement tool accurately
reflects concepts and attributes to be measures. To measure construct
validity, we performed factor analysis. The method or factor analysis
was principal component analysis. For factor rotation factor method,
we used varimax method which assumes independence between
factors. Varimax method looks for exploratory factors and reduces the
amount of variable which leads to high results from only one factor,
and it makes interpretation of factors simple. Using SPSS 17.0, this
study performed factor analysis of principal component analysis,
rotation according to varimax, and characteristic value of 1.0. For
factor loading value, which indicates correlation between variables, we
considered 0.4 similar and 0.5 or greater as significant.
Factor analysis assumes high correlation between variables within
the same factors, and if this assumption is not valid, factor analysis
becomes meaningless. Therefore, in order to verify this assumption,
this study used KMO for standard validity and Barlett’s sphericity
verification. First of all, KMO is a measure of sample’s validity by
comparing simple correlation coefficient and complex correlation
coefficient. KMO ranges from 0 to 1, and as the value is closer to
1, it is more desirable and any value higher than 0.5 is considered to
be suitable for factor analysis.
Reliability refers to obtaining consistent results if the same concept
was repeatedly measured using similar or the same methods. Inother

words, reliability can be otherwise expressed as stability, consistency,
predictability, accuracy, and dependability. Reliability is significant in
a sense that it ensures that research results are accidentally discovered
from inaccurate measurement data. This study used Cronbach’s a
which verifies internal consistency in order to verify reliability.

4.2.1. Verification of Validity and Reliability of Korean Restaurant’s
Well-Being Attribute Selection
The results of verification of Korean restaurant’s well-being
attribute selection’s validity and reliability are as described in <Table
4>. Under the factor analysis preformed to verify validity and
reliability between factors, we removed 24 variables extracted from
preceding researches, and during thefirst removal of variables, we
excluded 2 factors with explanation power less than 0.4 and a total
of 22 factors are used in factor regression.
As a result of verification of adaptability to factor regression,
measurement of KMO standard variability was 0.891, and Barlett’s
sphericity verification result was 4185.787, and similarity was 0.000;
therefore, it was shown to be suitable for factor analyzation. As a
result of factor extraction of Korean restaurant’s well-being attribute
selection, 5 factors were deduced, and total variance explanation power
was found to be 66.806%. Each factor was named as satisfaction,
healthiness, sociality, and stability according to their features.
As a result of reliability of each factors, generally for social
science, ifreliability value is higher than 0.6 it is standard, if it is
higher than 0.7 it is considered to be high, and if it is higher than
0.8 it is considered to be very high. In turn, overall reliability of
each features used in this study was analyzed to be very high.
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<Table 4> Analyzation of Validity and Reliability of Korean Restaurant’s Well-Being Attribute Selection Influencing Factors
Items

Useful Load
Factors

Selected since menu was variable

0.703

Selected since food was tasty

0.814

Factors

Satisfaction

0.750
0.588

Selected place which used healthy ingredients

0.710

Selected place which used healthy recipe

0.730

Selected place which uses organic ingredients

0.780

Selected place which considered food for diet

0.691

Selected place with nutritional value

0.738

Selected for health of family

0.648

Selected place with environment friendly sympathy

0.742

Selected place which attempts to reduce carbon emission

0.691

Selected place which helps agricultural economy

0.832

Selected place which can spread excellence of Korean food

0.749

Selected place with clean surrounding environment

0.847

Selected place which have strict administration on cooking area

0.846

Healthiness

Sociality

Selected due to luxurious image
Selected environmentally friendly design

Environment

Stability

Selected place which uses clean recipe

0.869

Selected place which has non-smoking area

0.734

Thought to be necessary for well-being population

0.496

Selected place which accurately marks origin

0.748

Selected place which keep expiration date

0.751

Manfred Eigen
Value

Variance
Explanation Power

Reliability

2.467

11.215

0.764

4.345

19.752

0.878

2.237

10.169

0.817

3.536

16.075

0.878

2.111

9.595

0.801

Cumulative variance explanation power(%)=66.806KMO=0.891
Barlett sphericity verification X2=4185.787 Sig=0.000

4.2.2. Verification of Validity and Reliability of Re-Visitation
Intention Factor
The result of verification of validity and reliability of re-visitation
intention is shown in the <Table 5>. For factor analysis used to
verify validity and reliability between re-visitation intention factor and
other factors, we applied 4 variables extracted from preceding researches.

As a result of probability of being applied to factor analysis,
standard validity KMO was 0.76, Barlett sphericity verification value
was 670.830, and similarity was 0.000; thus, it was shown to be
adequate for factor analysis. Total variance explanation power turned
out to be 71.884%. As a result of reliability analysis for each factor,
reliability of satisfaction turned out to be 0.867, which indicated that
overall reliability of each factor is high.

<Table 5> Analysis of validity and reliability for re-visitation intention

Factors

Re-visitation
intention

Items

Useful Load
Factors

Will visit well-being Korean restaurant

.820

Will re-visit well-being Korean restaurant visited already

.853

Will consider visited restaurant first

.852

Will constantly visit

.866

Manfred Eigen
Value

Variance Explanation
Power

Reliability

2.785

71.884

.867

Cumulative variance explanation power(%)=71.884KMO=0.786
Barlett sphericity verification X2=678.830 Sig=0.008670
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4.2.3. Verification of Validity and Reliability of Word-of-Mouth
Intention Factor
The result of verification of validity and reliability of word-of-mouth
intention is shown in the <Table 6>. For factor analysis used to
verify validity and reliability between word-of-mouth intention factor
and other factors, we applied 5 variables extracted from preceding
researches.
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As a result of probability of being applied to factor analysis,
standard validity KMO was 0.847, Barlett sphericity verification value
was 859.681, and similarity was 0.000; thus, it was shown to be
adequate for factor analysis. Total variance explanation power turned
out to be 67.497%. As a result of reliability analysis for each factor,
reliability of satisfaction turned out to be 0.876, which indicated that
overall reliability of each factor is high.

<Table 6> Analysis of validity and reliability for word-of-mouth intention
Items

Useful Load
Factors

Will recommend to others

.802

Will talk to others positively

.819

Will evaluate visited restaurant to others

.833

Will recommend product service of visited restaurant

.825

Will answer questions about visited restaurant

.828

Factors

Word-of-mouth
intention

Manfred Eigen
Value

Variance
Explanation Power

Reliability

3.375

67.497

.876

Cumulative variance explanation power(%)=67.497KMO=0.847
Barlett sphericity verification X2=859.681 Sig=0.000

4.3. Correlation Analysis
In order to measure correlation between each factor, we performed
correlation analysis and the results are shown in the <Table 7>.
<Table 7> Results of correlation analysis
Factors

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Satisfaction

1

Healthiness

0.498**

1

Sociality

0.368**

0.544**

1

Environment

0.231**

0.431**

0.413**

1

Steadiness

0.313**

0.572**

0.491**

0.589**

1

Re-visitation intention

0.549**

0.562**

0.415**

0.362**

0.455**

1

Word-of-mouth intention

0.491**

0.539**

0.388**

0.425**

0.453**

0.739**

(7)

1

*p<0.05, **p<0.01

4.4. Hypothesis test
4.4.1. <Hypothesis 1> Analysis of Influence of Korean Restaurant’s
Well-Being Attribute Selection on Re-Visitation Intention Factor
The result of regression analysis to find out the influence of
Korean restaurant’s well-being attribute selection on re-visitation
intention factor is shown in <Table 8>.

As a result of regression analysis, R2 value, which is explanation
power of regression, was 43.9, and regression model was found to be
similar (F=52.375, P<0.001). Among Korean restaurant attribute selection
according to well-being, satisfaction, healthiness, and steadinesswere
found to be statistically similar. Thus, satisfaction, healthiness, and
steadiness showed the influence on re-visitation intention, resulting in
partially verifying <Hypothesis 1>.
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<Table 8> Analysis of Influence of Korean Restaurant’s Well-Being Attribute Selection on Re-Visitation Intention Factor
Non-standardized coefficient

Factors

Standardized coefficient

t

p

-

2.850

.005

.046

.344

7.223**

.000

.266

.059

.260

4.524**

.000

Sociality

.054

.047

.059

1.139

.255

Environment

.083

.054

.080

1.541

.124

Steadiness

.125

0.063

.113

1.980*

.049

B

S.E.

ß

(constant)

.610

.214

Satisfaction

.329

Healthiness

R²=.439Adj R²=.430F=52.375p=.000
*p<0.05, **p<0.01

4.4.2. <Hypothesis 2> Analysis of Influence of Korean Restaurant’s

4.4.3. <Hypothesis 3> Influence of Re-Visitation Intention on
Word-of-Mouth Intention

Well-Being Attribute Selection on Word-of-Mouth Intention
The result of regression analysis to find out the influence of
Korean restaurant’s well-being attribute selection on word-of-mouth
intention is shown in <Table 9>.
As a result of regression analysis, R2value, which is explanation
power of regression, was 40.6%, and regression model was found to
be similar (F=45.884, P<0.001). Among Korean restaurant attribute
selection according to well-being, satisfaction, healthiness, and environment
were found to be statistically similar. Thus, Korean restaurant’s
well-being attribute selection showed the influence on word-of-mouth
intention, resulting in partially verifying <Hypothesis 2>.

The result of regression analysis to find out the influence of
re-visitation intention on word-of-mouth intention is shown in <Table
10>. As a result of regression analysis, R2value, which is explanation
power of regression, was 54.6%, and regression model was found to
be similar (F=407,953, P<0.001). <Hypothesis 3> was proved as re-visitation
intention is higher, word-of-mouth intention is also higher.

<Table 9> Analysis of Influence of Korean Restaurant’s Well-Being Attribute Selection on Word-of-Mouth Intention
Factors

Non-standardized coefficient

Standardized coefficient

t

p

-

3.245

.001

.045

.285

5.811**

.000

.242

.058

.247

4.173**

.000

Sociality

.020

.046

.023

.433

.665

Environment

.181

.053

.182

3.422*

.001

Steadiness

.111

.062

.105

1.785

.075

B

S.E.

ß

(constant)

.683

.211

Satisfaction

.261

Healthiness

R²=.406Adj R²=0.398F=45.884p=.000
*p<0.05, **p<0.01

<Table 10> Analysis of Influence of Re-Visitation Intention on Word-of-Mouth Intention
Factors

Non-standardized coefficient

Standardized coefficient

t

p

-

8.049

.000

.739

20.198**

.000

B

S.E.

ß

(constant)

1.066

.132

Re-visitation intention

.707

.035

R²=.546Adj R²=.545F=407.953p=.000
*p<0.05, **p<0.01
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5. Summary of the Research Results and Directionality
of Future Studies
5.1. Summary of the Research Results and Implications
Following are the analyzed results.
First, under hypothesis 1 – Korean restaurant’s well-being attribute
selection will have a positive influence on re-visitation intention – it
was shown that sufficiency, healthiness, and steadiness had similar
influence on re-visitation intention, although sociality and environment
did not have similar influence. This leads to a statement that as
Korean food has varietymenu, is delicious, and has luxurious image,
it influences re-visitation intention. Also, Korean food has influence
on customers in terms of healthiness and environment, and it also
affects re-visitation intention.
Second, under <Hypothesis 2> – Korean restaurant’s well-being
attribute selection will have a positive influence on word-of-mouth
intention – it showed that sufficiency, healthiness, environment, and
steadiness had similar influence on word-of-mouth intention although
sociality did not have similar influence. This leads to a conclusion
that satisfaction, healthiness, environment, and steadiness influence on
word-of-mouth intention in the same way they do on re-visitation
intention.
Third, under <Hypothesis 3> – Korean restaurant’s re-visitation
intention will have a positive influence on word-of-mouth intention –
it is considered that eliciting customer’s re-visitation intention also has
influence on word-of-mouth intention. If there is an influence on
re-visitation intention, it would be spread to other customers as a
result of word-of-mouth effect.
Following are implications of this study.
First, Korean restaurants are insufficient in terms of environmental
friendly sympathy, sociality related to carbon emission reduction
campaign and spreading excellences of Korean food, and environment
such as cooking area and clean recipe. Therefore, it is necessary to
emphasize well-being image, invent numerous healthy and well-being
menu using eco-friendly and domestic ingredients, and provide
information about ingredients used in the restaurant so that customers
can be relieved about what they eat.
Also, by spreading the excellence of Korean food and implanting
good images of Korean restaurants, they need to make effort to
influence re-visitation intention and word-of-mouth intention.
Second, having a high re-visitation intention can be seen as
satisfaction and trust towards the Korean restaurant which people
visited. Therefore, re-visitation intention can have a great influence on
word-of-mouth intention. In turn, it is necessary to be considerate
towards customers for their satisfaction.
As a results, they have to consider about the ways to elicit
re-visitation intention or word-of-mouth intention from Korean restaurant
customers by thinking about things which customers value.

5.2. Limitation of the Study and Future Research Projects
This study’s results suggest that the number of customers concerned
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about their health has been increased and Korean food is something
which has closest relationship with well-being. I believe that this will
be basic data for Korean restaurants’ development.
As we sampled centering a restaurant in Seoul, there is a limitation
for the result to be generalized. Therefore, later, it is necessary to
widen the sampling area targeting customers visited Korean restaurants
in other areas, and study Korean restaurants’ national problems and
importance.
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The Effects of Premium Sales Promotion on Customer
Perceived Quality, Product Category, and Retailer Image
Chul-Ju Park*, Jae-Sung Park**1

Abstract
Retailers conduct a variety of sales promotion to encourage the
purchase or sale of products and services. It is often used to induce
the purchase of customers in short term and to improve the
relationship with customers in the long term. This study is to
investigate the effect of the Premium SP conducted by retailers on
the customer evaluation of the product and its premiums.
This study is to investigate the effect of 'premium', among the
non-price promotion, on the customer evaluation. First of all, previous
studies about the effect (-) of Sp with 'premium' on the customer
evaluation of the product and its premium, and the factors that offset
the negative effect of SP with 'premium' on quality perception,
Product category, and Retailer image are to examined.
In spite of various studies conducted by many researchers, each
study have discussed the consequences under certain circumstances
and integrated results of research have not been in progress. It may
be the research issues left to us to clearly identify the psychological
mechanism of consumers until the effect of SP happens in order to
theorize SP and to present a practical and useful suggestion.
Keywords: Retailer, Sales Promotion, Price Promotion, Non Price
Promotion.

Blattberg & Neslin (1990) define Sales Promotion (hereinafter SP)
as a marketing tool which focuses on a behavior and its purpose is
to have impact on customers' behavior. Kotler & Gary (2014) define
it as'a short-term incentives to encourage the purchase or sale of
products and services'.
Customer sales promotion which retailers put to use is roughly
classified into price discount sales promotion and non-price promotion
(Quelch, 1989). Price Sales Promotion refers to a sales gimmick of
selling the products at the price lower than the normal price. On the
other hand, Non Price Sales Promotion refers to sales gimmick of
selling the products with the small volume of the same product or
the other products as 'premium' (Chin & Ni, 2009).
To examine the previous studies regarding the effect of SP which
retailers conduct on the increased sales and enhanced image, price SP
attracts a lot of attention but no price SP, in particular, SP with
'premium', has been seldom studied as an object of study. In previous
studies regarding price SP, the long-term negative (-) impact on
products or brand for SP has been researched.
However, the long-term negative (-) impact on SP with 'premium'
has been seldom researched. For this reason, it can be said that the
researches regarding SP with 'premium' have yet to be actively
conducted. This study, based on consciousness for this situation, is to
investigate the effect (-) of the premium SP which retailers conduct
on the consumer evaluation about target product and its premium.
And, in this paper, the factors cushioning the negative (-) effect on
the perceived quality of premium SP, that is, brand affinity and
purchase limit are to be investigated.

1. Introduction
With a fierce competition in the retail market, many retailers are
actively conducting a variety of sales promotion. Sales promotion
which consumers often see is called consumer sales promotion, which
is often used to induce the purchase of customers in the short term
and to improve the relationship with customers in the long term. This
sales promotion which consumers use in order to promote the
purchase or sale of the products or services consists of short-term
incentives provided to facilitate the purchase or sale of products or
services. If an advertising brings forward a reason to buy a product or
service, sales promotion brings forward a reason to buy it right now.

* First Author, Professor, Department of Business Administration, Sahmyook
University, Seoul, Korea. Tel: +82-2-3399-1557,E-mail : cjpark@syu.ac.kr
** Corresponding Author, Master of Business School, Sahmyook University,
Seoul, Korea. Tel: +82-010-3399-1557, E-mail : operall12@naver.com

2. Review on the Previous Researches
2.1. Effect of SP
One of the retailer sales promotion features may be a short-term
effectiveness (Bawa & Shoemaker, 1987: Blattberg & Neslin, 1989;
Ailaward & Neslin, 1998). Among them, Price SP may be the most
effective in increasing the shot-term sales in a variety of product
categories. In particular, the effectiveness of Price SP is to be further
increased with a heightened sensitivity to customer price in the grip
of economic depression.
Studies in favor of the positive (+) effect of SP on brand claim
that the existing customers shall be maintained and new customers
shall be obtained as SP promotes the purchase and SP shall have a
positive (+) effect on brand preference (Davis et al., 1992).
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Meanwhile, researches regarding the long-term effect, as well as
the short-term effect, of SP have been conducted. By the research,
SP has a negative (-) effect on the brand in the long term. Negative
(-) effects of SP on the brand are claimed to destroy the brand
equity (Aaker, 1996), to lower the brand loyalty (Moore & Olshavsky,
1989), to increase the brand switching (Dodson, et al., 1978), and to
lower the perceived quality of the brand (Keller, 2003). Researches
on the negative (-) effects of SP have been conducted in a variety
of SP, including Price SP or coupons, to suggest the method of
moderating them (Inman et al., 1997).

2.2. Effect of Price SP vs Non-Price SP
2.2.1. Positive (+) Effect of Non-Price SP
Non Price SP provides something effective to consumers without
doing damage to the existing price system. Diamond (1990), Chandran
(2006), Mishra & Mishra (2011), Chen, et al. (2012) conducted
researches on which SP out of Price SP and Non Price SP had a
positive effect on consumer evaluation.
To begin with, Diamond (1990) utilizing meta computation theory,
claims that SP with 'premium' is effective in the price in comparison
with Price SP of the same value. According to this theory, consumers
choose to obtain new benefits rather than to reduce the risk if a
certain risk is expected to occur when they decide to make process
in purchasing.
According to Chandran (2006), consumers perceived SP with premium
as being a reduced risk, that is, new benefit as well as lowered
price. According to him, SP with premium is alluged to have higher
Prominence incomparison with Price SP as consumers recognize SP
with premium and Non Price SP of the same value as being
separated from price. Therefore, he claimed that it is difficult for
consumers to accept the negative information even if they came by
the negative information about the product since they were interested
in its prominence.
Mishra &Mishra (2011) compared the consumer evaluation of Price
SP with that of SP with premium, paying attention to the properties
of target products. While Price SP was interpreted as the reduced loss
by them, SP with premium was as in the increased benefit. They,
utilizing Diamond & Sanyal (1990) are claim that consumers prefer
the increased benefit to the reduced risk, built a hypothesis that in
case target product for SP is to improve their health, consumers
evaluate SP with premium higher than Price SP.
Chen et al. (2012), paying attention to the Price SP, the price
range of target product for SP with premium, and the legitimacy of
consumers regarding target product for SP, claimed that in case the
target product for SP is expensive or the legitimacy of consumers
regarding the target product for SP is low, consumer evaluation of
Price SP is higher than that of SP with premium. And they added
that in case the target product for SP is cheap or the legitimacy of
consumers regarding the target product for SP is high, on the other
hand, both consumer evaluation of Price SP is higher and that of SP
with premium are at about the same level.

2.2.2. Negative (-) Effect of SP with Premium
Raghubir (2004), Kamins (2009), Liu (2011), paying their attention
to the long-term effect of SP, focused on SP with premium, not
comparing it with Price SP.
Research of Raghubir (2004) is the first research claiming that SP
with premium has a negative (-) effect on premium, which is
sufficient to pay attention to. Raghubir, analyzing the negative (-)
effect on premium, claimed that in case a certain product is provided
with target product, consumers' perceived value regarding the relevant
premium and the product category to which premium belongs is
lowered in Value Discounting Hypothesis.
Kamins, et al. (2009) claimed that in case two product were for
bundle sale and one of them is for free and a premium, consumer
evaluation of two products would bedifferent. While Raghubir (2004)
explained a phenomenon that perceived value of premium was
lowered by SP with premium as quality degradation, Kamins (2009)
explained by quality degradation a phenomenon that consumers
exposed to SP with premium would infer that premium had a low
quality as seller would set up the price enough to ensure a high
profit even if premium were provided with target product (Perceived
value is lowered).
Liu et al. (2011) explained by social comparison theory a phenomenon
that SP with premium lowers the purchase intention of premium.
According to this theory, people have a desire to evaluate themselves
accurately and intend to valuate themselves more accurately through
an objective comparison with other people in order to satisfy
thedesire. He, applying this case to SP with premium, claimed that
consumers who could not get the premium in the period of SP with
premium, comparing themselves with others, more often failed to
make purchases of the premium with amplified regret of not getting a
premium.

2.3. Moderating Effect of Brand on the Negative (-) Influence
of SP
2.3.1. Moderating Effect by the Presence or Absence of the Brand
Name
As discussed before, negative (-) influence of SP has been argued
from the past. In the previousstudies, several methods of moderating
the negative (-) influence were presented. One of them is a method
of applying a brand name to the product. Brand name is an external
clue by which customers judge the quality and a collection of
information about the product.
Della et al. (1981) claims that perceived value of the product is
not lowered by applying a brand name to the product even if the
products of a brand are reduced. Dodds (1991) claims that a brand
name has a positive (+) effect on the perceived value of consumers.
In his researches on SP, he claims that negative (-) influence of SP
on the product quality will be buffered as a brand name guarantee
the quality of the product by the application of this argument.
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2.3.2. Moderating Effect by a Brand Familiarity and Loyalty
In some previous researches on SP, it was claimed that the
presence or absence of internal information which customers had as
well as the presence or absence of a brand name would make a
difference in the negative (-) influence of SP.
Moore &Olshavsky (1989) claim that a brand familiarity regarding
the target product for price discount makes a difference in customers'
choosing the relevant brand in conducting Price SP. Behind this
research perspectives, there is a hypothesis basedon the attribution
theory. In other words, in case a brand familiarity regarding the
target product for price discount is low, negative (-) attribution
caused by the big price discount is not balanced out by the
knowledge which has been accumulated regarding the quality of the
relevant brand.
Therefore, in case price discount is conducted to a certain point,
consumers consider the quality of the relevant brand low, refusing to
purchase the product of the relevant brand. However, in case a brand
familiarity regarding the target product for price discount is high,
they will determine the quality of the product without regard to
discounted price. Even if a negative (-) attribution caused by a
substantial discount occurs, it is balanced out by the knowledge
which has been accumulated regarding the quality of the relevant
brand. As a result, it can be expected that a larger discount will
increase the chances of choosing the relevant product.

2.3.3. Moderating effect by the purchasing restriction on negative
(-) influence of SP
To buffer the negative (-) influence of SP, a method of imposing
a restriction on conducting SP other than a brand name, may be
employed. It is derived through previous studies that restriction on
conducting SP may buffer the negative (-) influence.
Inman et al. (1997) defines the restriction on SP as the reduced
freedom of consumers' behavior to purchase the product. Limited
quantities, limited time, and purchasing conditions are included in this
category. Limited quantities refers to the imposed restriction on the
quantity of the products to purchase, limited time the imposed
restriction on the time in which to purchase, and finally purchasing
conditions a conditioned purchasing in which a certain product cannot
be purchased without purchasing the other products.
By his experiments, Inman et al. analyze whether information on
the restriction on SP will affect the purchasing behavior of consumers
and consumers apply the information to their evaluation of the target
product in case a certain restriction is imposed on SP. Results of the
experiments shows that restriction on SP does not have a positive (+)
effect on the purchasing intention of consumers and consumers, taking
advantage of the information on restriction on purchase, evaluate the
relevant product as an attractive product by perceiving that he
availability of the product is low. Therefore, its choice probability
and its purchasing intention are alleged to be increased.
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3. Frame work and Hypothesis of Research

<Figure 1> Research Model

4. Discussion and Conclusions
Development and problems with the research are to be organized
with an awareness of the research issues left to us. Marketing is the
science and the art at the same time. It is in the scientific area of
marketing that market or competition are meticulously analyzed and a
theoretical framework for explaining the phenomenon of the various
aspects of real-world is built. On the other hand, it must be considered
an art where creative expression and intuitive decision-making are
made as shown in the creative advertising. And sales promotion (SP)
along with advertisement expressions are in the area of marketing
where artistic features reveal themselves so clearly.
It may be the research issues left to us to clearly identify the
psychological mechanism of consumers until the effect of SP happens
in order to theorize SP and to present a practical and useful
suggestion.
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Negative Spillover Effects of Other-Customer Failure
Mi-Jeong Kim*, Chul-Ju Park**1

Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to investigate how and why
other-customer failure has a negative influence on customer evaluation
with the service provider. This study tries to determine which
attribution dimensions concerning other-customer failure most influence
customer’s negative service evaluations. This research will not only
assist managers in identifying what sort of causal attribution may
contribute to the evaluation process underlying customer
dissatisfaction, but it will also extend the existing knowledge on the
study of negative interpersonal encounters in the service literature.
Data was obtained from a survey of consumers by retrospective
experience sampling.
Our results show that attribution of firm responsibility for
other-customer failure is positively related to customer’s recovery
expectation, in turns, has a negative effect on customer satisfaction.
Furthermore, customer’s perceived recovery effort of service provider
has a positive effect on customer satisfaction.
Providing employees with the appropriate coping and
problem-solving skills for working with problem customers is a key
issue for service providers. More importantly, employees should be
trained to help the affected customers, to alleviate any bad feelings
caused by the other-customer’s failure.
Keywords: Other-Customer Failure, Responsibility Attribution, Recovery
Expectation

customers doesn’t come easy to service firms (Kim & Lee, 2012).
However, the extant research notes that other customers within same
service environment do affect a customer’behavior and attitude toward
a service firm (Martin, 1996; Martin & Pranter, 1989; Kim &Lee,
2012). Specially, several studies (e.g., Bitner et al., 1990; Grove &
Fisk 1997; Guenzi & Pelloni, 2004; Martin & Pranter, 1989; Moore
et al.,2005) have shown that other-customer failures reflect negatively
on a customer’s overall evaluation of the service provider. There is
some evidence that customer-to-customer interaction has a negative
impact on customer satisfaction with the firm (Bitner et al., 1994;
Grove & Fisk, 1997; Harris &Reynolds, 2003). To our knowledge,
however, there is few studies to answer why and how the spillover
effect of other-customer failure takes place.
The purpose of this study is to determine which attribution
dimensions concerning other-customer failure most influence
customer’s negative service evaluations. This research will not only
assist managers in identifying what sort of causal attribution may
contribute to the evaluation process underlying customer
dissatisfaction, but it will also extend the existing knowledge on the
study of negative interpersonal encounters in the service literature.

2. Research Model and Hypotheses
Our focus was on the effects of the attribution for responsibility to
other-customer service failure on customer’recovery expectation and
his or her satisfaction. Our framework shown in <Figure 1>.

1. Introduction
A consumer’s experience in a service encounterconsists of contact
personnel, physical surroundings and other customers (Kim &Lee,
2012). In various service encounters, customers are influenced directly
or indirectly by other customers (Martin, 1996; Martin & Pranter,
1989; Moore et al., 2005). The topic ‘other customers’has received
relatively less attention than the others, possibly because controlling
or approaching strategically customer interaction and impact of other

* Department of Informational Statistics, Kyungsung University, Busan,
Korea. E-mail: mijeong0629@gmail.com.
** Professor, Department of Business Administration, Sahmyook University,
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<Figure 1> Conceptual framework

How does a customer attribute responsibility for other-customer
failure to the service provider who in turn leads to customer
dissatisfaction? Whenever service failure occurs, consumers tend to
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blame either the service provider or the firm, or some combination of
the two. Attribution theory deals with how the social perceiver uses
information to arrive at causal explanations for events. It examines
what information is gathered and how it is combined to form a
causal judgment. Attribution theory assumes that people try to
determine why people do what they do. The locus of causality is the
customer’s perception of where the responsibility for the failure rests
(Chebat et al., 1995). For example, “Who is responsible for someone
who smokes in the non-smoking area of a restaurant, thereby
disturbing other patrons who share the same service setting?” Is it the
problem patron or the service provider? Attributions related to a
firm’s responsibility for the failures has a significant effect on the
degree to which consumers believe a refund and/or an apology are
deserved (Hess et al., 2003; Swanson & Kelley, 2001). Recovery
expectations are related to the customer’s belief that some level of
reparation is appropriate after an experience of other-customer failure.
Swanson & Kelley (2001) found that responsibility attribution for
failure influence the customers’service recovery expectations. Based on
these findings, this study predicts that customers’ recovery
expectations will be influenced by a firm’s assumed responsibility
regarding other customer failure. Wirtz & Mattila (2004) demonstrated
that a customer’s perception of a firm’s responsibility has a
significant influence of his or her satisfaction evaluations (Huang,
2008). Therefore, based on these perspectives, we offer the following
hypothesis:
<H1> A service firm’s responsibility for other-customer failures has
a positive impact on customer’s recovery expectation.
<H2> A service firm’s responsibility for other-customer failures has
a negative impact on customer satisfaction.
Expectation confirmation theorysuggested by Oliver (1980) posits
that satisfaction is influenced directlyby disconfirmation of beliefs and
perceived performance, and is indirectly influenced by both
expectations and perceived performance by means of a mediational
relationship that passes through the disconfirmation construct.
Consistent with the expectancy disconfirmation theory, the higher a
customer’s service recovery expectation, the lower their level of
satisfaction with the firm will be. We also expect that a customer’s
recovery expectations have a negative effect on customer satisfaction.

may become angry or dissatisfied with the service of the firm.
Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:
<H4> Customer’s perceived recovery effort has a positive impact
on customer satisfaction.

3. Methodology
3.1. Study contexts and samples
For this study, surveys have been conducted based on actual
customer experience with various service settings. Each respondent to
the survey participated using self-reporting method. After presented
with service failure types, each respondent was asked to select
service-related problems he or she has experienced most recently.
Then, a minute or so was given to allow the respondent to recall the
case of other-customer service failure in order to refresh the memory
of the case. A total of 297 questionnaires were used for the final
analysis, excluding 17 questionnaires with inadequate and/or insincere
answers.

3.2. Measures
We designed the questionnaire with measures of the relevant
constructs primarily based on scales taken from previous research. We
measured the all items on a 7-point Likert-type scale (1=strongly
disagree, 7=strongly agree). Firm responsibility was measured using a
two-item scale developed from the study by Yen et al. (2004).
Recovery expectations were measured by adapting and modifying the
scales used by Hess et al. (2003). To measure perceived recovery
effort of service provider, two items adapted from the scale used by
Mohr & Bitner (1995) were used. Satisfaction with the service firm
was adapted from the scale used by Reynolds and Beatty (1999). The
items used in the questionnaire are shown in Table 1.

4. Results
4.1. Measurement Model Assessment

<H3> Customer’s recovery expectation has a negative impact on
customer satisfaction.
Perceived recovery effort is defined as the amount of energy a
customer believes the service providerhas invested to remedy a
negative behavior (Mohr & Bitner, 1995). Previous research has
shown that the behavior of employees who come into direct contact
with the customer is crucial to customer evaluations of service
(Huang, 2008). Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that a customer’s
evaluation of the service won’t affect the other-customer’s failure but
also by how the employees respond to help solve the problem caused
by the other-customer failure. Conversely, when a lack of service
provider effort to help solve the problem is perceived, the customer

We assessed the measurement model for convergent validity and
discriminant validity by conducting confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)
using AMOS 7.0. The measurement model results and construct
correlations are provided in <Table 1> and <Table2>. The results (χ
2
=60.256(29)
(p<0.01),
GFI=0.929,
AGFI=0.906,
CFI=0.915,
RMSEA=0.054) suggested a good fit of the model to the data (Hair
et al., 2006). As shown in <Table 1>, for all constructs, all item
loadings are statistically significant, and the composite reliability (CR)
and the average variance extracted (AVE) values are greater than 0.70
and 0.5, respectively (Hair et al., 2006). This suggested that each
construct is acceptable for the convergent validity.
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<Table 1> Measurement Model Results
Construct / items

Estimate

t-value

Firm responsibility (Cronbach’s α=0.758 ; AVE=0.627; CR=0.766)
The employee should be responsible for the failure

0.873

The firm should be responsible for the failure

0.702

8.890***

Recovery expectation (Cronbach’s α=0.921; AVE=0.799; CR=0.846)
I expected the firm to try to make up for the failure

0.831

I didn’t expect the firm to exert much effort to solve the failure (R)

0.915

20.195***

I expected the firm to do everything in its power to solve the failure

0.933

20.681***

Perceived recovery effort (Cronbach’s α=0.813; AVE=0.615; CR=0.847)
The service firm exerted a lot of energy

0.936

The service firm did not try very hard

0.691

12.048***

The service firm put a lot of effort into this situation

0.702

12.247***

Satisfaction (Cronbach’s α=0.791; AVE=0.843; CR=0.955)
I was pleased with the firm on this particular occasion

0.985

I was content with the firm on this particular occasion

0.846

8.948***

Model fit

χ2 (df)

GFI

AGFI

CFI

RMSEA

Suggested

60.256*** (29)

0.929

0.906

0.915

0.054

Recommended

p < 0.05

> 0.9

> 0.9

> 0.9

< 0.8

Notes: CR=Construct Reliability, AVE=Average Variance Extracted, *** p<0.01

As shown in <Table 2>, the results of the correlations among
first-order constructs of service convenience show that no pair of
correlations was above 0.80, suggesting no multi-collinearity and the
confirmation of discriminant validity (Hair et al., 2006).
<Table 2> Correlations and Descriptive Statistics
1.
1. Firm responsibility
2. Recovery expectation

2.

3.

4.

1.000
0.612***

1.000

3. Perceived recovery effort -0.216***

-0.523***

4. Satisfaction

-0.342*** 0.239***

-0.157**

1.000
1.000

Mean

3.845

3.518

3.473

4.551

Standard deviation

1.150

1.303

1.359

1.095

Notes: ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01

4.2. Structural Model Assessment
We assessed the relationship among firm responsibility for
other-customer failure, customer recovery expectation, perceived
recovery effort, and customer satisfaction by structural equation
modeling (SEM). The structural model results are provided in <Table 3>.
As was expected, firm responsibility for other-customer failure has
a positive effect on recovery expectation (path coefficient=0.617,
t-value=7.961, p<0.01), indicating support for <H1>. There is support
for <H3>, which suggests that recovery expectation has a negative
effect on customer satisfaction (path coefficient=-0.347, t-value=-4.231,
p<0.01). Customer’s perceived recovery effort of service provider has
a positive effect on customer satisfaction (path coefficient=0.104,
t-value=1.721, p<0.1), indicating support for <H4>. However, firm
responsibility attribution for other-customer failure has no direct and
significant effect on customer satisfaction (path coefficient=0.076,
t-value=0.877, p>0.1). Thus, <H2>is not supported.
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<Table 3> Structural Model Results

Model fit

χ2 (df)

GFI

AGFI

CFI

RMSEA

Suggested

83.570*** (31)

0.908

0.873

0.912

0.051

Recommended

p < 0.05

> 0.9

> 0.9

> 0.9

< 0.8

Notes: *** p<0.01

5. Conclusion
The results in this study suggested that when people attributed the
firm with responsibility for other-customer failure, they expected the
firm and its employees to solve the problem and offer redress for
their loss and bad feelings. The customer’s evaluation of the service
was affected by how employees reacted to the failure of other
customers. The findings provide strong evidence that interpersonal
relationships with both service providers and with other customers are
a key role to determine customer satisfaction.
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A Study on Servitization Strategy to cope with Disruptive Innovation:
Focus on the Electric Vehicle Battery Lease Policy*
Sang-Hyun Lee**1

Abstract
The purpose of this study is to propose the framework of service
innovation strategy to counteract the emergence of electric vehicle.
We conducted a case study on EV lease program which developed
and has been implementing lease program for year. We designed and
prepared the process, collected and analyzed data for the study.
This study suggested a battery lease system and a framework for
service innovation required for the rapid diffusion of electric vehicle
as followings. First, we suggested a necessity of partitioned price
system in order to enjoy the relative advantage of initial purchasing
cost in contrast to the internal combustion automobiles. Second, we
proposed that the new service strategy should focus on reducing the
switching cost. Third, we suggested battery lease system and this
contains the orientation to reduce cost factors in order to change to
electric vehicle from internal combustion automobile. The suggested
framework could practically contribute to the diffusion of electric
vehicles.
The result of this analysis is expected to provide a strategic
guideline for decision makers of firms which have already entered the
EVlease market by expanding the concepts from the existing product
perspective to a service innovation perspective in explaining the
characteristics of electric vehicle.
Keywords: Electric Vehicle, Servitization, Disruptive Innovation,
Switching Cost, Partitioned Price

1. Introduction
The capital structure of the recent automobile industry has been
formed by the mass production and continuous expansion of selling
market.
This
structure
accelerates
excessive
production,
marketmaturation and a sharp decrease in new product’s value
(Humphrey & Memedovic, 2003; Nieuwenhuis & Wells, 2003). Based
on the aforementioned situation, we can conclude that automobile
industry focused on the internal combustion automobile already facing
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** Assistant professor, Dept. of Business Administration, Sahmyook University,
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market maturation. The existing companies in the matured automobile
market making efforts to survive in the competition by enforcing
service focused value system from the manufacturing focused value
system in order to create a new profit.
A general structure of the value system in automobile industry can
be separated into upstream and downstream. Automobile industry can
be separated as component suppliers in the upstream, service
providers in downstream and automakers (or OEM) playing a key
role in the middle of automobile value chain. The activities in the
upstream of automobile value chain consisted of the components and
module companies for the assembly and production, while the
activities in the downstream of automobile value chain consisted of
the service companies related to the sale and the use. Because of the
market maturation in the internal combustion automobile market, the
core of the value system moves from the existing manufacturing to
service sector such as R&D, marketing, after service, finance etc.
which are called as servitization, a combination of product and
service, is accelerated recently.
In the middle of the change in automobile industry, an emergence
of disruptive innovation called electric vehicle which can reorganize
the structure of the existing industry’s structure, is expected to cause
some changes in the related service industry. The reinforcement of
the fuel efficiency regulation is the major reason of the acceleration
in developing electric vehicle using electricity as the main power. For
example, in case of EU, a bill has been passed that the regulation on
carbon dioxide emissions reducing 130g per 1km in 2015 to 95g
until 2021 which is about 27% of the present. In case of U.S., they
introduced a system to reduce 81% of tailpipeemission quantity until
2025 and 70% of fine dust quantity until 2017. China announced a
policy to increase fuel efficiency to 14.5km per liter until 2015 and
20km until 2020, which is 28% increase. Global automakers
continuously release next generation vehicles due to the each
country’s reinforced policy in regulation of fuel efficiency and
emission. Recently, most scholars agree that the future of individual
transportation will change from oil to electricity due to the success of
Model S offered by Tesla motors in U.S. (Barkenbus, 2009;
Sierzchula et al., 2012).
A process of evolving into electric vehicle is that first, hybrid
electric vehicles and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles are used and
finally full electric vehicles are manufactured and used.
During the evolving process, the value chain of the existing
automobile industry is expected to induce new players such as energy
suppliers, software companies and IT companies.
This will require more close relationship with other industries such
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as automakers and service industry. Also, the advent of the electric
vehicle era may require a new business model that can disrupt the
value chain of the existing automobile industry. Likewise, electric
vehicle will change not only manufacturing industry, but also service
industry. However, the automobile related industry and government
just focus on the subsidy on the purchasing prices, infrastructure of
the charger, R&D for the major components such as battery.
However, consumers who purchase electric vehicles would face more
various factors. Anable et al. (2011) points out that the study
considering the motivations or needs of purchasing the electric vehicle
is not sufficient and understanding consumer’s purchasing motivations
and perceived purchasing barrier and developing the measurement
tools are valuable above all things for the diffusion of electric vehicle.
In this study, we answered by the following 4 major research
questions based on the changing situation due to the advent of
electric vehicles and the research trends about them. First, what kind
of impact does the advent of electric vehicle market has on the
servitization in automobile industry. Second, what is the servitization
strategy in automobile industry to counteract to the disruptive
innovation? Third, what are the perceived purchasing barriers and
consumers’ purchasing motivations who purchase electric vehicles?
Lastly, what are the counterplans of service industry to facilitate
consumers’ purchasing motivation and perceived purchasing barriers?
Thisstudy suggests the counterplan of service industry in an era of
electric vehicle which was not spotlighted so far. Based on the above
research questions, this study considers the phenomenon of
servitization in automobile industry which electric vehicle would bring
about and suggests the case about integration of major factors that
hinder the acceptance and products and service that could mitigate the
impediments. This study is consisted as the followings. In theoretical
backgrounds, we provide some information to help understanding the
electric vehicle and major factors that companies and consumers
should consider within the existing theoretical framework. Next, we
suggest battery lease system as the case of servitization and also a
framework for the service innovation strategy to spread the suggested
system rapidly.

2. Theoretical Backgrounds
2.1. The Dawning of the Electric Vehicle
An electric vehicle (EV) is a vehicle which be mainly powered by
electricity and not burning any fossil fuel. EV is developed in 1834,
even ahead of internal combustion engine and has 180 years of long
history (Chan, 2002). Till the early 20th century, EV came into wide
use as a main transportation, three times more than internal combustion
engine. However, because of mass production and manufacturing
process innovation of gasoline vehicle, it became popular and EV is
less attractive in price and performance compare to gasoline vehicle.
In 1935, production and development of EV stopped as a result.
Facing energy crisis in 1970, EV was produced once again but it
rapidly decayed due to low performance, poor infrastructure and lack
of participants (Situ, 2009).
Considering historical viewpoint of technology competitiveness in
car industry, there were 5 steps of evolution. 1) 1885~1905 period of
no specific dominant technology (neither electricity nor gasoline based
power unit) exist 2)1905~1920 period of establishing market dominance
of gasoline vehicles 3) 1020~1073 period of market integration by
gasoline vehicles and EV disappearance 4)1973~1998 period of
recognition for weakness of gasoline vehicle and limitation of its
technology 5)1998~present period of start legislating for motivate
production of EV(Cowan & Hultėn, 1996). Historically, first for steps
are considered when gasoline vehicles firmly settled at the market.
Now is the period of overcoming adhesion. So it is important to
understand market adhesionof gasoline based vehicle market to find
strategic approach to overcome this adhesion. Refer to <Table 1>,
there are 3 kinds of vehicles that run by electricity. Battery electric
vehicles(BEVs) that runs only by battery without internal combustion
engine,hybrid electric vehicles(HEVs) that run both by internal
combustion using fossil fuel and by electricity from battery and
fuel-cell electric vehicles(FCEVs) that run by electric energy which
generated through fusion of oxygen and hydrogen.

<Table 1> Forms of EVs
Types of EVs

Battery EVs

Propulsion

▸lectric motor

Energy System

▸attery
▸ltra Capacitor

Energy source and
infrastructure

Feature

Major issue

Hybrid EVs
▸lectric motor
▸nternal combustion Engine
▸attery
▸ltra Capacitor
▸nternal combustion Engine

▸echarge equipment

▸as station
▸echarge equipment

▸on toxic substance
▸ondependent on petroleum
▸hort mileage of 100-200km
▸igh price
▸ommercially available

▸icroejection of toxic substance
▸apable of going long distance
▸etroleum dependency
▸ommercially available

▸attery and Battery management system
▸igh performance of propulsion
▸echarge equipment

▸ize and management of battery
▸

Fuel Cell EVs
▸lectric motor
▸uel cell
▸ydrogen
▸thanol or Gasoline
▸thanol
▸on or microejection of toxic substance
▸igh energy efficiency
▸ondependent on petroleum
▸apable of acceptable distance
▸igh price
▸ow developing
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As the issue ofenvironment and interest of energy saving increases,
EV technology starts to develop rapidly. EV does not emit carbon dioxide
and does not use fossil fuel so that it is more environment-friendly
than internal combustion vehicle who is mainly responsible for downtown
pollution and more helpful for reducing petroleum dependency.
Therefore EV will lead not only energy, environment and transportation
technology but also development of high technology so that it will
create new industry and have a huge effect on economy(Chan, 2002).
In the near future, EV and HEV will successfully settle down.
Because of short mileage and long charging time, EV will be used
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mass transportation and for the high fuel efficiency, HEV will be
welcomed to long-distance driver (Chan, 2002).
Diffusion of EV could be found from vehicle fuel efficiency
regulation on each country. Seeing fuel efficiency regulation from
<Table 2>, USA, Europe, China, Japan and other countries planto
elevate fuel efficiency level from 20.0km/L to 24.4km/L. And it is
known that if one does not meet this new level, it shall not only be
imposed fine but also be banned to product. Therefore, in the near
future, the trend of vehicle type will shift from HEV to EV.

<Table 2> Fuel Efficiency Regulation on Each Country
USA

EU

CHINA

JAPAN

Fuel Efficiency Regulation

23.2km/L
(2025 y)

24.4km/L
(2020 y)

20.0km/L
(2020 y)

20.3km/L
(2020 y)

Penalty

Fine Imposition

Fine Imposition

Prohibition on production

Open to public and Fine Imposition

Source: Media data integration

2.2 Ongoing Discussion for EV Diffusion
Alternatives for EV diffusion are now suggested in Korea and research
for main consideration for consumers are actively progressing. Three
main issuesare now considered for EV diffusion; Technology feature,
infrastructure and government subsidy.
For technology feature, short mileage is the main concern and
battery is considered as a key. Mileage of EV is relatively shorter
than internal combustion vehicle, Park, Hyung-Geun(2012) insist to
develop technology that satisfies both energy density and stability. He
also point out that there is no technology to replace lithium-ion
battery so that it will be the key to develop super capacitor, fuel
cell, etc. which will decide EV popularization.

The next main issue is about infrastructure, especially recharge
equipment. Nowadays, on-site recharge method which is installing
charger at home or public parking lot is progressing and high speed
charging technology is developing to recharge battery within 10
minutes instead of 8 hours. Expansion of charging station and
reducing charging time will be another key to EV popularization.
Lastly, government supporting policy could be another method as
well. Government plansvarious promotion ways; not only subsidy or
tax reduction but also EV sharing, permission and support of
lease business, congestion fee exemption, etc. Detail items are as
<Table 3>

<Table 3> System improvement and tax reform plan for each steps of EV diffusion
Steps

Major context

Propagation Expansion

Tax reduction for private buyers
Temporary reduction for Automobile acquisition tax, Registration tax, car tax
Temporary reduction for cooperate tax of manufacturer
Tax benefit for EV purchase company or establishment

Encouragement of Use

Congestion fee exemption, priority parking at public parking lot
Car sharing or permission of lease business
Induction of environment-friendly vehicle license plate

Establishment Infrastructure

Organizing road sign
Installation obligation of electric charging station at new homes
Corporation tax brake; tax free for land possession tax of charging station etc.
Installation of boosting charge and battery change booth in gas station, etc.

Source: Hwang (2009).

2.3. Impact of EV on Industry
Auto industry shows a large share of national economy's growth.
According to the data from Korea Employment Information Service in

2009, auto industry takes a large share in manufacture. Although the
number of company in auto industryform 5.21%, the number of
employee forms 10.19%, a production output forms 10.07%. Also,
9.41% for value-added criteria and 11.66% for the amount of export
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which takes about a tenth for the general manufacturing industry (Lee
et al., 2011).

According to data from Detroit's consulting(2011), the major
purchasing conditions that consumer's considering are driving distance,

<Table 4> A ratio of auto industry in manufacturing industry (in 2009)
Category

Manufacturing industry

Auto industry

Ratio

Number of companies

57,996

3,019

5.21%

Number of employees

2,452,880

250,069

10.19%

Production output

1,121,973

113,028

10.07%

Amount of shipment

1,122,987

113,284

10.09%

Value-added

374,501

35,223

9.41%

Amount of export

466,384

54,374

11.66%

Source: Korea Employment Information Service (2011).

An emergence of EV is expected to create a new value on the
activities occurring in up and down streams of value chain and also
to be able to implement a differentiation strategy through the
integration between product and service. Auto industry is the largest
manufacturing industry in the world which has the sale more than
one billion dollars and hires more than ten million employees.
Furthermore, auto industry has related industries from traditional
sector such as steel, machinery, materials industries to new growth
industry such as information technology, bio-technology, energy
technology, environment technology industries (Lee et al., 2011).

2.4. Another Considerable Factor for the Diffusion of EV
These days, the major plan for the diffusion of EV excludes some
practical factors that consumers are considering when purchasing a
car. In order to diffuse the use of EV, the consumer's pattern of
buying existing ICE should be understood at first. Consumers want to
gain various information about product before purchase and have
some characteristics to decide purchase very carefully as the
automobiles are high involvement products. These kinds of product
are mostly expensive and have a high risk in purchasing. Because of
the above reasons, consumers actively explore the product's information
to reduce risk. EV has lack of product's information rather thanexisting
ICE, thereby buyers feel hard to evaluate the risk of buying a car
and decide purchasing due to the high costs. Considering the circumstances
the consumer face, a new marketing strategy and operations strategy,
supporting marketing strategy, is required.

<Figure 1> Factors that affecting customer's purchasing behaviors (DTTL, 2011)

charging time, convenience in charging, purchasing cost, maintenance
cost, residual amount, battery changing cost, recycle cost, auto
insurance etc. Among the government's policies for the diffusion of
EV, residual amount, battery changing cost, recycle cost are not
considered at present. In order to make EV popular, we need new
plans considering various factors the buyers concern.

3. A Proposal for Servitization of Electric Vehicle
Diffusion
3.1. Service of Electric Vehicle Manufacturer
In order to diffuse EV, automobile manufacturersare required to
become servitization. Service in auto industry is defined as the
concept that creates a new value for the company's development
mostly used in U.S. and Europe. It is introduced in previous studies
emphasizing sustainability as the product-service system (Baines, et
al., 2009; Baines, Lightfoot, Benedettini, & Kay, 2009; Cavalieri & Pezzotta,
2012).
Servitization refers to offer product with service, supports,
knowledge etc. Servitization has several stages starting from the initial
stage offering product or service, product and service and to the last
stage offering product and comprehensive service such as education
for customer, remote support, providing knowledge for problem solution
and self-service. The stages explain the developing phenomenon that
the service is now considered as the core product effecting largely on
company's profit which was generally considered as the additional
factors to facilitate product sale. Servitization concept changed manufacturing
based companies to the companies pursuing product-service system
(Wiesner, Peruzzini, Doumeingts, & Thoben, 2013). Product-service
system expands traditional profit creation concept into service sector
offering new value not only to the consumers but also to the
companies (Baines, et al., 2007; Morelli, 2003).
The concept of product-service system in auto industry has been
through many advances. Recent auto industry, involving servitization
concept, includes customer satisfactionconcept at each point of contact,
thereby build a coordination between product mix and service, while
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traditional auto industry views point of contact between customer and
company as sale, possession, use, disuse (Vezzoli & Ceschin, 2008).

<Figure 2> Product-Service System (Tukker, 2004)

However, as the auto industry changes into ICE to EV, then the
range of servitization working as the product-service system would be
extended and the ratio of profit creation by servitization would be
increased not only in auto manufacturer but also auto industry
overall. As the EV industry expands, the concept of car has very
strong possibility to become as 'pay the price' for the use of the
vehicle rather than sale and purchase in terms of manufacturer. That
means the concept of 'use' will have very strong possibility of being
spotlighted rather than 'possession' of product or service. Considering
the above changes, there is high possibility of producing and consuming
pattern will change into totally different pattern (Baines, et al., 2007).
Consumers could borrow the product rather than purchase or buy
some outputs according to the use of products rather than possess the
products. Based on the research of Tukker(2004) and Williams(2007),
we divided the degree of servitization in EV industry into product,
use, output of product use as <Table 5>.
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3.2. Servitization through Introduction of Battery Lease Strategy
The price of EV is expected to be cheaper than ICE if the price
of battery is excluded since the number of components is about 60%
of ICE and the structure is very simple. However, EV including
high-priced battery costs a lot more than ICE. In contrast to the
expensive price, EV is less convenient and has short driving distance
rather than ICE. Therefore, consumers who are about to purchase EV
do not perceive relative advantages than ICE. Life span of battery
and burden of purchase costs willbe barriers to the vitalization of EV
even though the costs decrease due to the continuous development of
battery technology. In this circumstances, Ministry of Trade, Industry
and Energy started battery lease business in July, 2015 in order to
ease the battery cost burden to the buyers of EV. It is a business
model to pay the vehicle cost without battery reducing initial costs
consumers pay and make divided payments by the monthly fuel cost
savings.
Recently the government choose private company called begins
company and tests battery lease business in Jeju island.

3.3. A Framework of Servitization Strategy for the Diffusion
of EV
There are several limitations in recent governments leading EV
lease business. The battery lease policy will not be effective when
just couple of businesses participated in under the situation that the
standard for various battery forms does not exist. Also building a
clearing house rather individual can easily change battery can be
another purchasing barrier to the EV consumers.
The domestic EV battery business is followed by the three large
companies called Samsung SDI, LG chemical, SK innovation and the

<Table 5> Product-service system in EV industry
PSS classification

Contents

Examples

Service related to the auto

Product maintenance, assurance, automotive finance company(Europe)

Product-oriented service Educations & consulting related to
the auto

Product-use-oriented
service

Product-output-oriented
service

Source: Tukker(2004)

Information about fuel and energy efficiency, driving education for high fuel efficiency

Car lease

Various auto lease program
(Athlon car lease, Alphabet, LeasePlan)

Car sharing

Car sharing program
(Swiss Mobility, ICS Italy, European carsharing organization (ECS), Greenwheels, SnappCar,
AlphaCity, Zipcar (Avis), Car2Go (Daimler MS and Europcar), Ford2go, DriveNow (BMW and
Sixt), Hertz on Demand)

Car pooling

Car pooling related programs
(meerijden.nu, Uber, carpooling.com (2001). blablacar, toogethr, roadsharing, wheelsforall,
Wundercar)

Mobility management and
outsourcing

fleet management, Providing moving service by company

Purchase per service unit

Rental program per used distance
(Autoplus, Travel card)

Purchase functional output

(DB rent Germany. Public transportation (bike, train, taxi) by the NS in the Netherlands,
Mobility Mixx)
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battery forms are different from each other. Without standardization of
forms and assembling form manufactured by battery manufacturers,
battery lease business is hard to achieve effectiveness. In order to
lower the customer's barrier to purchase EV, EV makers and EV
battery business should lead the business.

the situation, a new marketing strategy and an operating strategy is
required which are different from the one used for the existing ICE.
Third, there are some limitations because the battery lease system
is established under the leadership of private enterprises before the
battery standard has been decided. It is almost impossible to set the

<Figure 3> A framework of servitization strategy for the diffusion of EV

Therefore, this study proposes a direction of battery lease policy
for the diffusion of EV. The battery lease policy seems hard to
achieve effectiveness unless a new battery lease companies emerge
under the lead of EV makers and battery manufacturers. First,
unnecessary costs would be made in view of final consumers or lease
companies unless a standardization has been set between EV makers
and battery manufacturers. Thus, government's policy direction for the
diffusion of EV should be reestablished as the directions in the
framework shown in <Figure 3>.

4. Conclusions
Based on the results, we suggest the following service innovation
strategies in order to facilitate the diffusion of electric vehicle. First,
market for the electric vehicle is suitable for the high-end consumers
at present. In consumer's view, battery electric vehicle do not have
relative advantages on driving distance or maximum speed etc. rather
than internal combustion engine. That means, EV does not satisfy the
traditional vehicle's performance standards though purchase cost is
more expensive rather than ICE. Also, consumers do not feel
attractive to EV due to the plenty of faults in purchasing and using
the car. Furthermore, the used market for EV is not yet formed,
thereby consumers have trouble with evaluating the residual value of
the purchased EV. The value of EV decreases sharply after the
purchase because of the battery changing cost.
Second, for the diffusion of the EV, understandings about the
consumer's purchasing pattern of the existing ICE have to be
preceded. It is difficult to decide purchasing EV because not only it
cost more than ICE, but also hard to be evaluated about the risks
due to the lack of product information rather than ICE. Considering

battery standards under the leadership of private enterprises autonomously.
Thus, acceptance of EV would not go on smoothly unless the battery
lease industry which EV manufacturing companies mainly set the
standards and battery manufacturing companies and EV manufacturing
companies participate is formed.
Finally, government-aided policy should be established about the
factors which does not relatively considered much. Especially, government's
support for the major groups in the servitization framework and
government's efforts for the battery standards are required.
This study contributes theoretically and practitionally by promoting
understanding of EV's technologies through the description of barriers
and facilitators for the diffusion of EV. Furthermore, this study provides
a new perspective beyond the existing perspective for the diffusion.
Establishing servitization strategy integrating a new service which
eliminates consumer's purchasing barriers can create a new advanced
value and will contribute to the diffusion of EV.
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Can It Affect the Importance of Consumer Properties of Food on Purchasing
Intention and Satisfaction?: Focusing on Home Meal Replacement
Kyung-Sook Park*, Beet-Na Choi**, Choon-Ho Lee***, Hoe-Chang Yang****1

Abstract
This study tried to extract the factors associated with the perceived
importance of HMR foods and to shed light on their effects on the
HMR-related purchasing intention and satisfaction. The process of
extracting the importance attributes of HMR foods, the effects of such
attributes on purchasing intention and satisfaction, and the effects of
shopping tendencies. It is worth predicting the efficient consumer
behavior, helping HMR producers and retailers, and ultimately helping
supply healthy foods and HMR products that meet the consumer needs.
The present study extracted the factors relevant to the perceived
importance of HMR foods in order to verify the effects of such
factors on HMR-related purchasing intention and satisfaction. Based
on the analyses, the importance attributes involved product
information, product use information, product quality, product selection
information and product safety, whilst the shopping tendencies were
sub-divided into the hedonic tendency meaning one finds shopping
interesting or pleasing and the rational tendency meaning one
emphasizes finding or purchasing something or gaining relevant
information through shopping.
In conclusion, consumers may not purchase HMR foods although
they feel the need to use the ready-to-eat quick and nutritious HMR
products. That is, the perceived attributes of importance might differ
from the attributes of selection.
Keywords: HMR Foods, Shopping Tendencies, Shopping Bbehavior.

1. Introduction
From ancient times to the present, the incomplete food supply
system initially relying on rather simple methods such as hunting and
gathering has evolved considerably through the agricultural revolution
* First Author, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Food Science and
Nutrition, Jangan University, Korea. E-mail: pksook0730@hanmail.net.
** Part-time Lecturer, Department of Distribution Management, Jangan
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University, Korea. Tel: +82-10-8856-4005, E-mail: 01198564005@hanmail.net
**** Corresponding Author, Assistant professor, Department of Distribution
Management, Jangan University, Korea. Tel: +82-31-299-3133, E-mail:
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and industrial revolution to the extent that diverse foods have become
easily available to many people. The development of food industry in
parallel with the nutritional research for human survival and
betterment of life has brought the abundant life and sufficient
nutrition, increasing the life expectancies, older population and public
interest in diets while impacting upon lifestyle-related changes and
development in diverse fields.
The present study built on Park et al.(2015) and Yang et al.(2016)
to extract the factors associated with the perceived importance of
HMR foods and to shed light on their effects on the HMR-related
purchasing intention and satisfaction. Also, this study investigated how
the shopping value used in Yang et al.(2016) would impact on their
relationship, positing that suppliers should take radical approaches if
the importance attributes not product selection attributes could
influence the purchasing intention and satisfaction. Moreover, the
process of extracting the importance attributes of HMR foods, the
effects of such attributes on purchasing intention and satisfaction, and
the effects of shopping tendencies on their relationship are worth
exploring in order to predict the efficient consumer behavior, to help
HMR producers and retailers with marketing mix and relevant
decision making, and ultimately to help supply healthy foods and
HMR products that meet the consumer needs.

2. Theoretical Background
HMR refers to the meals that are prepared to go and heated up
later, and occupies the top category in the ready-to-eat market(Gibson,
1999). HMR meals are prepared and sold in stores and consumed at
homes, saving consumers from preparing meals or cooking foods
(Kevin, 2001).
One's shopping tendency refers to the person's shopping lifestyle
involving shopping-related behavior, opinion and interest, whilst one's
shopping behavior concerns when, where and how the person does
the shopping, is complexly associated with one's value, economy, society
and leisure and reflects one's attitude towards fashion and stores
(Howell, 1979).
Purchasing intention refers to one's future behavior personally
intended or planned and the potential to act out one's attitude and
belief (Engel & Blackwell, 1982; Park, 2011).
Satisfaction is the emotional outcome of a consumer's experience
of services and subjective perception of quality and performance as
well as one's response to the extent to which his or her needs are
met(Oliver & Swan, 1989).
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3. Research Design & Hypotheses
The present study conducted the PCA(principal component analysis)
of the perceived importance of HMR foods, which refer to prepared
take-out home meals positioned at the top of the hierarchy in the
ready-to-eat food market(Gibson, 1999), to elicit relevant factors and
their effects on purchasing intention and satisfaction of consumers.
Also, the shopping tendencies toward home meal replacement products
that influence the purchase decision-making process were sub-divided
into rational and hedonic shopping tendencies, and the structural
equation path analysis was used to determine the paths where the
factors perceived as important influence the purchasing intention and
satisfaction. In addition, the structural equation path analysis was used
to investigate the effects of shopping tendencies and perception of
importance on the dependent variables, i.e., satisfaction and purchasing
intention.

The following measures were used in this study. For the importance
of HMR perceived by consumers, the principal component analysis
was applied to the 25 question items regarding the importance
attributes suggested in Park et al.(2015). For shopping tendencies, 4
rational and 4 hedonic tendency question items among the variables
used in Kim & Lee (2004) were rated on a 5-point Likert scale. For
the satisfaction with HMR, 5 question items were rated on a 7-point
Likert scale based on Engel & Blackwell (1982); Oliver (1997),
Mano & Oliver (1991), Parasuraman et al.(1988) and Grὅnroos
(1983). For the purchasing intention, 3 question items used in Dong
(2005) were rated on a 5-point Likert scale. To address the
differences in scales depending on variables, the scores were
converted to z-scores for the sake of analysis.
The measure of internal consistency, Cronbach's α was 0.740~0.951,
which supported the reliability. Also, excluding HMR product use
(AVE=.385), HMR product quality(AVE=.499) and purchasing
intention(AVE=.451), the validity was secured.

<Figure 1> Research Model & Hypotheses

4. Empirical Study
80 undergraduates and 98 adults returned the valid responses to 25
question items regarding importance attributes suggested in Park et
al.(2015). Respondents' demographic information is presented below.
<Table 1> Demographic Characteristics
Student
Gender

Age

Common People

Male

22

27.5

43

44.3

Female

58

72.5

54

55.7

under 25

79

98.8

8

8.2

26~35

0

0

34

35.1

36-45

0

0

34

35.1

46-55

0

1.3

17

17.5

56-65

0

0

4

4.1

Note) The gender and age of 1 adult were missing. The demographic
information was limited to age and gender used to compare
the undergraduates with the adults.

To verify the direct effects of the five sub-factors of the perceived
importance, the simple regression analysis was performed with age
and gender controlled. The results are discussed below. First, product
(β=.227, p<.01), product use(β=.235, p<.01), product quality(β=.228,
p<.01), product selection (β=.205, p<.01) and safety(β=.162, p<.05)
exerted positive effects on the rational tendency, which was
statistically significant. Thus, hypotheses 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 1-4 and 1-5
were accepted. In contrast, excluding the product use(β=.235, p<.01),
the effects of product (β=.106, p=.122), product quality(β=.021,
p=.760), product selection (β=.098, p=.164) and safety(β=.012,
p=.860) on the hedonic tendency were statistically insignificant.
Therefore, all the relevant hypotheses were rejected excluding the
hypothesis 2-2. This finding implies the other factors excluding the
HMR product use are not considered in terms of the hedonic
shopping tendency.
Meanwhile, the rational tendency had statistically insignificant
effects on the HMR-related purchasing intention(β=.077, p=.303),
whereas its positive effects on the satisfaction with HMR were
statistically significant (β=.158, p<.05). Therefore, the hypothesis 3
was rejected, whereas the hypothesis 4 was accepted. This finding
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indicates that rational consumers, who have no intention to purchase
but have to use HMR products, acknowledge their benefits. However,
the hedonic tendency had statistically significant effects on the HMR
purchasing intention(β=.035, p=.674) and satisfaction with HMR(β
=.143, p=.091). Thus, the hypothesis 5 and hypothesis 6 were
rejected. This finding indicates that the hedonic tendency of
consumers may have effects on some other aspects, not the purchase
of and satisfaction with HMR foods.

5. Conclusion and Discussion
The present study extracted the factors relevant to the perceived
importance of HMR foods in order to verify the effects of such
factors on HMR-related purchasing intention and satisfaction. Based
on the analyses, the importance attributes involved product
information, product use information, product quality, product selection
information and product safety, whilst the shopping tendencies were
sub-divided into the hedonic tendency meaning one finds shopping
interesting or pleasing and the rational tendency meaning one
emphasizes finding or purchasing something or gaining relevant
information through shopping. All of the importance attributes proved
to have significant effects on the rational tendency. In contrast, the
effects of the importance attributes on the hedonic tendency were
insignificant except the HMR product use, which suggests the other
importance attributes might not be considered by consumers in
relation to HMR foods. Meanwhile, the rational tendency had
significant effects on the satisfaction, but not on the purchasing
intention, which implies that rational consumers acknowledge the
benefits of HMR foods in terms of costs, time and efforts when they
have to use HMR products even though they have no intention to
purchase them. Yet, the hedonic tendency did not have significant
effects on the purchasing intention and satisfaction, which finding
suggests that the hedonic tendency could influence other aspects of
HMR excluding the purchase and satisfaction. That is, consumers may
not purchase HMR foods although they feel the need to use the
ready-to-eat quick and nutritious HMR products as opposed to home
meals which are less efficient in terms of time and efforts and to
enjoy leisure and improve the value of life. That is, the perceived
attributes of importance might differ from the attributes of selection.
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The Study on the Relationship between Mobile Technostress and
Performance: Focused on The Role of Coping Strategies
Myung-Seong Yim*1

Abstract
The aim of this study is to suggest and test the proposed model
that is based on the stress process as well as the cognitive theory of
psychological stress and coping. Proposed model drawing from these
two perspectives is partitioned into three components: stressors(stress
creator), coping strategies, and strain. All components are applied to
mobile stressful situations based on theoretical and empirical backgrounds.
There is no clear consensus regarding which role of coping
strategy is most effective for maintaining positive outcomes. Despite
some recent theoretical work in the realm of technostress, there is
little empirical evidence identifying the role of coping strategies for
reducing tehnostressors. So, we must know how to cope with stress
in a healthy manner to increase and maintain organizational
performance. Thus, it is important to investigate the role of coping
strategies at this point. To do this, the research can suggest the
appropriate role of coping strategies for each stressor in mobile work
situations.
Keywords: Stress, Technostress, Mobile Technostress, Stressor, Coping
Strategy, Strain.

1. Introduction
Information an communication technologies(ICTs) are constantly
being introduced and are becoming more and more complicated(Fisher
& Wesolkowski, 1999). While the rapid technological advances facing
today's organizations are new sources of productivities of
organizations and facilitate the information sharing on organization or
inter-organization, they are also a source of individual stress in their
organizations due to their omnipresence and intrusiveness in out
lives(Caro & Sethi, 1985; Hung et al., 2015). Korzynski et al.(2016)
have argued that although ICTs at work have transformed a number
of current jobs and brought about several benefits, they are also
associated with several negative aspects such as work overload,
complexity, invasion and so forth. In a similar vein, Tarafdar et
al.(2015) asserted that technostress is one of the major negative three
consequences of ICTs use in the workplace.
* Assistant Professor, Dept. of Business Administration at Sahmyook
University, Seoul, Korea, E-mail: msyim@syu.ac.kr

Technostress, a term first coined by Crig Brod(1982), is known with
various terms such as technophobia, terminal paralysis, computer
phobia, cyberphobia, computer anxiety, computer stress, negative
computer attitudes and other similar terms(Bichteler, 1987; Wang et
al., 2008), and it has received increased attention from information
systems researchers in the more recent past(Fischer & Riedl, 2015).
Individual
are
stressed
by
technostressors,
which
are
technology-induced stimuli, events or demands(Maier et al., 2015). We
can observe technostress syndrome everywhere in Korea. From a
survey of Job Korea, it was found that 66.8 percents(564 respondents)
of the total respondents said that they suffer from technostress.
Mobile environment such as KakaoTalk, Facebook, Instagram, and
e-mail also causes technostress just like desktop environment. In
addition, mobile technologies are more likely related to user stress
(Fischer & Riedl, 2015). A majority of employees in organization
check their smartphone, tablet PC or notebook computer outside to
read messages from work. Thus, the pressure to be always reachable
leads increasingly to psychological and physical ailments(Reynell,
2016). Pervasive mobile technologies have make it possible to
connect anytime, anywhere, to deliver data and information in real
time to support businesses and personal decisions(Srivastava et al.,
2015). People are constantly connected and that forces them to
think(Reynell, 2016). Clicking, checking, scanning and replying takes
a heavy toll on worker’s general well-being as well as productivity
(Reynell, 2016). Chesly(2005) found that there is a positive
relationship between mobile phone usage and a person's stress level.
Fuglseth & Sørebø(2014) also examined and found the negative link
between technostress and employee satisfaction with the use of ICTs.
Similar consequences were also studied by Tarafdar et al.(2015), who
investigated the effect of technostress on discontinuous usage intentions.
This phenomenon is observed in the mobile environment. According
to Hankyung survey, some of the respondents answered that they
usually carry out a lot of works even in his or her house because of
culture of Korea workplace. The key problem of the state of affairs
is that the boundary between working hours and closing times has
been blurred. Especially, employees' works are continued to home
because online and smartphone are now commonplace. For instance,
one respondent said that “my boss often send messages on Kakao
Talk to him regardless of weekend or holiday periods.” He also
mentioned that "sometimes I want to burst into a frenzy of
vilification to boss when he sends messages to me with unimportant
issues.“1. Thus, technostress is a phenomenon of high prevalence in
* 한국경제매거진, 사장님만 모르는 우리 회사 이야기, 2016.04.05.
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modern society, and it may have detrimental effects on work-related
outcomes such as reduced job satisfaction, reduced performance, or
reduced organizational commitment(Fischer & Riedl, 2015).
Many researchers have suggested that coping strategies should be
investigated to overcome technostressors for a long time ago. There
is, however, no clear consensus regarding which salient role of
coping strategy is most effective for leading positive outcomes
(Pruchno & Resch, 1989). Despite some recent theoretical work in
the realm of technostress, there is little empirical evidence identifying
the role of coping strategies for reducing tehnostressors. So, we must
know how to cope with stress in a healthy manner to increase and
maintain organizational performance(Caro & Sethi, 1985). In summary,
although, there is no clear-cut evidence regarding differences among
coping strategies(Roth and Cohen, 1986), exploring the role of coping
strategies is not only the important issues in psychological stress
research, but also give meaningful insight into stressful situation
caused by existing and new technologies. In doing so, we can
suggest suitable coping strategies in response to mobile technostress
reflecting distinct technnostressors in mobile work context.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Technostress
The stress has been defined in various ways. Stress refers to "a
person's adaptive response to a stimulus that places excessive
psychological or physical demands on that person"(Brillhart, 2004). In
a similar vein, Tarafdar et al.(2007) defined the stress as "a cognitive
response that individuals experience when they anticipate their
inability to respond adequately to the perceived demands of a given
situation, accompanied by an anticipation of substantial negative
consequences due to inadequate response". Tarafdar et al.(2010)
viewed the stress as a process that involves the individual perceiving
the presence of one or more stressors and reacting to them, the
outward manifestation of the latter being strain.

Technostress has been also defined in a number of ways(see <Table 1>).
Accordingly, this study defines technostress as a modern disease
because of inability to adapt and cope with the existing and new
technologies that causes a negative psychological state such as
anxiety, phobia, and fear about technologies.

2.2. Cognitive Theory of Psychological Stress and Coping
(CTPSC)
There are three theoretical foundations that are usually used in
many research for overarching background; person-environment fit
model, transaction-based model, and cognitive theory of psychological
stress and coping(Thong & Yap, 2000).
Person-environment fit model highlights the crucial interaction of
person with environment(Thong & Yap, 2000).
Transaction-based model underscores the transaction between person
and environment over time(Thong & Yap, 2000).
According to Lazarus's cognitive theory of psychological stress and
coping(CTPSC), individual stress is conceptualized as the relationship
between the person and the environment that is appraised by the
person becomes taxing or exceeds his or her resources and endangers
his or her well-being(Folkman et al., 1986; Lazarus & Folkman,
1984; Shu et al., 2011). Based on definition above, stress depends on
a person's cognitive appraisal of events and circumstances and the
ability to cope, the end result of the person's transaction with the
environment(Abel, 2002). In this definition, the term "transactional"
comes from that the person and environment are viewed as being in
a dynamic, mutually reciprocal, bidirectional relationship(Folkman et
al., 1986).

<Table 1> Definitions of Technostress
Definition

Researcher

a condition resulting from the inability of an
individual or organization too adapt to the
introduction and operation of new technology

Brod(1982), Sankar
and Natale(1990)

a modern disease of adaption caused by an
inability to cope with the new computer
technologies in a healthy manner
a perceived, dynamic adaptive state between the
person and the environment
the state of mental and physiological arousal
observed in certain employees who are heavily
dependent on computers in their work
any negative effect on human attitudes, thoughts,
behavior, and psychology that directly or indirectly
results from technology
a problem of adaptation that an individual
experiences when he/she is unable to cope with,
or get used to, ICTs

Brod(1984),
Bichteler(1987),
Campion(1988),
Ennis(2005)
Caro and
Sethi(1985)
Arnetz and
Wholm(1997)
Tu et al.(2005)
Tarafdar et
al.(2007)

<Figure 1> Transaction Model of Coping (Adopted from Hunter & Boyle, 2004)

It includes two processes: cognitive appraisals and coping(Shu et
al., 2011). Especially, cognitive appraisals and coping are emphasized
as critical mediators in the relation between stressful person-environment
relations and outcomes(Dunkley et al., 2003). Cognitive appraisal
refers to a process though which the person evaluates whether a
particular encounter with the environment is relevant to this or her
well-being and, if so, in what way(Folkman et al., 1986). The
transactional model assumes that before any coping responses are
executed in a particular stressful encounter, a person first cognitively
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evaluates what is a t stake and then what can be done to deal with
the situation(Kim & Duda, 2003).
There are two kinds of cognitive appraisal: primary and secondary.
In primary appraisal, the person evaluates whether he or she has
anything at stake in this encounter(Folkman et al., 1986). In
secondary appraisal, the person evaluates what, if anything, can be
done to overcome or prevent harm or to improve the prospects for
benefit(Folkman et al., 1986). From this perspective, cognitive
appraisal and coping are transactional variables, by which we mean
that they refer not to the environment or to the persona alone, but to
the integration of both in a given transaction(Folkman et al., 1986).
Transaction theory of stress is rooted in a cognitive paradigm
where stress emerges through a phenomenological process reflected in
the relationship between the individual and the demands placed by
the environment(Fuglseth & Sørebø, 2014). This overall transactional
process, where demands placed by the environment exceed individual
resources, is referred to as stress(Fuglseth & Sørebø, 2014).
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2.3. Strain: Quality of Work Life
The consequences of stress include low productivity, dissatisfaction
at work, lack of job involvement, and poor job performance(Tarafdar
et al., 2007). In this perspective, technostress brings about a battery
of consequences such as overwork, dissatisfaction, fatigue, anxiety,
and a negative effect on individual productivity(Tarafdar et al., 2007).
The concept of the quality of work life(QWL) encompasses a large
extent of organizational phenomena(Igbaria et al., 1994). QWL is
defined as employee satisfaction with a variety of needs thorugh
resources, activities, and outcomes stemming from participation in the
workplace(Sirgy et al., 2001). Theoretical origins of QWL is based
the socio-technical systems(STS) theory(Brooks and Anderson, 2005).
The theory assumes that organizations fully engaging employees in
work design promote employee fulfillment while simultaneously

<Table 2> Definitions of Terms
Terms

Definitions

Stressor

- events, demands, stimuli, or conditions encountered by individuals in the work/organizational environment as factors that create
stress(Ragu-Nathan et al., 2008)
- factors or conditions that create stress(Ragu-Nathan et al., 2010)

Coping

- the persons's cognitive and behavioral efforts to manage(reduce, minimize, master, or tolerate) the internal and external demands of the
person-environment transaction that is appraised as taxing or exceeding the person's resources(Folkman et al., 1986)
- ongoing cognitive and behavioral efforts to manage specific external an/or internal demands that are appraised as taxing or exceeding
the resources of the person(Lazarus, 1993)
- the constantly changing cognitive and behavioral efforts to manage specific internal and/or external demands that are appraised as
taxing or exceeding the resources of the person(Pruchno & Resch, 1989; Scheck et al., 1997)

Strain

- the behavioral, psychological, and psysiological outcomes of stress that are observed in individuals(Ragu-Nathan et al., 2008)
- the outcome of stress(Ragu-Nathan et al., 2010)
an individual's affective response to stressors and the characteristic changes associated with this exposure(Scheck et al., 1997)

<Figure 2> Basic Theories for Stress Process
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achieving organizational goals(Brooks and Anderson, 2005). The STS
theory has emerged as a significant approach to designing organizations,
especially at the interface of technology and people(Brooks and
Anderson, 2005). The theory suggests that productivity is improved
and humans are enriched through a design process that focuses on
the interdependencies among people, technology, and the environment
(Brooks & Anderson, 2005). That is, QWL drawn from the STS
theory is also reflecting aspects of people, technology, and environment.
QWL may have a significant impact on employee behavioral
responses, such as organizational identification, job satisfaction, job
involvement, job effort, job performance, intention to quit,
organizational turnover, personal alienation(Sirgy et al., 2001). Lee et
al.(1995) suggested that end-user QWL is the most important variable
in information systems research field. They also asserted that despite
the importance of QWL, little attention has been devoted to the
computer user QWL in IS research(Lee et al., 1995). The lack of
considerations on investigating the occupational stress among
information technology users in organization gives rise to key
problems for either employees or organizations such as poor quality
of performance, lover job satisfaction, high turnover, and increased
work absence(Bolhari et al., 2012).

2.4. Coping Strategies
Coping refers to the "constantly changing cognitive and behavioral
efforts to manage specific internal and/or external demands that are
appraised as taxing or exceeding the resources of the person(Lazarus
& Folkman, 1984). According to them, coping strategies have been
classified into two categories: problem-focused and emotion-focused
strategies(Pruchno & Resch, 1989). Problem-focused coping is defined
as efforts aimed at managing or altering the problem causing the
distress(Pruchno & Resch, 1989). For instance, the employees
experiencing stress can seek information about what to do, hold back
from impulsive and premature actions, and confront the person or
persons responsible for one's difficulty(Wang et al., 2008).
Emotion-focused coping refers to directed toward regulating the
individual's emotional response to the problem(Pruchno and Resch,
1989). Examples are avoiding thinking about the trouble, denying that
anything is wrong, distancing or detaching oneself as in joking about
what makes one feel distressed, or taking tranquilizers as an attempt
to relax(Wang et al., 2008).
There are three key features of definition. First, it is process
oriented, meaning that if focuses on what the person actually thinks
and does in a specific stressful encounter, and how this changes as
the encounter unfolds(Folkman et al., 1986a). Second, we view
coping as contextual, that is influenced by personality dispositions,
the appraised characteristics of the stressful context, and social
resources (Folkman et al., 1986a; Folkman & Moskowitz, 2000).
Finally, we make no a priori assumptions about what constitutes good
or bad coping(Folkman et al., 1986a).
Stressful encounters will have negative effects on both individuals
and organizations unless effective and apt stress management methods
are adopted(Thong & Yap, 2000). Thus, it is important to select
appropriate coping methods for control stressors deriving from workplace.

<Table 3> The Comparison among Coping Strategy Classifications
Folkman et al.(1986)

Billings and
Moos(1984)

Roth and
Cohen(1986)

Appraisals(not coping)

Appraisal-Focused
Coping

-

Problem-Focused
Coping

Problem-Focused
Coping

Approach Coping

Emotion-Focused
Coping

Emotion-Focused
Coping

Avoidance Coping

3. Research Model and Hypotheses
3.1. Proposed Model
Based on the stress process perspective, proposed model in this study
is partitioned into the sources of stress(herein mobile technostressors),
the mediators of stress(herein coping strategies), and the manifestations
of stress(herein strain). In this model, we conceptualize the consequence
as quality of work life that is important work-specific outcome of
stress.
Until there is some consensus in conjunction with the basic
dimensions that define coping strategies, then, assessment of coping,
as yet, only exists in embryonic form. Deriving from Amirkhan(1990)
findings, coping strategies in this study consist of problem
solving(based on problem-focused coping), seeking support, and
avoidance(based on emotion-focused coping). Problem solving ia
aimed at doing something to alter the source of stress(Carver et al.,
1989). Avoidance is aimed at reducing or managing the emotional
distress that is associated with the stressful situation(Carver et al., 1989).
Although, the distinction between problem-focused and emotional-focused
coping is an important issue, whereas it has proven to be too
simple(Carver et al., 1989). In line with point of view, Carver and
his colleagues developed and suggested incorporates 14 conceptually
distinct coping strategies such as active coping, planning, suppression
of competing activities, restraint coping, seeking social support (instrumental
and emotional), positive reinterpretation & growth, acceptance, turning
to religion, focus on & venting of emotion, denial, behavioral
disengagement, mental disengagement, and alcohol-drug disengagement
(Carver et al., 1989). However, all of these strategies can not be
applied to this research because some strategies are not appropriate in
smartphone use at workplace. Furthermore, coping changes over time
and in accordance with the situational contexts in which it occurs
(Lazarus, 1993). Thus, we adopted seeking social support from their
findings because of research context appropriateness. Seeking social
support in this research refers to seeking advice, assistance, or
information and getting moral support, sympathy, or understanding
(Carver et al., 1989). Aldwin et al.(1996) considered that seeking
social support is one of important coping strategies.
We consider QWL as dependent variable in this research. QWL is
an individual's interpretation of his//her role in the workplace and the
interaction of that role with the expectations of others (Kiernan &
Knutson, 1990). QWL is a comprehensive outcome variable including
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job satisfaction, career satisfaction and organizational commitment
(Igbaria et al., 1994). Furthermore, work-related stress has been
closely associated with general employee psychological well-being and
QWL(Van Laar et al., 2007). Laar et al.(2007) asserted that job stress
has a major negative effect on an individual's general quality of life.
Following the review of the literature above, the study's research
model is presented in Figure 1. The presentation of the research
model is followed by the hypothesized relationships.
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<Hypothesis 1> Mobile technostressors are negatively associated
with quality of work life.
3.2.2. Mediating Role of Coping Strategies
From a transactional perspective on stress, technostressors is as the
dynamic adaptive state between person and environment, that are
mediated by sociopsychological processes (Caro & Sethi, 1985).
According to the cognitive theory of psychological stress and coping,

<Figure 2> Research Model

3.2. Hypotheses
3.2.1. Mobile Techno-stressors
Stressors are appraised as (1) an irrelevant event, (2) a
benign-positive event, or (3) a stressful event (Lazarus and Folkman,
1984; Scheck et al., 1997). An irrelevant event does not influence
strain (Scheck et al., 1997). Positive stressors lead to pleasurable
emotions while negative stressors result in perceptions of harm/loss or
threat (Scheck et al., 1997). A stressful event is associated with
subsequent illness and depression (Scheck et al., 1997). In this view,
strain is an individuals affective response to stressors and the
characteristic changes associated with a stressful situation (Scheck et
al., 1997).
Technostressors are a modern disease of adaption caused by an
inability to cope with the rapid changing computer technologies in a
healthy manner (Brod, 1984; Bichteler, 1987; Campion, 1988; Ennis,
2005). Thus, these stressors are uncontrollable and give rise to
stressful situations in workplace.
According to Stich et al.(2015), technostress can potentially result
in low performance, efficiency and work quality. Other studies also
said that technostressors decrease the job satisfaction, the individual
productivity, and organizational commitment and role stress of the
individual(Shu et al., 2011; Tarafdar et al., 2010). Thus, stressors
have negative effects on strain.

cognitive appraisals and coping play a critical mediators of stressful
person-environment relationships and their immediate and long-term
outcomes (Dunkley et al., 2003; Folkmand et al., 1986). The immediate
outcome of an encounter refers to the person's judgement of the
extent to which the encounter was resolved successfully (Folkman et
al., 1986a).
From the stress process perspective, stress is composed of three
interrelated and distinct parts including the sources of stress, the
mediators of stress, and the manifestations of stress (Scheck et al.,
1997). This suggests that coping strategies are process-oriented
(Pruchno & Resch, 1989). In this vein, Lazarus(1993) argued that the
coping effort is independent of the outcome so that its role in
influencing adaptational outcomes can be independently assessed.
The role of coping has been considered indirectly, by inferring
coping as a mediator of the relationship between stressors and physical,
psychological, and social health (Pruchno & Resch, 1989). Lazarus &
DeLongis (1983) argued that coping is a key mediating process
because how a person copes with any stressful encounter determines
his or her emotional response.
According to findings of Pruchno & Resch(1989) about the role of
coping strategies, coping strategies have a direct and indirect effect
on outcome such as mental heath. On the other hand, they did not
found the moderating role of coping strategies in their study(Pruchno
& Resch, 1989).
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<Hypothesis 2> Coping strategies play a mediation role between
mobile technostressors and quality of work life.
3.2.3. Moderating Role of Coping Strategies
Technostress is considered as a direct outcocme of external
stressors interacting with employee's adaptability or moderators(coping
strategies)(Caro & Sethi, 1985). Ayyagari et al.(2011) argued that
coping mechanisms that moderate an individual's reactions to stressful
situations must be examined in the future study. Tarafdar et al.(2010)
have also asserted that situational variables decrease stressors and
strain.
Several models of work stress propose a moderating role of the
relation between work stressors and employee outcomes(Wated &
Sanchez, 2006). These moderators act as coping mechanisms because
they reduce the level of strain provoked by a given level of
stressor(Wated & Sanchez, 2006).
Siu et al.(2002) asserted that one major limitation of previous
studies is its use of urban samples from Western countries. Some
studies demonstrated that research results may be different from
Western countries and Eastern countries(Siu et al., 2002).
According to their findings(samples came from: China 249, Hong
Kong 280, Thailand 347), they found that the relationship between
work stress and physical well-being was positive among managers in
China and Hong Kong who employed more support coping(Siu et al.,
2002). Dunkely et al.(2000) also found the significant interaction
effects of coping strategies such as hassles and perceived social
support in the relation between perfectionism dimension and distress.

<Hypothesis 3> Coping strategies play a moderation role between
mobile technostressors and quality of work life.

4. Research Method & Results
This paper is based on work-in-progress. Research findings and
results will be presented in conference the conference.
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A Study on Sales Promotion of Distribution Channels: Focused on a Company
Dae-In Kim*, Jae-Eom Lee**, Yong-Ae Shin***, Sung-Wook Choi****2

Abstract
The purpose of this research is to search methods to improve sales
of B2B small and medium companies whose utilization of information
system is insufficient based on their limited data resources. The
analysis was done using SPSS 18.0, and the analysis results can be
summarized as follows:
As a result of the clustering analysis of agencies using K-means
clustering, the agencies were classified into 4 clusters. Cluster 1
showed the highest central value followed by cluster 2 with KRW
5.05 billion, cluster 3 with KRW 2.22 billion, and cluster 4 with
KRW 0.13 billion. Cluster 1 has 2 agencies, cluster 2, 11 agencies,
cluster 3, 17 agencies, and cluster 4, 255 agencies. Through such
clustering analysis, agencies of company A were classified, common
features in the sales of the agencies were investigated, strong points
and weak points of agencies were identified, proper sales promotion
methods that the company can provide for the agencies were
suggested, and higher sales of the company through the solutions
could be searched.
Keywords: Distribution Channel, Agency Sales, Cluster Analysis,
Medical Device Industry.

1. Introduction
An information system refers to the collection, processing, analysis,
and distribution of information through input and output for specific
purposes. Through the information system, businesses utilize
information on their sales and diverse kinds of information generated
from their business activities for better decision making and higher
efficiency. The development of the information system has been
expanding its utilization scope to customer behavior prediction, trend
analysis, etc., using not just structured data within the business but
also unstructured data created from outside social network services
(Turban, 2007; Lee, 2014).
Unlike the development of general information systems and
* Sogang University, Korea.
** Sogang University, Korea.
*** Inha University, Korea.
**** Corresponding Author, Sahmyook University, Korea.

expansion of business utilization scopes, the utilization scopes of
individual companies actually vary considerably according to their
levels of established information system and characteristics. This is
more evident in small and medium companies. In particular, B2B
(business to business) small and medium companies utilize the system
only for their personnel and financing in a limited way, whereas B2C
(business to customer) companies use it to make decisions through
structured and unstructured data depending on the company type, the
utilization scope is limited. Thus, companies under these
circumstances use limited structured data for making decisions.
Company A, the target of this research, shows the case very
clearly. The company is a foreign medical device manufacturer, but
its Korean branch is being operated independently it is conducting
distribution and sales activities through authorized dealers and related
retailing market management, calling itself a B2B company.
Accordingly, data that can be secured by the company are limited to
the sales volume of the agencies.
Thus, this study started from the question on how B2B small and
medium companies utilize their accumulated sales data and structured
data related to their authorized franchises. After classifying agencies
according to their characteristics usingcluster analysis for the sales
growth of the agencies and promotion of agencies with lower sales,
strategies for improving the sales of the agencies were established.
The rest of this research is organized as follows: Chapter 2.
Research on agency sales promotion and current status and features
of the medical device industry Chapter 3. Research process and
References Chapter 4. Research results, and Chapter 5. Conclusion.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Research on Agency Sales Promotion
All marketing activities are performed to generate sales. Promotion,
a communication method with customers, is used to stimulate demand
for products as a marketing activity for higher sales of agencies B2B
promotion is aimed at communicating with diverse targets existing in
the distributions structure and can be regarded as building an image
different from one’s rivals (Jeon, 2009). It can also be described as
the efforts of manufacturers to make their agencies purchase, promote,
and display their specific products (An, 1999). The main promotion
method adopted by manufacturersis lower prices for higher sales of
agencies, and prices reduction can be done by reduction for purchase
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(off-invoice deduction) orrebate of purchased amount during price
reduction periods promotion can be called an irregular marketing
encouragement method devised to wield impact on the behavior of
the channel members (Van Waterschoot & Van den Bulte, 1992).
Moreover, promotion means the special incentive provided by
manufacturers to members of the product distribution channel in the
form of price reduction, free products, etc.; the members involved in
the product distribution process can sell products to customers by
making the products of the manufacturers part of their product sales
line through financial and physical promotion from the manufacturers
(Blattberg & Levin, 1987).
Kang, Seok-Won suggested a method of helping penetrate new
blue ocean markets in the PDP (plasma display panel) market —
called red ocean — through a survey among actual usersafter
classifying B2B customers into three stages depending on two
elements — sales amount and technical level – via an environmental
analysis of the PDP market among B2B markets (Kang, 2007). In
addition, Kim, Ka-Won found that relational accomplishment for the
establishment of steady coexistence between department stores and
their suppliers (or subcontractors) has a good effect on financial
achievement, maintenance of their good relationship, and achievement
of trust, immersion, and satisfaction of relationship. As a result, it
contributes to the growth of sales and financial accomplishment from
transactions between businesses, and securing a fair process plays a
key role in improving relational accomplishment (2012). Woo,
Young-Seon conceptualized the quality of services of Korean small
and medium companies and stated that quality of services draws

agencies of small and medium companies.

2.2. Features and Current Status of the Medical Device Industry
Medical devices are directly related to human life, but the parts
account for a comparatively low percentage of the prices of total
equipment, and they do not need a large amount of materials. Thus,
the industry can save resources. Moreover, since it is a brain-intensive
industry that requires highly developed technologies, it needs high
precision and safety as a high-value, hi-tech industry. High medical
level in related clinical fields and development of related precise parts
industries are essential for the development of the industry advanced
nations such as US, Japan, Germany, etc., which possess comparatively
positive conditions, mainly have developed medical industries.
The following factors should be considered for the general
selection of medical devices: economic aspects including value of the
device, operation costs, scale of the device according to the scale of
the hospital, etc.; issues in using the device for convenience of use
and management, response to malfunction, etc.; credibility as to the
precision of the device, range of errors, etc. Among the factors, the
price of the equipment and its credibility conflict with each other,
and both are emphasized for the selection of medical devices. Since
the devices are used for human bodies, however, the flexibility of
their prices is fairly low, and the credibility of the industry as
decided by the safety, durability, quality, and nature of devices is
emphasized more than other industries (Yoon, 2007).

<Table 3> Numbers of Korean Medical Device Manufacturers and Importers

Manufacturers

(unit: companies)

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

1,596

1,624

1,662

1,726

1,754

1,857

1,958

2,227

2,607

Products

5,862

6,392

6899

7,367

8,003

8,704

9,086

9,667

10,600

Importers

1,157

1,281

1,381

1,456

1,466

1,496

1,570

1,762

2,009

satisfaction from the relationship between B2B companies and direct
and indirect relations among each component from the serial process,
particularly satisfaction with relation and relational accomplishment
from their transactions (Woo, 2013).
Among research studies on the growth of sales of agencies, studies
on the promotion of sales have been done in diverse directions, Note,
however, that research has notbeen actively conducted regarding the
promotion of sales from the classification of agencies through cluster
analysis for the growth of sales and activation of agencies with lower
sales by utilizing accumulated sales data and structured data of

2.3. Current Status of the Korean Medical Device Industry
According to statistical data from the Korean Medical Devices
Industry Association in <Table 3>, the number of Korean medical
device manufacturers grew by around 1,011 companies for 9 years
from 2005 to 2013, the number of items increased by 4,738, and the
number of medical device importers also grew by 852 companies
from 1,157 to 2009 for the same period.
<Table 4> also shows that domestic production grew by 11.7% on

<Table 4> Current Status of the Domestic Medical Device Industry

Production
Export
Import
Market scale

(Unit: KRW hundred million)

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

1,949
781
1,719
2,887

2,217
959
2,001
3,259

2,525
1,248
2,341
3,618

2,764
1,519
2,399
3,644

2,964
1,681
2,620
3,903

3,366
1,853
2,794
4,306

3,877
2,216
2,931
4,592

4,224
2,581
2,988
4,632

Korean Market Scale = Domestic Production – Export + Import
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average by year from KRW 194.9 billion in 2006 to 422.4 billion in
2013; in comparing the export and import of medical devices, export
grew by 18.8% annually from 78.1 billion to 258.1 billion, and
import also increased by 8.4% from 171.9 billion to 298.8 billion for
the same period. The scale of domestic market grew by 7.1% per
year from 288.7 billion to 463.2 billion for the same period. The
growth seems to be attributable to the steady development of new
hi-tech medical equipment thanks to advanced technologies in many
countries including Korea and continuous creation and rapid expansion
of new markets.

agency group, low sales agency group, and other agency group were
calculated to check how similar their values are, and targets closest
to each other were classified into the same group and sub-classified again.
Moreover, in order to suggest a method of inducing higher sales
by the average sales agency group and the low sales agency group
through an analysis of sales of classified agencies and sales data of
outstanding groups, 1463 medical devices and reagents were classified
into 61 product groups the features of each agency group selling
products to 285 retailers, suppliers, and hospitals were analyzed.

2.4. Distribution Structure of Company A

4. Research Results

As shown in <Figure 1> below, Company A manufactures and
imports medical devices and sells its products to its local authorized
agencies (B2B franchises) that supply the products to hospitals or sell
to retailers, which in turn sell them to small hospitals. Depending on
the situation, the manufacturer directly sells them to hospitals. There
are other distribution methods, such as manufacturers selling their
products to purchase agencies as a proxy of the hospital by contract,
or specific hospitals buying medical devices from agencies of other
companies that have no contract with manufacturers. In other words,
the products of manufacturers have impact on the sales of agencies,
and the sales of agencies have impact on the sales of manufacturers.

4.1. Cluster Analysis
K-means clustering was used for the cluster analysis on the agencies.
The number of cases for clustering ranged from 2 to 5. Depending
on the cluster analysis case, each clustering showed different average
sales amounts and features. Specifically, clustering analysis was done
by dividing the clustering cases into 2 and 3, but the agencies were
too extensively clustered, and the clustering could not reflect the
actual conditions of the company. Furthermore, when the clustering
was analyzed by dividing into 4 and 5 cases, clustering case 4 and
clustering case 5 were the same with 255 clustering cases each since
they were sub-classified from the above, and clustering cases beyond
6 does not reflect the features of the company properly, additional clustering
was not performed. After the analysis, adoption of clustering analysis
with 4 cases (sales features of the agencies, Seoul and adjacent area,
local provinces, and small and medium-sized agencies, and case
reflecting sales tendencies of agencies well) seemed to reflect the form
of the agencies of the company properly, and clustering with 4 cases
was chosen as the target for this research as in <Table 5>.
<Table 5> Technical Statistics

<Figure 1> Distribution Structure of Company A

3. Research Method
3.1. Research Data
This research was based on sales data of medical device sales
company A — 1,463 medical devices and reagents sold to 285
agencies, suppliers, and hospitals for 47 months from January 2012 to
November 2015.

4.2. Research Process
Using SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) as a
statistical program and non-hierarchicalclustering analysis for the
accumulated sales data of company A, distances among the most outstanding
sales agency group, outstanding sales agency group, average sales

(unit: KRW)

Mean

473,099,177

Median

16,490,640

Standard Deviation

1,194,088,638

Variation

1,425,847,675,781,620,000

Range

9,074,872,101

Observation

285

As a result of the clustering analysis, the agencies were classified
into 4 clusters as in <Table 5> cluster 1 showed the highest central
value with average sales of KRW 8.74 billion, followed by cluster 2
with 5.05 billion, cluster 3 with 2.22 billion, and cluster 4 with 0.13
billion. The number in each cluster was not even: cluster 1 has 2
agencies, cluster 2, 11 agencies, cluster 3, 17 agencies, and cluster 4,
255 places including agencies, suppliers, and hospitals. Clusters 1, 2,
and 3 are agencies under exclusive contract with company A,
accounting for 77% of the total sales the other agencies are complex
agencies that do not sell all products of the company they are under
contract with 1 to 3 companies along with company A, and the
proportion of products of company A is not high.
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4.2. Each Cluster’s Channel Typology and Each Type’s Sales
Promotion Measures

<Table 6> Clustering Analysis Summary
Sales
8,745.00
5,049.82
2,222.29
129.85

Cluster 1(n=2)
Cluster 2(n=11)
Cluster 3(n=17)
Cluster 4(n=255)
N=285

<Table 7> Features of Each Cluster (Sales of Each Cluster) (Unit : KRW Million)
Productions
A1C
ACCESSORIES
ACR
ADENO/ROTA/NOROVIRUS
BCI
BLOOD GLUCOSE - PROF
BNP
CARDIAC PANEL
CARDIOPROFILER
CARDIORENAL
CD4
CHLAMYDIA
CHOLESTEROL
COAGULATION
CORE - CASSETTE
CORE - OTHER
CRP
D-DIMER
DENGUE
DOA - CASSETTE
DOA - OTHER
EPOCAL
EQUIPMENT
FLU
FOB
FREIGHT
H. PYLORI
HCG - CONSUMER
HCG - PROFESSIONAL
HEMATOLOGY
HEPATITIS
HERPES
HIV
HOMOCYSTEINE
HOSPITAL -TRIAGE TOX
HS-CRP
LEGIONELLA
LH - PROFESSIONAL
M2-PK
MALARIA
NMP-22
NON HM SERVICE REV
NT-PRO BNP
NTX
OTHER CARDIOLOGY
OTHER CM
OTHER ENTERIC
OTHER INFECTIOUS
OTHER ONCOLOGY
OTHER tubes
PSA
RSV
S. PNEUMO
SOB
STREP A
SYPHILIS
TB
TOX - TRIAGE
TROPONIN
U-ALBUMIN
URINALYSIS - NON DOA
Total.
Rate of Total Sales

Cluster 1
0
9
0
227
0
5
0
0
0
54
0
61
0
0
1,403
0
46
0
0
19
0
27
52
3,024
1,175
0
172
0
387
0
4,678
0
1,415
5
0
4
94
29
2
239
195
0
0
0
0
8
0
572
367
1,064
36
66
554
0
50
452
349
0
20
0
630
17,488
12.2%

Cluster 2
2,645
33
341
328
0
37
401
287
33
728
0
140
1,840
129
1,206
63
1,854
97
0
31
0
435
148
7,109
1,408
0
133
0
477
6
3,362
0
919
685
421
28
121
44
11
49
387
2
97
0
4
705
20
264
222
23,500
36
204
1,577
80
74
663
265
10
835
215
839
55,548
38.6%

Cluster 3
67
6
0
110
4,526
89
158
12
26
442
0
29
5
52
957
0
886
1
0
20
0
320
26
2,062
346
5
48
0
116
336
1,108
0
353
482
1
3
399
9
203
46
308
0
0
0
0
120
0
98
69
21,109
5
226
1,882
118
16
135
117
0
55
0
272
37,780
26.2%

Cluster 4
13
4
0
53
450
22
915
105
235
298
8
46
2
58
772
1
707
2
30
8
5
245
21
843
149
5
9
100
56
348
427
4
107
573
143
0
98
3
8
40
1,136
405
0
40
1
117
0
234
23
22,725
2
25
252
129
4
127
63
2
762
0
151
33,115
23.0%

Through the clustering analysis above, sales of the agencies were
classified by 4 clusters as shown in <Table 8> below. The agency
sales classification showed that cluster 1, cluster 2, cluster 3, and
cluster 4 have different characteristics. Agencies of cluster 1 account
for 12.2% of the total sales, agencies of cluster 2, 38.6%, agencies of
cluster 3, 26.2%, and agencies of cluster 4, 23.0%. The table shows
that agencies of cluster 1 deal with many products of the company
but do not sell some of the products that the other agencies sell a
lot. For instance, they have not sold products used at hospitals very
frequently such as A1C (Hemoglobin Test) products, BNP (early
diagnosis and check of congestive heart failure) products, cardiorenal
(heart-kidney syndrome test) products, other tubes (such as blood
collection tubes, etc.) for the last 4 years. This seems to be mainly
attributable to the fact that the agencies of cluster 1 are not
interested in products and that they find it hard to sell them to
hospitals, employees’low perception about the product and insufficient
marketing activities with poor expertise, etc. To deal with such issues
of the agencies, the company can provide knowledge about products
for the employees of the agencies and expertise education and
training for doctors, hold open product presentations by visiting
hospitals together with the employees, provide support to improve the
brand image of the company, and temporarily adjust the prices of its
products so that they can hold their own against their rivals until
their sales get to the normal level.
Agencies of cluster 2 and cluster 3 have products with higher
sales than products of cluster 1, but their sales of test products most
frequently used at hospitals are comparatively low. For instance, the
number of hospitals to which cluster 1 agencies sell CORE –
CASSETTE (drug abuse tester), flu tester, hepatitis tester, and HIV
(AIDS) testers and the number of hospitals clusters2 and 3 sell to
were not significantly different but comparatively lower. In comparing
the sales of A1C (hemoglobin test) products, cluster 3 agencies have
fairly lower sales than cluster 2 agencies. Since promotion of the
products has not been done properly, employees of the agencies do
not focus on selling them, and recognition of the hospitals about the
products of company A is not comparatively high, hospitals of cluster
2 and 3 agencies were using products of rival companies. This seems
to be attributable to the lower focus of the agencies on sales of the
products. To address the issue, the company can hold product
presentations so that the agencies can promote the products to
hospitals or install booths at local medical seminars to raise brand
image and perception of the products, inform hospitals of the
excellence of the products, and suggest competitive prices to
outperform its rivals such is expected to activate sales.
Cluster 4 agencies sell the products to comparatively small
hospitals and deal with specific products of company Athe perception
of hospitals to which the agencies sell products was comparatively
low, and the low number of sales personnel of agencies and their
low expertise can be said to have caused the comparatively fairly low
sales of 255 agencies with KRW 33.1 billion for 4 years. Agencies
of cluster 4 are mostly small, trading products of rival companies. To
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activate sales of the products, small agencies should be merged into
bigger ones and should be nurtured into specialized agencies of
company A, so that they get more interested in the products of the
company and sell them more enthusiastically. At the same time,
through flexible pricing policies and sales promotion support and
education and training for employees of agencies for exclusive sales
of the products, similar products should be sold as cluster 1 and
cluster 2.
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was not consistent because clusters 1, 2, and 3 are agencies under
exclusive contract with company A, and their sales of specific
products are high the rest of the agencies are complex-type agencies
that sell products of 1 ~ 3 companies, and their sales of company
A’s products are not so high. Through such clustering analysis,
agencies of company A were classified, common features in the sales
of the agencies were investigated, strong points and weak points of
agencies were identified, proper sales promotion methods that the

<Table 8> Summaryof Classification Analysis of Each Cluster Agency
Classification

Cluster 1 (n=2)

Cluster 2 (n=11)

Cluster 3 (n=17)

Cluster 4 (n=255)

Average Sales

KRW 8,743 million

5,049 million

2,222 million

129 million

Features

Strong in Sales of Flu Test
Products, Hepatitis Test Products,
Sales of Generally Diverse
Management of Hospitals as
HIV (AIDS) Test Products but
Products, but Lower Sales of
Small Agencies and Trading of
Selling Similar Products as
Weak in Sales of A1C
Core-Cassette (Drug Abuse Test)
Specific Products, Low Exposure
Cluster 2, but Significant
(Hemoglobin Test)Products, BNP
Products, Flu Test Products,
of Company A’s Products at
Difference in Sales Amount,
(Congestive Heart Failure Early
Hepatitis Test Products, HIV
Hospitals, Low Expertise of
Especially Lower in Sales of
Diagnosis) Products, Cardiorenal
(AIDS) Test Products than
Agency Sales Personnel in the
A1C (Hemoglobin Test) Products
(Heart-Kidney Syndrome
Cluster 1 Compared to Hospitals
Products, and Dealing with
Test)Products, other tubes (as
that Agencies are Dealing with
Products of Rival Companies
blood collection tubes)

Product Promotion through
Product Promotion through
Through Agency Employees’
Holding of Presentations and
Holding of Presentations and
Expertise Education and Training
Higher Brand Image Recognition Higher Brand Image Recognition
Marketing Promotion
and Holding of Product
through Installation of Booths at through Installation of Booths at
Methods
Presentation, Improvement of
Local Medical Societies or
Local Medical Societies or
Brand Image Temporary Price
Seminars and Implementation of Seminars and Implementation of
Reduction
Competitive Pricing Policies
Competitive Pricing Policies

Through the cluster analysis, agencies of the company were
classified, common features in sales of the agencies and their strong
and weak features were identified, and proper sales promotion
methods of the company for its agencies were searched. Through the
resolution of the issues, the company can find ways to promote its
sales.

5. Conclusion
The purpose of this research is to search methods to improve sales
of B2B small and medium companies whose utilization of information
system is insufficient based on their limited data resources.To this
end, the agencies of a Korea-based foreign company were clustered
using monthly sales data by agency, and products and strategies for
each cluster were established for higher sales. The analysis was done
using SPSS 18.0, and the analysis results can be summarized as
follows:
As a result of the clustering analysis of agencies using K-means
clustering, the agencies were classified into 4 clusters. Cluster 1
showed the highest central value with KRW 8.74 billion in sales on
average, followed by cluster 2 with KRW 5.05 billion, cluster 3 with
KRW 2.22 billion, and cluster 4 with KRW 0.13 billion. Cluster 1
has 2 agencies, cluster 2, 11 agencies, cluster 3, 17 agencies, and
cluster 4, 255 agencies the distribution of agencies of each cluster

Nurturing into Specialized
Agencies by Merging Small
Local Agencies and Pricing
Policies and Sales Promotion
Support

company can provide for the agencies were suggested, and higher
sales of the company through the solutions could be searched.
This research suggests a new method with which small and
medium B2B companies as manufacturers can support their authorized
agencies — their key sales channels — for the growth of sales by
classifying the agencies and analyzing their sales features through
clustering analysis on the accumulated sales data of the agencies.
As a limitation of this research, the sales data of only one medical
device sales company were analyzed, and research on more B2B
companies is required if clustering analysis is applied after
considering the environmental factors of diverse companies including
structured data other than sales data, provision of more realistically
effective information and sales promotion methods for the agencies
can be expected.
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Corporate Marketing Strategy for Using Internet Websites and
Social Media: The Case of the Ritz-Carlton Hotel
Jung Wan Lee*, Michael Kwag**1

Abstract
The paper explores a case study of the Ritz-Carlton hotel for their
marketing strategy and organizational use of the Internet website and
social media in communicating with their customers. Even for the
normal luxury traveler who would not have previously used the
Internet to research a hotel or make a reservation, ritzcarlton.com is
making it possible for them to do so in a sense of the luxury and
typical Ritz-Carlton style. The website has many options and features
that attract new guests from many diverse backgrounds. It seems tobe
a staple of the company for years to come.
Keywords: Information Technology, Social Networks, Online Promotion,
Hotel and Hospitality, Online Marketing

1. Introduction
With the increasing trend of popularity of Internet websites and
online social communities, it is quite evident that companies need to
take cautionary measures in protecting the reputations with respect
tocompany and brands. In this process, every company should indulge
in enhancing their company and brand image through Internet
websites and social networking sites that fortify the bonding nature
among them. The always-on nature of Internet websites and social
networks has contributed to their phenomenal marketing power and
altered the balance of power between consumers and firms. Internet
websites and social networks are used by hundreds of millions of
people to communicate about a huge range of topics, including
personal interests, activities, social events and even public issues
(Becker, Lee, & Nobre, 2010). Searching for any topic on Twitter
leads to new contacts, networks and information. One resulting
change is that consumers can communicate instantly and directly with
companies, bypassing the traditional media filter (Becker, Lee, &
Nobre, 2010; Lee, 2011).
While the Internet and social networks have become an important
means of interpersonal communication, they have also, because of the
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ability to rapidly connect consumers, developed into a major threat.
One threat to the equilibrium of image not being adequately
addressed by firms relates to the new Internet social media, which
include such platforms as Facebook, Twitter, blogs as well as online
reviews and rating websites. It is clear that in less than a decade
advanced technologies have redefined social interaction. Previously
complaints spread by a consumer’s word of mouth activities were
conveniently isolated to a few close contacts making these lone
singular voices ineffective. With the aid of Internet websites and
social networks, however, these voices now have the ability to
quickly garner the attention of millions. Internet websites and social
media have not only ended the age of one-way communication but
also put extreme pressure on businesses to engage constituents in
unprecedented ways. One thing is clear that the Internet and social
media has changed the balance of power in the consumer’s favor and
this change has come about quickly. In this regard, as the popularity
of Internet websites and social media increases the need for
companies to take ever increasing cautionary measures in protecting
reputations and brands becomes essential. Through this new group of
consumers, an incidence of badservice can be echoed around Internet
websites and social networks reaching thousands of other consumers
within minutes.
In summary, the success of using Internet websites and social
media by companies would depend not only on organizational
expectations but also on their behavioral intention of using them.
Understanding the use of Internet websites and social media by a
luxury hospitality service company will facilitate in understanding the
theoretical underpinnings of an organization’s Internet website and
social media strategy. In contrast with the present research in the
field of Internet websites and social media, this paper attempts to
investigate a best practice of the Ritz-Carton hotel in using the
Internet website and social media for their marketing activity.

2. The Ritz-Carlton Hotel
The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company is a hospitality management
company that committed to being a worldwide leader of providing
luxury experiences for their guests. The first Ritz-Carlton was
founded in 1927 in Boston, Massachusetts. Since then, the company
has built a reputation as a worldwide leader in the hospitality
industry. This is evident in the fact that it is the only company to
win the Malcom Baldrige National Quality Award of Excellence two
different times (1992 & 1999). The current Ritz-Carlton Hotel
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Company and its existing corporate structure have been in operation
since 1983. Since 1983 the company has expanded from the 1 hotel
in Boston to 85 hotels in 32 countries around the world. Their
commitment to excellence is further emphasized by the fact that 22
of their 38 domestic hotels have been able to achieve AAA’s highest
honor of the AAA Five Diamond rating (Ritz-Carlton, 2014).
The company continues to grow and has another 11hotels
scheduled to open in various locations around the world in the
coming years. Currently, the Ritz-Carlton is owned by Marriott
International. Marriott purchased the Ritz-Carlton property in Boston
in 1998 for $100 million dollars. Later that same year Marriott
purchased the Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company and the rights to the name
for $290 million (Ritz-Carlton, 2014). The Ritz-Carlton has been
operating as a subsidiary of Marriott International since 1998. The
Ritz-Carlton has been able to capitalize on the global reach and
expertise of Marriott International. There are many aspects of this
marriage that benefit the Ritz-Carlton. One of the most beneficial is
the ability to tap into the Marriott’s online presence. Although
marriott.com and ritzcarlton.com operate as separate entitiesritzcarlton.com
has been able to utilize the infrastructure of marriott.com to
streamline its online presence and increase its exposure. This paper
will discuss the many aspects of ritzcarlton.com and how this Internet
website is positioning the company for the future.

3. Business Description
The Ritz-Carlton’s mission statement is to "provide genuine care
and exceptional products and services resulting in profit leadership"
(Ritz-Carlton, 2014). This statement combined with their vision
statement of "the Ritz-Carlton inspires life’s most meaningful
journeys" is the basis of the company (Ritz-Carlton, 2014).The
Ritz-Carlton no longer owns the physical hotels that it operates. The
company has evolved into a hospitality management company that
focuses providing exceptional experiences to its guests while realizing
profits for the owners of the hotels. The hospitality industry is an
extremely competitive business which has many comparable choices
in just about every location around the world. Operating as a true
luxury hotel company, the Ritz-Carlton has been able to set itself
apart from many other hotels.
Building on the company’s foundation of exclusivity, they have
been able to retain and expand a loyal customer base that is willing
to pay a premium for their services and facilities around the world.
A large part of the Ritz-Carlton’s business objective is managing the
assets of the hotel’s owners while operating the hotel at the highest
level. The management team of a particular hotel is in the business
of providing a world class luxury experience to every guest that
enters thehotel. They are able to accomplish this by adhering to a
culture of excellence in which every employee is committed to
ensuring that the needs of their guests and each other are met. The
company’s motto of "we are ladies and gentlemen, serving ladies and
gentlemen" shows how this commitment is brought to life
(Ritz-Carlton, 2014). Through the current company’s thirty years of
operations, they have been able to build a reputation of quality that

its guests have come to trust and rely on.

4. Management Issues
The Ritz-Carlton has become one of the world wide leaders in
luxury accommodations and experiences. One of the challenges that
they are now faced with is converting that same luxury experience
into an e-commerce strategy for not just one hotel, but every hotel
that is listed on their website. The company has created and
maintains a premier website that has detailed information of every
hotel within its portfolio. Since the corporate office does not maintain
the information of the individual hotels, each hotel is challenged with
ensuring that the information that they have listed is accurate and
within the corporate standards. This can be easier said than done.
With a high rateof turnover in the hospitality industry, many of the
people at the hotel level may not be proficient in the systems that
feed into the website and may not be knowledgeable about the
information that they are inputting into the system. To combat the
Corp office will need to conduct tutorials and training sessions to
ensure that every hotel is fully trained in the proper policies and
procedures.
Another challenge facing the Ritz-Carlton is maximizing the
exposure of their website and reaching their target audience. In a
perfect world the hotel would have all of their guests make their
reservations through them, either on the phone or through their
website. Each individual hotel pays out large amounts of money to
online travel intermediaries, travel agencies and even search engines
to ensure that they attract as many guests as possible. They pay a
premium commission to online travel intermediaries (sometimes as
high as 15%) and travel agencies a commission of 10%. This is
based off of the nightly room rate for commissionable rates. These
numbers may not seem high, but when the nightly room rate varies
from $500 to $5,000, the fees can add up quickly. This fee varies
anywhere from $50 to $500 per night.
Lastly, they pay money to google and other search engines to
ensure that when a person searches certain key words like "Boston
hotel", that person searching will be directed to ritzcarlton.com as
opposed to fourseasons.com. This is a major challenge of every hotel
and one that continues to be a focus of the Ritz-Carlton. The
company has addressed this issue the best possible. The introduction
and linking of their customer loyalty program to their website was a
great step toward addressing this issue. As more guests become
familiar with ritzcarlton.com through the rewards program the more
guests will be making their reservations directly through
ritzcarlton.com.

5. Conclusions
This study reveals that social expectations and organizational
expectations exert an imperative influence on their behavioral intention
to use Internet websites and social media. Although the number of
companies of using Internet websites and social media is increasing,
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they often refuse to use Internet websites and social media for their
marketing and communication with their customers and sharing
business information because they seem to have the tendency that
Internet websites and social media havelack of confidence and trust
of their marketing activity. However, social expectations are the
external surrounding and conditions in which something anxiety or
pressure on organizations. Social expectations toward organizations’
use of Internet websites and social media affect its service evaluation
by customers and their future behavior of using the service. Because
of the direct and significant impact of the two, social and
organizational expectations, organizations of using Internet websites
and social media for their marketing activityshould develop a lucrative
and congenial environment for better delivering the service and for
better communicating with their customers.
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A Structural Compendium on Perceptual Displays of Rural
India towards the Role and Impact of ICT
Rajasekhara Mouly Potluri*, Lohith Sekhar Potluri**1

Abstract
The core purpose of the paper is to explore perceptual displays of
rural India towards the role and impact of ICT in transforming the
lives through education and telecommunications. After meticulous
review of pertinent literature on ICT, and its policy framework, the
researcher administers both quantitative and qualitative field data
collected from the villages of Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala, and
Tamil Nadu with a sample of 250 from each state. Both stratified
and convenience sampling techniques were used to make the data
more manageable with a sample of 1000. The collected data was
analyzed by using SPSS 21.0 and also with the support of Excel
along with statistical tools such as percentages, mean, and to test the
chosen hypotheses researchers applied Chi-square Test. More than 90
percent of respondents from the four southern states in India clearly
thought that the role and impact of ICT is very momentous.
Predominantly, cent percent respondents from Kerala evinced that ICT
is the major reason for achieving the tag of "100% Literacy State".
And in the remaining three states viz., Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka,
and Tamil Nadu, the literacy rate has crossed mind-boggling figures
only because of ICT’s reinforcement. Even in the arena of
telecommunications, these four states average telecom density is more
than the country’s average. The paper concentrated only on how ICT
function empirically to build human capacity in rural south-India
through the sectors of only education and telecom. And other
limitation is the study coversonly four major states in south India
with an equal sample size. This research proffers most precious
information to all the stakeholders of both the education and telecom
sectors to review their existing plans and policies one side and to
introduce competitive strategies to penetrate into the rural India.
Keywords: Education, Telecommunications, Consumers, Information,
Institutions, India

1. Introduction
Information and Communication Technology popularly called as
* Professor. School of Business & Entrepreneurship. American University
of Nigeria. Nigeria E-mail: raja.potluri@aun.edu.ng
** Amrita University. India. Email: lohithpotluri@gmail.com

ICT is part and parcel in modern day’s human life. It acts as a
catalyst in every facet of individual’s existence for the most part
culturally, socially, economically,and politically which swiftly transforming
lives of people in every part of the globe in general and Africa and
Asia-Pacific in particular. It fuels the economies of emerging countries,
meticulously molding the approach they take up dealing, contact, and
share information, communication with the remaining part of the
world. As stated by Grace, Kenny, & Qiang, (2003) in their World
Bank working paper, swift dissemination of ICT in African countries
along with other developing countries has been a common phenomenon
in modern years. A competent education system, exceedingly adept
and committed personnel, and the progress of information and communications
technology are extensively commended as the key aspects motivating
the knowledge economy like India.
In the last twenty five years of dot com boom spread in the
country has confidently propelled the economy into novel strides. It
also relates to human capacity development in the course of flawless
garnering, application, and using of information through ICT
assertively proliferate all kinds of dexterities of people who in turn
boost-up their confidence in searching for their livelihood. In his
oft-repeated adage Father of the Nation, Mahatma Gandhi (1931) said
"India lives in villages" based on where the researcher selected rural
India for the study on the role and impact of ICT. The world’s
largest democratic country India with more than 1200 million
populations has acknowledged phenomenal economic growth in the
last two to three decades. Whatever the growth identified by the
country particularly rural India only with the snowballing trend of
application of ICT predominantly in education and telecom sectors.
The former Prime Minister of India, Mr. Rajiv Gandhi in early 1990s
hadtaken an initiation to introduce most vibrant economic policies
viz., liberalization, privatization, and globalization. This led to the
massive introduction of ICT in all the sectors which are confidently
changed the tag line of the nation as a knowledge hub. In process of
transforming India as a knowledge centerwith the application and
implementation of ICT in fields like edification in addition to
telecommunications, these economic policies envisaged and
revolutionize the country in general and rural India in particular since
1990. All the stakeholders like governments, corporate sector, non-governmental
organizations, educational institutions, and even public at large has
noticed radical changes because of ICT sector through which the rural
development has taken place by introducing computer based libraries,
electronic business, learning and governance etc.
Information and communication technology (ICT) one side has led
to enhance the adroit levels of country’s population and another side
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acts as a great impetus for economic growth. Any country in any
part of the globe can facilitate and enhance its trade and industry
which is sheer competitive advantage to a country in producing
magnitude of goods and services. This is possible with the commendable
application of information and communication technology with more
efficient and competent mannerwhich raises new questions particularly
to both central and state governments regarding the growth of rural
India. As said by the Lam & Shiu (2010), the introduction of ICT
infrastructure facilitates to produce required quantity of output with
additional professionalism and pace. This trend entails further and
persistent information base for the framework and to adopt notable
changes in existing ICT policies of the respective governments. The
paper therefore considers the last twenty five years ofgrowth trends in
ICT particularly in rural India based on where lucrative information
base has to be provided which is imperatively required for all the
stakeholders of the sectorfor further action. Therationale behind this
research is to be acquainted with the perceptions of rural India
populace towards the role and impact of ICT in changing their
lifestyle through education and telecommunications.

2. Research Methodology
The prudence behind this research is to garner invaluable first-hand
information and make it available to all the stakeholders of the
education and telecom sectors. The requisite information about the
role and impact of ICT on rural India has collected with the support
of both quantitative and qualitative methods. The researchers
administered a well-structured questionnaire to recognize the impact of
ICT on receiving education and telecom services and the questionnaire
was initially developed in English and then translated into four local
vernacular languages viz., Telugu, Kannada, Malayalam, and Tamil.
This study was conducted in the Indian states like Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka, Kerala and Tamil Nadu in first quarter of this year. Both
stratified and convenience sampling techniques were used to make the
data more manageable with a total sample of 1000 equally chosen
from the rural areas of four states.The researchers also used structured
personal interviews with predetermined, open ended questions to get
additional information related to demographics, personal opinion on
impact of ICT on their family, education, and communication.
The study was supplemented by secondary data obtained from
books, journals, magazines, the internet, and other documents from
policy documents of IMF, Government of India,etc. The unique
feature of this research is a well-trained under-graduate students of
computer science involved in garnering the full-fledged data from the
targeted states under the close supervision of my co-author.As the
cohesiveness of rural is different, the researchers used the common
words like computers, mobiles and phones instead of ICT while
expounding about questionnaire which consists of three parts. The
first part consists of information related to demographics, second part
related to education and the third consists of information related to
telecom. Just to get some first-hand practical ken related to research,
army of under-graduate students dedicatedly involved in this data
collection and garnered the information with great dedication. The

same had given comprehensive information about the research objective,
along with additional clarifications required by the respondents and
collected all the questionnaires then and there itself by taking an
uncompromising stance. Even though the sample is minimal, this
research is first of its kind in the country particularly to grab the
perceptions of rural people in an extensive manner about ICT.
The collected data was reviewed, coded, manipulated, and analyzed
by using SPSS 21.0 and also with the support of Microsoft Excel
along with statistical tools such as percentages, mean, and to test the
chosen hypotheses researchers applied Chi-square test. Major
limitations of the research are: a) stratified and convenience sampling
technique used in the research which is not at all a fully
representative profile of the entire rural India and due to lack of time
and resources b) the research confined to only rural areas which are
mostly surrounding areas to the major towns and cities of the four
states in south India; c) the third limitation is the study concentrated
only on role impact of ICT related to education and telecom sectors
and not involved in any other sectors of the economy and the
researchers also considered the indirect usage of ICT by the
respondents also considered.
The following hypotheses were selected based on the literature
review:
H01: People’s awareness of ICT is uniform across all the four
states.
H02: People’s perception regarding the impact of ICT is uniform
across the four selected states.
H03: Education has no association with awareness of ICT.
H04: There is no association between profession and ICT impact
perception.

3. Conclusions
Since 1990s India has developed on the footsteps of the evolution
of ICT in a big way and successfully transforms the country into a
"Knowledge Superpower". In line with the country’s ICT policy, all
the state governments initiated to develop their own IT policy and
meticulously works on the development of ICT based education
system by proffering the required telecom services even to the rural.
Through which India has competently achieved the breakthrough in
producing the large pool of ICT based quality human resource. Even
some of the initial hick-ups the country has witnessed in this ICT
oriented development particularly in education and telecom fields,
concerned governments with a great pace addresses the same and set
right the things in the affected areas. All these ICT oriented efforts
of the stakeholders of the two core fields viz., education and telecom
has competently lead to the evolution of high quality human capital
in the country. The study offers most precious first-hand information
about the perceptions of rural India towards ICT which is first of its
kind and absolutely useful to all the stakeholders for review purpose
and also has a great scope for further research.
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China’s Ascent in World Trade and Associated Shift in Its Trade Structure
D. Tripati Rao*, Ravi Pathak**1

Abstract
The sustained and rapid expansion of China’s trade surplus has
been a key development in the world economy. While growing trade
surplus of China has been viewed with cynicism borne out of an
undervalued yuan and for having being a member of WTO since
2001, many others argue that China’s trade surplus reflect changes in
China’s economic and trade structure and associated shifts in its role
within regional and global production chains. In order to address the
issue, we analyse: (i) China’s growing trade surplus with the rest of
the world, USA, Europe, Japan and Rest of Asia, (ii) China’s
changing trade structure in order to see whether or not China has
moved up the value chain?, and finally (iii) what role China’s trade
policies played in the shift of China’s trade structure. We find that,
not only China has made significant inroads in the world trade since
its admission to WTO, but also a shift in China’s trade structure
with specialization in high-end technology industries and exports aided
by well calibrated FDI policy.
Keywords: Current Account, Trade Structure, Exchange Rate, Revealed
Comparative Advantage.

1. Introduction
The sustained and rapid expansion of China’s trade surplus, a key
development in the world economy, poses one of the most intriguing
open-economy macroeconomic question of how has China been able
to sustain such massive trade surpluses while building up an ever
growing stockpile of foreign exchange reserves for well over two
decades? After more than a decade of exports growth, China is
world’s third largest exporter after USA and Germany. Consequently,
over the past decade with import growth lagging behind that of
exports, China’s trade surplus has widened very sharply. Whereas the
empirical regularity has been that of developing countries tend to run
current account deficits in tandem with capital account
surplusesimplying thereby a net import of both goods and capital
investment. Thus, the excess savings of developed countries stokes up
* Professor of Economics, Business Environment Area, Indian Institute
of Management Lucknow. India. E-mail: tripati@iiml.ac.in
** Associate Manager, CMK at Procter & Gamble, Singapore

domestic investment and growth of developing countries (Buera and
Shin, 2010). While China treaded on the this orderly path at the
beginning of reforms and opening up of the economy in the 80s,
however with the fall of domestic demand beginning in the 90s, the
economy shifted towards export, and China began running trade
surplus (Huang and Tao, 2010).This has resulted an uncanny "twin
surpluses" i.e., current account and capital account surpluses.
China’s rapidly increasing current account surplus was widely
attributed by the world to China’s low technology manufacturing
engineered by cheap labor and an undervalued currency. While the
growing trade surplus has been viewed with cynicism in some
quarters as a clear sign of unfair price competitiveness of Chinese
exports with an undervalued yuan, many others have argued that
China’s trade surplus reflects changes in China’s economic and trade
structure and associated shifts in its role within regional and global
production chains. Since its entry into WTO, China is gaining
specialization in many high technology industries and this threatens to
shift the industrial clusters from other countries to China.
How China’s trade policies have resulted into a shift in China’s
trade structure with specialization in many high tech industries?
Therefore, two specific research questions that we posit and analyze
are (i) China’s growing trade and changing trade structure in order to
see whether or not China has moved up the value chain? Further,
how have changing Chinese export structure contributed to the current
account deficit of US beginning of China’s yuan depreciation policy of
1994 and its admission to WTO in 2001? Also, has yuan depreciation
and China’s entry into WTO propelled a change in China’s export
structure from labor-intensive industries towards technology-intensive
industries? (ii) China’s growing trade surplus with the rest of the
world, USA, Europe, Japan and Rest of Asia, (iii) and (iii) how has
China’s trade structure changed with respect to its major trading
partners including US, Europe, Japan and Asia since its admission
into WTO? (iv) we comment on what role China’s trade policies
played in the shift of China’s trade structure.

2. Methodology, Data Structure and Data Source
First, we analyze the overall export/import structure of China
vis-à-vis the rest of the world (RoW). Following, Lall (1998) and
OECD Secreteriat Trade Classification of 1994, we have adopted a
five-way technological classification of trade categories. This
categorization is based on direct R&D intensity (R&D expenditure as
a percentage of output production) weighted by sector and country.
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Accordingly, all the export/import industries were classified and listed
in these five categories in terms of technological intensity. The low
technology (LT) products tend to have relatively simple skill
requirements and many traded products are undifferentiated and
compete on price. Thus, labor costs tend to be a major element of
cost in competitiveness.Resource Based (RB) products are simple and
labor intensive and their competitive advantages arise generally from
the local availability of natural resources. RB and LT products
together can be classified under low technologies, with the main
drivers of competitiveness being natural resource endowments in the
former case and low wages in the latter.
Industries classified in a higher technology category have higher
median intensity than industries in a lower category. Medium-Low
Technology products have lower R&D intensity as compared to
Medium-High Technology products. Industries in a higher technology
intensive group are more R&D-intensive than those in a lower group
over a long period (1980-92). High Technology products are
becoming the largest and fastest growing export earner in the world
(Hatzichronoglou, 1997).
The trade data from 1995-2010 was obtained from two main
sources. China’s exports and imports with the RoW data obtained
from WTO statistical database are classified into 16 trade categories.
Further, these trade categories are broadly put under five-way
technological classification based on the extent of technology intensity
as has been mentioned and each of the categories are assigned
technical codes.
The trade data from 1995-2010 is analyzed to study the change in
China’s trade structure since the Yuan’s one time devaluation was in
1995 and China’s entry into WTO was in 2001. First, the
export-import ratios are computed for all the industries for the above
period to study the change in China’s degree of specialization in
different industries. Secondly, the percentage share of each of the
industry in total exports is calculated for the same period. The
changing share of each of the industry in the total exports would
reflect China’s changing trade structure and trade competiveness. Also,
percentage increase in exports of each of the trade industry since
1995 and 2001 would show the impact of China’s policy of yuan
devaluation and entry into WTO respectively.
We have also analyzed the change in trade account surplus for the
99 tradable categories between China and USA during 1996-2009 for
which the data was obtained from the Harmonized Tariff Series
(HTS2) of United States International Trade Commission (USITC).
This is to understand China’s emerging specialization and expertise in
bilateral trade in different sectors.

3. Summary of the Findings
Since the implementation of economic reforms and open-door
policies in 1978, China’s export trade structure had gradually changed
from agricultural products to trade in manufactured goods with rapid
economic growth in the country. The share of agricultural export
revenue in total export revenue declined from 28 per cent in 1978 to
5 per cent in 2005. The corporate law formulated in 1979, during the

reform period flowed FDI in abundance, making china a ‘global
exporter’. FDI inflows and outflows coupled with abundant & low
cost labor attracted the foreign affiliates whose share of export
investments increased from 5% to 10% from 1951 to late 80’s and
20% in 1992. Governments’FDI policies of promotional incentive,
fiscal federalism and value added tax majorly responsible in creating
an investment friendly environment in China. This has attracted more
Foreign Invested Enterprises (FIEs) thatin turn resulted in the
increased exports from 29% in 1994 to 40 % in 1996 to 50% in
2001 with the accession of WTO and shooting up to 60% in the
next five years. FDI inflows increased per annum to $50 to $60
billion. With the passing of FDI related laws starting with the first
corporate law of the reform period, Chinese-Foreign Equity Joint
Ventures (1979), Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprises (1986),
Technology Contract Law (1987), Mergers and Acquisition (M&A)
Law 2003 and Free trade Zone - "Open Door" policy, positioned
China as a global export power and sustained higher FDI inflows,
higher exports and imports and advanced technology (Yueh Linda,
2011). Yongding (2011) contends that the prime reasons for China’s
twin surplus as the emerging gap between saving and investment, are
low dividend payments in State Owned Enterprises (SOE’s), increased
profitability with industrial growth and restructuring, pursuance of
export promotion policies and export oriented FDI impacting the trade
account positively.
China has implemented policies for technology import, including
those aimed at attracting foreign direct investment (FDI). Since early
80s China has pursued export promotion with tax rebates and FDI
policies with an objective of achieving trade and current account
surplus (Yongding 2011). These policies created a comparative
advantage between countries with otherwise similar endowments of
labor and skills. China’s variable costs in manufacturing are one of
the least in the world because of its cheap labor cost. The low
variable cost makes it attractive for multi-national companies to set
up manufacturing in China and with China’s entry into WTO, trade
barriers fell and created a win-win situation for MNC’s to set up
their manufacturing base in China.
The success in exports for a country is also increasingly dependent
on its ability to attract more and better quality FDI. China’s FDI
policies made MNC’s transfer high level technology, paving the way
for China to gain expertise in high technology industries. China’s
high bargaining power because of its low wage structure helped it get
access to high-end technology which may not be possible for other
developing countries. This helped in shifting China’s trade structure
from low-technology, low-skill, and largely labor-intensive products to
high-technology and high-skill products. China’s global manufacturing
surplus rocketed from $30.9 billion before admission to the WTO to
a remarkable $539 billion in 2008 constituting 12.7% of GDP. Our
analysis in this study refutes the commonly held notion that China
would not be strong in exporting advanced technology products, since
it is a large developing country with a huge pool of low-skilled
labor. But since 1995 and specifically since China’s entry into WTO
in 2001, China’s advanced technology exports have actually been
increasing rapidly.
China exports surprisingly large levels of high technology products
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to US and this has been a major factor behind US accumulating
large account deficit against China. Out of the 99 tradableindustry
products, US has a trade deficit against China in most of the high
technology industries. The number of industries in which US has held
a trade surplus with China decreased from 27 in 2001 to 21 in 2008.
With China rapidly gaining specialization in high end technology, it
is difficult to visualize any dramatic reversal of US trade deficit with
China in the coming years. Currently, US has held onto its account
surplus against China in industries of nuclear reactors, space-crafts,
aircrafts, arms & ammunitions, etc., most of which are high technology
products with a majority stake of the US Government.
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A New Policy of Spatial Development of Kazakhstan Economy
Nailya K. Nurlanova*, Anel A. Kireyeva**1

Abstract
The aim of this study is theoretical and methodological justification
of formation of a new policy of spatial development of Kazakhstan's
economy, which is basedon the principles of inclusiveness and smart
specialization. Unlike previous research, the scientific significance of
the obtained results consists in the conceptual justification of the
basic theoretical conceptsspatial development, covering issues of
concentration, specialization, and location of production. In this study,
we used scientific methods: conceptual approach involves studying
various concepts of spatial development on the principle of inclusive
growth and smart specialization; economic analysis allows conducting
a brief assessment of the economic status of regions for a certain
period; structured approach involves to the formation of new policy
of spatial development. Based on this research we conclude that most
successful regions have formed based on principles of inclusiveness
and
smart
specialization,
which
increasesopportunities
for
well-functioning synergistic mechanism in the field of advanced
technologies with subsequent access to global markets.
Keywords: Region, Spatial development, Inclusiveness, Smart specialization

1. Introduction
The world economy becomes increasingly unsustainable, and the
interest for the spatial aspects of economic development research is
justified by research papers in the field of regional development of
foreign and domestic scientists. Many researchers have come to
understand that the spatial factor is most important in the evaluation
of contemporary phenomena and trends of economic development. In
addition, this requires theoretical and methodological frameworksto
provide methods and tools for assessing spatial relationships and their
changes.
Kazakhstan occupies a large area, which has large reserves of
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mineral resources. However, regions of Kazakhstan have significant
territorial features; raw material base placed unevenly, which associated
different natural and climatic conditions. Therefore, historically,there is
different starting levelsof economic development that have led to the
unequal development conditions and contributed to further differentiation
of the regions of Kazakhstan. To reduce economic imbalances and to
ensure a positive trend in the economy, it is possible with balanced
spatial development of Kazakhstan, which requires substantiation of
new principles of spatial policy.
Radical changes, which have occurred in recent years, have been
so multifaceted and dynamic. It is necessary scientific understanding
of new conditions and probable prospects of spatial development of
Kazakhstan's economy. Meanwhile, most contemporary research has
considered only selected aspects of spatial development for example,
management problems, problems of territorial and sector restructuring
of their economy, problems of social development, etc.
In this regard, is long overdue the need to develop theoretical and
methodological bases of spatial development of Kazakhstan's economy.
There is a need in the generalization of accumulated empirical
material, as well as assessment of adaptive opportunities of foreign
theoretical models in the field of spatial development.
The aim of this study is theoretical and methodological justification
of the new policy of spatial development of Kazakhstan's economy
on the principles of inclusiveness and smart specialization.
The study is divided into the following sections. The Section 2
proposes to consider the theoretical aspects of the spatial
development. Section 3 sets the methods of conceptual approach,
economic analysis and structured approach of spatial development in
Kazakhstan. Section 4 is conclusion.

2. Theoretical Review of Spatial Development
A study of the basic theory of spatialdevelopment should be based
on the analysis of theoretical material and scientific ideas, which have
played and can play a significant role in the formation of the system
of representations relating to study objective. It can be noted that
emerging theory of spatial development has rich scientific heritage in
a sufficiently large time interval. Some scientists who estimatedspatial
research in economics went through three stages, which differed as to
the condition of the object of study – the economy and the content
of the economic science (Pchelincev, 2004; Minakir, 2011). Therefore,
all the initial economic study carried out within a particular
geographical space, i.e. the object of study was the economics of a
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particular geographical area or locality (Pred, 1966; Saushkin, 1973;
Krugman, 1991).
In regional studies, the most common concept of the spatial
development is the theory of localization, which has transformed the
theory of standort by Weber (1929). He was able to weed out those
factors of production that did not depend on the location of the
entity and allocated to such of them that belong to the basic factors
of industrial location: transportation cost, labor availability, and effect
of agglomeration or standort factor.
It should be noted that pre-existing concepts of the regional
economy is ambiguous. It could not explain what was happening in
the twenty-first century of spatial changes for the following reasons:
Firstly, the concepts of regional economic have developed by
model of economic organization on a specific and localized area.
While in the global context challenges the boundaries of production
erased, there are various transnational corporations, and the theoretical
concepts should focus on the development of the entire territory of
the country and inter-country interaction.
Secondly, the need of new spatial concepts must take into account
to ensure an equilibrium state of the entire spatial system of regions
and not just one region.
Thirdly, if the regional economy explores the economic system of
regions, the national economy and spatial economy should be
investigatedthe processes of formation of international interactions
along with the study of local and interregional relations.
So, the economic science will create new concepts based on
developing a new strategy for spatial development. That is why
special importance given to research involving new territorial aspects
of the organization of life and territorial differentiation of society. In
this case, particular attention is to form regional policy studies as an
independent direction of spatial development economy (Leontiev,
1997; Maslakov, Zubkov and Plenkin, 2000).
In the conditions of integrations of new concepts, based on their
strategies of spatial development, it radically changed the concept of
traditional territorial organization of the economy. Therefore, the
problems of spatial development and its modernization became one of
the main objects of economic policy at the global, regional,and
national levels (Granberg and Zaitseya, 2002 Kireyeva and Nurlanova,
2013). In addition, in studies of contemporary authors used a new
model of spatial development, such as "theory of proximity" or
"traceability", which is associated with the problems of sustainable
development of economy andsociety with local development of
individual areas (Courlet and Pecqueur, 2013). According to this
scheme, it developed many major cities and the capital of the
European countries.
We assume that the effect of "theory of proximity" is important in
our study. As it becomes obvious that a unique path of spatial
development will result in reduction of differentiation in the regions.
In Kazakhstan, according to this scheme, it was already formed in
some regions – Almaty, Astana and Karaganda. Thus, there is a need
for an adjustment of the main provisions and principles of spatial
development of Kazakhstan's economy taking into account when
facing new global challenges and trends of innovation development,
including the development of effective mechanisms aimed at reducing

disparities of territories and the formation of new growth points that
determine the relevance of this study.

3. Methodology
The initial methodological basis of this project will serve as
scientific developments of foreign and domestic scientists in the field
of economic, regional and innovation developments, as well as some
aspects of the production location and specialization. The study of
regional economic systems relies on a wide range of methods or
approaches that were actively used and utilized by many researchers.
The complexity of the study objective of spatial economy requires
many methods, together forming a set of scientific methods. The most
important methods and approachesare: conceptual approach, system
approach, structured approach, modeling, systematization, etc. The
application of scientific methods in the project enabled the researchers
to explore and systematize the existing theoretical views. In particular,
this study used the following methods:
Conceptual approach – thisis a technique that involves the study of
different conceptual views of scientists on a specific research object.
The method of conceptual analysis depends on understanding and the
ability to structure conceptual views or ideas (Pimeneva, 2007). This
method used to study various concepts of the spatial development
onthe principle of inclusive growth and smart specialization (the
process of establishing common properties and characteristics of
inclusion development that can allocate to any signs (abstract-general)
or substantial).
Structured approach – this method involves determination of
properties of a whole object by identifying the different relationships.
Thus, a systemic approach means identifying the constituent components
of a system and the relationships between them that ensure purposeful
functioning of the whole object (Ritchey, 1991). This method used
for forming structure of a new policy of the spatial development by
the interaction of interests of all participants, which requires the
allocation stages of the process.

4. Conclusions
The main scientific results of the study can be used by the ministries
of national economy, regional and national public authorities, both in
CIS and in Central Asia. The research summaries provide scientific
support measurements and mechanisms for the implementation of
strategically important state tasks, as well as to develop a regional
strategic and operational plans, development, and improvement policy
of spatial development of the economy. Based on the conducted
research, we made the following conclusions:
Firstly, summarizing the analysis of existing theories, we may
conclude that the subject of modern trends in spatial economics
includes a number of concepts relating to concentration, specialization
and location of production in space and the distribution of economic
activity. The effect of "theory of proximity" or "traceability"is very
important in our study, as it becomes obvious that this path of
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spatial development will result in a reduced level of differentiation
and equalization opportunities in all regions.
Secondly, provision of inclusive growth should be considered as
the need to achieve the following conditions: increasing the level of
living of the population and rising real per capita incomes in all
regions; expansion and increasing of equality of opportunity of access
of the population of all territorial entities of the country to social
services and other public goods; equalization opportunities people in
all regions of vital public infrastructure reducing the degree of
stratification of the population in the regions of all types includinglarge,
medium and small cities and rural settlements.
Thirdly, provision of smart specialization should be considered as
the need to achieve the following conditions: creation of specific
conditions for the holding of approvals and selection of smart
specialization in the regions; identification and development of unique
competitive advantages of the region, and the formation around their
growth points; monitoring of regional development from the point of
view ofselected regions of specialization through coordination of
long-term interactions; identification needs arising from the chosen
specialization, and the introduction of appropriate support measures.
Fourthly, the most successful regions have formed based on
principles of inclusiveness and smart specialization, and they can
improve opportunities for well-functioning synergistic mechanism in
the field of advanced technologies with subsequent access to
globalmarkets. It is necessary that the new policy of spatial
development in Kazakhstan has focused on the reduction of territorial
imbalances. Only in this case,agglomeration development will
contribute to the sound management of migration flows of the
population, formation of new growth points, and sustainable economic
development throughout the country.
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Abstract
High turbulence and dynamism of the current stage of development
of the world economy are due to globalization and innovation. Under
these conditions, the decreasing trend in the high growth rates
appears in developing countries, which are one-sidedly oriented to
commodity economy. The analysis showed that the quantitative
changes in the economy of these countries in terms of increased
levels or GDP have their limits. The transition from the concept of
economic growth to the concept of economic development is
necessary, which would mean the implementation of qualitative
changes in the economy and social life. Enough attention paid to this
problem in theory, but it is not always fully reflected in practice
regarding the ongoing economic policies of certain countries. Taking
example of Kazakhstan, author proves the necessity of highlighting
clearly the problems of economic growth and economic development.
The author proposes a methodology for calculating the integral
indicator of economic development (EDII), enabling comprehensive
and objective evaluation of the economic development levels of the
countries in the world.
Keywords: Kazakhstan, oil, economic growth, economic development,
integral indicator

1. Introduction
Increased competition at the global level and the latest technological
developments determine the relevance of the problem of priority
choice for the development of each country. In each country, it can
be solved in different ways due to the current features of its
economic and historical development. One-sided orientation of its
economy on the extraction of hydrocarbons has brought to the
Republic of Kazakhstan success for a long time. This was due to the
favorable situation on the oil market. However, according to many
forecasts, the current low oil prices will likely have a long-term
effect. Therefore, reliance on the return of the former high prices is
quite illusory.
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In this regard, a decisive change in the priorities of development
of the country is quite necessary. This requires a specific analysis of
the dominant factors of influence on economic growth, and to what
extent this increase was due to the oil factor. Many researchers are
engaged in the topic of economic growth, but economic development
issues affected less. In our opinion, it is necessary to distinguish
clearly these concepts in formulating and implementing economic
policy. Assessment of countries based on proposed integral indicatorof
economic development would help to deal with this issue. For
example, a comparative analysis of a number of countries on this
indicator reveals for Kazakhstan the necessity of the transition from
the concept of economic growth in the resource base to the concept
ofeconomic development based on innovation and human capital,
characteristic of the most developed countries in the world.

2. Research methodology
Kazakhstan has made a reasonable transition from a planned
economy to an open economy. Now it is a countrywith a market
economy, but the exaggerated role of the state remains as a feature.
The specifics of the current Kazakh economy are also in the fact
that the overwhelming part of the state budget is formed by income
from oil and gas sector. According to various estimates of Khasan
(2015) and Armental (2007), the share of the oil sector in the budget
is not less than 50%.
The profitability of the oil industry on average was very high:
85.2% in 2011, 86.5% in 2012. Nevertheless, it was achieved not by
reducing the cost of oil production, but due to external factors –
increase of crude oil prices. This fact is supported by a simultaneous
decrease in the level of profitability and change in oil prices in the
following years: in 2013 – 77.4%, 46.5% in 2014.
Recent changes in oil demand and prices affected the revenues
from oil and gas sector: 2013 – 4.35 trillion KZT (Kazakh national
currency "tenge"), 2014 – 3.5 trillion KZT, 2015 –1.6 trillion KZT.
Thus, the vulnerability of this growth model, and its strong
dependence on the situation on the world market of hydrocarbons
was clearly revealed.
In this regard, there is a strong need for a fresh look at the
methodological problems of economic growth. We need a thorough
analysis of the factors affecting the past successes and achievements
compared with developed countries. This is theonly way to determine
correctly the direction of change of priorities in the country's
economic policy.
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The official statistics of the Committee on Statistics of the
Ministry of National Economy of Kazakhstan and data of international
organizations in the rating assessment of countries on various
indicators in the world were used in order to justify such
approach.The author proposes to introduce an integrated indicator of
the economic development EDII. This proposal arises from the fact
that the GDP reflects only the quantitative changes in the economy,
but does not affect the qualitative changes. The proposed indicator is
based on the integration of a system of indicators that reflect
different aspects of economic development. It is not limited to one
indicator – GDP per capita. EDII allows evaluation of the economic
development that is more comprehensive, and helps to determine its
place objectively among the other countries of the world.

3. Main part
Currently, according to estimates of British Petroleum (2015), oil
reserves in Kazakhstan are 30 billion barrels, which is 1.8% of world
reserves of raw materials. The oil industry has played a significant
role in the economic recovery of the country.
A downward trend indicates the declining potential of the oil
industry in the last three years. Oil production is expected to decline
to 74 million tons of oil (including gas condensate) in 2016 against
79.4 in 2015 and 80.8 in 2014 year. This indicates that oil
production in the country's economy reached the "ceiling". Further
growth is limited by the technology obsolescence; the depletion of oil
fields, as well as the fact that oil production from new fields in
Kazakhstan requires a lot of investment, and becomes expensive and
unpredictable in terms of commercial success.A striking example here
is the development of the largest Kashagan field (total oil reserves
amount to 4.8 billion tons), which is the most expensive oil and gas
project in the history (invested more than 116 billion dollars). The
main threat to the successful implementation of the project is the
market prices of oil and gas. In case of further fall in prices on
world markets,hydrocarbons from Kashagan will simply become
uncompetitive, which may lead to a decrease or even stop of oil
production (Zhanseitov, 2013).
Some signs of slowing economic growth in Kazakhstan could be
seen before, but they have become clear in 2014 and coincided with
a fall in oil prices and the subsequent collapse of the national
currency. The possible collapse of oil prices the market was predicted
by many experts; it was expected. The drop in oil production, as
well as the decrease in its prices, results in a large loss of revenue
to the stateand companies.
Accordingly, the same downward trend observed in exports in the
last three years: the export volume to the previous year decreased by
2.0% in 2013, by 6.2% in 2014, by 42.5% in 2015. It should be
noted again that oil and gas condensate including oil products have a
huge share in the structure of export - 71.3% (2013).
The importance of oil exports to Kazakhstan's economy cannot be
overestimated, because these raw materials are the main source of
foreign exchange earnings. In 2013, exports of goods from
Kazakhstan amounted to 84700,4 million US dollars (98.0% to the

previous year), US $ 79459,8 million US dollars in 2014 (93.8%)
and 45.7256 billion US dollars in January-December, 2015 (57.5%).
The dependence of economic growth on the volume ofoil
production and changes in the price of oil is often debated among
scientists and specialists. Indeed, there was a trend of rising oil prices
between 2000 and 2013. The average price in 2000 was 27.39 dollars
per barrel, 91.17 in 2013, and 85.60 in 2014 respectively (Mcmahon,
2015). Hence, there was an impression that the growth of the
economy of Kazakhstan during the study period was largely due to
rising oil prices.
According to the data of Calculator (2016), there was almost a
three-fold drop in oil prices in 2014-2015. GDP growth was 4.3% in
2014, and only 1.2% in 2015. In addition, this took place on the
background of falling oil prices in 2014-2015.
For a quantitative estimation dependence of Kazakhstan's economic
growth on oil prices, we derived the equation of pair regression.
Annual growth in oil prices of Brent were used as a factor of the
argument-averageand the average annual growth rate of GDP was the
dependent variable. Result of regression analysis showed that the
correlation coefficient R=0,29 and    0,084. As you can see, the
correlation between economic growth and the oil price is very weak.
It is important to note that the oil market operates under perfect
competition; the price of oil in Kazakhstan is an exogenous factor
that has considerable volatility. Impact of rising oil prices was
different in different periods.In addition, a significant part of excess
profit from oil was accumulated in the National Fund, and the impact
on the economy of rising prices has been negligible.
The dependence of economic growth on the dynamics of the crude
oil volume was more significant, it was close to the average level
between these two indicators: the correlation coefficient R = 0,46, а
nd   = 0,21.
"The Dutch disease"that affected Kazakhstan actively stimulated
production and export of raw materials, especially crude oil. The
implementation of this strategy for a long time led to high rates of
economic growth, but recent evidence suggests the exhaustion of its
capacity.
In this context, a scenario based on the expectation of higher oil
prices return seems unpromising. In terms of oil production decline
and the low prices,it is necessary to reorient policies towards economic
development, a radical increase of the share of knowledge-based
industries in the structure of the economy.
It is important to not only increase the share of manufacturing
industries in the economy (SP IID, 2015), but alsostrengthen the
program focus on the innovative component of diversification.Practice
of the most developed countries in the world shows that success
crucially depends on how effectively the natural capital is converted
into human capital.

4. Research findings
Dynamic changes in the world economy forced to have a fresh
look atthe processes taking place in countries with raw material
orientation of the economy. Kazakhstan's example shows how nation
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can achieve significant successes in economic growth with the
favorable situation on the market of hydrocarbons.
Increased demand for oil and rising prices for a relatively long
period of time made the government to focus on a single industry.
The oil industry was considered none other than the engine of the
economy. The analysis showed that there is a very weak correlation
between long-term oil price and economic growth. Economic growth
rates are more dependent on the scale of oil production growth.
However, the impact of oil production growth factor is limited; the
price change is characterized by high volatility. The emergence of
alternative energy sources, the decision of the Conference on Climate
Change (COP 21) and the other circumstances clearly imply reducing
the role of oil in the future global economy. In these circumstances,
it is very important to Kazakhstan to review economic policy in
order to convert natural capital to human capital. It should make a
decisive shift from the concept of economic growth to the concept of
economic development. It is necessary to make a decisive shift from
the concept of economic growth to the concept of economic
development. To do this, we should study economic development
models of the most developed countries. Assess the level of economic
development and identify key factors and components of their success
will be possible via proposed integral indicator of economic
development (EDII). The calculation carried out by the author, and
comparative analysis clearly shows the shortcomings and possibilities
of Kazakhstan become a highly developed state. The calculations
made by the author, and comparative analysis clearly shows the
shortcomings and possibilities of Kazakhstan in becoming a highly
developed state.

5. Conclusion
The transition to the concept of economic development implies a
critical analysis of the current economic policy, and involves the
formation of an innovative economy. First, it means greater attention
to the development of human capital, science, education, activation of
private initiative and the creation of the country's truly competitive
environment. Thus, it is necessary to move from quantitative changes
in the economy to its qualitative transformation. Only such a solution
of problems of economy is critical for Kazakhstan in joining the
cohort of the most developed countries in the world.
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The Relationship between Donor Behavior and Financial Statements in Japan
Fuminobu Mizutani*1

Abstract
This presentation treats donor behavior as a kind of consumer
behavior. This presentation aim to contribute not only to Japan but
also to other countries where NFPs are untrusted. Questionnaire
method was used and revealed donor in Japan want reliability on
basic accounting information. The background seems that most
Japanese managers of NFPs do not have knowledge of accounting
and donors in Japan cannot rely on financial statements made by
such managers. Education should be the measure against this problem.
Questionnaire method showed insightful results for accounting
researchers. The problem which donors in Japan are confronting is
reliability of basic accounting information different from donors in the
U.S.
Other countries where trust to NFPs are low can also improve
trust by accounting education in higher educational institutions. Thus,
this presentation will help researchers of consumer behavior to
understand that managers’accounting knowledge is a factor consisting
of trust in countries where trust to NFPs are sufficient such as South
Korea and Mainland China.

Trust to NFPs in Japan is crucial. Edelman also showed that NFPs
are less trusted than profit-oriented entities in Japan. In order to have
fundraising success, Japanese society need to improve trust to NFPs.
In order to improve trust to NFPs, researchers need to identify the
cause. One year before, Edelman said the cause is "a lack of
transparency and accountability". This presentation aims to dissolve
this cause and to contribute not only to Japan but also to other
countriesand regions where trust to NPFs are low.

2. Literature Review
Da Costa et al. (2004) adapted consumer behavior theory to analysis
donor behavior. Da Costa et al. (2004) objectively analyzed donor
behaviors in Brazil. However, Da Costa et al. (2004) was not a
literature which focused on donor behavior and financial statements.
The table below is a part of large table which Da Costa et al.
(2004) presented and accounting researchers can adapt this table;

<Table 2>

Keywords: not-for-profit organizations; donor; accounting information;
financial statements; higher educational institutions; Japan

1. Introduction
Donor behavior is a kind of consumer behavior. Donor behavior
influence to fundraising by NFPs. Edelman which is an international
consulting firm revealed that trust to NFPs in Japan is 40% and
Japan is the bottom in East Asia. Below is trust to NFPs in East
Asia countries and regions in 2016
<Table 1>

%

Mainland China

Hong Kong

Japan

South Korea

83

64

40

72

Source: Edelman (2016)

* Associate Professor. College of Economics. Kanto Gakuin University.
Japan. E-mail: uminobu@kanto-gakuin.ac.jp

Source: Da Costa et al. (2004)

Du et al. (2012) was a statistical research about donor behavior.
Du et al. (2012) identified four kinds of recognition as substantial
factors which make donor intention. Recognitionsof organizational
performance, quality of communication, organizational reputation, and
professionality were the four. The table below is a simplified part of
complex table which Du et al. (2012) presented and is related to this
presentation;
It is important for this presentation that performance and professionality
were substantial. Performance and professionality are not logically
excluded.
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managers’ accounting knowledge. Managers are responsible to prepare
financial statements. The table below is an abstract of a report about
managers of medium size enterprises by Grant Thornton;

<Table 3>

<Table 5> %
Mainland China

Hong Kong

Taiwan

Japan

8.2

16.0

3.2

48.3

Source: Taiyo ASG (2010)

Source: Du et al. (2012)

3. Methodology
This presentation adopts the questionnaire method as the methodology.
Questionnaire was made according to Better Business Bureau (BBB).
In 2016, BBB is using 7 topic about finance in order to accredit NFPs
on Wise Giving. Program expense, fundraising expense, accumulating
funds, audit report, detailed expense break down, accurate expense
reporting, and budget plan are the seven.More former it is it seems
to be more important for donors in the U.S. and this paragraph
showed the topics according to order by BBB. Distributionto access
panel and collection of this questionnaire were through Rakuten
Research.
All respondents lived in Japan. This questionnaire used the Likert
scale. This survey have access panel answer whether they put
importance on each topics which BBB listed. The order by BBB
corresponded MQ1-7. Sampling number was 100. Questionnaires were
distributed and collected in March 2016.

Japan was the top country in 36 countries which managers responded
"I do not know" about merits of financial statements and "I do not
know" means managers do not have knowledge about accounting.
Accounting for SMEs and accounting are often considered a little
similar and situation of managers’ knowledge degree should also be
similar.
The reason why quite many Japanese managers’ do not have
accounting knowledge is that Japanese society is not requesting
university and college students to have accounting knowledge. METI
which is a Japanese governmental organization revealed enterprises in
Japan seems bookkeeping as most unnecessary skill. Japanese students
who may become managers in future cannot maintain motivation to
learn accounting, because bookkeeping skill is not requested in
Japanese society at the start point of their carriers.
Besides, not-for-Profit accounting more wants accounting skills than
accounting for profit-oriented entities, because not-for-profit accounting
is more complex than accounting for profit-oriented entities. This
particularity of not-for-profit accounting should make trust to NFPs
less than profit-oriented entities in Japan. The problem of unskilled
managers are more serious in NFPs than profit-oriented entities.
In order to improve trust to NFPs in Japan and to promote
fundraising, higher educational institutions give accounting knowledge
to their students who become managers of NFPs in future.

5. Conclusion
4. Results and Discussion
The table below is the result of the questionnaire;
<Table 4> %
MQ1

MQ2

MQ3

MQ4

MQ5

MQ6

MQ7

87

92

81

87

93

90

81

Source: Survey by the presenter

Each Percentage means total of answers of "I think it is important"
and "I think it is important a little".
Donors in Japan put more importance on detailed expense breakdown
and accurate expense reporting than program expense. This is a
difference between donors in the U.S. and donors in Japan. Donors
in Japan put importance on basic accounting information.
We can consider that this difference is because of lack of NFP

Questionnaire method showed insightful results for accounting
researchers. The problem which donors in Japan are confronting is
reliability of basic accounting information different from donors in the
U.S.
Other countries where trust to NFPs are low can also improve
trust by accounting education in higher educational institutions. Thus,
this presentation will help researchers of consumer behavior to
understand that managers’ accounting knowledge is a factor consisting
of trust in countries where trust to NFPs are sufficient such as South
Korea and Mainland China.
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Trends of the Formation of Information Technology Clusters in
Kazakhstan: Effects, Preconditions and Extensive Networks
Anel A. Kireyeva*1

Abstract
The aim of this study is to examine of the cluster approach to
ensure high rates of innovation, information and communication
enterprises of information technology cluster in order to enhance the
competitiveness of regions. In this research, we used system approach
aims to develop research methods and design of complex objects –
systems of different types structured approach involves determination
of properties of a whole object by identifying the different relationships.
This study allows to conclude that IT-clusters will be most effective
when they evolve naturally, originating under the action of internal
forces of consolidation of innovative, information and communications
infrastructure (industrial parks, techno polis, research laboratories and
business incubators, formation of soft infrastructure), that can help to
find quick, innovative and creative ways to solve problems.
Keywords: Cluster, Information technology, IT cluster, Regional
development.

1. Introduction
Many studies in recent years show that rapid economic growth
usually accompanied by increased spatial inequality in CIS countries.
Significant economic and currency changes that have taken place in
August 2015 in Kazakhstan will lead to the formation of a new
national geo-economic space. Certainly, what is happening in the
world and in our country, the crisis in economic development
necessitate significant innovation and technological transformations. In
the period 2016-2020 years, regions of Kazakhstan will develop with
the low level of global opportunities due to objective factors and
barriers of development. Therefore, the right choice of policy
priorities could strengthen influence of positive factors and reduce
barriers to development. Nevertheless,the right choice will depend on
the speed of industrialization and improve the competitiveness of
regions of Kazakhstan.
The cluster approach considered as one of the measures to
confront the barriers of development. The world's leading countries
are actively involved in the development of clusters. Cluster initiatives
* Institute of Economics of the Ministry of Education and Science of
the Republic of Kazakhstan, Republic of Kazakhstan. E-mail: anele19@mail.ru

have become an effective way of carrying out industrial policy, and
are the leading measures for improving the competitiveness of
enterprises and regions. The experience of many countries offers
many ways to enhance in high-tech sectors such as computing,
information technology (IT), electronics and microelectronics. Thus,
the world is continuously moving towards the information society and
the world economy towards global updates quick. Therefore, the
interest to IT clusters s, which can play the role of clusters "future
economy", i.e. a kind of platform of "startup accelerators".
In the previous studies on the theory of the structure and the
efficient organization of economic space based on model of
"core-periphery", agglomeration effect, which can play the role of the
mechanism of transfer of innovations from the center to the periphery
(Friedman, 1966; Christaller,1966). From the point of view of the
theory of industrial and regional development clusters, which implies
optimal conditions for the creation of high-tech products it is possible
to note research Solow (1987) and Storper (1992).Special attention in
the study will be given to network formation clusters, which
continuously exchange explicit and implicit knowledge, coordinating
their decisions in order to experience on shared vision (Castells,
2001; Chamam & Pierre, 2009 Kireyeva, 2015).
Problem of the formation of IT clusters in the regions of
Kazakhstan until now poorly designed. This is due to low level of
development of fundamental researches in the field of effective
interaction of organizations, related with geographically close location
in IT sector, as well as expanding access to innovative infrastructures,
information and communication platforms by reducing the level of
digital divide at the level of its regions. For solving tasks on
formation of new cluster projects requires the development of
scientifically based approaches to the formation of a regional policy
aimed at the formation of a new model of the region through the
creation IT clusters.
The aim of the study is the conceptual justification of the cluster
approach to ensure high rates of innovation, information and
communication enterprises of IT cluster in order to strengthen the
trend of innovative industrialization and to increase competitiveness of
regions of Kazakhstan.

2. Methods
The proposed study aimed to systematize of process of the
formation IT clusters considered with the use of scientific methods of
research, taking into account generalization and system analysis of the
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existing theories and models, similarities and differences of their
structure and development of the cluster approach. This study will
attemptto use methods that can essentially enrich the theory and
practice of cluster development, especially in conditions where global
trends dominate the information market and interactive innovations. In
particular, to supplement understanding of cluster theory with new
content and to explore features of the organization of cluster
development based on networks.In particular, this research used the
following methods:
System approach – this method aims to develop research methods
and design of complex objects – systems of different types (Rittel &
Webber, 1972). This study based on the consideration of clusters as
an integrated set of elements in the totality of relations and effects
between them.
Structured approach – this universal method involves the study of
the object through the development and construction of the structure.
The structure shows relationships between elements in the system,
necessary and sufficient to ensure that the system has achieved its
goal (Rittel & Webber, 1972). The structure acts as a kind of
instrument of knowledge of its specific traits and characteristics
(Vedenov, 1988). This method can be to explore and to determine
the characteristics, and to study of cluster systems (participants of
cluster), as well as focusing on some aspects of cluster development
such as networking.
The formation of IT clusters involves the creation of infrastructure
of high-speed computing, broadband communications, information
security, mobile, sensor networks, wireless control systems, etc. IT
cluster should be to organize the production process cheaper, faster
than traditional negotiations, and correspondence. Now established and
rapidly developed fundamentally new tools to support discussion and
decision making in situations where the process involves a very large
number of participants. They include a special set of programs for
jobs of experts and managers, interacting with each other via the
Internet, databases and knowledge bases, mathematical models, and
social ties.
Therefore, the result of a deliberate policy on the formation of IT
clusters is to enhance the competitiveness of regions, which
determined by the ability of the cluster to find quick, innovative and
creative solutions based on smart atmosphere. Accordingly, the
primary task of IT-cluster is the creation of smart atmosphere that
will allow them to be creative (Kireyeva, 2015).
IT companies (network companies), for its part, which include
industrial and financial organizations, will be able to develop
standards for the provision of IT services in the region and to ensure
the provision of a range of available high-quality services in the IT
industry for the population, public authorities and enterprises small,
medium and large businesses. It should be noted, that in Kazakhstan
there are IT companies with innovative approach, and is also
expected to intensify these enterprises through innovative formations
such as the National Fund of the Republic of Kazakhstan, JSC
"Kazakhstan Development Bank", JSC "Investment Fund of
Kazakhstan", JSC "National Innovation Fund". These innovative
institutions will pursue a policy to invest in the creation of new and
development of existing enterprises with high benefit, to support

fundamental and technological research, to develop based on a
comprehensive analysis of perspective information and communication
sectors, to identify the most important elements.
Therefore, further development of IT industry will have a positive
impact on the business environment of Kazakhstan. Today almost all
companies have access to the internet and many communication
companies are now using this resource, which greatly enhances efficiency
and productivity, and allows you to learn from the experience of
world leaders in foreign markets.

3. Conclusions
This work marks a starting point for further research in the field
of the formation of IT clusters as drivers of new generation, i.e. a
kind of "startup accelerators" through the creation of previously not
existing in the country high-tech industries and sectors of the
economy. It provides some suggestions for improvement of future
studies dealing with this subject. Based on thisresearch finding of this
paper, the practical implications listed below:
Firstly, cluster approach is an important factor in increasing the
competitiveness of the national economy to the CIS countries.
Foreffective implementation of cluster policy should be looking for
new effective creative ways aimed at improving the competitiveness
of regions. It should be to create conditions for the formation of
successful clusters, capable of ensuring stable innovation development
in the long period. Therefore, we propose that IT clusters can be
drivers of new generation, i.e. a kind of platform of "startup
accelerators" through the creation of previously not existingin the
country high-tech industries and sectors of the economy.
Secondly, formation of IT clusters characterized by the increasing
role of information and rapid development of the service sector,
which will create five positive effects. Such effects will begin the
process of developing the IT industry, including mobile and sensor
communications, satellite television, computing, e-Commerce, internet
services, etc. To the fore the idea of "network cities"as the main
development model and of connectivity as the source of growth. This
emphasizes the crucial role of high-tech and creative sectors in the
long-term growth of the regions.
Thirdly, world practice shows that successful IT clusters, offer
unique opportunities for ownership markets in the era of digital
revolution. Therefore, activation of networks in IT cluster will
contribute to the diversification of production of Kazakhstan, in order
to avoid further dependence on the oil sector. This study showed that
the formation of IT clusters that will enhance the integration,
efficiency and innovation. As a result, innovative development of the
regions of Kazakhstan based on IT cluster, which used to implement
the national IT projects and to bring to the region investments, new
technologies, creative resources and world-famous trends.
Fourthly, IT clusters will be most effective when they evolve
naturally, originating under the action of internal forces of consolidation
of the innovation, information and communication businesses of
consolidation of innovative,information and communications infrastructure
(industrial parks, techno polis, research laboratories and business incubators,
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formation of soft infrastructure). Moreover, the optimal state assistance
should not be in direct administrative and financial support of the
clusters, and to stimulate market forces and creating conditions that
indirectly organize the business structure (in the form of scientific
conferences, exhibitions and other temporary marketplaces associated
with the spread of IT industry). All this suggests that Kazakhstan
should win position after the global innovative-technological and
creative exhibition "EXPO-2017". Large-scale objects erected within
"EXPO-2017", will allow in the future considering Kazakhstan as a
major international exhibition intellectual and informative platform.
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Empirical study and measurement of college students’
consumption of social responsibility
Zhang Guo Wei*1

Abstract
In recent years, the social responsibility consumption has become
an increasing concern in the social and academic circles. This article
is based on research results about the social responsible consumer
behavior at home and abroad, and combined with the consumptive
characteristics of contemporary college students, rebuilds the impact
scale of the college students' responsible consumer behavior on the
basis of the research of domestic and foreign scholars in related field.
It respectively includes Social responsibility, safeguard of consumers'
rights, energy conservation, protection of environment and moderate
consumption. This article is analyzed empirically based on the survey
data of college students in Shandong province. With the research
methods of SPSS and then AMOS21.0, it implemented an exploratory
and confirmatory factor analysis, showing the data has higher internal
consistency and validity. Through this research, it makes up for the
lack of social responsible consumer behavior’ deficiency classification,
offers the basis for social responsibility localization of consumption,
and provides empirical foundation for constructing a harmonious
society.
Keywords: Empirical study, Measurement, College Students’ Consumption,
Social Responsibility

Depend on the data of National Bureau of Statistics on 2015,
there are 40.18 million college students in China. On the one hand,
they have strong consumer demands, on the other hand, they haven’t
independent economically, as a result, their consumption has been
strictly limited. Advanced consumption concept and delayed consuming
capacity has shaped college students consumption very special. As a
growing group, the outlook of world, life and value of college
student are forming and can be easily influenced by their parents,
teachers, classmates and other social members, and also can be easily
reshaped. According to the research of China responsibility consumption
by Wu Fushun (2007), 80% consumers haven’t heard of the concept
of responsibility consumption; moreover, Xinjie(2011) had found in
his research that most college students who were born after1990 have
not high or steady income, and they are lack of the necessary realization
and positive attitude toward social responsibility consumption. Therefore,
how to lead college students to set up a right, healthy consuming
concept is an obstacle which need to be solved.
This article will lead the social responsibility consumption theory
to the research of college responsibility consumption, and based on
the relative researches, develop a responsibility consumption measurement
form which based on college students to evaluate the sensitivity of
their social responsibility and maybe find a way to guide them to
perform their responsibility correctly and provide reference value to
marketing innovation, and meanwhile, promote enterprise to take their
responsibility, and provide theoretical basis and guidance to social
media for advertising harmony, responsible consumption concept.

1. Introduction
2. Relative researches review and comment
The consumption of social responsibility is an hot topic in western
countries, with the rising tendency of eco-environment and social
problems, the prosperity of economy reflects some severe problems:
resource shortage, environment pollution, Intensification of social
contradictions, which make more and more consumers realize that
their consume behavior may have direct or indirect impact on the
eco-environment and social environment.
As a special group of social consumption, college students have
different consumption psychology and behavior. For instance, college
students have complicate consumption concept, prefer to perceptual
consumption and have high brand loyalty. Therefore, college students’
consumption has showed a trend of diversification.

* Shan Dong University of Political Science and Law

2.1. Social responsibility consumption
There were several terms of social responsibility consumption in
the earlier research due to different research focus, such as responsible
consumption, social realizationconsumption, eco-environmental consumption
(Fisk, 1973; Webster, 1995; Henion 1976), and the recent research
about green consumption, low carbon consumption. The US researcher
Webster is the first one mentions the concept of "socially conscious
consumer", and indicates that consumershould consider the public
consequences of their consumption and should guide the society by
using their purchasing rights. Henion (1976) demonstrated that, social
responsibility consumption is the negative impact and resources
problems that brought by their consumption decision. Mohr(2001)
indicated that consumer should minimize or delete the social harm
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when theypurchase, apply or dispose products so that confirm the
long-term social benefits. Moreover, Jill(2004) thinks thatwhen resisting
purchase, morality and social responsibility may response to consumer
behavior. Manero (2014) mentioned that there are 3 aspects of
judging social responsible consumer: the willingness of become a
responsible citizen, the reorganization level of enterprise social responsibility,
and take enterprise social responsibility as purchase standards.
However, China may have a late start on social responsibility, the
initial researches starts from the aspects of enterprise, and focused on
its social responsibility, whereas less research aspects on consumer.
Lishuanglong(2005) is the first one who mentioned the concept of
social responsibility consumption, Yuchunyang(2007) indicates
thatconsumer social responsibility consumption are consumer resist
social harm automatically and maintain long term social benefit.
Therefore, the concentration of theory fields moved from the
earilier environmental, ecological and social problems to integrated problems.

2.2. The measurement of social responsibility consumption
Recent years, theory fields have made progression on the definition,
measurement and influential factors of consumer social responsibility.
Webster(1975) obtained 8 direction-finding and 2 dimension, which
are environmental behavior and resist irresponsible enterprises;
Brooker(1976) developed a dimension and 2 direction-findings; Francois
Lecompte(2006) developed 20 dimensions and 5 direction-findings,
which are support responsible enterprises, support domestic manufacturing,
consumption based on social responsibility, support small and medium
enterprises and moderate consumption Webb(2008) contained 26
dimension and 3 direction findings, which are recycle, avoid or
reduce the use of products that cause pollution and support enterprise
to take social responsibility as the measurement results.
However, Chinese theory fields did social responsibility consumption
research that based on western research, and we did data detection
and analysis combined with Chinese national conditions.(Yanjun, 2009;
Xiaojie, 2012; Zhu Yinglan, 2013).

2.3. The meaning and value of research
Research about college students’social responsibility consumption is
relatively rare, according to all the academic researches we have.
Most researches are about the definition and influential factors of
consumers’social responsibility consumption behavior. However,
college students are a large number of consumer groups and have
very obvious differences with other consumer groups in consumer
behavior, consumer concepts and limitation. This article aims at
confirming and detecting the measurement factors of college students’
social responsibility consumption, which depends on the research data
from college students of Shandong province. Therefore, the purpose
of this article are leading the college students to take their
consumption responsibility correctly, providing reference value to
marketing innovation of enterprises, promoting enterprises to take their
social responsibility, offering theoretical basis for media to campaign
harmony, responsible consumption concept, and also for government
to make policy and law.

3. Research Design
3.1. Research Method
This research has been followed the developmental process of
Churchill(1979) measurement chart, analyzed relative researches of
Chinese and western, and obtained measurement items through
interview. After arrangement and induction, the initial measurement
factors were formed and then we utilized the evaluation of college
students toward the measurement factor to do the explorative factor
analysis and confirmatory factory analysis in order to confirm the
reliability and validity of our measurement charts.

3.2. The generation of initial Variable
Depend on the academic discussion about social responsibility of
Chinese and Western countries, and the social responsibility consumption
behavior measurement charts that developed by Webb (2010), Yanjun
(2008) and Xinjie (2011), also consider with the personal values and
consumption features of Chinese college students, and the interview
with marketing experts, we formed 32 initial variables. Then, the 5
scored Likert measurement chart was applied and scored, after sorting
and flitering, 8 variables were deleted. In the analysis of explorative
factor, 3 variables that had factor loading less than 0.5 were deleted.
Therefore, there are 3 final variables.

3.3. Data collection and sample survey
The data of this survey comes from 20 universities of Shandong
province and are divided in two times. The first effective 993
questionnaires data were collected from 1000 questionnaires of 13
universities in Jinan, Qingdao, Zibo, and Yantai, which are mainly
used for explorative factor analysis. Thereafter, the second effective
411 questionnaires data were collected from the universities in Liaocheng,
Dezhou and Weifang, which were used for Confirmatory factor
analysis. And the following chart shows the related ratio:
<Table 1> Sample Description
attribute

sex

Education

Age

Classification of
schools

Classification index

Ratio

male

47%

female

53%

college

21%

undergraduate

53%

graduate

26%

80's

21%

90’s generation

79%

university

47%

Professional Colleges

31%

vocational school

22%
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3.4. The factor analysis of college students' social responsible
consumer behavior
This paper uses the SPSS21.0 software to do exploratory factor
analysis so as to make sure the consistency of the factor internal
structure. Analysis results show that 27 measuring variables extract
principal components, and the test result of Bartlett ball test is 0.000,
KMO value Kaiser - Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy is
0.862, indicating that it is suitable for factor analysis. With eigenvalues
greater than 1 standard capture data, all kinds of measurements of
questionnaire are better explained by five factors, the cumulative
contribution rate was 69.7%, and factor loading is greater than 0.537.
In addition, the reliability of factors Cronbach 's α value is all above
0.876, showing that the consistency of the questionnaire answers is
very well.There is no great difference between factor analysis results
and the previous five aspects of factors. Factor 1 ~ 5, respectively, is
social responsibility, safeguard of consumers' rights, energy load capacity
are shown in (Table 2).
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<Table 3> Confirmatory factor analysis result of college students’ social behavior Scales
Model

X 2 /df

RMR RMSEA

EG
1-D model
2-D model

<2
3.792
1.728

<0.08
0.097
0.075

<0.05
0.057
0.047

GFI

AGFI

CFI

IFI

>0.9
0.890
0.939

>0.9
0.861
0.910

>0.9
0.789
0.903

>0.9
0.794
0.921

In order to further make sure the dimension of college students' social
responsible consumer behavior, use AMOS21.0 to do confirmatory
factor analysis, the analysis result (Table 3) is shown below:
From the results of two-dimensional model, the various indicators
are within the scope of the standard. For example, the chi-square X 2
1.728 is less than 2, RMR is less than 0.08, and RMSEA is equal to
0.047. Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI), Adjust Goodness of fit Index (AGFI),
Compare Fitting Index (CFI) and Incremental Fitting index (IFI) are
greater than this standard of 0.9, explaining that a two-dimensional model
has better fit goodness. Therefore, two-dimensional model of college
students' responsibility consumer behavior get supported by data.

<Table 2> Factor Loadings Matrix
Survey Items
Willing
Willing
Willing
Willing
Willing
Willing
Willing
Willing

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

buy
buy
buy
buy
buy
buy
buy
buy

products
products
products
products
products
products
products
products

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

enterprises
enterprises
enterprises
enterprises
enterprises
enterprises
enterprises
enterprises

contributing to disaster areas
treating employees and improving employee conditions
contributing to school education
not discriminating female employees
contributing to environmental causes
owning green environmental protection
usually doing charity activities
observing laws and disciplines

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

.893
.842
.757
.738
.685
.620
.612
.566

Complaint misconducts of dealer to association of consumers
Claim if products go wrong
Ask for consumption invoice
Don't buy this kind of products disrupting operation of enterprises
Report the malfeasance of enterprises
Complaint enterprises offering poor after-sales service through media

.838
.769
.758
.681
.672
.603

Choose the energy-efficient product
Avoid the use of disposable goods
Use reproduced or degradable packaging
Recycle used books and magazines
Don’t litter battery
Rubbish classification

.852
.844
.781
.683
.656
.654

Don’t buy products causing environmental pollution
Recommend friends to buy green products
Buy products that don not contain phosphorus
Handle products properly

.810
.777
.759
.684

Don’t purchase luxuries
Stress adequate principles, don’t extravagant
Moderate consumption

.786
.704
.591

% of Variance

18.23

16.03

14.56

11.66

9.21

Cumulative %

18.23

34.26

48.82

60.48

69.69

Cronbach'α

.916

.883

.876

.909

.877
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3.5. Research results
This paper uses studies of scholars at home country and abroad for
reference, developing the scale of college students' social responsibility
consumption behavior. According to consumption valuesand consumer
characteristics that college students in Shandong province form in the
process of consumption and the interviews for measuring project, it
forms the preliminary measurement variables after combination and
integration. Then this paper utilizes college students' evaluation of
measurement variables for exploratory factor analysis andconfirmatory
factor analysis, verifying their liability and validity of the developed
scales. This research provides another assessment tool for the study of
college students' consumer practice, and offers the basis for
enterprise's market segmentation. Meanwhile, scale can also provide
important basisfor the targeted marketing activities that enterprises
carry out due to future consumer groups-college students.

4.Conclusion
Based on the research of college students' consumption responsible
consumer behavior, multidimensional measurement scale is developed,
including five dimensions: social responsibility, safeguard of consumers'
rights, energy conservation, protect the environment, and moderate
consumption. These analyses show that the five dimensions and the
scales of 27 questions have better internal consistency and validity.
Regarding college students as respondents, this paper constructsa
multidimensional scale model, which can lay a foundation for future
research.

Because of the narrowness of energy and time, there are some
reasonable problems with this research. For instance, the questionnaire
is partly focused on the Shandong regions. There is no blinking fact
at that western underdeveloped regions still exist some differences
compared with eastern China. In the future it is considered to extend
the range of reference samples to other provinces in China. In
addition, we can compare the college students' consumption behavior
in China with the behavior in South Korea based on the results of
this study.
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Analysis of Development Current Status of Small Loan Company:
Taking Ji’nan City of Shandong Province as an Example
Xu Guili*, Lin Chunling**1

Abstract
Since 2008, the People's Bank of China began to implement the
pilot of small loan company in 5 provinces of China, China's small
loan company has developed rapidly, and play an active role in
solving the problem of shortage of funds for agriculture and small
and micro companies. But what is the development of the status on
earth? This paper chooses 30 small loan companies in Jinan City to
conduct field research, combining with theoretical knowledge and
statistical data analysis method, to study on the actual development of
the status of small loan company in Jinan City, to explore constraints
of the internal and external factors of the sustainable development of
small loan companies, and puts forward countermeasures to realize
the sustainable development of small loan company.
Keywords: Small Loan Company; Jinan City Development Status;
Sustainable Development.

1. Introduction
China's small loan companyushered a wave of establishment, since
May 2008, the silver basket issued (2008) No. 23 document guidance
on the pilot of small loan company. By the end of 2015, the number
of country's smallloan companies amounted to 8910, and the amount
of loans amounted to 941 billion 200 million yuan. Since the pilot of
small loan company, the small loan company is developing rapidly,
which plays a positive role in solving the problems of shortage of
funds in agriculture and small and micro company. But in its
development process, there are many problems hinder the sustainable
development. Jinan City as a typical medium-sized city in China,
since a pilot micro credit company launched in 2008, 31 small loan
companies have all been officially operating (early 2016 exit one
company, so the following data based on the left 30 companies as
cases). But after years of development, what is the development of
the status on earth? This paper chooses 30 small loan companies in
Jinan City to conduct field research, combining with theoretical

* Associate professorof the school of economic and management,
Shandong Yingcai University, China..
** Associate professorof the school of economic and management,
Shandong Yingcai University, China..

knowledge and statistical data analysis method, to study on the actual
development of the status of small loan companyin Jinan city, to
explore constraints of the internal and external factors of the
sustainable development of small loan company, and put forward
countermeasures to realize the sustainable development of small loan
company.

2. The Current Situation of Microfinance Policy in
Jinan City
In September 2008, the general office of the People's Government
of Shandong Province issued Opinions on Carrying out the Pilot
Work of Micro Credit Company (Shandong Political Office issued
[2008] No. 46). Then the financial Office of Shandong province and
other departments issued Notice on the Pilot Provisional Management
Approach of Shandong Province Microfinance Company (Shandong
Financial Office issued [2008] No. 1). In the promotion of the
People's Bank of China and China Banking Regulatory Commission
and the local government, Jinan Municipal Government retransmitted
the notice and the pilot provisional management approach in the city's
microfinance company pilot work of the forum, which marked the
starting officially of Jinan microfinance company pilot work.
Documents stipulated that small loan company would establish in
accordance with the unified deployment of Jinan Municipal Government,
apply by the county (city, district) meeting the conditions, then the
city pilot micro credit company jointly determine a pilot county (city,
district) and report to Municipal Party Committee, then microfinance
company pilot would begin after approval. The pilot of the access
threshold for small loan company also made clear requirements,
namely the small loan company’s main sponsor shall be local
backbone enterprises with standardized management, excellent credit
and strong strength. Other corporations and natural persons should be
in accordance with the relevant province of province. Such as the
scale of enterprise assets meet the situation of enterprise total assets
no less than 5 billion yuan at the end of the year, net assets no less
than 200 million yuan, asset-liability ratio no higher than 60%;and
meet the provisions that the sum of nearly two annual operating
income of companies no less than 10 billion yuan, the actual
payment of enterprise income tax of not less than 800 million yuan
last year. If the company does not register in Jinan, the company can
also set up a small loan company, as long as with total assets no
less than 50 million yuan, asset-liability ratio no higher than 65%
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3.2. The Establishment Time Condition of Small Loan Companies
in Jinan City

and the first two years continuous profitability.

3. The Development Status of small Loan Company in
Jinan City
On December 28, 2008, Changqing Beichen District Jinan small
loan Co., Ltd. was formally established. The small loan companies in
Shandong Beichen Group Co., Ltd. are the main promoters and the
other 2 corporations, 7 natural persons shareholder equity, with the
registered capital RMB 60 million yuan, became the first approved by
the provincial people's Government Financial Work Leading Group
Office of audit and by the industry and commerce department
registration of small loan companies in Jinan City. Since then, Jinan
had set up 31 small loan companies. But in early 2016, Rongyi
small loan Co., Ltd. established on February 21, 2012, Licheng
District, withdrew from the pilot small loan companies. So far, Jinan
City, the number of small loan companies varied from 31 companies
in 2015 to 30companies in 2016.
To acquaint the development status of small loan company in
Jinan City, we designed the questionnaire, and conducted a
questionnaire survey for the 30 small loan companies in Jinan City
by mailing partly and field survey partly. But our investigation is not
particularly smooth, because of conflict of some small credit
companies of the questionnaire. The result was we just eventually
recovered 15 copies after issuing 30 questionnaires, the rest 15 copies
with refusal to fill or no reply. Therefore, we analyzed briefly the
small loan company, combining the 15 questionnaires with access to
Jinan city finance office and other related sites.

3.1. The Regional Distribution of Small Loan Companies in
Jinan City
<Table 1> Regional Distribution of Small Loan Companies in Jinan City
No.

District

Amount

1

Shizhong D.

6

2

High-tech D.

5

3

Lixia D.

5

4

Licheng D.

4

5

Changqing D.

3

6

Huaiyin D.

2

7

Zhangqiu D.

2

8

Tianqiao D.

1

9

Shanghe D.

1

10

Pingyin D.

1

Total

<Table 2> The Time of Establishment of Small Loan Companies in Jinan City
No.

Time of Establishment

amount

1

2008

1

2

2009

1

3

2010

3

4

2011

7

5

2012

4

6

2013

5

7

2014

8

8

2015

1

2016

-1(one company withdrew)

9
total

30

Table 2 shows that the number of development of small loan
companies is relatively slow in Jinan City, with a total of 31 set up
in 8 years. Within 2011 and 2014, the number of small loan
companies grew rapidly, which was related with the introduction of
small loan policy. In 2010, Shandong Province People's Government
Office (Lu Political Office 2010 No. 18) issued the document--Notice
about Relative Problems of Advancing Further the Pilot Small Loan
Company Pilot Work, cancelling the upper limit of 150 million
registered capital, and encouraging to increase capital and enlarging
share. In 2013, the General Office of Shandong Provincial People's
Government (Lu Political Office 2013 No.34) issued the
document--Matters relating to Encourage and Support the Development
of Small Loan Companies once again, that played a certain promoting
role in the number of small loan companies’ development.

3.3. The Basic Situation of Staff of Small Loan Company
in Jinan City
From the view of research, the education of business staff in Jinan
City small loan companies are mostly above college, but few are
professionals, most of them lackedprofessional knowledge. Although
the small loan companies will require executive qualifications at the
beginning of establishment, in the research we found that the vast
majority employees lacked bank loan management work experience,
and most lacked credit management experience, seriously affecting the
small loan company's risk control.

3.4. The Capital Source Channel of the Small Loan Company
in Jinan City

30

As we can see from table 1, the regional distribution of small
loan companies is basically proportional with the economic situation
in the region. And the better the economic development of region is,
the more the number of small loan companies is.

Jinan small loan company's registered capital is mostly between 50
million yuan and 1.5 billion. After 2011, the registered capital
increased for the establishment of small loan companies. In the actual
operating process, the majority of small loan companies used funds
for loans are basically equity funds. After business development, there
generally existed the subsequent problem of shortage of funds, and to
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solve this problem, most small loan companies can only increase
registered capital to enlarge share to increase capital funds. The small
loan company's management personnel agreed that absorption public
deposits can be a very effective channel of funding sources, which
may help reduce the capital cost, then topull low small loan company
loan interest rates correspondingly. But at present, absorbingpublic
deposits may lead to the emergence of illegal fund-raising and
High-yielding canvass deposits phenomenon, which is not conducive
to risk control, and deposit lacks necessary security, sothis situation
also have not restricted conditions that releases deposits from the
public.

3.5. The Brief Introduction to Management of Small Loan
Companyin Jinan City
Advisory business of small loans and small business development,
management and financial is main operating range of small loan
companies listed in Jinan City. But in the actual operating process,
small loan plays a main role basically. Loan objects include
agriculture, countryside and farmers, small and micro companies and
individual loans on behalf of the business owners withoutthe loan
card and individual business households. The loan period is generally
between 3 months and 1 year. They mainly distribute small loans,
taking credit, guarantee, mortgage and other guarantee. Loan interest
rates are mostly between 11%-25%, and in the implementation the
appropriate benefit canbe given based on the borrower's credit
conditions. The efficiency of dealing with loan is higher, so 3
working days is enough if the material available.

3.6. The Main Difficulties of Small Loan Companies in Jinan
City
From the view of investigation, the main difficulties of the current
development for small loan companies in Jinan City concentrate on
lack of long-term development strategic planning, operating costs high
and profit rate low and capital shortage, because the small loan
company is not allowed to absorb deposits at present, and sources of
funding are the capital paid by shareholders, donated funds and
integration ofcapital which is no more than 2 banking financial
institutions, so funds tight is main difficulty existing in smallloan
companies.

3.7. The Factors Restricting the Development of Small Loan
Companies in JinanCity
The control factors of small loan company's development of the
industry in Jinan City mostly focus on the aspects of small loan
company’s legal status unclear, exit mechanism imperfect, tax burden
heavy, subsequent funds short, and financing costs higher. And for
tax cut, small loan companies most want to reduce business tax and
additional and corporate income tax.
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3.8. The Hope of Government Support for Small Loan Companies
in Jinan City
Based on the above restriction factors of corporate development,
small loan company hopes government cut tax, lower the threshold of
industry, clear the legal position and improve laws and regulations to
promote the development of small loan company.

3.9. The Welfare and Sustainability of Microfinance from
Perspective of Development in Jinan City
According to the development status and operation system of small
loan company in Jinan City, it is known that the credit service is
very close to the sustainable credit, and the welfare is poor, and its
development environment also restricts the development of its welfare.
Small loan company is very close to sustainable microfinance
companies in established goals, loan objects, risk prevention mechanism,
institutional framework and its evaluation mechanism. But the
development of sustainability is still deficient. For example, currently it
does not allow to absorb public deposits in sources of funding,lack of
experienced financial and management experts in leadership system, so
these seriouslyconstraint the sustainable development of small loan
company in Jinan City. Therefore, taking small loan company's
long-term development into considerations from the actual situation in
Jinan City, government should improve further to improve the
sustainable development of small loan companies, and take the path
of sustainable development.

3.10. The Policy Recommendations to Improve Management
of Small Loan Companies
As far as the investigation of 15 small loans is concerned, policy
recommendations focus on improving small loan company, clarifying
legal status of small loan companies to bring small loan companies
into the financial system and giving fair treatment, and also hope to
broaden the sources of funding, and enrich the variety of businesses.
Small loan companies recommend supervision departments to strictly
regulate the source of funds to ensure the legitimacy of the loan
funds and the steady expansion of business area of high-quality small
loan companies, to allow small loan companies to operate
independently under the premise of risk control.

4. The Problems Existing in Development of Small
Loan Companies in Jinan City
4.1. Lack of Protection and Supervision System of Laws
and Regulations
The development of small loan companies in our country is still at
the initial stage, and lacks perfect laws and regulations matching its
development. From the pilot work start up to now in 2008, there are
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only some guidance documents of China Banking Regulatory
Commission and the People's Bank of China jointly issued the
microfinance company pilot and various local government on
promoting microfinance company pilot, without any other laws and
regulations. Due to lack of relevant legal protection, its identity as a
financial institution is always vague and ambiguous. Because small
loan companies did not get the license for financial business, but
registered in the local Industry and commerce administration, out of
CBRC supervision and management. Therefore, it cannot be called
financial institutions for issuance of loans. However, if we call
themgeneral industrial and commercial enterprises, what small loan
company operates is financial products, accepting the supervision of
government finance office, and strictly control the debt management.
This can be seen because laws and regulations is not clear, the
identity is not clear, small loan company is lacks legal protection
seriously. And lack of clear and unified regulators and responsibility
allocation may result in the phenomenon of regulatory control, with
financial risk also increasing, which may make the stability of the
local financial system receives influence.

4.2. The Questions about Only Loan not Deposit, System
Limit and Fund Shortage
The sources of funds of small loan companies, Guidance on
Microfinance Company Pilot are as follows: microfinance company
sources of funding are the capital paid by shareholders, donated funds
and integration of capital which isno more than 2 banking financial
institutions, and forbid illegal collection money. Since small loan
companies cannot absorb deposits, they will naturally find other
sources of funding, and it is obviously a method by the bank loans
to expand funding sources,but Guidance on Microfinance Company
Pilot pointed out the capital balance from banking financial
institutions for small loan company should not exceed 50% of net
capital, that is, 1.5 times the amount of net capital of the small loan
company is the largest lending. Moreover, from the realistic situation,
there also exists the following limitations from bank loans, the first is
because there is financial risk expectations for small loan company,
and banks are reluctant to grant loans;
moreover, the identity of non-financial institutions of small loan
company currently, makes them unable to enjoy the interbank
corporate lending rates, only to refer to company loan interest,
including high demand for mortgages, guarantees of bank loans,
resulting in high cost of financing for small loan company; finally,
the only 50%amount of loans for small loan companies is unable to
meet their needs, for example, for a registered capital of 310 million
small loan company, banks can lend 50 million at most, so this still
can not fundamentally solve the problem. From the point of view of
the practice of Jinan City, there is a very strong social demand of
microfinance, but the vast majority of small loan company's sources
of funding only paid by shareholders, and only a handful of small
loan companies have follow-up funds by bank loans, and capital
demand is greater than supply, so small loan company widespread the
phenomenon of shortage of funds, seriously affecting the small loan
company's operating performance and sustainable development.

4.3. Lack of Social Awareness of Small Loan Companies and
Impact of Informal Small Investment Company
The survey found that there are still many companies in the name
of the investment company, engaged in high interest depositors, high
interest lending activities of illegal organizations in Jinan City, in
addition to 30 approved small loan companies. These organizations
lack the normal operating mechanism and the supervision of the
relevant departments, which seriously affect the normal financial
order. The public lack correct understanding of small loan company,
and are unable to distinguish the difference between two kinds of
companies, so it is easy to confuse small loan company with usury,
resulting in a fear of small loan company, not willing to go to small
loan company. This is a serious impact on the development of small
loan companies.

4.4. The Non-standard Management of Small Loan Company
Self
Research shows congenital deficiency of some small loan companies
caused resource allocation efficiency low, and the management is not
standardized. The appearance of these phenomena greatly reduces the
resource allocation efficiency of small loan company, and limits their
effective sustainable development. First of all, from the point of view
of personnel composition, the survey found, at present, that the
highest educational level is undergraduate, who mainly engaged in the
management of the small loan company in Jinan City, and most do
not have financial and economic professional education background,
most employee at the production line are young people without
business experience, and without engaged in financial industry
necessary skills and lack of knowledge and the comprehensive analysis
of inspection of loan customers solvency, risk preference in the low
capacity. Secondly, in terms of internal management, there are some
problems, such as the vast majority of small loan companies not
forming effective risk monitoring and control system, and commonly
technical means backward, non-standard financial accounting, credit
management loose. Finally, small loan company lacksproduct
innovation capability particularly. The main body diversity of
microfinance market decides the multi-level for microfinance demand,
but at present, the small loan company's products are still single, and
only business single loan types, products lack the capacity of
innovation, so it did not conducive to the sustainable development of
small loan company.

5. Countermeasures to Promote Development of Small
Loan Company
Aiming at the problems of small loan company, this paper puts
forward the countermeasures to promote development of small loan
company.
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5.1. Formulate Relevant Laws and Regulations, Form Effective
Supervision, Provide Policy Support
For lack of protection and supervision of laws and regulations of
small loan company, and the identity is not clear, government should
introduce and improve relevant policies and regulations to clarify
small loan company financial institutions position in the legal system,
so as to get the specification of financial supervision, avoid multiple
virtual supervision, to ensure its operation safely.
Furthermore, small loan company can also enjoy preferential
interest rates, tax burden phenomenon through clarifying its identity to
greatly reduce the operation cost, to improve its profitability, so as to
improve the enthusiasm of the shareholders of the original shares, to
promote the growth of capital,to develop laws and regulations to
provide corresponding policy support for the sustainable development
of small loan company. Firstly, to strengthen policy support and
guidance, to apply existing rural banks of preferential policies of rural
credit cooperatives to promote small loan company; secondly, to make
positive incentive mechanism such as necessary risk compensation and
tax, credit preference to enhance the vulnerable groups especially the
willingness and ability of the service of agriculture, countryside and
farmers finally, to gradually open up wide of its sources of funding
constraints, provide necessary policy support from diversified financing
channels for small loan company.

5.2. Broaden Sources of Funding Channels, Achieve Diversification
of Financing Channels
From the above analysis, the dilemma of sources of funding
channels blocked widespread in most microfinance company, and the
financing mode of only loan not deposithas greatly restricted the
financing scale, and the shortage of funds limited the expansion of
the scale of small loan company, pulled down the efficiency of the
allocation of resources. From the view of research requests of small
loan company in Jinan City, the contradiction between market demand
and follow-up funding shortfalls has become the biggest bottleneck in
the development. The financing channels of broadening can be used
as follows:

5.2.1. The relevant departments shouldstrengthen the cooperation
with the commercial banks and establish a long-term effective
mechanism of cooperation.
From the survey of Jinan City small loan company capital source
we can see that a small part of small loan company with commercial
banks are in good cooperation, to solve the problem of the shortage
of funds in a large extent, to expand the scale for the company, to
provide the good foundation for increasing profits. And other small
loan company's funding sources only rely on equity funds basically,
and have seriously restricted the expansion of its scale and its
sustainable development. Clearly, to strengthen cooperation with
commercial banks has a great help to solve the problem of shortage
of funds for small loan company.
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5.2.2. To improve the regulatory system gradually opens up the limit
of its absorption of public deposits.
Many scholars believe that small savings and other services
providing a savings tool for low-income people, and to improve their
ability to withstand risks. From reality, it is reasonable that the small
loan company to absorb public deposits from its long-term development.
Therefore, China should take a long-term perspective to examine
the sustainable development of small loan company, and pay much
attention to the source of its funding, and realize gradually it is very
necessary to broaden sources of funds. The mode of the funds of its
own funds or long-term debt to microfinance as a main source of
funds existsthe problem of high cost, greatly reduce the small loan
company's profit space thereby, reducing the positivity of private
capital participation in microfinance, limitingthe expansion of the scale
of microfinance and its long-term development.

5.3. Regulate Order of Micro-Credit, Improve Public Awareness
of Small Loan Companies
From the research situation, Jinan citizens’ lending is rather active.
Except the 30 formal microfinance companies, there are many
investment companies established in the name of the informal lending
organization and many personal loan sharks, solicit depositors with
high interest rates, loan sharking, who serious impacted on Jinan's
financial order and financial security, also seriously affected the
development of small loan company. In order to regulate the normal
financial order, to ensure people's property safety, relevant government
departments should formulate corresponding norms, and law enforcement
departments should strengthen the investigation and punishment, and
supervision departments should strengthen the supervision to investigate
illegal fund-raising and usury behavior.
At the same time, relevant departments should enhance the public
propaganda, strengthen the distinguished ability of formal method of
usury small loan companies and social organizations. Microfinance
company itself should also enhance the sense of crisis, to strengthen
their own publicity, so that the public can understand the difference
between small loan company and illegal private lending, broaden the
market, enhance their competitiveness. This will conducive to the
sustainable development of small loan company, andalso help regulate
the normal financial order in Jinan City.

5.4. To Improve their Management Level of Small Loan
Company
5.4.1. To Establish an Effective Risk Management and Control
Mechanism
(1) The relevant departments should strengthen the innovation of
mortgage guarantee form, and incentive mechanism of the borrower.
The low income groups are main lending targets of small loan
company, and most of them have not collateral oftraditional sense.
Therefore, compared with the traditional commercial banks, small loan
company should use collateral for loans more flexible effectively, the
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pledge and guarantee form, such as household housing, the right to
the contracted management of land, agriculture, and other types of
usufruct of rural property should also be recognized.
(2) The relevant departments should strengthen the overall supervision
of lending process. The process of lending microfinance companies in
charge of loan personnel before loan should have more strict review
of customer economic and credit situation, establish strict mechanism
of examination, control and evaluation, strengthen mutual supervision
between staff and avoid emotional status of human loans. After the
loan by timely return, small loan company should get to know the
specific use by tracking loans, and take effective prevention when
abnormal status found timely. At the same time, they should make
related financial knowledge popular for general party loans, to make
the lender of the small loan company loan default and the
significance of the adverse consequences of a correct understanding,
so as to enhance credit awareness, promote the rational use of loans,
guarantee the security of loans effectively.
(3) The relevant departments should establish a credit record, and
construct a close credit system. From the current situation, the
number of small loan companies isconstantly increasing, and the scale
is also growing, social financial order has more and more importance,
so to ensure the safe operation, enhance its security, more effectively
to understand the flow and use of credit and loan lenders, small loan
companies should join in the credit system of the People's Bank of
China as soon as possible.

5.4.2. Improve Staff Quality, Strengthen Training of Staff
It can be seen from the investigation, relative to the starting point
of commercial banks, the starting point of small loan companies is
lower, and employees less educated, younger, less experienced. But
compared with the commercial banks or other financial institutions,
employees of small loan company are more complex, operating
environment more complex, management risk bigger, so in some
degree for small loan companies more high-quality staff needed.
Therefore, to strengthen overall quality of small loan company
employees is very necessary.
Firstly, small loan company can strengthen cooperation with commercial
banks, arrange staff to commercialbanks to learn and train, learn
business knowledge and service concept from commercial bank
employees, so as to enhance the business level and service quality of
small loan company employees.

Secondly, in the selection of staff, company should give priority to
local personnel, because the local staffs are familiar with local
market, to some extent, and know more the needs of local customers,
which can provide more customer service meeting customers’ needs.
Furthermore, small loan companies should choose staff who
understand financial business, at the same time, hiring employees also
preferably with some practical experience, theoretical foundation and
practical ability. Finally, the small loan company should step up
publicity efforts to enhance the public, especially the majority of
college students’ awareness of small loan company, recruiting related
professional college students actively, improving the company
employees overall quality of small loan company.
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Empirical Study of Dynamic Corporate Governance Based on
Chinese-listed SMEs with a PVAR Approach
Lin Shao*, Li Zhang**, Xiaohong Yu***1

Abstract
This study offers new insights into the dynamic relationship
between ownership structure and firm performance in the case of
Chinese Stock Exchange in the period of 1999 to 2012 using a panel
Vector Auto-regression (PVAR). The panel VAR approach allows to
addresses the endogenous problem by allowing the endogenous
interaction between the variables in the system. Our result provides
the evidence that dynamically inter-temporal relationship exists
between ownership and performance for a long run. Impulse response
and variance decomposition illustrate that impact of a shock to
variables themselves is the main source for their variability.
Keywords: Ownership Structure, Performance, Dynamic Endogeniety,
SMEs, Panel VAR

1. Introduction
A considerable amount of empirical researches have verified that
dynamicendogenous relationship exists in the corporate governance.
Hu and Izumida (2008) argue that ownership concentration has a
significant effect on contemporary and subsequent corporate
performance. Fahlenbrach and Stulz (2009) find that the relationship
between change of performance (Tobin’Q) and past and
contemporaneous change in ownership structure depend on controlling
for past stock returns. Cheung and Wei (2006) also indicate that
insider ownership and corporate performance can be explained by
their respective lagged values. Wintoki et al (2012) summarize that
there are three main sources of endogenous problem in empirical
experiments, including unobservable heterogeneity, simultaneity and
current values of governance variables are a function of past firm
performance. The third endogeneity is called as dynamic endogeneity.
In theirstudy, there is no relation between current board structure and
current firm performance when taking account of dynamic
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endogeneity. Davidson and Rowe (2004) also develop a theory of
inter-temporal endogeneity of board composition and financial
performance. Using causality tests in panel regressions with three
years of data for 130 closed-end mutual funds, they find that only
minimal evidence of inter-temporal endogeneity.
Prior relevant empirical researches have shown that dynamic
endogeneity exists in the corporate governance and neglecting this
endogenous problem can have serious consequences for inference.
Regarding to the methodology of exploring the dynamically
endogenous problem, Davidson and Rowe (2004) use fixed effect
model and random effect model to exploit the endogenity between
board composition and financial performance. Wintoki et al (2012)
utilize the dynamic panel generalized method of moments (GMM) to
investigate the relation between board structure and firm performance.
Different from the aforementionedmethod, this study provides a
pioneering approach by applying panel vector autoregression method
(PVAR) to examine the possible endogenous correlation between
ownership and performance initially.
The idea that ownership and performance may be endogenously
related is not new. However, Panel VAR method treats all variables
as endogenous variables in a system and uses orthogonalized
impulse-response functions, which shows the responses of one variable
of interest (i.e. ownership) to an orthogonal shock in another variable
of interest (i.e. performance). By orthogonalizing the response we are
able to identify the effect of one shock at a time, while holding
other shocks constant (Love, 2006). Panel VAR approach is a method
of system, which is similar to prior simultaneous equation system.
Panel VAR mainly explore the dynamic relationbetween different
variables in a system.This paper attempts to look for some new
findings using panel VAR.
Sims (1980) provides a new macro-econometric framework: vector
auto-regressions (VARs). A univariate auto-regression is a single-equation,
single-variable linear model in which the current value of a variable
is explained by its own lagged values. A VAR is an n-equation,
n-variable linear model in which each variable is in turn explained by
its own lagged values, plus current and past values of the remaining
n-1 variables. This simple framework provides a systematic way to
capture rich dynamics in multiple time seriesand the statistical toolkit
that came with VARs was easy to use and interpret. As Sims (1980)
and others argued in a series of influential early papers, VARs held
out the promise of providing a coherent and credible approach to
data description, forecasting, structural inference, and policy analysis.
In this study, a dynamic model like a VAR is an appropriate
choice for estimating the interrelationship between ownership structure
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and firm performance as a dynamic process.
Observing previous studies of ownership-performance, no vector
auto-regressions model is to consider the dynamic interactive impacts
between ownership structure and firm performance. Dynamic panel
generalized method of moment (GMM) is also a main method to
alleviate
potentially
dynamic
endogeneity
comparing
with
traditionalmethods such as ordinary least squares, fixed effect model
and simultaneous equation model. In addition, a considerable amount
of prior studies have ignored dynamic analysis solution, such as
generalized method of moment, impulse responses and variance
decompositions, and have had gaps in their econometric procedure of
applying the VAR model, such as ignoring VAR diagnostics. All of
these factors may have caused biased results. The paucity of literature
encourages me to engage in further study, but with a different
approach to correct current shortcomings. In an attempt to decompose
cause and effect, we estimate panel vector auto-regressions (PVAR)
generated by GMM that describe the dynamic relation between
ownership structure and firm performance.
There are several possible contributions to a growing number of
recent literatures of corporate finance. Specifically, this paper is in
line with previously cited studies on the endogenous interaction
between ownership and firm performance in corporate conditions.
Firstly, the study provides the econometric application to avoid
misspecification and to minimize the resulting bias. It tests and
estimates the causal relationship by applying the three-variable VAR
model based on the panel data (ownership structure, investment and
firm performance). We use vector auto-regressions on panel data and
enable us to investigate the endogenous interrelationship between
ownership structure and firm performance in corporate finance, which
allowing for a firm-specific unobserved heterogeneity considering the
levels of variables (i.e. fixed effects). Most of past literatures
normally use dynamic panel data model to deal withthe correlation
between ownership and performance and use the lag one term of
dependent variable, we wish we can provide some new results by
using vector auto-regressions.
Secondly, using the orthogonalized impulse-response functions, we
are able to separate the response of one variable to shocks coming
from other variables. Traditional methods (fixed effect model or
simultaneous equation) are not able to complete this work.
This paper also supplements the scant literature on relationships
between ownership structure and firm performance and empirical
evidence about the source of endogeneity by using a new approach:
panel VAR. This paper also adds to present the new evidence or of
corporate governance that ownership structure and firm performance in
China from 1999-2012.
This paper also analyzes and maps economic policy onto estimated
results, and then provides insightful policy implications for governments.
The purpose of this sectionis to investigate the dynamic
interrelationship between ownership structure and firm performance.
The main objective is to study whether the dynamics of firm
performance can be used as indication of the change of ownership
structure or not. To test this hypothesis, investment variable is
involved in the panel VAR system. For doing this, we document
significant differences in the response of investment to firm

performance because McConnel and Muscarella (1985), Cho (1998)
have shown that investment positively affects corporate value.
Furthermore, we test the response between ownership structure,
investment and firm performance and assume them endogenously.
The rest of the paper is as follows: section 2 presents the
empirical methodology specification including data description, unit
root test and lag length selection; Section 3 provides the results and
summary and conclusion is presented in section 4.

2. EMPIRICAL METHODOLOGY
2.1. Sample and Data
The sample utilized in this study comprises data for 350 public
small-middle companies listed on the Chinese Stock Exchange quoted
on the Shanghai and Shenzhen. Annual dataset was collected for
these companies in respect of the period 1999 to 2012 inclusive. The
total effective number of observations is 4900. Data predominantly
was obtained from three sources: The first database is the Chinese
Center for Economic Research (CCER).The second database is the
China Stock Market and Accounting Research (CSMAR) database.
The third database is RESSET database.
The sample of firms employed in the study is subject to the
following criteria: firstly, remove unavailable information, indeterminable
ownership structure and incomplete financial data; secondly, eliminate
companies treated by ST, *ST and PT; thirdly, exclude firms of
issuing both B and H shares; lastly, excluded financial companies;(4)
the firm must have been quoted on the Chinese Stock Exchange at
least 1 year before year of analysis.
In our investigation, we use a panel-data vector auto-regression
methodology with three variable, including ownership, investment and
performance. All variables are treated as endogenous variables in our
study, the interrelationship between these variables can be tested
efficiently.
Ownership concentration is measured by the fraction of share
owned by the first largest shareholder (CR). Investment is calculated
by net capital expenditure divided by the total assets (CAPITAL).
Performance variable is proxies for two alternative variables: return
on assets (ROA) and Tobin’Q (Q). ROA variable is utilized to test
the robustness of variable sensitivity. Table I reports the summary
statistics for the firm-level variables.
<Table 1> Statistics Descripiton
variable

Mean

SD

Min

Median

Max

Q

2.08

1.31

0.59

1.69

14.98

ROA

0.04

0.07

-0.97

0.03

2.68

CR

0.40

0.17

0.04

0.38

0.89

CAPITAL

0.07

0.09

-0.91

0.04

1.48
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2.2. Unit Root Test
Unit root test is a necessarily initial step for estimation using
panel VAR model. In this study we implement two panel unit root
tests (LLC and ADF tests) proposed by Levin et al. (2002), Maddala
and Wu (1999), respectively. The null hypothesis of the above unit
root tests is that there exist unit root in the series, i.e., the variables
are non-stationary. Rejecting the null hypothesis means the series is
stationary. This series is non-stationary if we cannot reject the null
hypothesis. Unit root test is reported in Table 2.
<Table 2> Unit Root Test
statistics

Levin-Lin-Chu
Trend
No trend

ADF Fisher
trend
No trend

Variable

Adjusted
t*Statistics

Adjusted
t*Statistics

Chi-squared
Statistics

Chi-squared
Statistics

ROA

-21.88***

-18.74***

15.31***

23.29***

Tobin’Q

-30.41***

-44.17***

14.76***

47.46****

CR

-61.73***

-25.31***

4.89***

1.96**

CAPITAL

-28.75***

-31.71***

25.26***

32.88***

Notes : *** indicates significance at 1% level, ** at 5% and *** at 10%
level, respectively.

2.3. Model Specification
We mainly use a panel-data vector auto-regression methodology.
This technique contains the traditional VAR approach, which treats all
the variables in the system as endogenous, with the panel-data
approach, which allows for unobserved individual heterogeneity.
To implement the model, the empirical methodology, which is
closely based on the approach taken in Love and Zicchino (2006), is to
estimate a P-order  -variable VAR model in a panel setting as follows:

yit = α 0 + α1 yi ,t − j + fi + dt + ε it (1)
Where yit is one vector of endogenous variable. The vector has
three variables containing CAPITAL, Q and CR. α1 is a vector of
parameters to be estimated,

fi

represents firm -fixed effects. dt

denotes time effects, ε it is the error term assumed to be IID with a
zero mean. The lowercase subscripts i and t represent firm i at time
t respectively, with the period t (1999-2012). The VAR includes j
lags, which is selected using the Information Criterion.
In applying the VAR procedure to panel data, we need to impose
the restriction that the underlying structure is the same for each cross
sectional unit. Since this constraint is likely to be violated in practice,
one way to overcome the restriction on parameters is to allow for
"individual heterogeneity" in the levels of the variables by introducing
fixed effects, denoted by iin the model (Love and Zicchino, 2006).
Since the fixed effects are correlated with the regressors due to lags
of the dependent variables, the mean-differencing procedure commonly
used to eliminate fixed effects would create biased coefficients. To
avoid this problem we use forward mean-differencing, also referred to
as the ‘Helmert procedure" (Arellano and Bover, 1995). This procedure
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removes only the forward mean, i.e. the mean of all the future
observations available for each firm-year. This transformation preserves
the orthogonality between transformed variables and lagged regressors,
so we can use lagged regressors as instruments and estimate the
coefficients by system GMM method. This is a standard procedure for
estimating dynamic models with panel data.

2.4. Lag length selection
This step is to check the lag order selection. The model will be
over-parameterized if the number of lags is too large. Too-long lags
result in a rapid loss of degrees of freedom and over-parameterization,
while too-short lags might introduce biased results caused by omitting
important variables and failing to capture the system’s dynamics.
In our study, AIC, SC and HOIC are simultaneously selected as
the criterion of the lag order selection. The appropriate lag length for
panel VAR model is one is presented in Table 3.
<Table 3> Selection Order Criterion
lag
1
2
8

AIC
-2.51049
-2.6978*
-1.29661

BIC
-.911184
-.962418*
2.20875

HQIC
-1.94498
-2.08146*
-.000807

Note: (*) indicates lag order selected by the criterion
AIC: Akaike information criterion
SC: Schwarze information criterion
HQIC: Hannan-Quinn information criterion

3. Empirical Result
This section analyzes the primary result through panel VAR model
of three-variable panel VAR model by applying GMM model. The
lag orders chosen by the AIC criterion, HQIC criterion and the BIC
criterion are two. Table Ⅳ¢ô provides the primary result of panel
VAR model. Impulse response is reported in Figure 1. Variance
Decomposition is presented in Table 4.

3.1. Result Of Panel Var
<Table 4> Result of Pvar Model
L.CAPITAL
L.Q
L.CR
L2.CAPITAL
L2.Q
L2.CR

CAPITAL
0.426***
(18.24)
0.006***
(4.42)
0.027
(1.17)
0.005
(0.26)
-0.002*
(-1.78)
0.015
(0.91)

Q
1.057***
(-4.02)
0.339***
(13.02)
-2.393***
(-6.23)
0.008
(0.03)
0.062***
(3.47)
1.965***
(5.93)

CR
-0.007
(-0.46)
0.002*
(1.91)
0.778***
(35.10)
-0.021
(-1.52)
0.003***
(4.03)
0.030**
(1.99)

Note: Heteroskedasticity adjusted t-statistics are in parentheses. *** indicates
significance at 1% level, ** at 5% and *** at 10% level, respectively.
L.CR is the first order difference of CR..
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3.2. Result of impulse response

explained mainly by Q shocks and CR shock in a long run. CR
shock accounts for 100% in the first and second year from CR shock
and Q shock. As for Q, the fluctuation of Q is dominantly explained
by itself. CAPITAL shock just plays a little role in explaining the
effect of its shock to ROA and Q. CR is only explained by itself in
a long run. In summary, shocks to CR, CAPITAL and ROA are
important sources of variability for themselves.

Impulse-responses for 2 lag VAR of CAPIAL Q CR
IRF of CAPITAL to CAPITAL
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3.4. Robustnes test
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In this section, we conduct several additional tests to investigate
the sensitivity of our results, which are not reported here in the
interest of brevity. We introduce the ROA into the panel VAR model
to test the stability of data. The evidence indicates that the result
maintain the expected signs.
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<Figure 1> Impulse-responses for 2 lag VAR of CAPITAL Q CR

Result of panel VAR model using GMM method indicates that
there is dynamically inter-temporal relationship between ownership and
performance. It is interested noting that there is significantly negative
relation between current Q and lagged one CR. However, the
coefficient of lagged two CR is positive and statistically significant.
Impulse responses also illustrates that the response of Q to CR shock
is negative from the beginning to the second period, and then shows
a positive shock after the second period. We also can find that there
is a long interactive impact between CR and Q, and the persistent
period is ten years or more.

3.3. Result of varance decomposition
<Table 5> Variance Decomposition
PERIOD

CAPITAL

Q

CR

CAPITAL

1

1.000

0.000

0.000

CAPITAL

2

0.993

0.007

0.000

CAPITAL

3

0.991

0.008

0.001

CAPITAL

4

0.989

0.009

0.002

CAPITAL

5

0.988

0.009

0.003

Q

1

0.000

1.000

0.000

Q

2

0.004

0.980

0.016

Q

3

0.006

0.977

0.017

Q

4

0.007

0.976

0.017

Q

5

0.007

0.976

0.017

CR

1

0.000

0.003

0.997

CR

2

0.000

0.002

0.998

CR

3

0.001

0.003

0.996

CR

4

0.002

0.004

0.994

CR

5

0.003

0.005

0.992

Variance decomposition indicates that the fluctuations of Q are

4. Conclusions
This paper uses a VAR approach to analyze the relationship
between ownership and performance. It shows that there indeed is a
dynamically endogenous relationship between ownership and
performance for a long run. More specifically, the impact of a
shockto ownership(Q) on ownership (CR) is positive and continues
for a long period. The impulse response of performance to ownership
shock is a U shaped relation, namely, negative impact is in the
beginning and then changes positive impact in the next periods.
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Studying the Ease of Doing Business and
Comparing its difference between Korea and China
Luo Jiqiu*1

Abstract
Governments play a crucial role in supporting a dynamic ecosystem
for firms. The Doing Business project aims to deliver a body of
knowledge that will catalyze reforms and help improve the quality of
the rules underpinning the activities of the private sector.the Republic
of Korea and the china have made good practices in business
regulations. In 2002,the World Bank Groupoutlined a new strategy for
tapping private initiative to reduce poverty. Although macro policies
are unquestionably important,there is a growing consensus that the
quality of business regulation and institutions that enforce it are a
major determinant of prosperity,a good regulatory environment is also
important.Doing Business is a series of annual reports investigating
the scope and manner of regulations that enhance business activity
and those that constrain it.The Doing Business project aims to
advance the World Bank Group’s private sector development agenda:
(1)Motivating reforms through country benchmarking; (2)Informing the
design of reforms;(3)Enriching international initiativeson development
effectiveness; (4)Informing theory.The indicators in the Doing
Business represent a new approach to measurement.The focus is on
domestic small and medium-size companies.The analysis is based on
assessments of laws and regulations,with input from and verification
by local experts who deal with practical situations of the type
covered in the reports.
Key words: Doing Business, DTF, China-Korea

1. What is about Doing Business

publications. It is an annual report on the state of health of economies
based on detailed diagnostics of underlying and embedded characteristics--such
as the regulatory system, the efficacy of the bureaucracy and the nature of
business governance. From DB2004, each report emphasis a theme by a
title, exception DB2008 and DB2009, which undergone a financial crisis.
The title is: DB 2004 Understanding Regulation; DB 2005 Removing
Obstacle to Growth; DB 2006 Creating Jobs; DB 2007 How to
Reform; DB 2010 Reforming through Difficult Times; DB 2011
Making a Difference for Entrepreneurs; DB 2012 Doing Business in a
More Transparent World; DB 2013 Smarter Regulations for Small
and Medium-Size Enterprises; DB 2014 Understanding Regulations for
Small and Medium-Size Enterprises; DB 2015 Going Beyond
Efficiency; DB 2016 Measuring Regulation Quality and Efficiency.

1.2. Legal origin
The legal origin is an important variables for explaining different
levels of regulatory intervention. Legal origin identifies the origin of
the Company Law or Commercial code in each country.There are
five possible origin: English, French, German,Nordic and Socialist.
The English origin comprises jurisdictions in the common law
tradition. French legal origin includes the majority of countries in the
civil law tradition.Laws have been transplanted throughvoluntary
adoption or colonization. Jurisdictions in the Socialist law tradition
include only the countries which did not have well-developed
commercial law prior to the founding of the Soviet Union and the
Socialist Bloc after World WarⅡ.The countries of Central and Eastern
Europe and the Baltics thus belong to the German or French legal
tradition.Among the 133 Doing Business countries in the first volume
(2004), the distribution of Legal origin is French(64), English(36),
German (18), Socialist(11), Nordic(4). The Legal origin of the
Republic of Korea identifies German, so does the China.

1.1. The title
1.3. The topics
Societies need regulation--and business, as part of society, are no
exception. Without the rules that underpin their establishment,
operation and dissolution, modern business cannot exist. And where
markets left to themselves would produce poor outcomes, well--designed
regulation can ensure outcomes that are socially optimal and likely to
leave everyone better off. Over the 13 years since DB2004 the Doing
Business report has become one of the world’s most influential policy
* Shandong Institute Of Commerce And Technology, P.R. China, E-mail:
gsxljq@126.com

Doing Business measures aspects of regulation affecting the areas
of the life of a business.These areas on the ease of doing business
continue to evolve, to best measure business.The variation can see
Table 1.
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<Table 1> Areas Of Doing Business

Topics

Starting a
business

Dealing with
construction
permits

Getting
electricity

Registering
property

Getting
credit

Protecting
minority Paying taxes
investors

Trading
across
borders

Enforcing
contracts

Resolving
insolvency

DB
2004

133
Hiring and
Firing
Workers

DB
2005

145

DB
2006

155

Dealing with
licenses

DB
2007
DB
2008

175
Closing a
Business
178
employing
workers

DB
2009
DB
2010

181

Starting a
business

Registering
property

DB
2011
DB
2012
DB
2013

Number of
economies

Getting
credit

Protectingin
vestors

Enforcing
contracts

Paying taxes

183

Trading
across
borders

183

183
Dealing with
construction

DB
2014

185

Getting
electricity

DB
2015
DB
2016

The blank in Table 1 means lacking this topics, so there are 9 but
not 10 topics in DB2011.

1.4. Two aggregate measures
The indicators are used to analyze economic andsocial outcomes,
such as productivity, investment, informality, corruption, unemployment,
and poverty, and identify what reforms have worked, where and why.
Doing Business presents data both for individual indicators and for
two aggregate measures---the distance to frontier score(DTF) and the

Resolving
insolvency

Protecting
minority
investors

189

189

189

ease of doing business ranking---to provide different perspective on
the data. The distance to frontier score aids in assessing the absolute
level of regulatory performance and how it improve over time. This
measure shows the distance of each economy to the "frontier",which
represents the best performance observed on each of the indicators
across all economies in the Doing Business sample since 2005. The
ranking on the ease of doing business complements the distance to
frontier score by providing information about an economy’s
performance in business regulation relative to the performance of
other economies as measured by Doing Business.
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<Table 2> What Doing Business measures--2016
Indicator set

What is measured
Procedures(number)
Time(days)
Cost(% of income per capita)
Minimum capital(% of income per capita)

1

Starting a business

2

Dealing
permits

3

Getting electricity

Procedures(number)
Time(days)
Cost(% of income per capita)
Reliability of supply transparency of tariffs index(0--8)

Registering property

Procedures(number)
Time(days)
Cost(% of property value)
Quality of land administration index(0--30)

5

Getting credit

Strength of legal rights index(0--12)
Depth of credit information index(0--8)
Credit bureau coverage(% of adult)
Credit registry coverage(% of adult)

6

Protecting minority
investors

7

Paying taxes

Payments(number per year)
Time(hours per year)
Total tax rate(% of profit)

8

Enforcing contracts

Time(days)
Cost(% of claim)
Quality of judicial processes index(0--18)

4

with

construction

Trading across borders
9

10

Resolving insolvency

Procedures(number)
Time(days)
Cost(% of warehouse value)
Building quality control index(0--15)

Extent of conflict of interest regulationindex(0--10)
Extent of shareholder governance index(0--10)
Strength of minority investor protection index(0--10)

Time to export
Documentary compliance (hours)
Border compliance (hours)
Domestic transport (hours)
Cost to export
Documentary compliance (us＄)
Border compliance (us＄)
Domestic transport(us＄)
Time to import
Documentary compliance (hours)
Border compliance (hours)
Domestic transport (hours)
Cost to import
Documentary compliance (us＄)
Border compliance(us＄)
Domestic transport(us＄)
Time(years)
Cost(% of estate)
Recovery rate(cents on the dollar)
Strength of insolvency framework index(0--16)

1.5. Theoretical basis
During the 20thcentury, economists have come up with several
ways of thinking about government regulation. The three main
theories are the public-interest theory of regulation associated with
Arthur Pigou, the contracting theory associated with Ronald Coase,

and the capture theory of George Stigler. Another theory, in the
background research for Doing Business in 2004, conducted with
Professor Andrei Shleifer and his colleagues, that view is called “the
enforcement theory.”Its premise is a basic tradeoff between two social
costs: the cost of private injury and the cost of state intervention.
This theory implies that the appropriate choice of government
intervention----from market discipline , to reliance on courts and
litigation, to regulation, to state ownership---depends on the type of
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activity and on country circumstance, such as administrative capacity.

2. Comparison to the Ease of Doing Business between
the Republic of Korea and the china
2.1. The data of the Ease of Doing Business between Korea,
Rep. and China
The Republic of Korea is developed country, belongs to OECD
:high income region and high income group. The China is developing
country, belongs to East Asia & Pacific region, and lower-middle
income group before 2011, upper-middle income group after 2012.

The act of reform is listed by choosing 2015 and 2016 as example.
Registering property: The Republic of Korea made transferring
property easier by reducing the time needed to buy housing bonds
and to register the property transfer.
Protecting minority investors: Korea strengthened minority investor
protections by increasing the level of transparency expected from
companies on managerial compensation.
Starting a business: China made starting a business easier by
eliminating both the minimum capital requirement and the requirement
to obtain a capital verification report from anauditing firm.This reform
applies to both Beijing and Shanghai.
Paying taxes: China made paying taxes easier for companies by
enhancing the electronic system for filing and paying taxes and

<Table 3> The Ease of Doing Business between Korea,Rep. and China
DB
years

Number of
Economies

2004

133

2005

145

2006

Ranking on the ease of doing business
Korea,Rep.

China

155

27

91

2007

175

23

93

2008

178

30

83

2009

181

23

83

2010

183

19

2011

183

16

2012

183

2013

185

2014
2015
2016

DTF Score
China

Korea,Rep.

China

89

2

1

79

1

1

8

91

3

0

8

91

4

2

189

7

96

1(×)

2

189

5

90

83.40

62.58

189

4

84

83.88

62.93

2.2. The reform of regulation in the Republic of Korea and
the china
<Table 4> Reform making it easier to do business
Korea,Rep.

China

2010

Starting a business
Paying taxes

Trading across borders

2011

Closing a Business

Paying taxes

2012

Starting a business
Paying taxes
Enforcing contracts

2013

Getting electricity
Protectinginvestors
Paying taxes
Resolving insolvency

adopting new communication channels within its taxpayer service,
change applying to both Beijing and Shanghai.In addition,China made
paying taxes less costly for companies in Shanghai by reducing the
social security contribution rate.
2016
× Paying taxes: The Republic of Korea made paying taxes more
complicated and costly for companies by requiring separate filing and
payment of the local income tax and by increasing the rate for
unemployment insurance and national health insurance paid by
employers.
Paying taxes: China made paying taxes less costly for company in
Shanghai by reducing the social security contribution rate paid by
employers.

Starting a business
Dealing with construction permits

Getting credit

Getting credit
Enforcing contracts

2015

Registering property
Protecting minority investors

Starting a business
Paying taxes

2016

×Paying taxes

Paying taxes

2014

Reforms
Korea,Rep.

× Change making it more difficult to do business.

3. Conclusion
Economic activity requires sensible rules that encourage firm
start-up and growth and avoid creating distortions in the marketplace.
Doing Business focuses on the rules and regulations that can help the
private sector thrive. The Doing Business data highlight the important
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role of the government and government policies in the day-to-day life
of domestic small and medium-size firms. The objective is
toencourage regulations that are designed to be efficient, accessible to
all who use them and simple in their implementation. In the past 13
years, Doing Business has been praised by users, and is very
successful.
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A Comparative Analysis of Competition Clauses in
KORUS, ROK-China FTA and TPP
Liwu Wang*1

Abstract
Competition is an important part of the market economy. An
efficient competition system can strengthen the functioning of the
market and balance the interests between the consumers and the
producers. So on the national level, the countries usually maintain or
adopt the competition laws or policies to prevent anticompetitive
practices. But there is a paradox, that is, the competition law of the
country is territorial while the market is transnational. The situation is
that a market practice is regarded as anticompetitive in the first
country but not in the second country. On the other hand, the
executive proceeding of the competition law in one country sometimes
need the cooperationwith the bodies of the other country, for example,
to get the involved competitive information in this country’s market.
Keywords: Comparative Analysis, Competition, Clauses, KORUS,
ROK-China, FTA, TPP.

1. Introduction
As the market economy is globalizing further and further, the
conflict of the competition laws is more evident, which will become
the obstacles of the free trade among the countries. And abuse of
market power can span markets and national boundaries easily. The
full benefits of free trade can be enjoyed only if state-constructed trade
barriers are not substituted by other forms of private anticompetitive
practices such as market-sharing or price-fixing agreement.
Although on the plane of international law, international community
is trying to regulated the anticompetitive practices by means of the
uniform rules, the agenda is very slow and hard. At present, the
inclusion of competition provisions in the free trade agreement(FTA)
is becoming more popular and beneficial. The well-administered
competition clauses will have positive spillover effects on the global
economy at large. This article first outlines the development of the
international competition law, if not exactly, and then gives a
comparative analysis of KORUS and ROK-China FTA. The third is a
discussion on the differences among ROK law，China law and TPP.
Finally it tries to sum up the influence of TPP on ROK, China and
* Professor and Doctor, Shandong Universityof Political Science and
Law, The People’s Republic of China, E-mail:wanglwu@hotmail.com.

suggest what ROK and China should choose in the remaking of the
competition clauses of the future FTAs.

2. International Competition Law Development: An
Outline
It is said generally that modern competition law originated the United
States in 1890. Actually , according to Diane P. Wood, Canada
passed its first antitrust law in 1889, a year before USA came along
with the Sherman Act in 1890( Richard et al., 2004). Outside USA
and Canada, almost no other nation else had competition laws before
World War Ⅱ.Between 1945 and now, national competition laws
have snowballed. Today, approximately more than 90 countries have
passed some kind of competition laws. Of course, these competition
laws are different, especially in their respective substantive rules. In
the perspective of conflict of laws or private international law, the
nations usually lack jurisdiction to apply the foreign competition law
for the said public law taboo. So transnational corporations could
choose the least restrictive competition regime----which may well
prove suboptional under the condition without regard to their domicile.
Experts, perhaps the majority, firstly consider the international
coordination of substantive competition law (Brusick, 2005).
The first international substantive competition rules may be
Art.10.2 of Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial
Property(Paris Convention) Revision in 1900, which provided,
(1) The countries of the Union are bound to assure to nationals
of such countries effective protection against unfair competition.
(2) Any act of competition contrary to honest practices in industrial
or commercial matters constitutes an act of unfair competition.
(3) The following in particular shall be prohibited:
1. all acts of such a nature as to create confusion by any means
whatever with the establishment, the goods, or the industrial or
commercial activities, of a competitor;
2. false allegations in the course of trade of such a nature as to
discredit the establishment, the goods, or the industrial or
commercial activities, of a competitor;
3. indications or allegations the use of which in the course of
trade is liable to mislead the public as to the nature, the
manufacturing process, the characteristics, the suitability for
their purpose,or the quantity, of the goods.
These rules are now included in WTO（TRIPs）, also TPPand
become the obligations of all the members.Paris Convention and
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TRIPs are the typical treaties that have the general legal binding up
to now.
However, the remaining problems exist. Firstly, Paris Convention
and TRIPs are the treaties about unfair competitive practices, the
latter especially about intellectual property rights just like what
Art.40.1of TRIPs said, Members agree that some licensing practices
or conditions pertaining to intellectual property rights which restrain
competition may have adverse effects on trade and may impede the
transfer and dissemination of technology. There is no general anti-trust
provisions in Paris Convention or TRIPs. It is understandablethat fair
play in themarket needs both the rules on the prevention of unfair
competition and those on the prevention of restrictive business
practices (anti-trust law). They aim at ensuring the efficient operation
of a market economy, however, do so in different ways: anti-trust
law is concerned with the preservation of the freedom of competition
by combating restraints on trade and abuses of economic power,
while unfair competition law is concerned with ensuring fairness in
competition by forcing all participants to play according to the same
rules. They are equally important and supplement each other.
Secondly, the standard of prevention of unfair competitionin Paris
Convention and TRIPs is the minimum and the member-states still
maintain their respective different rules on the prevention of unfair
competition (WIPO, 2004). Thirdly, there is no general provisions on
the co-operation in the competition law executive process. The single
free trade market in the world needs a more efficient and wider
competition rules system. At last, there are still a lot of terms to be
given a further, clearer explanations. For example, The Art.10.2(2)
defines acts of unfair competition as any act of competition contrary
to honest practices in industrial or commercial matters. What is to
be understood by competition will be determined in each country
according to its own conceptsand how to understand honest practices
in industrial or commercial matters will also depend upon the legal
system in each country. Furthermore, Paris Convention and TRIPs do
not specify the manner in which such protection should be granted,
leaving this to the laws existing in each of the member countries.
Civil-law systems tend to recognize a general delict of unfair
competition and regard them as torts, but English common law does
not recognize a general unfair competition tort (WIPO, 2012). Instead,
it recognizes torts that cover some of the field, the important ones
being passing off and the protection of confidential information.
In 1948,the Havana Charter was proposed for what would have
been an international trade organization. The Charter had a chapter to
try to include the articles on anti-trust, that is, Arts.45-48,50-51,but
they did not come into force becauseof some reasons. After that,
during the next decades the contracting members had suggested to
regulate the monopolies in the rounds, but failed.
In 1968, UN Conference on Trade and Development started to
discuss the problems on the restrictive business practices and in 1980
it passed The Set of Multilaterally Agreed Equitable Principles and
Rules for the Control of Restrictive Business Practices, which will
apply to all transactions in goods and services, whether the practices
involved in one or more countries. The set also did not enter into
force.
WTO also tried the work to contract out a set of rules on the

anti-trust. Intense effort has been taking placing since the 1996
Singapore Ministerial Conference with the object of introducing a
generic competition agreement that would apply to every sector in the
same way as the WTO Agreements on subsidies and countervailing
measures on anti-dumping measures. This effort has not been
successful yet, for at theMinisterial Conference in Cancún (2003), no
consensus had been reached on modalities for negotiations on
competition policy and in theJuly 2004 packageadopted 1the WTO
General Councilthat the issue of competition policy "will not form
part of the Work Programme set out in that Declaration and therefore
no work towards negotiations on any of these issues will take place
within the WTO during the Doha Round"(WTO, 2016). The effort to
create a WTO competition agreement has been suspended.Now the
WTO system only contains bits and pieces of competition provisions,
apart from Arts.8,31and 40 of TRIPs, such as Art.9 of TRIMs, Arts.
Ⅷ and Ⅸ of GATS and the 1996 Reference Paper on Telecommunication
Services.
So at the internationalor multilateral level the competition policy
instruments in existence today are limited to the soft law provisions
of the 1976 OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises (revised
in 2001) and the 1980 UN The Set of Multilaterally Agreed Equitable
Principles and Rules.
However, at the bilateral level the international competition instruments
have made a progress. For example, the U.S. Department of Justice
has negotiated compacts with Australia, Canada, the EC, Japan, and
Mexico, among others. These agreements do not create soft laws ,but
they mostly express a desire to consult and cooperate .Especially,
there is a growing trend towards the inclusion of the competition policy
in free trade agreement (FTA) or regional trade agreement(RTA).The
statistic showed that of the around 300 bilateral and RTAs in force or
in negotiation, over 100 include competition-policy related provisions.
KORUS and ROK-China FTA are two of them.

3. Comparative Analysis of the Competition Clauses in KORUS
and ROK-China FTA
Both the Republic of Korea (ROK for short) and the People’s
Republic of China are developing countries, and USA is a developed
country. Generallyspeaking, developing countries may be particularly
vulnerable to anti-practices. There are doubts about the ability of
markets to function.Also developing countries may not have the
competition law or may not have the resource and expertise in
prosecuting international cartels. Hence developing countries may be
an easy target for international cartels because of their weaker
enforcementof competition laws. Under this situations some developing
countries, in their early period of industrialization, might choose to
limit the severity of competition, especially from imports, to protect
their own enterprises. However, contrary to developing countries,
developed countries, like USA and EU members would rather like
much opener market and freer trade environment. It is the base of
comparative analysis of the competition clauses in KORUS and
ROK-China FTA, so they have different features.
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a. KORUS’ Competition Clause
ROK is a country highly dependent on trade and had contracted
13 FTAs with other countries or regions since the firstFTA went into
effect. Koreaconsistently pursued itsFTA policy based on the FTA
roadmap of 2003 that encompassed FTA promotion strategies,
selection standards for FTA partners as well as its order of priority.
It ultimately emphasizes three strategic principles for FTAs: first,
multiple simultaneous approach; second, comprehensive and
high-quality coverage; and public consensus-based procedures (WTO,
2015). Among these partners, USA is no doubt the best one in both
politics and trade strategies (Kim & Keum, 2013).
TheTrade Agreement (KORUS for short) entered into force on
March 15, 2012and it is a result of a paradigm shift from traditional
regionalism, which deals mostly with customs-border issues, to
‘aggressive regionalism’ that codifies a whole-scale problem-solving
process (Choi, 2009), the competition policy is on of them. In the
first Korea-Chile FTA, the objectives of the parties are mostly to
cooperate and coordinate between their competition authorities,
including notification, consultation, exchange of non-confidential
information and technical assistance The articles were inclined to
strengthen the soft obligations in cooperation on competition policy,
but for one article, that is Article 14.8,
1. Nothing in this Chapter prevents the Parties from designating
or maintaining public or private monopolies according to their
respective laws.
2. With regard to public enterprises and enterprises to which
special or exclusive rights have been granted, including
designated monopolies, the Commission shall ensure that,
following the date of entry into force of this Agreement, such
enterprises shall be subject to the rules of competition, insofar
as the application of such rules does not obstruct the
performance, in law or in fact, of the particular tasks assigned
to them.
Just as mentioned above, FTA aimed to eliminating trade barrier
between trading parties and forming a single market, but if FTA had
no provisions on the limiting of anti-competitive practices, for
instance, abuse of dominating position, cartel and so on, the
objectives of FTA will be weakened. Korea-Australia FTA, KoreaEU FTA have also adopted the similar paradigm on competition and
no more mandatory obligations on the enforcement of competition
law. In Korea-Australia FTA, the anticompetitive conducts mean
anticompetitive agreements or arrangements between enterprises; abuse
of dominance; and anticompetitive mergers and acquisitions or other
anticompetitive structural combinations of enterprises. In Korea- EU
FTA, the anticompetitive conducts mean agreements between enterprises,
decisions by associations of enterprises and concerted practices, which
have as their object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion
of competition in the territory of either Party as a whole or in a
substantial part thereof;any abuse by one or more enterprises of a
dominant position in the territory of either Party as a whole or in a
substantial part thereof; or concentrations between enterprises, which
significantly impede effective competition, in particular as a result of
the creation or strengthening of a dominant position in the territory
of either Party as a whole or in a substantial part thereof.
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KORUS is a different FTA on competition. In Chapter16, there
expounded on the competition-related matters. In my opinion, the
competition-related matters are including three important issues, first,
the anticompetitive business conducts, second, the enforcement of
competition law, third, the consumer protection.
The proscribed anticompetitive business conducts in FTA are designated
monopolies, state enterprise, different pricing. Especially designated
monopoly is a new idea which had no an equivalent term in Korea
competition laws, Also,there is no further explanation on designated
monopoly in Korea-Chile FTA. the Monopoly Regulation and Fair
Trade Act and its implementing regulations, so did in USA.
According to the definition of KORUS, designated monopoly means,
an entity, including a consortium or government agency, that in any
relevant market in the territory of a Party, whether formally or in
effect, to be established, designated, or authorized a monopoly or to
be expanded the scope of a monopoly to cover an additional goods
or service.
The enforcement of competition law is to be brought into line
with the requirement of procedures in FTA. For example the
authority maintains the principle of non-discrimination, a respondent
in an administrative hearing, cross-examining any witnesses, review of
the sanction or remedy and transparency. But compared with
US-Australia FTA, there is no detailed provisions on the civil
enforcement actions by mutual agreement. In US-Australia FTA, it
provided cross-border recognition and enforcement of monetary
judgments(Art.14.7) and it is very important to the fulfillmentof
private rights of action on competition.
The consumers and the producers are two pillars of the market,
and the competition law should take the balance of the consumers’
and producers’ interests into consideration. So it is necessary to provide
for the protection of the consumer in FTA competition clauses.
According to KORUS, the parties shall cooperate, in appropriate cases
of mutual concern, in the enforcement of their consumer protection
laws and consider modifying its domestic legal framework to reduce
such obstacles to effective cooperation. Korea Monopoly Regulation
and Fair Trade Act provides that if an enterpriser or an enterprisers
organization violates the provisions of this Act, and therebygives a
person any damage, he or the organization shall be liable for
compensation of such damage to the person. Korea Monopoly
Regulation and Fair Trade Act Art.56.In the situation of the
enterpriser or the enterprisers organization located in USA, if the
anticompetitive conduct happened in USA but had an effect in the
Korean market, it is a legal problem in private internationallaw.
Maybe the Korean court will make a award of the competition torts
for the consumers, which will to be recognized and enforcedin USA,
or in the reverse situation the same to the USA court. At this time
the court should recognize and enforce the foreign antitrust judgment
or deny the request based on public policy? For in many countries
the antitrust judgment sometimes is considered as a penal sanction ,
for instance, theAntitrust Act provided that Every person who shall
monopolize, or attempt to monopolize, or combine or conspire with
any other person or persons, to monopolize any part of the trade or
commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations, shall be
deemed guilty of a felony. So how to understand and implement the
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Article 16.6(4) is very vital to Korea and USA. The Article provides
that Each Party shall endeavor to identify, in areas of mutual
concern and consistent
with its own important interests, obstacles to effective cooperation
with the other Party in the enforcement of its consumer protection
laws, and shall consider modifying its domestic legal framework to
reduce such obstacles. But in US-Australia FTA, the problem had
been solved. Its article 14.7(3) provides that The judicial authorities
of a Party should consider the recognition or enforcement of
provisions for monetary judgments …… separately from other
provisions of the judgment, to the extent such other provisions are
deemed to be penal or revenue in nature or based on other foreign
public law for the purposes of recognition or enforcement.
At last the international and domestic system of the protection of
the consumers will be improved further in the future, for the parties
promised supporting implementation of the OECD Guidelines for
Protecting Consumers from Fraudulent and Deceptive Commercial
Practices Across Borders(Art. 16.6(2)(d)).
The Korean scholar thought that the KORUS FTA is an important
opportunity for Korea to raise its standards to the international level
(Kim & Lee, 2009). I think so. In whole, nearly each article of the
competition clauses in KORUS can be found the like article in the
past USA’s FTAs. The influence of USA legal paradigm and ideas
on KORUS is evident.

b. Competition Clause of ROK-China FTA
ROK-China FTA came into force on December 20, 2015. Up to
now China( specially the mainland) have contracted 13 FTAs with
other partners(including Hong Kong and Macau SARs). Of these
FTAs, four FTAs are with competition clauses (or articles),the FTA
with Australia (Art.16.7), Singapore (Arts.67-70), Switzerland (Art.10)
and Korea(Chapter 14).
The first competition clause in China’s FTAs is Arts. 69-70of
China-Singapore FTA, which have only two articles and just referred
to the Monopolies and Exclusive Service Suppliers. The sphere is
very limited. The latest one is the ROK-China FTA with a single
chapter including 13 articles. This is the most expounding competition
clause. The objectives of the competition clause are to identify the
anti-competitive business practices and implement competition policies
and cooperate on competition issues.
China and Korea have a consensus about the anti-competitive
business practices which include agreements between enterprises,
decisions by associations of enterprises and concerted practices,
which have as their object or effect the prevention, restriction or
distortion of competition in the territory of either Party as a whole
or in a substantial part thereof any abuse by one or more
enterprises of a dominant position in the territory of either Party as
a whole or in a substantial part thereof; or concentrations between
enterprises, which significantly impede effective competition, in
particular as a result of the creation or strengthening of a dominant
position in the territory of either Party as a whole or in a
substantial part thereof. These anti-competitive business practices are
also provided in each country’s laws. For example, China’s
Anti-monopoly Law provides that the competing business operators are

prohibited from reaching any of the following monopoly agreements
with each other to fix or change the price of commodities; to restrict
the production quantity or sales volume of commodities; to divide the
sales market or the raw material supply market; to restrict the
purchase of new technology or new facilities or the development of
new technology or new products; and so on. Anti-monopoly Law
Art.13.Korea’s Monopoly Regulation and Fair Trade Act provides that
no enterprisers shall agree with other enterprisers by contract,
agreement, resolution, or any other means, to jointly engage in the
act of fixing, maintaining or changing the price; the act of restricting
production, delivery, transportation, or transaction of goods ; the act
of limiting the territory of trade or customers; and so on. Monopoly
Regulation and Fair Trade Act Art.19.
China and Korea are the two important markets in Asiaand much
correlated. The competitive authorities of two countries will have
more opportunities to cooperate on the enforcement of each national
competition laws after ROK-China FTA came into force. Two years
ago China’s competition authority, National Development and Reform
Commission, had investigated and sanctioned LG and SAMSUNG.
However, the competition clause of ROK-China FTA is very simple
in general and lack of the detailed operation. Importantly, it is pity
to do nothing with the protection of the consumers. Treaty between
the Republic of Korea and the People's Republic of China on judicial
assistance in civil and commercial matters(2005) had no provisions
on the recognition and enforcement of the foreign judgment, of
course including antitrust judgment, so the protection of private action
rights in the competition laws will be a problem to be resolved.

4. TPP’s Influences and ROK’s and China’s Choices
The Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP) is aagreementtwelve
Rimsigned on 4 February 2016 in Auckland, New Zealand after 7
years of negotiations, which has not entered into force.It originated
theagreement between New Zealand and Singapore on a Closer
Economic Partnership in 2001. During the 2002Economic
CooperationLeaders' Meeting inCabos, Mexico, the leaders of New
Zealand,Singapore and Chilenegotiations on thePacific Three Closer
Economic Partnership.which subsequently was renamed to Trans-Pacific
Strategic Economic Partnership Agreement (TPSEP). Beginning in
2008, additional countries joined the discussion of TPSEP for a
broader agreement, USA was one of them.Implementing the TPP has
been one of the trade agenda goals of theadministrationthe US. For
USA, TPP is a system of the strategic significance .USA thought that
TPP is a platform for engagement and growth in the Asia-Pacific
Region. It solidifies relationships with US allies and firmly establishes
the United Statesas a leader in the Pacific. If USA doesn't pass this
agreement andrewrite the free trade rules, competitors willset weak rules
of the road, threatening American jobs and workers while undermining
U.S. leadership in Asia. See https://ustr.gov/tpp/#strategic-importance. At
meanwhile, USA is worrying that the competitors who don’t share
USA’S values, like China, will step in to fill that void. See
https://www.whitehouse.gov/issues/economy/trade.So the influences from
USA is also often found in TPP.
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A lot of the articles’ expressions of the competition clauses are
from the past USA FTAs. For example, the issues about the
cooperation, transparency, consultations, non-application of dispute
settlement, designated monopoly and so on. But the other provisions
are remade and challenge the current provisionsof KORUS and
ROK-China FTA. In my opinion, these important differences are three
issues. There are procedural fairness, fraudulent and deceptive
commercial activities, and non-commercial assistance.
Art.16.2 presents a range of comprehensive obligations related to
procedural fairness, including rules that ensure a person subject to an
enforcement action has a reasonable opportunity to be represented by
counsel, to provide evidence in its defense, and that the enforcement
authority adopt a series of transparency procedures.
Art.16.6 is about the consumer protectionas the other USA FTA
do. But it has more detailed obligations for the member-states
domestic law. Especially, it provides for the fraudulent and deceptive
commercial activities, which are similar to the Section 5 of the US
Federal Trade Commission Act.
These rules directly learned from the US Federal Trade Commission
Act.
Another additional provision, compared with the past FTA, is the
non-commercial assistance, which will build up a standard of the
state assisting the enterprises. Usually the state supports the domestic
enterprises to take part in the international economy competition in
all kinds of different ways and destroys the fairness of the market
order. It also becomes the obstacles to the trade. So no party shall
provide non-commercial assistance, either directly or indirectly, to any
of its state-owned enterprises. It is a mandatory obligation.
The above mentioned showed that the competition clauses in
KORUS are based on the ones in the past USA FTAs, but
ROK-China FTA had different ones. Korea had made the
Enforcement Degree of the Monopoly Regulation and Fair Trade Act,
but China hasn’t. So if China and Korea want to join TPP, China
will do more in amending the laws than Korea.

5. Conclusion
Korea is the strategic partner of USAin Asian and in fact two
countries are also correlated tightly. KORUS FTA is expected to
serve as the basis for other trade negotiations where the U.S. is the
leading member, such as the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and the
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)(Kim & Lee,
2014).
From the perspective of USA, USA policymakers have identified a
number of objectives of FTA. At the highest level of generality, the
FTAs are said to expand the scope of trade liberalization on a theory
of competitive liberalization , and the further economic goal is to
reduce the transaction costs of trade by harmonizing regulation in a
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range of behind-the-borders areas. The more long-term goal is to
build a common set of WTO-plus standards, such as competition
policy, electronic commerce, among USA FTA partners that may be
converted into plurilateral or even multilateral agreements. In other
words, developed countries are seeking to "export" their regulatory
regimes to developing countries (Broude et al., 2011). In TPP’s
Competition Policy chapter, the rules on procedural fairness in
competition law enforcement, consist with U.S. law and practice. The
United Stateswill retain full authority over the administration of
American laws applied to competition within the United States, even
the whole world.
Instead, the competition clauses in ROK-China FTA arebased on
the respective country’s law system and practicesand respect each
other’s legal sovereignty. However, it also needs a creative spirit on
the other hand. China will face a lot of challenges if it tries to join
TPP and builds up the Silk Road Economic Belt and the
21st-Century Maritime Silk Road.
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The study of Country of Chinese Female Consumers' Purchase Intention
Su Shuai*1

Abstract
Country images of Korea and Japan based on economic development,
culture/education, Technological, political democratization and Workmanship,
perceived by Chinese university girl students in Shandong Jinan city
of Chinese emerging markets as the representative of a potential
buying power group, are surveyed, which, then are used to study
how the perceived country images effect on their purchasing intention
for Korean and Japanese products, such as, foods, fashions, music
CDs and dairy produces. The study shows that, in Chinese emerging
markets, country imageaffects on the purchase intention of each
products differently. The country image of Korea was less influential
than that of Japan on the Chinese female consumers' purchasing
intention for the goods. Despite the small number of the sample, this
study showed the importance of country image in the in Chinese
emerging markets and suggested the need for both the government
and private sector to take a strategy to enhance the country image by
finding the relation between the elements of country image and the
intention to purchase certain product.
Keywords: Chinese Female Consumers, Country Image, Purchasing
Intention.

1. Introduction
Since the 1960 s, many studies and empirical researches show that,
the role of country image (country of origin) in consumer choice
behavior has been examined. Generally speaking, the consumer have
significantly different country images or general perceptions about
products made in different countries. And it affects consumers'
evaluation of product attributes. For example, consumer generally
representative of the quality for products of France perfume, Italy
fashion and Japan electronic. Many consumers utilize country-of-origin
stereotypes to appraise products for example, "Japanese electronics are
reliable", "Italian fashions are superb". Many consumers believe that a
"Made in." label means a product is "superior" or "inferior"
depending on their perception of the country.
In this paper, the role of country image in consumer choice
* Institute of Chinese - Korean Economic & Business, Shandong University
of Political Science and Law, P.R. China.

behaviour is examined. Based on a previous view of country image
model, hypotheses are developed and tested as Chinese consumers
Purchase intention with Japanese and Korean product categories in
cars, foods, fashions, electrical appliances, CDs, and others. The test
results are supported all product hypotheses.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Country image
Since the earliest academic study of the country image by Schooler
(1965) is generally considered as the first researcher to empirically
study this effect. He found out that products, identical in every
respect except for their country-of-origin, were perceived differently
by consumers. Now, more than 1000 studies shows that the country
of origin has an impact on consumers' quality perceptions of a
product, as well as ultimately preference for and willingness to buy
that product.
Although Schooler’s study paved the way for future country of
origin research, Schooler (1971) found that neither regional nor
national labelling appeared to be more effective than the other in a
follow-up study on the marketing of foreign goods in the USA.
Nagashima (1970, 1977) found that the overall image of products
"made in Japan" had improved whereas the overall "made in USA"
image had deteriorated. The results of two studies indicated the
dynamic rather than static nature of country image. Morello’s (1984)
sought to establish the relationship between the image country and
the image of products made in those countries.The results of the
study suggested the existence of a country-of-origin effect and that
this may affect consumer buying behaviour. Becker (1986) indicated
the existence of a ‘halo effect’ around the image of products made in
Japan. Han (1989) examined of the role of country image in
consumer evaluations of TV sets and cars. The results demonstrated
that country image can be used by consumers in product evaluations
either as a halo or as a summary construct. Following up his 1989
study Han (1990) tested the role of country image in consumer
choice behaviour. Arguing that country image may be conceptualised
as a consumer halo. The results of the study indicated that
consumers’willingness to purchase a product was related to the
economic, political and cultural characteristics of the product’s country
of origin and that country-of-origin images were affected by
consumers’ perceptions of similarity between their own country’s
political and cultural climate and beliefs systems and those of the
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origin country. Roth and Romeo (1992) conclude that product-country
match information should be used by managers in order to assess
consumers’ purchase intentions and to assist them in managing their
product’s country-of-origin. And also how willing subjects would be
to purchase the product categories from each of the countries being
evaluated.
Badri, Davis and Davis (1995) investigated with regard to the
"made in" label were the USA, Japan, Germany, England, France,
Italy. Country-of-origin was found to have a significant effect on
evaluations of product quality. Agarwal and Sikri (1996) sought to
determine whether, which and to what extent the various dimensions
of country image for a well known product category transfer to and
influence perceptions of new products. Zhang (1996) concludes that
rather than country cultural similarity acting as a positive factor
influencing the choice of a product, it is the status of the country of
origin as a developed economy that makes it attractive to Chinese
buyers. Verlegh and Steenkamp (1999) found that country-of-origin
has a larger effect on perceived quality than on attitude toward the
product or purchase intention. Piron’s study (2000) of the
country-of-origin effect with respect to consumers’ purchasing
intentions towards conspicuous or inconspicuous products.

2.2. Purchase intention
Dodds, Monroe, & Grewal (1991) Purchase intention means probably
attempting to buy a product. According to Crosno et al., (2009)
Purchasing intention is the probability that customers in a certain
purchasing situation choose a certain brand of a product category.
This means consumers’ purchasing behavior is affected by their
choice of product and brand. In the process of buying, consumers are
not only concern about the quality and price of a product but also
other factors such as the brand’s country-of-origin. Pappu et al.,
(2006) the country of origin of a product is an extrinsic cue which
similar to brand name, is known to influence consumers’ perceptions.
Comparatively speaking, the country of origin (COO) of a product is
an important marketing element known to influence consumer
perceptions as well as behavior. Lin and Chen (2006) indicated the
country of origin image has a significantly positive effect on
consumer purchase decisions under different product involvement.
Chen (2009) found that COO has a significantly positive effect on
the attitude toward American-made products. The effects of COO on
purchase
intentions
are
product
specific
and
consumer
consuming-specific. Country of origin is known to guide to
associations in the minds of consumers (Aaker, 1991; Keller, 1993).
Therefore, the following research hypotheses are proposed:
H: Each dimension of Country image has a direct positive effect
on the purchase intention in the product category.

3. Framework
According to the literature review, the framework in the study was
shown in Figure 1:

<Figure 1> The Research Framework

4. Methodology Data Collection and Analysis
4.1. Product and country selection
In relation to stimulus, Foods, dairy produces, Fashions, Music
CDs were chosen because of their wide use among Chinese girl
students and their marketing-orientation. Korea and Japan as the
manufacturers of products were chosen as country stimulus.
The reason for choosing these two countries was that they provides
products widely being sold in China.

4.2. Questionnaire design
Han (1990) the five items used to measure country image were:
technical advancement, prestige value, workmanship, price, and
serviceability. it fails to take into consideration the cultural dimension
of country image. Roth and Romeo (1992) four dimensions were
used to measure country image: innovativeness, design, prestige, and
workmanship.Martin and Eroglu (1993), COI is a three- dimensional
construct consisting of a political, an economic as well as a
technological dimension. A number of authors (e.g. Wang et al., 1980
Wang et al., 1983 Desborde, 1990 Weber et al., 1991 Kühn, 1993;
Martin et al.,1993; Allred et al., 1999; Pappu, Quester, and Cooksey,
2007c) therefore suggest that the construct of country image is
comprised of: Economic, Political, Technological, Workmanship,
Culture-educational. The COO construct is measured using a 5-point
Likert scale (1 = Strongly Disagree and 5 = Strongly Agree).
Purchase intention was used as dependent variable and It was
measured by three items, such as "I have very low purchase interest/I
have very high purchase interest" on a 5-pointsemantic differential scale.

4.3. Sampling target
In this study, information was collected in 2011, from 200 college
girl students in Shandong Jinan city.

4.4. Data analysis
Statistical Product and Service Solutions (SPSS) software was used
for the data analysis. And the statistic analysis method was reliability
and validity analysis, and multiple regressions. The descriptive statistic
analysis was used to realize the distribution of the sample
characteristics.
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5 Result

The results of multiple regressions Analysis (Jap)
Y = β0 + β1*(dimensions of country of origin) + β2*Dummy (Jap)
Y = 2.169 +.229*(dimensions of country of origin) – 0.532*0
Y = 2.169 +.229*(dimensions of country of origin)

5.1. Sample characteristic
Among the 200 respondents who participated in the questionnaire
survey, 4 respondents did not finish the survey. This resulted in a
total of 196 valid responses used in the data analysis procedures. The
largest occupation group of the respondents was students, the majority
of respondents of the largest age group was between 20 and 24 years
old (91.3%). The largest group of personal income per month was
between 500 and 1,000 RMB (69.3%), and second largest group of
personal income per month was between more 1,000 and 1,500 RMB
(20.4%).

5.2. Reliability and validity of scales
The reliability of scales used in this study was calculated by
Cronbach's coefficient alpha. The coefficient alpha values exceeded
the minimum standard of 0.7 (Nunnally &Bernstein, 1994), coefficient
alpha values is 0.88 for the five dimensions of country of origin. All
five dimensions of country of origin obtained an acceptable level of
a coefficient alpha above 0.70, indicating that the scales used in this
study were reliable. The estimates of standardized factor loadings
were used to determine the convergent validity of scales. The
minimum factor loading in the confirmatory factor analysis for items
in this study was 0.942. As each factor loading on each construct
was more than .50, the convergent validity for each construct in this
study was established (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1998).

5.3. Analysis with Hypothesized
The results of multiple regressions Analysis completely supported
H (including H1 toH5) and testingthe hypothesis that purchase
intention was influenced by the dimensions of Country of image.
Table 1 presents Hypothesized H1 results of the multiple regressions
Analysis. Although some fit indexes did not meet their thresholds,
those value of those indexes were very close to the thresholds and
thus they represented an acceptable model fit.
<Table 1> Multiple regressions Analysis

odel
Constant

Unstandardized
conefficients
B

Std.error

2.169

0.291
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Standardized
conefficients

t

beta
7.452

Sig
0.000***

Country image

0.229

0.073

0.208

3.118

0.002***

Dummy (kor)

-0.532

0.156

-0.228

-3.41

0.001***

<Table 2> Multiple regressions of the Hypothesized
H: Each dimension of Country image has a direct positive
effect on the purchase intention in the product category.

Result

H1: Each dimension of Country image has a direct positive
effect on the purchase intention in the food product.
(kor)Y = 1.637 +.229*(dimensions of country of origin)
(Jap)Y = 2.169 +.229*(dimensions of country of origin)

H1 Partial
Supported

H2: Each dimension of Country image has a direct positive
effect on the purchase intention in the fashion product.
(kor)Y = 1.731 + 0.25*(dimensions of country of origin)
(Jap)Y= 2.394 + 0.25*(dimensions of country of origin)

H2 Partial
Supported

H3: Each dimension of Country image has a direct positive
effect on the purchase intention in the music CDs product.
(kor)Y = 1.528 + 0.198*(dimensions of country of origin)
(Jap)Y= 2.273 + 0.198*(dimensions of country of origin)

H3 Partial
Supported

H3: Each dimension of Country image has a direct positive
effect on the purchase intention in thedairy products.
(kor)Y = 1.88 +0.219*(dimensions of country of origin)
(Jap)Y= 2.225 + 0.219*(dimensions of country of origin)

H4 Partial
Supported

6. Conclusion and Discussed
The data analysis indicated that country of origin may influence
purchase intention. These results supported the empirical finding of
Youn (2006), and Jim (2007) that country of origin image indeed
positively affect purchase intention. However, the study shows that, in
Chinese emerging markets, country image affects on the purchase
intention of each products differently. The country image of Korea
was less influential than that of Japan on the Chinese girl students'
purchasing intention for the foods, fashions, music CDs, dairy
products. Despite the small number of the sample, this study showed
the importance of country image in the in Chinese emerging markets
and suggested the need for both the government and private sector to
take a strategy to enhance the country image by finding the relation
between the elements of country image and the intention to purchase
certain product. it is important for Government leaders and CEOs to
understand the nature of the effect so that appropriate marketing
strategies can be developed to either build on the strengths of the
existing country image or to counteract and challenge negative
country image perceptions.

Dependent variable: Purchase intention of foods* : *** p>0.01

7. Limitations and Future Research
The results of multiple regressions Analysis (Kor)
Y = β0 + β1*(dimensions of country of origin) + β2*Dummy (kor)
Y = 2.169 +.229*(dimensions of country of origin) – 0.532*1
Y = 1.637 +.229*(dimensions of country of origin)

The study was limited to only represent the consumers in China,
the study could only be demonstrated in Shandong Jinan City, a
rather restricted small area. It was not available for the application of
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marketing implication derived from the study in the whole consumers
in Chinabecause most of the respondents in this study were
University girl students. it indicated that this study can only apply to
the Chinese female consumers. In future studies may use a different
sampling method to collect data; for example, randomly selecting
respondents from Supermarket and department store. The research
results do not really apply to other age groups since most of the
respondents in the study were students. If more samples with various
representations could be selected, the results could be helpful to
businesses to understand the value of the differences compared to
others. Such as brand and price effect, may be added into the
hypothesized causal structural model.
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Analysis of sales Industry in Shandong Province Based on huff model
Zhang Fan*1

Abstract
This study aimed to compare the predict retail sales of local
markets in Mid-sized city of China of Shandong province with the
Huff model. Using the Huff Model, we examined whether the
predicted retail sales of local markets may be different in city of
Chinese cities stores. The probability that a customer shops at
location depends upon the store size and the travel time factors
calculated by the Huff Model. Therefore, people in a mid-sized city
are more sensitive to store size, because a bigger store size means
greater opportunities, incentivizing consumers to travel further to
competing stores after passing by nearer, smaller stores.Our study is
designed to use the Huff model for estimating the  (  =2) in the
mid-sized city with store and to examine where the different potential
retail market between city in shandong province and other cities. We
found that the predicted retail sales of shopping malls have a greater
value than others for estimating the  (  =2 >  =1).This study has
some limitations. First, the data is somewhat restricted in that the
subject stores do not representall of the stores in city of Shandong
province only. It is further suggested in this study that more
databases be developed throughout such other cities as beijing and
that a different parameter value in the Huff Model be utilized for 
mid-sized cities.
Keywords: Analysis, Sales, Industry, Shandong Province, Huff Model

1. The Introduction
Because of its ease of use, the spatial interaction Huff Model is
firstly used to investigate market areas (Reilly (1929); after The Huff
Model was a gravity model that is widely used in the retailing
practice (Converse(1949) the recent Huff Model was designed in retail
sales forecasting of agricultural products in Korea (Youn et al.,
2007;Park et al., 2006; Lv et al.,2008 Kim & Youn, 2010); and
(Kim et al., 2011). The usefulness of the Huff Model, however, lies
in its ability to predict the market share of shopping centers (Craig,
et al.,1984). However, in Korea, they have used the Huff Model to
estimate a market share of department stores and they have also used
* Project team,Institute of Chinese - Korean Economic & Business, Shandong
University of Political Science and Law, P.R. China

the estimation of λ(Youn, Park, Nam et al.(2007);Youn & Park
(2009); Youn,Kim, Park,Shim et al 2013). Employing the Huff
Model, this study examines sales of department stores in Jinan , a
large local city situated in the middle of China of Shandong
province. The study that emanates from the comparison and analysis
of 2011 data establishes a research model by setting up such
variables as outlay (i.e., store size and travel time). A Microsoft
Excel 2015 spreadsheet is used to examine the correlation between
changes of sales volumes and the respective variables.

2. Revising the existing models
One of the most important decisions retailers have to make is the
choice of a store’s location (Craig et al., 1984). For selecting the
best location, return on investment is the most important decision
cri-terion (Krause-Traudes, et al., 2008). Therefore, retailers need to
eval-uate what the potential sales of a new store will be. Three
ap-proaches to estimate the potential sales for a store at a location
are (1) the Huff gravity model, (2) regression analysis, and (3) the
ana-log model (Levy & Weitz, 2007).Utilizing the model, the
probability that customer i shops at location j depends upon two
factors: the size of the store and the time it takes to travel to the
store (Levy &Weitz, 2007) the larger the store, the greater the
probability of shopping, while the greater the travel time or distance,
the lower the probability. The mathematical formula is as follows
(Huff, 1964).
Where Pij denotes the probability that customer i shops at location
j, Sj is the size of the store at location j, Tij is the travel time for
customer i to get to loation j, and is a parameter that is to be es λ
-timated empirically to reflect the effect of travel time on various
kinds of shopping trips. Theconditions for the experiments are set as
follows: The test area ( i) is optionally selected, and consumers
understand that all the stores sell both goods and services and that
travel time and distance to each store are the only differentiating
factors.

3. Introduce of Shandong province distribution
The Situation of Retail Industry Market in China In 2015,the total
retail sales of social consumer goods is 30.0931 trillion RMB, an
increase of 14.68% over the previous year. After deducting price
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factors, the tangible increases of 10.70%. According to the National
Bureau of Statistics of China http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/,The
urban retail sales of consumer goods reach 25.8999 trillion RMB, up
10.90%;The rural retail sales of consumer goods is 4.1932 trillion
RMB, up 12%.According to the type of consumption statistics.
The retail sales is 26.8621 trillion RMB, up 10.60%;The revenue
of food and beverage reach 3.2310 trillion RMb, up 11.70%.With the
development of society ,the consumers will pay more attention to
services, seeking to theservice quality and experience in the process
of buying and using in the future.They will emphasis more on brand
and culture connotation, pay more attention to food safety and health
etc.The personalized consumption, facilitation and emotional
characteristics become more obvious. The changes in consumption
structure, consumption patterns, and other aspects will be promote a
variety of new types of retail operations for the purpose of improving
the quality of people’s life.
Shandong as a economically largeprovince along China eastern
coast, Jinan is the capital city of Shandong Province. is the second
largest province in China with a population of 94 million and 500
billion US dollar GDP. Jinan is the political, economic, cultural,
technological, educational and financial center of the province and
one important regional central city. It is also one of the 15
sub-provincial cities of China. At present, Jinan has 6 districts, 3
counties and 1 county-level city under its jurisdiction. It covers a
total area of 8,177 sq. kilometers with a population of 6 million. In
2009, Jinan realized 49 billion US dollar GDP, 12.2% up over the
previous year and its GDP per capita reached near 8100 US dollar
http://english.shandongbusiness.gov.cn/public/area/jinan/. Shopping centers
of introduce in jinan
Most shopping malls in Jinan are in the downtown area centered
around Spring City Square (泉城广场) and Spring City Road (泉城
路). Spring City Square was built by the municipal government
beside the city moat in the early 21st century; at the center is the
statue "Spring" which has become a symbol of Jinan. The square
borders on the ancient city moat. It has a music fountain, a 46,000
square meter underground shopping center and a memorial hall with
statues of famous people from Shandong.
Spring City Road was rebuilt at the same time that Spring City
Square was created. The government's intention was to create a
modern business district and yet preserve the traditional Chinese
culture. Therefore, newly built shopping malls with traditional Chinese
architectural styles and modern western skyscrapers can be found
side-by-side along Spring City Road. Notable retail businesses are
Quancheng Bookstore – the largest bookstore of the city – and
Walmart (near the western end of Spring City Road). Major shopping
malls along the road are the Guihe Shopping Center (贵和商厦), the
Sofitel Silver Plaza, and the Wanda Shopping Mall (万达集团). Parc
66 (济南恒隆广场) to the south of Spring City Road (opposite of Water
Lily Street), opened in August 2011, is Jinan's largest shopping mall
with seven levels of retail space and a total gross floor area of 171,000
square meters https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jinan#Shopping_centers.Retail
stores of Examples for Ginza Group
Ginza Group, Shandong Commercial Group Co., Ltd. is run by a
cross-regional investment, large modern retail group, multi-format mode

of operation involvesmodern department stores, supermarkets, shopping
malls, outlets, e-commerce and many other formats and distribution centers,
green food, jewelry, wine, electronics, and other professional firms.
Ginza Group since 1996 opened its first store in Jinan, accelerating the
development of a pioneering spirit, hard work, has made remarkable
achievements. After nearly 20 years of development, as of the end of
October 2015, has in Shandong, Hebei, Henan, Jiangsu and other places,
and managed a large number of 159 retail stores, retail enterprises in
Shandong Province. Enterprise has won the China Retail hundred
enterprises", "Chinese commercial brand-name enterprises", "China
Business Service Brand", "National malls and shops without fake
activity advanced unit", national security service business premises
consumer confidence", National trade and business services advanced
collective "honorary title of" Ginza" has become known in Shandong
and the country's well-known brands, is SAIC as Chinese Famous Brand
http://www.yinzuogroup.com/index.php?m=content&c=index&f=lists&catid=284
&l=3&page=1.
Guihe Shopping Center serves famous brand name commodities
both home and abroad. In order to satisfy the needs of individual
customers and to highlight the important status of the customers,
Guihe Shopping Center provides Guihe Membership Service. The
Guihestaff workers receive their customers warm-heartedly at the gate
early in the morning and seeing the customers off late in the evening.
The Guihe Shopping Center promises free exchanges of purchases in
the case of quality issues which reduce the shopping risks to zero.
Following the principles of“Selling high-quality goods with high
morality，Winning the customers is as important as gaining profits”，
the Guihe staff supplies their customers with standardized services.
http://www.chinatravel.com/jinan-travel/shop/guihe-shopping-center/

4. Estimation the Huff Model
The exponent reflects the relative effect of store size and travel λ
time. In Korea and Japan, have using the Huff Model for the λ (λ
=2) in the formula (Youn. M., 1997), and estimating the average
absolute error rate has been lower 1.6% (error rate: 0.1% ~ 5.4%) in
a market share of Korean department stores (Yim, S. and Lee,
J.,2000). Our study is designed to estimate the λ (λ= 2) in a
mid-sized city in jinan of shandong province and examine whether
the value of predicted retail sales may be different between
department stores. With the results,we may be able to help establish
the ideal locations, markets, and estimated potential sales volumes in
other cities of China , In 2014, Jinan was a typical, mid-sized city
of approximately 201,930 households with 7 shopping centers, The
city of Jinan is divided into five communities. Table 1-2 supplies
specific information about The population and households in Jinan
city,store sizes, distance, and travel times.
The estimation of the probability of a consumer at a given point
of origin I traveling to store A j probability estimation when λ= 2:
Table 2 shows the probability that customer I shops at store j. For
example, the probability of community residents store A is 10.7% in
Jinan.
Using the probabilities, we calculated how many households would
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shop at each store. Table 3shows the number of households that shop
at it. For example, the number of households that reside in
community is 164,700, of which 7,906 households would shop at
store A. In Table 7, the total number of households shopping at store
A is 43,823, making the market share of the store 4.63%.
We compared the estimated market share of the store with the
store with the market share from the actual sales data. Table 4 shows
the comparison between the estimated market share and the actual
market share as well as errors. The error rate is calculated as follow
table 4-5:
(1) Error = Expected market share – Actual market share
(2) Average error rate = Summation of error rates / number of stores

5. Discussion and Conclusions
Using the Huff Model, we examined whether the predicted retail
sales of local markets may be different in Jinan of China from the
department stores. The probability that a customer shops at location
depends upon the store size and the travel time factors calculated by
the Huff Model. We found that when λ= 2, the predicted retail sales
of Average error rate in Jinan have a greater value than when λ= 1.
People who live in a mid-sized city may have easier access to any
stores within the city boundary than people in metropolitan areas.
Therefore, people in a mid-sized city are more sensitive to store size,
because a bigger store size means greater opportunities, incentivizing
consumers to travel further to competing stores after passing by
nearer, smaller stores.
This study has some limitations. First, the data is somewhat
restricted in that the subject stores do not represent all of the stores
inbbJinan of China and others.
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It is further suggested in this study that more databases be
developed throughout such East Asian countries as Japan and that a
different parameter value in λ the Huff Model be utilized for
mid-sized cities.
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Globalization Strategy for China’s Film Industry
Zhao Lingxiao*, Niu Jing**, Zhang Ruonan***1

Abstract
China’s film industry has a one-century-long history during which
with the rise and fall of China's politics and economy. Nowadays
China’s film industry is faced both golden opportunities and
unprecedented challenges. A large number of outstanding Chinese
filmmakers have acted positively and the China’s film industry has
had a brand-new appearance. However, compared with other countries,
China still has much room for development .
Started from the present development situation of China’s film
industry, this thesis analyzed the development process of North
America, South Korea film industry markets. Drawing their
advantages and abandoning their disadvantages, this thesis comes up
with some related adjustments in industry management system and
development strategies. China’s film industry not only enjoys room
for improvement in film-making ideas and logical components, but
also is categorized as a part of international economy because of the
change in business philosophy.

2. Current Condition of China's Film Industry
2.1. Current Situation of China's Film Industry
1) Box office receipts. In 2015, the total box office of China's
film market has reached 40.05 billion yuan, an increase of 48.4%
upon 2014.
2) The Numbers of Chinese Cinemas and Screens. In 2014, the
figure of cinemas and screens across China respectively were 2000
and 6256. By the end of 1015 the total number of cinemas was over
6000, the total number of screens was over 30,000, which was 7000
less than that of the North American market.
3) The number of movie-goers. In 2015, the number of movie-goers
of China's film market has reached 1.14 billion yuan, an increase of
48.1% upon 2014.

2.2. Problems of China's Film Industry
1) The overall development of China's film industry lags behind

Keywords: Film Industry, Globalization, Strategy.

1. Introduction
The film industry is characterized by high technology, high added
value, low resource consumption and less pollution. In recent years,
the film industry has deepened its reform and focused on innovation.
The film industry is becoming a new growth point and plays an
important role in the world economy.
Chinese film industry started late and still has some disadvantages
compared with the developed countries in film industry. But as an
integral part of the cultural industry, striving to develop the film
industry is of great significance to strengthen the construction of
socialist culture, meet people's spiritual and cultural needs and keep
the balance between economic and social development.

* Institute of Chinese - Korean Economic & Business, Shandong
University of Political Science and Law, P.R. China
** Institute of Chinese - Korean Economic & Business, Shandong
University of Political Science and Law, P.R. China
*** Institute of Chinese - Korean Economic & Business, Shandong
University of Political Science and Law, P.R. China

- Less concentrated or effective film industry
Compared with Hollywood's strong economic strength, sound
operation system, and the huge scale of the industry chain, the degree
of industrial concentration of China's film industry is still far from
being optimistic. in terms of box office, in 2013, it amounted to
3.596 billion dollars, but in the same year, the American films
grossed a total of more than $ 11 billion. Also, the average watching
times and box office per person are also under those of the world.
In terms of the overall ability and scales, the present China's film
studios, Beijing Film Studio, Shanghai Film Studio, Changchun Film
Studio and other 16 provincial film studios nor the film production
companies can compete with the six mainstream film companies in
America.
- Technological backwardness and film talent shortage
Advanced science and technology is another great power in
developing film industry. However, China's science and technology is
underdeveloped and talents in film industry are in great need. In
recent years, the technicians in high-tech film production are mainly
introduced from other countries. The lack of domestic talents in
high-tech screen production hinders Chinese films from entering
international market no matter in terms of techniques or the number
of talents.
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- Single subjects and short in film types with Chinese characteristics
In developing international market, there are martial films relyingon
actions and the grand visual scenes to generate a strong visual impact
and some so-called art films exaggerating the misfortunes of Chinese
people resulting from bad habits just to cater to the foreigners'
imagination and understanding of China. It is no doubt that this will
harm the spread of China's national images and the spiritual and
cultural core. The films reflecting Chinese people's lifestyles and
spiritual connotation are rare.
- Lack in creative content
China enjoys rich cultural resources anda long history so that the
film market is not in lack in text resources. However, reviewing the
present-day Chinese movies, it is found that the films are either lack
of ideas or copying word for word from box-office successes and
imitating intentionally, or producing sequels.
- The rigidity of film censorship
With China's censorship standards, some film chips of foreign
films need to be cut so that these films can enter the mainland
market. At the same time, when exporting Chinese movies, it is
likely to ignore the film-grading system in foreign countries so that
the films can not be released. All these are restricting China's film
trade.

2) Lack of consciousness in oversea marketing
At present, because of the surging increase of our film market,
when making movies, most Chinese directors take the domestic
market as the main market. It is logically right that in order to help
Chinese films walk forward to international market and pass the test
from audience all over the world, it is essential to win the expanding
domestic market first. However, due to the differences in thinking
mode, culture and values between the Chinese and western audience,
in order to ensure the domestic market, most films keep their focus
largely on domestic market wherever in production (creation), or sale
(release) links.

3. Experiences from North America, South Korea

has already recognized the importance of creative economy.
Make full use of scientific and technological advantages. One
important factor to the development of America's film industry is its
high technology. high technologies are widely used so that American
film industry can be expanded to the whole world.

3.2. South Korea
In international markets, the value of exported Korean films has
been increasing year by year significantly. The South Korean
government carried out a series of cultural legislative activities, such
as its core legislation The Basic Law of Cultural Industry Promotion.
These legal provisions provide relatively more complete"game rules"
for the development of Korean culture industry.
Korean culture attaches great importance to the investment and
training of talents. The film schools have attracted intense attention
from the country. The students are selected so strictly that the trained
elites are highly qualified. Moreover, South Korea focuses on
supporting young talents economically..
Korean film companies have successfully packaged their stars. This
also enhances the charm of Korean films. Currently, Korean stars
have influenced not only Asian countries, but also America, Europe
and other regions. It is obvious that Korean film companies are adept
and mature at enhancing the actors' unique personal charms.

4. Globallzation Strategy of China's Film Industry
1) Enhance Government Support and Promote System Reform
In terms of policy orientation, by the way of offering information
consultation and window guidance, governments support the moderate
and reasonable mergers among film companies, prompting large film
production companies in the style of Hollywood to lead film industry.
By tax cuts, low-interest loans and incentives, governments also
attract capital into film industry, smooth film financing, build capital
exit system and allow investment capital to have a reasonable access
to film industry capital. The governments reform the financing system
and promote the list of film companies.

3.1. North America
2) Carry Out Policies and Regulations and Perfect The Measures
As the largest culture power around the world, America's cultural
industry, together with its military industry, are the two major
industries leading US economy. Government investment, including
capital, technology, human capital and so on are in the top of the world.
The US government adheres to market principles and follows the
development patterns and characteristics of film and television
industry. The government does not exert any provisions on the
content and forms of film and television products.
The government encourages diversified investment mechanisms and
operation modes and encourages non-television enterprises and foreign
capital to invest in cultural industries.
Innovative economy creates the core of film and television industry.
The core of film and television industry is people's creativity. America

To Import Films
The government should further promote the reform, speed up the
development of the scale and diversification of China’s film market.
Thus, the film industry can be fully developed.

3) Reform Institutions and Classify Films
Film classification system is an effective mode of production and
dissemination explored by countries with developed film cultures.

4) Innovate Technology and Cultivate Talents
China’s film enterprises should train and gather a group of elites
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who both have global visions and are proficient infilm business,
marketing, financing, production, screenwriting and directing.

5) Increase International Marketing Efforts
In addition to the excellent production quality, the international
marketing strategies adopted by film and television companies also
deserve our learning. Helped by international marketing strategies, we
can to the maximum degree reduce the negative impact brought about
by "cultural discount" and expand overseas markets.

6) Overseas Cooperation
Chinese films can enter overseas mainstream theaters by
co-production. Not only is this approach more acceptable for
international markets, but also avoids trade barriers and enables
Chinese films to enjoy the same subsidies and tax incentives as local
films.
7) Have Films with Our Own Characteristics
Whether Chinese film and television art can hold its position in
the world depends on whether we can create film and television
products that can stand up the comparison around the world with
their own distinctive national characteristics and whether Chinese
films can be accepted by spectators around the world. The products,
to a certain extent, need to reflect the collision between traditional
Chinese culture and modern sense, represent the unique cultural value
and aesthetic value of China’s film art through inheritance and
transcendence and demonstrate the traditional Chinese culture through
modern artistic language.

5. Conclusion
This thesis analyzes the current situation of Chinese film industry.
Based on this, this thesis has analyzed the development of Chines
film industry in detail and proposed detailed suggestions of the
globalization of China's future film industry. The author considers that
although Chinese film industry has developed rapidly in recent years
and made some great achievements internationally, there are still
many problems, such as the lack of government support, the lack of
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talent and the relatively weak international competitiveness. This thesis
proposes eight strategies of the international development of Chinese
film industry.
China should always take social benefits as the first priority and
achieve economic benefit and cultural benefit simultaneously. China
should develop in line with international cultural trends, acquire the
successful experience of developed countries and exploit the road of
China's film industry with Chinese characteristics. In order to enhance
the competitiveness of the entire film industry, it is necessary for
China to make more efforts to regulate the industrial rules, undertake
institutional reform with an open mind and focus on personnel
training. Also, China ought to expand the industrial scale, actively
exploit domestic and international film markets and enhance the
global impact of Chinese film industry.
In conclusion, China should take full use of its advantages and
become the newcomer of internationalization. Also, China has to seize
opportunities, meet challenges and build a strong cultural strength to
achieve the goals of improving international competitiveness.
.
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The U.S. Airline Industry Since 1978
Dongho Kim*1

Abstract
The purpose of this study is to analyze the U.S. airline industry
since 1978 and identify and discuss the development of the industry.
This is a case study which focuses on analyzing and measuring both
progress and changes in the U.S. airline industry. It seems the U.S.
airline industry was volatile during late 70s, 80s, and 90sdue to
airline deregulation that introduced many low cost carriers (LCCs).
The industry also went through many mergers and acquisitions over
the last two decades. There are four major airlines share 80 percent
of the market and the rest of the market is shared by a small
number of LLCs. Although the U.S. airlines went through the cycle
of fierce competition, bankruptcies, and mergers and acquisitions, but
the airlines, especially those four major airlines, are making the
record profits today. However, there is a public suspicion of the four
major airlines and their business practices.
Keywords: United States Airline Industry, Oligopoly, Price Collusion

1. Introduction
Since the airline deregulation, the airline industry of the United
States experienced fierce competition, mergers and acquisitions,
financial losses and bankruptcies, and union issues and disputes until
2008. The major airlines inthe United States, American, Delta,
Southwest, and United airlines, started to see the profits in 2009, and
these four domestic airlines posted record profits in 2015, about $22
billion, (Mouawad, 2016). However, the United StatesJustice
Department announced that they are investigating the major airlines
for possible price fixing or collusion of airfares in 2015. According
to Harwell, Halsey, and Moore (2015), "Lawmakers and consumer
advocates have routinely called for investigations into whether airlines,
to boost price, limit the number of tickets they sell,with Senator
Richard Blumenthal (D-Connecticut) recently alleging wide spread
anticompetitive, anticonsumer conduct (p. 1)". Two compelling
questions could provide the future state of the U.S. airline industry.
Did the U.S. airline industry mature? Does the U.S. airline industry
monopolize by the four major airlines?
* Assistant Professor, Business, Management & Economics, SUNY Empire
State College, Tel: 607-273-4536, E-mail: Dongho.Kim@esc.edu

2. Airline Industry After 1978
Stagflation, which is the combination of high rates of both inflation and
unemployment over the period, and the economic inefficiency generated
by the massive regulated economic sectors during the 1970s were
some of the other reasons for the airline deregulation. According to
Brown (2014), there were three major sectors extensivelyregulated by
the government: FIRE sector (finance, insurance, and real estate),
public utility sector, and transportation sector, including the airline
industry. The stagflation and regulated economic inefficiency in the
’60s eventually set the table forthe airline deregulation in the ’70s,
and President Gerald Ford used his deregulatory agenda, open
competition and pricing flexibility, to combat inflation (Derthick &
Quirk, 1985).
This deregulation movement ensured the incoming president and its
administration to plan and implement industry deregulation. During
the Jimmy Carter’s presidency (1977-1981), Alfred Kahn, the chair of
Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB), changed and codified the CAB
policy to give airlines to choose their own fares and routes and to
protect airlines flexibility after his tenure at the CAB. Alfred Kahn
and his altered CAB policy to protect airline flexibility was the
groundwork of enacting the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978. The
flexibility made airfares to fall and airlines to increase revenues and
promote procompetitive reform, and the Congress approved and
President Carter signed the bill on October 28, 1978.
The policies associated with economic regulation were suppressing
competition among regulated industries, including the airline
industry.The results of Brookings Institute’s program review of the
regulation of economic activity found the empirical evidence of the
inefficiency in economic regulation in the ’60s. There were two
major expectations from the deregulation: many low-cost airlines
would enter the industry and the major airlines before deregulation
would be greatly damaged by new and cost-efficient airlines. There
were many new and low-cost entries, but the major airlines remained
strong because of their ability to reorganize the routes and to manage
hubsand its network efficiently to crush the new and low-cost entries.
The hub and spoke networks use many small flights to move
passengers from many destinations to a center hub where passengers
can change aircraft to be flown to their final destinations. This
re-routing and use of a center hub strategy improved airline
operational efficiency and utilization of equipment, and the rapid
advancement in technology made this efficiency possible(Baily,
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Graham, and Kaplan, 1985).
In the beginning years of the post-deregulation, low-cost
competition intensified and this competitive environment stayed for a
while until new entrants realized that their resources or markets were
shared by everyone in the industry, which made it difficult to
compete with the major airlines before deregulation: "The combination
of regulations (Department of Transportation and Federal Aviation
Administration), external standards (airport, booking systems), shared
resource pools (aircraft, fuel, labor) and markets (city pares, fare
classes) leave airlines with little room to maneuver" (Hannigan,
Hamilton, & Mudambi, 2014, p.142). The costs of fuel, labor,
aircraft, and airport operations are significant to airlines and are
shared resources, and airlines don’t have any control over these costs
and their suppliers because they are price-takers (Porter, 1980).
Low cost carriers have caused the market disruption in the
beginning of deregulation, but it was only temporary. Therefore,
maintaining a network of flights and routes is the core competitive
advantage in the airline industry, and those airlines with network
advantages are likely to charge higher airfares. The results of the
study using a resource-based view and competitive dynamics to
examine the US airline industry from 1996-2011 suggests, "in mature
industries with common sources, there may be significant limitations
to how firm can compete," and "the price is the main driving force
behind performance and operational efficiency is the dominant
capability for airlines" (Hannigan, Hamilton, & Mudambi, 2014, pp.149-150).
"The U.S. airline industry has been plagued by financial losses,
bankruptcies, union disputes, and expensive mergers over the past
decade. Since 2009, profitability has returned for most airlines, and
the four largest U.S. based airlines each reported operation profits of
over $2 billion in 2014" (MIT, 2015)." The total operation profits of
the four major airlines, American Airlines ($7.6), Southwest Airlines
($2.2), Delta Airlines ($4.5), and United Airlines ($7.3) were about
$22 billion, and the primary reason for the huge profits was the low
jet fuel price (Mouawad, 2016). However, passengers have not seen
any changes in customer services or decreases in airfares because the
demand is rising and each major airline is charging more for flights
at their dominant airports or hubs, e.g., United Airlines with a merger
with Continental in 2010, accounts for 70 percent of flights into
Newark Airport.Therefore, there is no incentive for the major airlines
to cut airfares unless policies or regulations from the Department of
Transportation encourage or force them to decrease airfares. After
successive mergers in airline industry, the big four airlines account
for 80 percent of all domestic seat capacity. While the Justice
Department investigates the possible price collusion among the big
four airlines, the major airlines are not increasing seats to meet the
demand to maintain the airfares

3. Discussion
Many scholars and practitioners overwhelmingly supported the idea
of deregulation in airline industry, and they believed removing
government regulations was the significant step to promote and
establish a free market environment where the market demand and

supply are the key factors to determine the price. However, antitrust
and anticompetitive behaviors of the major airlines in America has
led to the opposite effect when the purpose of airline deregulation
was to promote free market and not allow major airlines to abuse the
system to make more profits at the expense of potential competitors
or consumers. Some argue that airline deregulation actually provided
legitimate and legal power to the major airlines to monopolize the
industry. "Reduced air competition had led to climbing ticket prices,
reduced flights and denser cabins: a natural consequence of the
merger that eroded competition" (Harwell, Halsey, & Moore, 2015, p.
3). As of today, the U.S. airline industry is operating by oligopolies,
and consumers are dealing with these major airlines’ anticompetitive
and antitrust behaviors.
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Starbucks and Business Ethics
Yoonah Hahn*, Dongho Kim**1

Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to explore and examine Starbucks’
leadership in ethical and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) policies
and practices.
This is a case study, an analytical approach, which focuses on
exploring and analyzing the ethical and CSR policies to measure
Starbucks’s ethical behavior in a business environment.
Starbucks’s ethical and CSR policies are ingrained into the
business itself as a part of its business operations, and the leadership
of Starbucks not only behaves ethically but also sets an ethical
standard for employees and other businesses to follow.
Starbucks is probably one of the most ethical multinational
corporations in the world today. This case demonstrates the
importance of the ethical and CSR standards for other businesses to
follow.
Keywords: Starbucks, Corporate Social Responsibility, Business Ethics.

1. Introduction
With the advancement of technology and the ability for instant
promulgation of information through multi-media communication
technology, corporate social responsibility (hereinafter "CSR") seems
to have arisen in the last few decades as one of the top strategic
corporate risk management issues for multinational companies around
the world. While the motives of the companies may be debatable,
past negative incidences of multinational companies have shown that
the desire to avoid public relations nightmare is probably the
dominant reason for playing lip service to the issues involving CSR.
But for the financial justification of avoiding pernicious publicity,
many corporations would have disregarded CSR, as it is seen as
antithetical to corporate commitment to profit.
In the midst of this prevalent negative attitude toward CSR by
corporations, there are companies that have defied the traditional
business logic and have become multi-billion dollar companies while
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incorporating their CSR policies to theirbusiness operations. One such
company is Starbucks, and its leadership, in embracing the true
essence of CSR, has differentiated itself from the rest and merits a
closer examination for others to follow. This paper will seek to
provide a simple synopsis of the meaning and progression of CSR
and how Starbucks has embodied it to be considered, without a
doubt, one of the most ethical companies in the world (Ethisphere,
2016).

2. Corporate Social Responsibility
Beyond the negative publicity nightmare of an environmental or
human rights violation to be avoided, Corporate Social Responsibility
is actually a positive concept that encompasses far greater meaning
"whereby companies integrate social and environmental concerns in
their business operations and stakeholder relations on a voluntary
basis; it is about managing companies in a socially responsible
manner" (Robins, 2005). Traditionally following the neoclassical
economic theory, maximization of profit is a business’ primary
obligation, and the demands and expenditures of CSR would be a
concern that may be dismissed without penalty (Stormer, 2003)
because the related costs and responsibilities for non-economic
burdens would be unrelated to any return in revenue (Robins, 2005).
CSR has been seen as contradictory to conventional and prevalent
capitalistic and performance management concept of "I win, you lose"
approach to business (Jhaiharia & Gautam, 2015).

3. Starbucks
Starbucks is often presented as a model company for positive
corporate activity (see Kohls, 2002) and stands as one of the best
examples of spirituality in business movement as an extension of
enlightened self-interest concept. As the "premier purveyor of the
finest coffee in the world", Starbucks is a multibillion dollar company
based in Seattle, Washington, with over 238,000 employees and more
than 23,000 stores in 71 countries (Schultz, 2016). It has been named
2016’s number one company worldwide in food industry and 6th
most admired company in the world (Fortune, 2016).
The growth of Starbucks did not come by cutting corners or by
being parsimonious. In an era dominated by neoclassical economics,
wherein companies have purposefully hired part-time employees to
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avoid paying employee benefits such as healthcare, Starbucks’
benevolence toward its employees and suppliers goes far beyond the
norm, even being considered "unusual" (Ripley, 2016). "Starbucks is
an unusual company. It strives to mix capitalism with social
responsibility" (Marques 2008, p. 252). Recognizing its employees as
partners and not mere employees, any part-time partner who works at
least 240 hours in 3 consecutive months(20 hours a week) will
receive, among others, 1) comprehensive health coverage that extends
to family members, including domestic partners, 2) tuition
reimbursement for college degree online program at Arizona State
University, 3) equity optionscalled "Bean Stock" for employee
partners to share in the success of Starbucks, and 4) 401(k) that
matches 25 to 150 percent (Marques, 2008). Recently,
Starbucksextended the tuition benefit to spouse or children of partners
who are veterans of active-duty member of the military (McGregor,
2015). Internationally, in China, Starbucks instituted a program of
paying its full time employees housing allowance and in U.K.,
interest-free loans to help pay for overly high up-front rental fees
(Ripley, 2016).
Starbucks’generous CSR policies do not stop with the employee
partners. As a part of its strategy to support sustainable coffee
production, Starbucks, in 2000, initiated utilization of fair trade
certified coffee in its stores (Kohls, 2002), and for over a decade
donated millions of dollars to CARE, a nonprofit international relief
and development organization which provide community development
and relief efforts in coffee origin countries (Holt, 2015). This
implementation of fair trade practices by Starbucks is astounding, as
it was a decision to pay above the market price to provide a better
quality of life for its suppliers and their workers (Marques, 2008).

4. Leadership
Ethical leadership of the CEO or the top management seems to
bewhat sets the organizational ethical culture and influences the
corporate social responsibility of a company (Wu et all., 2015). For
Starbucks, Howard Schultz is the president, chairman, and CEO of its
multibillion dollar organization, and his philosophy is ingrained in the
Starbucks corporate culture and standard of business conduct. Schultz
had a passion to build a company "that treats people with dignity
and respect (Gallow, 2013), and considers himself to be in the
business of people, not coffee – "we were never in the coffee
business serving people; we were in the people business serving
coffee . . . We’re in the business of humanity" (Couric, 2012). This
sentiment is expressed in Starbucks Mission statement: "To inspire
and nurture the human spirit —one person, one cup and one
neighborhood at a time" (Starbucks Company Profile, 2016).

5.Conclusion
The above are just a few examples of the ethical leadership and
CSR work that Starbucks has been doing throughout the world. It
needs to be noted here that contrary to conventional capitalistic

economic wisdom, while providing benefits that are above and
beyond the norm to its partner employees and paying over the
market price for its commodities so that it can better the lives of the
people with whom it has relationship, "Starbucks has seen record
revenue, record profits, and a record stock price" (Gallo, 2013, p.1).
Starbucks and its leadership have proven that a business can be
profitable while sharing its success with the community. As Howard
Schultz himself has written, Starbucks is "about how a company can
be built in a different way…. It’s living proof that a company can
leadwith its heart and nurture its soul and still make money. It shows
that a company can provide long-term value for shareholders without
sacrificing its core belief in treating its employees with respect and
dignity, both because we have a team of leaders who believe it's
right and because it's the best way to do business" (Glaser, 2006,
p.1).
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Contemporary Leadership Style: Transactional Leadership
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to examine and explore transactional
leadership and whether this may be the most applicable contemporary
leadership style for the public sector.
This is a case study, an analytical approach, which focuses on
exploring and analyzing contemporary leadership styles in public
sector to identify the most applicable and popular leadership style.
Contemporary leadership examples show transactional leadership as
the most applicable leadership style in the public sector, and many
seem to like this leadership style and support transactional leaders.
Transactional leadership style has been characterized as a business
or a managerial leadership, and it has not been as prevalent or
popular leadership style as transformational or servant leadership
styles. However, many leaders in both the public and private sectors
exhibit transactional leadership style today, and this leadership style
could well be the most prevalent and popular leadership style in the
near future.
Keywords: Transactional Leadership, Leadership Theories, Contemporary
Leadership Styles

1. Introduction
Leadership is generally defined as helping, motivating, and/or
influencing others to accomplish tasks or mission, "Leadership
involves the art of working with people. Knowing how to lead does
not mean knowing how to dominate, but to know how to convince
people to work for common goal" (Goleman, 2002, p.222). Beerbohm
(2015) suggests leadership occurs, "whenever an agent gets a collection
of agents to do or believe something without coercion" (p.639). The
eleven major differences between leadership and management identified
by Bennis and Bennis (2009) suggest that leaders are visionary,
creative, risk-taker, and people oriented. The general definitions of
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leaders in private and public sectors are almost identical, "a person’s
ability to affect the behavior of others. The successful use of
influence may cause changes in opinions, attitudes and beliefs and of
course, behaviors" (Cornescu, 2000, p.94). Leaders in public sectors,
however, have to additionally consider social, economic, and political
environment to make decisions; whereas,political environment is not a
significant factor to private sector leaders.
Many leadership theories and models such as transformational, transactional,
charismatic, servant, path-goal, democratic, and administrative (bureaucratic)
exist today, but no one seems to have suggesteda specific leadership
approach to be more efficient or effective than other approaches in
either private or public sector. Leadership traits, skills, and behaviors
are important variables to influence and characterize leaders,but types
of task, mission, or goal and different situations also greatly influence
leaders and their decision makings as well (Van Wart, 2003). The
purpose of this paper is to examine transactional leadership style and
to explore whether this could be the most applicable contemporary
leadership style for the public sector.
Transactional Leadership and Other Leadership Styles
Transactional leadership style has been characterized as a business
leadership or managerial leadership over the years, and it has not
been as prevalent or popular as transformational and servant leadership
styles. However, many leaders in both the public and private sectors
exhibit transactional leadership style today, and this leadership style
could well be the most prevalent and popular leadership style in the
near future. According to Sarros and Santora (2001), "Transactional
leaders pursue a cost-benefit economic exchange with followers and
followers’ material and psychic needs are satisfied in return for
expected work performance" (p.388). Both contingent reward that
focuses heavily on material rewards for performance and management
by exception wherein leaders expect a standard performance from
their subordinates are two major factors to describe transactional leadership.
On the other hand, transformational leaders pay attention to followers
and their needs, and individualized consideration, inspirational
motivation, intellectual stimulation, and idealized influence are the
four types of transformational leadership (Sarrows & Santos, 2001).
The characteristics of contingent reward and management by exception
are very similar to those concepts describing management instead of
leadership (see Solomon, Costea, & Nita, 2016). Transformational
leadership and development of transformational leaders are important
to learning organization (Rijal, 2016) and global economy (Swayze &
Calvin, 2016).The study of Javidan and Waldman (2003) indicates the
complexity of measuring charismatic leadership in public sector. The
only and significant finding was, "the effects of charismatic leadership
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to be especially strong when subordinates perceive a high degree of
uncertainty" (p.239).Although Han, Kakabades, and Andrew Kakabades
(2015) suggests Chinese servant leadership in the public sector holds
same concepts in China to those of the Western coountries. However,
all those servant leadership characteristics the paper identified don’t
actually apply to the public sector and their practices in China.

2. Transactional Leadership
Although transactional leadership is not as popular as transformational
or servant leaderships, the contemporary public sector leadership
throughout the world is viewed as transactional leadership. There
would be a long pause or denial if one wereasked to name any
transformational leaders in the world, especially in the public sector.
Having transformational, charismatic, or servant public sector leaders
in a specific geographic location is mere wishful thinking or
imagination because the definition and concepts of these leadership
styles make difficult for public sector leaders to follow.
Being a transactional political or public sector leader is applicable
and practical to anyone because the two factors of transactional
leadership do notrequire any special traits, skills, behaviors, or
personal efforts. Leaders only have to understand what the public
wants and identify and promote the exchange factor. It would work
in public sector even if it is a lip service by a political leader
because the economic or psychic needs of the supporters are satisfied
during the exchange proposal stage, e.g., campaigning or developing
policy change.
Political leaders throughout the world today are practicing and
applying the concept of transactional leadership, and this type of
leadership particularly works better for the countries with materialistic
and individualistic culture. Unfortunately, globalization helped many
countries to become materialistic and individualistic over the years,
and there seems to be no transformational leader in public sector in
the world today. This type of environment makes transactional
leadership the most applicable and contemporary leadership in the
world.

3. Conclusion
Although transactional leadership style has been characterized as a
business leadership or managerial leadership over the years, many
political leaders throughout the world are practicing and applying the
concept of transactional leadership. Transactional leadership is easy to
apply anddoes not require any special trait, skill, behavior, or
personal effort to become a transactional leader in the public sector.
This type of leadership particularly works better for countries with
materialistic and individualistic culture. Transactional leadership has
not been as prevalent or popular leadership style as transformational,

charismatic, or servant leadership style, but many leaders in both the
public and private sectors exhibit transactional leadership
characteristicstoday, and this leadership style could well be the most
prevalent and popular leadership style in the near future. Many
scholars and practitioners suggest the need for a mixed leadership
model in the public sector, but the public has not seen any other
leadership attributes to accommodate another leadership style other
than transactional leadership: "there is a striking need for a comprehensive
leadership model that integrates transactional and transformation elements"
(Van Wart, 2003, p.225).
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Regional Specificity in Small Business in Kazakhstan
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Abstract
Article 6 is made on the pages of printed text. The list of sources
includes 7 sources.
The current state of business is characterized by regional
differences. Each region has a corresponding potential (industrial,
financial, resource, labor, etc.) that causes the vast development of
certain sectors of the small business. If you look by region, it is
possible to say about the rather uniform developmentof small
businesses. As expected, far from Almaty and Astana took the lead
in the number of registered entrepreneurs. Good results show East
Kazakhstan, Karaganda and South Kazakhstan region, while in the
rest of the level of development of small enterprises is low.
Conducted an analytical review emphasizes the need for further study
of regional peculiarities of small business in Kazakhstan in order to
adjust and improve the environment for small businesses how to use
financial and non-financial instruments.
Keywords: Business, Entrepreneurship, Region, Capital, Plant And
Equipment, Analysis, Finance, Enterprise, Company,
Money, Income, Expenses, Losses, Income, Financing Strategy.

1. Introduction
The present state of business is characterized by regional differences.
Each region has an adequate capacity (production, financial, resource,
labor, etc.) that causes the prevailing development of certain sectors
of the small business and business. If you look by region, it is
possible to tell about a rather uniform development of small business
and entrepreneurship. As expected, far from Almaty and Astana took
the lead in the number of registered entrepreneurs. Good results show
East Kazakhstan, Karaganda and South Kazakhstan region, while in
other regions the level of development of small enterprises is low.
Regional differences in entrepreneurial activity are determined by
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the access of entrepreneurs to external markets. This in turn is
determined by the level of competitiveness of the products, as well as
developing a network of market infrastructure, ensuring the promotion
of goods and services to foreign markets. In Kazakhstan there is the
practice of creating a non-governmental public associations of entrepreneurs
under the specific program for foreign technical assistance. Among
the most well-functioning should include business associations created
in the city of Shymkent, Pavlodar, Kostanay. More effective action
association created at the expense of entrepreneurs and funded by
contributions from the members of these associations. Examples of
such associations can serve as the Almaty Association of Entrepreneurs,
Central Asian Business Association, Association of Furniture and
Woodworking Industry, etc. These non-governmental organizations
provide a varietyof consulting in the field of taxation, credit, marketing,
business planning, etc., is carried out "round tables" and seminars,
rather effectively protect the interests of its members at various levels
[1, p.108].
The main problem faced by NGOs representing the interests of
entrepreneurs, is that the local executive authorities in most regions
do not consider them as real partners in addressing the problems of
small and srednegopredprinimatelstva and business. The reason is, first
of all, in the "weakness" of many NGOs, which is due to lack of
political activity of the majority of domestic entrepreneurs.
On the other hand, with respect to the activities of NGOs executive
is pronounced authoritarian character, resulting associations are
considered as "pocket" non-standard units, designed to comply with
the orders of the executive bodies [1, p.109].
The realization of the functional role of small and medium enterprises
in different countries is of great importance its basic economic
potential. For example, in Kazakhstan the most intensive process of
creation of small and medium-sized businesses took place from 1996
onwards. A significant number of small and medium-sized businesses
has been created by entrepreneurs on their purchases for the
privatization of state property auctions: in Almaty region - 29.2%, or
directly from state-owned enterprises - 25%, as well as that of other
proprietors - 20.8%. Less companies acquired by private individuals
or by tender; in Kostanay region 98% of the surveyed companies is
owned by the owners of the top managers. Fixed assets (production
facilities and offices) purchased them: the State on privatization
auctions - 34%, in state-owned enterprises - 25%, other sellers 14%, private individuals - 7%, the mediators - 5%; 13% of them
became the property as a result of winning the tender. [2] In Almaty
region the vast majority of firms - 49.4% were created by the
entrepreneurs on their own savings. The fourth part of the leaders of
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the capital helped relatives. Every fourth - with the help of partners,
with 73% of them support a partnership with your creditors so far.
In most cases, the main partners in business and in the business
called relatives and other individuals - 75% of the total number of
enterprises with the help of partners based [2, s.87-88] .On our
opinion, Kazakhstan's small business and the business is very
important its regional typology, which defined not only the dispersal
of his on a territorial basis, but also the nature of the use of the
accumulated in regions of basic socio-economic potential - human,
material and natural resources
With an average ratio of 20.6% in the country - the lowest ratio
was formed in 20.6% - the lowest ratio formed in the Mangistau
region -12.0%. Atyrau region is also the leader for the highest share
of entrepreneurs in the total number of economically active population
in the region - 13.4%, and farms below the ratio - 1.6%, due to the
industrial orientation of its economic sector. According to farmers, the
maximum value of the considered relations developed in the South
Kazakhstan region - 13.8%.
In the regional aspect, it is important to track trends in the
structure of employment during the period from 2009-2014 years. table 1.
<Table 1> Regional structure of employment in small business for 2009-2014. (%)

people in the large industrial or agricultural development, regional
complexes (Almaty and South Kazakhstan region are a clear example
of this motivation).
At the same time, the republic's regions make a significant
contribution to the total output of small business and the business Table 2.
<Table 2> Output of small entrepreneurship and business enterprises (mln)
Regions

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

In Kazakhstan region 324032,9 457949,1 809625,8 1002404,4 1033437,7
Akmola

15846,2

21009,3

34318,6

34023,6

33239,6

Aktobe

12547,9

13413,7

31609,4

37009,8

34814,4

Almaty

16244,4

31807,5

54090,8

54223,2

57732,9

Atyrau

12899

26610,6

42334,2

71680,5

76408,3

East Kazakhstan

15745,5

17054,1

34156,9

44085,2

42498,9

Zhambyl

6396,7

8592,6

10652

13267,6

17379,0

West Kazakhstan

16148,1

15091,7

27654,8

23519,9

33066,0

Karaganda

13603,2

17012,7

30776,6

40204,2

47935,3

Kostanay

18364,4

22021,2

34632,2

41620,5

42302,6

Kyzylorda

8492,5

15021,7

37071,8

39814,9

43192,5

Mangistau

14465,9

17107

28316,1

29813,5

31185,7

Pavlodar

16935

21101,1

32880,1

38706,7

45338,9

8740,9

11587,1

18682,2

22248,9

27794,8

Regions

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

North Kazakhstan

In Kazakhstan region

100

100

100

100

100

100

South Kazakhstan

12755,6

15839,3

28754

40183,3

42771,4

Akmola

7,7

6,0

5,9

5,4

4,8

4,8

Astana

35504,1

57257,8

102106,7

158434,9

154824,0

Aktobe

5,0

4,1

4,1

4,2

4,3

4,6

Almaty

99343,5

147421,7 261589,4

313667,7

302953,2

Almaty

4,0

6,7

6,7

5,9

5,7

5,4

Atyrau

3,6

2,7

2,7

2,9

3,4

3,4

East Kazakhstan

8,5

8,5

8,5

7,7

8,1

8,1

Zhambyl

4,5

3,8

3,7

3,1

2,8

3,3

West Kazakhstan

7,0

3,5

3,5

3,0

2,8

2,8

Karaganda

7,0

7,0

6,9

7,1

6,9

6,9

Kostanay

5,9

5,9

6,1

5,0

5,1

5,2

Kyzylorda

4,5

2,8

2,7

2,7

2,4

2,9

Mangistau

3,2

2,4

2,4

2,6

2,8

3,6

Pavlodar

6,4

4,8

4,8

4,7

4,3

4,4

North Kazakhstan

5,4

3,7

3,7

3,4

3,9

3,5

South Kazakhstan

5,6

8,8

8,7

9,2

9,6

9,4

Astana

4,9

8,0

8,1

8,5

9,3

8,9

16,7

21,3

21,6

24,6

23,8

22,8

Almaty

Note - compiled from the source [4]

As can be seen from Table 2, for the period 2009-2014. already
established trend of growth in the following regions - Almaty proizoshldo increase of 1.4 times, Astana - by 1.8 times, Almaty
oblast - by 1.3 times, South Kazakhstan region - 1.7 times. A slight
increase occurred in Mangistau oblast - by 0.4%, while in other areas
there is a tendency reducing the number of employees. This is
largely explained by the complexity of business organizations in the
region and the lack of necessary infrastructure services. Much
influenced by the migration of the population, and especially young

Note - compiled from the source [4]

As can be seen from Table 3, the production volumes of the
enterprises of small business products and regions of the country as a
whole business in the reporting period increased by 3.2 times. At the
same time, the average level was exceeded in areas such as Almaty by 3.5 times, Kyzylorda - 5.1 times, Karaganda - 3.5 times, South
Kazakhstan - 3.3 times. Significant growth in production volumes
took place in the two capitals of therepublic - Astana and Almaty, in
view of the significant expansion in them during the period of sphere
of small business, especially in capital-intensive areas of it - the
construction, transportation, etc.
Analysis of the output confirms the positive role of SMEs
operating in the industry, where only 3% of operating SMEs provide
10% share of output of all SME sectors. Similarly, only 4% of
SMEs operating in the construction industry, providing a 15% share
of the output of all SME sectors. SMB transport and communication
to solve economic problem to ensure GDP growth by increasing the
output roughly proportional to the number of them: taking 8% of the
number of SMBs across industries, this industry provides a 7% share
of output of all SME sectors.
When lending is clearly seen unattractive lending to the agricultural
sector. Occupying a 23% share of the total number of existing SMEs,
they have received only 6% of total loans of STB. This is due to
the high industry risks and the seasonal nature of the effectiveness of
the SME sector. Moreover, in this sector, mainly SMEs operate in
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the form of farms, which are located in remote rural areas and do
not have liquid collateral.
Construction was the most attractive sector for lending of STB.
Taking on the number ofactive SMEs only 4% of the share, they
received 18% of all loans STB. This is due to the increase in
property prices in recent years, and on the background of the real
estate market crisis, the situation will change [5].
SME trade on this indicator also have the largest share. Taking on
the number of active SMEs 37% stake, they received 41% of all
loans STB.
Draw ranking regions by the share of active SMEs in the total
number of registered SMEs. The higher the level of this index, the
better the conditionsfor doing business and businesses exist in the
region.
So, at the beginning of 2014 in Kazakhstan, the figure is 62%.
Higher than the average republican level it was formed in Kostanai
(75%), Almaty (75%), Atyrau (72%), Zhambyl (70%), East
Kazakhstan (68%), Akmola (68%), South Kazakhstan, Mangistau ,
West Kazakhstan and Aktobe region (66%).
This is due to the fact that around the national average are the
North-Kazakhstan (63%) and Karaganda (59%) of the region. In other
regions the figure below the national and varies from 58%
(Kyzylorda region) to 42% (Almaty)
An practice, the increase in the number of active subjects of MB
was observed in all regions of the country. Thus, in the West
Kazakhstan region the number of active entities increased by 6.9%, in
Kyzylorda oblast - by 8.8%, Almaty oblast - by 5.4%, Zhambyl
oblast - by 5.7%, Aktobe region - 5 , 1%, Akmola oblast - by 5.7%,
Kostanay oblast - by 5.2%, in Astana - by 7.6%, and Almaty 15.3%. The largest number of active SMEs accounted for Almaty (16
ths.), Astana (6 ths.) And East Kazakhstan (5 thous.) Area. The
smallest number of active SBE (less than 2 thousand. Per region) are
in North Kazakhstan, West Kazakhstan, Zhambyl and Kyzylorda region.
Summing up, we can draw the following conclusions:
- In general, there is a small increase in absolute values f entrepreneurship
and business (nominal number of registered, active SMP, volumes
of production);
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- The contribution of SMEs to the budget increases faster than the
number of registered and operating enterprises and faster than
their share in the GDP;
- But there are negative trends in relative performance (growth rate
of the number of existing SMEs, the share of SMEs in GDP,
the structure of the industry development, the growth rate of
loans to the volume of STB SMEs and their sectoral structure).
Accordingly conducted an analytical review stresses the need for
further study of regional features of small business businessin Kazakhstan
in order to adjust and improve the development environment of small
business entrepreneurship as a means of financial and non-financial
instruments.
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Models And Principles Of Constructing Superflexible Companies
Sh.M. Maralbayeva*, Saul T.Kargabayeva**, D.T. Kargabayeva***1

Abstract
The article discusses the concept of "superflexibility" and principles
of super-flexible companies studied by H. Bahrami and S. Evans
during their work in the Silicon Valley. Considering the pace and
trends of Kazakhstan’s business transformation the authors of the
article have concluded that the principles and models of super-flexible
organizational structures can become a methodological basis for
managing companies in Kazakhstan and that would increase the
country’s competitiveness in the future. Companies that adhere to the
principles of super-flexible companies will have the ability to quickly
and effectively respond to the situation as well as be able to resist
the pressure from the external environment.
Keywords: Economics, Environment, Structure, Business, Superflexibility,
Principles Of Superflexible Companies, Adaptation, Competitiveness.

1. Introduction
Currently, in rapidly changing conditions, all businesses must change
radically to be both competitive and winning, or at least they should
be able to survive in the competition.
The instability of the environment and the decline in oil prices
(Embed to Blog, 2014 Gurkov, А., 2014) directly affect the
development of our economy, which depends on the commodity
sector. Depreciation of the national currency - tenge – which was
recorded last time in February, 2014, when the National Bank
decided to abandon supporting the tenge’s exchange rate(Kapital,
2014). entailed economic consequences such as inflation, devaluation
of savings, and decline in real wages of the population (Zakon, 2014).
Together, all of the mentioned events have undermined the
assumption of stability and predictability. Economic problems worsen
the already difficult situation for businesses, and doing business itself
needs an effective application of knowledge that becomes a competitive
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differentiator in the business environment, and these problems suggest
that companies should focus on considering different business game.
Today there is a widespread recognition among foreign business leaders,
academics and management consultants that the business game is
changing, and to make decisions new tools and recipes are needed. It
seems that now there is a need of applying one of these recipes creating superflexible companies.
The authors of the concept of "superflexibility" are two scientists from
the United States - Homa Bahrami and Stuart Evans, who in the
book, based on their 25 years of experience of working with technology
companies, presented cross-functional tool as a general guidance for
developing an organizational strategy, for fulfillment of all basic
managerial functions, and ultimately for ensuring that the company
could become an organization that uses the concept of knowledge
management for a better existence in a competitive market (Bahrami
&, 2010).
In their interview with The European Business Review, the scientists
have determined that this approach is more organic for small
companies, and it is better if those companies are young and"... are
not subjects to active influence of inertia and can experiment with
new recipes"1. Interview withHoma BahramiStuart Evans. "‘Super-flexibility’
is the capacity to transform by adapting to new realities, underpinned
by the ability to withstand turbulence by creating stable anchors"//
URL: http://www.europeanbusinessreview.com .
The essence of superflexible companies is the ability to quickly
change the direction of development, quickly adapt to the circumstances,
and make the right decisions in difficult conditions. "A superflexible
organization is multipolar, like a living organism; it has a lot of
unique individuals who, however, are moving in the same direction,
just like a flock of birds or a school of fish".
To start a business leaders need to know: "What is superflexibility
and why is it important for their business?" and "Why should a lot
of attention be paid to the structure of the organization?".
Without going into details of the description of well-known
organizational structures, we would like to recall that in an unstable
environment only those structures that are so-called "flexible" are to
survive, those that can quickly re-orient production methods and
business practices.
The term "flexibility" is a polymorphic concept (Bahrami &, 2010).
Depending on the context, flexibility is interpreted differently in
different sciences. In logistics on a par with the flexibility in supply
chain management and software development, for example, the term
"agility" (agility, agile supply chain) is used the same way as in
production of goods (agile manufacturing). In child psychology and
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ecology the term "flexibility" (resilience) describes the process of
returning to a standard state after the damage, and etc. And,
according to the authors, the term "superflexibility" combines various
similar terms and those various nuances into a comprehensive concept.
A modern organization must meet all these qualities mentioned above:
it must be nimble to win the competition, but must be able to
quickly recover from possible failures.
With the term "flexibility" are related concepts such as adaptability,
flexibility, robustness and reliability, elasticity, liquidity, flexibility,
modularity and portability. Let us reveal the essence of these concepts.
The term "adaptability" is defined as "fit to the conditions of the
changed situation". This term is mostly often used as a synonym for
flexibility. Stigler (1939) was the first to spot the differences between
the two terms. He suggested that the adaptability implies an optimal
adaptation to the newly changed situation, while flexibility allows
consistent, but temporary, approach to change. Stigler saw flexibility
as an attribute of the production technology used for distribution of
different products at lower prices (Bahrami & Evans,1995).
The term was also used in the strategic management literature
(Eppink, 1978) to describe the capability of an enterprise to respond
to the envisaged changes, for example, when the forecasted scenario
or restructuring of a large-scale industry is becoming a reality (Hatum
& Pettigrew, 2003).
The term "agility" describes the extent to which a company can
quickly change the direction of its activities to avoid failure or to
make its way to the unknown orto be a pioneer in its field. The
term has been used in the literature to describe the characteristics of
the organizational structure of the company (Hatum and Pettigrew,
2003) and its IT infrastructure (Del Prete et al., 2003). In the last
decades there has been an increased interest in flexible supply chain.
Here, the requirements for flexibility are discussed in terms of
diversity of the assortment, volume of production and logistics for the
delivery of finished products. Agility in this case is perceived as a
combination of speed and flexibility.
The term "universality" is defined as "the ability to find the use
of products in various fields". Universality is achieved by the ability
to respond to a wide range of changes in the economy, the
company’s capability to easily change directions and priorities. For
instance, if the company was previously engaged in production, then,
in view of the situation, it can currently switch to sales. If the
company has previously focused on one market, it will become
universal in case when it has the possibility to change the current
market to a different one, thus being oriented to other customers.
The term "steadiness" is defined as the ability to withstand
external impact, while maintaining the current state. In case if a
company fails, this could mean its ability to heal itself.
The term "reliability" is defined as a company’s ability of withstanding
the onslaught of competitors and changes in the economy being at
risk conditions.
The term "plasticity"refers to the ability to easily change the shape.
This allows the company to expand the scope of cooperation with
other companies and to build relationships with competitors.
The term "liquidity" is defined as the ability of assets to be sold
at market prices. In other words those assets can be easily converted

to another alternative form of wealth without any cost which may be
associated with them.
Superflexibility is very important for the success, because in the
modern world surprises can constantly occur, and they force the
company to deviate from its planned activities. In such situations, it
may neither be enough time nor resources to take the necessary
security measures.
How must organizations adapt to changes and respond quickly to
internal and external pressures? This is primarily related to the
development of new technologies and being ahead of competitors.
Delays in responding to the impact of external factors lead to an
accumulation of problems, loss of time, and reduction of the
company’s competitiveness. If earlier it was possible to predict the
future with a sufficiently high degree of probability, now it is
necessary make decisions without any forecasting, respond with high
speed, and go a long way leaving competitors behind. Business leaders
in Silicon Valley are looking for innovative principles that would
help them rediscover themselves and thrive because of uncertainty.
All these processes were investigated in Silicon Valley by professors
Bahrami & Evans(2005).
When an economy is having problems an organization’s superflexibility
is seen as the ability to adapt to new conditions (Bahrami & Evans,
2005). On one hand, this means the ability to quickly refocus the
company. On another hand – it is the ability to withstand the uncertainty
and follow a chosen direction, i.e., to have a fallback and move
without changing the basic direction. Superflexibility is a key to adapting
in real time and prosperity in today’s dynamic world.
There are five basic principles of superflexibility that ensureprocesses
to rebuild the team again and the opportunity to make it superflexible.
The first principle - it is superflexible innovation: Why has Silicon
Valley been successful, as the "innovation center" of the digital age?
What can we learn from the experience of successful innovators in
Silicon Valley? Professor Bahrami and supporters suggest the concept
of "flexible utilization" (Bahrami & Evans, 2005), when a recycling
process stimulates innovation and promotes entrepreneurship. This
means that you need to learn from failures. After several attempts,
companies should not give up the already established business, but
they need to patiently look for other possible ways.Leaders must not
punish unsuccessful projects, as they are just temporary setbacks,
those that could provide a basis for future innovation.
The second principle - it is superflexible strategies, those that should
be focused on helping companies that have faced the problem of
flexible response and the need to change the direction of development,
i.e. the ability to switch from offensive strategies to defensive ones
and to wait a while. Business leaders must maneuver their strategic
direction, like an experienced driver while driving.
The third principle - it is superflexible performance that helps companies
adapt to the current situation. Companies get feedback from customers
and stakeholders and are making decisions in accordance with the
already obtained results.
The fourth principle says that superflexible organizations are multicentric,
having several centers of gravity. This principle can help to explore
the components of the organization and identify hot spots and
distortions to enact more optimal approaches.
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The fifth principle is about superflexible leadership that helps
business leaders make better decisions, getting more widely accepted
by users, improve the organization’s morale, and reduce losses.
These principles provide a systematic methodology for rethinking
the situation and prepare the ground for creating a clear plan for
adaptation. At present, the world is moving very fast, and it’s the
best time to apply these principles in companies in order to make them
superflexible.
Thus, a modern company that is flexible, having the ability to
respond quickly and effectively to the situation, must be reliable and
stable, i.e. should be able to take a hit, to resist the pressure, and be
able to quickly recover from the brink of bankruptcy. A superflexible
company may take various dimensions and depending on the situation
it can be stable and reliable, and versatile and ductile. It is important
that in case of such situations where it will be necessary to change
the direction of its activity, the company should know how to
remove potential points of discord. The principles of superflexibility
lie in the fact that in the current uncertainty companies have to
cultivate their ability to use different methods and possibilities to
overcome this uncertainty.
Management features are defined on different grounds, such as, for
example, national links of a company or institution, the organizational
form of large or small enterprises, and building internal relationships
within the organization. Features of the Kazakhstan management are
generally defined by the principle of focusing on profit maximization
(Konkova, 2014). Neither the businessmen nor the successful entrepreneurs
have a unified point of view on what the management should be and
on what it should be focused, as well as which management theory
can serve as a basis for more effective management of the company.
Thus, speaking at the "ASIA-2020" Ideas WorkShop held in 2012 in
the International Academy of Business, Almaty, in order to identify
the determinants of global trends for the coming decades and discussing
the main trends of the Central and South-East Asia countries’
development by 2020, the founder of Singapore management University,
President of the Singapore Institute of Technology, professor Tan
Chin Tiong, PhD noted that it is needed to "implement good global
practices that have already existed, but do not belong to anyone in
particular and do not possess any identity" (Kondykazakova, 2014).
In this understanding, application of the principles of flexibility for
local companies may be the most appropriate in terms of
development of new relationships and connections in the organization.
For Kazakhstan’s business, where traits of centralization and the
principles of collectivism have been still observed, the source of
which is the principle of a tribe in the national context (Zhunussov,
2014), to be more flexible for a timely response to changes in the
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environment means to keep up with the time and develop as leaders
of the modern economy. For Kazakhstan, that has set challenging
plans on economic development and innovation, the concept is a
good model for the transformation of local companies into
competitive players in the global market. The task for researchers,
based on models such as the model of professors Bahrami and Evans
(2010), is to explore local companies and then subsequently develop
recommendations for domestic enterprises on their transformation to
superflexible organizational structures in order to be able to quickly
respond to changes and take a leading position in the market.
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Evaluation of Government Progrаms аnd Policies:
Foreign Experience аnd Kаzаkhstаn
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Abstract
The paper analyzes the methodology and practice of evaluating
public programs and policies of Kazakhstan and foreign countries.
International experience has shown that the correct application of the
system analysis and evaluation of the programs significantly increases
the efficiency of public administration. Knowledge in this area
deepens and specifies the presentation on ways of improving the
economic and social efficiency of public administration.
The urgency of the analysis and evaluation of programs has
increased in the world in recent years, firstly, because of the tendency
of international organizations to use in their activities in developing
countries assessment mechanisms to monitor and obtain feedback from
their programs with a view to adjusting and improving. The second
factor of increasing demand for analysis and evaluation of the
programs was the introduction of Performance-Based Budgeting in a
number of countries in the world, which also involves the use of
estimation procedures.
Evaluation of programs and policies have long been part of the
instruments of public administration in many countries, and is widely
used in practice. State structures of the CIS countries is only beginning
to develop this tool, faced with common challenges. Following issues
should be noted among them: lack of understanding of the role of
evaluation as a management tool and, and as a mechanism for the
formation of civil society. As a consequence,there is a low demand
for assessment from government agencies; lack of assessment organizations,
the lack of training of qualified appraisers, poorly developed its own
methodological framework, and even information isolation of results
of evaluation studies, etc.
Keywords: Evaluation, Assessment, The System Of State Planning,
Public Policy, Government Program, Effectiveness, Efficiency.
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1. Introduction
The urgency of the analysis and evaluation of programs has increased
in the world in recent years, firstly, because of the tendency of
international organizations to use in their activities in developing
countries assessment mechanisms to monitor and obtain feedback from
their programs with a view to adjusting and improving. The second
factor of increasing demand for analysis and evaluation of the
programs was the introduction of Performance-Based Budgeting in a
number of countries in the world, which also involves the use of
estimation procedures.
Evaluation of programs and policies have long been part of the
instruments of public administration in many countries, and is widely
used in practice. State structures of the CIS countries is only
beginning to develop this tool, faced with common challenges.
Following issues should be noted among them: lack of understanding
of the role of evaluation as a management tool and, and as a
mechanism for the formation of civil society. As a consequence, there
is a low demand for assessment from government agencies; lack of
assessment organizations, the lack of training of qualified appraisers,
poorly developed its own methodological framework, and even
information isolation of results of evaluation studies, etc. [1].

2. Main Part
Evaluation of public policy is an instrument of accumulation of
knowledge, experience and lessons learned, giving feedback on the
actions of the government, provides the implementation of the
principles of good governance (efficiency, effectiveness, transparency,
accountability).
The developed evaluation system in such countries as the US,
Canada, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom are examples of "advanced"
valuation models to find options for the development ability for
evaluation.
The assessment performed three functions in the United States, Canada,
Britain, the Netherlands: information; the budget; management. Legal
norms of assessment were a strong incentive for the development of
evaluation in these countries. Program evaluation provides a more
precise targets, indicators and budget expenditures in the countries
studied, than the evaluation of public policy, which requires an
integrated approach and evaluation at the strategic level. Program
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evaluation is a more developed and distributed in all the countries
studied (USA, Canada, UK, Netherlands). Evaluation of public policy
in certain areas was carried out mainly at the central level.
The following factors can be distinguished, based on the analysis
of evaluation in foreign countries:
- Fiscal,
- Managerial,
- Political,
- The development of scientific methods.
Budget and financialfactors influenced the development of evaluation
in Canada, the US, the UK and the Netherlands. Under conditions of
prosperous economy and budget growth, US and Canadian governments
to finance expensive social programs, including education and health
in the 1960s. Therefore, the evaluation function has been integrated
into the planning and budgeting (USA, Canada, Sweden, UK) and
used for management needs at the level of managers to implement
existing or new programs.
In the late 1970's - early 1980's, during the difficult economic
situation and budget constraints, the evaluation has become more
important for the budgetary process (the Netherlands) and
cost-effective budget spending. The concept of the new managerialism
use estimates for a more rational use of budgetary funds (the
Netherlands). The evaluation function has been largely institutionalized
in ministries of finance and audit offices. The objective was the
assessment does not support the implementation of programs, the
detection of low performers and programs to save the budget.
When approaches aimed at reducing the role of the state, the
policy of privatization, deregulation, decentralization and de-bureaucratization
became popular In 1980-1990-ies; respectively, there were changes in
the planning system. Equipment from the private sector moved to the
public sector with a significant emphasis on accountability and results.
There was an audit of administrative activities (Performance audit),
the budget process with a focus on results (Result-based budgeting),
the concept of use as a result of spending (Value for money), which,
although they were not estimate, but contained elements of such an
evaluation. Therefore, the assessment is based only on the methods of
the social sciences, it was either absorbed or interwoven with other
similar activities.
In Canada, the assessment has been combined with the traditional
audit function, focus on resources, products, and the introduction of
the rule of law, not only on strategies and influential programs.
Intention to introduce a mechanism for effective monitoring and
setting priorities in the budget, the desire to improve the image of
public administration and to support a more effective collective
decision-making influenced on the development of assessment in the
UK. Financial Management Initiative in 1982 has become a tool for
reducing and controlling costs.
In the Netherlands, assessment was used as a tool to rationalize
public spending and impact assessment. Therefore, the main role was
played by the Ministryof Finance, Audit Chamber and the Ministry of
Economic Affairs, which are associated with public finances and
economic policies, which indicates the relationship between the
assessment and the development of public finance, results-oriented and
efficiency.

Also, a significant role played in the emergence of a political
assessment and management factors. In the United States contributed
to the emergence of evaluating the introduction of planning,
programming and budgeting in the defense sector. In Canada, the
concept of "new managerialism" and generally "allow managers to
manage»(Letting the managers manage) allowed deputy heads of
federal departments to assume greater responsibility for the activities
of their departments and the implementation of programs(Canada). In
Canada, on the development impact assessment of the new initiatives
in the field of public administration, strengthening the role of
accountability, revision of the principles of public service "Public
Service 2000", when the basic principles of the culture,
results-oriented and consumer services were, innovation, people and
accountability. Three «E»(Economy, Efficiency, Effectiveness) economy, efficiency and effectiveness replaced by three «D»
(Diagnosis, Design, Development) - diagnostics, design and
development. In the Netherlands, assessment focuses on the evaluation
of the results of policies and programs and includes an assessment of
outputs and outcomes, as well as an assessment of the structure and
implementation of policies that canbe considered the assessment
process. The dissemination of evaluation played a role as the concept
of "new public management", quality management theory and practice
of the administrative audit. Thus, of public policies influenced on the
development of evaluation by various factors in combination. As a
rule, there is an effect to spread the culture of evaluation of
educational and social programs to other areas and industries.
Evaluation of public policy is not common in the countries
studied. Evaluation of public policy in certain areas was carried out
mainly at the central level in the UK, the US and the Netherlands.
The US administration of President Barack Obama requires
managers of agencies to set priorities, to demonstrate progress in
achieving them,explain the trends, but do not set the rating of
successful and unsuccessful programs, as it was before. Office of
Management and Budget has asked agencies to identify a small
number of high priority targets with quantitative indicators and
indicator values community involvement in their development.
The government acted Analytical Center in the UK, who helped
ministries to develop a strategic vision in taking decisions and
programs. However, these structures were eliminated during the
financial crisis, when in the 1970s the emphasis shifted to the
effective management of resources.
The Ministry of Finance acted Commission for the Development
Policy Analysis in the Netherlands,, which contributed to the spread
of evaluation through educational and information activities.

3. Conclusion
Thus, on the basis of a comparative analysis of national systems
of evaluation of public policies in foreign countries (USA, Canada,
Great Britain, the Netherlands) found that the evaluation performed
three functions:
- Information (discovers Can you achieve the desired results policy
identifies errors and helps correct them);
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- Low (helps rationally allocate resources, determine which programs
can be closed, which pass into the private sector;
- Management (evaluation used to inform management decisions).
Also, it can be concluded that the evaluation of government programs
includes more precise targets, indicators and budget expenditures in
the countries studied, than the evaluation of public policy, which
requiresan integrated approach and evaluation at the strategic level. In
contrast to the evaluation of public policies, evaluation of programs is
more developed and distributed in all the countries studied (USA,
Canada, UK, Netherlands).
As for Kazakhstan, evaluation of programs presented in Kazakhstan
mostly controlled only fiscal discipline and monitoring achievement of
the targets.
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Innovative Development of Kazakhstan: Problems and Perspectives
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Abstract
Kazakhstan initiated the national economy development by means
of cluster approach. In 2004 Kazakhstan has launched its project for
Diversification of Kazakhstan’s Economythrough Cluster Development
in Non-Extraction Sectors of the Economy. Kazakhstani Government
is the main initiator of the project. This project involves elaboration
of concrete Action Plan intended to raise competitiveness of
non-extraction sectors of Kazakhstan’s economy. Successful realization
of the program is to result in increased production and sustainable
economic growth of the country. The project in general is based on
cluster approach, that is well-tried and efficient instrument for raising
competitiveness and promoting economic development of regions and
countries. The essence of the cluster approach is in forming of a certain
group of geographically localized interconnected companies, suppliers
of equipment, component parts, specialized services, infrastructure, research
facilities, higher education facilities and other associated institutions
needed to achieve a certain economic effect and amplifying competitive
advantages of certain companies, the cluster itself and the country in
general. We have to take into account that nowadays in all economic
developed countries the attention is paid at world intellectual potential.
The knowledge of smart young people gives opportunity to have
schilarships, to study at higher education places and to pass traineeships.
To specialists that are very talented workplaces with good level of
salary is given. Because of that in countries with economic development
improving social intellectual, making a good social-economic state for
creating economy and inspiring for intellectual creation is taking place.
Because of flow of smart specialists postindustrial recreation in world
economy is developing. The result of knowledge will be clear as
time passes by influence of economic development and by improving
the nation'scompetetiveness. That is why ee gave to influence the
improving of intellectual science potential and coming young people
to science sphere.
Keywords: Innovations, Prospects, Innovative Strategy, Science, Scentific
Projects
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1. Introduction
Nowadays we frequently meet the words as "new technology",
"innovation", "renewed products" from books, newspapers, magazines,
news. Certainly meaning and importance of these concepts are deep
and very valuable, because the development of world economy is
aimed exactly at this innovative direction.
What is innovation? There are a lot of definitions of innovation,
but because they examine innovation from different sides, they are
not similar. Go certificate, increased that innovation, because but all
they examined from different sides, they are not similar. There are
inherent feature and reasons of emergence of actual innovations and it
has at least two features.
First, "innovation" means something new, special. But a question
of "starting over" it's not about innovation. Many of the profitable
appeared with development before well-known ideas and with entering
of new services.
Second, innovation of idea is not innovation. Innovation is not
invention or finding something new, even of it's unexpected and
remarkable. If news has no economic and social cost, it's not
innovation, because an innovation is entering to production of result
provided with useful innovative tendency.
As statistics and historical information shows, all the innovations
are achievementsof science and technique. For example, in the middle
of XVIII century valuable antibiotic-penicillin, picture, telephone, radio
personal computer, internet, Earth artificial satellite are the results of
innovational processes.
But it's when science serves not for science but for business.
These innovations improve human life with each year.not enough to
have of science and craft to learn innovations well.
Innovative activity is extremely important ability and gift of
businessman, scientist and manager. For example, the father of lamps
famous Thomas Edison was very talented dreamer, thinker. He had
more than 600 patents, but firms that he created and managed weren't
successful. Only the innovational projects that he handed to manage
other managers were successful, for example General Electric (GE)
entered to manufacture many of the Thomas Edison's innovative
ideas.
The question is not about the impossibility of choosing the right
business or not having money, or impossibility of choosing theright
partner, but it is about looking at business the other way.
theyhowworks they think that they can manage the business of this
technology. workedtechnologists, andmanufacturers forecast profitable
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and permanent development of manufacture from the strategic side.
That is why in order to createworkers have to manage the
innovative business,thisof service differs a lot from the traditional one.
Also, the experience of developed countries show,nation's
innovative developmentinteracting of state, the improving of ability to
economic competitiveness won’t reach the expected results,
thereforepreparation ofand investment politicsto remain as state object.

2. Main Part
Statein order means one time carried out structural politics market
механизмдегідей economy structured industry element interval ғigh
mutual connection пен attended тікті provides takes.
The role of individual sector is entering to market new innovative
preparation and innovations according to investigations and taking
front-rank foreign technology. Andthe role of state is to influence to
take elementary education, create technological complex onapproach,
alsomake confortable situation for innovative infrastructure in order to
reachative activity.
In world economy countries like Japan, South Korea, Finland,
Singapoor and others reached economic development in supporting
and developingindustry andbecame leaders inscientific technical and
innovative.states’ experiencethis is one of the factors of developing
ofindustry, of products that are competitive, and its further
developing.’ spoliticsits leading role stands first,individual enterprise
sector is the one that enters theidea production,the production level is
low in companies that produceproducts, then theproject andbe unsuccessful.
In 5 states – thes USA, France, Japan, Germany and Great Britain
from the side of the state for the science allocated about 80% of
finances and in these countries work 50% of the scientific workers. [1]
Indexes show thatlevel of today's innovative-technologocal industry
is low from the world level. But, taking into account that Kazakhstan
came to innovative development comparatively late we should
consider these numbers to the future direction.
<Table-1> comparative level of Kazakhstan and world countries in
innovative-tekhnological sphere
Indexes

Kazakhstan USA Sweden Japan

GIA investigates scientifically charges,
that were sent, %

0.23

2.90

3.40

3.36

Enterprises in industry of innovation
activity is a level, %

5.7

66

75.3

60

On export of country highly
technologically weight of deposit
products, %

2.0

32

10.4

54

Registered oneself 1 млн to the
people patents are a number

93.6

141.1

302.7

258.4

According to investigations and experiments the number of
incorprated projects in 2009 raised from 235 to 390 in 2011 for
40%. at this point, number of projects scientific incorporated with
scientific corporations raised twice from 60 to 134, the share of this
project increased from 25% to 34,3%. Also, the number pf projects

incorporated with high education increased (from 15 to 45), high
education preparatory share increased from 6,4% to 11,5%. [1]
If we examine accprding toobject, the level of share of individual
enterprise sector to development of innovative activity is low.
In Kazakhstan the level of industrial innovative activity comparatively
very low. In 2012 that index made only 5,7%. This means that only
5 of every 100 manufacture deals with innovative activity. To compare
we can pick out neighbouring Russia which index is 13%, Germany
- 69,7%, Belgium - 59,7%, Ireland - 56,7%, the USA - 50%, Hungary
- 47%, Poland - 38%, Czech republic - 36,6%, Turkey - 33%.[2]
Charges that wasted to science industries at science-technical works
make 50928,4 million tenge. As shown in picture 2 of we discuss its
branches, 47% is a technique, and 29% is conducted in natural
science direction. [3]
Discussing the development of innovation and scientific-technicin
Kazakhstan, we can pick out features pf innovative development that
are listed below:
- still slow development of raw material economy sector
- lack of real economic influence on innovative and scientific-technic
finances activity
- absence of home innovative products at the market;
- low degree of scientific worker, low level of material and moral
stimulation on young people coming to scientific innovative
activity
- lack of internal financial resources and low level of attractiveness
in innovative sphere to foreign capital.
As discussion of innovative activity in Kazakhstan shows, ascience-product
cycle, viz. innovative process ends at the very beginning, sometimes
it ends at the primary stages of investigation or at the stages of
making examples, this means that products are not ready to be
enetered to home industry. Certainly the are many factors that reflect,
one of them is the deficit of reasonable management.
Nowadays the basis of economy of developed countries consist of
new technologies and competetive products. And of course the further
development of this economy depends on future specialists.
Talkingtruly, forming of American, West European and Japanese
management influenced on Kazakhstan's development of management.
Up to this time most of the specialists that studied at universities got
knowledge from the books prepared in these countries and Russia.
We are not against of these qualitative knowledge tools, but all of
them are directed at its national, social and cultural features, and they
are dedicated at resolving questions of those countries. Here we can
mention the main question which is the lack of qualitative knowledge
tools that show economic features of Kazakhstan.
The subject of "innovative management" is comparatively young, it
is one of the newsubjects that are enetered to state higher education
system. It is one of the professional subjects which os dedicated to
prepare management speciality. There are a lot of reasons of being
necessary of the subject "innovative management".
First, to malehuman life better in development of civilization is
based on inventing tools and products, for example the invention of
first automobile, telephone and television, internet and computer,
development and achievements of medicine. This mans that the basic
aim of innovations is the aim pf you and us, and the aim of all the
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governmental organizations. Therefore each state that thinks about its
future defines the influence of innovation to human and finds the
ways of prosperous using of innovations to human.
Secondly, it is the develoment of world economy development based
on science and technique achievements. The basic way of economic
improving nowadays is producing competative products.Competative
product is product that is high qualitative, acceptable atecologic
standards, produced according to late achievements of science and
technique. This means that we have to switch to high qualitative
production of raw materials in order to improving the lives of
Kazakhstani people. But in order to develop that kind of production
we need high educated, high erudited, faithful and leadership qualited
specialists.
Thirdly, we have to be independent from the countries that have
leadership bends in innovative industry. Nowadays in Kazakhstan all
the all the products with high technology in the market are the
products of import. However, nowadays in Kazakhstan it is
impossible to build competitive computers, transports on level of the
first class, connection technologies. But in our country fundamental,
university science is well developed, according to these achievements
it is possible to produce tools and transport for spheres of physics,
chemistry, medicine industry, the agricultural and oil producing
industry. We also need innovative management to solve this question.
To mention, we need to newly master the natural resources, open
new work places, enter scientific scale technologies maximally less,
unite and manage making and producer economy that doesn't need
personal creative ability and activity.
Fourth, strengthen connection between science and business.
Nowadays the basic question of high educational places in
Kazakhstan is to strengthen the connection between theory and
experiment. Innovations that are discussed nowadays are most of the
things without which we cannot do anything, for example, internet,
cell phone, personal computers are invented accrpding to this science,
are invented exactly with this theory and experiment, viz. with the
connection science and business.
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3. Conclusion
The main aim ofprocess is to improve economic, science-technic,
ecological and social state of the country by entering innovation,
therefore it will inprove the competetiveness of the country. Nowadays
Kazakhstan's economic state has big opportunity to carry out technological
innovations,for example to make tools that are neccessary to produce
machine and to do the mining and agricultural production, to find
and unite new methods to save the agricultural production.
Innovations are the highway to that helps to improve the permanent
development of production. Preparing the new kinds of business,
managers make public values that improves people's lifes and money
turnover.is well-known that the main function of strategic management
aims at permanent development of company and long-term activity.
The company needs to have competetive advantages. Nowadays
most of the Kazakhstani companies' competetive advantages are aimed
at cheap products and and low expense, and the main growing factor
is investments. Certainly it is not suited at nowadays competetiveness,
because now competetive advantages show only innovative activity
and indexes like quality, mark, features that provide achievements in
scientific expeditions. And therefore the role of innovative activity is
very important in any company's strategic development, we can say
that innovation is the main power that improves the competetiveness
of companies.
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A Structural Compendium on Service Quality and Customer Satisfaction:
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Abstract
Purpose-The core objective of the study is to be acquainted with how
bank services quality affects the customer satisfaction. In particular, to
measure and analyze the quality of services offered by public and
private sector top three banks in India.
Research design, data, and methodology –After meticulous review
of germane literature on service quality and customer satisfaction, by
administering questionnaires along with personal interviews, researchers
garnered the data related to the selected topic for the study. Total
600 respondents’ opinions collected with random and convenience
sampling methods. First time, the researchers applied BANKQUAL
after checking the reliability with Cronbach’s Alpha and the selected
hypotheses were proved with Chi-Square test and t-test.
Results - 81 percent of SBI and 75 percent of ICICI customers
are leading the overall satisfaction levels in the selected banks for the
study. Startlingly, all the public sector banks chosen for the study are
leading in the satisfaction index over the private sector banks by
demonstrating the difference in the dimensions of credibility, influence
and geographical spread.
Conclusion - The research is most precious to diverse stakeholders
of Indian banking industry particularly to banks who have plans to
review their existing service quality for further improvement and to
government for introducing necessary precautionary measures to control
the industry. This research is first of its kind with the application of
comprehensive BANKQUAL statement for checking the service
quality of banks in India.
Key words: Service quality, customer satisfaction, BANKQUAL, India

1. Introduction
The Indian banking sector is an undisputable engine for sustaining
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country’s growth agenda and the lifeline of the nation and its
populace. Since its inception, banking in India has propelled the
economy in all vital sectors and usher to a new dawn of evolution.
This crucial core sector has successfully translated and transformed
the hopes and aspirations of more than one billion population into
reality in all walks of their life.In this process, it crosses so many
difficult terrains, move forward by some leaps and bounds like suffer
from indignities of foreign rule and the pangs of partition.
At present, Indian banking industry is one of the highly
competitive, largest and most sophisticated industry and confidently
competes with banks from the contemporary developed world. In the
present day’s intense competition, persistent proliferation of service
quality is an emblematic strategy to all companies which are aimed
at generating expected level of profits and confidently differentiating
themselves from other firms. But in reality, all most all commercial
banks in India introduced more or less similar kind of services along
with prices they have charged. In this situation, any bank can
flawlessly differentiate its service through better-quality which proffers
absolute benefits like competitive edge;enhance efficiency, customer
satisfaction, improved customer retention, decrease in operating costs,
and increase in profitability and financial performance.

2. Literature Review
Many marketing academicians, scholars, and corporate people defined
quite a few descriptions on service quality. For instance, Berry (cited
in Kandampully, 1998, p.423) identifies service quality as mainly
influential competition weapon and Clow (1993) describes the same
as organization’s life-giving blood. Service quality typically refers to
kind of assessment similar to attitude, and customers’ judge on a
company’s superiority or excellence, and can be defined as evaluation
by customers about service delivery process in general (Hellier et al.,
2003; Parasuraman et al., 1985b Zeithaml, 1987 Cited in Lee,
Young-Chul & Kim, Jong-Lak (2014)). Grönroos (1984b) initiated the
service quality concept and defined the concept as the perception of
consumers towards a certain service, and he divided it into technical
quality and functional quality. Service quality is simply compilation
of service features as viewed and selected by customers which is
determined by observation of customers who use the service.
Parasuraman et al. (1988a) defined apparent service quality as a
universal conclusion, or approach, concerning to supremacy of service
whereas Lee & Yang (2012) said service quality is the distinction
between customers’ expectations and their opinion on service received.
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Different views expressed by different academicians and researchers
on service quality like Swartz & Brown (1989) said that "What" the
service delivers is assessed following presentation and "How"the
service is delivered is evaluated during delivery. Works of Lehtinen
& Lehtinen (1982) integrates physical quality, interactive quality and
corporate (image) quality.
This analysis seems to exclude customer satisfaction, but is
supported by the findings of Grönroos (1982) who acknowledged two
service quality dimensions, the technical aspect ("What" service is
provided) and the functional aspect ("How" the service is provided).
By blending both works mentioned above led to the emergence of
the European perception to service quality encompassing three facets
technical, functional, and image. Services are exceptionally and
frequently assessed at the moment of service delivery; Klaus (1985)
defined it as the precise sum value professed in the service delivery
which is anticipated by the customer and thus businesses require
concentrating on enhancing customers’ perception and service delivery
process. Whereas said by Bearden et al., (1998) service process is
benefitted two ways by improving its quality: a) businesses would be
a focus for new customers and, b) keep maximum obtainable customers.
Total Customer Satisfaction (TCS) is the buzz word and
philosophy of corporate circles around the world in the new
millennium. The concept of customer satisfaction has acknowledged
the concentration of practitioners and academicians around the world
for the past four to five decades and many researchers attempted to
define the term customer satisfaction in general as well as a
transaction process. Customer satisfaction occupies a vital place in
firms marketing thought and practice and there is no exception to
service firms. Kotler & Keller (2006) posit customer satisfaction is a
person’s thoughts of contentment or discontentment following from
the comparison of visible performance of a product or service
associated with person’s expectation. In a related definition, Juran
(1991) said that customer satisfaction is the outcome attained as
offering characteristics act in response to customers need and want.
Bolton & Drew (1991a) defined it as an opinion came through a
definiteservice encounter whereas Oliver (1981) viewed it as an
expressive response which manipulates outlook as well as detailed
utilization.

3. Research Methodology
The core purpose of this research is to explore issues affects the
bank services quality among the selected banks for the study and
also to know the perceptions of customers on their contentment
levels. The research approach is primarily consists of using both
questionnaires and personal interviews with the customers of top three
commercial banks operates in capital region of the southern state of
Andhra Pradesh in India. The self-administered questionnaire first
designed in English language and then translated into local vernacular
language Telugu. Due to the distinctiveness of the study focusing on
a capital region of Andhra Pradesh,which is first of its kind and the
inevitability of legitimate and trustworthy data, garnering of primary
data collecting quantitative data from a primary research was the

prime option of the researcher.
Out of total 27 public sector banks and 19 private sector banks,
researchers have chosen the top three banks for the study in terms of
its overall assets and market capitalization. These are: State Bank of
India, Bank of Baroda, Punjab National Bank in the public sector
and HDFC Bank, ICICI Bank, and Axis Bank in private sector. The
researcher has selected the sample of 100 customers of each bank
selected for the study with by applying both random and convenience
sampling techniques. The researchers without any prejudice involved
in collection of opinions of respective bank customers who visited the
bank during business hours from Monday to Saturday in the second
fortnight of March, 2015. A well-trained team of MBA students as
part of their assignment has taken-up this task with utmost care and
diligence. Uniquely, the researcher is in meticulous literature review
either to choose SERVQUAL (5) or more comprehensive BANKQUAL
(15) service dimensions to assess the chosen topic for the study with
5-point Likert Scale where 1=strongly disagree; 2=disagree; 3=neutral;
4=agree; and 5=strongly agree. Finally, researcher garnered the
opinions of respondents on the overall customer satisfaction with a
separate question: "By and large, how satisfied are you with the
bank?" Finally, the reliability of the proposed and selected
BANKQUAL statement is tested by using Cronbach’sand Expert
Opinion is used for validation of the scale. Based on the literature
review and discussion with higher officials of the banking sector, the
following hypotheses were selected. Based on the sampled data, first
hypothesis was proved with Chi-Square Test and the second and third
were proved with t- test for independent sample and the reliability of
fourth or final hypothesis was checked with Cronbach’s Alfa.
Hypotheses for the Study:
1. A strong association between service quality and customer
satisfaction in banking industry.
2. Considerable difference among public and private sector banks
in service quality.
3. Significant difference between private and public sector banks in
levels of customer satisfaction.
4. BANKQUAL is a reliable measure of service quality in banking
sector

4. Conclusion
This research reveals factual and comprehensive information about
services quality and satisfaction levels of Indian banking customers
which is lucrative to all the stakeholders of the industry. Issues
coupled with time and cost in this study entail for further research
and future research should take-up with significantly large sample
from diverse classes of customers with relative significance of bank
quality dimensions. The entire banking industry should engage in this
kind of frequent assessment on their services for further up gradation
in all angles. This research has the following limitations-a) the
research confined only to measure service quality and customer
satisfaction of top three banks from public and private sectors; b) this
research covers only Capital Region of the Andhra Pradesh state in
India and c) another crucial limitation of the research is the
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application of both random and convenience sampling and customers
who did not visit their respective bank branches in the second
fortnight of this March did not get an opportunity to disclose their
opinion through this survey.
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Kazakhstan’s Gender Policy: Problems and Prospects
Rajasekhara Mouly Potluri*, Marina D. Abikayeva**, Ol'ga Yanovskaya***1

Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to review, analyze and identify the
suitability of Kazakh gender policy to the changes taken place in the
society and to suggest necessary changes. After meticulous review of
germane literature, the researchers applied an analytical approach
which focuses on analyzing the Kazakh’s gender policy and its
issuance guidelines based on the present requirement of the society.
Even though the policy has introduced with astonishing prudence,
present day’s living trends in the society imperatively require some
notable modifications which protects the rights of women and
minority sections of the society. Kazakh gender policy requires some
up-gradations which flawlessly support the lifestyles of the feminine
community. In the context of human resources development, the
empowerment of women is of paramount importance. It has already
proved that in any country where a high degree of gender equality is
greater in terms of both opportunities and benefits, there is absolutely
high economic growth and prevails better quality of life.Addressing
gender inequalities and women empowerment is the prime concern to
any country in every part of the globe. In 2000 the majority of UN
member states adopted the Beijing Declaration and Platform for
Action to enhance the advancement and empowerment of women and
to promote gender equality. Women around the world are struggling
for their human rights. Globally, there has been a gradual positive
change in terms of advancement of the status and role of women, the
reduction of their inequality, democratization and humanization and
the creation of equal opportunities for women and men.
Keywords: Gender, Women, Social roles, Kazakhstan

1. Introduction
In the context of human resources development, the empowerment
of women is of paramount importance. It has already proved that in
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any country where a high degree of gender equality is greater in
terms of both opportunities and benefits, there is absolutely high
economic growth and prevails better quality of life. Addressing
gender inequalities and women empowerment is the prime concern to
any country in every part of the globe. In 2000 the majority of UN
member states adopted the Beijing Declaration and Platform for
Action to enhance the advancement and empowerment of women and
to promote gender equality. Women around the world are struggling
for their human rights. Globally, there has been a gradual positive
change in terms of advancement of the status and role of women, the
reduction oftheir inequality, democratization and humanization and the
creation of equal opportunities for women and men.
Gender problem is important and is linked to development of
gender disparities, infringes on the rights and possibilities of people
are a barrier to any society’s sustainable development. Gender
problem is more important because it is a problem which hinders the
development of every sector of the economy. As aptly said by
Shakirova (2015) modern Kazakhstani society can be described as a
complicated mixture of cultural and ideological features like Nomadic
style of life, belonging to Turk language family, domination of Islam,
Post-Soviet postcolonial mind, liberal democracy, market economy,
Central-Asian regional leadership, Eurasian geopolitical ideology, etc.
The Government of Kazakhstan through its resolution # 1190 on 27th
November, 2003 approved gender policy for the country. This gender
policy has given clear directions on the achievement of balanced
participation of men and women in the power structures, the
provision of equal opportunities for women’s economic independence,
entrepreneurship and career development, creation of conditions for
equal exercise of rights and responsibilities in a family and freedom
from gender-based violence.
The traditional power oriented domination of men over women has
been changing drastically in the last two to three decades. Even
though significant attitudinal changes have taken place in the male
community, it is not up to the mark to comprehensively eradicate
gender inequality. Particularly, Kazakhstan since its independence has
achieved highly alluring progress in the protection of rights and
legitimate interests of its men and women. In this milieu, the
researchers attempted to meticulously review the existing gender
policy based on the present situation to identify whether the policy is
suitable to the present situation or not.
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2. Kazakhstan Gender Policy
The objective of any gender policy is working towards an organization
which implements gender point of view as a focal point to frame its
internal and external policy.The gender policy is featured by the truth
that societal customs regarding men and womenare broken and that
both the sexes have equal access to power, authority and resources
which is perceptible in the goals, strategy, structure and culture of
the organization. Gender policy can be framed on the gender analysis
which includes: a) main goals; b) short term goals, detailed towards
concrete results; c) measures to achieve those results; d) responsibilities;
e) communication plan; f) budget; g) timetable; h) reportage and
evaluation.
Right from its inception, Kazakh gender policy is strictly in the
directional lines of the policy framework.In 1998, Kazakhstan joined
the convention on the elimination of all forms of discrimination
against women and ratified the convention on the political right of
women and the convention on the nationality of married women.
Gender imbalance prevents the formation of high-grade types of social
activities. The experience of men and women needs to be considered.
Limiting women’s participation in the political life of the country,
their removal from power at all levels will limit the efficiency of the
state and its policy. Sustainable gender development is the creation of
social infrastructures which promote dynamic economic growth, the
formation of civil structures, creating conditions for personal
expression of every human being, both men and women. They should
have equal access to economic, political, educational resources and be
able to express their interests and achieve their vital goals. Since its
independence in 1991, Kazakhstan has witnessed tremendous notable
changes in every facet and sector of the economy.
By acceding to the UN Convention on the elimination of discrimination
of women in 1998, it acknowledged its commitment to advance the
rights and interests of women. Kazakhstan also joined more than 60
international agreements on human rights. The gender policy adopted
by Kazakhstan defined the following main directions of gender
policy: a) achieving balanced participation of men in women in
power b) ensuring equal opportunities for women’s economic
independence c) developing their own business; d) career promotion
e) enabling equal rights and responsibilities in the family; f) freedom
from violence. The strategy of gender equality for 2006-2016
developed in Kazakhstan provides solutions to achieve equal rights
and opportunities for women and men. There are many problems of
gender inequality in Kazakhstan.
In real life, women have fewer rights and opportunities than
men.From the results of sociological surveys and analyses elsewhere
we can draw a conclusion: gender inequality still exists in Kazakhstan.
During 1990-2000, the decrease in total employment took place, mostly,
at women’s expense and there was an active migration of women from
paid labor to unpaid house work, and\or towards irregular non-qualified
employment. Unemployed women in Kazakhstan constitute 58 per
cent, and their wage in all types of activities adds up to only 60.8
per cent of cumulative male’s pay. Even in traditionally women-dominated
spheres, like health care, education, social protection and others
women earn less in comparison with men (http:// www.panorama.kz/

archiv/ 2000/ 25.htm). The 1979 UN "Convention on abolishment of
all types of discrimination against women"was ratified by Kazakhstan
in 1998. This convention is directed to ensure the following women
rights: a) To elect and be elected in all publically elected organs; b)
To take part in the formation of the state policy and be a state
employee; c) To be a member of a non-governmental organization,
working on the social and political problems of the country’s life
(http://www.kafu-academic-journal.info/journal/3/60/).
Representation of women in the Parliament has decreased in 1999
it amounted to 11.2%, in 2007 – 9.5%, while in 2010 г. – 13,6 %.
The number of women in power is decreasing depending on the
height of the position. In spite of the growth in the number of
women as political civil servants (9.5% in 2000, 10.3% in 2007
and9,4 %. in 2010), there are only four women ministers, 8 deputy
ministers, three committee chairs, five deputy and only one district
akims (mayor/governor). There are no women region and/or town
akims. Women deputy district akims make up only 17 %. Women
are not in demand on the labor market. Of all women who applied
for jobs to the Employment Services only every sixth has been
placed. Among persons employed for hire 50% are women but their
salaries make up only 60% of men’s salaries. Women are engaged in
low paid jobs even in such sectors as healthcare and education. In
2011 women’s salaries comprised between 85% - 84% of men’s
salaries. Women can bring to management a new set of criteria,
change the traditional management style based on mutual relations,
consistence of actions and humanistic landmarks. The future of
humanity depends on the level of women’s education, their social
status and health. To provide legal mechanisms of women’s rights
protection in Kazakhstan it is necessary to improve legislation, i.e.: a)
Increase the number of women in bodies of authority b) create
economic exemptions and preferences for womenc) provide increased
legal and social guarantees for women.
Currently, women in Kazakhstan are insufficiently represented in
government and political bodies. There is a typical gender-biased
pyramid of power, with women occupying its lower and middle
levels, but are not foundat the top (decision-making) level. Although
the proportion of women in Parliament in 2006 grew to 15.9% (17
women), the overall number of women there amounted to 12.7% in
2007 and 13.6% (21 women) in 2010. The proportion of women in
local administration in 2010 was 51%, with only 9.4% among political
civil servants and 55.9% in administration. Such distribution of employees
in various structures of governance shows a low representation of
women in politics. This is a barrier to a greater gender sensitive political
participation and representation.
Despite the fact that the fundamental principles of gender policy in
Kazakhstan establish constitutionally guaranteed equal rights and
freedoms for men and women, they are not backed up by guaranteed
opportunities. In pursuance of the "Strategy of Gender Equality" the
law "On Equal Rights and Opportunities of Women and Men" was
developed in Kazakhstan. It provides for special measures (by
introducing quota) to be implemented to increase the representation of
women at decision making level. Following the practice of developed
democracies and in order to build up the political capacity of women
who are party members, a system of quota (of not less than 30%)
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has been introduced for women nominated as candidates for election
or for appointments for leadership positions. This measure is aimed at
eliminating the discrimination of women and inclusion of the principle
of gender equality.
A special government body needs to be created to oversee due
procedures and processes and take special measures to maintain
equality. Improving the collection and analysis of statistical data of
the state of gender equality is a priority in the implementation of
gender equality principles in Kazakhstan. It ensures an effective
monitoring of gender policy in the country. An enabling environment
is being created in Kazakhstan for gender-sensitive budgeting at both
national and local levels. The Social (Gender) Budgets Project aims at
capacity building of the national commission, civil servants, members
of Parliament, women NPOs through the application of gender
analysis. However, the full use of gender budgeting requires a
political will which will ensure a sustainable application of gender
approaches in budgeting. Women’s personal development is
understood as a condition of men’s personal development since men’s
personal development is a prerequisite for women’s growth and
participation. The entire society will benefit as a result. A huge
untapped potential of creative forces and capabilities will be involved
which will shape up modern gender models. This will change the
ratio of goals and priorities of gender policy.

3. Conclusion
Kazakhstan’s gender policy confidently achieved optimistic results
since its inception which develops with a perfect blend of
international experiences and the national features. The President also
reiterated the significance of women participation in decision-making
and also declared that it will be necessary to expand participation of
women in production, in particular at the new enterprises, to help
them to eventually occupy large political posts. At the 2010 World
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Economic Forum, it was noted that in a rating of gender equality,
Kazakhstan occupied an honorable 41 place among 135 states and
ahead of 14 states of the European Union on this indicator
(www.ca-news.org/ news/ 625491? from=ya). Based on the recent
developments in Kazakh society, gender policy requires some
up-gradations which flawlessly support the lifestyles of the feminine
community.
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The Strategy of Sustainable Mankind’s Development in 21 century
Orazaly Sabden*1

Abstract
Evolution of a terrestrial form of life which has arisen billions
years ago, was accompanied by logic of development of world
history: flora →→ind, human society →→–these are main stages of
development of life on our planet. In long process of fight for life of
people, human beings started studying itself and world around,
learned its laws and to tried correctly to apply them to increase
opportunities and satisfaction of requirements. During seven thousand
years of development the mankind saved up experience and
knowledge to realize responsibility for its future destiny. In the
history there were many crises, the conflicts and wars. But never
there was nosuch critical situation when possibility of existence of
civilization as a whole would be threatened, and the problem of
limitation of earth and resources would demand the scientific
decision. Preservation of human civilization, probability of its
subsequent successful development are impossible without studying the
general regularities and proportions in system production consumption,
developments of bases of reproduction cycles and management of
global processes.
Keywords: Strategy, Sustainable Mankind’s Development, 21 century

1. Introduction
Need of development of integrated concept of transition to
post-industrial civilization is proved by prerequisites and conditions of
world historical development’s formation of logic that all scientists of
the world and world community are trying to explain, considering
problem from various points of view [1, 2, 3].
The planetary house of universal civilization and the future new
waves in scientific and spiritual revolution will be founded on
combination of six key Basic Elements of transition to post-industrial
civilization, such, as:
1. Humanization of world community taking into account logic of
world history’s development.
2. New scientific and technological revolution, technological ways
(VI-VII-TU).
* Professor, Institute of Economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
Republic of Kazakhstan E-mail: osabden@mail.ru

3.
4.
5.
6.

Ecology and stabilization of world power consumption.
Space exploration, space energy and resources of Solar system.
World safety.
Transition from market economy to innovative economy for
post-industrial civilization.

Main objective of presented megaproject is development of
conceptual provisions on formation of new transitional model to
post-industrial civilization basing on components of transition offered
by us to post-industrial world: spirituality, society’s humanization
(defining logic of world history’s development), scientific and
technical progress (new scientific revolution), greening of society and
a material world (ecological revolution), space exploration, world
safety, and also world economic power with all its parameters that
are to be provided by steady life in planetary house of universal
civilization. Conceptual idea is that more than 200 states on a planet
turned to members of one family and peacefully lived under a roof
of uniform planetary house of universal civilization.
It is necessary to emphasize that within conditions of globalization
and crises only integration ideas, joint consideration and solution of
problems it is quicker achieved success, than the solution of certain
states. For assessment of decisions’ efficiency the scientific outlook
and scientific instrument of coordination of proposed solutions with
fundamental laws of nature which aren't depending on the points of
view of heads of the states, multinational companies, Masonic,
pan-Islamic and other associations are required especially. If world on
basis of planetary cooperation of nations and ethnos adopts everything
achievement which are made still and scientific instrument of
coordination of the purposes and solutions of problems with objective
laws of nature, it will rescue a human civilization and big assistance
to creation of I type of the Planetary civilization will be rendered.

2. Main Part
As new knowledge methodology of civilization’s development
connection of achievements of natural sciences (STP) with public,
society humanization, spirituality, religions in uniform design of
planetary house isfor the first time shown. Further briefly we will
stop on each of six blocks
Global changes, world crisis lead to difficult socially and political
changes[6]. These changes are like tremors, - occur first in one place,
then in other ones. Changes can't be predicted because it can arise
worldwide. World crisis forces influential forces of society and those
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that are in power, to take measures beforehand in order to prevent
mistrust of people and to look for new ways of recovery from crisis.
The most essential factor in development of world community are
collected for many years social problems, spiritual degradation,
corruption, idleness of local authorities, their indifferent relation to
needs of people in various regions of world [7]. Many countries,
without having accurate state ideology, had lost social orientation and
followed a way of thoughtless consumption. The national idea,
focused on consciousness of people, is necessary for states,. It has to
be based on the principles of nation’s unity, development of its
language, culture and customs. But the national idea is a not only
spiritual phenomenon, it is integrally connected with interests of
nation and its’realization. Thus any nation isn't capable to exist
separately, in separation from other nations, its interests and separated
contradictive interests form other nations.Therefore understanding of
national idea, national interests and mutual trust is indispensable
condition of its realization [2].
World religions very poorly protect the population from moral
decomposition and crime, don't bear original spiritual revival and a
national unification, create only imitation of it. All this influences
national security of the world. Though as a whole the religion always
played and plays a rod role in attempts to find support by means of
which it is possible to move heaven and earth and not to drop out
of it. Who will deny that religiousness doesn't do believers happy?
It is probably correct that spiritual representatives of world always
first of all put forward ideas promoting awakening of consciousness,
to its release from stereotypes, and only then recommended to apply
technologies improving physical body without which the consciousness
can't realize completely itself and exist in a material world.
Unfortunately, representatives of developed countries understood it just
the opposite. If society’s development during number of centuries
submitted not so much to reason, but to market relations and private
capital. It is time now to trust in power of human reason and spirit,
differently – deadly threat.
In an unstable century of globalization the idea about humanization
of society can become a factor of unification of people and states.
After implementation of listed actions by revival and use of
centuries-old historical values there will be opportunities of global
changes in spiritual and cultural development of mankind. It will be
a big step maintaining honor of society not to become stagnation
sources. The main task of humanization ideas is to change thinking
of person, his consciousness according to requirements of new
civilized society of XXI century. A lot of things should be done on
settling of disagreements in the world.
In answer to question what has to be a new form of society in
the XXI century, it is expedient to consider two factors.
First, use of logic (experience) of world-wide and historical
development, and also primordial national history, spiritual cultural
values of each country and region.
Secondly, new requirements of the XXI century and transition to a
post-industrial humanistic and noosphere civilization. As its first stage,
acts the development of new technological way. It is necessary to
invest capital to innovative technology, to research and development,
and to human capital.

All stated above testifies that in world development there comes
such moment, the truth moment, when there will be need of
elaboration new global strategy of world order. Seems that it is
necessary to begin with development the correct state ideology directed
on preservation of moral, spiritual cultural values and traditions.
The global crisis made us open our eyes. There are many reasons
to try to revive high moral and spiritual values cquired by the
mankind over the centuries which today so sadly seem to be readily
rejected by many. The world once again seeks the ideals ofhumanism
and justice. That being said, fundamental moral standards and spiritual
values are the product of the development of human civilization. In
the world today we are witnessing public unrest, natural calamities,
dictatorships which all contribute to moral decline and the rupture of
social ties resulting in a moral crisis.
It is sad that we forget about society humanization taking into
account logic of world history, we forgot about need of coexistence
under nature laws. But law has chance to work only if it meets
ethical standard. Society always has to remember natural basis of the
development – the nature. However natural and human capital are
not having paramount significance andcultural wealth is forgotten.
Therefore laws of harmonious development of society are broken, "the
invisible market’s hand" played role, and rich states became hostages
of world crisis.

3. Suggestions: Conclusion
On a question where we go, it is possible to answer that only
world community joint efforts can preserve mankind from global
threats, death. Race of arms of USA, Russia, People's Republic of
China and other countries, separate progress of world multinational
companies, tries of G8 and G20, such international financial
organizations as IMF, World bank, WTO, large regional EU, NATO,
BRIC, SCO unions won't solve problem of global world challenges
though they and do much. Therefore came to unite, correct time to
world all negative that did, mankind, there are no two ways about it.
We are confident that the new doctrine aimed to further the
development of the global human society based on the ideals of
morality and spirituality championed by the United Nations and all
the prudent forces of the global community, as well as the UN
Address to the People of the World made every five years will
provide the essential theoretical guidelines for human communities
worldwide and sovereign nations to examine and assess their policies
of the past, present and future. This will be a new step toward
understanding the patternof the development of the human society in
the XXI century.
The United Nations, therefore, now have a unique opportunity to
regain its role and mission as a global unifying force which will be
the core for the new architecture of historical, moral, cultural,
technological and environmental constructivism founded on the
principles of justice, harmony and cooperation in the best interests of
all the peoples of the world and the universe. It should be an
institution like the UN to fully accept the responsibility for the future
evolution of the human civilization. This will be the next
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revolutionary step in the direction of global security in the XXI
century.
By 2015 next stage of strategy of world development, designated
by UN will end, and stage of transition into new stage from market
economy to innovative economy of the post-industrial civilization
based on new knowledge, science and high technologies,
competitiveness of the human capital with all ranges of lifting of
spirituality and updating of systemof values will begin. And let this
scientific megaproject will bring certain contribution in new strategic
development of world.
In order to test the proposed concept it would be advisable to
hold in 2015 a UN world conference titled "The New Strategy for
the World’s Development in the XXI Century". In the context of the
XXI century it has become an urgent necessity that the United
Nations initiate a systematic analysis of the political, environmental,
socio-economic and possibly some other aspects of the development
of the human civilization in order to promptly work out common
principles for the future development of our species on Earth and
take immediate action regarding the pressing challenges of the present
day, such as managing the climate change, etc. In the present
conditions characterized by high levels of uncertainty we need to
have at least a certain degree of confidence in our vision of
Tomorrow. Taking into account the above we believe that the author
should be allowed to make a presentation onthis problem at relevant
agencies of the UN, in particular the UNESCO, etc.
The proposed megaproject may today become the driving force to
unite all of mankind. This is another civilizational challenge for the
humanity! World religions, such as Islam, Judaism, Christianity,
Hinduism, Buddhism, and their respective schools shall never endorse
any public discord or terrorism (the way they constantly appear to be
portrayed by the Western media) but urge for the unity promoting
high standards of ethics and a secure development of the human
society. In other words, it is a step forward toward a moral
revolution of the mankind. This megaproject offers the ideological
basis for developing the global human society and securing
international security by way of leveraging high moral standards and
technological progress.
Proceeding from stated above, I address to UN, G8and G20, to
annual World Davos forum to consider the offered megaproject.
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Agricultural Innovations for Sustainable Development:
Analysis of Situation in Kazakhstan and Ways for Improvement
Khalima N. Sansyzbayeva*, Aknur Zhidebekkyzy**1

Abstract
This paper aims to analyze the current situation of agriculture in
Kazakhstan focusing on innovations, identify key problems and
challenges, and propose ways for improvement. The researchers
reviewed the relevant literature and collected relevant data from
secondary sources. The study's methodological basis included
Kazakhstan’s legislative and regulatory Acts, program for the
development of agriculture, and data about innovations in the
agriculture sphere. Reports and statistical reviews were examined in
order to determine the tendency of development of agriculture in
Kazakhstan. Evaluation of the current level of technological
development in crop production and animal husbandry shows that
agricultural innovations in Kazakhstan are not developed enough.
Government and public authorities are well aware of the need for
innovative agricultural development, and take the necessary programs
and measures. Despite this, researchers have identified problems in
this sphere and proposed their solutions. The transition to sustainable
economic growth in the agricultural sector of the country is
impossible without promoting the use of science and technology, the
introduction of high technology, activation of all economic entities of
scientific and technical sphere of agriculture. The main priority of
science, technology and innovation policy in the agricultural sector
should be state support for basic and applied science with a focus on
the implementation of scientific development in agriculture.
Keywords: Agricultural Innovations, Agriculture of Kazakhstan, Sustainable
Development.

1. Introduction
Agricultural development depends to a great extent on how
successfully knowledge is generated and applied, and indeed
knowledge intensiveness has featured prominently in most strategies to
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promote agricultural development. Yet the changing context for
agricultural development has highlighted a strong need to understand
and adopt innovation systems thinking.
Agricultural science, technology, and innovation are vital to
promoting rural development and poverty reduction. To this end,
many studies on agricultural research, extension, and education have
highlighted the importance of public investment and policies in these
areas. However, as agricultural innovation becomes increasingly viewed
as a complex process that defies simple solutions, it has become
more and more difficult to identify the types of investment and
policy interventions needed to make developing-country agriculture
more responsive, dynamic, and competitive.

2. Literature Review
Technological change has been a major factor shaping agriculture
in the last 100 years (Schultz, 1964 Cochrane, 1979). Internationally,
tremendous changes in production patterns have occurred. While
world population more than doubled between 1950 and 1998 (from
2.6 to 5.9 billion), grain production per person has increased by
about 12 percent, and harvested acreage per person has declined by
half (Brown et al., 1999). These figures suggest that productivity has
increased and agricultural production methods have changed significantly.
The classification of innovations according to form is useful for
considering policyquestions and understanding the forces behind the
generation and adoption of innovations. Categories in this classification
include mechanical innovations (tractors and combines), biological
innovations (new seed varieties), chemical innovations (fertilizers and
pesticides), agronomic innovations (new management practices),
biotechnological innovations, and informational innovations that rely
mainly on computer technologies (Sunding & Zilberman, 2000).
Although many of agricultural strategies have been successful, they
may no longer be sufficient in many countries, where agriculture is
increasingly subject to rapid and unpredictable change. Amid such
change, it is perhaps inevitable that ideas about innovation and its
sources should also change. The perceptions of what constitutes
"research capacity" and how innovation occurs are being transformed,
along with approaches for investing in the capacity to innovate. It is
now clear that investing in the creation of stronger research systems
the primary focus of agricultural research investment in the 1980s and
1990s may increase the supply of new knowledge and technology,
but it may not improve the wider capacity for innovation throughout
the agricultural sector (Rajalahti, Woelcke, & Pehu, 2005). More
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recently, attention has focused on the demand for research and
technology and on the development of innovation systems. An
"innovation system" is a network of organizations, enterprises, and
individuals focused on bringing new products, new processes, and
new forms of organization into economic use, together with the
institutions and policies that affect the system’s behavior and
performance (The World Bank, 2006).
AIS thus represents a network of organizations, enterprises and
individuals that focused on "bringing new products, new processes
and new forms of organization into economic use, together with the
institutions and policies that affect their behavior and performance"
[6]. Ultimately, it is the policy environment and active government
strategies to foster and award innovation in agriculture that stimulates
or hinders CD for agricultural innovation within the AIS. In short,
agricultural innovation, which includes the successful development of
new or traditional practices, their tailoring to the local needs of
farmers, farm cooperatives and agri-business, and their adoption and
up-scaling, requires adequate capacities on all levels of decision
making. However, low-income countries often lack the resources and
capacities to fully develop their innovation systems (Aerni et al., 2015).
Since the performance of an agricultural innovation system
influences the overall performance of the agricultural sector,
measuring sectoral performance is vital to assessing an innovation
system. Classical indicators of agricultural sector performance include
measures such as agricultural sector growth rates and total factor
productivity. The growth rate of the agricultural sector is an
important indicator of the sector’s potential to contribute to poverty
reduction if distributional aspects are taken into account. Increases in
agricultural productivity are a major driver of agricultural growth and
are an important measure of the sector’s competitiveness (Spielman &
Birner, 2008).
The main findings of the study of the World Bank, as one
reviewer pointed out, were not so much important because they were
all new, but because they brought together these findings in one
place and gave them prominence in the form of a World Bank study.
The findings included:
- Innovation is rarely triggered by agricultural research and,
instead, is most often a response of entrepreneurs to new and
changing market opportunities.
- Promising sectors begin to fail because with ever-changing
market demands, patterns of interaction between entrepreneurs,
farmers andother sources of technology and information are
insufficient to support a knowledge-intensive process of
innovation on a continuous basis.
- Lack of interaction weakens innovation capacity and is a
reflection of deep-rooted habits and practices in both public and
private sector organizations. The market is not sufficient to
promote interaction; the public sector has a central role to play.
- Social and environmental sustainability are integral to economic
success and need to be reflected in patterns of participation and
interaction that are considered when strengthening innovation capacity.
- Mechanisms at the sector level that are critical for coordinating
the interaction needed for innovation are either overlooked or
missing (Hall, 2007).

3. Context of Kazakhstan
Agriculture is one of the key sectors of the Kazakh economy.
Kazakhstan is the 9th largest country by land mass.
More than 74 percent of the country’s territory is suitable for
agricultural production, representing 5.5 percent of GDP and employing
over 20 percent of the labor force, with 43 percent of the population
living in rural areas.
The rich soil and climate provide ideal conditions for growing
wheat, barley, rice, corn, millet and buckwheat. In 2012, the total
crop area reached 21.3 million ha. Corn and beans will be sown on
16.5 million ha while oilseed will occupy 1.7 million ha.
Food production increased by 2.9% at the end of 2014 and for
the first time was more than 1 trillion tenge. Imports amounted to
2.9 bln. US dollars, export were 1.1 billion US Dollars (Mamytbekov,
2015).
To implement the program financing in the framework of the
budget program 212 "Research and activities in the field of
agriculture and nature" in 2014 achieved the following results: the
state variety trials transferred 110 varieties and hybrids of agricultural
crops, 51 recommendations on technology were developed. 166
security documents for intellectual property were obtained, including
received 10 patents for inventions; 83 innovative patents for invention
(for processing - 23, in water management and soil fertility - 4,
animal production and health - 39, agricultural mechanization in
forestry -17); 72 patents for selection achievements (69 - in horticulture,
in animal husbandry 3) (MGOV, 2016).
The Government provides subsidized loans to agricultural enterprises,
subsidies for machinery upgrades and construction, state-funding of
organizations developing veterinary and phytosanitary sectors, the
provision of subsidies for industrial energy costs. It also waved
import duties on farm equipment, raw materials and spare parts, and
exemption from corporate income and property taxes. The volume of
investments in Kazakhstan’s agricultural sector exceeded 166 billion
KZT in 2014, which is 17 percent more than in 2013. The aggregate
profitability index of large and medium-sized companies operating in
Kazakhstan’s agricultural sector stood at 17.7 percent, while this
index was equal to 4.5 percent in the same period of 2013.
The Government of Kazakhstan approved a new sectoral program
of agro-industrial complex development for 2013-2020 "Agribusiness –
2020" in February 2013. The Agribusiness-2020 Program aims at
developing four dimensions: financial recovery, increase of affordability
of products, works and services for the agro-industrial sector entities,
development of the state system of agricultural producers support,
improvement of efficiency of the state management system of the
agro-industrial complex (STRATEGY 2050, 2016). The current state
of Kazakhstan's agro-industrial complex is characterized by fairly low
investment activity, accompanied by increasing selectivity investment.
Since investments involve action, the results of which will occur over
a long period of time, the development and socio-economic situation,
both the subject of investment, and its environment largely depends
on proper impact assessment of the project.
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4. Research Findings and Results
We analyzed the promotion of agro-business through the introduction
of commercial and industrial use of advanced technology and know-how.
"KazAgroInnovation" with government support took measures for
the development of innovation in the production system. The Center
of the transfer and commercialization of agricultural technologies
(CTCAT), which aims to support and development of new agricultural
technologies, including through the creation of new companies based
on high technologies with the participation of public resources. Also,
the system of "KazAgroInnovation" in order to provide highly
information-analytical and advisory services in agriculture in 2009
established Analytical Centre for Economic Policy in the agricultural
sector. CTCAT Activities aimed at supporting and developing new
agricultural technologies, including through the creation of new
companies based on high technologies with the participation of public
resources (start-up and spin-offs). We see that there are key indicators
for the development of innovations in agriculture.

5. Conclusion
The use of emerging technology and indigenous knowledge to
promote sustainable agriculture will require adjustments in existing
institutions. New approaches will need to be adopted to promote
close interactions between government, business, farmers, academia
and civil society.
The aim of this paper is to identify novel agricultural innovation
systems of relevance to Kazakhstan. It examines the current situation
of agricultural innovation and state economic policies in the country.
Positioning sustainable agriculture as a knowledge-intensive sector will
require fundamental reforms in existing learning institutions, especially
universities and research institutes. Most specifically, key functions
such as research, teaching, extension and commercialization need to
be much more closely integrated.
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Power Industry in Kazakhstan: At Transition Stage
Rajasekhara Mouly Potluri*, Marina D. Abikayeva**1

Abstract
The primary purpose of this article is to review about an assortment
of technical and innovative developments taken place in Kazakh
power industry since its inception. This study applied an analytical
approach to analyze and examine diverse changes in government
policies, industrial, innovations, and trends in power generation,
distribution, and consumption. With a meticulous review of things
going on in the last two and half decades, the researchers identified
myriad number of changes in all facets of the Kazakh power industry
which contributes its principal share to the economic development of
the country. Kazakh power industry has witnessed persistent
evolutions in establishment of new plants, introduction of technology
and innovative methods in the areas of production, distribution, and
consumption which is a foremost and most crucial for the overall
development.
Keywords: Power Sector, Technology, Innovation, Kazakhstan

1. Introduction
Power industry which is one of the core industries in Republic of
Kazakhstan plays a pivotal role in the country’s economic and social
evolution. Power industry in Kazakhstan has experienced a
challenging and agonizing post-Soviet transformation and both power
generation and consumption knocked-down drastically in 1991. The
power industry was and remains a key factor of the country’s
industrial renaissance and economic growth. The electric power
generation accounts for about one tenth of all industrial output of
Kazakhstan which scores third among CIS countries in terms of power
generation (http://images.mofcom.gov.cn/ozs/table/kaza/power.pdf). A
belligerent privatization of power sector came into existence with
government’s participation. The new millennium’s vigorous economic
growth boosts power generation coupled and plagued with both
financial and economic crisis. Power generation and consumption in
the country began to rise in 2010 and generation increased by 5.2
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percent and consumption also jumped in 2011. According to the Ministry
of Industry and New Technologies, Kazakhstan anticipates 150 billion kW/h
of power generation by 2030 (http://www.iberglobal.com/files/kazajstan_power.pdf).
Currently, fifty four thermal power stations, five hydroelectric power
stations and one nuclear power station has the power generation
capacity of around 95 billion and plans to enhance the capacity to
150 billion kWh by 2030. Kazakhstan is a major power producing
country in the central-Asian countries which helps to assure stable
prices for energy. The researchers identified enhancing trend of power
consumption particularly from industrial sector and enormous power
requirement for the surrounding countries has propelled to study this
topic with contemporary importance.

2. Power Sector in Kazakhstan
The basis of the electric power is coal-based electricity, based on
cheap Ekibastuz coals. Previous periods the coal industry and the
energy sector were invested by large capital investments and
considerable groundwork for its development in the future was
created. Coal deposits are mainly concentrated in the North and
Central Kazakhstan, and the main sources of electrical energy are also
placed here. These regions are self-powered and potentially have its
surplus that can be offered to the internal and external electricity
markets. The South region of the Republic of Kazakhstan does not
have sufficient primary energy resources, and its power industry is
based on imported coal and gasimports. Part of the electricity needs
is covered by import from republics of Central Asia. The Western
region of the Republic of Kazakhstan having own reserves of
hydrocarbon fuels, some electricity needs covers by its import from
the Russian Federation.With the development of existing fuel
resources it becomes possible to provide own needs in a short time
and to create resources export, if it is necessary. At the end of '90s
electric generating stations of Kazakhstan had the power potential that
could fully meet its own demand. But due to established network
schemes and market conditions the South and the Western regions
import electricity and power.
Significant amount of highly saline groundwater is accumulated in
the drainage basins of the south parts of the country. It is perspective
to desalinate water of these natural reservoirs as well as salted
drainage water, using them for the reception of solar energy, where
liquid convention is eliminated due to a certain distribution of the
concentration of the brine height wise. Captured solar radiation
generates electricity and low-grade heat for district heat supply. The
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most important feature of hydropower resources in comparison with
the fuel and energy resources is their continuous renewability.
Absence of fuel demand for HPP defines low cost of electricity
generated in the HPP. Therefore, the construction of HPP, despite the
considerable investment by 1 KW of installed capacity and long
construction time, was given great importance, especially when it is
connected with accommodation electric capacity production. However,
HPP operating experience has revealed some negative aspects.
Reservoirs affect the water exchange and self-cleaning of rivers. Dams
disrupt the living conditions of water inhabitants. Changing the water
flow leads to the disappearance of traditional bottom-land meadows,
water detention by the dam causes flooding of surrounding areas. All
of this inevitably affects the ecosystems of these regions. Today, we
also study the effect of pressure and artificial reservoirs connected
with HPP on the geological processes occurring in the earth's crust.
The well-known advantages of hydropower plants in comparison with
other types of power plants are the constant no cost renewal energy,
high maneuverability, multipurpose utilization of water resources, the
absence of air polluting emissions and fuel economy, they are often
disavowed by the negative impact of hydropower plants on the
environment and the withdrawal of agricultural land during the
creation of large reservoirs.

3. Transition in Kazakh Power Sector
Since its inception in the early 1990s, this core sector industry has
identified so many leaps and bounds and finally on the track with
victorious or notable developments in all facets like generation,
distribution, and consumption. The transition to a market economy
has led to a sharp increase in the cost of fuel and, as a result, the
increase in tariffs for electricity. All these factors stimulate the desire
for wider use of local renewable energy sources, namely the
construction of new and rehabilitation of pre-existing small hydro
power plants. One of the "forgotten" raw materials is biogas, used in
Ancient China and again "open"in our time. Biogas is a product gas
produced as a result of anaerobic, i.e. occurring without air,
fermentation of organic substances of different origin. Its main
components are: methane (CH4) 55-70%, and carbon dioxide (CO 2)
28-43%, as well as other gases in very small quantities, for example
hydrogen sulfide (H2S). Any peasant farms throughout the year
collect a considerable amount of manure, haulms, and various wastes.
Usually, after the decomposition they are used as organic fertilizer.
However, very few people know what amount of biogas and heat are
released during the fermentation.
Taking into account the fact that the potential reserves of biogas,
concentrated only in waste of world agricultural production, amount
to 1-1.3 billion tons of fuel per year it is possible to minimize the
probability of scientists predict on energy catastrophe. In addition, the
scraps of the fermentation of the organic content of the biogas plant
contain nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, and trace elements that are
absent in normal mineral fertilizers. In other words, biogas technology
is the most radical, environmentally friendly; waste-less method of
processing, recycling and detoxification of a variety of organic wastes

of plant and animal origin. A biomass as an energy source is: a)
renewability; b) less than 0.1% of sulfur and 5.3% of ash during
burning; c) biogenic matters derived from biomass (nitrogen,
phosphorus, potassium and others.), which are returned to the soil as
fertilizers.
However, for the current period the share of solar, wind, thermal
waters in the total energy consumption of the republic is insignificant
and amounts to only 0.02%. Nuclear energy is also used for energy
production. It is strongly entered into life of mankind. Nuclear power
plants use radioactive elements, uranium and plutonium, as fuel. The
heat is released during the decay of nuclei of these elements into
lighter nuclei. The reaction of radioactive decay is happening in
nuclear reactors. The largest reserves of uranium are located on the
territory of republic (up to 29% of world reserves) and up to 70% of
uranium raw of atomic industrial complex of the former Union
isproduced here, that amounts to1.4 million tons. As of today there
are 7 mines for the extraction of natural uranium, 2 plants for
production of uranium oxide concentrate (Aktau and Stepnogorsk), 1
plant for processing the UF6 and UO2 and production of fuel pellets
for RBMK and VVR reactors. On the territory of the former
Semipalatinsk nuclear test site in operation there are three of four
research reactors are in operation, they have no analogues in the
world, and are intended for working and testing of nuclear rocket
engines, research in the field of reactor material science and the safe
operation of nuclear power plants.
Problems of nuclear energy are international. It is impossible
tobuild NPP without the consent of the IAEA (International Atomic
Energy Agency) and the international community. What factors
oppose the construction of NPPs in Kazakhstan? –Sufficient amount
of fuel (coal, gas, oil) to solve the energy problems in the near
future. Development of engineering infrastructure (railway, the existing
power plants, high-voltage power lines) minimize traffic problems of
traditional energy; absence of significant sources of water required for
nuclear power and the existing are mostly non-flowing, except for the
Irtysh area where adverse environmental and seismic backgrounds;
country which has refused from nuclear status, cannot combine a
number of technological cycles to reduce the economic burden of the
cost of electricity; thereis no necessary energy situation for the
country to go through the chain of risks: theory, development,
construction, operation. The society should learn available, created by
nature, fuel resources, it should have the appropriate level of
knowledge of science, technology and culture of the use of such
super concentrated techno-geniepower, which is more dangerous than
any natural anomalies.
Orientation for the construction of NPPs will inevitably lead to the
problem of radioactive waste disposal. They arethe source of very
dangerous radiation for a long time. Nuclear waste is a serious threat
to all living things, because they are buried under the ground. In
former times Russia and Kyrgyzstan took for burial wastes from
activities of uranium enterprises and nuclear power plants. Today it is
necessary to create own system. For Kazakhstan, in comparison with
other countries, this problem can be solved with the lowest costs,
because as the probable location of radioactive waste disposal sites it
is possible to use tunnels and wells of the former Semipalatinsk test
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site or salt wells Azgirskiy site. The complexity of solving the
problem is to select sites for burial. They should correspond to a
number of parameters: on seismic, hydrogeology, sparsely populated
areas and others. Many countries, especially small countries in
Europe, do not have such sites. Atomic engineering includes a large
set of complex manufactures and advanced technologies, using the
latest achievements of science: centrifuge and laser isotope separation,
new composite, fuel and construction materials, automated control
systems based on modern high-performance processors and computers,
etc. Scientists of leading nuclear industry organizations have
developed will introduce in the near future fundamentally new
technologies of radioactive waste management, such as transmutation
of actinides and long-lived radioactive nuclides. This program is a
continuation of the scientific research works in the field of nuclear
energy in Kazakhstan, radioecology, nonproliferation problems, applied
nuclear physics.
The results obtained during the performance of main tasks of the
republican target of the scientific and technical program "Development
of Nuclear Energy in Kazakhstan" in 1993-2003, attracted many
foreign institutions and allowed to attract additional financial
investment in the form of grants from international organizations,
contracts with Japan, America and the European Union. The amount
of non-budgetary financing of scientific research works was about
50%. Attraction of non-budgetary resources has allowed improve the
instrumental base, modernize the available and build unique stands,
expand the network of geophysical stations, develop production
technology of radio-farm-drugs on the available reactor and accelerator
facilities of the NNC RK. The work on formation and expansion of
Kazakh nuclear power collected one of the main sections in the
Republican Target Scientific-and-Technical Program elaborated in
1992-1993 and clear objectives, errands and guidelines of the National
Nuclear Center and its institutions. Kazakhstan Governmental
Resolution #925 dated August 20, 2002 adopts the development
concept for uranium industry and nuclear power engineering of the
Republic of Kazakhstan for the years 2002-2030.
Alternative energy, using the power of wind, solar, small rivers,
thermal groundwater, biomass and other sources currently has high
specific investments in comparison with traditional energy sources.
However, with increasing the price of organic fuel and the constraints
of society, aimed at protecting the environment, the effectiveness of
alternative sources of energy will undoubtedly increase, and their
creation will be the most important area of energy efficiency. In
terms of industrial and innovative development the most important
task of the development the energy complex in Kazakhstan is the
development of industrial, and most importantly, the investment
potential. It requires active actions in two priority areas. Firstly, it is
efficient management of public power assets. Now we need to
coordinate the state policy in the energy sector. Secondly, it is
necessary to modernize existing and build new generation capacities,
introduce new technologies in the energy sector. Moreover, the
modernization of Kazakhstan's power means not only narrowly
technical or production aspects. It is also necessary to improve the
management, and to achieve effective cooperation between the
departments of energy companies.
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4. Conclusion
The notable developments in technology and innovative methods
followed in power generation plants, establishment of distribution lines
etc., confidently enhances the ability of the sector in all walks of its
operations which extends industry’s support to the Kazakh
development. Sanctioning of World Bank loan of USD 140 million to
the Government of Kazakhstan and the Kazakhstan Electricity Grid
Operating Company (KEGOC) toward a USD 258.4 million for
transmission rehabilitation project in 1999 also propelled the industry
to the developmentin all areas. Finally, with the seamless efforts of
Government of Kazakhstan and the cordial privatization of the
industry boosts the sector based on the successful meeting of the
needs and wants of the people.
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Development of Green Economy via Commercialization of
Green Technologies: Experience of Kazakhstan
Karlygash S. Mukhtarova*, Aknur Zhidebekkyzy**1

Abstract
This paper aims to analyze the development tendency of green economy
in Kazakhstan emphasizing commercialization of green technologies
and compare it with world best indicators. The study's methodological
basis included Kazakhstan’s legislative and regulatory Acts, state
programs and Concept for transition to Green economy, and data
about innovations in the field of green technologies. Experts of
National Institute of Intellectual Property and Technological park of
KazNU were interviewed in order to determine factors which interfere
to commercialization of green technologies. The research shows that
despite Kazakhstan’s intentions to update and develop much of its
infrastructure over the coming 20 years, inefficient use of resources is
currently observed in every sector. It is necessary to encourage
scientist and entrepreneurs to invent and commercialize new green
technologies. That would be basis for successful implementation of
transition from "brown"to green economy. Challenges and obstacles to
gain this have been determined during the study. Kazakhstan will
increase its GDP by few times, its industrial output as well as the
size of infrastructure in approximately the next decades. These
transformations together will offer the opportunity to apply
fundamentally new technologies, integrated closed-loop production
systems and innovative approaches for improvement of resource
productivity and appliance of green technologies, also to create
sustainable economy.
Keywords: transition to green economy, green economy in Kazakhstan,
green technologies, commercialization of innovations, sustainable
development.

1. Introduction
Today the task of ensuring the sustainable development of human
civilization is being viewed as the guiding principle of the life of the
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economy and of the society in general. Sustainable development is
considered to be a development which "... satisfies our current needs
without jeopardizing the capability of generations to come to satisfy
their own future needs [1]. In a most general sense, the solution of
this task is linked to the shaping of "a new model of green
economy"[2].
Researchers focus their interests on the commercialization of new
green technologies that will substantially improve social welfare and
ensure process of transition to green ecomomy.
The OECD has defined green growth as follows: "Green growth is
about fostering economic growth and development while ensuring that
the natural assets continue to provide the resources and environmental
services on which our well-being relies. To do this, it must catalyse
investment and innovation which will underpin sustained growth and
give rise to new economic opportunities" [3].
Deep "ecologization" of the economy on the basis of the key
priority of modern development –to increase the value of nature and
natural resources, as well as of human life and health is a
challenging task in the agenda. Implementationof the sustainable
development tasks based on market economy means to ensure market
demands on natural resources, ecosystem services and related
characteristics of the goods, consumer demands (including by
population and State). This measure will enable to stimulate the
developed countries to diminish the negative environmental impact as
well as to encourage the developing countries into defining ways of
their development towards the green economy, preservation and
augmentation of natural capital through its capitalization and receiving
benefits from the global community.

2. Main Part
Green Economy is instrumental to nation’s sustainable development.
Transition to Green Economy will enable Kazakhstan achieve the
proclaimed goal of entering the top 30 developed countries of the
world.
According to estimates, the transformations to be implemented as a
part of a Green Economy will additionally increase the GDP by 3%,
create more than 500,000 new jobs, develop new industries and
services and generally provide higher living standards all over the
country by 2050. Overall investments required for transition to a
Green Economy will be about 1% of GDP per annum, which is
equivalent to USD 3 to 4 billion[4].
There are certain reasons for transitioning to a Green Economy:
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1. Inefficient use of resources. According to experts, this translates
into USD 4 to 8 billion lost by the economy each year and
may amount to USD 14 billion by 2030. Furthermore, the
energy saving potential amounts to USD 3 to 4 billion per
year, which is likely to reach USD 6 to 10 billion per year by
2030 [5].
2. Inadequate system of tariffs and pricing for energy resources
disincentivises industrial technology improvements.
3. Currently, Kazakhstan is facing a situation where its natural
resources and environment are seriously deteriorating across all
crucial environmental standards.
Almost one third of the agricultural lands are either degraded or
under serious threat of being so, with more than 10 million ha
of potentially arable land abandoned so far.
Currently, the economy is forecast to run short of 13 to 14
bcm of sustainable water resources by 2030.
No integrated waste management system exists. 97% of solid
municipal waste (MSW) ends up in uncontrolled landfills and
waste disposal sites that do not meet the sanitary requirements.
Historically, toxic and radioactive industrial waste is also a
serious problem.
4. Kazakhstan has inherited great territorial heterogeneity in terms
of economic parameters, living standards and environmental
conditions. Development of new industries and green clusters
will make it possible to reduce inequality in the development of
various regions and harness their potential in the renewable
energy sector, agriculture, water management, waste disposal and
other sectors.
5. The global community expects Kazakhstan to successfully implement
several land mark projects: the EXPO 2017 exhibition entitled
Energy of the Future and the Green Bridge Partnership Program
aimed at contributing to sustainable development in Central Asia
and other regions of the world. Countries in the region such as
Mongolia, China and South Korea have already started
implementing their ambitious Green Economy plans as promised
internationally by their presidents. For example, South Korea
has committed 2% of its GDP to green growth and China’s
investments account for 1.5% of its GDP, and this figure is
expected to grow by up to 2% by 2015 [6].
The Green Economy Concept is to be implemented in
accordance with the provisions of the Constitution of the
Republic of Kazakhstan, Strategy "Kazakhstan-2050" and
"Kazakhstan-2030: Prosperity, Security and Growing Welfare of
All the Kazakhstanis" and the Strategic Plan for the
Development of the Republic of Kazakhstan until 2020. The
matter of the Green Economy Concept implementation will be
regulated by legislative acts of the Republic of Kazakhstan
related to the transition towards Green Economy [7].
The tools for implementing specific tasks of the Concept by sector
are the existing program documents as amended and supplemented
with respect to the implementation of the main areas of the Green
Economy Concept, such as the Program of Agro-Industrial Complex
Development for 2013-2020 (Agribusiness-2020), the State Program

for Expedited Industrial and Innovational Development of Kazakhstan
in 2010-2014, National Education Development Program of Kazakhstan
in 2011- 2020, local development programs, strategic plans of
governmental bodies, Zhasyl Damu Industry Program for 2010-2014
and other industry programs that will be updated to include new
areas of focus such as on air quality, waste management, prevention
of desertification and land deterioration, improving soil fertility,
development of fisheries, aquacultures and fish breeding . The plan is
also to develop the State Program for Water Resource Management
for 2014-2040.
The top-priority measure to assess the situation and determine
action priorities is to introduce a system of indicators of sustainable
development. These are primarily indicators of the resource intensity
and energy intensity in economic growth and specific indicators of
pollution. Moreover, accumulated environmental damage, resource
depletion, landscape degradation and the impact of pollution on
human health should be taken into account. Itis principally important,
especially to determine prospects for development and to asses the
use of 3 renewable energy sources, to evaluate ecosystem services
(including various ecosystems, biological resources, biodiversity and
area of protected natural reserves).

3. Findings and Results
Kazakhstanaims to diversify the economy with alternative, cleaner
sources of energy and will reform its agricultural and industrial sectors
to spur scientific innovation and the use of advanced technologies.
Such strong government endorsement should stimulate economic
drivers of green development. Of course, 'greening'the economy of an
oil-producing resource-based country requires sustained political commitment,
significant long-term investments and a range of other enabling conditions.
Our paper is an effort to ask difficult questions and start discussing
potential pathways and available options. Therefore we interviewed
experts of National Institute of Intellectual Property and Technological
park of KazNU, analyzed and classified their answers as the factors
which interfere to the successful commercialization of innovations
both in green technologies and other fields.
Progress in the dissemination of the ideas of sustainable development
and active participation in this process means their adjustment to the
specifics of each country. The concepts of sustainable development
and the ways of its implementation are different in various countries
and will undoubtedly keep changing further on. It is necessary to
assess achievements and challenges on the way to sustainable development
at the national level. The success of the implementation of the ideas
of sustainable development depends on the pro-active position and
awareness by the broader population. This requires educational and
outreach activities, targeted work by the media and social advertising.
Culture (including cinema, pop music and literature), natural and
cultural heritage sites should play a special role to set sustainable
development as a priority for the broader public.
By analyzing current situation in Kazakhstan regarding green economy,
we propose next steps and measures to develop this process of
moving toward sustainable development:
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1. Focus the green economy policy concept on specific sectors
such as renewable energy, energy efficiency, water governance
or waste management
2. Assess the viability of the proposed investment mechanisms and
ensure a wide variety of economic actors, not just the largest
technology and infrastructure players, can access them
3. Establish coherent measures to mainstream the green economy
— such as a multi-stakeholder green economy forum, screening
of public expenditure, green accounting
4. Set up an inter-agency green economy coordinating body with a
regulatory mandate, for example, a State Commission or a Council
under the President.
5. Increase Kazakh institutional capacities and governance, to
improve accountability and enable effective public oversight of
the green economy programme
6. Carry out fiscal reform to shift incentives from 'brown'green
economic activities, and towards inclusive approaches
7. Review subsidies and other incentives, notably in the oil and
gas, mining and agricultural sectors. Subsidies should address
the social as well as the environmental impacts
8. Clearly define the options for transferring of ownership of
publicly funded research results from the state (government) to
the (publiсor private) agent performing the researсh, down to
the level of the individual inventor;
9. Establish сlear inсentives for innovation by proteсting the rights
of researсhers and sсientists, while сreating favourable сonditions
for the сreation of firms based on the results of their researсh
which will enhance effectiveness of usage of green technologies;

4. Conclusion
Kazakhstan's new capital city Astana will host the international
trade fair,EXPO in 2017. It has chosen the theme Future Energy,
which aims to "promote and discover sustainable, energy solutions".
The next few years will be crucial for laying the groundwork if
Kazakhstan is to make a meaningful transition to a green inclusive
economy by then.
Domestic support is essential, while international engagement can
help to ensure that the process is more inclusive and brings benefits
across Kazakhstan's population. New international financial and
institutional instruments are also needed to support Kazakhstan's
national endeavours to embrace a greener future.
In our time, it is important to build an effective relationship
between science, production and business. This applies to all fields of
science. But we separately analyzed the transition to a green
economy, and concluded that the commercialization of new green
technologies significantly contribute to sustainable development.
Necessary measures have been taken for this purpose, but there are
problems and challenges that need to be solved.
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Factors Defining Store Atmospherics in Convenience Stores: An Analytical Study of
Delhi Malls in India
Sanjeev Prashar*, Pranay Verma**, Chandan Parsad***, T. Sai Vijay****1

Abstract
This research paper has been attempted to inventory the atmospheric
factors, contributing to better sales. Exploratory study was undertaken
to identify various signs of store atmospherics variables that influence
the buying behaviour of buyers. Thirty-four variables identified from
this study were used to create a structured questionnaire. This
questionnaire was then administered among shoppers in NCR Delhi
using non-probability convenience sampling. To determine the
atmospheric factors, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) along with
Varimax Rotation was attempted. Using principal component factor
analysis on the data collected, nine factors were identified to have
impact on the store atmospheric. These were Querulous, Music,
Sensitive, BudgetSeeker, Sensuous, Light, Idler, Space seeker and
Comfort Seeker. Contrary to the various earlier studies where music,
space seeker and comfort seeker were considered to be most
significant factors, light and querulous have emerged out to be the
major factor that influences the store atmospheric. This study shows
that customers are sensitive, space seekers and sensuous. Constituents
of these factors reveal distinct patterns. This research may be used as
guidelines for development and management of shopping malls in
emerging countries. Retail marketers in India can take this cue in
designing their strategies to attract consumers.
Keywords: Retail, Shopping malls, Store atmospherics, Factor analysis,
Consumer behavior, India

1. Introduction
India’s current retail market size is 500 billion USD and it is
expected to cross 1.3 trillion USD by 2020 (PWC, 2012). However,
modern retail contributed only 5% of the total retail market size, and
it is expected to grow about six times from the 27 billion USD to
220 billion USD, across all categories and segments (PWC, 2012).
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Arrival of festival and marriage season in the later half of the
calendar year make it more active. As a strategy, retail stores continue
to focus on improving the ambiance of the store, shifting to economic
channels, endorsing more private labels, focus on increasing customer
base, discounts and offers and sale during non peak hours are some
of them.
In India, north and south India lead in terms of mall space, and
number of malls (Asipac, 2011). In the north, Delhi-NCR has seen
high growth in malls. In south, Chennai and Bangalore lead the race.
In the west, Mumbai, Thane and Pune dominate the retail scenario.
In east, highest development is seen in Kolkata. Delhi –NCR Region
has the largest number of operational malls in the country as per
2010 figures. By 2012, the Delhi NCR market is going to be the
largest supplier of retail space, comprising 33% of the national
supply.
A study done by the Delhi Government suggests that number of
households in Delhi was estimated to be about 36.64 lakh, and out
of which 1.12 lakh were in rural and 35.52 lakh in urban areas.
The average household size in Delhi worked out to 4.46 persons per
household (DES, 2012). Average monthly per capita expenditure of
Delhi worked out to Rs.2811.05. Malls in Delhi-NCR are swarm with
shoppers who are residents of the national capital region for
shopping. The city has more than 100 shopping malls including the
seventh largest in India, Great India Place located in Noida (Asipac,
2011). Regarded as the shopping hub of north India there definitely
existed a need to understand and study the shopping behaviour of
mall shoppers in Delhi. Since all major brands of the world are
present in the various malls of Delhi, it is difficult for consumers to
distinguish between two malls on the basis of merchandise, range and
brands. In such cases store atmospherics turns out to be the more
appropriate and distinguishing factor for shoppers to choose a mall.
Store atmospherics is more significant for malls in Delhi as these
attract shoppers from higher socio-economic strata who expect higher
standards of service and experience as compared to shoppers who
visit malls in other cities of India.

2. Research Objectives
A pleasant store atmospherics can be created in malls if mall
manager philosophy and practices are perfectly aligned with the
purchaser expectations. For doing so, it is necessary to understand the
meaning and composition of store atmospherics. Present research aims
at finding the factors defining store atmospherics for mall shoppers in
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Delhi. This research has following objectives:
1. To determine the composition of atmospherics for the malls in
Delhi
2. Understanding relationship between various factors
3. Suggest strategies to better the store atmospherics in Delhi malls

3. Research Methodology
This study was divided into two parts like as cross-sectional
research design. In the first part secondary data was used for identify
the various dimensions of store atmospherics. This exploratory
research phase give structured questionnaire, which used for data
collection in the conclusive research phase. The study pertained to the
most growing hubs of retail i.e. Delhi NCR which include the fastest
growing town Gurgaon, Faridabad, Noida and Ghaziabad besides
Delhi. A sampling element was an individual shopper who visits the
mall for shopping while the sampling unit for the study would be
shopping malls from where the elements are to be drawn. The extent
to which people included in the sample can be expressed as persons
carrying a minimum of one shopping bag in their hands while
coming out of a store in the mall. Non-probabilistic quota sampling
method was used in this study. The malls selected for this research
were similar in terms of size, age and tenant-mix.

4. Managerial Implication
The results of this study are quite similar to the conclusions of
many other similar researches that have posited that store atmospheric
will influence consumers’perception about their experience, trust,
assurance, etc. in retail outlet (Schlosser, 1998). This paper provides a
new insight to the retail shops managers for formulating strategies to
improve the mall atmospheric. This study provides solution to various
important questions such as why the shoppersprefer one specific shop
for shopping. An amalgamation of the atmospheric factors can
enhance shoppers’choice behavior and helps the retailers for making a
implementing an appropriate marketing strategy. Budget seeker and
space seeker approach are use by the retailers to attract the shoppers
(Tai & Fung, 1997). This study provides categorisation of store
atmospherics for a retail store, citing factors that retailers should be
aware of while designing a store. It can help a retailer in creating a
competitive strategy.
Past studies have posited that lighting, scent, music, colour, layouts
are the vital elements for store atmospherics, and thus managerial
inferences have highlighted the need to create pleasing store
atmospherics. The findings of this researchstudy, indicate that beside
light, scent, music, colour, etc., consumers also look for the
economical price of the product, space, relaxation, idling space to
purchase at the convenience store. Creating such an ambience that
match the consumer’s desired expectations are suggested to enhance
customer satisfaction.
While designing a store for customers, it is necessary to keep in
mind the hedonic factors that attract customers. In Delhi region, a

convenience store is perceived as a budget store. It is much more so
in the context of inflatory rises. However, it is paradoxical that while
it appeals as a budget store, it should have space for the customer.
These are opposites and therefore a trade off would come. In
addition to space, the customer would also look for pleasure which
would add to the costs. So the implication of store atmospherics is
manifold and with incorporation of each additional factor, both the
design and costs may be prohibitive. There are certain implementations
which needs to be done in short term and other implementations
which have long term effect.
Changes which can be implemented easily are short term
implications. Music can be changed easily as it does not impact the
existing infrastructure. Aroma can be also changed easily though
changing it is relatively difficult compared to changing the music.
Right combination of fragrance /aroma and music enhance purchase
shopping experience and also leads to customers to spend more time
in the store. Appropriate scent and music may inspire shoppers to
engage in impulse buying. However, music can also be associated
with the promotional events for attracting the shoppers (Alpert &
Mark, 1990; Areni &Kim, 1993). Specific scent or aroma and music
style perceived as harmonious for the retail outlets as a whole.
Retailers can use artificial sensory cues such as lighting, music and
aroma as tools to enhance the store environment to influence the
shoppers’product quality perceive. An artificial fragrance of fresh food
in a supermarket is influence theconsumer choice behaviour similarly;
smells of leather in leather shop make consumers believe leather is
actually authentic leather. This could lead to positive, attitudinal and
relational responses of buying. This can help retailers differentiate
themselves from competitors
Changes which have far reaching outcomes and affect the
infrastructure can be said to be long term. Lighting is one such
thing. The intensity of light creates an expected perception of
spaciousness in the store. Lowering the intensity of light bellow the
threshold level, could result in consistent perceptions of spaciousness
in the physical space while increasing the intensity of light above the
threshold level, could result in perceptions that store is not spacious.
Working on the intensity would mean changing the existing
infrastructure which cannot be done without disturbing the store.
Hence it has to be thought of carefully before going any further.
Low intensity lighting on window display can give a sense of space
to the store.
Changing the colour would impact the company's image. Colours
affect customers emotionally supports the finding of Crowley (1993).
Red,Orange and Yellow are colours of long wavelength and
considered to be warm. Green and blue are of short wavelength and
considerd to be cool. Colour stimuli are characterised in terms of hue
(wavelength), brightness (black to white), and saturation/ vividness
(Bellizzi & Robert, 1992). Red and orange have been classified as
exciting, blue for calmness and green for tranquility. Layout changes
also have long term implications. The choice of proper color and
lighting in a retail store is a difficult question and it is better it
always consider it with other factors. Another important manegerial
implication would be to the visual merchandising team. Visual
Merchandising is an integral part of a retail organisation. If these
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reports are given to them, they can definitely use it for their displays
and store scaping.
Any change made in the store atmospherics must enhance the
coherence of the store environment. Store atmospherics has several
dimensions: light, colour, music, scent, colour, layout, etc. They are
related to the five senses. The most easily changeable elements are
the music and scent. Because they can easily be modified, retailers
must ensure that they are constantly in accordance with each other.
They must also be chosen in accordance with their other strategies.

5. Conclusion
Results of study reveal interesting patterns in terms of composition
of store atmospherics. Results can be used by mall developers and
mall managers to make sure that they are able to provide superior
store atmospherics to their shoppers. It is all the more important for
Delhi as it attracts shoppers from all across the capital region.
However, as time progresses, more and more towns shall have world
class malls. In that scenario, some of the shoppers may satisfy their
urge by visiting the newly constructed world class malls in their own
towns or they may prefer some other shopping destination. So Delhi
malls need to reinvent themselves in terms of elements of store
atmospherics so as to keep themselves relevant in the eyes of their
target group.
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Impulsiveness of Euro on Indian Stock Market
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Abstract
This paper examines the effect of impulsiveness of euro on Indian
stock market. In order to examine the problem, we select rupee-euro
exchange rates and S&P CNX NIFTY and BSE30 SENSEX to
represent stock price. We select euro as it considered as second most
widely used currency at the international level after dollar. The data
are collected on both daily bases over a period of 3-Apr-2007 to
30-Mar-2012. The daily data on rupee-euro exchange rates are collected
from Handbook of Statistics on Indian Economy (www.rbi.org.in),
while the daily data on S&P CNX NIFTY and BSE30 SENSEX are
collected from the official website of National Stock Exchange (NSE)
and Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) respectively. The statistical and
time series propertiesof each and every variable have examined using
the conventional unit root such as ADF and PP test. Adopting a
generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) and
exponential GARCH (EGARCH) model, the study suggests a negative
relationshipbetween exchange rate and stock prices in India. Even
though India is a major trade partner of European Union, the study
couldn’t find any significant statistical effect of fluctuations in
Euro-rupee exchange rates on stock prices. The study also reveals that
shocks to exchange rate have symmetric effect on stock prices and
exchange rate fluctuations have permanent effects on stock price
volatility in India.
Keywords: Euro, Stock price, Unit root, GARCH, India

1. Introduction
Foreign exchange market and stock market are the most important
constituents of a financial system. Foreign exchange market deals in
foreign exchange and it is reflected in exchange rates, as stock
market deals in shares of corporate and it is reflected by share
prices. In recentyears, the intellectual curiosity of researchers and
investors has much focused to examine the link between exchange
rate and stock price. This is partly due to the advent of floating
exchange rate regime, relaxation of Government control over
international trade and adoption of liberal policy regarding import and
* Lecturer in Economics, PG Department of Economics Calicut University
Centre, India. E-mail: shd4frnds@gmail.com

removal of restriction on foreign investment. Many factors, such as
enterprise performance, dividends, stock prices of other countries,
gross domestic product, exchange rates, interest rates, current account,
money supply, employment, their information etc. have an impact on
daily stock prices (Kurihara, 2006). Kim (2003) has reported that the
unprecedented increases in the volume of world trade and free capital
movements across the nations have increased the role of exchange
rate in profitability and equity prices.
Exchange rate is one of the important and most confusing risk
elements in the stock market. There is a common belief that, stock
prices are significantly affected by ups and downs in the exchange
rate. The variation in exchange rate affects the firm value and the
firm value is reflected in its share prices. A booming stock market
will attract foreign investment, and it will lead to the inflow of
foreign exchange and the resulting rise in the value of domestic
currency. The opposite also may happen in case of falling stock
prices. In an open economy, the expectations of relative currency
values influence the level of domestic and foreign interest rates,
which in turn affect the present value of a firm’s assets. Similarly
the firms and corporations use the foreign exchange market for a
variety of purposes related to their operations such as payment for
imports, conversion of export receipts, hedging of receivables and
payables, payment of interest on foreign currency loans, placement of
surplus funds and so forth. This suggests that exchange rates play a
crucial role in the movement of stock prices.

2. Theoretical Explanations
The theoretical support for the impact of exchange rate on stock
prices is very strong. The impact of exchange rates on stock prices
can be explained with the help of two approaches, one is goods
market approaches and another one is Portfolio balance approach.
Goods market approach by Dombusch and Fischer suggest that
changes in exchange rates affect the competitiveness of a firm as
fluctuations in exchange rate affects the value of the earnings and
cost of its funds as many companies borrow in foreign currencies to
fund their operations and hence its stock price.A depreciation of the
local currency makes exporting goods attractive and leads to an
increase in foreign demand and hence revenue for the firm and its
value would appreciate and hence the stock prices. On the other
hand, an appreciation of the local currency decreases profits for an
exporting firm because it leads to a decrease in foreign demand of
its products. We can conclude from the above premises that
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appreciation in exchange rate is negatively related to the stock prices
of the exporting firm and positively related to stock price of
importing firm.
Portfolio balanced approach stresses that exchange rate are
determined by the fluctuation in the equity market and work under
the demand and supply framework. An upward moving stock market
of the country grabs the attention of the foreign investors to invest in
the stock and diversify their portfolios; hence the upward movement
brings more foreign currency to the country and increases the demand
for the local currency, which leads to appreciation of the local
currency. On the other side, when the stock market falls, the stocks
lose its attraction to be added in the portfolio. And the investors then
sell out their stocks to avoid further losses this leads to lower
demand for local currency and the local currency depreciates. As a
result the upward (downward) movement of the stock market of
country will lead to appreciate (depreciate) the exchange rate of the
country.

Where yt and yt–1 are exchange
periods t and t-1. Let denotes grdo,
daily returns on dollar-rupee exchange
nifty and sensex respectively.
The general form of Mean and
written as

3. Data and Methodology

4. Conclusion

In order to examine the problem, the following secondary data
areused. We select rupee-euro exchange rates and S&P CNX NIFTY
and BSE30 SENSEX to represent stock price. We select euro as it
considered as second most widely used currency at the international
level after dollar. The data are collected on both daily basesover a
period of 3-Apr-2007 to 30-Mar-2012. The daily data on rupee-euro
exchange rates are collected from Handbook of Statistics on Indian
Economy (www.rbi.org.in), while the daily data on S&P CNX NIFTY
and BSE30 SENSEX are collected from the official website of
National Stock Exchange (NSE) and Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE)
respectively. The statistical and time series properties of each and
every variable have examined using the conventional unit root such
as ADF andPP test. In order to check for the effect of impulsiveness
of euro on Indian stock market, return on euro and stock price are
used and employed GARCH and EGARCH models.
The conventional econometric models keep the variance of the
disturbance term as constant over time, but exchange rate and stock
price series exhibit volatility clustering, i.e.in some period a unusually
high volatility followed by more tranquil periods of low volatility.
There for in such cases it is clear that the assumption of constant
variance is limiting and application of OLS method provides biased
variance estimate; hence, inference based on OLS estimates will be
misleading. So in such cases, it is better to examine not the
unconditional variance but the conditional variance. For that we
employ generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity
(GARCH) of Bollerslev and exponential GARCH (EGARCH) of
Nelson for daily data to investigate the link between exchange rate
and stock price.
The returns on exchange rate and stock price can be calculated
using the following formula,

This paper empirically analyzed the impact of euro-rupee
fluctuations on Indian stock prices. The study found that exchange
rate and stock price series exhibit volatility clustering, i.e. in some
period a unusually high volatility followed by more tranquil periods
of low volatility. So GARCH and EGARCH model has been adopted.
The major conclusions of the study are:
Firstly, an increase in rupee-euro exchange rates has a negative
effect on sensex and nifty. A 10% depreciation of rupee against euro
decreases the sensex and nifty by 0.07% and 0.69% respectively.
Regarding the effect, even though India is a major trade partner of
European Union, we couldn’t find any significant statistical effect of
fluctuations in Euro-rupee exchange rates on stock prices. This
finding will be highly informative to both domestic and foreign
investors and financial analysts to understand the direction of
relationship between euroand stock prices.

rt = log(

yt
)
yt − 1

rate and stock prices for the
greur, grnif and grsen be the
rate, euro-rupee exchange rate,
GARCH-M Equation can be

gry t = α + β xt + εt
We can also consider alternative mean equation, which can be
written as
gryt = α + β xt + ξσt 2 + εt

The variance equation for both GARCH and GARCH-M model
can be written as

σt 2 = ψ + μ1ε 2t − p + μ 2ε 2t − q
The variance equation for the EGARCH model can be written as
log(σt 2 ) = ψ + δ (

εt − p
2
εt − p
−
)+γ
+ λ log(σ 2 t − q )
σt − q
π
σt − q
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Specifics and Prospects of Demographic Development of Kazakhstan
Nailya K. Nurlanova*, Marziya K. Meldakhanova**1

Abstract
The aim of this work is to study the specifics of demographic processes
in the Republic of Kazakhstan and to justify proposals concerning
improvement of tendencies and methods of realizations of demographic
policy in the country. The following methods have been used in this
study: the principles of system approach; methods of statistical and
comparative economic analysis, sociological analysis; method of expert
evaluations; generalization and system analysis. Statistical method
isbased on the accountability of statistics office of the Ministry of
National Economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan (RK) and on the
results of sociological studies. The official statistic information,
materials of the population census of the RK, materialsof the Ministry
of Health and Social Development of RK, data from author’s studies,
carried out in the Institute of Economy of science committee of
Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan
were used in this study. The conclusion about positive tendencies in
demographic processes and about necessity of improvement of
demographic policy was made. A number of proposals and recommendations
concerning creation of favorable social and economic conditions for
improvement of demographic situation, enhancement of institutional
basis of demographic policy, forms and methods of its realization
considering priorities of future development of Kazakhstan were
justified.
Keywords: Population Reproduction, Fertility, Innovative Economy,
Demographic Policy, Kazakhstan.

1. Introduction
The aim of this work is to study the specifics of demographic
processes in the Republic of Kazakhstan and to justify proposals
concerning improvement of tendencies and methods of realizations of
demographic policy in the country. To attain the aim the existent
demographic theories have been examined; global demographic tendencies

* Institute of Economics of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic
of Kazakhstan. Republic of Kazakhstan. E-mail: n.k.nurlanova@gmail.com
** Chief Researcher, Institute of Economics of the Ministry Education
and Science of Republic of Kazakhstan. Republic of Kazakhstan.
E-mail: Marziya_institut@mail.ru

have been studied; the factors that influence demographic development
of Kazakhstan have been determined; the analysis have been carried
out and demographic processes in the republic under present-day conditions
have been particularized; proposals concerning the improvement of
demographic situation have been worked out.
The need for this study is caused by the characteristic demographic
imbalance in the modern period in many countries worldwide, which
is one of the global challenges of the early 21stcentury. Besides, growing
demographic problems form new migratory waves and reinforce social
tension all over the world. As it is known, the source of innovative
development of national economics is high-quality labor potential, the
scale of which highly depends on the improvement of demographic
situation in the country. At the same time, it should be noted that
the essence of demographic problems in certain regions and countries
of the world differs greatly.
Overcoming of demographic imbalances can give new possibilities
for economic rise of the country and its social and economic
modernization. Due to this, demographic situation in the country
should be regarded as one of the most important factors determining
quantitative and qualitative parameters of reproduction of population
and labor potential. Demographic processes is Kazakhstan have its
specific character. Kazakhstan belongs to the group of countries
where the natural population increase is gradually approaching zero
index. In order to find right ways of overcoming of demographic
problems, it is necessary to understand their reasons, reveal new
opportunities, systematize all factors that influence demographic
situation in the country in general and particularly birth rate, natural
population increase, life span and aging of the population. Therefore,
there is necessity to study this problem and work out the ways of its
solution.
Novelty and originality of the research is in the study of peculiarities
of demographic changes and development of scientifically grounded
practical recommendations for improvement of demographic policy
considering priorities of future development of the Republic of
Kazakhstan. Hypothesis of the research is in evaluation of social
demographic dynamics and modern situation in the country on the
basis of the analysis and primary treatment of information for
argumentation of proposals according to areas, forms and methods of
demographic policy considering different factors.
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2. Theoretical Aspects of Demographic Development
of the Country
National employment policy of every country is inseparably
connected with specifics of social and demographic development of
the country. The condition of labor market, demand and supply of
the labor force depend on demographic tendencies and social
development of the country. If replenishment of labor force at the
expense of natural population increase is impossible in the country,
there appears necessity in involvement of labor force from the
outside. As the world experience shows, demographic picture is no
static, it undergoes different dynamic changes. That is why it is
important for the country to accomplish goal-directed activity in the
sphere of regulation of reproduction of population by means of
demographic policy. Demographic policy can be directed at preserving
or changing the tendency in population number and structure.
In modern conditions of innovative economics, when new high-technology
branches and factories, and new workplaces are created; the latest
achievements of scientific and technical advance are applied, forms
and meanings of labor activity are greatly improved. New technologies
and methods of production and management are created, intellectualization
of labor is intensifies, and working, social and demographic activity of
the people is highly grows. It results in the increase of the
requirements to the demographic factors of development of human
resources, its qualitative and quantitative characteristics. On the other
hand, innovative development is accompanied by qualitative changes
in vital activity of humans, the standard of life increases, environmental
conditions improve, as a result positive dynamics of demographic
activity is observed.
The key basic indicator of demographic situation in the country
and security of employment is population size and pace of its
growth. Population size is, to some extent, connected with vitality of
the country, safety of the territorial integrity, geopolitical position in
the world. For example, in neighboring Russia, where negative
tendencies of demographic processes are observed, the question of
demographic policy is given great consideration, according to the
message of the president of Russian Federation to the Federal
Assembly: "For Russia to be sovereign and strong there must be
more of us…" Otherwise, it will "turn into poor country,…not able to
keep its independence and its territory" (Putin, 2012).
This statement is topical for Kazakhstan, where population size and
density of settlement is much lower than in Russia. The level of
population density influences economic development and progress of
certain regions of the country. Therefore, the aim of major
importance for Kazakhstan is support of extended reproduction of
population. Demographic processes play crucial role in social
development, have great influence on the change of pace and
proportion of economic and social development. Regarding economy
population is at the same time producer and consumer of material
goods. This two-way dependence causes difficulties of ties between
population and economy. Population cannot exist outside economy,
and economy – without population. These are two parts of one
socially determined and interdependent process. On the other hand,
demographic situation in the country is also influenced by a number

of factors. Among them: radical changes of economic environment,
living conditions, economic welfare of population, which leads to deliberate
birth rate regulation; the level of health care; specifics of age structure
of population; legal base concerning marriage; cultural traditions and
mentality of population, which establish standards of demographic
behavior; uncontrolled migration volumes etc. The above mentioned
factors influence volume and pace of reproduction of population as
the process of continuous renewal of generations of people. Reproduction
of population in the country is performed according to sex and age,
social groups, i.e. social and economic belonging of people, nationality,
marital status, territory settlement and place of living (city or village),
education, professional indication and other parameters (PCD, 1994).
This report examines the various forms of population movement,
connected with changes of qualitative and quantitative features, transition
of groups of people from one condition into another: natural and
social (Bruk, 1996). Special attention is paid to the natural population
movement, which is connected with birth rate and life span. Birth
and death rates in the country are constantly changing and has direct
relation to the earlier established demographic situations, which have
natural biological basis but are dependent on social and economic
conditions. At the same time, birth rate is influenced by sex ratio,
age structure, proportion of women of childbearing age in general
population level, marriage and divorce rate, mean age of the people
entering into marriage, duration of being out of wedlock etc.
Migration of population, level of material security, housing conditions,
health status of population, level of development of healthcare system
and provision with medical staff, medical institutions and other
healthcare institutions and many other social economic factors are also
of crucial importance.
Speaking generally about demographic development, its tendencies
in the country substantially change the model of reproductionof
population. The model which presupposes high birth rate, high death
rate and reproduction of population on this basis is replaced by
another model: low birth rate, extension of life span, and low death
rate. The further demographic development of the country depends on
interconnection of these three factors.

3. Data and Methods
Methodological basis of this study were systematic approaches to
the estimation of demographic condition of the republic, studies of
the leading foreign and Kazakh economists that reveal new tendencies
of demographic development of population of the country.The
following methods were used in this study: statistic and comparative
economic analysis, method of expert evaluations. Statistical method
was based on the accountabilityof statistics office of the Republic of
Kazakhstan (RK) and results of sociological studies. For generalization
of statistic data and visual image of results of the research tabular
procedure was applied.
To analyze demographic situation indicators whichmost adequately
characterize demographic processes in one country were chosen:
dynamics of population size, birth rate, life-span, sex-age structure of
population. The following terminology was used:
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Reproduction of population is the process of alternation of generations
as a result of births and deaths. It consists of two demographic
processes: birth rate and death rate. It is estimated by indicators of
the mode of population reproduction.
Birth rate is ratio of the total number of children born alive, to
the total population size throughout concerned period in per mile on
1000 people, ‰.
Cumulative birth rate (CBR) is an average number of births for
one woman in hypothetical generation through whole of her life.
The number of women in childbearing age (from 20 to 40 years)
was also considered as one of the important indicators of
demographic potential of the population.
Methodology of birth rate analysis presupposes usage of "breeding
potential" notion. Breeding potential is potential possibilities of birth
in the existing demographic structure of population.
Demographic aging is increase of the number of elderly and old
people in total population size. It is estimated by the coefficients:
ratio of the number of people in the age 60 years and older (or 65
and older) to the total population size, presented in percent.
Life expectancy at birth is the most important overall index, which
characterizes possibility of long and healthy life of population of the
country. It describes average time of the forthcoming life of a person
starting from zero age.

4. Conclusions
New course of economic policy of Kazakhstan is oriented to industrial
and innovative development in conditions of global challenges and
demographic trends demand improvement of demographic policy
capable of supplying the development of national economy with
skilled workforce. For Kazakhstan, where the density of population is
low the objective of state importance is achievement of expanded
reproduction of population. To avoid demographic crisisit is necessary
nowadays not only to preserve the established level of reproduction
of population but also to take measures to improve it. Active
demographic policy, oriented to families with many children, is
needed for the basis of demographic growth.
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Innovative Mechanisms in the Procurement Logistics of Kazakhstan
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Abstract
Nowadays the innovations in the procurement logistics are very
popular in Kazakhstan. There are a lot of documents for transport
infrastructure and Kazakhstan logistic system and they are developing
more and more. Procurement logistic is the directionwhere you can
count on it. Sometimes you can buy some products or transport
equipments. As logistics in Kazakhstan are new direction, there are a
lot of young people who choose this specialty and will stay
demanded. Our president said a lot of words about strategies for the
development in logistics, and new methods will appear and be used
here. Innovations are new technologies that are used in different
spheres so this structure as procurement logistic will develop in
Kazakhstan and every citizen of our republic will support it.
Transport systems are used for transitions different products so there
are a lot new transition roads for example Western China - Western
Europe; Astana - Almaty; Astana – Ust - Kamenogorsk; Astana Aktobe, Atyrau; Almaty – Ust - Kamenogorsk; Karaganda - Zhezkazgan
- Kyzylorda; Atyrau - Astrakhan, it helps Kazakhstan to get international
links between other countries.
Keywords: Transportation Demand, Transportation Supply, Travel
Time, Government And Private Investment Analysis,
Transportation Planning, Transport System.

1. Introduction
Innovations, innovation processes, using of innovative mechanisms
are slowly beginning to make sense and be practical. The President
of the Republic of Kazakhstan, N. A. Nazarbayev noticed the
development and innovation in transport & logistics infrastructure as
the first thing. It will be implemented through the formation of
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macro-regions on the basis of hubs.In this framework infrastructure
will connect with Astana and interconnected macro-regions trunk road,
rail and airlines from the radial principle. First of all, you need to
implement major road projects. This Western China - Western
Europe; Astana-Almaty; Astana-Ust-Kamenogorsk; Astana - Aktobe,
Atyrau; Almaty - Ust - Kamenogorsk; Karaganda - Zhezkazgan Kyzylorda; Atyrau - Astrakhan (Government Program, 2014).
The priority should still developing and improving transport routes,
the development of such areas as logistics. Procurement logistics is
one of the areas of logistics, the main purpose of which is directed to
materials management in the process of enterprise material resources,
and includes the following tasks: identification of the need for
material resources; market research procurement; choice of supplier;
procurement; control of supply; procurement budget preparation; coordination
and system procurement relationship with the production, marketing,
storage and transportation, as well as with suppliers. The relevance of
this study, namely the study of the mechanisms of innovation in
procurement logistics has its own prerogatives. No such thing as
logistics is already gaining your target audience. The President of the
Republic of Kazakhstan, N. A. Nazarbayev raised his speech as the
main question about application of new methods for investigation,
settlement analysis in the areas of procurement and supply of material
resources (Government Strategy, 2012).
Comparing the foreign experience of development in this direction,
in many foreign countries Logistics has long since become a practical
business tool. The gross of national product of leading industrialized
countries receive 20-30%, which is associated with logistics systems.
As international experience shows, a decrease of 1% of logistics costs
equivalent to an increase in sales of the company by almost 10%.

2. Main Part
There are several dozen freight forwarding companies provide
transport and logistics functions in Kazakhstan. However, the logistics
structure in Kazakhstan is underdeveloped and cannot always cope
with the increasing traffic, a number of reasons, among them - scattered
and uncoordinated actions of participants in the freight market,
especially in the regions. Working in the new economic environment,
Kazakh business has solvedtheir own problems using local solutions.
Manufacturing and trading companies are developing their own
logistics structure, disproportionately increasing the cost and reducing
their competitiveness. If yougo this route, then the costs will only
increase. Only a systematic approach from all the market participants
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transport and logistics services help to solve common problems for
everyone. One of the reasons for the low competitiveness of domestic
products is the cost of freight forwarding software delivery, the value
of which is 2-3 times higher than in developed countries. The
explanation lies in the presence of deficiencies in the transport,
customs, poor transport network, the existing artificial administrative
barriers, etc.
The index of efficiency of logistics systems of the World Bank in
2010, Kazakhstan has the 62nd place. Forecast to 2020 - 40th place.
LPI - the index of the World Bank, considering the ease of
implementation of the supply of goods and the state of trade logistics
and trade at the national level. Lack of Kazakhstan transport and
logistics infrastructure, well-functioning system of forwarding service,
based on the internationally accepted practice of terminal technology,
complicates the process of barter, and reduces the efficiency of
transport rolling stock, which generally adversely affects the
development of the entire economic complex, not allowing full use of
its potential. According of the assessments of companies - Cominfo
Logistics Solutions (Russia) and Kazakhstan Innovation Agency
(Kazakhstan) the modern potential of Kazakhstan market of logistics
favors is approximately 10-11 billion dollars USA. Building a modern
transport and logistics infrastructure will integrate Kazakhstan into the
international global transport and logistics system "Western China Western Europe". This can be achieved by using a multi-modal
container service that ensures the formation and transport of transit
flows (Ovcharenko & Tityukhin, 2013).
The GDP due to logistics formed 20-25% in EU. The development
in the integration process in recent years hasopened a clear
perspective for Kazakhstan to make logistics quite profitable segment
of the economy. Within two years - 2014-2015, fully formed network
of transport and logistics centers (TLC) with the participation of the
private sector. Todaythe combined capacity of warehouses of this type
is 800 sq. meters. Lack of space in 2012 amounted to 2 million sq.
meters and by 2020 will require more than 4 million sq. m. meters
of storage capacity. The total investment is about 500 million
dollars,USA. The share of private sector in the implementation of the
project - about 70% of the TLC network configuration will provide
complete coverage of the domestic needs of logistics service and
reach the neighboring markets Ural-Siberian region, Central Asia as
distribution centers (Mamin, 2013).
Kazakhstan's position among the major trading partners China and
the countries of the European Union dictates the main challenge for
the development of transport and logistics system. In 2011, the trade
volume between China and the European Union amounted to 567.2
billion. Dollars, the volume of traffic - 12.6 million. Twenty-foot
equivalent (hereinafter - TEU). The share of Kazakhstan in providing
transit of this volume is less than half percent, and the vast majority
of imports from China into the European Union should be by sea
through the Suez Canal. Accelerated development of China's western
provinces will increase traffic through Kazakhstan.By the results of
2012 Kazakhstan took 86th place in the World Bank index
effectiveprocurement logistics and planned comprehensive measures to
improve the quality of procurement, as well as the removal of
physical and non-physical barriers provide Kazakhstan rise to 40th

position in this ranking. With regards to the development of
Kazakhstan innovative activities during 2013-2014 years, it has
increased by almost 2 times. Significant improvement in the position
of Kazakhstan is observed by a factor of "Innovation potential,"
according to which Kazakhstan improved its ranking by 19 positions
and took the 84th place. At the same time, the sub-factors "The
ability to innovate" as the country rose to 74th place, increasing the
ranking by 18 positions (<Table 1>).
<Table 1> Dynamics of change in the position of Kazakhstan in the
context of sub-factors of Innovation and Technology
Subfactors for Innovation and Technology

2011-12 2012-13 2013-14

Availability of latest technologies

103

90

88

Development of technologies at the company level

113

91

78

Innovation potential

101

92

74

Government purchases of high-tech products
(procurement logistics)

93

71

58

Source: author’s development resources

Gradually unfolds in Kazakhstan strategy of innovative breakthrough.
Concrete steps for the implementation and promotion of innovative
programs are made with the adoption of the Strategy of Industrial
and Innovation Development of Kazakhstan till 2015, the laws "On
innovation activity", "On Science",the State program for accelerated
industrial and innovative development of Kazakhstan for 2010-2014 .
Its initial stage is connected with the problem of overcoming the
technological backwardness and modernization of basic sectors. This
involves the development and implementation of high technologies,
increasing returns of important sectors of the economy (Government
Report, 2013a).
Also, the important factor in logistic operations analyzes the supply
resources and their management. Given the data statistical agencies,
the state of this factor is significantly improved compared to previous
years. It says only that Kazakhstan begins to introduce new techniques,
innovative mechanisms for the promotion and implementation.

3. Discussion
The program for the development of transport infrastructure, as
well as works on them operations in the Republic of Kazakhstan for
2010-2014 years. Investments provided a total of 1.8221 trillion.
tenge (12.1 billion US dollars), which recalculation on the length of
the road network will be about 125 thousand US dollars at the
average cost of reconstruction of 1 km of roads 2.7 million (that is,
at best, will be financed by only about 4.6% of the existing needs)
(Transport Statistics, 2015).
Over the last decade, the development inroad transport infrastructure
in-Kazakhstan in the field of equipment (including local road
networks) allocated more than $ 6.5 billion (995 billion. Tenge), with
the volume of financing for increased almost 8 times. However, this
does not mean that the development inlogistics infrastructure is at a
proper level. Kazakhstan seeks to gradually realize its goals and
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objectives. The study indicates that even in terms of hard budget
constraints phenomena in the field of investment in infrastructure and
transport development such direction in Kazakhstan as procurement
logistics are a necessary component of public policy, as they
contribute to accelerate socio-economic development of the regions
(Government Report, 2013b).
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Problems of Decarbonization of the Economy of Kazakhstan
Bakhyt K. Yessekina*1

Abstract
In this article, we consider the modern trends of global warming,
GHG pollutions, and discuss the obligations of developed and
developing countries before the UN Global Climate Summit in Paris.
The article considers decarbonization as a national strategy, including
complex tools for the improvement of energy efficiency, reduction of
CO2 and development of emissions trading systems. The author
underlines that the Central Asian countries such as Kazakhstan and
Turkmenistan, have the largest GHG potential in the region, and for
this reason, they should be within the framework of the UNFCCC
and join the international process on development of the national
decarbonization strategies. These measures allow these countries to
join the global carbon trade marketing, international financial
recourses, and significantly reduce CO2 pollutions in the region.

problem of the future and every year becomes a more pressing issue
for management of companies, shareholders and ordinary citizens.
Summarizing the speakers at the climate session in Davos, it is
worth to emphasize the speech of Mr. Ban Ki-moon, UN Secretary
General, that "Climate changedevelopmenttwo sides of the same coin"
and "One key transformation for the post-2015 era will be to make
growth more inclusive (sustainable, based on natural resources management)
and green(assuming the use of clean, green technologies)"2 speeches
of Mr. Kim and Mr. Leger, heads of the World Bank and IMF on
the necessity for more aggressive policy to promote sustainable
transport and energy efficiency, and speech of Mr. François Hollande,
the President of France on global treatythat promotes effective
addressing to the major challenge of the 21st century.3
The day before Davos, U.S. President Barack Obama delivering his
sixth State of the Union Address to Congress, underlined the
importance of studying the problem of climate change "… climate
change poses immediate risks to our national security" and again
emphasized the importance of adopting new Climate treaties.4

Keywords: Global Climate Change, UN IPCC, Low Carbon Regulation,
Decarbonization, CO2 Emission, Emission Trade System.

2. Main Part
1. Introduction
Climate change is the second consecutive year is on the agenda of
World Economic Forumin Davos: the rate of global warming as the
result of anthropogenic factors is increasing and climate risks as the
factor which significantly impacts the pace of global economic
growth. Politicians, scientists and experts from all over the world
have continuously raised and continue to raise the issue of global
warming which is likely to crossdangerous warmingof 2°C in spite of
the measures taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Today, climatic factors have already had a significant impact on
the business worldand as per the forecast of IPCC experts the pace
and extent of such impact in the future will only increase. Thus,
climate change creates significant barriers for agricultural, oil and
transport companies, construction and other infrastructure sectors, in
general causing a slowdown of economic growth. The Economic Risk
of Climate Change, including floods and hurricanes, morbidity and
mortality caused by heat, energy demand growth provided in the
Risky Business Report1, indicate that the climate is no longer a
* Director, Scientific Research and Education Center "Green Academy".
Republic of Kazakhstan. E-mail: BYessekina@green-academy.kz

The need for comprehensive solutions to mitigate climate change –
decarbonization strategies - are updated in light of the growing trend
to diversify sources of energy supply almost in all sectors of the
economy, and increasing of the renewable energy sources share (RES)
in the balance of energy and increase of energy efficiency as a
whole. According to expert forecasts, in the next 10-15 years, the
dependence on fossil fuels (especially under long-term contracts) will
decrease significantly, oil, gas and coal prices will be low and will
not secure investments return on many energy projects, at the same
time, the activity of companies that supply RES technologies will
increase dramatically. One reason for such forecast is the introduction
of ten giga watts RES capacities by China and building-up of global
technology export of solar, wind and other kinds of RES. In addition,
due to increased oil supplies from Iraq and Libya, and shale gas (as
LNG) from the United States and Qatar the downward fluctuations in
1 Gordon, Kate. (2014).Risky Business: The Economic Risks of Climate Change
in the United States
2 World Economic Forum (2014, January)
3 Kokorin A. &Safonov. G. Information materials to the subsidiary bodies of
the UNFCCC
4 Obama, B. (2015, January). Remarks of the President in the State of the
Union address
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world prices for oil and gas are expected.
On the other hand, as per the recommendations of theUnited
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change(UNFCCC) there
are planned the tightening of regulations on GHG emissions at the
international level, the introduction of standards, technological
requirements, carbon credits, establishment of systems of monitoring
and reporting, and emissions accounting within implementation of
international projects (World Bank, OECD, EBRD, etc)
The target indicator is 2 tons of CO2per capita by 2050 which
would help to prevent growth in global temperatures more than by
2°C. The following table lists the specific CO2 emissions from fuel
combustion per capita by some countries, including the countries of
Central Asia. It is important to underline, that in the world as a
whole this indicator has increased from 3.97 to 4.50 tons of CO2per
capita for the period 1990-2011. The world leader in 2011 was Qatar
(38.17 tons per capita). High values f this indicator were observed in
the United States (16.94 tons per capita), Kazakhstan (14.14 tons per
capita), Turkmenistan (12.06 tons per capita), and Russia (11.65 tons
per capita).
At present many countries (including Russia, the EU, USA, China,
India, Brazil, Japan, South Africa, etc.) conduct studies on deep
decarbonization of national economies by 2050, assessment of the
potential of application of different low-carbon technologies,
identification of barriers and challenges which shall be addressed
within the global objective of emission reduction [IDDRI Project].
The following factors are taken into account: population growth,
structural changes in the economy, energy prices, advanced production
technologies in sectors of energy, industry, etcS.5
One of decarbonization directions is development and active
expansion and extension of Emission Trading System (ETS). National
reports of the EU, USA, Japan and other countries, made under the
UNFCCC show that ETS is an effective mechanism to promote
measures on emissions reduction, to attract green investments and
price carbon. The inclusion of the carbon component in the price of
goods and services (including energy) was approved by over 80
countries and over 100 world biggest companies at Lima Climate
Change Conference in December 2014.6
Countries-members of carbon market made a decision on carbon
regulation based on the following factors:
- Easy administration of theCO2 emissions regulation, emission
indicator reflects energy efficiency, sustainability and technological
innovation of any production. By monitoring this indicator a lot
ofDevelopment Goals of national and regional economies could be
achieved, including increasing of competitiveness and restructuring in
the direction of the development of new technologies and sectors;
- Diversification of energy supply of basic sectors, including the
mining industry, transportation, construction, etc.
- Involvement of business in the new "eco-climatic" investment
cycle, stimulating participation in international carbon trading, etc.
In terms of the dynamics of CO2emissions per capita indicator in
Kazakhstan substantially exceeds the world average emissions level.
In this regards, our country, asan active participant of international
5 achs, J. &Tubiana, L. Pathways to deep decarbonization 2014 report
6 United Nations (2014).

processes "Environment for Europe" and "Asia-Pacific Sustainable
development", Party to UNFCCC, shall develop its Agenda for the
new Climate treaty that is to be adopted in Paris in December.
Within the Concept for transition of the Republic of Kazakhstan to
Green Economy, the key indicators have already been adopted on
GHG emission reduction in power industry and RES development by
the year of 2050 by 40% and 50% respectively.7

3. Conclusion
To sum up, it is necessary to clarify the obligations with respect
to 1990 and develop a strategic plan for decarbonization and carbon
regulation at the national level which, with the participation of
leading international and national experts, will study and analyze:
- Existing risks of international carbon regulation for domestic
producers (emissions credit for air transport, maritime transport,
introduction of ISO carbon standards, requirements for CO2
emissions pricing, etc.);
- Mechanisms for international cooperation to reduce carbon
emission (joining the projects under UN Green Climate Fund
UN, JCM agreement on joint financing of carbon projects,
linking domestic and international carbon markets, including
individual provinces of China, US, the EU, in the long term
EEU countries
- Russia, Belarus, etc. Of course, any financial and technical
assistance will involve compliance with the terms MRV (monitoring,
reporting, verification), planned and achieved objectives, which
should also be provided in the plan;
- Possibility of reducing the administrative burden and costs for
business to fulfill environmental requirements at the expense of
replacement of the part of environmental regulation by carbon
regulation;
- Expansion of the sector of low-carbon technologies in energy,
industry, public utilities and other industries as a vector for
economic diversification, reducing its vulnerability and adaptation
to fluctuations in energy markets.
The experience of developed countries shows that the economic
impact of carbon regulation now reaches hundreds of billions of US
dollars, including the cost savings from environmental administration
system, energy savings in particular, increase in employment,
improvement of environment and, in general, provision of stability of
the national economy, etc.
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Energy Efficiency and CO2 Emissions of the
Transportation System of Kazakhstan: A Case of Almaty
Aiman Yessekina*, Amina Urpekova**8

Abstract
As energy saving in the transport sector in annual growth of energy
consumption, the degree of negative impact on the environment and
the amount of harmful emissions are becoming important issue. The
article considers the world tendencies for energy consumption in
transportation sector and emphasizes its dependence on oil. This
article also describes the dynamics in energy use and CO2 emissions
from transport in Almaty, the city of Kazakhstan. In conclusion,
authors identify a number of problems in the transport sector, which
hinder the implementation of energy efficiency measures and measures
to reduce CO2 emissions.
Atmosphere protection for harmful effects fromvehicle emissions is
an urgent environmental problem. The annual increase in vehicular
traffic and significantexpansion of individual car park cause an
emissions increase in the contribution to the total emissions of
harmful substances into the air. The problem of air pollution is
relevant to many other cities in the world, despite a significant
improvement in air quality over the last 30-40 years. It is clear that
reducing the negative impact on transport emissions can be possible
due to the improvement of the level with "green" and energy
efficiency of the vehicles.

Keywords: Transport, Energy Efficiency, CO2 Emissions, Air Pollution,
Energy Consumption, Fuel.

1. Introduction
Atmosphere protection from the harmful effects of vehicle emissions
is an urgent environmental problem. The annual increase in vehicular
traffic and significant expansion of individual car park cause an
emissions increase in the contribution to the total emissions of harmful
substances into the air. The problem of air pollution is relevant to
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many cities in the world, despite a significant improvement in air
quality over the last 30-40 years. It is clear that reducing the negative
impact of transport on the environment is possible mainly due to the
improvement of the level of "green" and energy efficiency of the
vehicles.
It is widely recognized that energy efficiency is the most cost-effective
and affordable means of solving many of the problems of energy
supply, including energy security, socio-economic impact of rising
energy prices and climate change mitigation. Measures for energy
efficiency of transport not only reduce fuel consumption, but also
help to overcome other problems arising from the use of different
transport modes. Effective organization and operation of public
transport contribute to a significant reduction in energy costs, reduce
congestion, noise, local air pollution, the risk of accidents and
greenhouse gas emissions, as well as providing economic growth in
general.

2. Main Part
According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), in the period
1990-2011 transport has become the fastest growing sector of energy
consumption: energy consumption has increased by almost 55% to
102 exajoules (EJ) (excluding international bunkers). Today, there are
huge regional differences in energy consumption for transport. So the
United States, Canada, Australia and Saudi Arabia are among the
countries with high levels of energy use per capita. At the same
time, India and neighboring countries, as well as some African
countries expend about 20 times less energy to transport.1
The use of different types of fuel is variousby region. Europe,
Latin America and India make use of diesel as their main fuel, while
North America, the Middle East and the OECD Pacific regions use
gasoline. The territory of the former Soviet Union compressed natural
gas (CNG) and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) have a large share
among fuels for transport. Only a small fraction energy comes from
natural gas, electricity or biomass. According to forecasts, along with
an increase in renewable fuels, types of petroleum-based maintain its
dominant position, while possessing a specific gravity greater than
90%. IEA expects oil demand growth in the transport sector by 2030
by 25%. However, the future development of this demand varies
1 Public transport and energy efficiency. Sustainable transport: a
collection of materials for policy-makers in developing cities. – GIZ.
2013. – 106 c. - http://www.giz.de.
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greatly between regions.
Analysis of energy consumption in transport, according to the IEA
suggests that the world's energy consumption of road transport is far
ahead of all other types and significantly influences the growth of
energy transport in general: in 2010 it accounted for 90% of total
energy consumption of transport. While other types of transport in
this period increased power consumption by only 5%, the power
consumption of road transport increased by 55%.2
There is a close link between energy consumption and emissions
due to the almost complete dependence AMG, buses and airplanes
from fuel derived from crude oil. Since the radical changes in the
structure of fuel consumption from year to year does not occur, the
trend in emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the transport sector is
repeated trend of energy consumption. Currently it provides 22% of
all CO2 emissions, which is about 7 Gt. and 5 Gt. of it accounted
for cars and trucks.
Almaty is the largest metropolis in the Republic of Kazakhstan.
The population is 1,548,400 people in January 2015, according to the
Department of Statistics of Almaty city. Respectively, Almaty takes
the first place in the Republic (about 13%) at the number of cars
that in amount proportion is 514,300 units of vehicles in 2014, at
100 inhabitants account for 30.7 vehicles.
The number of vehicles increased 2times over the last 10 years
according to the Committee of Statistics of the Republic of
Kazakhstan. At the same time, the cars are the most part of vehicles
–there are more than 90%. Trucks do not exceed 40,000 units for all
years, as a percentage of the volume range from 0.5 to 2%. The
number of buses also has small percentage - there are from 0.2 to
0.6% by year, there is from 7000 to 12 000 in units.
The number of vehicles is increasing rapidly till 2007 in Almaty,
due to the favorable economic situation in the country. There is
moderate growth observed from 2007 to 2009. Consumer ability
decreases in 2009 due to the economic crisis. There is grown of
vehicles number since 2010 in general. The number of vehicles is
514,266 units in the city of Almaty in 2014. If it considers the
dynamics for each type of vehicle, the situation would be similar to
the overall picture of the growth of the number of vehicles in the
city of Almaty.
By Car: there is a sharp increase in number of cars until 2006.
The numberof cars increased dramatically by 2010. There has been a
modest increase after 2010. The number of cars is 503,090 units in
Almaty city in 2014.
By bus fleet, the average increase is 10% per year from 2004 to
2009, there is about 1000 units / year. Decline in the number of
buses by 50% observed in 2010. There was a moderate increase in
the bus fleet during the period from 2011 to 2014. The number of
buses was 7675 units in the city of Almaty in 2014.
The situation on trucks is similar to the dynamic growthin buses:
there is an increase of trucks from 2004 to 2007, the annual average
of 8%, which is about 3000 units per year. The number of trucks
decreased by 50%, which is about 18 000 units in 2010. There is
moderate growth after 2010. The number of trucks is 26 million units

2 Energy Efficiency Indicators: Essentials for Policy Making. IEA.

in Almaty city in 2014.
The situation at fuel energy consumption in Almaty city is similar
to the situation in the country as a whole. According to the
Committee of Statistics of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the number of
vehicles using petrol reduces from 98% to 96% from 2011 to 2014,
while the proportion of vehicles run on diesel fuel increased from
1.6% to 3%. The number of vehicles using gas (liquefied petroleum
gas and liquefied natural gas) is reduced from 0.1% to 0.08% in
Almaty city. Also, the vehicles operate from 0.016% to 0.5% at the
mixed fuel (electricity and gas, electricity).
The main amounts of cars are produced abroad in Almaty city and
in Kazakhstan in general. A characteristic feature of these cars is
using petrol with a higher octane number. Unfortunately, though
Kazakhstan has large reserves of fossil fuels, about 20-45% of petrol
with higher octane is imported products. Primarily, this is due to the
fact that oil refineries built in the Soviet Union, have been
established for the production of low-octane fuel in the main, and
have limited ability to change the structure of production at the moment.
Also the factor that domestic oil prices significantly lower than
export prices plays an important role. Thus, local oil producers have
more incentive to export crude oil, but not for sale in domestic market.3
Fuel consumption depends on the engine displacement of the car.
Distribution of registered motor vehicles / year in terms of the engine
displacement and the dynamics of change over the years in Almaty
city are given in <Table 1>.
<Table 1> Distribution of registered vehicles in terms of engine displacement
Year
Engine displacement

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Number of registered vehicles

12092

7253

3112

9049

9484

including:
till 1100 cb.cm.

82

109

82

153

108

over 1100 till 1500 cb.cm.

486

404

139

621

553

over 1500 till 2000 cb.cm

3216

2 052 1 273 3 196 3 348

over 2000 till 2500 cb.cm

2912

1 628

393

1 865

over 2500 till 3000 cb.cm

2872

1 677

397

1 673 1 636

over 3000 till 4000 cb.cm

1605

780

458

931

903

over 4000 cb.cm

919

603

370

610

844

2092

Source: Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Republic of Kazakhstan

The number of registered vehicles with an engine displacement of
3 to 4 liters reduced from 13% to 9% also. The number of imported
cars with engine displacement more than 4 liters is increased by
about 1% per year. But the reduction of such vehicles is observed in
2014 compared with 2013. The main factor in this decline is the
increase in the tax on transport, for cars with engine displacement
more than 3.0 liters.
Exhaust emissions by road transport are among the main sources
of air pollution in Almaty city due to the expansion of the vehicle
3 Survey and analytical report: emissions of transport sector, the standards
of fuel quality and the politician of economy of fuel in Kazakhstan –
http://www.unep.org/Transport/new/PCFV/pdf/rus_cleanfuel_UNEP-CARE
C_report.pdf.
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fleet and the increase in fuel consumption. The concentrationof major
pollutants in the air exceeds the maximum permissible limits. It is
known, (Ecotech.kz, 2013) that 80% of air pollution accounts for
emissions from vehicles in Almaty.4
The share of CO2 emissions from the transport sector is 99.35%,
the proportion of methane and nitrous oxide is very small and are
0.54% and 0.12%, respectively. It is very natural, because the mass
fraction of these gases formed during the combustion of fuel is very
low. Accordingly, the calculation of CO2 emissions has been used as
the main greenhouse gas for the observation of the dynamics of
greenhouse gas emissions from the transport sector of Almaty city.
For a basis was taken approach from the Methodic of calculation
of emissions of greenhouse gases approved by the order of the
Minister of environmental protection of the Republic of Kazakhstan
from November 24, 2009, No. 251-өor calculation of emissions of CO2.
Calculations of CO2 emissions are made on formula:

Where:  –annual CO2 emission in weight units (tons/year);  - actual
fuel consumption per year (tons/year);К1- carbon oxidation coefficient
of the fuel (shows the share of burnt carbon), CNV - calorific net value (Joule/tons);  – carbon emission coefficient (tons С /Joule);
44/12 – coefficient for recalculation of emissions of carbon C in carbon
dioxide СО2. (<Table 2>).
<Table 2> Coefficients for CO2 emissions calculation
Fuel type

Calorific net – value
Fraction of
Carbon emission
(Joule/tons)
carbon oxidation, К1 coefficient K2, tС /Joule

Petrol

44,21

19,13

0,995

Diesel

43,02

19,98

0,995

Source: Methodic of calculation of emissions of greenhouse gases
approved by the order of the Minister of environmental protection
of the Republic of Kazakhstan from 24 November 2009 year.

The moderate growth of CO2 emissions from transport sector is
observed from 2004 to 2009. Emissions from petrol sharply increased,
emissions from diesel fuel keep moderate growth in 2010. CO2
emissions increased slightly from 2011 to 2012. The amount of CO2
emissions is sharply reduced, both from petrol, and from diesel fuel
in 2013.

4 A comprehensive program to reduce air pollution in Almaty from
2009 to 2018.
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3. Conclusion
Thus increasing the fuel efficiency of vehicles is one of the
priority areas to reduce CO2 emissions and improve overall energy
efficiency. As one of the priorities in the fieldof reducing greenhouse
gas emissions is to develop vehicles that use alternative sources of
fuel or natural gas, is the most suitable fuel. Development of legal
documents and regulations on the use of vehicles with a smaller
engine displacement and restrictive requirements for the year of
manufacture of vehicles also contribute significantly to the efficient of
resources use and reduce greenhouse gas emissions from motor
vehicles.
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Performance of Taiwanese Domestic Equity
Funds during Quantitative Easing
ÖmerFaruk Tan*5

Abstract
This study is the first analysis on theperformance of Taiwanese
domestic equity funds during the period of January, 2009 and October,
2014. For the period, quantitative redirected capital flowedtoward
developing economies and the Taiwanese Stock Exchange Weighted
Index compounded at approximately12.9% annually. Adopting methods
endorsed by earlier research, we evaluated 15 Taiwanese equity funds’
performance relative to market averages using the Sharpe (1966) and
Treynor (1965) ratios and Jensen’s alpha method (1968). In
testingmarket timing proficiency, we applied Treynor & Mazuy (1966)
and Henriksson & Merton (1981) regression analysis methods. Jensen’s
alpha method (1968) was used to measure fund managers’ stock selection
skills. The resultsof this study show that funds under-performed
Taiwan’s average annual market return significantly and demonstratesno
exceptional stock-selection skills and market timing proficiency during
the era of quantitative easing.
Keywords: Performance Evaluation, Quantitative Easing, Equity funds,
Sharpe Ratio, Jensen’s alpha.

outstripping developed market indices—notably the DAX, FTSE 100,
and CAC 40, which averaged 12.1%, 6.8%, and 4.1% returns,
respectively. Only the S&P500 outperformed the TWSE with 15.1%
returns. This study analyzes Taiwanese equity fund performance
across the entire QE era.

2. Methodology
With adopting methods from earlier research, this study evaluated
performance of 15 Taiwanese domestic equity funds using the Sharpe
(1966) and Treynor (1965) ratios and Jensen’s alpha (1968),which
measures fund managers’ stock selection skills. To test market timing
proficiency, we applied the Treynor & Mazuy (1966) and Henriksson
& Merton (1981) regression models.
According to Koulis et al. (2011), Treynor’s ratio (Treynor,
1965)is the first measure of mutual fund performance. It is calculated
as a fund’s excess return divided by its beta (systematic risk) and is
defined as:
     
(1)
where
  Treynor’s performance index

  portfolio’s period-specific return

1. Introduction

  risk-free return in a period
  portfolio beta

The 2008 global crisis devastated economies and financial markets
in U.S. and Europe. During the ensuing recession, significant
investment banks collapsed (e.g., Lehman Brothers) and commercial
banking crises notably enveloped Portugal, Ireland, Spain, Greece, and
Italy. To combat recession, U.S. Federal Reserve initiated quantitative
easing (QE) between December 2008 and October 2014, purchasing
huge quantities of sovereign debt to swell the money supply. Its
actions were paralleled by central banks globally. QE occurred in
four segments: QE1 (December 2008–June 2010), QE2 (November
2010–June 2011), QE3 (September 2012–October 2014), and QE4
(January 2013–October 2014) (Amadeo, 2015).
As recession, market disarray, and QE eroded confidence in the
U.S. and European markets, investors gravitated toward equity markets
in developing economies, including Taiwan. The Taiwan Stock
Exchange Weighted Index (TWSE) averaged 12.9% annual growth,
* Department of Economics, Faculty of Economics, Administrative and
Social Sciences, MEF University, Turkey. E-mail: omerfaruk.tan@mef.edu.tr

The Sharpe technique finalized in 1966 resembles Treynor’s ratio
(Noulas, Papanastatiou & Lazaridis, 2005), but it employs the
standard deviation of fund returns in its denominator instead of
portfolio beta. It computes the premium earned per unit of total risk.
The Sharpe value is calculated as
Sp=(Rp – Rf/)

p

(2)

where
  Sharpe Ratio

  a fund’s average rate of return
  average risk-free return
  standard deviation of fund returns.
The Sharpe ratio (   ) calculates performance for an identified level
of total risk. Higher values indicate higher performance (Duggimpudi,
Abdou, & Zaki, 2010).
"A portfolio manager’s predictive ability(is) his ability to earn
returns through the successful forecast of security prices that are
higher than those which we could presume given the level of his
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riskiness of his portfolio" (Jensen, 1968).
Jensen’s model can be written as

             

(3)

  return on the portfolio adjusted for market returns (i.e., excess returns)

  returnon portfolio  at time 
  return on a riskless asset at time 
 return on the market portfolio at time 
  sensitivity of excess returns of portfolio  to excess market
returns (i.e., above-average market returns).
The sign of alpha displays whether a portfolio manager outperforms
the market after adjusting for risk. A positive (negative) alpha denotes
above-market (below-market) performance (Mayo, 2010).
Fund managers may out-perform markets if they reconfigure their
portfolios promptly and competently when markets rise or fall. That
is, they adjust their portfolios from more to less volatile securities
when they expect the market to drop and adjust in the opposite
direction if they expect it to climb (Treynor & Mazuy, 1966). Also,
fund managers may hold a greater (lesser) proportion of the market
portfolio if they anticipate a bull market (bear market). Treynor
&Mazuy (1966) developed the following model to evaluate market-timing
proficiency:

                  

(4)

where  is the timing-adjusted alpha, which represents managers’
timing-adjusted stock-selection ability. The quadratic term in Equation
(4) is the market-timing factor. The coefficient of the market-timing
factor (  ) represents managers’ market timing proficiency. If  is
positive, they have superior proficiency—i.e., their portfolios are
adjusted actively to well-anticipated changes in markets; if negative,
timing proficiency is poor (Chen et al., 2013).
Another return-based measure of timing proficiency, Henriksson &
Merton (1981) regression strongly resembles Treynor & Mazuy
(1966)regression. It computes whether managers’ return on assets
exceeds or lags the risk-free rate after selecting a level of risk that
reflecting their expectation for the market as its positive excess
returns (Cesari & Panetta, 2002). The formula is:

       –     –    

(5)

When    (up market), D = 1, and when    , D = 0.
We can rewrite the formula as
          –      

from the Thomson Reuters DataStream.
According to data of Securities Investment Trust & Consulting
Association of the R.O.C, there are totally 648 funds in Taiwan.
Among 648 Taiwan-based mutual funds—including equity, balanced,
bond, and other funds—we initially considered only Taiwan’s 342
equity funds (154 domestic and 188 international funds). The sample
is culled in order to analyze only performance of funds invested in
domestic Taiwanese companies. We excluded fundsthat were closed,
newly established, or merged with another fund. Also, funds whose
size exceeded NT$1 billion were preferred. For final analysis, we
selected 15 funds ranked by size.

4. Conclusion
This study—the first to rate Taiwanese mutual funds during the
era of quantitative easing—examined the performance of 15
Taiwanese domestic equity funds from January 2009 to October 2014.
During that period, Taiwan’s stock market index outperformed all
developed market indexesexcept the S&P 500. It is measured
performance using the Sharpe ratio (1966), Treynor ratio (1965),
Jensen alpha (1968), Treynor &Mazuy (1966) analysis, and Henriksson
& Merton (1981) analysis. Sharpe (1966) and Treynor (1965) ratios,
which measure risk-adjusted performance, indicated similar rankings
for all mutual funds. Allianz Global Investors Taiwan Fund, UPAMC
All Weather Fund, Capital OTC Fund have the highest ratios for
both. The Jensen’s alpha (1968), Treynor & Mazuy (1966) and
Henriksson & Merton (1981) analyses determined stock-selection skills
and market timing proficiency, respectively. In this work, it is
revealed that in the era of quantitative easing, although the financial
market in Taiwan made an incredible progress, Taiwanese fund
managers could not exhibit a good performance both in selectivity
skills and market timing abilities. Jensen (1968) alphas indicated that
over this period fund managers did not have selective ability, only 1
of the 15funds had statistically significant positive alpha. Furthermore,
Treynor & Mazuy (1966) and Henriksson & Merton (1981) regression
analysis show that over the same period fund managers did not also
have market timing ability, as none of the 15 funds had statistically
significant positive coefficients. It can be deduced that Taiwanese
fund managers had neither selective ability nor market timing ability
during the quantitative easing era. At the end of this study, along
with the outcomes, it is observed similarities with the results of
earlier studies in literature. Future studies should be expanded upon
these findings using persistent analysis.

          –    
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Does the Rise of the Korean Wave Lead to Cosmetics Export?
Young- Seaon Park*1

Abstract
The purpose of this research is to identify the relation between the
Korean wave and Korean cosmetics export. Instead of using UN
COMTRADE data as with other researcheson the similar studies, this
paper adopts Google Trends query index with keyword ‘Korean
drama’ as a proxy variable for cultural trade. With controlling export
determining factors such as GDPs of import and export countries,
distance, R&D, and FTA, this paper examines whether the Korean
wave represented by Google Trends contributes to the explosive
increase of Korean cosmetics export in the recent years. Moreover,
this study also investigates the possible effects of the Korean wave
on export that could vary according to the different trade groups by
classifying import countries into two groups: 74 countries worldwide
and 9 ASEAN member countries. The results reveal that the Korean
wave indeed leads to cosmetics export to ASEAN countries but show
weak relation with cosmetics export to worldwide.
Keywords: Korean Wave, Cosmetics, Cultural Proximity, Google Trends,
Gravity Model

especially evident in Asian countries. According to the data from
Korea Creative Content Agency (KOCCA), during the 8-year period
between 2005 and 2013, the value of Korean music export increased
more than 10 times from 22 million dollars to 227 million dollars.
Among the total music export value in 2013, 97.4% went to Asian
countries such as Japan, China and South East Asian countries. The
situation of the Korean export of broadcasting contents is not much
different. During the same 8-year period the value of Korean export
of TV contents increased from 121 million dollars to 309 million
dollars and 73% of the total export of TV contents in 2013 went to
Asian countries.
This paper attempts to study the trade creation effects of the
Korean wave, with special consideration of the Korean cosmetics
export. The Korean cosmetics industry is chosen because of the
remarkable performance of the industry in the midst of the economic
recession in recent years. Also, cosmetics can be categorized as
partially substituted products and so their consumption is closely
connected not only to the product price and quality but also to the
images the products impart. One of the possible reasons why Korean
cultural contents have become so popular in Asian countries may be
due to the attractive faces of Korean entertainers. Since the concept
of beauty can be shared in the specific regions, the rise of the
Korean wave might explain the explosive export increase of Korean
cosmetics to Asian countries in the recent years.

1. Introduction
Many of research questions raised in the last two decades on
international trade flows have centered on the trade costs derived
from the territorial borders. The famous research by McCallum (1995)
on Canada-US regional trade patterns triggered a flood of studies in
search of the true magnitude of the border effect. Obstfeld &Rogoff
(2000) include the home bias in trade as one of the six puzzles in
international macroeconomics. Disdier & Head (2008) examined 1467
distance effects estimated in 103 papers and found that, on average,
10% increase in distance lowers bilateral trade by about 9%.
Transportation costs for long distance, tariffs, and other non-tariff
barriers can explain part of the reasons why the national border still
matters.
In line with the above reasons, a few of recent studies focus on
the trade diffusion effects of the popularity of Korean culturalcontents
such as TV dramas and music (Park & Choe, 2009 Kim & Ahn,
2012). The remarkable success of Korean cultural industry is
* Deputy Director. KOTRA New Delhi. India. E-mail: yspark@kotra.or.kr

2. Empirical Strategy
This paper adopts the gravity model for the empirical analysis
ofthe impact of the Korean wave on the export of the Korean
cosmetics utilizing the export panel data from 2005 to 2013. The
gravity model has been widely used for analyzing the pattern of
international trade because it has produced some of the clearest and
most robust findings in economics (Leamer & Levinsohn, 1995).
Even though the gravity model has been used for bilateral trade data
since Tinbergen (1962), it became truly popularized in empirical work
after the concept of multilateral resistance (Anderson & Van
Wincoop, 2001) was introduced and fixed effects revolution (Feenstra,
2004; Redding & Venables, 2004) started to capture the multilateral
resistance terms. The combination of being consistent with theory and
easy to implement leads to rapid adoption of the model in empirical
work (Head & Mayer, 2014).
With the inclusion of multilateral resistance, Anderson and Van
Wincoop (2001) derive the following theoretically founded gravity
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equation of international trade:
1−σ

xij =

yiyj  τ ij 


yw  Π iΡj 

where  denotes exports from country  to  ,  and y_j are

System Codes (HS Code) cosmetics are in the category of 33
described as ‘Essential oils and resinoids; perfumery, cosmetic or
toilet preparations’. Even though the two digit category can be further
divided into more specific product lists, this paper chooses the data
of Korean cosmetics export based on HS Code 33.

GDPs of each country,  is the gross bilateral trade cost, σ > 1 is
the elasticity of substitution, and Π and Ρ  represent country  ’s
outward and country  ’s inward multilateral resistance variables, respectively.
As shown by Shepherd (2013), taking the natural logarithms of all
variables, the above equation can be transformed as follows:

log Xij = C + Fi + Fj + (1 − σ )[log τ ij ]
C = − log Y
Fi = log Yi − log Πi
Fj = log Yj − log Ρj
log τ ij = log Distij + log Cultureij + FTAij
The first term, C, is equal to world GDP but for estimation
purposes it can be a coefficient because it is constant across all
exporters and importers. The next term,  , is shorthand for a full
set of exporter fixed effects. Taking the same approach,  is a full
set of importer fixed effects. log is the sum of cost variables such
as distance, cultural proximity, and FTAs between country  and
country  .
To analyze the impact of the Korean wave on the export of the
Korean cosmetics, adopting and modifying the above equations, this
paper estimates the following econometric model:
ln X

kjt

= β 0 + β 1 ln G D Pk t + β 2 ln G D P j t + β 3 ln D is t k j + β 4 l n T r e n d s jt + β 5 F T A k j t

+ β 6 ln R & D k t + γ

j

+ δ t + ε k jt

where kindicates the export country (Korea),  the import country
and  is time; ln denotes natural logarithms;  is the flow of
Korean cosmetics export to  country in  period;  and

 are GDPs of Korea and import countries respectively; 
is the geographical distance between Korea and import countries;
 is Google Trends search queries with the keyword "Korean
drama" in the import countries as a proxy variable for cultural ties
between the two parties.  is a dummy variable denoting the
presence of Free Trade Agreements between Korea and import
countries. ＆ is Korean cosmetics industry’s investment in
research and development.  and  are import country and year
fixed effects respectively and  is a disturbance term.

3. Data
The study analyzes Korean export data of cosmetics to 74
countries during the period from 2005 to 2013 collected by Korea
Customs Service (http://www.customs.go.kr). According to Harmonized

4. Conclusion
This paper uses a new variable to present some of the first
evidence on the trade creation effects of the Korean wave on the
cosmetics industry. The adoption of the Google Trends search query
as a proxy variable for cultural affinity is a noble approach. As
increasing number of people around the world uses the Internet for
searching information or entertainment purposes, the analysis of search
queries of the most popular website, Google, in connection with
cultural affinity seems an appropriate and timely task in the field of
international trade. The great advantage of using Google trends as a
proxy variable is that the data reflect the changing patterns of users’
searching behavior while other proxy variables in general are time
invariant.
Using the gravity model, this paper firstly analyzed the data of the
Korean cosmetics export to 74 countries around the world. Whereas
economic sizes of Korea and import countries, geographical distance,
and the presence of free trade agreements show statistical significance,
Google Trends search query of ‘Korean drama’ does not reveal a
clear correlation with Korean cosmetics export. When the export
destination countries were narrowed to 9 ASEAN member countries,
the results show strong evidence that the Korean wave indeed lead to
the export of Korean cosmetics.
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Development of Green Economy via Commercialization of
Green Technologies: Experience of Kazakhstan
Karlygash S. Mukhtarova*, Aknur Zhidebekkyzy**1

Abstract
Green technologies are essential tools to ensure sustainable development
of the economy. In this regard, the article deals with analysis of the
development tendency of green economy in Kazakhstan emphasizing
commercialization of green technologies. In the first part of the study,
authors investigated more than 50 official sources of information,
including laws, concepts, programs, events and reviews of major
international organizations. The study's methodological basis included
Kazakhstan’s legislative and regulatory Acts, state programs and
Concept for transition to Green economy, and data about innovations
in the field of green technologies. Six experts were interviewed in
order to determine factors which interfere to commercialization of
green technologies. Urgent problems and trends of development,
challenges and obstacles to gain green economy have also been
identified in the result of expert interviewing. The research shows that
despite Kazakhstan’s intentions to update and develop much of its
infrastructure over the coming 20 years, inefficient use of resources is
currently observed in every sector. It is necessary to encourage
scientists and entrepreneurs to invent and commercialize new green
technologies. That would be basis for successful implementation of
transition from "brown"to green economy.
Keywords: Transition to Green Economy, Green Economy in Kazakhstan,
Green Technologies, Commercialization of Innovations,
Sustainable Development.

their own future needs (UNCTD, 1997). In a most general sense, the
solution of this task is linked to the shaping of "a new model of
green economy" (Toloraya, 2014). Researchers focus their interests on
the commercialization of new green technologies that will substantially
improve social welfare and ensure process of transition to green
economy.
In most countries, Kazakhstan is not an exception, in which the
transition to a green economy requires changes to existing governance
approaches, institutions, and markets. Thetransition will take different
paths in different countries depending, inter alia, on domestic context,
natural capital, and socio-economic priorities of a country.
One of the turning points in the sustainable development is the
publication of The Brundtland report (1987), also known as "Our
common future". This report introduces the three fundamental
components of sustainability – environment, economy and society –
and highlights what is needed in each area to achieve sustainable
development. It makes clear that we cannot achieve success in one of
these areas at the expense of areas. Being considered as one of the
first comprehensive assessments of social, environmental and economic
problems facing the world, one should admit that the UN Conference
in Environment and Development held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 was
a direct outcome of the Brundtland Report (1987). Doubtless,
Kazakhstan has a distinct understanding of the state management
assuming that promotion of the green economy is the main way and
the only one in maintaining a sustainable development. And our
paper aims to consider the development and future perspectives of
green technologies in Kazakhstan as a main tool of establishing
sustainable economy.

1. Introduction

2. Research Methodology

Today the task of ensuring the sustainable development of human
civilization is being viewed as the guiding principle of the life of the
economy and of the society in general. Sustainable development is
considered to be a development which "... satisfies our current needs
without jeopardizing the capability of generations to come to satisfy

The relevance and necessity of development of green technologies
have been investigated in the first phase of the study. Then, stages of
development of green technologies in Kazakhstan were identified
based on secondary sources of information. In addition to the analysis
of statistical indicators, it was decided to conduct an expert
interviewing with leading experts in various industries. The main and
indirect questions were drawn up for interviews in order to reveal
five aspects of development of green technologies, such as demand
for the product or service, technology (scientific aspect), human
resources, mentality and perspective. It is important to distinguish
main research questions and subsidiary questions according to
methodology of qualitative research (Andrews, 2003). Six experts
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were interviewed on condition of anonymity. Interviews were
conducted by the method of story-telling, where the researcher asked
basic questions to guide conversation in the right direction,
subsequently the story of an expert based on his personal experience
and deep knowledge. A great experience and professionalism of the
experts revealed several hidden factors and the specific problems of
green technologies. Direct, but anonymous quotes from the
interviewees are used to support our analysis, because examining
theoretical scheme and active work of both interviewer and interviewee
can make the research lively and original (Silverman, 2005).
The main guiding questions during an interview with an expert:
1) How do you assess the demand for green technologies in
Kazakhstan?
2) Who is the main consumer of your products / services?
3) How do you assess the human resources in your area?
4) What are the factors hindering the commercialization of green
technologies in Kazakhstan?
5) What can you say about the scientific research, development
and technology transfer in the "green" area?
6) Whatcan you say about the mentality of the people of
Kazakhstan in terms of the transition to a green economy?
7) How do you see the future of green technology in the country?

3. Main Part
Green Economy is instrumental to nation’s sustainable development.
Transition to Green Economy will enable Kazakhstan achieve the
proclaimed goal of entering the top 30 developed countries of the world.
According to estimates,the transformations to be implemented as a
part of a Green Economy will additionally increase the GDP by 3%,
create more than 500,000 new jobs, develop new industries and
services and generally provide higher living standards all over the
country by 2050. Overall investments required for transition to a
Green Economy will be about 1% of GDP per annum, which is
equivalent to USD 3 to 4 billion (CTRKGE, 2013).
There are certain reasons for transitioning to a Green Economy:
1) Inefficient use of resources. According to experts, this translates
into USD 4 to 8 billion lost by the economy each year and
may amount to USD 14 billion by 2030. Furthermore, the
energy saving potential amounts to USD 3 to 4 billion per
year, which is likely to reach USD 6 to 10 billion per year by
2030 (MESRK, 2013).
2) Inadequate system of tariffs and pricing for energy resources
disincentives industrial technology improvements.
3) Currently, Kazakhstan is facing a situation where its natural
resources and environment are seriously deteriorating across all
crucial environmental standards. Almost one third of the
agricultural lands are either degraded or under serious threat of
being so, with more than 10 million ha of potentially arable
land abandoned so far. Currently, the economy is forecast to
run short of 13 to 14 BCM of sustainable water resources by
2030. No integrated waste management system exists. 97% of
municipal solid waste (MSW)ends up in uncontrolled landfills

and waste disposal sites that do not meet the sanitary requirements.
Historically, toxic and radioactive industrial waste is also a
serious problem.
4) Kazakhstan has inherited great territorial heterogeneity in terms
of economic parameters, living standards and environmental
conditions. Development of new industries and green clusters
will make it possible to reduce inequality in the development
of various regions and harness their potential in the renewable
energy sector, agriculture, water management, waste disposal
and other sectors.
5) The global community expects Kazakhstan to successfully implement
several land mark projects: the EXPO 2017 exhibition entitled
Energy of the Future and the Green Bridge Partnership Program
aimed at contributing to sustainable development in Central
Asia and other regions of the world. Countries in the region
such as Mongolia, China and South Korea have already started
implementing their ambitious Green Economy plans as promised
internationally by their presidents. For example, South Korea
has committed 2% of its GDP to green growth and China’s
investments account for 1.5% of its GDP, and this figure is
expected to grow by up to 2% by 2015 (UNEP, 2013).
The Green Economy Concept is to be implemented in accordance
with the provisions of the Constitution of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, Strategy "Kazakhstan-2050" and "Kazakhstan-2030:
Prosperity, Security and Growing Welfare of All the Kazakhstanis"and
the Strategic Plan for the Development of the Republic of Kazakhstan
until 2020. The matter of the Green Economy Concept
implementation will be regulated by legislative acts of the Republic
of Kazakhstan related to the transition towards Green Economy
(Nazarbayev, 2014).
The tools for implementing specific tasks of the Concept by sector
are the existing program documents as amended and supplemented
with respect to the implementation of the main areas of the Green
Economy Concept, such as the Program of Agro-Industrial Complex
Development for 2013-2020 (Agribusiness 2020), the State Program
for Expedited Industrial and Innovational Development of Kazakhstan
in 2010-2014, National Education Development Program of
Kazakhstan in 2011- 2020, local development programs, strategic
plans of governmental bodies, Zhasyl Damu Industry Program for
2010-2014 and other industry programs that will be updated to
include new areas of focus such as on air quality, waste management,
prevention of desertification and landdeterioration, improving soil
fertility, development of fisheries, aquacultures and fish breeding. The
plan is also to develop the State Program for Water Resource
Management for 2014-2040.

4. Conclusion
Kazakhstan's new capital city Astana will host the international
trade fairEXPO in 2017. It has chosen the theme Future Energy,
which aims to "promote and discover sustainable, energy solutions".
The next few years will be crucial for laying the groundwork if
Kazakhstan is to make a meaningful transition to a green inclusive
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economy by then. Progress in the dissemination of the ideas of
sustainable development and active participation in this process means
their adjustment to the specifics of each country. The concepts of
sustainable development and the ways of its implementation are
different in various countries and will undoubtedly keep changing
further on. It is necessary to assess achievements and challenges on
the way to sustainable development at the national level. The success
of the implementation of the ideas of sustainable development depends
on the pro-active position and awareness by the broader population.
Domestic support is essential, while international engagement can
help to ensure that the process is more inclusive and brings benefits
across Kazakhstan's population. New international financial and
institutional instruments are also needed to support Kazakhstan's
national endeavors to embrace a greener future. In our time, it is
important to build an effective relationship between science, production
and business. This applies to all fields of science. But we separately
analyzed the transition to a green economy, and concluded that the
commercialization of new green technologies significantly contribute to
sustainable development. Necessary measures have been taken for this
purpose, but there are problems and challenges that need to be solved.
The green economy is more than just environmental in scope; it is
also about development and the economy. From a development
perspective there are anumber of ways in which a green economy
might benefit both developed and developing countries. Kazakhstan
cannot remain aside from the sustainable development through green
technologies; in fact it can be a new impetus for the future development
of the country.
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Independence and Transparency of the Central Bank of Kazakhstan
Daniyar Nurbayev*1

Abstract
During the last two decades the idea that central bank independence
and transparency helps to maintain price stability, became popular
among economists and central bankers. Many countries’governments
give their monetary authorities higher independence and transparency
to achieve the price stability goal. However, emerging countries such
as Kazakhstan, suffer from high inflation. This inflation occurs largely
due to a low level of independence and transparency of central banks.
This research project measures the current level of independence and
transparency of central bank of Kazakhstan. Indices were used to
measure central bank independence and transparency. Central bank
independence was measured by two types of indices: based on central
bank laws (legal independence) and based on central banks governor's
turnover (TOR). Developing countries have a weak legal framework,
implying that a legal independence index cannot be appropriate to use
as a measures of actual independence. Therefore, by paying attention
to the other two indices, we can say that the central bank of
Kazakhstan has alow level of independence and transparency. This, in
turn, can be one of the causes of high inflation in Kazakhstan.
Keywords: Kazakhstan, Central Bank, Legal Independence, Transparency,
Central Banks Governor's Turnover

1. Introduction
The idea of the central bank independence (CBI) derives from
time inconsistency of monetary policy. The time inconsistency theory
was developed by Kydland & Prescott (1977), Barro & Gordon
(1983), where it is stated that time inconsistency of monetary policy
emerges when government commits to generate economic growth,
maintain low unemployment and price stability. For example, in some
cases (economic slowdown, the election period), the government may
renegesome of their commitment, and will prefer economic growth or
low unemployment rather than price stability. There is a solution for
the time inconsistency problem. Governments should allow central
banks to stick to the price stability commitment by making them
independent from their pressure. As a result, central banks can
maintain low and stable inflation, despite the situation in other
* Kazakh British Technical University., Kazakhstan, E-mail: d.a.nurbayev@gmail.com

government commitment. Therefore, it is important to improve central
bank independence in order to maintain price stability.
The independence of a central bank does not mean necessarily full
independence from the government. According to the Debelle &
Fischer (1994), there are 2 types of central bank monetary independence.
The first is goal independence, where central bank can choose the
monetary policy goal independently. In that case,central bank is more
independent, but the goal independence can be chosen when central
bank has an institutionally strong research base, to properly choose
the right monetary goals. The second is the instrument independence,
where government sets monetarypolicy goals, but central bank has
competence to choose instruments to maintain the goals set by the
government. There are some reasons to improve Central bank
transparency (CBT). Today, when central banks are more independent,
transparency is an important mechanism that allows the public to
monitor whether the actions of an independent central bank are
legitimate. In addition, CBT is a part of global movement for transparency
in government authorities, which has increased significantly in the last
20 years. These reasons of transparency are more political, but there
is also an economical aspect. Geraats (2002) inhis research argued
that one of the positive aspects of CBT is absence of asymmetric
information. When the central bank has a transparent monetary policy,
economic agents can provide more accurate economic planning, and
be prepared for changes in monetary policy.
Despite the fact that many economists believe that independence
and transparency of central bank are good for price stability, there
are manycountries having monetary authorities that highly dependent
on the government. In most cases, they are emerging countries, and
the price stability and stability of financial sector is often an acute
problem in these countries. At the 2nd section of the paper I will
define the aim of the paper. Subsequently in section 3, I will define
hypotheses and methodologies to measure central bank independence
and transparency. In section 4, I will discuss the results of my
measurement and finally, section 5 concludes.

2. Aim of the Paper
Kazakhstan is an emerging country and suffering from high inflation
and financial instability, despite the fact that de jure, the main
objective of the central bank of Kazakhstan is price stability.
According to the information from National bank of Republic of
Kazakhstan (Central bank of Kazakhstan), Kazakhstan has an average
inflation of 8.01% for the last 15 years, whereas according to the
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information from IMF, average inflation in Advanced economies is
1.95%, in Emergingmarkets and developing economies is 6.63%.
There are several reasons of high inflation in Kazakhstan, which
the Central Bank of Kazakhstan have to combat in order to maintain
price stability. Are all of the reasons unavoidable (for example:
imported inflation) or there are some of the reasons that can be
handled? The main objective of Central bank of Kazakhstan is to
maintain price stability, but de facto, is the price stability the main
objective? Kazakhstan is an emerging economy, and as it is
inherentfor emerging economies, Kazakhstan has bad law pursuance
and the law is not always respected. The objective of central bank of
Kazakhstan to maintain price stability may not be performed because,
central bank with low independence can choose to perform
government objectives rather than price stability objective. Because
low transparency, the central bank has no legal obligations to explain
contradictions in the objectives before public. We can assume that
one of the reasons of the high inflation is low independence and
transparency of the central bank of Kazakhstan, and the aim of the
paper is to understand how truly central bank of Kazakhstan is
independent and transparent.

3. Measures of Central Bank Independence and Transparency
Based on the information above, we can hypothesize that the
Central Bank of Kazakhstan has low levels of independence and
transparency. I am going to test the hypothesis by the indices
developed by Cukierman, Webb, & Neyapti (1992) and Crowe &
Meade (2007) that allow us to measure CBI and CBT respectively.
There are other indexes to measure central bank independence and
transparency. For example, Eijffinger & Geraats (2006) designed a
methodology to measure central bank transparency and Grilli,
Masciandaro, & Tabellini (1991) and Debelle & Fischer (1994)
developed a methodology to measure central bank independence.
Cukierman, Webb, & Neyapti (1992) developed two kinds of indexes
of central bank independence. First, there is a Legal Independence
Index, measured based on the laws of the central bank. This method
of measuring the independence of the bank is the most common.
Many researchers have attempted to assess the independence of the
central bank on the basis of legislation (Bade & Parkin, 1983; Grilli,
Masciandaro, & Tabellini, 1991). Thereason of popularity of the
method is that legal independence that is established in law is a
basic and required attribute for central bank independence and can be
measured by referring to the articles of the law.
The legal independence indexis divided into 4 weighted clusters
(Independence of Central bank CEO, Policy formulation, Central bank
objectives, Limitations on lending to the government), which contain
16 variables (for detailed information see Appendix Table 4) that
scored in the range from 0 to 1 point. In the index, scale 0 means
lowest level of independence, and 1 means highest level. In some
cases, independence measured using legal basis does not show actual
CBI. Cukierman (1992), Sikken & Haan (1998) in their papers noted
that in emerging economies, because of bad law enforcement, legal
CBI may be higher than actual CBI. On the other hand, in advanced

economies, legal CBI corresponds with actual CBI.
Legislations of countries are not identical, implying that the
calculation of legal independence depends on how laws are
interpreted. Hence, Cukierman, Webb, & Neyapti (1992), developed
another index to measure actual CBIin emerging countries more
precisely. They used the rate of turnover of central bank governors
(TOR) to measure actual CBI in emerging markets. The index is
based on the assumption that if central bank governor would have
high turnover, then the governor will be more susceptible for
government decisions. Central bank governor that knows that the
government can easily appoint another governor, who, in order to
safeguard his position, will not oppose the government’s decision,
even if the decision conflicts with the main goal of the central bank.
TOR index is measured as an average of governors’change per year.
Lower value of the TOR index shows higher CBI.
There are several methods of measuring the CBT. Eijffinger &
Geraats (2006) developed one of the methods. Eijffinger &Geraats
(2006) distinguished several categories of the central bank transparency:
political transparency, economic transparency, procedural transparency,
policy transparency, operational transparency. Crowe & Meade (2007)
slightly modified their method of assessing the central bank’s
transparency, as the method of evaluation for the 3 questions in each
category Eijffinger & Geraats (2006). While the newmethod of the 2
questions in each category, end each answer to the question is scored
from 0 to 1 point. The transparency index is the average of all
questions from each category, and 0 mean lowest degree of
transparency and 1 highest degree.

4. Results
I measured independence using Cukierman, Webb, &Neyapti (1992)
legal independence index. Legal independence of the central bank of
Kazakhstan, measured by this method, is 0.71. According to the
calculations by Crowe & Meade (2008), 44% of the emerging
economies are at the level of 0.4> x <0.6, a level typical for
developing countries, and Kazakhstan has a somewhat higher level.
Kazakhstan is at the 0.6> x <0.8 range. According to the Crowe &
Meade (2008) calculations, 26% of the emerging countries are
concentrated in that range. In the same research, Crowe &Meade
(2008) showed that 7.7% of the developed countries are at the level
of 0.6> x <0.8, while 50% of developed countries at the level greater
than 0.8, whereas 21% of the emerging economies are at the level.
My calculation, along with Crowe & Meade (2008) calculations,
shows that the central bank of Kazakhstan has a comparatively higher
level of legal independence. But the calculations contradict with the
theory that assumes that CBI is the one of the reasons of price
stability. As I showed in section 2, Kazakhstan has a higher level of
inflation than in other emerging countries, and the theory says that
with a higher level of independence, Kazakhstan should have a lower
level of inflation.
The result that we got from TOR index does not correspond with
the result that we obtained from the Legal Independence Index. The
difference between the indices is significant, The legal independence
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index shows that central bank of Kazakhstan is more independent
than central banks in other emerging and developing countries, while
the TOR index suggests that Kazakhstan has a independence lower
than in other emerging countries. High level of legal independence
shows that the legislative framework of central bank independence is
good enough, but since Kazakhstan is an emerging country and a
good legislative framework cannot ensure high actual independence,
because of a lack of law enforcement. That kind of situation cannot
guarantee that central bank would make independent decisions,
because the future work position of the governor is dependent on the
government, and the governor, to safeguard his position, would prefer
to follow the government decisions and objectives, instead of
maintaining price stability. In Kazakhstan, the issue is very serious,
since the governor of central bank in Kazakhstan is accountable to
the President of Kazakhstan, and the President of the Kazakhstan
solely appoints and dismisses the governor.
Kazakhstan is an emerging market, so we can conclude that to
measure independence central bank of Kazakhstan, it will be more
accurate to use the TOR index. According to calculations obtained by
the index, we can conclude that the central bank of Kazakhstan is
less independent than other Emerging market and developing
countries. According to the time inconsistency theory, low level of
CBI in Kazakhstan can be a cause of low level of price stability and
financial instability.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, I measured independence and transparency level of
the central bank ofKazakhstan, and compared it with the Crowe &
Meade (2007) independence and transparency data. To measure CBI, I
used 2 indices. Indices shows different results, independence of
central bank of Kazakhstan measured by legal independence index is
comparatively higher than CBI measured by TOR index. High level
of legal independence means that Central bank of Kazakhstan has
satisfactory level of law framework. Emerging markets in most cases
has a low level of enforcement of the law, and because of that, legal
independence in emerging countries sometimes does not show real
situation of central bank independence. CBI measured by TOR index
shows that the level of CBI of Kazakhstan is lower than average
CBI in developed countries and even lower than average CBI in
emerging market and developing countries. To some extent, Central
bank transparency dependsfrom central bank independence. Kazakhstan
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has a low level of CBI and as it was expected Kazakhstan has low
level of CBT according to the result that I obtain by using index
developed by Crowe & Meade (2007).
The results of the research support hypothesis that I assumed in
section 3. Central bank of Kazakhstan has a low level of transparency
and independence, and as CBT and CBI is one of the factors
contributing to price stability, and to maintain price stability, the
government of Kazakhstan should improve central bank independence
and transparency. Increasing CBI and CBT will improve the situation,
but we have to keep in mind that high CBT and CBI are not the
only factors that should be taken into consideration, other political
and economic issues (for example, fiscal policy, external factors such
as oil price shocks, etc.)also play a significant role.
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Foreign Direct Investment Projects of Korean Companies
Yeana Choi*, Ayşe Yüce**1

Abstract
This paper investigates announcement effects of the outward
foreign direct investment (FDI) projects of the Korean multinational
companies. Although the FDI is considered corporate activity that can
provide various benefits beyond financial resources, the most previous
research focused on macro analysis such as country-level and
industry-level analysis instead of the firm-level study, which is
required to decide the investment project from a management perspective.
Thus, this study examinesthe relationship between the outward FDI
activities of the Korean corporations and their financial performance
to fill the gap in this area.
Keywords: Foreign Direct Investment, Multinational Companies, Korea.

1. Introduction
Global foreign direct investment (FDI) activities have surged exponentially
due to the decreased cross-border restrictions on international capital
flows (Doukas & Lang, 2003). It is widely believed that foreign
direct investment positively affects the national economy as well as
the firm’s profitability such asthe increased productivity, technology
transfers, employee training, international production network, and
market expansion (Alfaro, Chanda, Kalemli-Ozcan, & Sayek, 2004).
Emerging countries that jumped into the global market later than
developed countries, are required to be actively engaged in FDI
activities to establish their presence in the competitive global market.
As one of the rapidly industrialized countries in Asia, South Korea
(hereafter Korea) is known as an export-focused economicstructure.
Since Korea started the process of capitalization belatedly and lacks
natural resources that can be traded internationally, a prior goal of
the Korean corporations was to increase international capital exchange
with foreign countries. This logic is also applied to foreign direct
investment of the Korean corporations. As the exports are encouraged
by the nationwide economicpolicies, the Korean firms have focused
on the international transactions including FDI as a means to expand
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their global presence. Outward FDI from the corporations in some
fast-developing countries in Asia, represented by Korea and Taiwan,
is known to have distinct characteristics compared to other third
world multinational enterprises (Dunning, Hoesel, & Narula, 1997).
For example, such outward FDI activities have been supported by the
government sponsorships for the purpose of the technology
development. As opposed to the Chinese outward FDI, which focused
on stabilizing the domestic supply of natural resources, the Korean
outward FDI mainly aims to the market expansion and the relocation
of manufacturing facilities.
From management perspective, FDI can be a double-edged sword
generating a great amount of revenues and requiring an enormous
capital investment concurrently. Although FDI activities generally have
a positive impact on the economic growth, the firm-level study is
insufficient to conclude that the corporations can mostly get the
advantage of outward FDI activities. Thus, we examine the value
creation of the outward FDI to shareholder wealth based on the
firms’ financial data. In this paper, we focus on the outward FDI
conducted by the major Korean multinational corporations after 1990.
The reason to concentrate on the period from the 1990s is that the
cross-border capital flows of Korea started to increase significantly
from the early 1990s (Cho, 2003).
The first part of the paper reviews the previous studies regarding
the importance of FDI activities on the performance of multinational
companies as well as the overall trends of outward FDI from Korea.
In the second section, the data and the research methodology are
illustrated along with the hypothesis. Lastly, in addition to the result
of the analysis, we conclude with a discussion of the findings with
the implication on the management decision.

2. Data Analysis and Methodology
We examine the foreign direct investments of the Korean
multinational companies using the Bloomberg database and press
releases between 1990 and 2014. We eliminate those transactions that
we do not get complete information. The announcement data and
issue-specific information such as the size of investment, the target
country of investment, and the purpose of FDI were retrieved to
verify each case. Due to the domination of the economy by chaebols
a large portion of the outward FDI was made by the conglomerates.
As the data for smaller amount of investment are not available on
Bloomberg, only the investments exceeding USD$100 million are
included, and the scope of the study is narrowed down to
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multinational companies. After looking at all the FDI cases from the
Korean corporations during the period between 1990 and 2014, we
ended up with the 107 projects which have complete data required
for the analysis. In addition, some corporations repeated the
investment on the same facility several times; for instance, after
building the manufacturing facility, the company built additional
factories to increase the capacity and improve the yield at the
facilities. To prevent the unnecessary duplication of the sample data,
we excluded the second or third investment on the same facility, and
included the first investment exclusively.
The outward FDI of Korea has been actively studied from various
perspectives. Nevertheless, most research was based on the
macroeconomic scope such as the entire country and the industry.
Thus, our study focuses on the firm-level data analysis to develop
appropriate FDI strategies for the corporate management.
Since most of the previous research in this area concentrated on
the overall trends that can explain major determinants or generic
trends of outward FDI, this paper evaluates the impact of FDI on
each company’s profitability.This paper fills the gap in the knowledge
of existing studies and the paper is concerned with the firm-level
financial performance of the outward FDI activities made by the
Korean companies The majority of the previous research suggest that
outward FDI expansion is likely to improve the corporations’
profitability. Thus, the following hypothesis for the FDI
announcements is tested:
Hypothesis: Outward foreign direct investment projects create
positive and significant abnormal returns for multinational company
shareholders.
The hypothesis is aligned with the traditional findings of the FDI
studies investigated so far. It has been proved that larger firms are
more likely to benefitthrough outward FDI since they are more
internationalized and effective in the global expansion (Buch, Kleinert,
Lipponer, & Toubal, 2005). As the majority of the selected Korean
companies are relatively large, it is expected for them to boost their
profitability through outward FDI flows.
We use the event study method which examinesshareholder wealth
gains based on the stock trading prices and abnormal returns. The
event study methodology measures the impact of an economic event
on the value of firms using the firms’ trading prices (MacKinlay,
1997). The firms’ financial profitability is judged by changes of the
stock prices in relation to changes of the market index during the
period thatFDI activity is publicly announced. Yüce & Ng (2005)
examined the announcement impact of M&A on 1,565 Canadian
private and public companies. Based on the abnormal returns and
cumulative abnormal returns of the companies, it was concluded that
both the target and acquiring company had positive and significant
abnormal returns for a two-day holding period (Yüce & Ng, 2005).
We assume that the announcement of FDI to the public will have
a positive impact on the stock prices of the firms. During the period
between 1990 and 2014, the 107 outward FDI projects done by the
publicly listed Korean multinational companies are analyzed We
examine the long-term (250 days) performance before the
announcement day and the short-term (50 days) performance after the
announcement day for each case.

The announcement date of each project is collected from the
financial press release and the daily closing prices of individual
stocks and the market index data are retrieved from Bloomberg and
Yahoo Finance. After calculating the returns of stock prices on each
day, the abnormal returns (AR) compared to the market index
(KOSPI Index) are computed. The announcement day is represented
by   0. For each sample project (   1 to   107), the return on
the security (  ) for each day  , before and after the event, was
calculated:
(1)

 is expected return reflecting changes in the market index, and
  is the component of returns which is unexpected, equivalent to
the abnormal return. When calculating the abnormal returns, the
regression analysis is done. In other words, the AR of each day is
the same as x-coefficient multiplied by the return on market index
plus y-coefficient. The abnormal return for each day (   ) is the same
as the difference between the observed return and the expected return:
(2)
Thus, the abnormal return is considered as a direct measure of the
unexpected change in shareholder wealth triggered by the event. After
calculating the abnormal return for each security, the abnormal return
for each event day between day -20 to day 20 (   20 to   20) is
computed:

(3)
Lastly, the cumulative abnormal returns (CAR) of some selected
periods were calculated to test the hypothesis. The CAR for each
project (CARi) between certain periods (through day  to day  ) is
defined as:

(4)
The final CAR for the period between  and  is determined as
the average of each project:

(5)

3. Conclusion
The result of the study proved that the shareholders of the firms
were able to earn significant positive returns due to the announcement
of outward FDI activities between 1990 and 2014. Especially, the
announcement effects on the shareholders’ returns were significantly
positive for a two-day holding period starting with the announcement
day and a four-day holding period starting two days before the
announcement. It means that the shareholders of companies would
have earned the significant gain resulted from the announcement of
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FDI projects. This finding is consistent with a number of the
previous studies that outward FDI benefits the corporations and their
shareholders. Additionally, the corporation is more likely to benefit
from not only the increased stock trading prices but also the positive
and advantageous impacts of outward FDI, which were previously
proved by numerous studies.
Since there has been no similar firm-level study regarding the
Korean multinational companies, this study will assist the corporate
management to refine their existing strategies or to decide the market
expansion by outward FDI activities. The managers of each company
can benefit from the practical guidance which is aligned with the
findings of this study. Furthermore, this research will be a foundation
to develop a comprehensive framework concerning the relationship
between the amount of outward FDI and the improvement in
financial profitability, even though the study was limited to the
Korean corporations. As FDI is considered as a major vehicle in
market expansion, this paper provides empirical evidence for the
international investment decision.
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Japan’s Economic Performance "Lost Decade":
Myth, Reality, or Role Model?
Richard G. Anderson*1

Abstract
Between 2010 and 2012, former Bank of Japan Governor
Shirakawa argued, in series of speeches, that Japan’s economic
performance, when compared to that of other G7 nations, was
stronger after 1990 than appreciated by the critics. In May 2012,
Nobel prize-winningeconomist and Princeton University professor Paul
Krugman echoed a similar sentiment in a Financial Times interview.
This analysis expands on these assertions and asks to what extent
they are supported by cross-section data for the G7. As reviewed
below, to date, no idiosyncratic explanation has arisen to explain the
Japanese slowdown—perhaps this is the correct explanation: the
slowdown in Japan, once adjusted for demographics, is less severe
than in other G7 countries and, as recently noted by Eichengreen,
Park, and Shin (2015),TFP growth in a number of other nations
followed similar patterns. Focused on labor productivity, far from a
laggard, Japan’s performance ranks near the best in the G7.
Keywords: Japan, Economic Performance, Financial Crisis, Lost Decade

1. Introduction
Recent economic data suggest that Japan’s economic growth has
stalled, again, with real GDP during the first half of 2015
approximately the same level as the fourth quarter of 2013. Although
growth initially accelerated during Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s
"three-pronged" initiative—with real GDP during 2013’s fourth quarter
2.3 percent greater than the comparable period in 2012—growth has
not continued: current data suggest that real GDP during the fourth
quarter of 2014 was approximately 0.8 percent below the comparable
period in 2013. Such figures raise concern that Japan has not shaken
the malaise of its so-called "Lost Decades."
This article explores an argument advanced by Governor Shirakawa
in several speeches between 2010 and 2012. Specifically, he argued
that Japan’s economic performance since 1990 wassignificantly better
than widely believed, and, in fact, comparable to the best of the
other G-7 nations.Recently, a few other analysts (e.g., Krugman,
2012) have concurred, particularly when the analysis includes the U.S.
* Senior Research Fellow, School of Business and Entrepreneurship,
Lindenwood University. USA. E-mail: rganderson.stl@gmail.com

economy’s performance since the end of the real-estate price bubble
in 2006 and the banking crisis in 2008. To the extent that
Shirakawa’s argument was correct, the inability of Prime Minister
Abe’s policies to ignite rapid growth in the Japanese economy is
more easily understood: a large gap, to be filled by growth, did not
exist.

2. Thoughts on Japan’s Success Relative to the Its Critics
Arguing that Japan’s economic performance has been "quite good"
since 1998 runs counter to the accepted wisdom in much of the
relevant literature. Here, for the convenience of the reader, we review
a number of these—now incorrect—arguments.
It is a widely accepted opinion that Japanese policymakers during
the early 1990s missed an opportunity to temper the downturn.
Krugman (1998) noted that Bank of Japan announcements of
expansionary monetary policy were accompanied with assurances that
the Bank’s commitment to price stability had not weakened and that
the policies would be promptly removed at economic recovery.
Modern macroeconomic models (that is, forward-looking models, in
contrast to the "timeless" IS-LM model) suggested that such pairs of
messages will induce little increase in economic activity. He urged
policymakers to recognize the "upside-down"nature of the theory of
optimal monetary when the output gap is large and the policy rate is
near zero. When the policy rate is not near zeroand stimulus is
desired, it is important that the public accepts the policymaker’s
assurance that the stimulus is temporary and that the long-run
commitment to price stability has not weakened—if it does not,
models predict that inflation will jump when the expansive policy is
announced and the desired stimulation of economic activity will
dissipate into inflation. But the policy rate is pressed against the zero
lower bound, an increase in expected inflation is desired so as to
reduce expected real interest rates. Only the policymaker’s
commitment to sustain the expansionary policy permanently (or at
least for a "considerable period") will increase expected future
inflation and, in turn, reduce real interest rates.
Speaking in Japan in 2003, Bernanke (2003)criticized policymakers
for committing to withdraw monetary stimulus as soon as measured
inflation rises to zero. Drawing on Eggertsson & Woodford’s (2003)
New Keynesian analysis, he reiterate that commitments to price
stability sharply attenuates monetary policy’s expansionary impact
when short-term nominal rates are near zero and there is a significant
output gap. Negative real rates are called for and that requires
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positive anticipated inflation. He proposes that monetary policy
(credibly) commit to a price-level path, not an inflation path,
becauseshortfalls of the price level below the accepted path
automatically generate expectations of the more rapid inflation
necessary to rejoin the path. Commitment to low, steady inflation
must be placed on hold until the output gap is closed and short-term
nominal rates are sustainably positive.
Prior to World War II, larger Japanese firms tended to obtain
funding directly in money and capital markets. During wartime and
post-war reconstruction, the government encouraged a shift to bank
borrowing because bank lending was more readily controlled by the
government. In the early 1980s, financial liberalization allowed large
firms to shift borrowing from banks to markets, both domestic and
foreign. Nonfinancial firms invested heavily in corporate equities, and
banks turned to real estate lending. In an analysis that apparently
coined the term "lost decade," Hayashi & Prescott (2002)asserted that
the cause of the 1990s malaise was a large exogenous, unobservable,
negative productivity shock. They rejected the alternative hypothesis
of a banking shock because banking data suggested, to them, little
role for financial factors of type cited by Japanese researchers (e.g.,
Mori, Shiratsuka, & Taguchi, 2001).
Kuttner & Posen (2001) labeled Japan during the 1990s "…the
longest period of below-potential growth for any developed economy
since World War II." More recently, while ascribing a different label
to the initial shock, Posen (2010)reiterates his opinion of a decade
earlier, arguing that in Japan 1992 to 2002 was "a decade of
unprecedented stagnation" which "was largely avoidable once the
initial shock from the bubble busting had passed" and "is best seen
as a series of recoveries aborted by policy errors—a sawtooth, not a
flatline." Posen discards theories that Japan’s problems were due to
massive over-investment due to excessive monetary ease, or to huge
bubbles in real estate, or to excessive balance sheet leverage by firms
and households. Rather, he argues that "macroeconomic policy
mistakes" cut off recovery each time it started:
"By common ascent [across a wide ideological spectrum], Bank of
Japan policy was too late and too timid in loosening monetary
conditions and too reluctant to take up unconventional measures when
the zero lower bound on nominal interest rates was reached." (Posen,
2010, page 8)

3. Conclusions
The election of Prime Minister Shinzo Abe kindled great hope in
Japan that years of deflation and "weak"economic growth would soon
end. Such hopes were grounded, however, in two facts, now
questioned: (1) that a large outgap existed in Japan, and (2)
"deflation"had seriously harmed economic growth, albeit through a
process not clearly articulated. A careful analysis of Japan prior to
2013 suggests that both these assumptions—and the hope they
kindled—were either exaggerated or, perhaps, false.
Eight years after the end of the American property appreciation
bubble in 2006 and four years after the onset of the worst
international financial crisis since the Great Depression, world

economies have yet to return to robust, sustained economic growth.
Central bank policy rates remain near zero—and policymakers,
including the Federal Open Market Committee—promise that they will
remain low for the foreseeable future. So, what lessons can be
gleaned from the Japanese experience? Did the Japanese choose
policy settings wisely? And, if they did, are slow rebounds inevitable
after a major financial crisis?
Bank of Japan Governor Shirakawa, more forcefully than others,
examined this issue in a number of speeches between 2010 and 2012.
He contrasted the Japanese experience during the 1990s and early
2000s to the experience of other G7 nations before and after the
2006 end of property price appreciation in the United States and the
2008 international financial crisis. Such a comparison suggests two
conclusions. First, Japan’s growth both before and after the 1990 end
of its property price "bubble" was superior to growth of other G7
nations before and after the 2006 end of the U.S. property price
bubble. Second, Japan’s growth performance before and after its 1998
banking crisis closely resembles the growth experience of the other
G7 countries before and after the 2008 banking crisis in the United
States. A review of extant academic research supports the conclusion
that the BOJ’s policy choicesduring the late 1980s and 1990s, judged
in terms of a linear (Taylor) policy rule concept, were appropriately
drawn from historical experience. If Japan’s chosen policies during
1992-2006 were largely appropriate, and if other nation’s today are
following similar policies, then perhaps the economic performance of
Japan during the last 20 years is an upper bound on the economic
performance that these nations can expect. To quote Krugman: "I
wish we could become Japan."
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A Model of Innovation Development of the
National Economy of Kazakhstan
Raushan T. Dulambayeva*, Zhansaya Temerbulatova**1

Abstract
Essences, needsand features of formation of national innovative
development model of Kazakhstan are proved on the basis of analysis
of various research approaches to realization of the modernization that
exist in the world economic theory. For studying the problems of
innovative development of the country, there was a need for the
formulation of a number of definitions, disclosure of their contents,
changing the approaches to reform, as well as adjusting their targets.
In the article the general scientific research methods used dialectic,
abstraction, systemic and situational approach, empirical and
theoretical and analytical methods, and logic modeling. The proposed
approach to the implementation of innovative development based on
the use of evolutionary and institutional approaches to the study of
the problems of implementing an effective innovation policy. This
approach is intended to contribute to the development of a forward
strategy of modernization, innovative development and higher
competitiveness of the national economy. The study proved the causes
and features of the implementation of innovative development model
in Kazakhstan.
Keywords: National Economy, Competitiveness, Modernization, Innovation,
Innovative industrialization, Innovation Policy.

1. Introduction
The main problem of development of competitive economy is to
ensure self-sufficiency and integrity of the national economic system.
The central link in this system is a state whose policy is aimed
primarily at providing integrity, and the result will be formation of a
competitive economy.
Major factor in effective functioning of economy in current
circumstances is forced by modernization and innovation.Kazakhstan,
the diversification and competitiveness of the economy are difficult
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tasks, - withthedifference between leading local economists and the
degraded state of the manufacturing industry and agriculture, science
and technology capacity, which is at extremely low levels throughout
the system infrastructure and service quality.The country will not only
organize the production of new products, but also take measures to
improve quality and lower prices, and radically modernize its economy
(Esentugelov, 2008).
In Kazakhstan the policy of accelerated modernization was defined
when the contradictions clearly manifested. The concept of "sustainable
growth" has been added to the next purpose - to be among the 50
most developed countries in the coming decade.The implementation of
these objectives in the short term is complicated by existing conditions
at that time: for example, type and condition of the institutional
environment.Today's innovative modernization has some other motive,
and trend of implementation.This is due to the global economic
crisis,and the formation of an innovative economy for Kazakhstan,
which are an objective necessity and a condition for the country's
new growth path.

2. Methodology
Theoretical and methodological basis of the study served as the
research scientists of the Commonwealth of Independant States (CIS)
countries, Kazakhstan economists, as well as the laws and regulations
of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
During the study, there was a need for the formulation of a number
of definitions, disclosure of their contents, changing the approaches to
reform, as well as adjusting their targets. Thus, the innovative component
is a whole segment of the economy, with its own infrastructure,
development institutions, and intersystem communication. The approach to
the study of the same system must be using a wide range of methods
of scientific analysis. As a general scientific methods of research
followings are used dialectic, abstraction, systemic and situational
approach, empirical and theoretical and analytical methods, and logic
modeling.
For applied research used classification, grouping, and methodsof
economic and statistical analysis, analysis of the dynamics and
structure of the innovation process, scientific logic and prognosis.
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3. Results
Problems of innovation in our country actualized since independence
andthe transition to a market economy framework. In the 90 years of
reform processes, modernization of the national economy was
innovative phenomenon, without universally accepted definition of
social and economic modernization in the literature yet. There was a
general approach according to which modernization is the transformation
of something taking into account the new requirements. The process
of modernization is an objective process. In modern conditions the
pace is largely determined by the activities of the State, and covers
all aspects of society, including the economy, politics, and social
sphere. And it allows defining the concept of "modernization" as a
socio-economic form of qualitative transformation of society. In
conditions of the crisis approach to the implementation of reforms
and changes reflected in the emphasis on innovation component in
the reform process. As part of the definition of self-sufficiency
economy can be an innovative social and economic modernization
described as the process of achieving adaptability, resilience of the
national economy negative influences of the environment. Constantly
adapting andchanging, the system is functioning in the mode of
modernization acquires the properties of integrity, and hence
competitiveness. The main directions of this process are the progressive
structural changes capable of ensuring the competitiveness of goods
and services, improvement of the institutional structure, to create
incentives for the development of a competitive environment, human
capital formation, the further development of the social sphere and
the public sector.
Regarding to the methods of modernization in economic theory, it
has developed several research approaches. Traditional neoclassical
concept in the 80s is known as the Washington Consensus. It based
on liberalization, macroeconomic stabilization, and privatization.
The second approach suggested an evolutionary economic theory,
which originated from the theory of economic development of Y.
Shumpeter, now the most famous in the interpretation of R. Nelson
and S.Winter (Inshakov & Frolov, 2002).Under this approach, new
laws and institutions will only be effective if they are ripe, and
rooted in society, not simply been imposed upon him.the different
ways of reforms in different countries can’t be tailored to the unified
theory.Proponents of this approach are not going to say about
transition, but the "transformation".
In the last decade in the "mainstream" economics has entered a
new institutional theory of applying neoclassical methods to the
analysis of economic and social institutions.The focus is given to the
qualitative transformation of the specification of property rights, which
in conditions of competition are able to offset the costs associated
with inefficiencies in other institutional and structural reforms.
The fourth area is conventionally called the "dirigiste".of this trend
here was the chief World Bank economist Stiglitz (1997).A necessary
condition for accelerated modernization is to increase the state's role
in the regulation of socio-economic processes.is a qualitative
improvement of the public intervention, the coherence between economic
policies at all levels, achieving a uniform orientation of measures
taken by government, business and society (North, 1990).

Innovative modernization is a transformation of socio-economic
structure of society, and the transition from one system to another
model of development.Methods of implementation vary depending on
the basic conditions for economic development.main approaches are
liberalization (bottom-innovation, the result of the interests of
economic entities) and dirigiste (innovation from the top, initiator is
the state).
During the development of public policy in this area, it must be
taken into account the differences between the innovative development
of Kazakhstan's and foreign practices. While, innovation is an imminent
part of the business sector in developed countries, in Kazakhstan the
mode of production of the national system does not involve a commitment
of private capital to innovation.This is due to the fact that entrepreneurship
is concentrated mainly in the sphere of circulation (commerce,
banking) and the mining sector, which have to restrict innovation
because of thespecificity.The real sector, which is the basis for
large-scale innovation, is underdeveloped in Kazakhstan.
But in condition of globalization, innovation is an objective necessity,
andthis process may involve only the state. In turn, an active
innovation policy is an essential condition for economic diversification,
which leads to the formation of a competitive innovative economy.
However, intensification of innovative activity of the state leads to a
dual effect: on the one hand, this position is an objective necessity
of the state; on the other hand, the active state of innovation in the
private sector contributes to the loss of the innovative business skills.
However, in modern conditions the positive effects of innovation
under the influence of the state, in our opinion, will exceed the
negative effects of government intervention in these processes.
Today in the funding of innovative processes, the predominant role
is played by public funding. In Kazakhstan, innovations are primarily
state with little participation of the private sector and universities. A
similar situation is observed in countries such as Mexico, South
Africa, Slovakia, Hungary, Poland and Iceland.

4. Conclusion
The specificity of Kazakhstan is that there is not only incomplete
stage of late industrial,but also medium industrial development.
Therefore, innovative modernization should aim at the modernization
of the forced passage of these stages, and then out on the trajectory
of post-industrial development.The complexity of the problem requires
greater state presence.this connection it is worth remembering the
state preferential loans in the structural policies of postwar Japan,
which has alreadybecome a catalyst concentration of capital in the
priority areas of business development,referring to the European
practice of "big projects" also.
The liberal approach can’t be recognized dominant even when the
modernization in developed countries, although the relationship between
business and government can vary in favor of the first.And in terms
of post-transit economy, particularly the economy of Kazakhstan,
where a country has to solve more complex problems, the traditional
neoclassical prescriptions can be dangerous.Therefore, the use of
dirigisme is preferable modernization from above.
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It is necessary to form a model of a competitive innovative economy
based on a combination of two main elements of innovation macro
system: human development and the business sector.
We are talking about the need to build a vertical science and
engineering, coupled with an effective mechanism for the development
of entrepreneurial investment, especially the industrial sector. This is
an innovative industrialization. The country needs to build and
develop the industrial sector, which in turn will generate innovation.
In this model, engineering is a necessary coherent link in the
chain of scientific results. Only a clear alignment of the vertical
linking science, engineering, and given sufficient funding will allow
for innovative full-scale industrialization.And they need to be for
Kazakhstan to develop and implement in basic industries: oil and gas,
petrochemical, mining and energy, ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgy,
telecommunications, transport and transport infrastructure, agriculture,
etc.
Changing patterns of economic development should be linked to
the setting of the public administration of the whole process of
expanded reproduction, since the phase of scientific and technical
training of reproduction to the final consumption.In this connection it
is necessary to strengthen the innovation-based growth factors through
the development of an effective mechanism for legal, tax, financial
support for innovation.This step is conducting a major structural
reversal of Kazakhstan's economy in view of current trends in the
global economy.We are talking essentially about the need to develop
new industrialization strategy, designed for long-term implementation.
must work the effect of "innovation multiplier", which will involve a
set of potentially possible scientific, technological and institutional
innovations that make the economy self-sufficient type is formed.
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The Impact of HR Practices on Job satisfaction:
A Case Study of Hotel Industry in Pakistan
Zia ul Islam*, Shah Bano Bangish**, Hussain Muhammad***, Asad Shah Jehan****1

Abstract
The objective of this study is to investigate the effect of HR
practices such as (Recruitment, empowerment, working condition and
compensation) on Job satisfaction in the prospects of Hotel Industry
of Pakistan. The sample size for this study was 100 employees who
were selected through convenience sampling techniques. This study
was restricted to 10 Hotels of Peshawar. Hypotheses of the study
were tested through correlation and regression analysis to inspect the
employee’s satisfaction. The findings investigates that there is
significant relationship betweenHR practices and job satisfaction.
Moreover Recruitment and selection, empowerment and working
condition have positive effect on job satisfaction, while compensation
has negative effect on jobsatisfaction, which indicates that most of
employees are not satisfied from payment of employer. Empirical
findings concluded that best HR practices have significant and
positive effect on employees’ job satisfaction.Therefore, it is suggested
for HR manager to understand and implement the HR practices
correctly to take good work from their employees.
Keywords: HR Practices, Job Satisfaction, Hotel Industry, Pakistan,
Peshawar Region.

1. Introduction
In developing countries very limited investigation has conducted on
HR practices (Sing, 2004; Yeganeh & Su, 2008; Mahmood, 2004).
HRM consist of such policies and practices that control employee
behavior, attitude and performance (Noe, Hollenbeck, Gerhart, &
Wright, 2007). Beardwell, Holden, & Claydon (2004) summarized
HRM activities under five heads (1) staffing (2) organizational design
(3) employment training and organizational development (4)
performance appraisal (5) rewards system and benefits.
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** Assistant Professor, Department of Management Sciences, Hazara
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Armstrong (2006) argues that the general purpose of the HRM is
to make certain that the organization is able to accomplish the
success through manpower. Similarly Noe, Hollenbeck, Gerhart, &
Wright (2007) reveal that HRM consist of plans, practices and methods
that effect employee attitude, behavior and performance. Inefficient
HRM practices decreases employees towards their organization and
eventually that will affect their commitment to the organization (Md.
Tofael, 2012). Mohammed, Mohammed, Nimalathasan, and Sadia (2010)
assumed that HR practices are directly correlated with job satisfaction.

2. Objectives
The main objective of this study is to identify the impact of HR
practices such as recruitment, empowerment, compensation and working
condition on job satisfaction. This study accomplishes the following
objectives.
• To investigate the effect of HR practices such as recruitment,
empowerment, compensation and working condition on job
satisfaction.
• To address the relationship between HR practices such as
recruitment, empowerment, compensation and working condition
and job satisfaction.

3. Conceptual Framework and Hypotheses
Independent VariableDependent variable

<Figure 1> Research Model

<H1> There is a significant relationship between recruitment and
job satisfaction.
<H2> There is a significant relationship between empowerment and
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job satisfaction.
<H3> There is a significant relationship between compensation and
job satisfaction.
<H4> There is a significant relationship between working condition
and job satisfaction.

4. Research Methodology
This study is based on primary data. Primary data were collected
through closed ended or structure questioners which was presented to
the employees of hotels. The target population for this study was the
employees of KPK province working in different hotels. Ten hotels
of Peshawar were selected from these hotels, 120 employees were
selected as a samplethrough convenience sampling procedure and out
of these 100 employees responded accurately. The questionnaire
consists of 35 questions on HRM practices dimensions such as
recruitment and selection, compensation, empowerment and working
condition. A five point likertscale with five points is used to collect
the data which start from strongly agree (1) to strongly disagree (5).

5. Conclusions
This study reveals contradictory with many studies in literature that
compensation has positive effect on job satisfaction. The correlation
tables clarify that the highest positive value of correlation between
HR practices and job satisfaction show a positive and significant
relationship. In the present study we include four dimensions of HR
practices which are followed by most of the hotels in KPK. Most
negatively correlation prevails in compensation and job satisfaction.
The study indicated that all dimensions of HR practices are not
satisfied in the hotels of Peshawar. This study concluded that it is
necessary forHotel industry in Pakistan to overcome on such practices
which negatively effecting the HR practices.
• Employees should be rewarded properly and adequately.
• Promotion should be provided on the basis of qualification and
experience to encourage the employees.
• Recruitment and selection should be unbiased.
• Proper working environment should be provided.
• Organization should pay a reasonable payment to their employees
The sample size of the study was small with ten hotels of
Peshawar and could not cover the over hotels industry. This study
should be conducted on large scale to cover all HR practices of
Hotel industry of Pakistan. Several suggestions that are fruitful for
future research that appears from the present study. For further
research the present model can be tested in other business
organization. For the validation of this study, case study is another
approach. For better generalization,the present modal can be tested
through qualitative research, so that the research modal can be
generalized to other business organization.
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Impact of Malaysia’s Capital Market and
Determinants on Economic Growth
Md. Arphan Ali*, Yup Su Fei**1

Abstract
This study investigates the impact of Malaysia’s capital market and
other key determinants on Economic Growth from the period of 1988
to 2012. The key determinants studied are foreign direct investment
and real interest rate. This study also examines the long run and
short run relationship between the economic growth and capital
market, foreign direct investment, and real interest rate by using
bound testing cointegration of Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL)
and Error Correction Model (ECM) version of ARDL model. The
empirical results of the study suggest that there is long- run
cointegration among the capital market, foreign direct investment, real
Interest rate and economic growth. The result also suggests that
capital market and real interest rate have positive impact on economic
growth in the short run and long run. Foreign direct investment does
not show positive impact on economic growth in the short run but it
does in the long run.
Keywords: Economic Growth, Determinants Factors, Co-integration,
Malaysia.

1. Introduction
Over the decades, capital market has been researched on extensively
due to its significant correlation with countries economic development.
It is mainly stressed on the issue whether capital market has
animpact on economic growth or otherwise. Some say that financial
development paves the way for economic development while others
argue that economic development brings the financial development.
Some even argue that there is no relationship between them at all.
According to Oke & So (2012) capital market is considered the
major engine of economic development of a nation because it
provides the initial seed for organizing the factors of production to
maintain the sustainable economic development and growth. In
addition, capital market acts as an intermediary of financial institution
in mobilizing the funds from surplus units to the deficit units.
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Beside, Al-Faki (2006) stated that capital market helps to bring
suppliers and demander of funds to increase the long-term investment
in socio-economic developmental projects.
However, Malaysia’s capital market plays a significance role
accelerating its economic growth and capable enough to attract both
local and foreign investors. As well, it offers an effective means to
raise capital for investment and widen the scope for economic
development. Seeing that Mun, Lin, & Man (2008) conclude based
on their study that stock market of Malaysia’s causeseconomic
growth. They also emphasize that government should promote stock
market by implementing new policy and rules as stock market could
be one of the leading indicator of economic growth. In the same
context, Choong et al. (2003) stated that there is long run conintegration
between stock market development and economic growth in Malaysia.
However, it is evident that there are so many key determinants
which contribute to the economic development of a particular country.
Therefore, in case of Malaysia, the authors have chosen foreign direct
investment (FDI) and real interest rate (RINTR) among other key
determinants to examine their contribution toward economic
development. It would appear that among others key determinants
which are contributed to economic growth of a country; foreign direct
investment (FDI) is regard as one of the imperative determinants for
accelerating economic growth of host country. As we are living in
globalization and integration world, the effect of FDI to world
economy especially to economic growth is relatively debatable issue
from one study to another. Still, foreign direct investment is considered
one of the significance tools of contributing to economic growth in
the case of developing countries and some economists even argue that
countries which are focusing on outward development stagey have
greater chance to foster higher economic growth compare with countries
whose focus on internally (Sethi & Sucharita, 2009).
According to De Mello (1999) the enormous effect of FDI on
economic growth is probably contributed by the capital accumulation,
transfer of new technology to the recipient countries and augmented
stock of knowledge of the recipient countries. On the other hand,
Interest rate is considered one of the major drivers of the economy.
It has crucial impact on country’s economic growth. For instance,
interest rate has direct effect on the credit market. If the interest rate
is high then it makes borrowing costly which in effects hurt the
consumer. By contrast, if the interest is low then borrowing becomes
cheaper. It increases the consumer spending and in turn stimulates the
country economic growth. Udoka & Roland(2012) argued that the
inverse relationship exists between the economic development and
interest rate in Nigeria. It means when interest rate increase, it
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decreases the Nigerian GDP growth and vies-versa.
Therefore, the main purpose of this study is to provide an
empirical evidence of the impact of Malaysia’s capital market, foreign
direct investment and real interest rate on economic growth.
Moreover, the rest of this paper is organized as follows: the next
section discusses the literature review of capital market, foreign direct
investment, and real interest rate on economic growth. Section 3
presents the methodology and model specification of the study.
Section 4 analysis’s the finding of the study and Section 5 concludes.

of Real Gross domestic product, logarithm of Market Capitalization,
logarithm of Foreign Direct Investment and Real Interest Rate
(RINTR) respectively. The sign  enotes for optimal lag selection.
Moreover, Wald coefficient test is used for examining the cointegration
among the variables. When the test is done, the F-statistic value is
compared with critical value in order to decide whether accept or
reject the null hypothesis.

3. Conclusion
2. Methodology
This study is conducted based on the secondary data. The source
of data is from World Bank development indicator website and
United Nations conference on trade and development (UNCTAD).
This study uses annual times series data cover the period from 1988
to 2012 in Malaysia on Real Gross Domestic product, Market
Capitalization, Foreign Direct Investment and Real Interest Rate.
RGDP is used as a proxy for economic growth. However, Market
capitalization is used to measure the role of Malaysian capital
marketon economic growth. Besides, this study is also used foreign
direct investment, real interest rate as proxy to examine the other
determinants impact on Malaysia’s economic growth. All data on Real
Gross Domestic product, Market Capitalization, foreign direct
investment except interest rate is converted in natural logarithm before
any econometrics teat performed.
The Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) model is developed by
Pesaran and Shin in 1999 and the model was further expanded in
2001 by Pesaran, Shin, & Smith.One of the important causes of
using ARDL cointegration method in this study is because of small
sample size. This study is using only 26 years of times series data
due to unavailable of data for some of the variables and this is most
proficient method to be applied for small data series. According to
Dritsakis (2011) that the ARDL method has a significant compare
with the other econometric method in the case of relationship analysis
because it allows cointegration test regardless of stationary at (  ) or
(  ). However, Unrestricted Error Correction Model (UECM) version
of ARDL model has been used in this study to check for further
long and short run relation between the variables. Since, this study
uses annual time series data, the maximum lag of 1 has been chosen
by lag selection criterion. The derived of UECM version of ARDL
model in this study is presented below.

The main objective of this study is to investigate the impact of
Malaysia’s capital market and other key determinants on economic
growth. Because, capital market provides long term capital financing
such as bonds, securities and selling of shares play a major role to bring
country economic and financial development. Besides, capitalmarket
acts as an intermediary of financial institution in mobilizing the funds
from surplus units to the deficit units. Therefore, the significance of
well-established capital market in order to faster country economic
development is unavoidable and if a country has higher capital
accumulation, the faster would be the country economic development.
However, the authors have chosen foreign direct investment (FDI) and
real interest rate (RINR) among other key determinants to examine
their impact toward economic development in case of Malaysia.
However, ARDL version of ECM model result shows that there is
long run cointegration among the economic growth and market
capitalization, foreign direct investment and real interest rate. It means
that market capitalization, foreign direct investment and real interest
rate have significant impact on economic growth in the long run.
Therefore, it is demonstrated that Malaysia’s capital market has
significant impact on economic growth in the long run. The finding
of this study gives further support to the "Finance-led Growth
Hypothesis" which is supported Schumpeter (1912), Goldsmith(1969),
and McKinnon(1974). Besides, Wald test of coefficient indicates that
there is short run relationship between economic growth andmarket
capitalization, real interest rate except for foreign direct investment
(FDI). Based on the finding, this study suggests that the government
should come out with the appropriate macroeconomic plan and policy
to draw more inward foreign direct investment in order to faster the
economic growth in future. As finding of this study shows that
foreign direct investment does not have significant impact on
economic growth in Malaysia in the short run.
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The Relationship between Working Capital Management and Profitability:
A Case Study of Tobacco Industry of Pakistan
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Abstract
Firms can use working capital management which is one of the
essential determinants to influence their profitability. The main theme
of present study is to investigate the relationship between working
capital management and profitability of Tobacco Industry of Pakistan.
This study is based on secondary data collected from financial
statements of selected companies of Tobacco Industry ofPakistan for
the period of 2005-2014. For data analysis, both descriptive and
inferential statistics were used. Correlation analysis is used to check
the relationship between the variables, while multiple regression
analysis is used to examine the effects of working capital
management on profitability of firms. The result revealsthat there is a
strong negative relationship between variables of working capital
management and profitability of Tobacco Industry of Pakistan. This
meansthat as the cash conversion cycle increases, it will lead to
declining of firm profitability and managers can create a positive
value for shareholders by reducing the cash conversion cycle at
optimal level. The study concludes that managers can create value for
shareholdersby managing the working capital well designed and
implemented, and by keeping each components of it at optimal level.
Keywords: Working Capital Management, Profitability, Tobacco Industry,
Pakistan.

1. Introduction
The concept of working capital (WC) was first developed by Karl
Marx, however in rather diverse shapes and was termed as "variable
capital"(Bhattacharya, 2009). Later on Guthman & Dougall (1948)
noted that current assets less current liabilities are known as working
capital (WC) and their analysis was elaborated by Park & Gladson
(1963). Working capital is considered to be an important part of
short term financial management. Long term financial management
frequently attains more consideration, whereas most of the studies
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(e.g., Jose, Lancaster and Stevens, 1996 Deloof, 2003 Raheman &
Nasr,2007) have founded that short term financial management also
has a clear effect on company performance.
A company asset is divided into two distinct areas, fixed assets
and current assets. Firm fixed assets are comprised of equipment and
plants, while currents assets are considered to be WC of a company.
Company current assets are those assets which are expected to
convert into cash within one year. These assets include short term
marketable securities, receivables and inventories of raw materials, and
finished goods of a company. An essential difference between a
company fixedcapital and WC is that, WC components such as
number of days accounts receivable (AR), number of days inventory
(INV) and number of days accounts payable (AP) can be increased
or decreased in small level, while fixed assets are generally purchased
as a whole. WC has also an importance that it is easily convert its
components into other assets (Mao, 1976; Levy & Sarnat, 1995).
Raheman & Nasr (2007) argued that working capital management
(WCM) is considered a key element of financial management, because
it directly effectson firm performance and liquidity. Working capital
keeps attention on current assets and current liabilities of firm.
Similarly, Haq et al. (2011) also viewed that working capital
management (WCM) is the essential decision taken by the financial
managers. It is an important part of financial decision making and
directly affects firm performance.
Smith (1980) argued that WCM plays a significant position in
company performance as well as risks and for its value as well.
Lamberson (1995) noted that WCM is considered to be one of the
critical issues in the firm, so it is a big challenge for financial
managers to recognize the key aspects of working capital and its
reasonable level for a company. According to Lamberson (1995), if
financial managers identify the positions and determinants of WC,
they can minimize risk and maximize profitability of the firms.
Filbeck andKrueger (2005) argued that the importance aim of WCM
is to keep the best balance among each components of working
capital. To obtain achievement in afirm, it mostly depends on talent
and skill of the financial managers to handle AR, INV and AP
effectively.
The major aims of the present research are as below:
• To analyze a relationship between WCM and profitability of
Tobacco Industry of Pakistan.
• To check the effects of WCM components on profitability of
Tobacco Industry of Pakistan.
• To dig out how Tobacco Industry of Pakistan manages cash, account
receivables, inventory, and account payables of their organization.
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2. Research Methodology
This empirical study of the Tobacco Industry is conducted by
analyzing audited financial statements. The study could be defined as
archival research (Secondary data). Archival data is defined as data,
for which the original purpose for gathering was not academic
research, and the approach has been criticized because of uncritical
usage of databases where scholars have an easy access (Moers,2007).
In this study this problem is tackled by using only official financial
statements and annual reports instead of databases. In case of a
group, consolidated financial statements were used. All the financial
statements used in the study have been collected from public sources:
from firms web sites and some have been found in the Karachi
Stock Exchange database during 2005-2014, which is free of charge
and where many Pakistani companies publish their financial reports.
This ensures that all data of companies is collected similarly.
Based on research methodology, the present study used secondary
data method because the important purpose of present study is to
analyze the relationship between WCM and profitability of tobacco
industry of Pakistan. The data were obtained from the audited
financial statements of Tobacco Industry of Pakistan. These financial
statementswere obtained from the following firms:
Pakistan Tobacco Company (www.ptc.com.pk)
Philips Morris (Lakson) Tobacco Company (www.philipmorrispakistan.com.pk)

3. Hypotheses
A hypothesis is a plan that is practically tested. It is also an
experimental statement which shows association and relationship
among the variables (Zikmund, 1997). Hypotheses of present study
were created on the basis of previous studies in relation between
WCM and profitability.
<H1> There is a negative relationship between the AR and profitability.
<H2> There is a negative relationship between the INV and profitability.
<H3> There is a negative relationship between the AP and profitability.
<H4> There is a negative relationship between the CCC and profitability.

4. Conclusions
The findings of present study indicated negative relationship
between WCM (measured through INV, AP and CCC) and
profitability (measured through ROA) of Tobacco Industry of Pakistan
for the period of 2005-2014. It is related with the previous studies
i.e. Deloof (2003) and Raheman & Nasr (2007) who have also
established a negative association between WCM (measured by INV,
AP and CCC) and performance of firms. Furthermore, present
findings also showed a small positive relationship between AR and
ROA of Tobacco Industry of Pakistan that was statistically
insignificant. The findings of present study showed negative
relationship between CCC and return on assets of tobacco industry of
Pakistan. It means that if the time duration of CCC is longer, its

profitability would be smaller. Hence, the present study recommended
that managers could maximize the worth of shareholders by decreasing
the time duration of CCC to a reasonable lowest stage.
The results of present study also indicated that INV has negative
effects on profitability of tobacco industry of Pakistan. It revealed
that by decreasing INV firms can improve the profitability. The
findings further indicated that number of days accounts payable (AP)
has also a negative effect on profitability, which observe that firms
will have more profitability if they wait longer to pay their bills.
Finally, it is also indicated that AR has small positive effects on
profitability of tobacco industry of Pakistan, which was statistically
insignificant.
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Legal Status and Microfinance Institutions:
An Overview of the Microfinance Sector in Bangladesh
Md. Aslam Mia*1

Abstract
Although the microfinance sector in Bangladeshis mainly drivenby
Non-Governmental-Organizations (NGOs), there are other types of
Microfinance Institutions (MFIs) also provide financial services to the
poor. Despite the criticism ofmicrofinance programs,the current
poverty situationin Bangladesh still requiressuch programsfor
consistently battling poverty. Hence, the aim of this paper is to
profile the microfinance sector based on their legal status and
investigate any possible differences (if any) between them in various
aspects. After a thorough investigation of the sector, we found that
around 33 million of the clients are being served by the
mainstreaming MFIs (NGOand Grameen Bank) while another 10-15
million clients are served by other types of MFIs (financial
cooperatives, credit unions, various ministries etc.), which account for
the one-third of the total population. While the mainstreaming MFIs
basically works with poor, other categories of MFIs are concerned
with relatively wealthy clients. Looking into the financial performance
and social intermediation of the MFIs, the NGO-MFIs performed
better than other types of MFIs in the sector.
Keywords: Microfinance, Microfinance Institutions, Non-governmental
Organization, Poverty, Bangladesh.

1. Introduction
After observing devastated and struggling life of rural poor in the
southern part (Chittagong) of Bangladesh, Professor Muhammad
Yunus in 1976 established ‘Grameen Bank’, a modern microfinance
provider (Yunus, 2003, 2007). The fundamental social goal of this
institution is to provide financial services to the poor, particularly to
the disadvantaged women with no access to formal financing. With
the success of such credit movement, the sector has expanded all
over the world, particularly in the developing countries as a potential
development tool to battle poverty. Due to the significant contribution
in poverty alleviation, community development and women
empowerment through microcredit initiative, Professor Muhammad
Yunus received the world most prestigious ‘Nobel Peace Prize’ in
* Department of Development Studies, Faculty of Economics and Administration
University of Malaya. Malaysia. E-mail: mdaslam.mia@siswa.um.edu.my

2006 along with his Grameen Bank.
Despite the lack of resources and large numbers of people being
under the poverty line, Bangladesh has shown remarkable success in
achieving ‘The MDGs’ and continued to be a role model among
other developing countries. Although the per capita income has not
increased much, Bangladesh has managed to achieve 5 out of 8
MDGs status by 2012, three years before the deadline (United
Nations Development Program, 2014).The significant improvement has
been done in the areas of poverty alleviation women’s empowerment,
school enrollment, child mortality rate, maternity health improvement
and immunization.
This paper aims to provide a basic overview of themicrofinance
sector in Bangladesh based on their legal status. Consideringthe
different legal statuses of Microfinance Institutions (MFIs), the
microfinance services may vary, at least potentially between various
types of MFIs. Thus, it is interesting to learn about the MFIs and
their differences (if there is any) due to the inherent importance of
microfinance in alleviating poverty and their impact on
socio-economic development. This study will help the policy makers
and concerned authorities to have a glimpse of an idea about the
sector. A brief overview of poverty situation in Bangladesh from
2000 to 2010 is also discussed to show the importance of the
continuation of thepolicy intervention. Since microfinance is greatly
criticized nowadays as a potential development tool, this profile could
reiterate the importance of microfinance as a development tool. While
documenting the microfinance sector, it is learned that most of the
studies have mainly focused on NGO-MFIs in their analyses.
However, this study explores other types of MFIs along with the
mainstreaming MFIs in Bangladesh. Their outreach, financial
performance and basic statistics are comprehensively discussed.
Furthermore, we also investigate some financial performance of these
different types of MFIs. This may help the donors and financiers to
identify their potential recipient of funds.

2. An Overview of Poverty in Bangladesh
It is unequivocally important to take a glimpse of the idea about
the poverty situation in Bangladesh to better understand the prospects
and importance of MFIs in combating poverty. In view of the
multidimensional characteristic of poverty, to consider based on a
single measurement or aspect is neither reliable nor unanimously
accepted. To better capture the essence of poverty, there are several
available poverty measurements; and each method has its own
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advantages and disadvantages within its context. To simplify our
understanding of poverty, we have to rely on the secondary sources
of poverty estimates. The poverty status has been adapted from the
Bangladesh Economic Review (2014),prepared by the Ministry of
Finance, along with the Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics. They have
reported three measurements of poverty, namely Head Count Index
(HCI), Poverty Gap, and Squared Poverty Gap, which are similarto
the World Bank estimates of poverty that are most commonly used
in the literature.
The HCI or incidence of poverty is one of the simplest measurement
of poverty that shows the proportion of the population that is poor
(World Bank, 2015a).The measurement is easy to construct and
understand. It is possible to use various poverty lines to estimate
incidence of poverty and extreme poverty levels. However, it does
not account for or reveal the intensity of the poor, how poor is the
poor, and it refers to individuals rather than family or households.
The poverty gap is a moderate measurement of poverty that shows
the extent to which an individual falls below the poverty line
(poverty gap) as a proportion of the poverty line (World Bank,
2015a). This basically shows how far the people are from the below
poverty line to the level above poverty line. This provided
information of the distances is so meaningful that we can learn what
resources are required to bring the poor to the level above the
poverty line. This method is preferable when targeting cash transfer
services to eliminate poverty, assuming the transfers are perfectly
targeted and implemented. However, it does not represent the changes
in inequality among the poor.
The squared poverty gap averages the square of the poverty gaps
relative to the poverty line. This measure not only takes into
consideration of the distance separating the poor from the poverty
line but also indicates the inequality among the poor. This measure
lacks intuitive meaning and is not easily interpretable resulting in
poor acceptance and usage among the development economists.
Overall, Bangladesh has shown remarkable success in combating
poverty, and poverty rate has decreased over the last decade. Based
on the HCI, the poverty rate is about 31.5% of the national level in
2010. The poverty rate is high in the rural areascompared to urban
areas when all three measurements of poverty are taken into
consideration. Subsequently, the national poverty gap has reduced at
an annual average rate of 6.3% between the periods of 2005 to 2010

and shows gradual improvement in income inequality among the poor
based on the squared poverty gap estimates.
In Bangladesh, there are two types of poverty line measurements,
upper poverty line and lower poverty line. The upper poverty line is
roughly about 20% higher than the lower poverty line.An understanding
the division-wise incidence of poverty is useful in prioritizing policy
intervention and resource allocation for the gradual development of
the region, particularly the spatial distribution of MFIs to combat
poverty. While the division-wise incidence of poverty shows that the
affluent areas, particularly Dhaka, Chittagong and Khulna, observed
lower level of poverty incidence, the highest incidence of poverty
were observed in the northern (Rangpur) and Southern (Barishal)
divisions of Bangladesh. Hence, prioritizing the policies towards
targeting these divisions requires the special attention of policy
makers, and microfinance program could be an inevitable choice in
this circumstances. Since the poverty level in Bangladesh is still quite
high, providing financial services to the poor will add an advantage
to create self-employment cum combat poverty in a greater extent.

3. Specialized Credit Programs by Various Ministry of
Bangladesh.
The government of Bangladesh has taken special initiatives in
fighting poverty across the country. In accordance with this objective,
several ministries of Bangladesh, roughly around 17 ministries and
departments, run microcredit related programs with the donors driven
funds (Alamgir, 2010).Due to the donor driven projects, some of the
programs were closed or collapsed when the funding was exhausted.
Moreover, the sustainability ofsuch projects were not given due
attention because their operations were short term in nature. Also, the
consequent portfolio risk, recovery rates and financial viability were
very poor compared to the activities of NGO types MFIs. The
examples of specialized credit programs funded by the government
are Swanirvar Bangladesh andRD-12 run by several ministries viz.,
Ministry of Women & Children Affairs, Ministry of Youth & Sports,
Ministry of Social Welfare, Ministry of Land, Ministry of Finance,
Ministry of Industry, Ministry of Textile and Jute, Ministry of
Liberation War Affairs and etc.

<Table 1> Basic Statistics of Micro-finance Provided by Various Ministry of Bangladesh.
Upto-2008/09
(cum.)

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

Up to June, 2014
(cum.)

Disbursement

493195.60
(6314.92)

122112.00
(1563.53)

134308.10
(1719.69)

143037.00
(1831.46)

159223.00
(2038.71)

171920.00
(2201.28)

1223800.00
(15669.65)

Recovery

406408.80
(5203.70)

110095.00
(1409.67)

131051.20
(1677.99)

134368.00
(1720.46)

154639.00
(1980.01)

180690.00
(2313.57)

1117259.00
(14305.49)

Rate of recovery (%)

82.4

90.16

97.58

93.94

97.12

105.1

91.29

Source: Adapted and modified from Bangladesh Economic Review (2014). Values in the parentheses are in US$ and without parentheses are in Taka,
million.
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4. Conclusion
Although in most of the cases NGO-MFIs and Grameen Bank are
always in the lime light of the discussion, this study unexplored other
types of MFIs currently providing microfinance services in
Bangladesh. In aggregate, almost 50 million clients are currently
being served with various types of MFIs. However, NGO-MFIs and
Grameen Bank are always in the leading position, particularly in
providing financial services to the clients. Although there are some
differences between the types of MFIs based on their legal status, the
fundamental aim of such micro financing activities is to combat
poverty. The importance of NGO-MFIs and Grameen Bank is
verycrucial to meet the financial demands of the poor while most of
the other types of MFIs preferred relatively wealthy groups of people.
Additionally, thesocial intermediation is one of the crucial activities of
mainstreaming MFIs whereby it is very much neglected in other types
of MFIs. Hence, those international donors/financiers, who concerned
with good financial performance, outreach and better socioeconomic
development of the poor, should have focused on NGO-MFIs due to
their inherent success in those aspects.
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The Customs Union between the European Union and
Turkey and its Impacts on Turkey’s Economy
Kip Becker*, Ibrahim Baki**, Jung Wan Lee***1

Abstract
Since World War II nations have formed alliances for reasons of
security and trade. Countries have seen international integration as an
appropriate approach to resolving domestic and international political
issues, improving their welfare by both transforming their
infrastructures and increasing their foreign trade. While the majority
of these relationships are straightforward d Turkey’s relationship with
the European Union is more complex due to differences in religion
and, at times, political ideology from other Union members. As a
candidate country Turkey has made advances towards the full
membership of the European Union with the customs union being the
most significant. The impact of customs union membership is
discussed and the effects of the customs union on Turkey’s trade and
economy are examined from a perspective of different economic
theories.
Keywords: Customs Union, Economic Integration Theory, Static Effects,
Dynamic Effects, Turkey, European Union.

1. Introduction
Following the Second World War, in a search for stability,
security against an increasing Soviet threat and economic growth
Turkey decided to seek political as well as economic integration with
the Western world. This decision, a quite natural one given Turkey’s
long historical relations and ties with Europe, resulted in participation
in the foundation of many Western organizations, among which were
the United Nations, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. In 1959
Turkey applied to the European Economic Community to become a
party to the Treaty of Rome as well as a member of that
community. While the application was rejected on the basis of not
being prepared for membership, in 1963 Turkey was offered a
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** The Ministry of Customs and Trade of the Republic of Turkey,
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*** Administrative Sciences Department, Metropolitan College, Boston
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partnership arrangement until such time as standards were met. This
settlement, termed the Ankara Agreement, envisaged a three-step
process that would prepare Turkey for full membership. The three
stages were:the preparatory stage; transitional stage and final stage.
The stages were organized as a framework agreement with provisions
for the gradual realization of free movement of goods, services,
capital and people.
As part of the framework and to reach the objective of the free
movement of goods, Article 5 of the Ankara Agreement considered
that Turkey would secure a customs union with the European
Economic Community at the end of the transitional stage. The
transitional stage was completed and the customs union with the
European Economic Community (later called the European
Community; then the European Union (EU)) was put into force. This
relationship was idiosyncratic as it granted to Turkey customs union
membership without the status of being a full member of the EU
orthe ability to participate in the decision-making process of its
institutions.
With the advent of the customs union relationship Turkey pursued
a policy to eliminate unilateral quantitative restrictions and tariffs, as
well as seeking to apply the Union’s common external tariff to
non-member countries for imports of industrial products and processed
agricultural goods. These policy changes had effects on the Turkish
economy, as throughout the last two decades trade volume with the
EU has seen a significant increase. However, there is some controversy
regarding how this increase has affected Turkey’s economy.
The customs union relationship between the EU and Turkey has
an interesting historical background and a conflicted cultural/political
relationship, as well as contentious economic and foreign trade policy
changes that have led to controversial and often debated outcomes.

2. Customs Union between the EU and Turkey
In its more modern form, the relationship between Turkey and the
EU began when the former began to emulate the WesternEurope
economic, political and social structures in the nineteenth century,
which acted as a model for its secular structure. Progress was
disrupted during World War I when the war’s political developments
distorted the relations of Turkey with western European countries.
Relations with Western Europe changed direction again after World
War II due to perceived impending Soviet threats and the cold war
environment. Turkey, for security and stability, decided to integrate
with the Western world both in a political and economic manner,
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opting to join such corporative organizations as the United Nations,
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (Sander, 2002).
Seeking to expand on these relationships,Turkey applied for
European Economic Community membership in 1959. However, the
application was rejected and instead a partnership agreement was
offered, which was eventually ratified by both sides in 1964
(European Community, 1973). The Ankara Agreement, with its
Articles 2-5 and 28 three-stage process (preparatory stage, transitional
stage and final stage), became the main legal framework of the
relationship between the EU and Turkey. Each stage outlined an
agenda for accomplishing a specific movement towards the four
freedoms related to the free movement of persons, services, goods
and capital. Accomplishment would ultimately lead to full integration
by establishing a legal framework thatwould guarantee full community
membership status (European Community, 1973).
In order to address the commitments,various institutions were
established, which included: the Association Council, the top
decision-making body to solvedisputes; the Association Committee,
whose function is to assist the Association Council by scrutinizing
details and addressing technical issues; the Turkey–EU joint
parliamentary commission,which consists of members of parliaments
from both sides; and the Customs Cooperation Committee and
Customs Union Joint Committee whose main functions are to solve
customs issues (Delegation of the EU to Turkey, 2015). In 1995, three
decades after the signing of the Ankara Agreement, the customs union
between the EU and Turkey was official and the final stage for full
integration began. Candidate status was awarded in 1999 by the
European Council at the Helsinki Summit and accession negotiations
began in 2005, accelerating the process of the EU and Turkey
integration (Delegation of the EU to Turkey, 2015).

3. Conclusions
Turkey’s customs union membership has brought a variety of
policy alignments and changes beyond the classical concept of
benefits envisaged by the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
With the implementation of the provisions of the customs union, the
requirements of the World Trade Organization have been achieved.
This has advanced Turkey’s integration with international markets and
especially with the European Union, which stands as one of the most
significant world economic blocs.
Turkey’s trade creation effects of its customs union membership
have been positive during the post-customs union period, as both
Turkey’s export to and import from the EU countries have
significantly increased. This was in spite of a downward trend in the
share of the EU for the last few years. Between 1996 and 2014 it
appears that the trade diversion effect on Turkey’s foreign trade did
not occur, as the EU’s exportation and importation with Turkey
considerably decreased from 54 per cent to 43.5 per cent in
exportation and from 56 per cent to 36.7 per cent in importation.
In spite of the positive static effects of the custom union, imports
of intermediate goods steadily increased in parallel with Turkey’s

exportation trend throughout the liberalization period after 1980. This
tends to indicate that the volume of Turkey’s exports have been
dependent on the intermediate and capital goods imports. Turkey’s
trade balance deficits have steadily increased and the Turkish export
dependency on intermediate and capital goods imports confirms that
the Turkish industry structure hasnot completed the transformation that
began with the 24th January Decisions in 1980.
In spite of impressive technological progress in education, increases
in R&D ratios, the number of educated employeesas well as the
number of patent applications, increasing foreign direct investment,
and the improving conditions of Turkey’s small and medium-sized
companies, one might argue that the nation has not yet succeeded in
either the production of high value-added or innovative technological
products. Turkey’s comparative advantage seems to be focused on
labour-intensive production and trade with the EU countries, resulting
in an increase in the volume of intra-industry trade between the two
in the post-customs union period.
The data seem to indicate that membership in an economic integration
does not necessarily provide members within the integration area with
increased productivity, higher quality productionor competency in
international markets. Despite the opportunities and advantages of
membership, nations must also apply public policies to assist and
strengthen the country’s infrastructure and education system in
accordance with the country’s priorities and comparative advantages,
based on its natural and potential conditions. These policies need to
focus on innovation, technology, R&D and an adequate and functional
education system that is able to respond to industries’demands. It is
clear that simply having a large market is not sufficient to stimulate
growth. For Turkey to achieve growth targets and financial goals a
reduction in the technology gap and an increase in technology usage
in production must be addressed by both the government and private
sectors. To achieve a balanced foreign trade with EU nations Turkey
will need to develop a strategy that slowly substitutes goods from
labour-intensive sectors with sectors involving innovative and
value-added products. As private sector companies replace government
ones, policies will continue to need to be designed that can attract
the foreign direct investment necessary for their funding.
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The Formation of Information Technology Clusters in
Kazakhstan: System and Structured Approaches
Anel A. Kireyeva*1

Abstract
The aim of this study is to examine of the cluster approach to
ensure high rates of innovation, information and communication
enterprises of IT-cluster in order to enhance the competitiveness of
regions. Keeping with the previous literature, the present research
determined that the novelty of the problem, concerning of the
creation IT clusters as drivers of new generation, i.e. a kind of
platform of "startup accelerators" through the creation of previously
not existing in the country high-tech industries and sectors of the
economy. The study employs system approach involves to determine
prospective directions of the formation of clusters of IT industry, also
applies structured approach to shows relationships between elements
of cluster systems (participants of cluster), as well as focusing on
some aspects of clusterdevelopment such as networking. Based on this
analysis we have proposed to create clusters in regions, which can
play the role of translator’s innovations at the periphery of the
country. This research shows that formation of IT clusters is one of
the most successful tools to avoid of dependence of Kazakhstan from
raw materials.
Keywords: Cluster, Information Technology, IT Cluster, Regional
Development.

1. Introduction
Many studies in recent years show that rapid economic growth
usually accompanied by increased spatial inequality in CIS countries.
Significant economic and currency changes that have taken place in
August 2015 in Kazakhstan will lead to the formation of a new
national geo-economic space. Certainly, what is happening in the
world and in our country, the crisis in economic development
necessitate significant innovation and technological transformations. In
the period 2016-2020 years, regions of Kazakhstan will develop with
the low level of global opportunities due to objective factors and
barriers of development. Therefore, the right choice of policy
priorities could strengthen influence of positive factors and reduce
barriers to development. Nevertheless, the right choice will depend on
* Senior Researcher. Institute of Economics of the Ministry of Education
and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan. E-mail: anele19@mail.ru

the speed of industrialization and improve the competitiveness of
regions of Kazakhstan.
The cluster approach considered as one of the measures to
confront the barriers of development. The world's leading countries
are actively involved in the development of clusters. Cluster initiatives
have become an effective way of carrying out industrial policy, and
are the leading measures for improving the competitiveness of
enterprises and regions. The experience of many countries offers
many ways to enhance in high-tech sectors such as computing,
information technology (IT), electronics and microelectronics. Thus,
the world is continuously moving towards the information society and
the world economytowards global updates quick. Therefore, the
interest to IT clusters s, which can play the role of clusters "future
economy", i.e. a kind of platform of "startup accelerators".
This research have based on the achievements of advanced foreign
and domestic economic thought. The most well-reasoned opinions and
reflections on the theoretical approaches of the formation of clusters
presented in scientific works Romer (1986), Krugman (1991), Porter
(1998), Edquist (1997) and Malerba (2000). Some basic researches
have focused on the theoretical and practical approaches of the
creation of clusters of new generation (Pittaway, et al., 2004;
Bergman, et al., 2013; Vardarher & Rana Cakır, 2015), including
studies that involved various widely used conceptual views on the
formation and development of IT clusters (Bramwell, et al., 2010;
Boschma & Fornahl, 2011; Kireyeva, 2015).
In the previous studies on the theory of the structure and the
efficient organization of economic space based on model of
"core-periphery", agglomeration effect, which can play the role of the
mechanism of transfer of innovations from the center to the periphery
(Friedman, 1966; Christaller, 1966). From the point of view of the
theory of industrial and regional development clusters, which implies
optimal conditions for the creation of high-tech products it is possible
to note research Solow (1987), Scott (1990) and Storper (1992).
Special attention in the study will be given to network formation
clusters, which continuously exchange explicit and implicit knowledge,
coordinating their decisions in order to experience on shared vision
(Castells, 2001; Chamam & Pierre, 2009 Kireyeva, 2015).
Today clusters of different industries are an effective tool of
development of regions and countries near and far abroad, which they
use to increase competitiveness. Particular importance for the
development of the regions and the national economy is the creation
of clusters to promote innovation. Especially the creation of
scientific-technological and high-tech clusters in modern conditions it
is expedient to consider as a special regime of functioning of
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regional economy, focused on the positive dynamics of parameters of
level and quality of life of the population. In our country, the
problem of the formation of IT clusters in the regions of Kazakhstan
until now poorly designed. This is due to low level of development
of fundamental researches in the field of effective interaction of
organizations, related with geographically close location in IT sector,
as well as expanding access to innovative infrastructures, information
and communication platforms by reducing the level of digital divide
at the level of its regions. For solving tasks on formation of new
cluster projects requires the development of scientifically based
approaches to the formation of a regional policy aimed at the
formation of a new model of the region through the creation IT
clusters.
The aim of the study is the conceptual justification of the cluster
approach to ensure high rates of innovation, information and
communication enterprises of IT cluster in order to strengthen the
trend of innovative industrialization and to increase competitiveness of
regions of Kazakhstan. The study divided into the following sections.
The Section 2 proposes to consider the theoretical review of the
formation of IT clusters. Section 3 sets the methods of research:
system and structured approaches. Section 4 is a concluding part.

2. Methods
The proposed study aimed to systematize of process of the
formation IT clusters considered with the use of scientific methods of
research, taking into account generalization and system analysis of the
existing theories and models, similarities and differences of their
structure and development of the cluster approach. This study will
attempt to use methods that can essentially enrich the theory and
practice of cluster development, especially in conditions where global
trends dominate the information market and interactive innovations. In
particular, to supplement understanding of cluster theory with new
content and to explore features of the organization of cluster
development based on networks. In particular, this research used the
following methods:
System approach – this specific method involves determination of
properties of a whole object by identifying the different relationships.
Thus, approach means identifying the constituent components of a
system and the relationships between them that ensure purposeful
functioning of the whole object (Ritchey, 1991). This method can be
used to determine prospective directions of the formation of clusters
of IT industry, i.e. to determine the set of elements a cluster system.
Structured approach – this universal method involves the study of
the object through the development and construction of the structure.
The structure shows relationships between elements in the system,
necessary and sufficient to ensure that the system has achieved its
goal (Rittel & Webber, 1972). The structure acts as a kind of
instrument of knowledge of its specific traits and characteristics
(Vedenov,1988). This method can be to explore and to determine the
characteristics, and to study of cluster systems (participants of cluster),
as well as focusing on some aspects of cluster development such as
networking.

3. Conclusions
This work marks a starting point for further research in the field
of the formation of IT clusters as drivers of new generation, i.e. a
kind of "startup accelerators" through the creation of previously not
existing in the country high-tech industries and sectors of the economy.
It provides some suggestions for improvement of future studies
dealing with this subject. On the basis of this research finding of this
paper, the practical implications are listed below:
Firstly, cluster approach is an important factor in increasing the
competitiveness of the national economy to the CIS countries.
Foreffective implementation of cluster policy should be looking for
new effective creative ways aimed at improving the competitiveness
of regions. It should be to create conditions for the formation of
successful clusters, capable of ensuring stable innovation development
in the long period. Therefore, we propose that IT clusters can be drivers
of new generation, i.e. a kind of platform of "startup accelerators"
through the creation of previously not existing in the country
high-tech industries and sectors of the economy.
Secondly, theoretical review shows that the content and structure of
cluster concepts had influenced common economic, innovation and
spatial development. In particular, we have identified three ideas,
which affected for the formation of clusters: center-periphery theory;
industrial and regional theory; new regional theory. Theoretical views
on the theory of clusters is not straightforward, giving rise to many
disputable issues in innovative and spatial development. However, this
does not preclude wide use of cluster approaches, as in the world,
and in Kazakhstan, which once again proves the effectiveness and
controllability of the processes of clustering.
Thirdly, role of the IT-cluster is the ability to make the process
cheaper, faster and more creative. Based on a system method we
have identified the perspective directions of innovative infrastructure
development of IT cluster, including electronics, mobile communications,
robotics, computing, e-Commerce, internet services, etc. The formation
of IT cluster can change the face of the region and create a number
of potential opportunities, the use of which can improve the
efficiency of management and operation. Thus, forthcoming exhibition
"EXPO-2017" in Astana region can be as growth pole, which to aim
at the intelligent transfer of technology and knowledge on the broad
periphery of the country. Objects erected within "EXPO-2017", will allow
in the future considering Kazakhstan as a major international information
and communication platform for IT clusters. Already built in Astana
region major projects of innovative, information and communications
infrastructure (industrial parks, techno polis, research laboratories and
business incubators).
Fourthly, world practice shows that successful IT clusters, offer unique
opportunities for ownership markets in the era of digital revolution.
Therefore, activation of networks in IT cluster will contribute to the
diversification of production of Kazakhstan, in order to avoid further
dependence on the oil sector. This study showed thatthe formation of
IT clusters that will enhance the integration, efficiency and
innovation. As a result, innovative development of the regions of
Kazakhstan based on IT cluster, which used to implement the
national IT projects and to bring to the region investments, new
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technologies, creative resources and world-famous trends.
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Practices of Relationship Marketing: A Domain Review
Kawsar Ahmmed*, Nor Azila Mohd. Noor**, Shahidul Islam***1

Abstract
This paper traces the issues relating to the practice of relationship
marketing (RM) in the business-to-business context. Because of its
inherent suitability, it generates fruitful result for the practicing
organizations. Rapid technological advancement, adoption of total
quality programs, rapidgrowth of the service industry, organizational
redesigning and reengineering and an increase in competitive intensity
leading to the growth of relationship marketing orientation. Relationship
marketing has its long historical background. From the pre-industrial era
to the present post-industrial era it is evolving and more and more
organizations are embracing the relationship marketing stance. To do
better with the RM approach its inherent characteristics including
structural characteristicsand process characteristics should be understood
clearly by the practicing companies. As relationship marketing is a
multi-dimensional construct consists of various elements like bonding,
empathy, tangibility, reciprocity and trust, due attention needed to be
availed by the organization to utilize the RM strategy properly. In
addition, conditions for practicing relationship marketing should be
understood well to avoid the situation made the approach less
effective. Finally as divergences are available, its comparatively new
area of key account management strategy is also examined.
Keywords: Relationship Marketing, Trust, Commitment, Duration of
Relationship, Key Account Management.

1. Introduction
The present paper discusses the practice of relationship marketing
in the organizational perspective and tried to explore the different
issues related to relationship marketing practicesby a thorough domain
review. The changes in the marketing environment have necessitated a
new approach to marketing. The customer is so far empowered today
and hence selling to them required a focused strategic approach
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which relationship marketing aims to fulfill. Here exchanges take
place in the form of various partnerships like customer partnership, supplier
partnership, internal partnership and external partnership (Morgan &
Hunt, 1994 Doyle, 1995) and Gummesson (2008) comes up with no
less than 30 identifiable relationships within this partnership that he
termed as 30Rs.
It is obvious that in marketing at least two entities namely organization
(seller) and customer (buyer) interact with each other where some
sorts of relationship exist between the two. Relationship marketing
concentrates on this area and seeks to show that effective management
of relationship leads to marketing success sound obvious (Godson,
2010). Marketers are not only interpreting the existing customer needs
based on their buying behavior rather they must predict their future
requirements whose objective is to satisfy these needs and ensure
their loyalty towards the company. Through ongoing commitment and
communication company can meet expectations and deliver on what it
promises that creates trust within the customers which is centralfor
most successful relationship marketing efforts (Patterson, 1995). Seth
& Parvatiyar (2000) identified five macro environmental forces for the
growth and practice of the relational orientation in marketing. They are• Rapid technological advancement (especially in information technology)
• The adoption of total quality programs by the companies
• The growth of the service industry
• Organizational development process leading to empowerment of
individuals and teams
• An increase in competitive intensity leading to concern for customer
retention.
The current research is based primarily on intensive literature
review in the field of relationship marketing. The remainder of this
article is organized as follows. First, a briefly review of definition on
relationship marketing is given. It follows the historical evolution of
relationship marketing. To understand the nature of relationship
marketing we then turn to describe the characteristics and dimensions
of Relationship Marketing. In the following section Necessary
Conditions for Relationship Marketing is discussed. As national
culture has profound impact on practice of relationship marketing, we
discuss it in the subsequent section. It follows the suitability of practicing
this approach. A brief understanding on Key Account Management is
also provided before ending the article with implications and conclusion.

2. Conditions for Relationship Marketing
Over time relationship develops between a customer and an organization
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when both parties see financial and non-financial benefits from one or
more exchanges. From this relationship economic benefits and capturing
the customers from competitors are generated for the organization. For
the customer, the benefits of a relationship with the organization
include customization and decreased costs due to efficiencies in
dealing with known suppliers, including lower search costs and risk
reduction (Sheth & Parvatiyar, 1995). However to realize these and
other benefits, some necessary conditions must be fulfilled by the
parties that facilitate the practice of relationship marketing.

3. Proliferation of Relationship Marketing
From the industrial marketing model it is evident that customer
focus is the primary goal of all relationship marketing. Here
companies assess and select those customers with their present and
future profitability and this profitability is measured in an integrated
manner through calculating costs of products and services delivered
costs required to attract, sell, serve and retain customer(Krznaric &
Popovski, 2001). Dwyer et al. (1987) and Jackson (1985) mention
that in the quest for competitive advantage, firms are beginning to
realize the importance of building relationships with a loyal customer
base.
According to the Pareto principle, it is immutable business fact
that 80% of revenue comes from 20% of marketer’s customers. This
notion creates the basis for key account management (KAM) approach
where this strategy acts as the best way of ensuring repeat purchase,
additional purchases and referral to other customers like them.
Ahmmed & Noor (2012) contend that KAM is a supplier company
initiated approach targeted at the most important customers to solve
their complex requirements with special treatment that eventually
ensures both parties’financial and nonfinancial objectives. McDonald
(2000) terms KAM approach as the natural development of customer
focus relationship marketing in the business-to-business markets. He
also explains that it can be seen as part of the newer discipline of
relationship marketing. Yip & Madsen (1996) term global (key)
account management as the new frontier in relationship marketing.
Sharma (2006) views key accounts management as the buyer-seller
linkage in a long-term relational context and stresses the creation,
nurture, and maintenance of stronger ties with customers.
The area of coverage in relationship marketing is vast which
incorporate all kinds of commercial associations, not just customers
(Morgan & Hunt, 1994) whereas key account management confine
itself to relationships with the customers of supplying companies
(McDonald, 2000). With the advent of the usage of information
technology in marketing marketer now developing customer intimacy
on a one-to-many basis in the consumer environment rather than in
business-to-business sectors where focus is given on just a few
selected customers through KAM approach he added. Millman &
Wilson (1995) describekey account management as a "seller-initiated
type of strategic alliance". In their GAM process model Senn &
Arnold (1999) term GAM as long term business relationships with
selected partners.
In the KAM approach supplier maintain a sound base of important

customers with special attention to their requirements. Thus, maintaining
good relationship with them create value for both the parties for
long. Yip & Madsen (1996) argue that to meet the changing needs
of multinational companies these customers delivering flexible services
which are enforced through effective management of both intra- and
inter-organizational relationships. As a strategic approach KAM demands
more attention beyond sales function like close links between the two
organization’s technical operations, manufacturing and finance department,
as well as the sales and purchasing functions (Godson, 2010). To this
end, Millman & Wilson (1996) suggest that buyer/seller strategic and
operational fit must be held by both organizations to make key
account management approach effective.
Spencer (2005) mentions that the role of key account management
is considered to be that of understanding the characteristics and needs
of these key customers, then adapting the supplier organization to
better serve them, with a view to optimizing on revenues. While
traditional marketing approaches did stress the importance of exchange
and of the satisfaction of customer needs, key account approaches
stress the identification of specific (as opposed to general) customer
needs first, followed by the satisfaction of the need (Sharma, 2003).
Jackson (1985) states that national account management approaches
have also been used interchangeably with relationship marketing and
management. He also mentions that successful relationship marketing
with these customers involves doing a large number of things right,
consistently, over time. It takes coordination on the part of the seller
of resources and tools to meet the customer's future as well as its
immediate needs.
Stevenson (1981) mentions that developing strong relationships with
a major account can improve communications with a buyer, increase
profits for the selling firm and provide a significant "barrier to exit".
This relationship can be termed as close relationship which is
characterized by high volumes of business between the two parties
and a high degree of trust and belief in each other (Donaldson &
O’Toole, 2002 Godson, 2010). Thus, the above discussions warrant
that key account management evolves from the relationship marketing
where perennial interactions taken place between buyer and supplier.
On the other hand relationship maintains relationships with multiple
stakeholders which have direct or indirect influence on and interest in
the marketers activities.

4. Conclusions
The customer is so far empowered today and hence selling to them
required a focused strategic approach which relationship marketing
aims to fulfill. Building, maintaining and enhancing the marketing relationship
with the customers is pivotal for any marketer as it impacts positively
on the organization’s economic performance, customer satisfaction and
retention, joint value creation, competitive images. With its long
tradition, modern state of relationship marketing is considered as the
reincarnation of the marketing practices of pre-industrial or simple
trade era that is reinforced through technological advancement; total
quality programs, emergence and growth of the service industry,
organizational development, and competitive intensity and culture. The
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available conditions like customizations, customer intimacy, reciprocal
interactionsand extended time interval are prerequisites that make
sense for the relationship marketing practice to be present.
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Mergers and Acquisitions by Emerging Country Multinational Companies
Ayşe Yüce*1

Abstract
This paper investigates the mergers and acquisitions by the emerging
country multinational companies. We examine whether or not emerging
country multinationals earn positive abnormal returns as a result of
merger and acquisitions. This paper examines the emerging country
multinational companies’merger and acquisition decisions. We examine
whether or not abnormal returns are created after the acquisitions by
the emerging market multinational companies. The paper is organized
as follows: Section I shows the previous studies, Section II presents
the data and the methodology and finally Section III displays the
results.
Keywords: Mergers and Acquisitions, Multinational Companies

1. Introduction
Mergers may be motivated by be empire building through growth in
size, (Mueller, 1969) sales and assets (Berle & Means, 1932) (Schipper
& Thompson, 1983). Some mergers create efficiency, synergy (Berry
(2000) and Williamson (1971)) or give firms access to recent and
unique technology. Others make companies gain market share in
competitive industries. Levy & Sarnat (1970) report that cost of
capital of a conglomerate firm can be reduced after a merger. On the
other hand, the following studies (Lang & Stulz (1994), Berger &
Ofek (1995), Maquieira, Megginson &Nail (1998)) report that no
synergies created through diversification or horizontal mergers.
This paper examines the emerging country multinational companies’
merger and acquisition decisions. We examine whether or not
abnormal returns are created after the acquisitions by the emerging
market multinational companies. The paper is organized as follows:
Section I shows the previous studies, Section II presents the data and
the methodology and finally Section III displays the results.

2. Data and Methodology
We used the Bloomberg database to construct our cross-border
* Ted Rogers School of Management. Ryerson University. Canada.
E-mail: ayuce@ryerson.ca

M&A developing countries sample data. We downloaded the daily
information for emerging country M&A deals in the world listed in
the database between January 1, 2000 and January 8, 2013. We
obtained the developing country acquirer merger and acquisition deals
by using the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and (CIA) definitions
of developed countries to differentiate which country was developed
or developing. In total, our sample was comprised of 38 developed
countries and 135 developing countries and the total number of M&A
deals was 11,419. We only consider the complete acquisition by the
developing countries and after eliminating those deals with incomplete
data our data reduced to 1,316 transactions. We further eliminated
those deals where the acquirer company did not have at least one
year of price data after the acquisition to end up with a data sample
of 103 deals.
Our final acquirer data are classified according to their industry
and presented at the Appendix. Approximately 8% of our acquirers
are commercial banks, followed by gold mining companies and oil
and steel producers.
We employ the event study methodology to calculate prior and post
event day abnormal returns with event study and we also calculated
the cumulative abnormal returns of both the target and the acquirer
firms. We used the market model to calculate the expected returns on
each security. After calculating daily stock returns we regress them
against the market index returns to calculate  and  s of each
stock.

where Rit and Rmtrepresents the return on company i on day t
and the return on market index on day t.
The formula for the company daily excess returns and daily
abnormal returns and cumulative abnormal returns are as follows:

ARt is the average abnormal return on day  . Cumulative excess
returns, CAR, over a period of time are formed by summing the
average excess returns over the event time.
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3. Results
We examine first the daily average abnormal returns of the target
companies. <Table 1> displays the daily returns from day -20 to day
20. Target company shareholders generally receive negative returns
before the merger. Abnormal returns become positive 4 days before
the announcement and reach to 3.73% on the announcement date.
However these returns remain statistically insignificant.
<Table 2> displays that the two-day (0,2) cumulative abnormal
return is significant at 10% level.The target company shareholders
receive positive returns in a short period during the first few days
around the announcement of the merger and acquisitions by the
emerging country multinationals as the previous studies about the
developed country multinational company mergers and acquisitions
showed.
On the other hand when we investigate the abnormal returns for
the developing acquirers, we discover that the returns are negative
and around zero for most of the days as shown in <Table 3>.
<Table 4> shows the cumulative abnormal returns of the acquirers.
The two day (0,2) abnormal return is 0.01% and insignificant. All the
other cumulative abnormal returns are also negative and insignificant.

4. Conclusion
We have examined the merger and acquisitions by the emerging
country multinational companies between 2000 and 2013. Our results
show although the target company shareholders earn positive return,
acquirer emerging country multinational companies have not earned
positive and significant abnormal returns in the short period.
We will examine the long-term performance of the acquirers and
the factors that will affect the M&A decisions of emerging multinational
companies in our next paper.
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WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT: A CASUAL ASESSMENT OF
ITS EFFECT ON ORGANIZATIONS PROFIT
*Eugene Okyere-Kwakye1, 2, Isaac Effah-Assampong2, Khalil Md Nor11

Abstract
The main premise of this study isto examine the effect of working
capital management on the profitability of a company. Secondary data
was collected from Nine (9) banks enlisted on the Ghana Stock
Exchange (GSE). The results of the study indicate that management
of working capital has nosignificant influence on the profitability of
financial institutions listed on the Ghana stock exchange. Specifically,
the results shows that, except of SIZE that has an influence on
working capital management, CCC, FIX, GROWTH, and LEV have
insignificant effect on the working capital management of these
selected banks enlisted on the Ghana Stock Exchange.
Recommendation and its practical implications are discussed.
Keywords: Working Capital, Profitability, Current Ratio, Return on
Asset, Return on Investment.

1. Introduction
It is crucial that businesses get a better handle on the whole working
capital cycle and the drivers behind it. Working capital management
is an important factor to any businesses survival and sustainability but
on the contrary, there have not been much empirical works on the
effect of working capital management on the profitability of financial
institutions listed on the Ghana stock exchange. Excessive carriage of
inventories over the normal level required of the business will result
in more balance in trade creditors’ account. More creditors will cause
strain on the management of cash which may affect the net gains of
the firm. The inefficiency in managing working capital will result in
low returns on capital employed and the long term capital will be
locked when they could actually be re-invested into other viable areas
of business. Working Capital has two important dimensions i.e.,
"money and time." When dealing with working capital time is
considered as money. A company may be successful if they are able
to accrued money within a shortest possible time like recovering
monies from debtors within time and restraining itself from investing
1
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into money. At the long run, the company could limit banks interest
rate. In addition, the company can enjoy suppliers discount and long
repayment on credit goods which could influence sales in the future.
There is always a trade-off between working capital and profitability.
For instance, accruing more current assets would increase risk of
liquidity because the firm will not have enough liquid assets to pay
its liabilities as and when they fall due. On the other hand, assets
like securities do not really provide good gains as compare to other
tangible assets. Thus, investing more into liquid assets could reduce
overall rate of return. It can be inferred from the above that,
increased liquidity must be traded-off against the firm’s reduction in return
on investment. However, a firm can reduce its risk of illiquidity
through the use of long-term debt at the expense of a reduction in its
return on invested funds. This implies that, the increased risk of
illiquidity must be traded for the increased profitability.

2. Conceptual Framework
Working capital is that portion of the company’s capital in short
term or current asset to carry on its day to day operations smoothly.
It is the difference between current assets and current liabilities.
According to Kishore, (2008), Working capital is about managing
a company’s liquid assets. The actual number could be positive or
negative, based on the company’s debt. In general, a company with a
good working capital status will succeed with its business than others
with a negative status. Finding the main reason behind companies
managing their working capital, Kishore, (2008) provided the main
purpose of working capital which have been discussed below as
follows: To increase the investment in current assets and reduce the
level of current liabilities, meeting current obligation by locking-up
funds without returns. In addition, companies should try to manage
its current assets in a manner that reduces cost of capital and
improve marginal returns. Ideally, there should be effective and
efficient way of managing a company’s current assets and current
liabilities in a way that enablesthe achievement of day to business
targets.
According to Kishore, (2008), working capital and short term
financing are normally determined as working capital management. It
consists of managing a firm short-term assets and liabilities. The main
aim of the working capital management concept is to ensure that the
firm is able to continue its operations and that it has sufficient cash
flow to satisfy both maturing short-term debt and upcoming
operational expenses. Defining working capital management consists of
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short term a decision which covers the whole accounting period.
These decisions are normally based on cash flows and profitability.
Management will normally employ the used of fiscalpolicies and
techniques for the management of working capital.
In financial Accounting, assets are economic resources tangible or
intangible that is capable of being owned or controlled to produce
value and that is held to have positive economic value (Kishore,
2008). Current asset is an asset on the balance sheet which is
expected to be sold or otherwise used up in the near future, usually
within one year, or one operating cycle whichever is longer and
continually change (Adelman & Mark, 2007). They are listed on the
balance sheet in order of their liquidity or how fast they can be
converted into cash. Current Assets include: cash, debtors, prepaid
expenses and account receivables.
In a lay mans’ view, cash is denoted as anything used as a
currency such as banknotes and coins. In book keeping and finance,
cash can be denoted as a current assets with a currency equivalency
that is easily accessible. Cash is classified as a deferred tool for
payments.In a firm, there are two types of cash i.e., cash and cash
equivalents and these are some of the important part of a company’s
balance sheet. Cash equivalents are assets that can be changed into
cash e.g.,Treasury bills, marketablesecurities, government short –term
bonds and commercial documents. Cash equivalents matures within
three months as short-term investments are normally more than three
months and a long-term investments normally mature in one year
(twelve months). Managing cash effectively involves investing idle
cash in short-term securities that is safe with a favourable rate of
return. Cash management is an effective working capital management
mechanism requires a trade- off between cost or risk and return.
Current liability is a debt of a business that are resulted from
borrowing and other fiscal duties. Generally, liabilities are paid off
either in short term or long term arrangements (Williams, 2005). The
amount of time allotted to pay off the liability is typically determined
by the size of the debt or the amount of money involve. Current
liabilities are short term obligations that are paid off within twelve
months. Current liabilities management consists of minimizing firm’s
obligations and payments for short-term debt, accrued liabilities and
accounts payable. Current liabilities management consists of short-term
debt management, accrued liabilities management and accounts
payable management.
Creditor can be referred to as a person, an organization, a company
or a government entity deserves to make a claim over providing
goods or services to another party. It is a person or an institution to
whom money is owed. This means that the first party, has rendered
service or a product to the other party with a contract backing. The
term creditor is commonly used to represent short term loans, long
term bonds, and mortgage loans. The term creditor is derived from
the notion of credit. In Ghana credit referred to trustworthiness, the
higher the trust more likely the creditor gives money to the
borrower.There are two types of creditors "personal" or "real".
Personal creditors are those who give loan or money tofamily and
friends where as Real creditorsloans or money collected from banks
andother finance institutions that have the legal mandate.
Account payable is a type of account ledger that is used to keep

records of a company debtors and the amount that they are owning.
This is also known as trade payables. A file is opened and an
invoice when received. Thus, the account payable is a form of credit
that suppliers give to their clients which allow them to pay back
within a particular period.

3. Methodology
The aim of the study is to determine the effect of working capital
management on the profitability of financial institutions listed on the
Ghana Stock Exchange. The research question for the study is: What
is the effect of working capital management on the profitability of
financial institutions listed on the Ghana Stock Exchange. The
research is a causal design based on an in-depth analysis of the
effect of working capital management on the profitability of listed
financial institutions in Ghana. Both quantitative and qualitative
techniques were used for the study. It is a cross sectional collective
data from the annual financial report of all listed financial institutions.
The researchers used secondary data to establish the effect of working
capital management and profitability.
The population of the study is financial institutions listed on the
Ghana Stock Exchange. In all there are about thirty seven (37)
financial institutions listed on the Ghana stock Exchange. But for the
purpose of the study only nine (9) was considered out of the
financial institutions on the Ghana Stock Exchange. Due to the
population size and large variations among these financial institutions
listed on Ghana Stock Exchange, the researchers carried out a census
study. Thus all the nine (9) selected financial institutions listed on
the Ghana Stock Exchange were used.
Time series data was extracted from the financial statements of the
listed financial institution over the period 2009 to 2013.The financial
data used in the study was acquired from the Ghana Stock Exchange
(GSE) and the individual companies. The financial statements of
listed financial institutions for the most recent five years were used
to compute profitability and working capital ratios for the regression
andcorrelation analysis. The data extracted for the analysis covered a
period of five years starting from 2009 to 2013. The financial data
used in the study was acquired from the Ghana Stock Exchange
(GSE) and the individual companies.

4. Conclusion
In this study, the researchers examined the effect of working
capital management on the profitability of financial institutions listed
on the Ghana Stock Exchange. The study concluded that, management
of working capital by financial institutions which is measured by
Cash Conversion Cycle (CCC) has no significant impact on profitability
of financial institutions listed on Ghana stock exchange.
The study made use of one measure of working capital, thus, Cash
Conversion Cycle (CCC) to reveal whether working capital management
has any significant effect on profitability. The above findings indicate
clearly that Cash Conversion Cycle (CCC) has no significant effect
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on profitability of financial institutions listed on the Ghana Stock
Exchange. The research thereforefails to reject the null hypothesis;
that Working Capital Management has no significant positive effect
on profitability of financial institutions listed on the Ghana Stock
Exchange. However, this conclusion does not disagree with the fact
that working capital management practices are vital. The conclusion is
rather an indication of the fact that, using Cash Conversion Cycle
(CCC) as a Working Capital Management has no significant impact
on profitability.
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A Literature Review on Intellectual Capital
Naima Khatun*, Md. Musfiqur Rahman**1

Abstract
Intellectual capital is an emerging issue in academic research nowadays.
Intellectual capital reporting is one kind of external reporting to meet
the demand of interested users. Interested users keep close eyes on
intellectual assets due to its role of wealth creation. This study deals
with the theoretical and reporting aspect of the intellectual capital. In
theoretical aspect, this study includes definition of intellectual capital,
indicators of intellectual capital, intellectual capital statement and its
objectives. In the reporting aspect, this study shows how to report
intellectual capital in Australian Universities. Moreover, this study also
shows the reporting of intellectual capital in financial and non
financial firms of Bangladesh. This study finds that intellectual capital
should be presentedin a fixed format and human, relational and
structural capital should be included as intellectual capital. This study
also finds that firms have the tendency not to disclose intellectual
capital information. This study recommends that mandatory
requirement of legislation, effective corporate governance mechanism
and stock exchange listing requirement might increase the quality of
intellectual reporting.
Keywords: Intellectual Capital, Human Capital, Relational Capital,
Structural Capital

in both Australia and Bangladesh. Finally, the findings of this study
will improve the quality of reporting of intellectual capital in the
annual report and interested users will be benefited from this study.

2. Objective of the Study:
The prime objective of this study is to get the clear concept about
intellectual capital and reporting of intellectualcapital in different
entities based on the literature review. The specific objectives are:
1. What is intellectual capital?
2. What are the indicators of intellectual capital?
3. What is intellectual capital statement and its objectives?
4. How to report intellectual capital in developing and developed
countries?

3. Research Methodology
This research is mainly descriptive research. This study is
developed on the basis of previous research paper. This study
summarized and analyzed based on reporting of intellectual capital in
Australian Universities and financial and non financial institution of
Bangladesh.

1. Introduction:

4. What is Intellectual Capital

In academic research, Intellectual capital reporting is an emerging
issue nowadays. Intellectual capital reporting is one kind of external
reporting to meet the demand of interested users. Interested users
keep close eyes on intellectual assets due to its role of wealth
creation. This study will contribute in the literature in a number of
ways:Firstly, it gives a clear idea about what is intellectual capital
and what items should be included as intellectual capital. Secondly,
this study shows how to measure or what are the indicators of
intellectual capital. Third, this study also discusses about intellectual
capital statement and what is the purpose of intellectual capital
statement. Fourth, this study deals with reporting of intellectual capital

Intellectual capital is a broader concept which includes human
capital, relational capital and structural capital. Intellectual capital
differs from intangibles, intangible assets or intellectual property.
There is no common agreed definition of intangibles and the word is
often used as a noun to mean broadly the same as intellectual capital
following the guideline of Meritum (2002). Intangible assets are those
that the financial standards would recognize as assets and be allowed
in balance sheets and intellectual property is defined as intangible
assets, such as patents, trademarks and copyrights, which can be
included in the traditional financial statements.
Danish Guideline (2003) and Meritum (2002) defined intellectual
capital framework as the combination of relational resources (include
customers, suppliers and network partners, and exchange of knowledge
between them); human resources (include employees’ skills, competences,
commitment, motivation and loyalty) and organizational/ structural
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resources (include intellectual property, routines, and documented information).

5. How to Measure Firm’s Intellectual Capital/ Indicators
of Intellectual Capital
Robinson & Kleiner (2009) study shows the measurement and valuation
techniques of intellectual capital. The measurement techniques or
indicators from the Robinson and Kleiner (2009) study are summarized
and described below:
Intellectual capital includes tangible items like patents and licenses
and intangible items such as knowledge, skill, information and
organizational structure. Without proper measure of intellectual capital,
it is difficult for the firm to set the strategy and determine the value
of the firm. Intellectual capital is defined as structural and human
categories. Structural intellectual capital includes patents, license,
trademarks and trade secrets and human categories includes know
how, problem solving, decision making and learning. Previously,
intellectual capital is measured on the basis of number of patents,
good ideas or articles published and productivity or efficiency is
measured through various ratio of employee output.
To measure the patent and license, both of these intellectual
capitals must have the market value in present time or market time
frame. The market value of patent and license will be changed based
on the market conditions and measurement of intellectual capital is
always subject to change. Though intellectual property like licenses
are presented in the balance sheet like R&D expenses but appropriate
accounting method are yet to set up to value intellectual property.
Nail (1988) study recommended to use discounted cash flow method
to measure the intellectual property instead of accrued profit.
Human intellectual capital includes know how, problem solving,
decision making and learning and the firm having these skills will
create more market value. If these skills are not directly measurable,
indicator of these skills should be used. Intellectual capital can also
be measured by accumulating performance of all persons over the
years. If technology development activity creates value to the market
then this technology development activity will be treated as a form of
intellectual capital. Firms having the process development know how
problem solving skills and innovation ability can crate higher value
creation. There are some other techniques can be used to measure the
intellectualcapital such as (1) to measure the know -how, merger and
acquisition specialists put the market value or evaluate the personnel
salary scales and identify the higher performers and reward systems.
(2) to measure the best decision making, benchmarking, cross
functional teams and post audit can be used. Moreover, know how,
problem solving and accountability of all employees can also be
measured on the basis of potential capability, actual impact, job
description, smart and effective member of the firm. Individual
knowhow can also be measured on the basis of amount of training
per employee. Ability of people can be measured on the basis of the
ability to adopt the changing market environment, mental models that
decision makers have built. Identifying traits of the company might
give the competitive advantage in the market and traits of the firm
can be the indicators of the intellectual capital.

6. Intellectual Capital Statement and its objectives
Mouritsen & Thorbjornsen (2004) study stated that intellectual capital
statement is known as internal management tool and external communication
device and report the strategy for knowledge management through
texts, illustrations, and measurement information on current knowledge
management activities and review thefirms objectives, performance and
result to apply and develop knowledge resources. They added that
intellectual capital statement helps the institution to develop the
knowledge resources and how resources and services are related with
each other. According to the guideline Mouritsen et al. (2003), Mouritsen
& Thorbjornsen (2004) study also stated that intellectual capital
statement is the relationship among four elements which help the
institution about how to develop their activities and use knowledge to
the services and those elements are:
1. Intellectual capital is a knowledge narrative- This describes that
knowledge is to accomplish for the firm and explain how
knowledge makes a difference to the firm’s activities and users.
2. Intellectual capital is a set of management challenges- This
identifies the durable problems facing the management of the
firm in order to develop the usefulness of knowledge.
3. Intellectual capital is a set of actions- This point out how
knowledge is to be managed concretely as a set of activities.
4. Intellectual capital is a series of indicators – This monitor
whether actions are implemented.

7. Conclusions
This study finds that intellectual capital should be presented in a
fixed format and human, relational and structural capital should be
included as intellectual capital. This study also finds that firms have
the tendency not to disclose intellectual capital information. This
study recommends that mandatory requirement of legislation, effective
corporate governance mechanism and stock exchange listing
requirement might increase the quality of intellectual reporting. The
limitation of this study is this study covers only intellectual capital
reporting in Australia and Bangladesh. Further research on intellectual
capital can be done considering more countries and different entities.
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Analysis of effectiveness of executive trainees’ training
programme with a special reference to academic parameters
Neeraj Kumari*1

Table A: Break-up of one year Training Procedure

Abstract
The study aims to analyze the efficiency of training programme at
POWERGRID Corporation of India Limited with a special reference
to academic parameters, and to find out if there is any improvement
required to make the training programme more effective. Descriptive
research design has been used in the study. The sample size is 127.
A survey was carried out to obtain the feedback of the trainees. The
findingsshow that the trainees were satisfied up to a large extent with
the training programme. About 93.70% of the respondents are of the
view that initial class room training is sufficient. About 96.06% of
them are of the view that the post On Job Training (OJT) is
constructive and indispensable. About 89.76% of the respondents said
that the rotational OJT is valuable.
Keywords: Development, Knowledge, Performance, Placement, Skills.

1. Introduction
The study is based on the Training and Development Programme
of ET’S (Executive Trainees). The study is conducted on the overall
development of ET’S after the final placement in POWER GRID.
Executive Trainees are recruited / selected in POWERGRID through a
rigorous process of written test followed by Group Discussion, Interview
and medical fitness tests.
On selection, the newly recruited Executive Trainees are put to
one year comprehensive training programme. The prescribed one year
training programme has been designed to guide the young executives
in transforming their academic knowledge into practical applications to
suit to POWERGRID needs. The training programme has a balanced
usage of technical, management and soft skills inputs to give them
the foundation, industrial visits to acquaint them of the latest
practices in the industry and on the job training to give a practical
exposure to all facets of POWERGRID working, where they get
chance to groom themselves to become the top Power Professional.
After selection, the recruited Executive Trainees are put to one
year Training Programme:
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S. No.

Particulars

Duration

1

Class-room Training

41/2 Months

2

On the Job Training

61/2 Months

3

Second phase of classRoom training

1 Month

In this way they also get an opportunity to meet representatives of
various department and regions. Induction process is not a one-off
process they will be able to benefit from this development opportunity
throughout your career either through formal structured programmes
or events or from informal activities.
After second phase of overall Training, they have to submit their
report at the time of FINAL-APPRAISAL and according to the
overall performance of the Trainees the held Committee rates them
and on the basis of merit their posting are being decided.
POWERGRID provides a learning teaching and research environment
that is second to none and there is only one way of achieving it
which is through the quality and commitment of the POWERGRID.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
2.1. Objectives
• To analyze the efficiency of Training programme with a special
reference to academic parameters.
• To find out if there is any improvement required to make the
training programme moreeffective.

2.2. Scope of the study
• The study will help giving some suggestionsfor making the
present training and development system more effective.
• Identifying the training and development needs present among
the Executive Trainees.
• The report will help to make the decision of adding/deletingany
important Module Programme.

2.3. Type of research: Descriptive research design
2.4. Sample Size: ET’S who have undergone the Training process
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of one year in NPTI, Faridabad. The total no of ET’s
were 127.
2.5. Company: Power grid Corporation of India Limited
2.6. Methods of Data collection:
The primary data has been collected through Questionnaire. While
the secondary data for the study has been taken from various sources
like: Company Website (www.powergridindia.com), books, magazines
and Journals, Company’s Manual.

2.7. Feedback report from Executive Trainees:
In order to get feedback from Executive trainees on academic
aspects of their training module, a questionnaire was distributed to
them for obtaining their feedback based on 21 statements on
academic aspects. These statements were on Likert point scale
wherein trainees were asked to provide their feedback by ticking any
one of the categories ranging from Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (five categories). Apart from rating the statements, suggestions
were also invited on addition/ deletion of topic(s) and preferred
duration of class-room training and OJT.

3. Findings
Major findings and issues necessitating action for enhancing training
effectiveness are:
• 93.70% ETs are of the view that initial class room training is
sufficient.
• 96.06% of them are of the view that the post OJT second phase
class room training is constructive and indispensable.
• 89.76% ETs said that the rotational OJT is valuable.
• 77.95% ETs said that duration of Technical module is adequate
while 95.28% and 96.85% ETs were of in view that the
duration of HR and OB module and Contracts and Materials
modules respectively is sufficient.

• A large number of ETs are of the view that the study material
was provided to them was good and up to the mark, whereas
the marginal number of ETs have viewed that the study material
was not sufficient particularly for Technical and IT.
• Depth of learning in technical module is reported to be average.
Thus a review of the delivery including faculty viz-a-viz module
and course content will be necessary to determine the gaps for
remedial action before the induction of next batch.

4. Conclusions
With the need to equip the trainees with organization culture/
dynamics, functional, project management, attitudinal, report writing
and decision making skills to perform effectively on absorption the
training plan is being worked out for the ensuring ETs batch.
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Indian Banking Industry: It’s Progress: An Empirical Analysis
Shaik Abdul Majeeb Pasha*, Ato. Wondwossen Jerene Daare**1

Abstract
Indian financial sector has been growing at a galloping pace,
comparatively with other industries from the last three decades. At
present, India is Geographical area 7th in the world - widely
dispersed terrain Population – 2nd in the world–1.3 billion and by
nominal GDP – 10th largest economy in the world with 30 States
and 6 Union Territories, 644 districts,600,000 Villages-multilingual
and multiethnic society along with above 150 public and private
sector banks with more than 110000 branch network. Indian economy
is currently going through a difficult period. However,the problems
are not unique to India. Growth has also slowed down in many other
Emerging Markets and Developing Economies (EMDEs). Present study
motto of researchers’ wants to finds out the challenges,
opportunitiesand progress of Indian banking and to know reasons
behind them. Finally, based on empirical findings reasonable
recommendation and conclusion has given.
Keywords: Indian Banking, Challenges, Opportunities, Financial Products,
Technology.

1. Introduction
Indian financial sector is growing at a galloping pace, comparatively
with other industries in recent times. At present, India is Geographical
area 7th in the world - widely dispersed terrain Population – 2nd in
the world–1.2 billion and by nominal GDP – 10th largest economy
in the world with 30 States and 6 Union Territories, 644 districts,
600,000 Villages-multilingual and multiethnic society with more
than150 public and private sector branches , with 110,000 branch
bank network. Indian economy is currently going through a difficult
period. However, the problems are not unique to India. In recent
times, growth has also slowed down in many other Emerging Markets
and Developing Economies (EMDEs).
The banking industry inIndia has undergone drastic financial and
structural changes in the recent times as well as expanding number of
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services offering to the Indian and foreign society. India’s banking
system is passing through a period of rapid change, especially during
this globalization, liberalization and privatization (GLP)era. While, on
the one hand, there is the rapidly widening arc of the branch
network, Global banking system and the urge to merge, on the other
side of coin, there has been reorientation in the operational policies
aimed not only at accelerating the pace of economic development but
also to help translating the gains of economic growth into meaningful
human advancement and fulfillment for the community with particular
emphasis on the weaker. The opening of a large number of branches,
introduction of innovative financial products and services especially in
the rural and semi-urban areas are going on in the banking sector.
Leading banks around the globe have reached out to become
universal banks, offering not only traditional services (including checking
and savings deposits and loans), but also securities underwriting,
insurance product sales and underwriting, real estate services, and
longer-term corporate equity funding, generating new sources of
revenue but also new risks for the banking community.
Among the many different measures of bank performance in use
today are return on assets(ROA), return on equity capital(ROE), the
net interest margin, operating efficiency ratios, the net non-interest
margin, the ratio of equity capital to total assets as a measure of
solvency risk, and the proportion of all loans that are delinquent or
judged to be worthless. The performance of banks today is heavily
influenced by their asset concentration—that is, by the product lines
they offer to the public. Before two years back, our Indian banks
were getting good profits, but during this financial year(2015-16) only
so many big banks are facing more challenges due to increase in non
performance of assets(NPAs).

2. Statement of the Problem
Banks are still the most important institutions in most financial
systems around the globe. They always play a leading role in creating
money. As we know, banks create money both by offering
transaction deposits and by granting loans (credit). However, more
and more non-banking financial institutions are competing with banks
in money and credit creation. Being a democratic country with lot of
proclamations under various Acts, we found some gap in our Indian
banking industry relating to some challenges comes in front of us.
Indian economy is currently going through a difficult period.
However, the problems are not unique to India. By analyzing and
interpreting these challenges are solution to our statement of the
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problem. In this context the present paper focuses on Challenges,
opportunities and progress of Indian banking industry.

3. Objectives of the Study
1. To find out various challenges faced by the Indian banking
industry in this present complex global context;
2. To study the progressof banking sector in India, and to know
the significant factors which are influencing the Indian banking
industry; and
3. To suggest the recommendations to work better for further
development of the Indian banking industry.

4. Scope of the Study
This study is not confined to only Indian context, but also global
aspects are also taken into consideration. What challenges are facing
by Indian banks internally and externally and what are the variables
or factors showing their importance or impact on Indian banking
industry.

5. Sources of Data
The nature of the present study is perspective and conceptual. The
universe of this study is Indian banking sector. To fulfill the above
objectives, secondary data is used, which is taken from the various
Reports published by Reserve bank of India, Banking Regulation
Act,1949, Central Statistical Organization, Economic Survey of India
and various web supportare etc., and also Primary data collected from
banks officials and other concerned people in the form of discussion
and opinions.

6. Conclusion
From the above study, researchers comes to an end that our Indian
banking system in the days to come will be a challenging one, which
will be marked by high expectations of customers, who are well

informed and possess thetechnical knowledge to conduct banking
transaction from home or office or while on move. Although IT
plays an important role in banking business, yet personalised service
will continue to have relevance in Indian banking –where a large
proportion of the country’s population is still illiterate. To sum up, it
can be said that with increased competition, Indian banks face the
challenge of sustenance and for these they need to develop proactive
strategies with focus on product innovation, off-balance sheet activities
to increase their income from non-core activity, efficiency in service
delivery process, effective risk management etc. and more importantly
on customer satisfaction through tailor-made product packages. In fact
it should be seen by Indian banks as an opportunity to enter global
financial intermediation and provision of financial services (Patel,
1997). As the economic importance of (financial) services increases in
terms of (global) value added, international banking operations should
be viewed as a (potentially) lucrative profit opportunity by Indian
banks. Indian economy is currently going through a difficult period
due to scams, corruption, black money, high inflation and other
problems. However, the problems are not unique to India. Growth has
also slowed down in many other EMDEs. What is important at this
stage is to preserve India’s growth potential by arresting the
downtrend and maintaining stable macroeconomic conditions. For this,
the focus need to be on implementation of measures aimed at
removing structural constraints so that production and investment
activity could gather momentum. This is important, because spill
overs from global growth and financial market conditions can only
account for a part of the slowdown.
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The Impact of Economic Integration on Indonesia Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI): A Panel Gravity Model Approach
Imansyah*, Nasrudin**1

Abstract
The purpose of this study is to analyze the impact of regional
economic integration on Indonesia FDI inflows over the period 2005
to 2013. Analysis method conducted by augmented gravity model of
Indonesia FDI, based on panel data. The empirical results show that
GDP of the home country and Indonesia have a positive impact on
Indonesian FDI. Distance and real interest rate of home country have
a negative impact on Indonesia FDI. Economic integration of
European Union (EU) and Indonesia's cooperation with Japan in
ASEAN-Japan Comprehensive Economic Patnership (AJCEP) have
created impact of investment creation on Indonesian FDI, Economic
integration of ASEAN has created impact of investment diversion on
Indonesian FDI. This result implies that there was a competition
among ASEAN countries in attracting FDI.
Key words: Economic integration, FDI, gravity model

1. Introduction
Indonesia as one of developing countries need lots of funds to
pursue high economic growth. Per capita society income that is
relatively low cause community saving ability low, while the high
investment needs cause there is a saving investment-gap. One of the
solutions reached by the Indonesian Government in overcoming it is
invite the investment from abroad in the form of Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) (Sarwedi, 2005). The attraction of FDI is important
for Indonesian government to an outward-looking development
strategy in the contemporary global economy. They bring in new
(risk-sharing, non-debt-creating) capital flows, foreign exchange, easy
access to foreign markets, and technology transfer. Furthermore, FDI
is expected to be the closing gap betweeneconomic development
needs with available resources, which eventually became the driving
force of the economy growth in Indonesia (Panayotou, 2000).
ASEAN leaders agreed to put Foreign Direct Invesment (FDI) as a
major component in the economic development of ASEAN
countriesand making it as one of the principal objectives of ASEAN
in realizing the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) at the end of
* Sekolah Tinggi Ilmu Statistik. Indonesia. E-mail: sigmaeducation77@gmail.com
** Sekolah Tinggi Ilmu Statistik. Indonesia. E-mail: nasrudin@stis.ac.id

2015. Increased FDI in ASEAN countries is realized through a policy
of free capital flows between ASEAN countries. Besides increasing
FDI in among ASEAN countries, Free capital flows are also useful for
obtaining more efficient financial transactions, financing development,
facilitating international trade, supporting the development of the
financial sector and boosting economic growth.
Indonesian Government expects to make the moment of ASEAN
Economic Community as an opportunity to increase the inflow of
FDI to Indonesia. However, the condition of investment climate in
Indonesia that continues to get worse wiil reduce investor’sinterest for
investing in Indonesia. According to the World Bank doing business
levels in 2014, Indonesia was ranked 120 of 189 economies and
ranks the economies in the world. The bussiness doing ratings of
Indoesia lower than other ASEAN countries such as Singapore,
Malaysia, Thailand, Brunei Darussalam, Vietnam and Filiphina.

2. Hypotheses
Based on previous study (Ridwan, 2009 Cevis andCamurdan, 2007
Ismail, et al., 2009; Folfas, 2011 and Plummer & Cheong, 2008), the
hypothesis proposed in this study is:
a. Base on gravity model, GDP percapita both of Indonesia and
home country have a positive effect on Indonesia FDI, while
their distance hasnegative impact on Indonesia FDI.
b. Indonesia real interest rate, home country real interest rate and
inflation ratio (home country / Indonesia) have negative impact
on Indonesian FDI.
c. Regional economic integration such as ASEAN, EU and
Indonesia's cooperation with Japan, South Korea, China,
Australia have a positive impact on Indonesian FDI.

3. Methodology
This research uses panel data from 21 (twenty-one) home country
whose dominant share FDI inflow to Indonesia in period 2005-2013.
The countries are European Union (Germany, Holland, Italy, Switzerland,
France, England, Spain, Belgium), ASEAN (Singapore, Malaysia,
Thailand, Philippines), Japan, China, Hongkong, South Korea, Turkey,
Usa, Canada, Seychelle and Australia. The data obtained from the
Indonesia Capital Investment Coordinating Board (BKPM), World
Bank and International Financial Statistics (IFS).
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The Newtonian law of gravitation states that two celestial bodies
are subjected to a force of attraction that is directly proportional to
their mass and indirectly proportional to their distance. In the 1860s,
H. Carey was the first to apply the Newton’s law of universal
gravitation to the study of human behaviour and subsequently the so
– called "gravity equation or model"has been widely used in the
social science. Later, social scholars have transferred the gravity
equation to the empirical analysis of international trade flows.In
particular, Tinbergen (1962), use a simple form of gravity model of
bilateral trade in analyzing bilateral trade flows. Since then, the
gravity equation has also been applied to flows of people and capital
(direct and indirect).
After the second period in the 1970s, some economists have tried
to use the gravity equation for formal economic theory, in recognition
of the lack of a strong theoretical basis of gravity model. Linnemann
(1966) suggested the model, which describesthe flow of goods from
one country to another in terms of supply and demand factors
(income and population). Anderson (1979) assumed product
differentiation and Cobb-Douglas preferences. Bergstrand (1985)
concluded that price and exchange rate variation have significant
affects on aggregate trade flows. Deardorff (1995) derived a gravity
model into FDI for the first time. The basic Model developed by
Deardorff is :
(1)

South Korea and Australia.
Estimation of the gravity equation FDI Indonesia by using
regression data panel can being estimated with models common effects
and random effects. The fixed effects model cannot be used in this
study because of the gravitaty equation built in this research contain
a time-invariant variables (Baltagi, 2008). The selection of the best
model among the common effects and random effects obtained by
Breush Pagan (LM Test). Normality assumption testing with the
Jarque-Bera test. The next test is performed with the multicolinierity
test assumptions by Variance Inflation Factors (VIF).

4. Conclusions
The gravity estimations reveal that Economic integration of European
Union (EU) and Indonesia's cooperation with Japan in ASEAN-Japan
Comprehensive Economic Patnership (AJCEP) have created impact of
investment creation on Indonesia FDI, Economic integration of
ASEAN has created impact of investment diversion on Indonesia FDI.
The economic integration of NAFTA, ACFTA and AKFTA haven't
been able to increase Indonesia FDI. Other factors such as GDP per
capita for both source countries and Indonesia have a significant and
positive impact on Indonesia FDI. The distance between capital of
home country and capital of Indonesia and home country real interest
rate have a significant and negative impact on Indonesia FDI.

where  denotes FDI of home country  to host country  ,

   ’s Gross domestic product,    ’s Gross domestic
product, and distance = distance between capital cities of home
country  and country  .
If the equation is modified in the form the logarithmic, then
retrieved empirical equation as follows:
Ln   Ln   Ln   Ln Distance

(2)

based on the empirical Equation 2, then the model specification
equation FDIij are built on this research are:

ln           

(3)

where
          
Y = (ln GDPP it , ln GDPP jt )
X =(ln DISTij +  +  + rin fij )
ln FDI ijt : the log of FDI inflows from home country (i) to Indonesia
(j) with respect to year (t),
GDPP it , GDPP jt : Gross Domestic Productper capita, proxy for
market size,
DISTijt : distance between capital of home country i and
Indonesia,
 ,  : Real interest rate

rin fij : Inflation Ratio (Home Country / Indonesia)
EI: Dummy variable, value of one if home country (i) is ASEAN
(Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines), EU(Germany, Holland,
Italy, Switzerland, France, England, Spain, Belgium), Japan, China,
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Performances of Monthly Income Scheme in Indian mutual Fund Industry
N. Dharmalingam*, K. Balanaga Gurunathan**1

Abstract
Mutual funds are an integral part of the stock market. It has
become the investment avenue for large number of investors in the
past 10 years. Also the stock market volatility is high in these years.
Thus in order to analyze the performance of top funds under
importance schemes, a research has been done. Ten mutual funds in
the income fund category were selected based on their returns. The
main focus of this research is to find the risk and return features and
study the performance of the funds and to compare it with the
market return. The research is limited NAV data for ten income
funds available for (2005-2015). The findings will be useful to bring
out insight into investment avenues.
Keywords: Mutual Fund, Risk and Return.

1. Introduction
There are a number of investment opportunitiesavailable to an
investor to multiply their surplus funds. Every investor is having his
own template to deploy their surplus. Out of the various investment
avenues available to an investor, mutual funds have proved to be
wonderful option. Each investment route is having its own risk and
return, the return and risk. Every investor is having different
objectives for investments, they are pride, capital appreciation, return
of investments, participation in the corporate securities market etc.,
These are all based on individual risk taking ability. Each of
investments avenues are having its own risk and return features. An
investor must learn to analyze and measure the risk and return of the
portfolio. The mutual fund industry plays a significant role in the
development of the economy. Its buoyant growth leads to lower
intermediate costs, more efficient financial markets, and increased
vibrancy of the capital markets and higher local ownership of
financial assets. If retail investment is directed through the mutual
fund route, it will lead to greater wealth creation in the long run.
Thus, the industry can be one of the causative factors for a healthy
economy.
* Research Scholar, Bharathiar University, India. E-mail: dharma1405@gmail.com
** Professor in Finance, Alliance School of Business, Alliance University,
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The Indian mutual funds business is expected to grow significantly
in the coming years due to a high degree of transparency and
disclosure standards comparable to anywhere in the world, through
there are many challenges that need to be addressed to increase net
mobilization of funds in the sector. As such, this paper aims to
analyze performance of Monthly Income schemes in Indian mutual
fund industry, through which investors’ can choose the best one in
order tocultivate best and desired return along with reducing their
risk.

2. Statement of Problem
Mutual Funds have not only contributed to the India growth story
but have also helped families tap into the success of Indian Industry.
As information and awareness is rising more and more people are
enjoying the benefits of investing in mutual funds. The success of a
mutual fund depends upon the confidence of the investors. But most
of the investors are lacking in selection of right mutual funds for
their regular commitments. All the problems related to the investors
are, lack of awareness and poor after sales service to the investors.
The investors believed, so far that the mutual funds promoted by
regulated bodies and nationalized banks are guaranteed by the Central
Govt. The majority of the new investors don’t understand the
concept, operations and advantages of investment in mutual funds
before investing. This research paper has mainly focused how to
evaluate the performance of various income scheme mutual funds in
India.

3. Need for the Study
Investors are ever cautious about their investments. They seek to
get the best bargain in everything at a lower cost. Likewise, when
the investor invests in the various investment avenues like Bank
Deposits, Gold Bullion, Debt/ Bonds of companies they consider
several factors, prominent ones are Rate and Amount of Return,
possibility of a loss.
Though, it is impossible to have an Investment avenue having the
best of all the above three factors in the market, mutual funds tend
to have various investment options with an optimal combination of
the three factors. The flexibility to choose among many of the plans,
forms of investment, periods of investment (Systematic Investment
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Plan- SIPs or one time investment), etc has enabled this market to
appear as an attractive one.
With emphasis on increase in domestic savings and improvement
in deployment of investment through markets, the need and scope for
mutual fund operation has increased tremendously. Thus the
involvement of mutual funds in the transformation of Indian economy
has made it urgent to view their services not only as a financial
intermediary but also it plays a significant role in spreading equity
culture. So it is necessary for investor to know the risk-return
relationship, this research is carried out to know the relationship
using sharpe, treynor’s, famma, Jensen models and gamma.

4. Objectives of Study
• To evaluate the performance of Monthly income mutual fund
schemes, which consists of income, growth, balanced and tax
saver schemes on the basis of risk and return relationships.
• To find out those mutual fund schemes offering the advantages
of diversification, along with adequate systematic risk compared
to market beta risk.
• To know whether the mutual funds are able to provide reward
to variability and volatility
• To predict the trends for investment of selected mutual funds for
future
• To rank the funds based on their performance from April 1st
2010 to 31st March2015.
• To find the best mutual fund among the selected on the basis of
Sharpe Index, Treynor’s Performance Index and Jenson’s
predictive ability model.

5. Research Methodology
Descriptive research and a longitudinal study are used in this
research. The present study made an attempt to analyze the
performance of the selected mutual fund schemes with the market
during the period of the study. In order to achieve the objectives an
analysis has been made to compare these schemes with the market on
the basis of risk and return. Different statistical and financial tools
are used to evaluate the performance of these mutual fund schemes
under the present study
• Secondary Data- For evaluating the performance of mutual funds,
the data has been obtained from the websites.
• Schemeswere selected based on the performance of mutual funds
for the last 10 years. Hence the sampling type is Purposive
Sampling.

• All registered asset management companies’income, growth,
balanced and tax saver funds constitute the total population.
For exhaustive analysis, all the funds which have been operating
for the past 10 years have been taken for the comparison. 40 mutual
funds have been taken for analysis under all four categories.
The various open ended and closed end funds were selected on
the basis of availability of NAV prices for the period 2005-2015.

6. Conclusion
The mutual fund industry is gaining importance in the recent
years. A large number of plans have come up from different financial
resources. With the stock markets soaring the investors are attracted
towards these schemes. Still only a small segment of the investors
invest in mutual funds due to the risk associated with it. Also there
is a greater tendency to invest in fixed deposits due to the security.
Such investors can invest in safe funds like debt and balanced funds,
with comparatively less risk and earn high returns than fixed deposits.
In order to excel and make mutual funds a success, companies still
need to create awareness and understand the psyche of the Indian
consumer. Performance analysis helps investors as well as the fund
manager to study about risk and return relationship and is a useful
tool for making proper investment decisions. It acts as a guide for
the investors in choosing the schemes which best suits their expected
returns and risk tolerance level.
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Information Technology Audit by Internal Auditors
Shaban Mohammadi*, Ali Mohammadi**1

Abstract
In this paper, the objective pursued, the first objective is to
provide the estimated time that the internal auditors on audit
organization's IT(Information Technology) spend. the second objective
of this paper is to identify the key variables associated IT audits by
internal auditors. because this study is to investigate the use of
sophisticated information technologies in order to maintain a competitive
advantage and to realize the economic benefits is essential.
The staff at various levels of the business units to perform daily
activities of their IT systems. In fact, electronic documents are replacing
paper documents. In fact, it can be difficult to find companies that at
least one of the areas of financial reporting, operational and compliance
purposes, they should not use the information. computer information
systems and information technology have become an essential component
of most organizations. consequently, in cases such as for ensuring that
systems are controlled enough, safe enough, and as i mentioned, the
act is required for IT audits.
Keywords: IT Audit, Internal Audit, Information Systems, Certified
Chartered Accountant

1. Introduction
The staff at various levels of the business units to perform daily
activities of their IT systems. In fact, electronic documents are
replacing paper documents. In fact, it can be difficult to find
companies that at least one of the areas of financial reporting,
operational and compliance purposes, they should not use the
information. Computer information systems and information technology
have become an essential component of most organizations.
Consequently, in cases such as for ensuring that systems are
controlled enough, safe enough, and as i mentioned, the act is
required for IT audits. Thus, factors that are associated with this type
of audit, are important. curtis and colleagues (Curtise et al., 2009)
observed that the Supervisory board on account of public companies
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require auditors to the need to develop and maintain internal controls
and auditing skills in the field of IT systems has. In addition, the
Sarbanes Oxley Act (Sox) complete reliance on external auditors to
provide guidance to companies in the field of IT audits is difficult.
due to the nature of information systems within the organization,
responsibilities are increasingly responsible for internal auditors to
audit the organization, while Sachs (2002), put heavy pressure on
internal auditors within the organization is (Smart Pros, 2009
).Bbefore Sachs (2002) were common in organizations that
independent auditors to assist in the planning, implementation and
control system audits, including audits of information technology use.
Bbut Sachs (2002), the situation has changed in two important ways.
first, the incumbent auditors, other authorized to provide specific
services, such as financial information systems design and implementation
of internal audit outsourcing services are (SOX, 2000); second, Sachs
(2002), exclusively the responsibility of documenting and evaluating
the systems of internal control to the management of outsourced which
in turn delegated this responsibility to the internal auditors have
significant costs (Aguilar, 2006).
Because internal auditors are increasingly recognized asan effective
mechanism of corporate governance, internal audit, significant costs in
many organizations is inevitable. Sachs major stock exchanges such
rules and regulations by the New York Stock Exchange for
companies listed on the stock exchange has created a limited space to
avoid the cost of internal audit in America. Also, the laws of many
other countries such as the UK and Australia, all companies to have
an internal audit has been encouraging. Considerable costs of internal
audits, are related to the complexity of modern information
technology, so that investments in companies with high rate have
increased during the past decade.To accomplish the second goal of
the research is to investigate the variables that potentially with IT
audits conducted bythe internal auditor associate. IT audits include
aspects of computer information systems, evaluation, proper
implementation, operation and management of computer resources
(Hall and Singleton, 2005). IT audits also included the evaluation of
information systems by reviewing documents, personal interviews and
review of large data sets using computer programs.
Auditing standards require an IT audit should be performed when:
• Customer use of complex business systems and relies heavily on
IT controls.
• Customer many changes in IT systems are created or replaced.
• The client has been widely shared data between internal
organizational systems.
• Customer use of emerging technologies.
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• High level of audit documentation is electronic.
In the next sections, respectively, on the concept and definition of
IT audit, IT audit due to the types of IT audit and risk factors
associated with IT audit by the internal auditor discussed.

2. IT audit and its definition
Audit of Information technology was first introduced in the
mid-1960s. Since then it has had a tremendous advances in
information technology have occurred. With the arrival of these new
technologies in the field of trade, huge changes in information
technology audit coatings. IT audit, IT-based system to help auditors
in the process of planning, executing, controlling, and directing the
audit is completed advances in information technology have led firms
to conduct trade of new tools such as electronic exchange of data
and databases used. In fact, users demand the audit profession has
changed and they want to know what the comments are corporate
auditors about the reliability of data updates. So we can say that the
progress of information technology has increased the demand for IT
audit. Audit IT audit and audit automatic processing of computer data
call. This type of audit, an audit of the electronic data processing is
also called. IT Audit, enables auditors to audit issues directly and
through modern communication tools to access. In fact, today many
companies use different systems for processing electronic data
processing accounting data, the only way to check and validate
reports, audit information technology. IT audit or audit of information
systems, IT infrastructure is a test of controls. In fact, systematic
process of collecting and evaluating information technology audit
objective evidence supporting one or more claims of the information
systems, procedures and operations of an organization. Assessment of
evidence obtained during the audit shows that information systems are
safe, properly maintained and operation data in an efficient
organizational goals are met. This type of audit may coincide with
the audited financial statements, internal audit, or other forms of
accreditation services to be performed. IT audit should not be
confused with the financial audit. Although there may be some slight
similarities exist between the audit, but the goal is primary a
financial audit, assess whether the financial statements of a company
with accepted accounting principles and standards compliant or not.
The main tasks of an IT audit, evaluation of system performance
and security programs, especially the ability of organizations to
support transmission and distribution assets and correct information
between authorized persons. However, the question that arises is that
the IT auditor should be what kind of experience? The answer is
specialized in the field of IT audit, there is no experience require this
type of audit. IT auditors as auditors of the financial or operational
start, while others come from other professions IT audit IT. However,
the association for information systems audit and Control for IT
auditors globally recognized certification as a certified Information
systems auditor grants. The title suggests that professionals get past
the hard test and gain experience, training and personal competencies,
skills needed to do something that they expected to obtain and have.

IT audit to be "the process of gathering and analyzing evidence in IT
environments to achieve the goals of pre-defined audit" defined.
Audit objectives vary depending on the nature of the audit. The
financial audit, the primary objective of the audit report, an
independent report on the integrity and fairness of the financial
statements will be audited entity. However, if the activities of the unit
so remarkable computerized audit, the auditor should be to what extent
the IT system relied on the opinions of professional. Of the auditor's
procedures and actions to achieve such a comment is assumed, the so
called IT auditing. The Information systems audit completely
generalized because of the complexity and cost of large-scale
information systems. As time goes beyond information-processing
computer to perform a task. Computers were initially used only in
large organizations that charge high prices and exorbitant costs of their
operations on coming. The advent of microcomputers and the rapid
decline in the price of computer technology, intermediate institutions
are also able to use the advantages of computers in processing the
data. Even in small organizations and small broad access to powerful
computers and computer software packages has led to the widespread
deployment. As a result, auditors are increasingly faced with the
challenge of gathering audit evidence of the IT environment. The
large number and variety of risks need to audit the IT people.

3. Conclusion
In this paper, the use of the literature, factors associated with IT
audit by internal auditors identified. Certified information systems
auditor's findings show a direct relationship with the IT audit.
Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that an increasing number of
professionals in the information systems auditor internal auditor
certification, resulting in a corresponding increase in IT audit will.
Certifications, certified internal auditor and certified management
accountant, an important relationship with their IT audit, IT audit is
inversely related to the CPA certification. Since many of the
organizations internal auditors from the candidates certified accountant
or other expert employ certificates, the question is whether,
considering the inverse relationship between certification and audit
conducted chartered accountant, certified chartered accountant with
more and more information systems auditor should be employed
under whether for more investigators are needed to answer this
question.
Another finding is that education at the basic level or at the level
of expertise is directly related to IT auditing. Research also indicates
a direct effect on the internal auditor audits the age of information
technology. Internal auditor older, more time is spent on IT auditing.
finally, a similar topic for future studies could examine the
differences in IT audit by various industries. For example, one would
expect the IT audit by the internal auditor in technology companies,
the larger of the audit in government departments.
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Analyzing in-store & consumer factors in Adoption of
Cheese as a Retail Product in Indian Market
Ray Titus*1

2. Research Objectives

Abstract
In a country where cheese is not an everyday use commodity,
retailers have been pushing to get the product to be accepted as part
of consumers’everyday plate sensibilities. The first step to getting the
acceptance needed is to have the product available at as many store
shelves as possible. This research study first focuses on understanding
the FMCG distribution system for Cheese as a cold chain product.
The studyalso evaluates stock depth of various types of cheese
products to map the Cheese market in Bengaluru, a city on the south
of India. Theresearch then looks at the manner and forms of adoption
of cheese as an everyday product by Indian consumers.
Keywords: Retailing, Cheese, Merchandising, Adoption, Cold Chain.

1. Introduction
From a traditional palate perspective, Cheese is not an often consumed
food product. India’s has its own version of cottage cheese, called
Paneer which is a favourite with Indians who are vegetarians. However
with a spurt in its young population, cheese is slowly but surely
finding favour with Indian consumers. Currently the Indian cheese
market has been valued at US$ 237 million, and market studies
suggest the market will grow at around 15-20 percent annually (Jain
& Sharma, 2014).
While considering the global cheese consumption averages, Indian
cheese use pales in comparison. While there are 3000 varieties of
cheese in the global market, India sees a retailing of around 30-40
varieties. While the global per capita consumption of cheese stands at
7-8 per annum, in India the figure stays at a mere 700 grams per
person. The largest six cities in India account for 60 percent of the
country’s total cheese consumption.
It is against this backdrop that cheese retailers are striving to
ensure a combination of retail push factors, and consumer pull
techniques to the increase the adoption of cheese as an everyday
edible product.
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The research objectives of the study were focussed on understanding
the retail distribution system for Cheese as a cold chain product, and
evaluating visual merchandising and stock depth of various types of
cheese products in the Bangalore market. The study also gauged the
consumer-buying process of cheese as a retail product and to gain
relevant shopper insights.

3. Research Methodology
The methodology used in this research was exploratory in nature,
as the conditions prevailing in the market had to be studied. The
data collected for the research were from primary sources. The
sample size of the number of outlets visited during the field visits
was 53. All the stores studied were based on a judgement sample
and limited to the city of Bangalore and were chosen based on their
SKU stocks which included cheese as a product. On the customer
end in-depth interviews were used on a sample of 10 married
women, aged between 25 10 35, living in the city of Bangalore, and
who were active purchasers of cheese from retail stores.
The study involved extensive field research, which included visiting
the outlets in the Modern Trade(a total of 19 stores were visited) as
well as the Key Account (KAT outlets) in the General Trade(a total
of 33 stores were visited) within Bengaluru Market. The chosen areas
for stores represented a cross section of those around the city. This
was so there was fair representation across the city of Bangalore. The
specific areas covered included eight suburbs in and around the city
of Bangalore. Store visits were made and the list of chain-stores
visited for the purpose of collecting data included Big Bazaar outlets,
Total Malls, Hyper City, More Malls, and Spar Retail Outlets retail,
among others. Hyper City, which is also a nation-wide retail chain, is
an exception, as in the city of Bangalore, there are only two stores
of Hyper City and hence it follows the distribution system that the
standalone outlets follow.

4. Conclusions
The market for cheese in Bangalore is substantial in terms of
volumes, and the potential consumers are children. The purchase of
cheese is made by mothers taking into account their children’s
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preferences and health. The most consumedformat of cheese is the
slice form and is used to make sandwiches. Most customers still
prepare traditional food at home, and they require only very little of
cheese as part of their cooking activities. A total of six out of ten
respondents are aware of Britannia cheese. Only one out of the four
consumers who are currently unaware of the Britannia brand of
cheese and is currently an avid consumer of Amul cheese is willing
to make a trial purchase of Britannia cheese. A substantial six out of
ten interviewed have been consuming Amul products all their life,
and around three out ten are of the opinion that Britannia is more
expensive than Amul. Most women are willing to try out products
that offer promotions. Recall rate of advertisements amongst the
respondents is good as six out of ten can remember the products
whose ads they have viewed. Respondents do notice in-store branding.
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The Impact of different policy initiatives on Socio-Economic Development:
A comparative study of Singapore and Taiwan
Mahendar Kumar*1

Abstract
Government policies play a central role in socio-economic development
of any state as the governments are most powerful bodies inside their
territories. Therefore, this study is conducted to analyze the paths
difference and similarities between two countries- Singapore and
Taiwan in order to find out how two different nations achieve the
almost similar outcome with similar general approach but different
policy initiatives. The research concludedat the end that there are
some policies like human resource and social development policy was
similar in some point of time in both countries while the other policy
initiatives differ in substantial way e.g. FDI, institutional development,
tax policy and so on.
Keywords: Policies, Governments, Nations, Socio-Economic Development.

1. Introduction
Few East Asian nations with all their ups and downs proved to be
an excellent model in the past few decades for their fabulous
socioeconomic development. East Asia has a remarkable record of
high and sustained economic growth, it started from 1965 to 1990 its
23 economies grew faster than those of all other regions. Most of
this achievement is attributable to seemingly miraculous growth in
just eight high performing Asian economies (HPAEs)-Japan; the "Four
tigers": Hong Kong, the Republic of Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan;
and the three newly industrializing economies (NIEs) of Southeast
Asia, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand. The HPAEs are a highly
diverse group of economies, differing in natural resources, population,
culture, and economic policy (Page, 1994). Two States like Singapore
and Taiwan having similar real GDP growth rate of around 6% in
1960 showed that economic and social development is possible in a
short period of time with concentration and investment in different
areas of concerns like human resource development, infrastructure
development and systematic allocation of limited resources mainly
done through interventionist approach by their respective governments
(Roy, Punhani, & Hsieh, 2013).According to Global competitiveness
index(2014-15), Singapore and Taiwan both are innovation driven
economies with Singapore ranked as 2nd most competitive state while
* Siam University, Bangkok, Thailand. E-mail: ahendarkumar580@gmail.com

Taiwan reserved 14thposition much better than its regional neighbors
like China and Korea.
Economic development definition is defined differently by different
theorists like classical theorist of economic development argued that
growth is a linear process e.g. Rostow (1950) and Harrod-Damor
model (1939) and it was articulated by them that economic
development happens in a linear fashion and changes its state from
lower to higher. Although it’s argued oppositely by Classical development
theorists those recognized that long-run economic growth is a highly
non-linear process. This process is characterized by the existence of
multiple stable equilibria, one of which is a low-income-level trap.
They saw developing countries caught in the low-income-level trap,
which occurs at low levels of physical capital, both productive and
infrastructural, and is maintained by low levels of accumulation and
by Malthusian population growth (Adelman, 1999). Therefore one of
the classical development theorists Rosentein Rodan gave an idea of
"Big Push". Rosenstein Rodan (1943) stimulatedthe need for a
government-financed series of interdependent investments, to takeadvantage
of external economies and economies of scale and propel developing
countries from a low level equilibrium trap, with no growth in per
capita income, to a high-level equilibrium path, characterized by
self-sustained growth.
Therefore, this research paper by that means will strive to analyze
the government initiatives of two East Asian newly industrialized
countries Singapore and Taiwan and their historical impact on
socioeconomic development of both countries.The research is
conducted on only two East Asian tigers not four in order to
understand the development strategies adopted by both countries in
depth with its implications as well. Singapore and Taiwan also had
some similarities and differences as both countries were colonized by
Japan, Taiwan for more than four decades from 1895-1945but
Singapore just for few years from 1941-1945 and both were almost
at similar economic position astheir counterparts newly born states
like Pakistan, Indonesia, South Korea, Philippines and others. But
both nations had different history as Singapore was a British colony
for a long time more than 100 years from 1819while Taiwan was a
part of Qing dynasty and then Japanese imperialism. Then the
question remains how these both nations with their different historical
background reached at the same economic and social development
level while using different development patterns. One of the reasons
might be the government policies as Wu (2003) argued that
government structural reforms and forcing private industries to be
disciplined were the key measures for rapid economic success of East
Asian nations.
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The paper will therefore use policy initiatives namely industrialization
policy, Inward FDI policy, Human resource development policy,
Institutional development policy, Tax policy, Social development
policy, Social security policy and to construct all these in order to
find their spillover effect on socioeconomic development of Taiwan
and Singapore. As no nation state could possibly survive without the
internationalrecognition, support and mutual cooperation with other
states or the chain of world states. Therefore, this study will use two
intervening variables namely geopoliticalenvironment and international
trade in order to make this study more viable and according to the
real context. This study is an interpretivist comparative in nature and
it will use two countries as case studies Singapore and Taiwan and
their post-world war historical analysis from 1960 till the end of
2015. The study will analyze the pattern of development chosen by
both countries and how government initiatives played their role in
socioeconomic development of both countries.

2. Research Questions
1. To find out the interrelationship between government policies
initiatives of both countriesSingapore and Taiwan and its impact on
economic development while having dynamic international variables?
2. To find out the role of government policies on social development
of both countries while having intervening variables into the whole
picture?
3. To analyze and understand the special context of both countries
that shaped socioeconomic development to take place from 1960-2015?

3. Research Methodology
The research has qualitative in nature and comparative research
design has used with case oriented research methodology because of
only two cases Singapore and Taiwan. The research has employed
Most similar system design(MSSD) as this seems to be the right
methodto compare the differences in policy approaches of both
countries while understanding their peculiar path and reaching ultimately
at the similarlevel of economic and social development. Various terms
are used for studies comprising a small number of cases. For some
authors (e.g., Lijphart 1971, 1975) this is "the comparative method" he
also refers to the "comparative-cases strategy"(Lijphart, 1975). Ragin
(1987: 34-52) places it under the rubric of "case-oriented comparative
methods". Smelser (1976, quoted in Ragin 1987:31) refers to it as the
"method of systematic comparative illustration" ‘illustration’suggesting
that it is an adjunct method, not suited for the serious task of testing
hypotheses (Lor, 2010).

4. Conclusion
The research was conducted in order to understand the different
government policies initiated and implemented by two different

governments of Singapore and Taiwan. The research was qualitative
in nature and used most similar system design (MSSD) in order to
analyze the similarities and differences in policy making of two
states. The research used the theories of Rodan (1943), a big push
theory, in which he asserted that governments play a central role in
pushing their country towards a path of economic development. It is
the government that enforces and reinforces what is important in the
journey and what is not. On other hand, research has also taken into
account the Keynes theory in which he argues that development can
occur from different players and government has its fair share to
contribute in it.
The research analyzed and found at the end that Taiwan economy
is transformed from agrarian economy to manufacturing economy and
then into service economy in 1990s and 2000s. It is moved from
factors driven economy to innovation driven phase. Taiwan economy
has GDP per capita (PPP) is around $45,000. Singapore economy is
also transformed from manufacturing sector into service sector as the
economy matures during its course. Singapore economy has also
followed the same path as other economies but in a very short
period of time. Singapore GDP per capita (PPP) is around $82,000
that is one of the highest GDP per capita in advanced countries.
Well, Singapore is searching new competitive advantages to improve
its economic growth rate that is around 2% in 2015. Taiwan on the
other hand is in difficult economic situation as export of Taiwan is
going down constantly.
On the social front, Taiwan social development is based on its
domestic politics, community development and welfare schemes as
welfare schemes are used to provide electoral benefits and create
social and political stability in the country. Singapore social
development is based on the asset based welfare system of PAP
welfare ideology and different community and welfare programs are
used for social and political stability. The two countries economic
and political scenarios weredifferent, the policy they adopted were
different and similar in some sense. But at the end outcome of those
different government policies is the almost similar kind of economic
and social development with some ifs and buts.
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Identification of the competency gaps of the employees: DMRC
Neeraj Kumari*1

Abstract
The paper aims to study competency mapping in the organization
and how does HR department focuses to provide a definitive road
map to understand, design and implement competency models in the
organization. Descriptive research design has been used in the study.
The sample size of the study is 75 consisting of employees working
at DMRC, barakhamba road. A structured questionnaire was designed
to collect the primary data. SPSS has been used to analyze the
responses of the questionnaires. To conclude, it was found that the
company has cost effective system to recruit and select people which
is working satisfactorily. DMRC frequently employ some form of
competency mapping to understand how to most effectively employ
the competencies of strengths of workers.
Keywords: Design, Generic, Implementation, Knowledge, Planning.

1. Introduction
Competency Mapping is a process of identifying key competencies
for a company or an organization and the jobs and functions within it.

Types of competencies:
1. Generic or specific Competencies: This means competence is
thought of in terms of knowledge, abilities, skills and attitudes
displayed in the context of a carefully chosen set of realistic
occupational tasks that are of an appropriate level of generality.
2. Generic Job Responsibilities:
• Directs day-to-day operations for a limited activity.
• Allocates or uses resources affecting closely related activities.
Gives or obtains information to get the job done and to meet
deadlines.
3. Threshold or performance Competencies: Performance competencies
are the ones which differentiate between the high and the low
performers. The characteristics required by a jobholder to
perform a job effectively are called threshold competencies.
4. Core Competencies: A core competency is defined as an
* Assistant Professor. Faculty of Engineering & Technology. Manav
Rachna International University. India. E-mail: neerajnarwat@gmail.com

internal capability that is critical to the success of Business.
These are organizational competencies that all individuals are
expected to possess. These competencies define what the
organization values the most in people. They are flexible and
evolve over time.
5. Differentiating competencies: Thecharacteristics, which differentiate
superior performers from average performers, come under this
category; such characteristics are not found in average performers.

Process of competency mapping
Step 1: Frame the Competence Map for a job role
• Understanding Job Positions
• Data Collection
• Role definition and job detailed job descriptions with Job Factors
• Competency Map
Step 2: Competency Assessment
• Tool used : Behavioral Interview/ Employee Survey Method
• Behavioral Interview: One to one interaction with employees.
Descriptive and situational based questions.
• Survey Method: Detailed Questionnaire to be filled by employees
with situational examples to support
Step 3: Competency Grading
• Grades are allotted to each employee at different levels, based
on the competency map and the assessment.
• A percentage grid would be designed.
• Training needs would be identified for departments

2. Research Methodology
Research Design: Descriptive research design has been used in the study.
Sample Size: The total sample size taken is 75. In the survey,
non-random sampling has been used.
Research methodology
• An extensive study of the topic through various sources and data
available in books, journals and internet, magazines and
handbook of Delhi Metro.
• A questionnaire was formulated so that to know the views and
responses of the employees and analyze them.
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3. Findings
• The company has an effective and time tested system of
competency mapping which is working satisfactorily.
• The employees are satisfied with the current competency mapping
procedure. The present method of competency mapping is providing
the company with effective and efficient manpower, which is
getting reflected in the performance of the company and its
market image and reputation which has improved significantly
over the years.
• Existing employees are well informed about the competencies
needed to perform excellent work in an organization.
• Growth and expansion of Delhi Metro is the major factor that
affects the competency mapping in organization as they need
more and more people to achieve their mission i.e. to cover
whole of Delhi by metro network by the year 2021.

job performance & annual confidential report because they
provide maximum transparency & accuracy in the results. Hence
it is very necessary to find out the gaps so as to eliminate the
hindrances and employee can work effectively and efficiently.
• Proper training and development: the training and development
not only helps an employee to reach at predetermined
competency level but also helps the organization in optimum
utilization of resources, provides an opportunity for the
development of human resources and development of skills of an
employee i.e. behavioral and technical skills. Hence it is
beneficial for employees as well as organization. Different
training and development programs such as on the job training
lectures, programmed instructions, simulations, and computer
aided instructions, business games, orientation programs &
seminars can be very useful in this regard.

References
4. Conclusions
After analyzing the different parameters of mapping, assessing,
filling the gap of the competency of an employee, it can be
concluded that it is not dependent on an individual’s parameters.
Each employee may have a different competency level. Some may be
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Key indicators of evaluation of intellectual capital of Kazakhstani capital
Dosmanbetova M.S.*, Ruzanov R.M.**, Alibek Khabiyev***1

Abstract
In this letter are basic procedures of evaluation of intellectual
capital that envelops the system of characterized qualitative parameters
indicators presented. These procedures of evaluation of intellectual
capital of Kazakhstani capital have an influence on efficiency of
activity, profitability and market capitalization of company.
Necessary condition of modernization of the Kazakhstani economy
is the growth of effectiveness of innovative operation of company
that mostly depends on the development of intellectual capital.
Evaluation of IK is an important and effective tool of management of
innovative development of company. Therefore the development of
procedures of evaluation of intellectual capital in innovation activity
of Kazakhstani companies has a particular importance.
Keywords: Intellectual Capital (IK), Intellectual Capital of Organization
(IKO), Procedures of Evaluation IK, Procedure of Market
Capitalization

1. Introduction
In modern conditions at the dynamic development of high
technology and stiff competition the particular importance has IK. Itis
the main resource of the organization, ensuring its competitiveness. In
the knowledge-based economy and the realization of the second phase
of the State program of forced industrial-innovative development IR
plays a decisive importance for the state and organizations. Using the
potential of IK is able to provide a breakthrough in the economic
development of both the enterprise level and at the country level.
Today many Kazakhstani organizations understand the importance
of intellectual capital as a source of formation of the company's
value. Druker told, that traditional resources, such as capital, labour,
ground are secondary in relation to the intellectual capital (Drucker,
1993). Therefore the interest to IK is huge among researchers,
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** Institute of economic КН Ministry of Education and Science
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scientists and their results are creation of enormous number of
practical models of evaluation of IK [10].

2. Main Part
At the present stage the IK is the main resource of modern
manufacturing. Market capitalization of the organization determines
namely IK. M. Malone and L. Edvinsson were among the first who
works on the problem of creating methodology for quantifying IK as
an internal resource of the organization. According to scientists
IKOassociated with organizational skills, practical experience,
knowledge and relationships with professional qualifications and
consumers, that provides organizations a competitive advantage in the
market. They believed that the main condition is the analysis of all
the factors in real time. [11]
This model makes it possible to evaluate quite simply and quickly
the IKO. However this procedure is able to characterize a general
evaluation of intellectuality of organization and require various
calculating procedures. Thus, the book value of organization shows
principles of accounting, decisions and events, already taken place in
the company and a market capitalization - reflects the current
activities and strategic position of the company [12].
Such highly developed countries, as USA, Japan, Sweden, Israel et
al. pay significant attention to intellectual capital. In most perspective
foreign companies the intellectual capital has already become a
special subject of organization management. In such companies, as
Coca-Cola, Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard et al. already for many years
is evaluatedtheir intellectual capital in the modern competitive
struggle. Market-value of these companies is very high. Intellectual
value of these organizations increases their cost, making it a
competitive advantage. Что в свою очередь, послужило для компа
ний Казахстана большим примером: kazakhstanian businessmen
have started to pay attention to the formation and development of
intellectual capital.
In one's judgment of scientists as Bleyan, V., Andreasyan, M.,
Vaganyan, O .G. organizations, that hasconsiderable intellectual
capital, have high competitiveness, characterized by the use of new
technologies and management practices, the presence of valuable
brand, - have high Tobin’s coefficient. They are actively
implementing system of balanced scorecard of management [13].
Carry out comparative analysis of the intellectual capital of
organizations in Japan and the US, which in the future is a positive
example for Kazakhstan companies to mobilize their intellectual
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capital.
Carry out a comparative analysis of the intellectual capital of
organizations in Japan and the US, which in the future are positive
examples for Kazakhstan companies to mobilize their intellectual
capital.
For many kazakhstanian companies, bookvalue exceeds the market
value. It indicates that these organizations use their assets unprofitable.
Thus, Figure 2 shows that in the last ten years the average value of
Tobin's coefficient of kazakhstanian companies is less than one. This
shows that kazakhstanian companies invest more money in its
material resources. Peak of reduction of the Tobin’s coefficient is
observed in 2005, in 2008 and 2014, i.e. during the crisis period it
drastically reduced.
During the period from 2005 to 2014 the value of Tobin's
coefficienthas increased by 2%. Nevertheless, the value of Tobin’s
coefficient in 2014 was greater than unity in JSC «KCell» and
amounted to 2.2. This shows that the JSC "KCell" invest more in the
intangible assets. During the analyzed period (2005-2014 gg.), the
market capitalization of kazakhstanian companies increased by
2456564 mln. tenge.
Thus, the low value of Tobin's coefficient for kazakhstanian
companies clearly shows, that: the organization has a weak development
of intellectual capital; the degree of management, organizational
structure of the enterprise, customer relations are not sufficiently
developed and therefore reduce the capital of the company; the company
is considered as weak.
Therefore, it is necessary to monitor the effectiveness activity of
enterprise, not only through financial indicators but also non-financial
indicators. They are taken into consideration in determining the
strategy of long-term trends in the development of the organization.
To evaluate the intellectual capital through nonfinancial indicators
are calculated the intangible assets monitor.
Intangible Assets Monitor (IAM) - a method for measurement of
intangible assets. It presents several measurers of IA. Thus indicators
are selected depending on the organization's strategy. This technique
is used in Western countries, mainly large companies with large
amounts of IA [16].
Dr. Karl Eric Sveybi identifies three main ways of analysis of
intangible assets of the organization: the competence of personnel,
internal and external structure. These areas are very similar to the
aspect of the development and training of balanced system of
indicators, to theaspect of the internal structures and to the consumer
aspect. However, among them there are rather important differences.
Each organization for evaluating IKshould independently develop
for itself a system of indicators of measurement, considering its
characteristics [17].
For comparative evaluation of IKO were selected two mining
enterprises of the Republic of Kazakhstan: JSC «Kazakhcopper» and
JSC «ENRC». The study was conducted during the period 2008-2013.
The evaluation of the intellectual capital of the mining industry by
the method of IAM maybe carried out on quarters, which will
provide an opportunity to consider its dynamics and identify the
negative consequences for the development of intellectual capital.
Results of research are based on data from the annual reports of

the companies and the Kazakhstan Stock Exchange.
After studying the work of AG Glushko, LA Selivanov, A.
Gorodnicheva and many other scientists, we came to the conclusion
that it is necessary select exactly the qualitative indicators characterizing
the intellectual capital.
This technique allows to evaluate all the components of intellectual
capital and to show its condition in time. Furthermore, for more
accurate estimation of intellectual capital, the monitor of intangible
assets has been supplemented by several indicators taken from the
concept of the evaluation of intellectual capital described in the work
of L.A. Selivanov, A.A. Gorodnitschev [18], A.G. Gluschko [19, с.
95-110].
For comparative evaluation of intellectual capital were selected two
mining enterprises of the Republic of Kazakhstan: JSC «Kazakhcopper»
and JSC «ENRC». Study was carried out for the period 2009-2014
years.
Indicators of organizational capital show that both companies are
investing a little on innovation, new software, etc. Thus in 2014 the
share of the costs of intellectual property rights in both companies
were 0.01. This shows that for every 1 million of USD of the asset
companies account for 0.01 million of USD of expenses for
organizational capital. Over the past six years, i.e. from 2009 to 2014
costs for the development of organizational capital in JSC "Kazakhmys"
amounted to 312 mln. USD and in JSC «ENRC» 221 mln. USD.
Indicators of of consumer capital show that over the past six years
(2009-2014) JSC «ENRC»invest more funds for capital consumption.
Thus from 2009 to 2014 costs for the development of consumer
capital in the JSC «ENRC» amounted 5.005 mln. USD, and in JSC
"Kazakhmys" 1.958 mln. USD.
In general it can be noted, the analysis of indicators of monitor of
intangible assets ofenterprises in the mining industry can seriously
help managers organization in perspective: improve the business
reputation and image of the organization; to define or change the
strategy of the organization; to carry out monitoring and diagnosis of
the intellectual capital; to see problem fields of organization.
Calculate the cost of IK based on the information performance. It
was developed by Nobel Laureate Paul Strassman [20].
To analyze the information productivity it is necessary to
determine the part of the net profit of the company, which belongs
to the "quality control".
To determine this value is established the notion of the cost of
information management and income, added by IK. Forecast of the
part of net profit belonging directly to the contribution of the
intellectual resources of the company, makes it possible to calculate
with the method of discounting the value of the IK.
In general it can be concluded that the kazakhstanianindustrial
companies have significant and unique resource as the IK. However,
the results from the use of IK in the last six years are reduced.
Therefore, in the future it is necessary to manage the IK efficiently,
rationally and qualitatively.
It is also necessary to monitor the development of the IKfor
disclosing the most effective measures for their effective use, which
will enable the organization to increase the cost of the IK.
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3. Conclusions
Thus, in the evaluation of the IK it should be remembered that it
is the basis for the future growth of the company. The accuracy of
its determination will reveal the potential and prospects of its
development. Therefore it is equally important both methods of
measuring the IK as a whole, and methods allowing evaluating each
type of IK separately. Complex application of these methods provides
reliable results to assess the level of development of IK, and also
points to its contribution to formation of company's value.
This requires systematic monitoring of the IK with the analysis of
results (quantitative and qualitative)with revealing of dynamics. In
accordance with this it should adopt the necessary mechanisms for
the development of the IK of company.
In the future it is necessary:
1. to provide incentives in the tax and budget plan for those
organizations that invest more resources in the IK
2. to improve the system of credit and finance organizations aimed
at promoting investment in the IK
3. heads of organizations to develop a strategy for the development
of IR and take action the concept of innovation
4. for a more complete understanding of the nature and importance
of innovation and growth it is necessary a common method for
measuring IK
5. it is necessary to encourage those organizations that are increasing
their IK
6. to recommend the development and implementation in the tax
base of Kazakhstan a system of tax credits for R & D. It will
provide an opportunity to increase the company's profitability
7. the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan it is necessary
to take measures aimed at facilitating the reporting of the organization
to invest in the IR
8. to encourage the organizations that implement innovation through
tax levers
9. to recommend at the government level implementation of the
legislative and normative framework for the protection of private
information, develop a system for the development of technological
skills and infrastructure of information and communication
technologies;
10. In enterprises where the main emphasis is on the intellectual
assets, the procedure for determining the cost of IK should be
accompanied by a policy of competitive and efficient law
enforcement system.
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It is necessary to take measures, aimed at improving the quality of
patents, because patents are not always reflect the reality of innovation
[21].
Thus, for now one of the most profitable ways of investing money
is an investment in the development of IKO. This area of management
is new and has not been fully explored. There are problems in the
methods of selection of areas of investment, methods of performance
evaluation of the investment, methods of evaluation of degree of
intellectual capital.
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About finding a single regulator of world currency
Orazaly Sabden*1

Abstract
Provided that as an equivalent will be capacity it will be necessary
for us to calculate security of currencies real actives in which quality
in our case capacity acts is taken. It is supposed that such approach
will give the chance transition from free to trade equal in rights as
in world practice free trade has, first of all, speculative character.
Also we believe that control of money supply (М2) could be carried
out by competent governmental body on the basis of corresponding
articles of Constitutions of the countries. In the event of a crisis, it
needs to createa cross-currency reserve Fund. In conclusion, we note
that in new capacity the UN should control the "value" of all
currencies of the world (filling capacity), and to prevent the formation
of the not asset-backed currencies. In this regard, the United Nations
should establish an expert monetary Commission which would carry
out the examination of correlations of all currencies of the world and
their security capacity. The most important thing in this topic is not
just replacing one currency with another, itis changing principles of
functioning in the financial system. Currency change is needed just to
get out of the "shackles" of the us dollar. Now it is necessary to
develop rules that will run the entire global financial system and
which would not give failure.
Keywords: Money Supply, Currency, Monetary Policy, Financial System,
Kazakhstan.

1. Introduction
Today the world is undergoing great change – the global crisis,
global warming, food shortages, famine, and other similar disasters
which leads toa complex socio-political change. Changing which
swept the world, forcing the influential forces of society and those
who are in power (and those who are endowed with the function of
power management), advance to take measures to prevent the
confidence ofthe people in the future and to seek new ways out of
the crisis (Subetto, 2013).
At the same time, natural disasters, global warming, which leads to
floods, drought, as well as numerous epidemic disease, spreading all
* Professor, the Union of Scientists of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
Republic of Kazakhstan. E-mail: osabden@mail.ru

over the world, also reinforced the concerns of humanity. It is already
known that by mid twenty-first century economy based on the burning
of fossil fuels, will cause a natural and inevitable consequence is
global warming.
Now millions of people in the world live in poverty, suffer hunger
and deprivation. All industrialized countries (the so-called G 20, G
8), despite the production of their strategic directions of development,
which is based on the problem of obtaining excessive profits and
dominance in leading positions of the world social and economic
development, today, do not find concrete ways out of this world
space in protracted crisis situations.In recent years, due to excessive
emission of dollars in the U.S. money supply in the world exceeded
the volume of the goods produced in 10 –12 times. According to
economic laws, such an imbalance will surely lead to a crisis. In
many rich countries even new technological advances in science were
used in order to increase his capital and for the sole purpose of
enrichment. Urgently required a transformation of groups of individuals,
billionaires and politicians (clans) to the community of countries of the
world under the auspices of the United Nations and other international
organizations.
About the global financial crisis much has been written. Without
going into details, we note that among scientists, experts are of the
opinion that a single need to find the controller of the world currency,
so that in the future could be to plan the relationship between global
production, consumption and money coverage, products and services. It
was possible to observe the basic mechanisms of production and
regulation of capital, which will result in the introduction of the new
financial architecture.
Since the Bretton woods conference of 1944, world real gross
domestic product has quadrupled, and in monetary terms –up to 40
times. "The manifestation of the crisis of the global financial system
is characterized by the yawning gap between the volume of
speculative capital in 400 trillion. US $ (of which 140 trillion. US $
are to the United States) and the size of world gross product is only
40 trillion. US $" (resolution of the Italian Parliament No. 192 from
Nurmatov 25.09.2002).
The gap in 400-500 trillion. US $ not backed by actual power,
and yet it is the power (as was first shown by S. A. Podolynsky in
1880 and developed in the works of the international scientific school
of sustainable development – Dubna city) and is a universal measure
of value and money – a paper document confirming the existence of
real power.
If the paper money certificate is not supplied with power, it is a
speculative "bubble", which is reaching a critical mass, collapses
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during the global financial crisis. This gap characterizes the scale of
the disaster that threatens the life of the entire world community. The
lack of compulsory international community (and not just generally
accepted) measures (meters) is the "black hole" of the global financial
crisis.
Earlier leaders of Shanghai Cooperation Organization supported
proposal by President of Republic of Kazakhstan – Nursultan Nazarbayev
about implementation of new calculation unit (Nazarbaev, 2009). The
idea has been based on that last crisis became shock for the whole
world and has found out a severe need of construction of stable
world currency system. Our vision of reforming of currency system
consists in a regeneration of world currency system by means of the
collective currency, capable to be an effective remedy of the
international cooperation. However, we understand that the idea can
be realized only stage by stage. To begin with, it is necessary find
that can to be defined as the maintenance of such unit of account.
The unit of account should become monetary measurement enclosed
in these or those goods, service etc. industrial elements.

2. Methodology
According to researches of such scientists as Akaev A.A., Sadovnichy
ВА, Korotaev A.V., the basic industrial resource is energy.
Consequently the structure and power consumption level first of all
characterize a condition of world and national economies, and also
level and quality of life of people. Besides, the power consumption is
very closely connected with economic growth. Proceeding from it, we
offer the approach based on the law of preservation capacity or the
law of development of live (open) systems by P.G.Kuznetsov.
It is possible to express country’s consumption of the electric
power, fuel and food in power units –giga Watts. The more
capacities at the country, the better life of its citizens. Considering
that everything that the country has, isconnected with capacity, it is
possible to enter such indicator, as the capacity per one inhabitant of
the country. This parameter, as it will be shown, is equivalent to
gross national product share (a total internal product) per inhabitant
of the country.
Us attempts to justify the approachwhich defines a single universal
measurement currency for the whole world in the form of "power",
i.e. the ratio of kilowatts to the currency –kW/currency. This allows
to get rid of speculative capital, without provision of real power
(Sabden & Armensky, 2011).
Modern calculation of gross national product in dollars is incorrect
from the point of view of factors of recalculation of various
currencies. The power unit (for example, watt) worldwide can "cost"
different size in various currencies of the world, but watt it both in
Africa, and in America, and in Europe and Asia remains in watt and
consequently can and should be used for an establishment of an
exchange rate of currencies.
We have tried to make calculation of economic possibilities of
some countries, and then usage of capacity for national currencies of
these countries in watts. Economic possibilities represent the sum of
products of capacity on the generalized efficiency. It is gross national

product of the countries expressed in giga Watts. Similar calculations
can be spent on any country of the world.
The uniform measure will allow not only to debug monetary
system, but also to pass to the trade equal in rights which are
carried out on the basis of the state arch of average export cost of
the goods. The country trade turnover is defined by sales volume of
the goods and services in the internal and external markets.
Unfortunately, in the world market the value (consumer’s cost) of the
goods for now actually isn't considered. Modern "world market" is
possible to associate with casino in which the countries-dealers appear
as players. In translation from Italian the word casino means chaos. It
is no wonder that the fate of the countries-players appreciably
depends on chaotically changing "world prices". If countries will not
cease to stupidly follow "world prices" and would not go to the
sensible regulation of the cost of exported products, the failure of
their economies will be inevitable. It is the liberal market showed its
inconsistency and susceptibility with regards to crises of cyclic
character. Eventually the world Bank and IMF impose on countries
its rules of economic governance. This especially international
organizations that could take responsibility for reforming the world
financial system, give in and show indifference, also simply don't
want to lose their authority to "manage" the world economy,
protecting the interests of one and infringing upon interests of other
countries. Now we need to understand clearly this issue.

3. Conclusions
Certainly, process of reforming of a world financial system is
combined enough and many-sided. It is clear, what not all countries
will want change of the developed position, including the USA, the
countries of the West and other. Clearly as well that the given process
demands thorough training, attentive calculations and stage-by-stage
realization. Not a secret that the developed world economy will express
desire to make the decision at all in favor of developing «raw
appendages». Therefore now it is necessary for us to be engaged in
this problem closely. It is clear that the first тапыshould be
connected with creation of the currency union in our region. In its
basis such already existing economic associations, as the Uniform
economic union of Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan and the Shanghai
organization of cooperation can lay down.
Key rules of existence of the currency union should consist in its
attachment not to one certain good. It is necessary, that this currency
contained inherently force, power. Besides, as such currency the
currency of any country shouldn't be accepted to depart from
temptation of occurrence of the predominating state dominating in
world economy at which desire there can be crises or wars.
The new currency can't be adhered to a basket of leading world
currencies as issue of any currency will by all means leadto issue of
other currencies that in general and proves to be true now when
additional issue of US dollar conducts to issue of currencies of other
countries, including the European Union, Japan etc.
At trading operations between the countries the factor of
recalculation of currencies should be connected with watt. It
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somewhat return to when currencies have real filling by gold, now
this filling by capacity on the basis of the law of preservation of
Capacity. Is qualitative-quantitative definiteness of monetaryunit is
provided with an establishment of the fixed size of maintenance
(interest-free exchequer) currencies (10 rubles/tenge = 1 Wt or 1
ruble/tenge = 100 MWt). This simple measure will relieve the
countries of inflation and will allow to order its price politics.
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Economic Crisis and Managers’ Behavior: Planned Behavioral Theory Approach
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to put forward the behavioral trends
of the trading firms in the face of economic crisis. A questionnaire
study is conducted to 167 firms and their behavioral aspects in crisis
period is modeled using planned behavioral theory. The empirical
analysis is conducted using Structural Equation Models (SEM). The
findings show that the subjective norms and perceptions effect
self-confidence and decisions. The results may help in taking
necessary measures for operational continuity of the firms in a more
rational environment.
Keywords: Planned Behavioral Theory, Structural Equation Models,
Economic Crisis, Foreign Trading Firms

1. Introduction
Globalization has caused the economic structure of the countries
sensitive to global developments. The factors like inflation, interest
rates, international capital mobility and need of international currencies
are closely related with each other. Unexpected movements in these
factors can ignite global crisis. The crisis, in turn, can effect
profitability and competitiveness of the firms. To manage the
internationalization process effectively, the firms need to correctly
predict the market expectations and effectively combat the uncertainty
and tough market conditions (Cavusgil & Naor, 1987; Oviatt &
McDougall, 2005). This can only be done by making right decision
at right time. Therefore,it is vital to know the decision making
process of the firms for risk management. Cognitive process is a
concept describing the process of getting information, processing and
making it useful with the help of individual perception, behavior and
motivation. This process effects decision making (Hayes & Allinson,
1994; Haas et al., 2005) and triggers the actions directing firm’s
behavior (Barney, 1999 Beamish et.al, 1993; Dhanaraj & Beamish,
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2003). Therefore, many researchers emphasize the combined analysis
of the firms’ and individuals’qualitative characteristics like perceptions,
behavior (Ajzen, 1991, Krueger & Carsrud, 1993) and thought processes
(Simon et.al, 2000; Sadler-Smith, 2004; Groves et al., 2011). Pre-determining
the cognitive processes make forecasting firms’ behavior and risk
management easier.
This study focus on the agri-products trading firms. It analyzes the
firms’decision making process in the light of cognitive process. The
characteristics contributing positively to growth are information (Oviatt
& McDougall, 2005) proactive personal characteristics (Lumpkin &
Dess, 2001), risk taking trends (Zahra & Garvis, 2000) and
organizational motivation (Zahra et.al, 2005). In this regard, Kiss et al.
(2013) study the degree of the firms’ internationalization in the light
of risk prejudice and motivation. They show that the perceptional risks
and the resulting prejudices decrease with the increase in firms’
growth rate. Acedo & Florin(2006) model the internationalization
process of the firms. They test the model using SEM and find that
the level of IT know-how and risk perception of the CEOs play a
vital role for international expansion strategies. Acedo & Jones (2007)
model the effectsof risk perception, innovation and tolerance to
uncertainty using SEM and find the significant effects of risk
perception and innovation. Wally & Baum (1994) also find positive
effect of cognitive thought process on the decisions in risky
environment. The basic purpose of our study is to put forward the
behavioral trends of the firms in risky environment. However, in
contrast with the previous studies, Planned Behavioral Theory (PBT),
a socio-psychological theory put forward by (Ajzen & Fishbein,
2005), is used to analyze the firms’ behavioral trends in crisis period.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section
gives data and methodology.Later section provides findings and
discussion. Lastly, conclusion of the study is given.

2. Data and Methodology
Primary data is obtained with the help of specially designed
questionnaires from the agri-products export firms that are members
of export union of Turkey. The sample size is calculated using the
following equation developed by Newbold (1995).

   
 
      

(1)

Here, n represents the sample size, N shows the population size (4
896), and p is the prediction rate (0.5 for the maximum sample size)
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and the probability level confidence interval (95% confidence interval,
 : 0.038265 for %7.5 margin of error from the equation of 1.96  :
0.075). The sample size (167 firms) is divided per the respective
populations of different regions.
A simulated risky environment is presented to the firms’ managers
and their responses are recorded with the help of a questionnaire and
are considered as their decision intentions. The model used is based
on PBT. The structural form of the model is shown in Figure 1.
There are four hidden variable in the figure.  is dependent hidden

Therefore, the environmental factors are important for the firms
involved in trading business in Turkey. The results stresses the policy
makers to develop strategies aiming to increase market confidence
during crisis period, increase firms confidence on government financial
position and increase market competition; thiswill help in developing
positive market perception and restricting contraction in the economy.
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Applications of Fuzzy Multi-Criteria Decision Making to Supplier Selection: A
Literature Review
Adawiyah Otheman, Lazim Abdullah*, and Ahmad Termimi Ab Ghani**1

Abstract
Supplier selection is one of the most important decisions since
inappropriate decision may affect the whole supply chain management.
Various multi-criteria decision making (MCDM)approaches have been
proposed to solve this problem. Some journal articles reviewed the
literature regarding to supplier evaluation and selection models.
However, most of them were very general and fail to focus on a
specific knowledge domain. This paper aims to review specifically on
the applications of fuzzy MCDM tosupplier selection problem. We
extend the previous reviews by gathering related articles appearing in
international journals and conference proceedings. The review was
made from 2000-2013 and split into two categories; value and utility
theory approaches and multiple objective programming approaches.
From the observation, we noticed that 58% were used value and utility
theory approaches against 42% ofmultiple objective programming. About
45% of approaches in value and utility theory approaches were based
on AHP. This paper offers useful information for other researchers
since it provides the latest evidence of fuzzy MCDM approaches in
supplier selection. The ability to continually innovate a new decision
making method is a driving force for the applications of various
utility and programming based MCDM approaches and this will allow
many new future applications specifically to supplier selections.
Keywords: Supplier Selection, Multi-Criteria Decision Making, Fuzzy
Set Theory, Value and Utility, Multiple Objectives Programming,

1. Introduction
Selection of supplier is one of the most important decisions in
supply chain management networks. Supplier selection is the process
by which the buyer identifies, evaluates, and contracts with suppliers.
The selection process involves the determination of quantitative and
qualitative factors. It aims to select the best possible suppliers, which
ensure business competitiveness, sustainability and success. Proper
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supplier selection may reduce purchase risk, maximize the overall
profit, increase customer satisfaction, and build closeness relationships
between buyers and suppliers (Pitchipoo et al., 2012.; Monczka et
al.,1998). The inappropriate selection of suppliers may affect the
whole network of supply chain management. Liao & Kao (2011)
postulated that inappropriate decision will affect the entire supply
chain since the position of supplier selection and its related tasks are
at the front end in the supply chain networks. Therefore, choosing
the right suppliers becomes a key strategic step in businesses since
the impacts are directly going to manufactures. The challenges in
selecting the right suppliers make supplier selection a fertile topic for
operations and decision science disciplines.
Despite the success of MCDM in various knowledge domains, it
still imperfectly matched with imprecise, vague and incomplete
information. The flexibility, dynamic and receptivenature of MCDM
opens a new multitude in leveraging the decision theory. When
Bellman & Zadeh (1965) and a few years later Zimmermann (1991)
introduced fuzzy sets into the playing field, it paves the way for a
new fuzzy MCDM of decision methods to dealwith problems which
had been inaccessible to and unsolvable with standard MCDM
technique. In fuzzy MCDM, ratings and the weights of criteria
evaluated on imprecision, subjective and vagueness are usually
expressed by linguistic terms and then set into fuzzy numbers. The
fuzzy set theory-based MCDM researches were basically developed
along the same line as standard MCDM. The first category of fuzzy
MCDM contains a number of ways to find a ranking. This includes
degree of optimality, Hamming distance, comparison functions, fuzzy
mean and spread, proportion to the ideal, left and right scores,
centroid index, area measurement, and linguistic ranking methods. The
second category is built around methods which utilize various ways
to assess the relative importance of multiple attributes and
alternatives. Under this category, most the methods were concentrated
on weight determination. It comprises fuzzy simple additive weighting
methods, fuzzy analytic hierarchy process, fuzzy conjunctive /
disjunctive methods, fuzzy outranking methods and max-min methods.
The third category and with the most frequent contributions is fuzzy
mathematical programming. These fuzzy MCDM approaches have
been used in many applications and not excluded in supplier selection
problems.
The present paper focuses on the applications of fuzzy MCDM in
supplier selection which was not fully addressed in the previous
reviews. In this paper, we present a review of fuzzy MCDM approaches
for supplier selection from 2000 to 2013. The classifications proposed
by Carlsson & Fuller (1996) are used as a general guideline in
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classifying the approaches. However, because of the new development
in fuzzy set theory, especially with the emergence of intuitionistic
fuzzy sets, interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy sets and type-2 fuzzy
sets, the four categories of Carlson &Fuller (1996) may not be
suitable anymore. Therefore, it is proposedthat this review is made
into the two categories. The two compressed categories are value and
utility theory approaches and multi-programming approaches. The rest
of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 and 3 describe the
applications of value and utility theory approaches and multiple
objective programming approaches in supplier selection problems
respectively. Section 4 observes the most prevalently used approaches.
Conclusions are made in Section 5.

2. Multiple Objectives Programming Approaches
Multiple objectives programming is the utility theory by tradeoffs
among objectives with reference point techniques, ideal points and
others. Besides, the models have a number of features such as
stochastic and integer variables (Carlsson & Fuller, 1996). Some
researches on these approaches are discussed as follows:
Palanisamy et al. (2013) presented the hybrid approach ofmultiple
MCDM techniques with strategic perspective to assist the vendor
ranking process. Fuzzy QFD, mathematical modelling and ANP
(analytical network process) were integrated in the model for vendor
ranking. Multiple phases in vendor ranking such as pre-qualification
and final selection were dealt with using the integrated approach. The
efficacy of the proposed approach was evident from the case study of
an automotive components manufacturer involving 20 vendors
comprising pre-qualification by fuzzy QFD and final selection by
ANP. The mathematical model is solved by the method of integer
programming, using TORA. ANP with BOCR (benefits, opportunities,
costs, and risks) is proposed for evaluating and selecting appropriate
supplier. ANP model is solved using Super Decision package.
Wan & Li (2013) extended the Linear Programming Technique for
Multi-dimensional Analysis of Preference (LINMAP) for solving
heterogeneous MADM problems. This technique involved with IFSs,
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, intervals and real numbers. Besides, the
decision makers’ preference is given through pair-wise comparisons of
alternatives with hesitation degrees which are represented as
intuitionistic fuzzy sets.
Jadidi et al. (2013) introduced supplier selection as a multi-objective
optimization problem (MOOP). Three objectives have been considered
in this paper. Minimization of price, rejects and lead-time was set as
the objectives. By considering two different cases, first is the crisp
MOOP in which the goals of objectives are predetermined; and the
second is the fuzzy MOOP in which the weights of objectives are
predetermined. This paper aimed to achieve some levels of consistency
among different objectives. That’s why a normalized goal programming
approach was developed and tested for both cases. Then, a comparative
analysis was presented to compare the effectiveness of the proposed
method that included weighted goal programming, compromise
programming, TOPSIS, weighted objectives, min–max goal programming
and weighted max–min models. The result showed that the proposed

model is able to achieve the desirable consistency among all
objectives.
Razmi et al.(2009) developed a framework based upon analytic
network process (ANP) that can suitably model the quantitative and
qualitative criteria that are involved in supplier selection. To handle
with the vagueness and indeterminacy of data, fuzzy sets theory has
been used. Moreover, a non-linear programming model was augmented
to the proposed model to obtain the relative weights from fuzzy
comparison matrices.
Wang &Yang (2009) used AHP and fuzzy compromise programming
when considered quantity discounts in supplier selection. With the
combination of these two methods, they generated a compromise
solution that satisfied most configurations of decision makers’
preferences efficiently so that the purchasing quantities within a supplier
base under the conditions of quantity discounts can be allocated.
FPP based AHP was introduced by Chamodrakas et al. (2009) in
selecting supplier of electronic marketplaces. Two stages of this
method were introduced; firstly, the selection of criteria by screening
the suppliers through enforcement of hard constraint and secondly, the
FPP was modified to apply in supplier evaluation. The modified FPP
can reduce computational complexity in terms of the number of linear
programs to be solved.
In the paper of Jung (2010), a fuzzy AHP–goal programming (GP)
approach was introduced to solve this integrated production-planning
problem by considering manufacturing partners. Firstly, to determine
relative weights of manufacturing partners he utilized the fuzzy AHP.
Then, GP was used to formulate the integrated production-planning
problem and production quota. The objectives of this paper were to
minimize the production-planning problem and the production quota.
In order to validate the proposed approach, he illustrated it by using
the thin-ﬁm transistor liquid crystal display (TFT-LCD) manufacturing
case.

3. Conclusions
With the importance of decision making in supply chain
management, this paper has utterly dedicated to review the various
fuzzy multi-criteria decision making approaches for supplier selection
from year 2000 to the year 2013. It was found that twenty nine
papers described the
application of utility and value approaches to solve the supplier
selection problems. It was also observed that twenty one papers
described the applications of multiple objective programming approaches
in solving supplier selection problems. These observations indicate that
utilityand value approaches are more popular than multiple objective
programming approaches for the studied period. The most prevalent
utility and value approach is the AHP based approaches. We found
that about forty five percent of utility and value approaches are the
approaches that integrate AHP with other value and utility theory
approaches such TOPSIS and VIKOR.
This finding suggests that in general, the applications of decision
making approaches based on AHP are widely accepted by researchers.
With this review, it is hoped that more developments could be seen
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in the future, especially in exploring new utility and value approaches
that can support the decision in supplier selection problems. However,
this review has some limitations. The review presented in this paper
is unlikely to capture all possible fuzzy MCDM approachesdue to
huge information need to be mined from various sources. Also the
identification of the categories is based solely on the authors’
knowledge, experiences and interpretations of classifications made by
Carlsson & Fuller (1996). Perhaps, future research may be undertaken
to extend this review and also to delve into more details of fuzzy
MCDM that specifically tailored for supplier selection problems.
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A Review of Risk Volatility Measurement on Conventional Stock Market and
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the volatility of both
Islamic and conventional stock market in Indonesia with the aim of
identifying the most appropriate model for risk management
practice.The study considers GARCH as a genre of model to measure
the volatility of stock market movement. The results support the view
that each model shows specific volatility from both Islamic and
conventional stock market in Indonesia. In Islamic stock market,
volatility is affected by exchange rate and money supply (M1) but
not interest rate as interest is prohibited in Islam. However, interest
rateis found as principal factor that affect volatility of conventional
stock market. The outcomes of this paper are of particular
significance to policy makers, as it provides guidelines to maintain
economic health. Further, the findings may assist practitioners to
understand the consequences of macroeconomic factors such as
exchange rate, money supply and interest rate, which arevery crucial
for the market stability of Indonesian stock market. The paper
enhances the understanding of stock market volatility and propose
guidelines risk management practices.
Keywords: Volatility, Money Supply, Exchange Rate and Interest Rate.

1. Introduction
Risk plays a significant role in almost every single business. Risk
is viewed as a necessary evil that should be minimized or mitigated
in best possible way. Particularly, in the globalized world, it
becameincreasingly important to identify, manage, and explore risk
across organizations to attainbusiness success and longevity. The
frequent financial crisis where the poor quality of underlying assets
significantly impacted the value of investments show that demand for
transparency around risk yet to reach the satisfactory level. Therefore,
the necessity of having appropriate regulatory requirements in business
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sciences. International Islamic university, Malaysia
** Senior Lecturer. Department of Finance and Banking. Faculty of
Business and Accountancy. University of Malaya, Malaysia E-mail:
mahfuzur@um.edu.my

to expend significant resources to address risk is heavily researched
in finance. Unpredictable nature of risk further complicating overall
business performance. Mainly because, all risks are not quantifiable
and many of them are hard to measure. However, whether a business
will survive and succeed is significantly determined by its capacity to
handle the risk. In general, organizations cannot avoid risk but can
minimize its impact through adopting suitable risk management
strategies.
This paper focus on the risk management aspect of stock market
investments particularly in Indonesia. It is interesting to research on
Indonesian stock market since its economy is unique in term of
various economic policies such as the liberal market, no government
intervention and others. In addition, Indonesia stock market is
growing rapidly without being fully developed and chances of getting
crashed is high compare to developed stock market. Therefore, this
study would like to investigate how the Indonesian stock market
works. This study will also measure stock market volatility and try to
come out with the effective risk management strategies to minimize
the risk in stock market investment. The differences of risk
management issues from Islamic and conventional perspectives are
deeply investigated in prior studies. Therefore, this study will further
explore the differences between Islamic and conventional risk
management in order to have a clear understanding and appropriate
applications. In Islam, risk management is highly encouraged to
protect wealth. There are several difference approaches in managing
risk from Islamic and conventional perspective. Islamic approach has
five-step process in managing risk whichare risk identification,
qualitative risk analysis, followed by quantitative risk analysis, risk
response planning, and risk monitoring and control. On the other
hand, conventional has only three approaches in managing risk which
are identifying the risk, risk assessed, and risk controlled. The
evidences shows that Islamic risk management process has more steps
of managing the risk compare to conventional risk management
process. Islam not only recognizes the existence of risk, but also
encourages taking necessary actions to minimize losses from risks.
For example, in the Quran in chapter 12, verses 47-49 in the Quran,
Prophet Yusuf a.s answered: "You shall sow for seven consecutive
years as usual. Store all that you reap, left in the ear, apart from
the little you eat. After that will come seven years of hardship which
will consume all but a little of what you stored up for them. After
that will come a year in which the people will have abundant water
and will press (products from grapes, olives etc.)".
Razif et al. (2012) have discussed in their paper how Prophet
Yusuf suggested to the Egyptians to cultivate their plantation for the
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fertile seven years and to stoke a majority part of their produces for
the draught season. Egyptians used to survive during dry season and
manages to avoid the risk of having shortage of food by storing
during the first seven prosperous years. This is a good example of
strategy to be followed to prevent and reduce expected risks, as not
well-managed risks bring harm to people. The above verse indirectly
linked to the idea of the future being uncertain even though most of
the above verses are directed related to the benefits of saving for the
future. Risk is highly correlated with uncertain future. Thus it is
better to undertake proactive actions for the uncertain investments.
The importance of managing risk also been discussed in many Hadith
as documented by Razif at al. (2012). For instance, The Prophet
Muhammad told Bedouin Arab to tie his camel first and then have
tawakkal (trust and dependence) to Allah. The Hadith indicates that
effort should precede first then trust and dependence to Allah. The
actual concept of tawakkal is not to leave things entirely to Allah
without making any effort rather Islamic philosophy teaches people to
always be ready in facing any unexpectedness. Usually, people face
worse risks where there is lack of preparation. Thus, it is very
important to manage risk wisely to reduce it effect.
Capital market plays significant role in any economic system.
Oneof the products in the capital market is stock. Islam also
encourages investment such as in capital market. Stock market
investment is a risky investment as there is no promise of return
when the stock reached maturity period. Stock price is very volatile
which makes it risky investment. Profit opportunity in volatile market
is comparatively more than other types of investment. Usually
investor loves upside volatility but dislike downside volatility which
is not in line with risk return principle. The risk can goes up or
down depends on the market situation. A firm’s stock return volatility
can contributes positively or negatively to shareholder wealth and
economic growth. Gatfaoui, H. (2013) documented that high levels of
volatility illustrate important price movement whereas little volatility
levels illustrate stable market behaviours. This paper will focus on the
management of volatility risk in stock investment particularly in
Indonesian stock market where its effective risk management deserves
priority attention. There are many issues that need to be better
understood to be successfully addressed investor protection, new
patents, and stock market development.
When discussing the issue of stock volatility, the question arises
on the parties that have to react on this to be in safe side are stake
holders of the investors. It is believed that people who must be
aware with the volatility in stock investment are the investors,
financial analyst, portfolio managers and others who are directly and
indirectly involved with its stake. It is very important for investors
and portfolio managers to be alert about the volatility of the market
that they entered and must have sufficient knowledge to manage risk
despite of having market volatility. Usually, equity and gold have a
potential to manage well over a longer period but for the investor in
order to benefit from such a long term investment in these assets
have to be managed with the risk involving volatility of medium-term
and short-term, which has to be done via systematic investment thus,
a discipline investor could benefit in long term. As a case in
Indonesia, Rhee, S. G., & Wang, J. (2009) reported that from

January 2002 to August 2007, liquidity on the Jakarta Stock
Exchange improved substantially with the average bid-ask spread
more than halved and the average depth more than doubled.
Moreover, research done by Yang, L., & Hamori, S. (2014) showed
that the average return for the stock market range from January 1990
until December 2012 resulted that Indonesian stock market has been
observed as the highest return and volatility compared to Thailand
and Singapore. Many researchers have come out with various models
for predicting the volatility risk in stock market investment. They also
suggested solutions for managing the volatility risk but there are
issues whether in reality, the investors are using these models in their
practice. However, these models could be useful for portfolio
managers because they have proper strategies for their portfolio
investments. But there is also issue whether these models are really
beneficial for their strategy. The problems also incur for investor
especially Muslims that concern whether the risk management that
they are taking is according to Shariah principles or conventional
principles.
Therefore the objectives of the study are as follows; first, to
investigate the volatility of stock market in Indonesia both Islamic
and conventional stock market. Second, to analyze the pattern of
volatility in stock market in Jakarta Islamic Index compared to
Jakarta Composite Index. Third, to see whether the best practice for
investor to put their money in stock market or hold it during the
huge volatile wave in stock market. Fourth, to give best option of
risk management to avoid lost upon the volatility risk in stock
market. Finally, to see the impact of macroeconomic variable in
affecting the volatility of both stock markets.

2. Methodology
The data used in this research is secondary data which is retrieved
from the relevant websites; form website of Jakarta Islamic Index,
Bank Central of Indonesia, Badan Statistic Nasional Indonesia, World
Bank Data and Bloomberg Database. Furthermore, the study will use
the monthly basis data series from 2008 to 2013. As has been
mentioned before, 2008 – 2009 was considered as Asian financial
crisis period where it will illustrate how the stock moved in volatility
during that time of economic turmoil. Next, from 2010 to 2013 was
assumed as the post crisis period, to see the pattern of stock market
volatility after the crisis in both Jakarta Islamic Index (JII) and
Jakarta Composite Index (JCI). In addition, the study will employ the
econometric tool which named E-Views 07 to run the data. Figure 1
shows the proposed research model for this study.
The volatility of variables is commonly observed in financial time
series (Mandelbrot, 1963). Black, 1976 stated that other phenomenon
occurred is called by ‘leverage effect’where the stock price changes
with the perfectly negative correlation to the change of volatility.
Based on that, the investigation on this financial time-series have
come to the various range of changeable variance models to estimate
and forecast volatility. In 1982, Eagle has introduced the first model
of time series conditional variance based on an Autoregressive
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Conditional Heteroscedasticity model (ARCH) which is designed to
measure the volatility. Robert F. Engle, an economist that developed
the econometric term who has been rewarded as the Nobel Memorial
Prize for economics in 2003. This model was an approach to
estimate the volatility in financial market. In the contemporary era,
there are several forms of ARCH model was modelled. This ARCH
processes using lagged disturbances. Next, the second step of ARCH
model was developed by Bollerslev (1986) which called by
Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (GARCH).
This GARCH model was preferred approach often used in the real
measurement due to its benefit with providing a more-real context
than other model to predict the price, rates, and other variable in
volatility of financial market. There are more 100 academic articles
and papers that published to test this model and also developed in
propose of paper with main idea are measuring the volatility of
financial market. Bollerslev, Chou, &Kroner (1992) did various testing
models of changing volatility that have proved to be various forms of
GARCH models. In GARCH model, the volatility measurement was
conducted to be dependent upon in the past movement and the past
innovations. In this study, GARCH model is adopted since it allows
for heteroscedasticity in the residual series. Based on that, the models
can be used to analyze and predict the volatility movementto persist
long period (Ibrahim, 2002).In empirical result, the GARCH (p,q)
adopts low orders for the length p and q, such as GARCH (1,1) and
GARCH (1,2). The small amount of measurements is enough to
model the variance dynamic for long time period of sample.
Therefore, this paper adopts GARCH model with purpose to educated
guess the relationship between the microeconomic variable policy and
the stock market in both Islamic and conventional.

3. Conclusion
In the earlier explanation, this study efforts to generate an
investigation on the volatility of stock market both in conventional
and Islamic in Indonesia throughout period of study from 2008 to
2013 with some selected monetary policy variables named by real
money supply (M1), broad money supply (M2), customer price index
(CPI), industrial production index (IPI), exchange rate (USDIDR) and
interest rate (JIBOR). The model used is GARCH (1.1) model to
estimates the volatility of conventional and Islamic stock market with
the variables chosen. The interesting finding is in the scope of
Islamic stock market volatility which had effected by the exchange
rate and money supply (M1), whereas interest rate did not affect the
volatility of Islamic stock market as in shari’ah view interest is
totally prohibited. In contrast, interest rate dominated the volatility of
conventional market. In same line, the exchange rate impacted as well
as conventional market. Each of macroeconomic variables has
different effect to Islamic stock market volatility especially exchange
rate which represents the stability of economy of country. In a brief,
Islamic stock market less sensitive to those variables in volatile
compared to the conventional one.
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Correlates of Consumer Online Buying Behavior
Ahmed Audu Maiyaki*, Sany Sanuri Mohd Mokhtar**

Abstract
The increasing usage of internet provides a developing prospect
for online retailers. The purpose of this research is to ascertain the
factors that influence consumer online buying behavior (online shopping
intention). To this end, a survey was conducted by administering
questionnaires on respondents. In total, 200 respondents from University
Utara Malaysia (UUM) were chosen based on convenient sampling
method. Descriptive statistics, reliability analysis, and multiple-regression
were employed to analyze the data collected. The results show that
price and product variety have significant effect on consumers’online
shopping behavior. Subsequently, it was recommended that retailers
should adopt appropriate pricingand product assortment strategies
which are found to be the most important factors influencing online
buying behavior of consumers.
Keywords: Consumer Behavior, Online Shopping, Price, Product Variety,
Shopping Intention.

1. Introduction
The invention of the internet has significantly modified to a great
extent the way consumers shop. A large number of consumers change
from traditional shopping to the online shopping which is brought
about by the technological advancement. Hence, consumers are now
more likely to engage in online shopping because they become active
virtually and this enables them to shop at any time for any product
from anywhere around the globe. Consequently, there is an increasing
usage of internet and easier paying methods. In Malaysia, internet
service providers like P1 Wimax, Digi, Maxis among others and the
various mobile devices available have contributed to the expansion of
online shopping. With mobile devices like smart phones and tablets,
people can make online purchases anytime and from anywhere
globally. Over 254,000 of Malaysian online shoppers use their mobile
devices for shopping. Hence the Malaysian e-commerce industry is
growing and has a great potential for future growth. Malaysians spent
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RM 1.8 billion through online shopping in the year 2010 and the
market size was forecasted to continue growing significantly (The Star
online, 2012). According to the same source, the three top categories
of products or service that mostly attract the patronage of Malaysians
are travel (RM 435 million), bill payments (RM 329 million), and
entertainment & lifestyle (RM 255 million). However, this volume of
online shopping turnover in Malaysia was found to be less than the
amount obtainable in other countries of Asia Pacific, such as
Singapore, with RM21.19 billion in year 2010 (The Star online, 2012).
This means that Malaysians are less active with regards to online
shopping compared to other countries in the region. This is
presumably because Malaysians are concerned about the security of
the online shopping. For example 69% of users consider online credit
card fraud a major concern and 85% of users are concerned about
being a victim of identity theft (Ipsos-Insight, 2004). Besides, some
of the consumers are also worry about receiving wrong product
during delivery. This often occurs when the orders are filled manually
and mistake was made in the online retailer's warehouse. This will
most likely result to the loss of customer by the companies.
Consumer buying behavior is the process by which individuals
search for, select, purchase, use, and dispose of goods and services,
in order to satisfy their needsand desire (Belch & Belch, 1998).
Favorable consumer buying behavior leads to bonding between the
buyer and seller (Maiyaki & Mokhtar, 2011b). The consumer buying
processis a complex matter as many internal and external factors
could have an impact on the buying decisions of the consumer. It is
presumed that for businesses to enhance online purchase by
customers, they have to identify the key drivers of online purchase.
Therefore, in this study, we intend to investigate the key factors that
influence consumer online shopping and their buying behavior. It is
presumed that six factors among others have influences on consumer
online buying behavior. The factors include convenience, price,
security, product variety, reliability and web design.
Based on the above, the focus of this paper is to investigate the
extent to which some selected factors affect consumer online buying
behavior. Findings of this research are expected to be useful in
broadening the understanding regarding consumer buying behavior.
Additionally, by understanding the reasons why consumers buy or not
buy online, online stores would be able to incorporate suitable
marketing strategies, moderate consumers’ concerns and convince
customers to transfer from offline to online shopping.
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2. Methodology
Given that this research is involved in assessing the perception of
respondents with regards to certain variables, survey and hypothesis
designs are adopted. Relevant information was collected from 200
respondents in Universiti Utara Malaysia (UUM). The students consist
of both post-graduate and undergraduate which were sampled from all
the three colleges in the University. A structured closed-ended
questionnaire was used as the instrument for data collection. The
questionnaire was adapted from relevant past studies. (Park & Kim,
2003; Shergill & Chen, 2005; Saprikis et. al, 2010)Additionally, all
the 7 variables involved in the research were measured using a
five-point Likert scale that ranges from "strongly disagree" (1) to
"strongly agree"(5). As for the analysis, Statistical Package for Social
Science (SPSS) was employed to run for the descriptive and
inferential statistics.

3. Managerial Implications
The results of this study provide several important implications for
online-pricing practice. The results indicated that online retailer should
adopt appropriate pricing strategy for online products as this has a
significant positive impact on online shopping behavior. Therefore,
online retailers should measure the customers’perceptions with respect
to price dimensions in their pricing strategies. For instance, the
retailers can offer a lower price to customer via online store to
maintain customer loyalty. Furthermore, the price level that is
perceived as lower compared to the other online store will also lead
to a competitive advantage. Similarly, online retailers should also
expand their product assortment as it has a significant effect on
consumer’s behaviour towards online buying behavior. Hence, online
retailers also need to provide sufficient product variety in their store
because it can attract customers to stay on the online store longer.
Given that this research could not establish significant relationships
between convenience, security, reliability and web design on one hand
and online shopping behaviour on the other, online retailers should
place relatively less emphasis on these variables.

4. Conclusion
This study aimed at investigating the key factors influencing
consumers’online buying behavior. Consequently, the research shows
that there is a significant and positive relationship association between
price and product variety, and online shopping behavior. This means
the price and the product variety in online shopping directly affect
consumers’buying intention and behavior. So, if the price for a
product in online shopping are lower, and the product variety is more
than what is in the traditional shopping, the consumers will choose to
purchase online. On the other hand, there is no significant
relationship between convenience, security level, reliability, web
design and online shopping behavior. This shows these factors have

less influence and will not directly affect consumer buying behavior
in online shopping.
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Modelling Effect of Exchnage Rate Voltality on
Growth of Pakistani Trade Volume
Muhammad Ayub Siddiqui*, Naila Erum**1

Abstract
This study empirically evaluates the impact of exchange rate
volatility, foreign direct investment, terms of trade, inflation, industrial
production and foreign exchange reserves on Pakistani trade volume
over the period of 1975-2010 using quarterly data set. The study
employs financial econometrics methods such as Augmented Dickey
Fuller (ADF) test GARCH (1, 1) technique and Almon Polynomial
Distributed Lag (APDL) models to estimate the relationship of
variables. Findings of the study are in accordance with theoretical
relationships presented by Clark, Tamirisa, and Wei (2004), Mckenzie
(1999), Zilberfarb &Dellad (1993) and Cote (1994). These findings
are also in accordance with the empirical studies which support
positive relationship of exchange rate volatility and exports presented
by Hsu & Chaing (2011), Chit (2008), Feenstra & Kendall (1991),
Gerardo & Felipe (2002), and Olugbenga, Onafowora, &Owoyea
(2008). Findings of the study in terms of imports are supported by
the studies from Lee (1999), Alam & Ahmad (2014)and Arize (1998).
The study also recommends some very important policy prescriptions.
Keywords: Exchange Rate, Uncertainty, Foreign Trade, Pakistan, APDL.

1. Introduction
Exchange rate is one of the very important macroeconomic
variables. Volatility of exchange rate plays a pivotal role in changing
the volume of trade and subsequently affecting the trade balance in
very diverse nature. Unstable exchange rate makes the process of
trade balance slow down and undermines the movements of capital. It
shakes investor’s confidence as to invest in a country where the
nature of exchange rate is highly volatile which intuitively slows
down the process of growth. Instability of exchange rate do affect
long term decisions by upsetting the volume of trade, allocation of
investment and policy framework of the government regarding sales
and procurement. It equally affects balance of payments and other
economic activities in the medium term. Domestic consumers and
traders are also affected in the short run. Changing exchange rate
* Professor of Finance, FAST School of Management, NUCES, Pakistan.
E-mail: ayub.siddiqui@nu.edu.pk
** PhD Scholar, National Defense University, Pakistan. E-mail: naila_iram@hotmail.com

provides a chanceto investors to get higher returns by investing in
foreign currency and strengthening foreign currency instead of home
currency, and further exacerbate trade balance.
According to Javed & Farooq (2009) exchange rate is a
conversion factor that determines rate of change of currencies. The
effects of exchange rate instability on the international trade volume
have been extensively studied since late 1970’s when most of the
countries adopted the fixed exchange rate regime. Theoretically, high
rate of exchange rate instability will reduce trade by creating
uncertainty about future profit from trade. In the short run by using
the forward markets,firm can reduce the uncertainties by managing
the timings of payments and receipts. Exchange rate instability also
affects trade by influencing long-term investment decisions of firms.
Exchange rate volatility does have an influence on the decisions of
policy makers regarding the volume of exports and imports,
manufacturing of goods, reserve money, and balance of payments. In
order to get higher profits and returns, exchange rate volatility offer
chances to investors to invest in foreign currency. System where the
difference between actual and expected value of exchange rate is
minimized always support traders and investors. Sengupta & Sfeir
(1995) find out two reasons for exchange rate volatility to have an
impact on the international trade. The impact of declining exchange
rate is likely to raise volume of exports and improves balance of
payments and provide a large incentive for domestic economic
growth. Moreover, the investors are likely to increase global diversity
in the asset market.
The present study examines whether or not the exchange rate
volatility affects the imports and exports of Pakistan. The study also
explores and empirically tests the impact of FDI, CPI, manufacturing
production index, terms of trade and real interest rate on imports and
exports of Pakistan. Another objective of the study is to propose
recommendations with regards to policy in connection with the
relationship of trade related variables.
Remaining part of the study is organized as follows: sections 2
and 3 present literature review and methodology results and
discussions are presented in section 4 section 5 concludes the present
study with certain policy recommendations.

2. Methodology
The data employed in the present study is time series in nature.
Quarterly data from 1975Q1 to 2010Q4 is arranged from the authentic
data sources such as International Financial Statistics (IFS-CD-ROM,
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2011) and State Bank of Pakistan (SBP-Annual report, 2011).
Real Exchange Rate (RER), Consumer Price Index (CPI), Industrial
Production Index (IPI) have been employed as the main variables in
the study. The IPI is used as a proxy for Economic Activity (EA) or
aggregate income of importing countries. Real Imports (RIM), Real
Exports (REX), Real Foreign Direct Investment (RFDI), Real Foreign
Exchange Reserves (RFER) and Terms of Trade (ToTs) have also
been incorporated. All the variables are normalized by assuming their
appropriate transformation. Mostly, log transformation is used in the
studies. The nominal exchange rate (NER) is converted to real
exchange rate (RER) by using the formula:

RER PAK = NER PAK (

CPI _ USA
)
CPI _ PAK

In this calculation, CPI_USA is the price level in USA and
CPI_Pak is price level in Pakistan. This formula of realexchange rate
is also used by Lee (1999). The Industrial production index for
industrial countries is used as a proxy for foreign economic activity
or aggregate income of importing countries(Alem, 2010). It is
calculated by using the quarterly average production index of all
advanced countries. Terms of trade is calculated by dividing the unit
value of exports by the unit value of imports (Mankiw, 2001). Real
Exports are calculated by dividing unit value of exports by price per
unit of exports based on 2005 index (Arize, Malindretos, &
Kasibhatla, 2003). Real imports are obtained by dividing unit value
of imports by price per unit of imports. Volatility of exchange rate is
calculated from GARCH (1,1) variance series of the real exchange
rate. The GARCH variance series is based on time periodand the
squared roots of the series indicates volatility of exchange rate. Data
of FDI and Foreign Exchange Reserves are in millions of US dollar.
The variables in their real forms are calculated by dividing the
nominal values by the CPI. CPI is also used as a measure of
inflation, and an independent variable of the model in order to view
the impact of price changes on the growth of imports and exports.

3. Conclusions
The objective of the study is to examine the impact of exchange
rate volatility, FDI, FER, RER, TOT and CPI on real exports and
real imports of Pakistan. Using the log transformation of the data, the
present study calculates very important elasticities. In order to suggest
some useful policy recommendations, present study has employed
state of the art econometric methods such as ADF-Unit Root and
Almon Polynomial Distributed Lag models. Results of unit root reveal
stationarity of all variables by taking first difference except CPI
which is significant at second difference.
Results of the Almon model reveal significant effects of real
exchange rate on exports and insignificant impact on imports which
develope deep-rooted part and parcel of the consumption bundle of
Pakistani consumers. Results of this study are supported by Alem
(2010). Results of the Almon model also reveal negative and
significant effects of volatility of exchange rate on both exports and
imports. The results of study for real imports are supported by Alam

& Ahmad (2014). Basedon these findings the present study strongly
recommends policy makers to ensure political and economic stability
in the countryin order to be out of the uncertainty prevailing in the
country. The lagged effects of uncertainty last for around three to
four quarters of the financial year of the economy of Pakistan.
Instability is dangerous as it adversely affects the trade volume of the
country and thereby distorts economic growth and internationalization
of the economic activities of Pakistan.
Pakistan is confronting the problems of twin deficits such as trade
and budget deficits in addition to ever rising inflation. The study
recommends some policy implications. For the improvement of
demand for its aggregate exports, Pakistan needs to develop its
external competitiveness. The unfavorable effects of exchange rate
instability on exports can be moderated by developing the forward
exchange markets in currencies which facilitate exporters to
prevaricate against the risks in international transactions.
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Reverse Technology Spillover Effects of Outward
FDI to P.R. China: A Threshold Regression Analysis
Jaime Ortiz,* Haibo Wang,** and Jingwen Xia***1

Abstract
This paper uses P.R. China’s provincial data from 2003 to 2012 to
empirically measure the impact of marketization on the reverse
technology spillover effects of outward foreign direct investment
(OFDI) using a panel threshold regression model. Results show a
positive reverse technology spillover effect of OFDI when the degree
of marketization exceeds certain threshold levels. P.R. China can
increase total factor productivity by accelerating its implementation of
reforms in market policy toward outward FDI that take into account
the differential regional marketization levels.
In this article we extend previous methodological approaches in
two significant ways to better understand the effect of market reforms
on promoting technical change in P.R. China. First, we employ a set
of market indexes that enable the measurement of innovation as an
influencing factor onthe reverse technology spillover effects of OFDI.
Second, a panel of threshold variables linked to market levels is built
into a non-linear econometric model to empirically test the presence
or absence of reverse technology spillover effects of OFDI. Thus, the
threshold values likely yield more robust estimates of the significance
of the threshold effects. The analysis is based on a super
slacks-based-measure model
enhanced with traditional
data
envelopment analysis tomeasure the reverse technology spillover
effects of OFDI through total factor productivity (TFP). This method
avoids the deviation from the radial choice that would otherwise be
necessary to sequentially solve the problem of multiple decision-making
units located around the same production efficiency frontier.
Keywords: Outward FDI, Reverse Technology Spillovers, Marketization,
Threshold Characteristics

1. Introduction
In an open economy technical change depends as much on a country’s
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domestic investment in research and development (R&D) as on its
acquisition of reverse technology spillover effects (Potterie &
Lichtenberg, 2001 Uy, Yi, & Zhang, 2013). Recently, developing
countries with little ownership of technology have engaged in outward
foreign direct investment (OFDI) in developed countries in hopes of
gaining access to technical spillovers (Kolstad & Wiig, 2012 Zhang
& Ebbers, 2010). The distribution and pace of the OFDI undertaken
by P.R. China have expanded relatively quickly despite having had a
somewhat late start. According to the Foreign Direct Investment
Statistics Bulletin, China’s total net OFDI reached $88 billion in
2012, representing an increase of 18 percent over 2011 and of 31
times since 2003 (P.R. China Ministry of Commerce 2013). It is
unclear if the rapid growth of OFDI in P.R. China has had any
effect on upgrading its technological capacity to access to new
technologies. Most importantly, has P. R. China’s relentless transformation
toward a market economy been successful in producing reverse
technology spillover effects from OFDI?
Previous studies of the origins and sources of the reverse
technology spillover effects of OFDI in P.R. China have focused on
human capital and access to factors of production (Buckley et al.,
2008), ignoring the country’s overarching economic system and its
constant series of market reforms designed to boost economic growth
(Bitzer & Gorg, 2009). With the exception of Dianchun & Zhang
(2008) and Jie (2009), the literature on reverse technology spillover
effects of OFDI within the context of a transitioning market economy
is scanty. Traditional measures of threshold effects have basically
relied on simple grouping tests performed under a structured
multiplicative model (Qu 2012). Even though grouping tests allow for
the estimation of threshold effects they fail to accurately isolate the
threshold values of the ultimate impact of OFDI across terms (Li &
Jin, 2011).
In this article we extend previous methodological approaches in
two significant ways to better understand the effect of market reforms
on promotingtechnical change in P.R. China. First, we employ a set
of market indexes that enable the measurement of innovation as an
influencing factor on the reverse technology spillover effects of OFDI.
Second, a panel of threshold variableslinked to market levels is built
into a non-linear econometric model to empirically test the presence
or absence of reverse technology spillover effects of OFDI. Thus, the
threshold values likely yield more robust estimates of the significance
of the threshold effects. The analysis is based on a super
slacks-based-measure model
enhanced
with
traditional
data
envelopment analysis to measure the reverse technology spillover
effects of OFDI through total factor productivity (TFP). This method
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avoids the deviation from the radial choice that would otherwise be
necessary to sequentially solve the problem of multiple
decision-making units located around the same production efficiency
frontier.

hypothesis

The seminal works of Coe & Helpman (1995) and Potterie &
Lichtenberg (2001) use international technology spillover channels to
test the reverse technology spillover effects of OFDI as follows:
(1)
where i represents provinces, autonomous regions, or municipalities,
stock

indicates TFP;

are OFDI spillovers

refers to R&D

is the intercept; and

and

are elasticity coefficients representing the impact of domestic and
foreign R&D on the TFP.
According to Alon (2010), human capital and foreign technology
are important factors for promoting TFP growth. Whereas the latter
improves domestic technology innovation the former promotes
productivity gains. In general, an early introduction of foreign
technology speeds up domestic technological progress. Using human
capital (HC) and foreign technology (TI) as control variables,
Equation 1 can be transformed into
(2)

where the threshold at which reverse technology spillover effects
of OFDI occur is not initially considered. In order to account for the
threshold impact, a panel threshold regression technique based on
Hansen (1999), which equates the market level with the threshold
variable, is included:

(3)
where M is the market level i and t continue to represent provinces/
autonomous regions/municipalities and years, respectively;
unknown threshold value; and

of its threshold values. For a given threshold value , ordinary least
squares provide consistent parameter estimates, and their corresponding
residual sum of squares
can be estimated as
.
The test of significance of the threshold effect under the original

2. Theoretical Model

and t represents years;

the significance of the threshold effect. Two-stage least squares allow
for the estimation of the panel threshold model and the determination

is the

is the indicator function, which

takes the value of 1 if the corresponding conditions hold or 0
otherwise. Equation 3 is a piecewise function that can be extended to
allow measurement of single, double, or multiple thresholds as
follows:

(4)
Two key issues remain to be resolved after establishing a threshold
model. One is to determine the threshold valueand the other is to test

is

defined

as

.

The

calculation

is the likelihood ratio (LR) test, where
the parameter estimate of the residual sum of squares; and

is
is the

residual variance of the parameter estimate under the assumption that
a threshold effect does exist. Under the null hypothesis, the threshold
value φ is not recognized, resulting in a nonstandard F-type, asymptotic
distribution completely different than the Chi-square distribution.
Because the critical values are not available, a bootstrap simulation of
the asymptotic distribution was used. This method is based on
asymptotically efficient P values. In order to test the robustness of
the threshold estimation values, the original hypothesis
must represent the LR statistic

.

When
, the null hypothesis is rejected,
and the threshold estimated values differ from the real ones.

3. Conclusions
Under certain conditions OFDI in P.R. China produces substantial
international technology spillover effects, as measured by a threshold
effect model based on various degrees of marketization.OFDI
significantly promotes the growth of total factor productivity (TFP)
when government economic intervention is at relatively low levels
and there is substantial privatization of state-owned enterprises. Under
other conditions, the impact of OFDI on the growth of TFP ranges
from nonsignificant to negative. Human capital is the primary factor
that explains the growth of TFP, followed by domestic R&D
investment. P.R. China needs to remain consistently transparent and
signal a clear intention to expand the introduction of foreign
technology. The existence of an efficient market economy is crucial
to attaining the positive reverse technological spillover effects of
OFDI and to increasing indigenous R&D investment.
P.R. China should level its market-oriented policies across
provinces, autonomous regions, and municipalities to enhance the
growth of TFP. First, it should encourage the business sector to
widen its array of technologies by increasing the type of OFDI that
incorporates processes and techniques in capital-intensive industries
that can promote domestic technical progress. Second, it must
strengthen the role of markets in allocating resources into
economically deprived areas in order to attain the reverse technology
spillover effects of OFDI. Third, the Chinese government should
complete its conversion into a full-fledged open market economy by
aggressively privatizing state-owned enterprises, abandoning discriminatory
private capital rationing, and weakening its executive protection of the
remaining state-owned enterprises. Its legal and political systems also
need complete overhauls to create a general framework that definesthe
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functions of the market, corrects for market failures, and enforces
property rights.
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Trends of Financing Higher Education in Uzbekistan
Dilshodjon Rakhmonov*1

Abstract
This paper suggests investigating the financing of higher education
in Uzbekistan and its trends in the last years. Most expenses of
higher education are covered by public funds. Although the share of
public expenditure in GDP is higher than other countries, enrolment
is still not at a high rate. In general, government can afford to
subsidize higher education because of Uzbekistan choice for socially
oriented market economy. 20 percent of students can receive a public
budget scholarship if their scores are on top of the list in entrance
exams.
For a long time tuition fees have been introduced, and its share in
financing higher education is rising year by year. In turn, the amount
of monthly scholarships, tuition fee and number of student influence
on public expenditure insignificantly. Tuition fees might be paid by
three main sources. Students pay their tuition using education loan
that is given by commercial banks, however the loanhas higher
interest rate than assumed. Predominantly, parents share in the
payment of tuition fee has highest role among the sources. In this
case, the income of parents is exempt from income tax. Obviously,
private sources for financing higher education are needed to develop,
as most EU countries can afford to use taxpayer’s resources less and
less. Even though EU countries public expenditure is higher share
than private, states support students with financial aids under low
interest rate.
Keywords: Higher Education, Financing Higher Education, Public Expenditure,
Tuition Fee, Tuition Loan.

1. Introduction
Nowadays scientific review possibilities of financing higher education
in Uzbekistan is topical. Indeed, most of expenses are covered by
public budget financial resources. Actually, mostly students in the
countrypay tuition fees for tertiary education. However, only 60-90
percent of these fees is returned as monthly scholarships for students
who paid tuition fee. That, in itself, creates a condition for high
education expenses to be depended on public budget trends. Most
* University of World Economy and Diplomacy (UWED), Tashkent,
Uzbekistan E-mail: dilshodrahmon@mail.ru

states are no longer affording to finance higher education and nowadays
the method of financing education is developed to assimilate of taxes
less and less (Barr, 2005; Chapman, 1997; Johnstone, 2004)
Financing higher education is a component of the expenses of
social sector; of course this sector occupies 60 percent of public
budget. To increase independence of higher education, there should be
more sources of financing than public expenditure. At the same time,
this is peculiarity of Uzbekistan. Government chose social market economy,
that’s why public finance gives more opportunity to government to
manage higher education. In this case, this paper is going to assess
trends of financing higher education in Uzbekistan and give conclusions,
which are focused on improving it in the case of Uzbekistan through
experience of EU countries.
Uzbek scientists tend to improve private sector's role in financing.
For instance, Yuldashev (2012) emphasized improving non-budget source via
university entrepreneurship. He divided into three marks of its usefulness for
graduate quality: transparence of highly qualified personnel, quality of
higher education, and effective usage of resources. Author paid attention
to developingnon-public budget resources.
In our opinion, there is more and more demand on getting experience
through education under the conditions of developing highly competitive
labour market. Indeed, this requires further development in higher
educational system. Uzbekistan is going to get recognized as developed
countries. Therefore, financing opportunities are required to be expanded
and perfected in a perspective way. For example, the share of public
budget expenditure on education in the GDP of Uzbekistan is higher
in comparison with other countries, including OECD countries.
In this case, the incidence of students in the total population can be
dependent on the level of financing of education. Particularly, according
to UNICEF, the coverage rate of primary school is 97 percent, while
higher education is 15 percent.
As mentioned earlier, Uzbekistan spends a lot of money on
education but gets fewer results. This paper offers the ways that we
can assess and get scientific conclusion about financing system in the
country and determines the experiences (based on EU) that are most
suitable for Uzbekistan.

2. Main Part
Nowadays, there are 109 students per 10 thousand people of the
population (Mirkurbonov, Anoshkina, & Danilova-Kross, 2009). Of
course, through increasing the autonomy of institutions of higher
education, there can be more opportunities for increasing the volume
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of non-budget resources.
Here, the total number of students who have been accepted to the
higher educational establishment have changed marginally since during
the years 2011-2016. There is a little reflection with rising population.
For instance, 0.19 percent of population becomes student.Indeed, the
number of applicants wishing to be student is increasing. Currently,
average share of students in the total population is less than one
percent.
In Germany, social expenses are covered with the deficit in the
budget. Tuition fees were implemented in 7 of 16 states in the year
2005, but in the year 2007 the fees were cancelled (Bruckmeier &
Wigger, 2014).
Conclusions from many authors emphasized that macroeconomic
indicators of most countries show increasing public debt. Thus, states
are trying to reduce share of public funds in the expenditures of
higher education (Chevaillier & Eicher, 2002).
Since 2005 there has been budget profit in Uzbekistan. It is
connected with the government’s policy to achieve budget profit.
That’s why it is not common to increase budget expenditures besides
it raises tax burden. Therefore, it is required to increase the volume
of non-budget funds to increase enrolment rates in the country.
In this regard, for 20 years the enrolment rates has been decreasing.
Notably, it was 17 percent in 1991, and it decreased 8 percent by
2011 (note: share of educated people in the population). In OECD
high income countries, this indicator is equal to 75 percent.
Yang and Brian (2014) argued that there is a marginal relationship
between public expenditure per tertiary student and enrollment ratio.
At the same time, tertiary enrollment is affected positively by share
of GDP in public spending on education and its per capita. Patrinos
(2000) found that higher education influences welfare directly, and it
creates an opportunity to develop economically and socially. That’s
why states pay increasingly high attention to financing education.
Thus, limited funds keep low tertiary enrollment rate, which means
that new sources of funds are needed. The number of students is
kept at a fixed rate, and thatalso influences on the enrolment rate of
master students. In turn, we can see that ten percent of graduated
bachelor students is going on in next step of tertiary education (see
Table 1).
These tendencies might be related to reforms which were
implemented by the Resolution (№PQ-1564) of the President of
Uzbekistan in the year 2011. It caused reduction of bachelor
specialties from 228 to 165 and masters from 1200 to 447.

3. Conclusion
Public expenses play pivotal role in financing tertiary education.
These expenses have higher share of GDP in comparison with other
countries, which shows that social market economy in the country is
well-developed. Although public fund covers tuition fees of 20
percent of students, the remaining 80 percent of the students pay
tuition fees by themselves, simultaneously receiving monthly allowances
which compensate the bulk part of the fees that they pay.
Parents are exempt from paying income tax when they pay tuition

fees fortheir offspring. It once again proves Uzbekistan’s attention for
social market economy.
To summarize, tuition fees and scholarships have marginal influence
on planning public expenditure in education. Enrolment rate is low
because of little financial support, which in turn requires the
development of financial activity of HEIs. This development of
financial activities will not only increases competitive environment
among HEIs, but also creates opportunity to develop private sources
financing.
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The Human Capital as a Factor of Country’s Competitiveness
Zaure K. Chulanova*1

Abstract
Purpose of the research is to rationale the new approach to
analysis of the human capital as a factor of effective development of
a national economy, which directly affects the level of country’s
competitiveness. This research is made with comprehensive and critical
approach to the human capital analysis and is aimed the furthest
development of the conception of human capital formation. The study
made on the base of methods of structural, functional and comparative
analysisscientific classification and systematization; dialectical method
and the method of scientific abstraction economic-mathematic, statistical
analysis; expert assessment and ratings. Author attempted to measure
the correlation between the most important elements composing the
human capital and level of country’s competitiveness. On the basis of
the study was revealed that formation of the competitive human
capital can't be considered in separation from development and
modernization of education system, improvement of employment
sphere, and creation of effective interaction between them through a
system of professional skills. Formation of the competitive human
capital is one of the most important goals of modern development of
Kazakhstan in condition of the innovative economy construction and
is indispensable subject of competitiveness rising. In this context and
especially in condition of economic crises the necessity of formation
and development of the effective human capital considerably increases.
Realization of this tasks requires development and stimulation of all
factors influencing the human potential grow.
Keywords: Human capital, Competitiveness, Professional skills, Education
system, Assessment, Ratings.

1. Introduction
The subject of the research is to rationale the new approach to
analysis of the human capital as a factor of effective development of
a national economy, which directly affects the level of country’s
competitiveness. Methods of research includes structural, functional
and comparative analysis; scientific classification and systematization;
* Institute of Economics under the Committee of Science of the
Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan,
Kazakhstan. E-mail: zaure.ch@mail.ru

dialectical method and the method of scientific abstraction; economicmathematic, statistical analysis; expert assessment and ratings.
The main richness of any country in all times is represented by its
human capital. Human capital in its essence appear as a rich complex
of accumulated values provided by demographic characteristics,
education, employment, standard of living, social space, psychological
and environmental issues. So the human development of country is
considered in close relation with economic growth, economic competitiveness,
and rising of living standards.
We can say that in the XXI century the main factor, determining
an economic potential of a state, is considered by its ability to adapt
to rapidly changing world technique conditions. This refers to "a new
quality of economic growth", based on application of knowledge and
new technologies as a result of effective use of human resources.
Competitive country development atthe basis of new technologies
requires the high quality specialists who will be able to use
accumulating experience and knowledge. The hire quality characteristics
of workers is of primordial importance for successful appliance of
sophisticated technologies and electronic equipment. Among a complex
of economic and organizational factors of creation of the innovative
economy the most significant is the human capital at the base of
which are education, professionalism and intellect. Accordingly, the
formation of competitive human capital is regarded as one of
priorities and the most important areas of modern development. This
requires new approaches to this phenomenon study. For successful
development of the countries development strategies it is important to
identify which elements have greater influence on economic growth
and are the most effective for development.

2. Methodology
As a tool for definition of level of social and economic progress
is used the Human Development Index (HDI) (UNDP, 1991-2015). It
includes life expectancy, an education level of adult population
(measured on the basis of indexes of literacy and availability of
education), and corrected real gross domestic product per capita (the
special indicator of material well-being). It is obvious: the first
positions in competitiveness ratings belongs to countries staking on
innovation, ability to create and to use the new ideas. These countries
in right time has understood that the economic policy focused on
generation of knowledge and stimulation of innovations is impossible
without the corresponding social policy aimed at the development of
the main resource of all countries without an exception – the human
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being.
As a rule, the most competitive countries have high level of the
human development index. For example, Switzerland has competitiveness
st
nd
index 5.76 (1 place) and human development index 0.917 (the 2
st
place), Norway – 5.41 and 0.944 (1 place), the USA - respectively
5.61 and 0.914, Japan – 5.47 and 0.890, Republic of Korea – 4.99
and 0.898, etc. As for Kazakhstan, according to the UNDP Human
Development Report 2015, it was included into the group of
countries with a high level of development of human potential, being
at the 56th place among 187 countries of the world. The human
development index 0.788 includes life expectancy at birth (69.4
years), expected years of schooling (15.0 years), mean years of
schooling(11.4 years), GNI per capita (20867 US dollars). Kazakhstan,
According to WEF, being in transition from the first stage
"Factor-driven Economies" to the second "Efficiency-driven Economies"
th
in 2015-2016 took the 42 among 140 world countries. Accordingly in
th
the "Basic requirements" section the country is at the 46 place,
th
"Efficiency enhancers" – at the 45 place, "Innovation and sophistication
factors" – at the 78th place. Thus, there is the apparent lag in terms
of innovative development between Kazakhstan and developed
countries creating and producing high quality products and new
technologies.
To calculate the correlation between the level of human capital
development and the national economy competitiveness index we use
the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient that represents
anonparametricmeasure ofstatistical dependencebetween twovariables. It
assesses how well the relationship between two variables can be
described using amonotonicfunction [19].

where
 is the difference between the two ranks of each observation
(rang A-rang B)
 is the number of observations.

3. Conclusion
Currently the human development becomes the most important factor
of sustainable development on a par with the political sovereignty
and GDP growth.

Realities of modern development of the world economic system
testify that countries which have managed in due time to use their
competitive advantages, demanded by tendencies of global economic
progress, become the most competitive. Transitionof the world
community to post-industrial society leadsto economic growth on
qualitatively updated basis when competitive advantages become less
presented by natural resources, and in much bigger degree are defined
by level of use of knowledge, skills and high technologies. In these
conditions it is obvious that country’s activity and level of its
participation in global processes are defined by their ability to reach
the high economic growth and quality of the human capital. The
human capital which is defined in greater by education, professional
skills and intelligence is the most important among the complex of
organizational and economic factors, based on which the construction
of an innovative economy is realized. Industrial modernization and
transition to an innovation economy increase the demands for the
workforce of high quality. Under this condition the human capital
becomes the strategic resource of the country by changing the nature
of competition at the global markets and determining the country's
place in the world economy.
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A Study on the Effects of e-Service Quality of Continued Use Intention in China
: focused on Taxi-Booking Apps
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Abstract
The legacies, given to us by these inspirators, innovators, insignificant
individuals of history all began with questions encapsulated in their
mind like a sentence, "can I make this better?" Betterment has driven
innovation and re-made our questionable imagination into significant
life improvement unit. Thus, with my passion for the convenience of
travelling and my love for enjoying the surrogate driving experience,
revolutionizing the taxi-call industry had been the primary goal of my
research topic. Kicking off with meticulous and comprehensive effort.
The purpose of this article is to examine the effects of perceived
value, satisfaction, continued use intention of e-service Quality of
taxi-booking apps. As known by all, the smart phone industry had
uprised and uproar since the introduction of game changing phone in
to the market, the Apple Iphone 3G, phones and business related
industries had utilized such digital telecommunication platform to
wide-stretched their business.
Keywords: Effects, E-Service Quality, China, Taxi-Booking Apps.

1. Introductions and purpose
The smartphone is very useful tool to communicate with each other.
And we usually use the apps suitable for communications as effective
ways. The term "APP" is an abbreviation of "Application Software".
Originally, "mobile app" ("Apps" used on mobile; from here upon,
known as mobile app) was initially launched for basic productivity
and retrieving information, like email, contacts and messages. This
indirectly investigates a new challenge, branching out to media
information sharing (blogs, magazines ,news etc), business goods &
service providing (Gmarket, Samsung, Taobao), daily task operations
assisting tools (online classes tools - Coursera, Spreadsheets, Maps)
and more.
Taking the current market progression into consideration, a
differential segment of e-market, e-service has revolutionized the
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business industry, the taxi-booking apps. Videlicet, the standard and
the guidelines of research would encircle the effects of perceived
value and satisfaction on the intention of the continued use.
Therefore, this research about the effects on perceived value and
satisfaction on the intention of continued use of taxi-booking apps
would provide useful information to firms.

2. Important variables
2.1 variables of e-service quality for taxi-booking apps
This study will basically focus on the traits of e-service quality of
continued use intention for taxi-booking apps getting the effects of
satisfaction and perceived value(Lee, et al., 2012).
So they are reactivity, reliability/trustworthiness, safety/security,
convenience, instant connectivity.
Above attributes of e-service of taxi-booking apps that are aligned
with the positive results could be implied via this research to present
the key factors that could be further utilized in business strategy
planning. This will in turn further leverage the continued use
intention of e-service quality by taxi-booking apps.
5 characteristics are summarized as below shortly

① reactivity
The definition of reactivity is that how the taxi driver provides the
customers with service(driver/firm response). The taxi driver can
perform the customers' demands by taxi type and its service(Kang,
2008).

② reliability/trustworthiness
Reliability as trustworthiness is about its speediness, drivers virtue,,
effectiveness, cost charges for services and cab conditions etc(Kang,
2008; Yao & Ding, 2011).

③ safety/security
Having been threatened, our security has been open to all in case
of internet use, for examples, when customers use mobile banking as
e-service, the risk to open personal informations is very high and
very dangerous. So safety/security is very important variable(Lee &
Hwang, 2005).
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④ convenience
Convenience is a concept of how customers feel comfortaby and
relievably for a better life(Venkatesh & Davis, 1996; Davis, 1989;
Lee, 2004; Lin & Lu, 2000; Choi, 2004).

⑤ instant connectivity
Instant connectivity is on the use of internet service with mobile
at anytime and anywhere(Durlanher, 2003; Kim & Kim, 2002; Lee,
2004; Kwak & Lee, 2005).

H1: e-service quality of taxi-booking apps will make the positive
influence on perceived value.
H1-1: reactivity will make the positive influence on perceived
value.
H1-2: reliability will make the positive influence on perceived
value.
H1-3: safet will make the positive influence on perceived value.
H1-4: conveniency will make the positive influence on perceived
value.
H1-5: instant connectivity will make the positive influence on
perceived value.

2.2 Intervening variables
This paper focuses on
satisfaction) as meditators.

intervening

variables(perceived

value,

① perceived value
Perceived value is about customers’ values of perceiveness by their
trust and beliefs. it consists of 4 categories, namely, social value,
monetary value, functional value and psychological value(Yoon et al.,
2010; Choi, 2013; Ju, 2007; Sweeney & Soutar, 2001; Gallaeza &
Saura, 2006; Smith & Colgate, 2007; Lin & Huang, 2012).

② Satisfaction
Satisfaction is the happiness or pleased feeling for meeting
customer’s desire and need.

H2: e-service quality of taxi-booking apps will make the positive
influence on satisfaction.
H2-1: reactivity will make the positive influence on satisfactione.
H2-2: reliability will make the positive influence on satisfaction.
H2-3: safet will make the positive influence on satisfaction.
H2-4: conveniency will make the positive influence on satisfaction.
H2-5: instant connectivity will make the positive influence on
satisfaction.
H3:

perceived value will make the positive influence on
satisfaction.
H4: perceived value will make the positive influence on intention
of continued use.
H5: satisfaction will make the positive influence on intention of
continued use.

4. Research model and Hypotheses

5. Empirical test

According to previous study, the research model was made as
follows

5.1 Data collection

<Figure 1> Research model

According to research model, hypotheses were built as belows.

To accomplish the goal and the objective, literature research and
empirical research were conducted. According to previous researches
on taxi-booking apps characteristics that have affected the continued
use. A series of suppositions was established and modelled to testify
it. In terms of research analysis subject, a series of questionnarie
were distributed to a group of participants who had experiences using
taxi-booking apps.
The questionnarie was carefully created to examine every relavant
variables to practical and theoretical implications were discussed. The pilot
survey was conducted for 15 days from April 7th to April 21st in 2016.
with the help of Chinese questionnaire site, http://www.sojump.com. Their
total numbers were 354 ones. But 330 copies were used for the
analysis except 24 ones
In the process, to make more effective analysis, several analysis
tools and analysis programmes are used, IBM SPSS Statistics 21.0
and IBM SPSS AMOS 21.0. The method applied for this research
covers hypothesis, reliability analysis, relationship analysis, validity
analysis, and regression analysis with structural equation model.
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5.2 Demographic analysis

5.3 tests of reliability and convergent validity

The total numbers of questionnaire are 330 ones. Among them,
135 are males (40.9%) and 195 are females(59.1%). According to
age, the 20's is 233 persons(70.6%), 30's 33 persons(10.0%), 40's 46
persons( 13.9%) and the 50's 18 persons(5.5%).
In terms of their occupation, white collars are 125 persons(37.9%)
mainly. In case of income earned, below 1.0million won is 137
persons (41.5%), According to experience for using taxi-booking apps,
over 1 month to 6 months is 84 persons(25.5%), In case of waiting
time, within 5 minutes is 170 persons(51.5%) and next is within 3
minutes 119 persons(36.1%).
At its use experience, 1-3 times is 124 persons(37.6%) and 3-5
times 64 persons(19.4%), 5-8 times 59 persons(17.9%) respectively.
<Table 3> shows the results of demographic analysis.

5.3.1 reliability test

<Table 3> the results of demographic analysis
Classifications
Sex

Age

Occupation

Income

Experience

Waiting
time

Usage
Experience

Male (M)
Female (F)
Total
10 -19 (y.o)
20 -29 (y.o)
30 -39 (y.o)
40 -49 (y.o)
50 -59 (y.o)
Total
Student
White Collar
Civil Servant
Rsr / Pro.
Others
Total
x < 1.0 mil won
1.0 < x < 1.5 mil won
1.5 < x < 2.0 mil won
2.0 < x < 2.5 mil won
2.5 < x < 3.0 mil won
3.0 mil won < x
Total
< 1 month
1 - 6 months
6 - 12 months
6 - 18 months
18 - 24 months
> 24 months
Total
within 3 mins
within 5 mins
within 10 mins
within 30 mins
within 60 mins
Total
1-3 times
3-5 times
5-8 times
8-10 times
> 10 times
Total

Respondent
(Persons)
135
195
330
0
233
33
46
18
330
78
125
9
8
110
330
137
42
28
17
14
92
330
70
84
65
40
11
60
330
119
170
20
16
5
330
124
64
59
29
54
330

Percentage
(%)
40.9
59.1
100.0
0
70.6
10.0
13.9
5.5
100.0
23.6
37.9
2.7
2.4
33.3
100.0
41.5
12.7
8.5
5.2
4.2
27.9
100.0
21.2
25.5
19.7
12.1
3.3
18.2
100.0
36.1
51.5
6.1
4.8
1.5
100.0
37.6
19.4
17.9
8.8
16.4
100.0

To evaluate the measurement model, reliability test was performed
at first. Beacuse cronbach's α values on all variables are over 0.8,
the reliability is satisfied. The result is on <Table 4>
<Table 4> result of reliability test
division
reactivity
reliability
Taxi-Booking
safety
Apps of
conveniency
e-service quality
instant
connectivity
perceived value
satisfaction
intention of continued use

item no.
4
5
4
3

Cronbach's 
0.891
0.902
0.912
0.865

4

0.906

3
5
4

0.815
0.894
0.910

5.3.2 convergent validity
With AMOS 23.0, the validity test was conducted by way of
confirmatory factor analysis. Its result shows on <Table 5>
<Table 5> results of confirmatory factor analysis
variable

item
react1
react2
reactivity
(react)
react3
react4
reli1
reli2
reliability
reli3
(reli)
reli4
reli5
safety1
safety2
safety
safety3
safety4
conve1
convenienc
conve2
y(conve)
conve3
ic1
instant
ic2
connectivity
ic3
(ic)
ic4
pv1
perceived
value
pv2
(pv)
pv3
satis1
satis2
satisfaction
satis3
(satis)
satis4
satis5
icu1
intention
icu2
of
icu3
continued
use(icu)
icu4

f.l.
.817
.861
.818
.783
.904
.825
.805
.882
.592
.830
.861
.818
.892
.790
.866
.823
.857
.841
.843
.820
.697
.787
.855
.851
.852
.827
.840
.588
.829
.884
.850
.825

m.e.
.278
.240
.282
.333
.180
.332
.363
.239
.629
.309
.243
.332
.183
.343
.224
.278
.249
.281
.267
.307
.627
.293
.227
.246
.239
.329
.272
.555
.279
.222
.250
.295

S.E.
.063
.061
.062
.046
.047
.044
.054
.054
.057
.051
.069
.066
.053
.052
.053
.073
.080
.052
.057
.054
.059
.058
.056
.057

C.R.
17.636
16.569
15.669
20.301
19.365
23.141
12.012
18.824
17.429
19.746
15.801
15.317
18.742
18.799
18.028
12.358
12.829
19.151
18.286
18.733
11.396
19.446
18.396
17.605

*f.l. means factor loading, m.e means measurement error

SMC
.667
.741
.669
.614
.817
.681
.648
.778
.351
.689
.742
.668
.795
.625
.750
.677
.735
.708
.710
.672
.486
.620
.731
.725
.726
.684
.705
.346
.687
.781
.722
.680

AVE

CR

0.703

0.905

0.653

0.902

0.731

0.916

0.708

0.879

0.719

0.911

0.615

0.827

0.660

0.905

0.733

0.916
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According to the results of confirmatory factor analysis, the model
fit is satisfactory with χ²=504.783(p=0.000, DF=377), GFI=0.909,
AGFI=0.888, NFI=0.927, IFI=0.981, CFI=0.980, RMSEA=0.032.

5.3.3 discriminant validity
When the values of AVEs between two latent variables were
bigger than ɼ², It is evaluated that discriminant validity is satisfied
Its result shows on <Table 6>

reli

safety

conve

ic

react

0.703

reli

0.226 0.653

safety

0.313 0.333

0.731

conve

0.447 0.241

0.252

0.708

ic

0.161 0.271

0.160

0.266

0.719

pv

satis

icu

pv

0.388 0.392

0.309

0.395

0.304 0.615

satis

0.319 0.337

0.227

0.334

0.286 0.386

0.660

icu

0.316 0.399

0.225

0.310

0.398 0.554

0.393

0.733

6. hypothesis test
With reference to the table above, it is clearly shown that such
criteria and factors are the major characteristics of e-service of taxi
call app. Focusing on the hypothesis based on 5 independent variables
like reactivity, reliability/trustworthiness, safety/security, conveniency,
instant connectivity, 2 mediators like satisfaction and perceived value,
1 dependant variable like intention on continued use, the results are
as follows.
All hypotheses except two ones(H1-3, H2-3) are accepted.
The results of empirical test are as follows
<Table 7>: Hypothesis Testing Results
Route(Hyphothesis)
Estimate S.E.
Reactivity→Perceived value
.225
.067
Reliability→Perceived value
.197
.052
safety→Perceived value
.079
.058
Conveniency→Perceived
.193
.065
value
H1-5: instant connectivity→
.153
.054
Perceived value
H2-1: Reactivity→Satisfaction
.163
.072
H2-2: Reliability→Satisfaction
.138
.055
H2-3: safety→Satisfaction
.017
.061
H2-4: Conveniency→Satisfaction
.140
.069
H2-5: instant connectivity→
.130
.057
Satisfaction
H3: Perceived value→Satisfaction
.165
.077
H4: Perceived value→Intention of
.507
.070
continued use
H5: Satisfaction→Intention of
.205
.056
continued use

H1-1:
H1-2:
H1-3:
H1-4:

There were two kinds to test mediating effects. Namely they were
bootstrapping method and sobel test. At this paper, bootstrapping
method verified the mediating effects.
The results of mediating effects test shows on <Table 8>.
<Table 8>esults of mediating effects test by bootstrapping method
path

<Table 6> results of discriminant validity
react

7. mediating effects

C.R. p-value Result
3.337 ＊＊＊
A
3.806 ＊＊＊
A
1.360
.174
R
2.971

.003

A

2.831

.005

A

2.273
2.515
.275
2.032

.023
.012
.783
.042

A
A
R
A

2.273

.023

A

2.141

.032

A

7.285 ＊＊＊

A

3.635 ＊＊＊

A

＊＊＊ The corresponding figures path coefficient is also significant at the significance
level (p <0.05)
Legend:Accepted - A; Rejected - R

reactivity→Perceived Value→intention of
continued use
reactivity→Satisfaction→intention of
continued use
reliability→Perceived Value→intention of
continued use
reliability→Satisfaction→intention of
continued use
safety→Perceived Value→intention of
continued use
safety→Satisfaction→intention of continued
use
conveniency→Perceived Value→intention
of continued use
conveniency→Satisfaction→intention of
continued use
instant connectivity→Perceived
Value→intention of continued use
instant connectivity→Satisfaction
→intention of continued use

direct
effect

indirect
effect

total
effect

.220

.109

.329

.152

.032

.184

.233

.115

.348

.157

.033

.190

.085

.042

.127

.017

.004

.021

.191

.095

.286

.132

.028

.160

.166

.082

.248

.135

.028

.163

8. Conclusions and limitations
The results of this study are as follows.
First, all variables of e-service quality(reactivity, reliability/trustworthiness,
conveniency, instant connectivity) except safety among taxi-booking
apps make influences on perceived value.
Second, e-service quality(reactivity, reliability/trustworthiness, conveniency,
instant connectivity) except safety among taxi-booking apps make
influences on satisfaction.
Third, perceived value makes influence on satisfaction.
Fourth, perceived value makes influence on intention of continued
use.
Fifth, satisfaction makes influence on intention of continued use.
But this study has some limitations.
First, 5 variables are very limited. more valuable variables are
need to test with this model.
Second, this study was conducted only in China with questionnaire
site. So there may be possible to the representatives.
To use this model for better analysis and application abroad, more
characteristics and strategic factors should be considered. For instance,
the local culture of a particular country, attributes for different
environment etc.
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A Theoretical Study on Development of the Unified Model with UTAUT
and DOI on the Mobile Payment
1Runze

Wu*, Jong-Ho Lee**2

Abstract
The purpose of this study is to develop the unified model with
UTAUT and DOI one to apply for mobile payment especially for
fingerprint. Until now, each model was used for research respectively.
Most papers usually adjust TAM mainly. But because of the complex
society, diversified studies, and several kinds of papers, researchers
want to study more complex papers which are not simple model but
more complex one. Especially researchers developed TAM and
provided UTAUT model. So this paper uses UTAUT model on the
mobile payment. Without the constraints of space and time compared
to conventional PC, the mobile offers fast and customized services
via smart phones, and the smart phone services have received a great
deal of attentions among global customers. In case of payment
volume, Chinese netizens in online market showed that mobile offers
have reached 688 million, which is worth of 6.20 billion dollars. The
numbers of mobile Internet users are more increasing all over the
world.
So this paper focuses on the study of theoretical development with
between UTAUT model and DOI one on the mobile payment system
for fingerprint. And eventually this presents the proper model to
make empirical test.
Keywords: Theoretical Study, Development of the Unified Model,
UTAUT, Mobile Payment.

1. Introduction
Due to the development of mobile technologies, people have
become enabled to handle daily life such as payments through the
internet without the constraints of space and time compared to
conventional PC. The mobile offers fast and customized services via
smart phones, and the smart phone services have received a great
deal of attentions among global customers (Liébana-Cabanillas, 2016).
For example, Chinese netizens (CNNIC) in online market showed that
* First Author, Master of E-Commerce, Dept. of Business Information
Education, Kongju National University, Korea. Tel: +82-41-850-8255,
E-mail: wu3140025@kongju.ac.kr
** Corresponding author, Professor, Dept. of Business Information
Education, Kongju National University, Korea. Tel: +82-41-850-8257,
E-mail: leejh@kongju.ac.kr

mobile suffers have reached 688 million, which is worth of 6.20
billion dollars. The number of mobile Internet users expect to exceed
more than 50% of the national population. According to the Chinese
third-party payment market research report, in 2014 Chinese mobile
payment market scale achieved one hundred million yuan 12198.4,
707.0% YoY growth (China Analysys, 2016). In 2015, China's
third-party mobile payment market scale was achieved in maneok
9.31 yuan has increased by 57.3%.
Recent interest in mobile payment services has also increased,
which streamlined the complex payment steps. Mobile payment
service increases users' perceived convenience in the payment processes,
lowering the abandon rate (Guo, Zhao, Jin, & Zhang, 2016).
However, there are a variety of issues regarding the rapid development
of mobile payments market. The service has structural problems that
are vulnerable to external security threats and mobile devices
(Karnouskos, S., &Vilmos, A., 2004). In 2011, Google removed
personal information from the NFC-enabled mobile payment services
such as Google Wallet. In 2012, Android smartphone had pointed out
the problems that still remain in the host operating system (Host OS),
which remains bar service was discontinued was looking for a
solution as an abuse of the privacy practices that damage occurs
(Finnin, 2012). In China, only the first quarter of 2014 150 000
Mobile phone virus detection dogs were 43.001 million people
suffered financial damage report was published (Kim, 2014).
Existing wireless network has a weak broadcast characteristic in
tapping and forgery as compared to a wired LAN (Seo, Park, Kim,
Park, 2016). It has become very easy for unauthorized users to access
through the wireless networks anytime, anywhere with portable
equipments. Therefore, confidentiality of the data is considered as
critical, and authentication technologies to determine legitimate users
seem to be required. In general, authentication technologies can be
divided into two types - knowledge-based authentication and
ownership-based authentication (Lee et al., 2013). Knowledge-based
authentication means that password or PIN (Personal Identity Number)
shows authentication ownership of the tangible and intangible to
prove his identity card. However, this conventional approach is
vulnerable to attacks on the user's carelessness or storage of devices
(Lee et al., 2013). Instead of the approach, biometrics is an
alternative which potentially allow accurate authentication by simple
actions. Bio authentication information uses unique physiological
characteristics of a person without a need to carry a separate
authentication method.
Fingerprint biometrics has been widely adopted for access control
in places that require a high level of security, such as in laboratories
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or military bases (Chuang & Chen, 2014). It can be used by
installing the fingerprint scanner on the mobile device can be used
for mobile phone -related security awareness in a manner similar to
the bio. Comparatively as high performance smartphone penetration,
voice, fingerprints, and include a variety of recognition technologies
such as facial recognition appearance or applied to actual commercial
products, and new services using sensors in existing smart phones
have emerged.
Personal characteristics in this biometric technology is built in, so
the risk you can not pass changed or lost by theft or leakage, the
audit capabilities when using this technique, we have a security
breach Who row to be tracked is possible perfection has the
advantage that it can be. In 2013 the company since the iPhone to
add a fingerprint reader on your smart phone smart phone can be
used in a more secure environment. Initially, a fingerprint recognition
function can only be unlocked smart phones, but with the rapid
development of communication technology can be used for fingerprint
recognition capabilities in the mobile payment process (Biometric
Technology Today, 2013). In July 2014, Ali pay and Samsung joint
venture company to notify payload is used as a fingerprint payment
services GLAAXY S5. If users are mobile deals it does not need a
password can be just the fingerprint payment services via the Home
button on your device fingerprints. Is more convenient, secure and
innovative mobile payment services that combine fingerprint reader
and mobile payment (Biometric Technology Today, 2015). Mobile
payment services apply the fingerprint reader means that the
fingerprint mobile payment services as a new payment model in the
mobile payment services.
Many scholars were conducting research on mobile payments
aimed at the Chinese mobile payment service users lack of research
on mobile payment services fingerprints and especially the situation
that the empirical research. To achieve this we add the recognized
safety -based integration technology acceptance theory (UTAUT, 2015)
and set the two introduced the innovation diffusion theory (DOI,
2015) and the relative merits of Conformity. This study consists five
chapters. In Chapter 2, based on the theory of the extended review
UTAUT mobile payment services and to review the regulatory effect
of the adjustment variable with the experience. Chapter 3 presents the
research model and hypotheses based on the theoretical background. It
proposed a method for analyzing the hypothesis testing. In chapter 4,
the results of empirical analyses were presented. In addition,
theoretical and practical implications were discussed along with
limitations and directions for the future research.

2. Mobile fingerprint payment
The authentication methods for mobile payment services, which use
passwords, user's name, or authentication code inputs such as
identification and authentication, can have several problems (Finnin,
2012; Kim, 2014; Yang, 2015). For example, users may fail to recall
knowledge-based information, and it can be more difficult to limit a
stable personal authentication in mobile payment practices (Jo, 2014).
As a way to address these issues, fingerprint technology has been

increasingly adopted for secured personal authentication. For instance,
iphone and Galaxy released smart phone models with fingerprint
recognition features. This technology has been desired for its
convenient usage which can be applied to diverse platforms, replacing
traditional public key certificate-based authentication methods. Mobile
fingerprint payment does not require any additional equipment during
use and is very convenient and readily available without further
education or replacement costs (Lee, 2012).
In terms of security, it is highly secured since producing the
exactly same fingerprint with others is extremely unlikely to happen.
The fingerprint information, which is an extracted biometric
information of individuals, can serve as an alternative to traditional
methods, reducing the risk of theft or loss (Ohana, Phillips, & Chen,
2013). Without the same fingerprint information, access to personal
information can never be certified (Lee, 2012). Fingerprint
authentication method has been mainly used a lot in the field of
mobile payments, the future is likely to be used in a variety of
ways.

3 UTAUT model
Regarding the concerns about the emerging information technology,
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) has been the most widely
used, which was proposed by Davis (1989). In addition, user's
attitude towards the usage of information technology has examined on
the basis of rational behavior theory (TRA, Theory of Reasoned
Action). Previous research in social psychology revealed that
behavioral intentions and possibly actual behaviors for information
technology can be examined within the frameworks of TAM and
TRA. In particular, attitudes to the use of information technology can
be explained by the two preceding variables, namely perceived
usefulness and perceived ease of use.
The TAM has been applied to describe the user's behavior with
regard to the (2003) various types of information. However, various
exogenous variables did not sufficiently consider the effects of
applying TAM have been transformed by Jung Heating limit, or only
some of the variables were selected and forced to the problems in
hand , etc. is applied. As part Venkatesh et al to conquer this
problem. there is to offer a new technology acceptance model with a
higher predictive power users of technology acceptance and ultimately
approached in an integrated perspective, it is directly integrated
technology acceptance model , ie the UTAUT (Unified Theory of
Acceptance and Use of Technology).
Venkatesh et al . (1998) provided three variables that affect the
total of 32 concept mentioned in the eight existing theories which are
TRA , TAM , MM , TPB , MPCU , IDT , SCT in Fig integrated ,
adjusted , to act , one of the variables that influence the behavior ,
and utilizing the four control variables that can have an effect on the
process control designed for UTAUT .
Specifically UTAUT is also an act of the impact on the
performance variables as expected (performance expectancy), effort
expectancy, and social effects and the present (Venkatesh et al.,
2003). This being one, and expectations as a concept equals the
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perceived usefulness of TAM, and the degree to believe that you can,
by using the system to assist in improving the performance of the
work, effort expectancy corresponds to the convenience and use of
cognitive TAM. It is a concept defined as the degree of the ease of
use of the system (Venkatesh et al., 2003). Social effects means the
degree of awareness of what is important around those who believe
that use the new system (Venkatesh et al., 2003). On the other hand,
promote presented as a variable that affects directly the behavior
condition is to mean the extent to believe that systematic, technically
based equipped to support the use of the new system, the UTAUT
these four independent variables user when Fig or affect the behavior
of the action, suggest that sex, age, 4 of the variables of the
experience, and spontaneity (voluntariness of use) that can generate a
control effect (Venkatesh et al, 2003).
The UTAUT is known to have a higher predictive power 20% to
30% as compared to TAM not only describes usually 40 to 50% for
the degrees of the usage act of the user using (Venkatesh et al.,
2003). Users are expected to facilitate the use of the more mobile
fingerprint payment service experience. Users are also asked not to
use the mobile payment fingerprints can easily use the fingerprint
reader, users feel very useful fingerprint-enabled mobile payment.
Improving the dissemination spread, fingerprint recognition technology
in smart device technologies, was it due to such development of
mobile communication technology easy to use and improvement of
mobile payment services, the use has been linked to the development
of easy-machine, around a lot when users increase the US users of
interest in the use of mobile payment fingerprint while strongly will
have a degree of use.
Therefore, this study is to proceed with the empirical study on the
impact on the degree of continued use of the use of mobile payment
services based on mobile UTAUT model and combines fingerprint
biometrics support payment services.
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4 Perceived Security
In using the perceived safety technology process is a degree of
confidence about achieving a personal work. Security there is a
portion that is considered as an important factor from the mobile
payment service characteristics, is recognized as a serious social
problem. In general, innovation due to new information technologies
offer new benefits, but with him will entail new risks that were not
in the existing. The mobile payment will be very important for the
safety of mobile payments in that they have the problem of sensitive
personal data and the protection of customer assets (Yoon, 2010).
Even though I was put a lot of effort to improve the safety of the
individual operators, bulk customers are still concerned about the
safety of mobile payments (Shen et al., 2016). SUBSCRIBERS PIN
(Personal Identification Number), no major concern for the safety of
the account password, security card number, mobile payment system
that provides various security services (Oliveira, 2016) On the other
hand, represents a still concerns about the safety of mobile payment I
believe that.
There continues to conduct research related to safety in academia,
and emphasize the security issues of the system in many studies
conducted previously in most cases focuses on the development and
technical implementation and maintenance of security. However, not
many studies have a customer user experience on the psychological
aspects of the safety of mobile payments in recent years have
focused on whether the focus on safety, many scholars doing
research.
When a high level of safety for the new technologies to be
recognized, and finally using a doctor may feel a new technology for
the user to feel (Salisbury et al., 2013). People's safety is very much
concerned about when you choose the payment method. So users can
be a safe level for mobile payments expected to be applied to
fingerprint crazy big impact on the use. Thus the perceived safety
may be determined to have a significant effect on the degree of use.

5 Diffusion of Innovation: DOI

source: Venkatesh et al. (2003).

<Figure 1> UTAUT model

It focuses on dealing in innovation diffusion research and
innovation diffusion rate, shape, about a part of the factors that
determine the extent. DOI is the difference between the spread
consideration and adoption time for innovation import has focused on
identifying the cause (Rogers, 2004). Moore was and Benbasat (1991)
uses this model in numerous studies were spread represents the
degree of diffusion of innovations, such as the five characteristics of
the variable was defined innovation diffusion theory the new system,
products and processes. In addition, Rogers (2003) has argued that
five kinds of innovative elements that affect the acceptance of
innovation accelerate the adoption of innovation influencing 47-87%
of the variation. Five characteristics are the relative merits,
compliance, was described as testability and observability (Rogers,
1995, 2003).
First, the relative advantage (Relative Advantage) is the degree of
belief that will bring more benefits than when using traditional
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methods through innovation (Rogers, 1995, 2003). This relative
advantage can bring economic benefits and social reputation allows
the individual (Rogers, 1995, 2003). Second, compliance is the value
of existing with the innovations and individuals, need, and to the
degree that matches the experience (Rogers, 1995, 2003). creative and
when high suitability of fresh ideas that individuals are uncertainties
in innovations are reduced will be able to actively take advantage of
innovations (Rogers, 2003) Third, the complexity refers to the degree
of difficulty or effort according to utilize and understand the
innovation (Rogers, 2003).'re in adopting innovative because of the
different level of personal perception, depending on the type and
usage of innovation complexity can be an obstacle (Rogers, 2003).
Fourth, the test potential means that tests the innovation limited
(Rogers, 2003). and to the individuals experience through the test
than through it helping to a fast decision-making also has the
possibility of adopting (Rogers, 2003). Finally, the observed potential
refers to the extent to which visible egeseodo others the results
shown in innovative receiving (Rogers, 2003) . it may be easily
observed, depending on the type of the innovation, but when
observed from the outside, such as the software difficult to employ a
relatively slow speed (Rogers, 2003).
DOI has been empirically proven in various studies in this area
after presenting the determinants of innovation adoption innovation
volcanic theory in the 1960s. So innovation diffusion theory of
adoption factors San causal understanding has neglected to adopt
factors San causal understanding has neglected to limitations that do
not show the process leading to the adoption of decisions and
information technology adoption factors, combined with other adoption
model of If you have achieved the main explanation. Process of
innovation diffusion was defined as the introduction, implementation,
was divided into three steps in the moving picture to start it again
later, and the third step of introducing generalized (Wu & Chen,
2014;. Zhu et al, 2006).
The introduction of information technology is to combine UTAUT
model and the model DOI If you have configured the research
model. Miltaen et al. (2013) was applied to the process of TAM,
UTAUT, DOI variables introduced and expanded in introduction of
information technology. Touray et al. (2014) applied in the process of
expanding and introducing the UTAUT, DOI variables to the Internet.

6 Proposed Research model
This paper presents a unified model of DOI and UTAUT model to
verify the factors for the mobile payment acceptance applying the
fingerprint reader. Reasons: 1) Mobile fingerprint payment was
applied to two variables: the conformity (compatibility) and the
relative merits (relative advantage) of the technical characteristics
yiraseo DOI model of innovation. 2) The current mobile payment is
regarded as an innovative new media. The use of the integrated
model (UTAUT) of the technology used and accepted in order to
analyze and predict the behavior of receiving this new technology is
considered very suitable.
In this study, based on existing basic researches to explain the

acceptance of mobile payment services fingerprint expect better
performance parameters, effort expectancy, in addition to social
influence, facilitating conditions add Perceived security and to conduct
research. Because many users will now have the acceptance of mobile
payments reached a mature stage presence by setting the example
means the adjustment of concepts for real action. The proposed
research model is on the [Fig. 2].

<Figure 2> Proposed Research Model.
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An Exploratory Study on the Key Variables of the Characteristics
of Taxi-Calling Apps
1Zhongbo

Guo*, Jong-Ho Lee**2

2. Major variables

Abstract
Within the 21st century, life has so much changes amazingly. Our
lives had become better than before, unprecedently marching towards
the betterment of society as new creation meets innovation, sparking
a new experience. Unvaried to other elements in life, the development
of technology had impacted and redefined how business runs, raging
more profits than ever before, yet skyrocketing the sales figures to
new records.
The purpose of this article is to examine the key factors of the
characteristics of taxi-calling apps because of insufficient researches
on them with development of high technologies and wide-spread
smartphones' apps all over the world. And even more it is considered
to have useful skills on smartphones' apps. They will make
diversified influences on human lives. Also to have knowledge and
skill on them is considered as a kind of competition edge.
Keywords: Key Variables, Characteristics, Taxi-Calling Apps.

1. Theoretical background
The phone, which once conventionally be defined as a tool to
communicate, can now be redefined as a tool to communicate for a
particularly purpose in various effective yet smart ways. The term
"APP" is a simplification term of "Application Software".
Just like any business, the conventional taxi-booking business
heretofore was confined to phone lines or calls. However progressing
from introduction of its service platform on the World Wide Web.
Taxi-app had born in the era of smartphones.
As firms competition are getting more vigorous in order to be a
dominant player in this oligopoly market, significant researches are
needed on the characteristics and affecting factors, taxi-booking apps.
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** Corresponding author, Professor, Dept. of Business Information
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2.1 e-service quality variables
This research will primarily focus on the characteristics for
intention of continued use of the taxi-calling apps which get the
effects of perceived value and the effect of satisfaction(Lee, et al.,
2012).
So the characteristics are as follows(Lee, et al., 2012).
① reactivity ② reliability /trustworthiness ③ safety / security ④
conveniency ⑤ instant connectivity
The concept of e-service by taxi-booking apps
Conventionally, calling a cab can be a fussy and long process as
the operator phone lines night be busy and in queue during peak
hours. Not unless a particular firm invest more in its general
telephone line number(infrastructure), the process is simple but
frustrating for those who are in queue and hurried. With a revolution
on communication in this digital era, we now can inform one
firm/individual with regards to our demand for a service via a
platform or better known as digital impulse that could be interpreted.
From the bulky desktop to a small hand-size electronic device called
smart phones, mobile app plays a critical networking tool for
customers to interacts with business firms in the cab or taxi
industries.
A passenger who needs a cab service want to find a vacant cab
just around the corner, on a curb within a short time and yet booked
the cab if the cab driver is willing to provide its service at that
particular time. When the cab arrive, the passenger gets on and
departs to destination recorded via the app. The passenger only pays
either in physical cash or digital transfer of payment to the cab
driver at the end of the service provided by the cab driver.
As above mentioned, the characteristics are to be summarized as
follows: ① reactivity ② reliability /trustworthiness ③ safety /
security ④ conveniency ⑤ instant connectivity

① Reactivity
Nowadays, in both Korea and China, it is very popular for
passenger to use taxies with taxi-booking apps(in other words,
taxi-calling apps, taxi apps, mobile taxi apps etc.)
Based on this research paper, Taxi Service can be defined as
firm/service provider utilizing a mode of vehicle (taxi) to transfer
their customers quickly(Kang, 2008). The function of taxi-booking
apps is to send the customer from the pick-up point to the
destination with safety and quickest route. Daily taxis' operations
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cover booking/reservation, delivering, cab internal services and other
directly or indirectly related services when a customer use such
services and make a payment for it.
Thus, focusing on the definition of reactivity, it means that how
the taxi provides service(driver/firm response) to the customer
demand; namely, how the customer response towards the taxi service
expect to provide it. The taxi driver can fulfill the customers' demand
by the type of taxi and its service.

② Reliability /Trustworthiness
The taxi driver's service can improve their service quality and
users satisfaction, via sampling, responsiveness, assurance, consensus
and class(Kang, 2008). These several factors are major ones to
reliability/trustworthiness. Reliability or better known as trustworthiness
became a determinant factor. Relating this to the taxi industry, a
company's portfolio and reputation keeps a key factor on determining
how many customers may take. This may include its effectiveness,
speediness, drivers virtue, cost charges for its services and conditions
of its cab etc. Only with trust or to be a reliable company, a client
would then be willing and be in full trust to utlize the particular
company's providing service either offline or online and pay when the
service provided are promised as claimed and attained full satisfaction
for what he or she perceived its value. This is also to mean,
comparing the conventional method and such new innovative method
of e-service, there should be an advancement of service or a
discounted rate to encourage user to use yet nothing change backwards
in terms of service quality or incurring any additional charges for
inappropriate conveniency. Back to basic relationship, trust is the
basic of all relationship, thus, with no dispute, such e-service of
taxi-booking apps(Yao & Ding, 2011).

profoundly defined, allowing customer to feel more comfortable or
much more relieve when using a service or in the process of
experiencing a service(Venkatesh & Davis, 1996; Davis, 1989).
Moreover, after researching mobile internet service(herefrom on
e-service) loyalty, its loyalty rate is plainly based on the e-service
after service satisfaction(Lee, 2004). Thus, we can assume that
e-service affects users in some kinds of ways, concurrently, becoming
a determinant factor whether a particular e-service quality can expand.
Conveniency, a simple phrase, perhaps can define as something that
promotes comfort or advantage, freeing from trouble, commodiousness
(Lin & Lu, 2000). Focusing such aspect on e-service, taxi-booking
apps should be easy about the process or changing the state or
quality of a service to pursue one's wants or accommodation in a
more relevant way(Choi, 2004). For every degree of conveniency the
quality plays an important role in taxi-booking apps.

⑤ instant connectivity
As previously stated, conveniency can simply means easier or
comfortable usage(Durlanher, 2003). One co-link factor to this is
instant connectivity(Kim & Kim, 2002). Instant connectivity is defined
as mobile internet service that could be utilized by the user anytime,
anywhere(Lee, 2004). Instant connectivity can utilize current
positioning system which links with internet and provide feedback on
the current position to the service provider, with the infrastructure,
IS-95C, GPRS(Kwak & Lee, 2005). Like the wide-spread of mobile
banking, instant connectivity, promotes as well as enabling effective
and efficient communication, immediate receipt, acknowledgement or
reply between the service provider and service user. Such features
overrides the time lag between communication method which are
logged and lagged due to slow process, such as phone calls - there
is a beep ringing, emails.

③ safety / Security
According to recent news, our security has been threatened via
various perspective, online and offline, and in various sector of
industries. With the conveniency of internet, it also encapsulates some
vulnerability. When a user uses the mobile banking e-service, he or
she is first required to register some personal information and
required information to use it. However, such vulnerable information,
if fallen to wrong hands, can take into the risk for the user as the
user safety is able to make an influence both directly and indirectly.
Mobile apps such as mobile banking and taxi-booking apps are both
open to be attacked as their operating system runs on a much
simpler yet less protected platform due to its infancy stage. Via
mobile banking, PIN (Personal Identification Number), Account
number, Secret code, and other personal information are then exposed
to risk and vulnerable to be used by hackers for the infringe benefit
for immoral ethics(Lee & Hwang, 2005). Thus, users would suffer
from not just physically loss but also mentally in terms of stress,
worries and fear.

④ Conveniency
Conveniency, a primary key drive to innovation, shapes our lives
for a better life and leads a much comfortabe one. This was

2.2 Mediators
① Perceived Value
Perceived value is a branding catalyst and marketing tool to
promote a product based on customer’s trust and his or her belief
that a particular product or service meets his or her needs or suits
his or her demands(Yoon et al., 2010). Customers ultimately make
the critical decision on how to interpret and react to such messages
to understand this better, looking from the value proposition, the
customer would compare the price he or she required to pay for the
possible value(Choi, 2013). Serving as a guideline from looking on
previous researchers’ works and the basic guidelines of trades, such
values in the eyes of the consumer can be summarized to 4
categories : functional value, monetary value, social value and
psychological value(Ju, 2007).
a) Functional Value:
What it can provide or offer to the customer, a solution or answer
for customer needs, demands or even questions.
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b) Monetary Value:
A trade-off between the possible benefits compared to what its
offerings worth or paid in return for the functionk.
c) Social Value:
Engaging or attaining an ownership over a service or product yet
allowing consumers to go beyond the conventional extend to interact
with each other.
d) Psychological Value:
Emotional value or feelings that attributes to products or services
experienced by consumers. In other words, it means that the extent of
freedom which enable consumers to freely define their emotional
value in any kind of way.
<Table 1> presents the summaries of value definition to authors.
<Table 1> summaries of perceived value definition
Research
Sweeney &
Soutar(2001)

Content
perceived value is classified into functional
emotional value, social value, monetary value etc.

Gallaeza &
Saura(2006)

As a broad meaning, perceived value is defined as
sacrifices related consuming behavior and perceived
evaluation from benrfit.

value,

To examine the importance of the perceived value as
Smith &
factors explaining the customer behavior in society based
Colgate(2007)
on previous studies of social science.
Lin &
Huang(2012)

Overall consumer experience and green products are
defined by their purchasing behaviors related to the
conditional value concept as functional value, social
values, emotional and search value.

② Satisfaction
From general dictionaries, satisfaction denotes as a happy or
pleased feeling due to something that one experience or act of
providing what is needed or desired. In business context, such as
e-service, satisfaction exhibited by customer can be expelled as
expectations of customer concerning an experience of a service or a
product provided by a firm, enterprise or individual (better known as
seller). It is a major concept and usually revolves around the quality
of an service, which in this case, quality of the e-service of
taxi-booking apps. Only by collecting and analysing customer
satisfaction, it can leverage the intention of continued use. Overall,
with satisfaction, one is willing and able to persist to use a particular
e-service for the betterment meeting one's desire or needs.
<Table 2> illustrates the contents of satisfaction.
<Table 2> the contents of satisfaction
Research
Tse &
Wilton(1988)
DeLone &
McLean(2003)

Content
As a norm related pre-expectation or outcomes on
products, the difference between perception and
expectation after consumption.
A key role to measure the user's opinion with the
electronic commerce system and a measurement
including total processes for examples, information
extraction, service, purchasing, payments etc.

Mo-Byeong,Sun
(2005)
Sam-Guan,
Cheong (2009)
Hyeon-Seob,
Sin(2011)
Chang-Seon,
Choi(2015)
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With subjective, cognitive measurement unit, and
alternative for financial system at system effectiveness.
Helpful scale for users on the quality of system
properties(service, cooperation, information, system).
Using hotel information system & hotel financial
information system, the hotel is able to meet customers
or its registered members demand, leveraging its
credibility.
Cognitive evaluation in the process of information
service and emotional evaluation from outcomes after
using.

3. Conclusions and limitations
Nowadays we live in 21st century, at this circumstances, there are
many influential variables for smartphones' use and actual life. In
some meanings, the knowledges and skills to use them are considered
as competition edge in social life. They will make and become
critical power to live in social network society. Therefore life will be
changed so much as everyone has the power. Namely our lives
depend on them. So it is necessary to examine influential variables
especially on apps in detail. Eventhough the purpose of this article is
to examine the key factors of the characteristics of taxi-calling apps,
but the study on them is very insufficient, especially on taxi-calling
apps. So this study is an exploratory one on taxi-calling apps. The
results of this study are as follows. Key variables of the
characteristics of taxi-calling apps are 5 ones according to previous
reviews, say, ① reactivity ② reliability/trustworthiness ③ safety /
security ④ conveniency ⑤ instant connectivity. Until now 5 key
variables are very essential ones on taxi-calling apps.
But this study has some limitations.
5 variables are very limited. There will be more valuable variables.
So it is needed to investigate more ones. If it will not be enough
ones, it is necessary to expand other academics to look for them and
adjust or modify them suitable for taxi-calling apps.
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Lessons from the Successful Case Studies on Sharing Economy
1Qing

Zhu, Li*, Jong-Ho Lee**2

Abstract
The concept of sharing economy(shared economy) is being interested
in Korea especially. Of course all over the world, many related
persons are interested in its concept, situation, successful cases and
methods for its adjustment to real world. But they are depending on
the situation according to each country's condition. So, at that point,
it is necessary to look for or investigate them in detail. Similarly, in
Korea, too.
Therefore, the purposes of this study are as follows.
First, to review and define the concept of sharing economy from
both previously literature study and leaders.
Second, to look for and classify its characteristics and types
suitable for our status. After looking for them, to derive common
points from them.
Third, to analyze market status in detail and find out what is the
problem to make better or what is good point fit for situation.
Fourth, to investigate its successful contents from real cases in
market. After making analyses about them, to arrange helpful lessons
from them.

1. Introduction
Today, ICT technology is evolving rapidly, and world information
and communication are causing rapid changes in all industries. Those
changes lead to inevitable alterations in business and revenue models
for those industries. These changes, in particular, occur prevalent with
regard to sharing of economy, trade, and industry. More convenient
and cheaper when people use the service or buy the product was to
get the product or service more. This is also in accordance with the
purchase method, as also moving to the center of economy, trade and
industry through joint purchasing, but also reflects the rapid
development.
Sharing economy is, as the term was first used in Harvard Law
Professor, Lawlence and Lessig in 2008, a traditional economic
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model. This new cooperation model is different from traditional mass
production and mass consumption to share with other economic
resources by recycling the existing resources. In addition, as the
goods or services, types of resources that do not even utilize the
intangible resources of knowledge, experience, and time have been
accepted as a concept borrowed from other concepts. In other words,
the sharing economy holds the meaning of collaborative consumption
sharing, and consuming the product or service in the peer-to-peer
platform.
In 2008 global financial crisis, many companies had faced
bankruptcy and unemployed had soared. Had caused a slow-growing
economy, difficulties of getting jobs, income decreased due to the
global economic crisis was a chance to switch to the rational
consumption from excessive consumption. Sharing in the economy in
an effort to solve this economic crisis began to receive attentions
worldwidely. The biggest advantage of shared prayer is that the
economy will lead to the activation of the economy in the face of
this economic crisis, and provide public services to the community
members of the community. Thus sharing economy can overcome the
limitations of traditional economy and has received attention as an
alternative economic way that will lead the new industrial revolution
era.
Because lack of resources is also deepening climate issues and the
environment, an increase in the surplus assets, the overspending on
the negative economic and social, sharing economy can be attractive
choices that became increasingly important to consumers. Sharing
economy is to minimize the waste of resources and efficient to avoid
environmental problems.
From the industry aspects, housing, bicycles, books, clothing, as
well as even 'labor' is 'sharing economy' to create a new business
model as the representative model of the creative economy. According
to revenues from US market research firms, its solution fee has
exceeded 10 billion US dollars this year. Uber last June an additional
12 billion (1.2 trillion won) worth of $ 18.2 billion in investment
company's success (18.6 trillion won) and has grown into a big
company. Airbnb has grown to 400.005 million in April, maybe now
to attract an additional million dollars (about 467 billion won) is now
worth $ 10 billion (10.8 trillion won).

2. The concept of sharing economy
Sharing Economy (Shared Economy) is an alternative economic
model that will lead the new era of the Industrial Revolution. Sharing
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economies are leading the economy facing Korea's economic crisis,
and drawing attention to the economic system of social innovation to
provide public services to society.
The economy, a way to share produced goods, as collaborative
consumption includes tangible as well as intangible resources like
knowledge, experience, and time (Lawlence, 2008; Lessig, 2008).
Sharing economy can be defined as the use of information technology
such as the Internet, collaborative consumption and consumption
(Felson & Spaeth, 1978; Algar, 2007; Lessig, 2008).
The "traditional economy" of concept as owned one was forced to
face with resource depletion, over-consumption problem to make a
profit for the purpose of competition.
But 'Sharing economy' is a new economic paradigm that creates
new value for collaborative consumption, resource conservation and
efficient distribution based on trust-consciousness unlike traditional
ownership economy

3 Characteristics and types of sharing economy
Sharing economy is evolving into a new economic way to connect
businesses and individuals with sharing and collaboration of the
individual companies and enterprises. In addition, it is a new
human-centered economic system reflected the mutually beneficial
traits under economic rationality as the biggest advantage (Gold,
2010). It can be said that essentially, not the 'cold' economy by
principles of supply and demand, but the 'warm' and 'win-win'
economy based on mutual sharing and Economics (Gold & Naughton,
2010).
Sharing economy has a strong sense of belonging, aspirations and
awareness of the inherent social community as a universal openness.
It is also a core value relationships with others. There is an
economic incentive to actively share 13 represents a unique value, or
his own important role. The sharing economy is not possible without
the reaction of others (Bruni, 2002; munbyeonggi, 2011). People have
always formed an organic relationship with others. Shared economic
and social system leading to creation and innovation is caused by
synchronization to meet the social demand, organizations and services
that will lead to innovative actions leading to the development and
spread.
Sharing economy has the properties of a common values of
equality, accountability, and value theory unlike past traditional
own-economy. Sharing economy is based on rational logic to give
value to all members in the community when seeking profit (Gold,
2010). Sharing economy is being focused on characteristics not only
to exchange or share products but also by sharing their interests
(Gold, 2010; Botsman & rogers, 2010). Internet and SNS is critical
to the shared economy. Building a platform on the Internet drives to
activate the network and to maximize the performance (Gansky, 2010;
Walljasper, 2010).
As facilitating factors sharing economy may include social factors,
economic factors, technological factors (Botsman & Rogers, 2010).
Promoting social factors includes an increase in population density
(Kriston, Szabo & Inzelt, 2010), sustainable development orientation

(Porter & Kramer, 2011), demand for communication, responsibility
and altruism, etc. for the next generation. Economic factors are the
over-consumption and unused resources (Botsman & Rogers, 2012),
convergence growth, access to own. Technical factors are the
development of social networks (Constantinides & Fountain, 2008),
mobile devices and platforms), the maturity of the payment system
(Black & Lynch, 2004) and so on.
Sharing economy is devided into 3 categories, according to
provided service type, namely, Product Service Exchanges,
Redistribution Markets, Collaborative Lifestyles. Product Service
Systems (Product Service Exchanges) is a method or way to lend
required amount at necessary time but not own for a product or
service. For example, the US car-sharing Zipcar sharing service
company. Redistribution Market (Redistribution Markets) is a barter
transaction, and redistributing ways as redistribute items or things to
a person who need them if unnecessary or not friquent use. For
example, auction companies like eBay. Collaborative Life Styles is a
trading method that divides or exchanges tangible or intangible
resources through cooperations by all members in same social
community. For example, there are AirBnB in United States,
BnBHero in Korea and cocoza like services companies which shares
lodging facilities.

4 market status of sharing economy
Recently, sharing economy was included in "10 Trends of
domestic and foreign scientific and technological innovation in 2016"
by STEPI(Science & Technology Policy Institute). That institute
announced the survey results from literature(domestic and foreign),
Korean experts as science and technology innovation one. The reason
why sharing economy is paid attention to is because it has unlimited
potential value.
According to the US consulting firm, PricewaterhouseCoopers(PwC),
the whole market size is expected to about $15 billion in the world
in 2014, and increased by 20 times than that in 2014, the global
sharing economy market will grow to $335 billion size in 2025.
Also, according to the US economy, Crowd Company, research firm
for sharing economy, Crowd Company, about $260 billion was
introduced into the past 15 years.
Favorability of people around the world for the sharing economy
is also very high. According to the report of the American research
company Nielsen, 68% of global online consumers are positive about
getting money through a shared site with their goods and services,
66% of consumers have a favorable to use other people's.
According to the latest report of the Korea Trade Corporation
(2015), 86% of the respondents replied that the sharing economy
business models is suitable for their lives, and 83% said it would
make their lives made easier. In addition, 78% wanted that more
powerful social community should be built based on sharing economy
(overseas market data from Los Angeles trade center, KOTRA).
Global sharing economy market size is estimated to range from
$110 billion (￦120 trillion) to $5,300 billion (￦585 trillion),
maximum, in the annual. An organization for the expansion of
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sharing economy, The People Who Share, is estimated to $5,300 one
hundred million as sharing economy size in 2013. In America,
consumers gained $35 billion (￦3 trillion 800 billion), 25% increased
compared to that, in 2013. In United Kingdom, consumers gained $
7.4 billion (₤4.6 billion, ￦8 trillion 100 billion) in 2012 (The People
Who Share, 2013). Recently PWC (2014) showed [Figure 1] and
[Figure 2]. According to them, sharing economy size will reach at $
6,700 one hundred million in 2025 from $ 2,250 one hundred million
in 2013. Among 10 sectors (sharing + existing rental sector) by
PWC, the ratio at 5 sectors(crowd fund, online stepping, p2p
resources, car sharing, music streaming) will be increased from now
5% to 50% in 2025. And eventually, the 5 sectors-evenues will be $
33,500 million compared to $ 67,000 million(10 sectors)
approximately in 2025.

source : ibid.

<Figure 2> growth rate in sharing economy in 10 areas

5 Case Studies of sharing economy
5.1 Zipcar

source : PWC(2014). How did we develop our sharing economy revenue projections?
A detailed methodology. PWC

<Figure 1> sharing economy market size in 10 areas

Domestic sharing economy can be referred to the introductory
stage, the numbers of its company are increasing since 2011, and its
companies are focusing on diversified resources. Most companies are
small start-up ones as company Ltd. and registered at sharing hub
(cckorea). They are less than ￦100 million in capital and 5
employees. Although Korea is a little later than the United States at
the introduction of sharing economy, Korean sharing economy is
expected to be wide-spread quickly owing to high smartphone
penetration and abundant human resources (KIET, 2015)

Zipcar is a service of renting cars. This is similar to car rental
business but different from the existing rental business on renting
ways and system. Zipka is a membership-based rent car sharing
company. Members can rent a car per by day or hour unit. Since
founded in 1999 in Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA, and October 31,
2007, the merger with Flexcar was conducted. House members called
Zipster can also retrieve available cars and can book by Internet and
telephone. They usually can reserve car and pay money fir it by
hour. All cars as Zipka can be parked only parking lot on the street
or public parking. All members of Zipka can drive a car by RFID
card as Zip-card. All the records like used time and running distance
about vehicles are recorded and transmitted to the central computer
via a wireless data connection. In case of protecting private life, it is
impossible to trace the location but usually it is possible. Reservation
fee includes a daily maintenance expenses like car insurance, fuel
cards, car washing and glass cleaning. Anyone who want to be a
member, automatically, book and use available cars (Zipcar, 2013).
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Now, that services are carried out in Seattle, Boston, New York,
Washington DC, Atlanta, Minneapolis, Oregon, Chapperhill, Oakland,
San Francisco, Stanford University, Pittsburgh, Toronto, London,
Chicago, Ann Arbor, Vancouver etc.. Zipka is the biggest provider
and car sharing company in the world. In general, members usually
pay a fee of $ 3 to $ 6 per hour and $ 30 a month. Zipka is a
perfect example of utilizing a shared economic system.
Zipcar does not make, sell, repair but share cars. So the slogan of
Zipka is "Let's make it easier and more efficient service for sharing
rather than owning a car." Zipka recognize IT systems as the most
critical success factor since the beginning. In preparation for
expansion of service, it built a robust system to enlarge its size
easily and simultaneously reflected deveral factors such as marketing,
technology, and operation. So this is a kind of business to share
information.

5.2 Thredup
Thredup started the business as a clothing exchange site for adults
in San Francisco in 2009. James Reinhart, founder of Thredup, had
ideas to sell used men's clothes consignment and to exchange them
efficiently and easily by way of online. After that, he began to
start-up with Oliver Lubin and Chris Homer, his alumni at Harvard
Business School. First motto by Thredup is "omit old clothes and fill
new one". Making basic product-measurement indices such as brand,
size, current status etc. after numerous trial and error, Thredup could
exchange shirts easily by way of using indices. The business
members in just one year increased to 9,000 people. Women as well
as men became members and exchanged shirts and blouses. At the
operations of the thredup, members could enter the clothes released
and taken into the online closet. Say, if a member would send the
clothes to thredup, the company would return the proper one with
fee(commission) after checking clothes quality. At this time, when the
company send clothes, it would sell packaging items, give warranty
service not free of charge, and upgrade customers' satisfaction. On the
other hand, the thredup changed the focus of the business from
adults' clothes to children's clothes in 2010. The decision depended
on the member's proposal that childrens' clothes was a high profitable
as a niche market. The company gave them services, free of charge,
how much were the value of unused(sleeping) clothes in closet? How
the clothes could be exchanged with new ones? The company
developed the algorithms to calculate the value of old clothes
(Gansky, 2010).
In addition to own reputation system, it operated three different
systems. First, there was rating system based on the quality of the
delivered items like eBay from 1 star to 4 one. Second, it had the
styli point based on giving scores from 1 point to 10 one
subjectively. Third, an evaluation way based on the delivery time. In
other words, each reputation system is depended on quality, style and
delivery time which were core contents as a promise for users by
Tredup company (Botsman & Rogers, 2011). According to founder,
Reinhard, the numbers of visiting were new 7,000 members at every
month in 2012. 46 percent of among them re-visited and 300,000
customers exchanged more than $2 million garments. Also in 2012, it

had been invested $14.5 million from 'Highland Capital Partners' and
revenues was increased up to $23 million (triplepundit, 2013).

5.3 airbnb
Airbnb was founded in August 2008 in California, USA, as a
social lodging company. Headquarters in San Francisco, is both a
community and marketplace based on online and mobile and connects
people who have unique accommodations with other people who look
for a place to stay all over the world. Airbnb's business model is
very simple. That, as a mediator, connects lodge-owners who have
available vacancies or accommodation with travelers going on a trip
to that area. Airbnb explains how to use the accommodation for
travellers and to register informations and pictures on the site for
owners in detail. Once travellers use the site and enroll data, airbnb
shows the room or accommodation suitable for the conditions. In the
processes of comminacations are performed through PCs or
smartphones over the internet. The user should pay the money to
Airbnb, not the owner. If users enter the room and do not have any
problem to use it, airbnb pay money to owners except 3% fee.
Airbnb offers user reviews on the site for the registered
accommodations. Only the users having experiences to stay at it can
register reviews and the company provides right and objective
informations on the site. Users give star-ranking about accommodations
after assessing on the communications with owners, cleanliness,
location, check-in, etc.. And in 2013, the site provides informations
for many travelers from 34,502 cities in 192 countries, the daily
trading volume is 35,000 more, the current value of the company is
rated 1 trillion. When hurricane damaged New Jersey and New York
in August 2012, the company in cooperation with the New York City
proposed to rent 120 vacancies to owners and gave them to flood
victims. So that news is an issue in that comminity (airbnb. 2013).
There is also a shared accommodation Airbnb service. It serves
vacant rooms or houses to necessary travelers. Until now, the
cumulative travelers are nearly 20 millions
This year airbnb was invested the amount of $ 450 million, and
its value amounts to $ 10 billion worth. Its value is higher than that
of global hotel chain Hyatt and Intercontinental. Uber does not own
vehicles. Also airbnb does not own buildings.
This situation means that the values from sharing economy are
very highly evaluated.

5.4 TaskRabbit
Task Rabbit began talent-trading business as a small venture
company in the United States in 2008. Task Rabbit is online job
market between job seekers and employee seekers, its headquarter is
in San Francisco. The founder, Leah Busque got a start-up idea when
he wanted someone to see windows in stead of him falling snow in
winter night in Boston. The website automatically connects between
people who want job seeker(job loser) and other people(hirer) who
want to hire talented people. From the origin, Rabbit started from
simple laundry or markwt-task by online with low fee. But the
service is gradually expanding and users are more increasing. The
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Task Rabbit also makes deal with average trading price of 45 dollars,
but its price depends on the bid price. As an online broker, Task
Rabbit usually receives 15% transaction fees, and was invested
approximately $ 7 million in 2011 (taskrabbit, 2013). The Task
Rabbit, website desigher who want to get $ 15 an hour, or car
bumper changer, and the accountant posted their data on the website.
In this case, it is possible for the company to receive a good
evaluation and for users to deal their talents at a high price.

5.5 Uber
As vehicle service broker, Uber is a good example of the sharing
economy. Recently eventhough there are no people who do not
experience Uber, there are no people who do not hear Uber. Uber is
a quick service that connects individuals as vehicle owners with
passengers who want to get on it by way of smartphones.
Uber was established in 2009, and evaluated up to $ 1 billion
worth last year. After having invested $ 1.2 billion this year, rising
to $ 18.2 billion and now it is up to $ 40 billion. This is only
example of the growth rate of the sharing economy.
Uber makes a business with customer to customer (C2C) and now
carsharing service with business to customer (B2C).

6. conclusions.
This study has 4 objectives.
First, sharing economy is creation of a new business model of the
creative economy. Its size is more bigger and bigger all over the
world. It can be defined as the use of information technology such
as the Internet, collaborative consumption and consumption. Sharing
economy is a new economic paradigm creating new value for
collaborative consumption, resource conservation and efficient
distribution based on trust-consciousness unlike traditional ownership
economy compared to traditional economy.
Second, its characteristics are the properties of a common values
of equality, accountability, and value theory unlike past traditional
own-economy. And it may include social factors, economic factors,
technological factors. Also it is divided into 3 categories, by service
type, Product Service Exchanges, Redistribution Markets, Collaborative
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Lifestyles.
Third, according to PwC, the whole market size is expected to
about $15 billion in the world in 2014, and increased by 20 times
than that in 2014, the global sharing economy market will grow to
$335 billion size in 2025.
Fourth, its successful firms are investigated. Among them, Zipcar,
Thredup, Airbnb, Task Rabbit, Uber are famous for the sharing
economy. Zipcar is best sampme for service of renting cars. Thredup
is a business as a clothing exchange site for adults and children three
different systems such as quality, style and delivery time. Airbnb, as
a social lodging company and as a mediator, connects lodge-owners
with travelers. Task Rabbit began talent-trading business as a small
venture company but now, automatically connects between job seeker
and job-hirer. Uber, as vehicle service broker, is a good example of
the sharing economy. And now it makes a business with C2C and
now carsharing service (B2C).
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Abstract
Since the brokerage fee was liberalized in late 1990s, the competition
in financial securities market is thought to be escalated. The
traditional measure for competition such as HHI, however, seems to
indicate that the market competition gets lowered contrarily. I apply
the idea of Panzar and Rosse (1987) and Boone (2008) to meter how
contestable the Korean financial securities market has been from 2002 to
2015. Unlike HHI, H-statistics by Panzar and Rosse (1987) demonstrates
that the degree of competition has increased from “monopolistic
competition” to “perfect competition.” Yet Boone indicator does not
provide useful prediction.
Keywords: H-statistics, Boone indicator, competition, contestability.

1. Introduction
This paper aims to measure how the competition in the financial
securities market has changed in Korea from year 2002 to 2015. The
degree of competition in the securities market has been a high
concern for the regulator as well as for the companies. While
securities intermediaries are reluctant to accommodate new competitors,
the regulator might introduce proper competition in order to enhance
social welfare. Financial investors might prefer the fiercer competition
in this market since it likely brings about lower commissions. No
matter how competitive the securities market should be, we need to
have some measures that represent the market contestability truly
well.
I would like to take some alternative approaches by Panzar and
Rosse (1987) and Boone (2008). The former derives some testable
implications under general modeling assumptions on production
function. Boone (2008) does not depend on structural assumptions
like Panzar and Rosse (1987). It rather stands on an intuitive
assumption to give reduced form regression.
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In regard to financial markets, especially banking, there are many
papers that utilize Panzar and Rosse (1987).1 Classens and Laeven
(2004) compile banking data in 50 countries from 1994 to 2001 to
compute H-statistics. Most countries records H-statistics in the range
of 0.50 and 0.85, which states that they are in monopolistic
competition. In addition, they investigate the relation between
H-statistics and regulation policies to conclude that strong regulation
is correlated with low H-statistics. It hints that H-statistics might be a
good measure for contestability. Similarly to Classens and Laeven
(2004), Bikker and Spierdijk (2008) extend H-statistics of banking
sector into 101 countries over 1989-2004. The study is rather
comprehensive and it reports that H-statistics differ from Classens and
Laeven (2004) for some countries.
Regarding financial securities market, H-statistics has received scant
attention. To my best knowledge, Tsutsui and Kamesaka (2005) is the
most comparable study with banking literature. Applying De Bandt
and Davis (2000) into Japanese securities industry, they conclude that
the market is far from perfect competition even in the wake of
consecutive liberalization of regulations.
Boone (2008) suggests a simple idea. Cost efficiency benefits a
firm and it benefits more in perfect competition than in monopoly
since any tiny cost advantage will sweep the market when the
competition is very fierce.
Marginal cost is usually hard to observe in practice. We can
substitute it with average variable costs (Centraal Planbureau, 2000;
Boone, 2008; Boone et al., 2012), or estimate it using trans-logarithmic
cost functions (van Leuvensteijn et al., 2011; Jeon & Lim, 2013).
Both H-statistics and Boone indicator require individual firm-level
financial information. But there is no cumbersome work on the
market definition.2 H-statistics needs input factor prices and revenue.
Boone indicator requires less data than H-statistics since it is based
on a simple relation between profit and cost. Boone indicator is more
implementable than H-statistics but the indicator cannot tell where the
competition stands.
A crucial assumption H-statistics builds on is that the economy is
in long-run equilibrium. Application of H-statistics to a short-run
might be problematic (Léon, 2014).3 From the practitioner’s point of
1 I refer to Bikker and Haaf (2002) and Classens (2009) for comprehensive
survey of the literature
2 They do not require market definition and SSNIP (Small but Significant
and Non-transitory Increase in Price) test
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view, the continuity of H-statistics is a concern since it fluctuates
quite often. Vesala (1995) argues that H-statistics should be a
continuous measure while Shaeffer (2004) is suspicious in theory. In
empirics, it is hard to answer whether H-statistics must be better
smooth (Bikker et al., 2012).
H-statistics belongs to a branch of new empirical industrial
organization (NEIO) and it received many practical tests. Boone
indicator is a newly developed technique that requires further studies
for years to come (Léon, 2014).

3. Model and Analysis
3.1. Dataset
We focus on the computation of H-statistics and Boone indicator
regarding Korean securities industry. Financial statements are reported
to KOFIA (Korea Financial Investment Association) and FSS
(Financial Supervisory Service) and we retrieved the data basically
from FSS website.
The scope of data entails the securities companies with broker or
dealer licenses. All of the securities companies between 2001Q1 and
2015 Q2 are complied quarterly. Since the public data does not
contain detailed accounting items, we requested the breakdown of
financial statements in most detail. Thanks to this detail, we can
arrange the revenue and the cost by business portfolios. Among
quarterly financial statements, we use balance sheets for stock
variables such as asset, liability, and equity. Profit/loss statements are
useful for flow variables. Added are workface data such as number
of employees, directors, and outside auditors.

dummies and whether the company is incorporated domestically.
<Table 1> H-Statistics of Korean Securities Industry (2002-2015)
FY
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
< 2008
> 2008
Entire
Except
2008

Labor Financial Facility
HCost
Cost
Cost Statistics

R2

Obs

p
p
(H=0) (H=1)

0.07
0.19
0.30
0.28
0.24
0.46
0.10
0.49
0.77
0.70
0.56
0.50
0.59
0.84
0.79
0.84
0.45

0.00
-0.08
-0.01
-0.03
-0.12
-0.08
-0.20
0.06
0.16
0.06
0.05
0.14
0.12
0.17
0.15
0.17
0.06

0.10
0.18
0.32
0.20
0.08
0.01
-0.30
0.20
-0.01
-0.06
0.12
0.23
0.17
0.39
0.15
0.15
0.20

0.16
0.29
0.61
0.45
0.20
0.39
-0.40
0.75
0.92
0.70
0.72
0.86
0.88
1.40
1.09
1.17
0.71

0.44 169
0.61 223
0.67 219
0.68 210
0.47 199
0.40 204
0.35 210
0.32 172
0.36 232
0.44 235
0.60 238
0.31 240
0.42 232
0.59 56
0.41 1224
0.40 1405
0.33 2839

0.14
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.02
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.74
0.16
0.11
0.41
0.34
0.10
0.00
0.14
0.00

0.47

0.07

0.23

0.78

0.36 2629

0.00

0.00

The regression results are in table 1 and figure 1. As shown in
table 1, we reject the hypotheses of “perfect competition” and
“monopoly” for 2003-2008. Thus we have sufficient evidence that
Korean securities market had been in the status of “monopolistic
competition.” Since 2009, “perfect competition” is rejected consistently.
The trend in H-statistics in figure 4 illustrates that the market
competition has been rising except when the global crisis hit the
market.

3.2. H-statistics
H-statistics forms on equation (1). For each calendar year, we have
four different quarterly data. Given a company, there will be four
observations provided that it lasts for the entire calendar year. The
regression specification for H-statistic follows Tsutsui and Kamesaka
(2005):
(1)
The dependent variable, R, is the ratio of operating income and
total asset. Input factor prices are defined by labor (w), financial
expense (r), and facility (k). Labor cost is the ratio of personnel
expenses and total number of employees, financial cost is that of
total interest payment and total liability, and facility cost is that of
general administrative expenses and total asset. All of the variables of
concern are standardized by the ratios and they are taken logarithmic
transformation. Control variables are categorical ones for quarter

<Figure 1> H-Statistics of Korean Securities Industry (2002-2015)

3.3. Boone
We estimate Boone indicator based on equation (2):

3 The validity of H-statistics depends on whether the profit is correlated
with input factor prices (Shaeffer, 1982; Bikker et al., 2012). In
equation (1), profit is substituted for the left-hand-side variable to
test whether H differs from 0.

(2)
In equation (2), the dependent variable is market share, and the
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independent variable of concern is the average cost. More precisely,
market share, s, is computed by gross operating income (revenue) and
average cost is the ratio of total expenses and total assets. The
control variables are the same as H-statistics.
Table 2 and figure 2 show the results.
As noted, Boone indicator cannot determine whether market
reaches at certain mode of competition. It rather tracks the changes in
the competition time-serially. Be that as it may, in table 2, Boone
indicators vary widely and it is hard to tell whether the competition
has risen or fallen over the period.
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while H-statistics and Boone indicator show that competition is
prevailing gradually. Decline in profitability seems to coincide with
new measures. By H-statistics, we can maintain that Korean securities
industry is transforming from monopolistic competition to perfect
competition except for the global financial crisis.

<Table 2> Boone Indicator of Korean Securities Industry (2002-2015)
FY

Boone indicator

p-value

R2

Obs

-1.52

0.00

0.37

176

2003

-1.28

0.00

0.34

230

2004

-1.87

0.00

0.36

225

2005

-1.10

0.00

0.27

217

2006

-0.60

0.14

0.17

212

2007

-0.42

0.21

0.18

212

2008

-1.98

0.00

0.25

224

2009

-1.07

0.01

0.27

179

2010

-1.55

0.00

0.34

241

2011

-0.40

0.37

0.23

244

2012

-2.01

0.00

0.22

243

2013

-2.19

0.00

0.38

244

2014

-1.99

0.00

0.39

236

2002

2015

-1.44

0.09

0.31

56

<2008

-1.00

0.00

0.23

1272

>2008

-1.76

0.00

0.23

1443

Entire

-1.57

0.00

0.20

2939

Except 2008

-1.53

0.00

0.20

2715

<Figure 3> Comparison of H-Statistics, Boone Indicator, and HHI

Pertaining to Boone indicator, we need to pay more attention.
Further research should be invited to better fit the model, equation
(2). For the time being, we have insufficient evidence to trust the
Boone indicator. More elaboration on the precision of new measures
is required. For example, we can account for the corporate ownership
structure of financial groups and multi-product features of an
individual company.
Another research agenda is to find a relationship between policy
evaluation and the competition measures. The use of competition
measure can be tested in the context of regulatory regime. The policy
would be evaluated by the measures and the measured would be
mended for the policy.
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Abstract
This study tries to delineate the antecedents of website visits and
actual purchases. It proposes and finds that website-specific factors
and seller-specific factors have different impact on website visit and
purchase frequency. In doing it utilizes an idea of how the
conceptualization of the experience of simply browsing a website and
making actual purchases might be an outcome of how abstractly of
concretely one thinks about that experience. To explain this
phenomenon the study builds on the rationalization of the effect of
website characteristics and purchase decision based on construal level
theory which postulates that people make different mental
representations of an event or experience based on how much that
event of experience is psychological proximal. Through hierarchical
regression analysis, it has been shown that website visit frequency
and purchase have different predictors and this can be explained
through construal level theory.
Keywords: Online, Shopping, Korea.

1. Introduction
Online shopping has been growing exponentially and the volume
of transactions in e-marketplaces is expanding. One obvious reason is
that online consumers find it more beneficial to shop at
e-marketplaces than at storefronts due to the reduced purchasing costs
resulting from the ability to purchase after comparing multiple sellers.
In the e-business model two parties act to serve the customers:
namely, an intermediary and the sellers. The intermediary refers to
the website (e.g. amazon.com) where multiple sellers put up their
item for sale. Extant studies on online customer’s purchase intention
and revisit has largely focused on website interactivity of some
specific firm’s website as antecedents (e.g. Hood et. al. 2015) but has
yet to examine such behaviors on intermediary websites which act as

* Doctoral course, Business Administration, Chosun University, Korea.
E-mail: aneshsthapit@yahoo.com
** Doctoral course, Business Administration, Chosun University, Korea.
E-mail: sailsouth@naver.com
*** Professor of Marketing, Corresponding Author, Chosun University,
Korea. E-mail: yyhwang@chosun.ac.kr

virtual mall. This research tries to close this gap by first examining
the intermediary websites attributes and seller’s offerings and then
their predictability in frequency of visits and actual purchases. It
might be noted that frequency of visits and actual purchases are two
different outcomes which are argued to have different antecedents.
Frequency of visits might be for informational and or recreational
purposes whereas the more important latter outcome might largely be
predicted more by price and quality of product offered by the seller.
This study tries to delineate website-specific factors and seller-specific
factors and address their potential impact on website visit and
purchase frequency. In doing so we adopt a concept of how the
conceptualization of the experience of simply browsing a website and
making actual purchases might be an outcome of how abstractly of
concretely one thinks about that experience.

2. Background
Previous studies on the typology of online consumers have
identified clusters of customers based on shopping motivation (Ganesh
et. al. 2010; Rohm and Swaminathan 2004). E-window shoppers were
found to be one of the unique clusters of customers who are
predominantly driven by stimulation and are motivated to visit
interesting websites or to simply surf the internet. These shoppers
were more interested in seeing what is out there rather than making
actual purchases. Similarly convenience and variety seekers are other
types of online shoppers who were distinctive in their web surfing
patterns. Further shopping enthusiast were more likely to be risk
averse such that they would prefer offline presence of the product
offered on the website. These findings suggest that there are different
antecedents to website visit and purchase decision, and that higher
frequency of visits to intermediary website does not necessarily result
in more purchases online. Each online shopper is different. Similar to
offline shoppers, online users may be classified into Internet shoppers
(those who make purchases on the internet) and internet browsers
(those who browse online for product/service but do not make
purchases on the Internet). Some people visit to buy with specific
product in mind while others are deciding what to purchase. Some
visit only to kill time. Every element of an online site is important
for the site's success, from product images to descriptions to
registration to checkout. But different types of shoppers rely on
different elements of the site. Online browsing may be defined as
viewing online a retail Website’s merchandise for information and/or
recreational purposes without an immediate intent to buy. Store
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browsing has been found to be related to product interest, product
knowledge, product expenditure, purchase satisfaction, and to serve
informational, social, and recreational functions as well (Bloch,
Sherrell and Ridgway, 1986; Bellenger and Korgaonkar, 1980).
Indeed it has been argued that most online consumers are still
window shoppers and they use information gathered online to make
purchase offline. And this reluctance to buy online is often attributed
to the risk associated with online purchases (Forsythe and Shi, 2003).
However, our study does not examine the role of trust and risk in
online shopping, as there has been considerable research on the topic,
instead we focus on the factors that are likely to bring visitors to the
website and the ones that would actually close an online deal in a
e-retailers’ website. Specifically, we argue that in a ubiquitous
presence of online retail websites, visiting a retail website will be
associated with the website own attributes while the amount bought
from the website will be associated more with the attributes of sellers
on the website.
To explain this phenomenon from a theoretical point of view, we
built our rationalization of the effect of website characteristics and
purchase decision based on construal level theory. Construal level
theory postulates that people make different mental representations of
an event or experience based on how much that event of experience
is psychological proximal (Trope and Liberman, 2010). While the
events or experience that are of higher level construal are viewed
abstractly, more the events become psychological closer (i.e. low level
construal) more they are viewed concretely. Following this
conceptualization, we argue that, when the experience in question is
only about viewing the website and that purchases are not mandated
(not even psychologically), individuals tend to think about visiting the
website in a comparatively abstracts terms and website specific
factors, such as how famous the website is, how many different kinds
of products are available etc contributes to their frequency of revisits.
On the other hand when the experience in question in the actual
purchase to made, then it is viewed in more psychologically concrete
terms and seller specific factors such as how much price they are
going to save by purchasing through a specific seller, what kind of
quality they will receive etc will be more important in making a
purchase.
To test our proposed model of different antecedents of purchase
and visit we constrain our study to the following few seller and
website-specific characteristics

3. Antecedent of Frequency of Visit
Frequency of visit, i.e. how often an individual visits the e-retailer
is much dependent on the characteristics of the website itself. As has
already been stated, frequency of visit, following our conceptualization,
is viewed in a more abstract context. We hypothesize that frequency
of visits will be related more to the characteristics of the website
itself rather than the sellers in the website. The specific website
characteristics we explore in this study are, ease of use, product
availability and website image.
Ease of use is the consumer’s perception that shopping on the

Internet will involve a minimum cognitive effort. Being able to shop
or search from anywhere anytime is one of the key advantages of
internet shopping. The internet enables consumers to browse product/
services extensively, collect data, locate information, download
information, compare prices; buy products, make or change orders as
well as receive feedback without traveling to a shopping mall.
Additional factors such as saving time, no transportation cost, more
choice, no waiting lines and no pressure from the sales people were
also reported to contribute to a more enjoyable shopping experience
on the Internet (Wolhandler, 1999). Furthermore online shopping also
allows consumers to compare between various alternative available in
various dimensions such as price, product specification, time to arrive
etc. So, it can be treated as a primary determinant of internet
shopping. Product availability refers to a diversity of product offerings
in the online store (eg. food, entertainment, electronics, clothing,
travel etc). Compared to offline retailers, an e-retailer is typically
able to offer a wider range and greater variety product categories. A
physical store in a mall is constrained by the availability and cost of
floor space, whereas its online counterpart does not have such
limitations. If consumers cannot find the products they are interested
in, frustrated experience will easily be aroused, which diminishes the
possibility of subsequent revisit. Product availability has been
frequently studied in terms of in-store purchases. Yoo et. al (1998)
found that a wide product assortment of a store makes consumers
feel more pleasure towards the store. Hence, as a rich product
assortment has been an important determinant of consumer pleasure,
satisfaction and perceived store image, it is possible that consumers
would evaluate an online store with a rich product variety to be
more visually appealing and informational. In other words, a
consumer may feel an online store dull, if he/she is unable to find
any interesting offer. Creative website design can help an e-retailer
build a positive reputation and characterization for itself in the minds
of consumers. In this context, the website represents a medium that is
potentially far more comprehensive and effective than a television or
newspaper communication (Budman, 1998). Website image can be
defined as an overall image or personality that the e-retailer projects
to consumers through the use of inputs such as graphics, colors,
logos and slogans or themes on the website. Image is particularly
important because web sites can be rather impersonal and boring to
deal with in the absence of the face-to-face interaction as in
conventional brick-and-mortar marketplaces.
Taken together, we argue that these characteristics of a website
will make it more easier to browse around, and more importantly
these are the determinants which will make individual think about
browsing experience at an abstract level and hence increase frequency
of visit.

4. Antecedents of actual purchases
As discussed earlier, higher frequency of visit does not always
result in greater purchases. To identify the antecedents of actual
purchases made on a retail website, we examine the seller specific
attributes, which are more or less in control of seller, to be more
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related to online purchases than websites’ own characteristics. More
importantly, these seller specific attributes would help customer to
compare between sellers at more concretely level which in turn
predicts their actual buying behavior. Specifically, we identify, price
benefits, quality assurance and recovery assurance as three important
seller characteristics that enable online customers to make purchases.
Monetary savings have been a key draw for online buyers, as the
internet makes it easier to compare prices and therefore useful for
buyers to get a product with a lower cost (Soscia et al., 2010).
Furthermore Arnold & Reynolds (2003) indicate that getting a bargain
makes consumers feel like they have overcome a challenge. For
consumers, a significant advantage of online shopping is the ability to
compare between alternative. Wolfinbarger & Gilly (2001) indicate
that the pleasure derived from the process of hunting for bargains is
one of the reasons why individuals shop online. In case of online
retail websites, where multiple sellers put up their products for sale,
it can be considered the discretion of seller at what price he/she can
sell the products. The ability to judge product/service quality online is
limited by barriers to touching, feeling and trying the product or
services, inaccurate product colors and insufficient information on
quality attributes. However, perceptions about product quality can
emerge from previous purchases or brands offered by the seller.
Quality of goods offered by the seller can also stem from other
information provided by the seller such as country of origin, original
price (for discounted items), product information, other consumer
ratings and reviews (positive) etc. These factors affect the
expectations a consumer makes about the product quality or service
quality they are purchasing. Specifically, if a consumer can ascertain
the quality of product he/she is intending to buy based on the
information provided by the seller, there would be little discrepancy
on how a consumer perceives the product at the time of purchase
and what will actually be delivered. This assurance on the consumer’s
side would likely motivate to make purchase from the website. And
this assurance can only be made available by the sellers who sell on
retail website. Similarly, when customers face “non-routine
encounters” during the online-shopping process which are related to
service recovery like product returns, dealing with problems, the
recovery assurance by the sellers become salient as it offers a
cushion for consumers in case anything goes wrong during the
transaction. Most of websites assure their customers that incase of
discrepancies.
In sum, these characteristics which can be thought of as the basics
online consumers will concretely observe are argued to be more
predictive of actual purchases over the internet.
Having introduced the conceptualization of the separate antecedents
we formally propose the following hypotheses:
H1: Frequency of website visits will be more strongly related to
website attributes than seller factors.
H2: Online purchase frequency will be more strongly related to
seller factors than website attributes.
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5. Measures and Results
Data were collected through questionnaires through convenience
sample from a large university in Gwangju. The measures used in
this study were anchored as seven point likert scale which were
adopted form previous studies. Perceived ease of use was adapted
from Childers et. al (2001) with 6-items, product availability was
4-items scale adapted from Bakos (1998), website image was 4-items
adapted from Srivnivasan et al. (2002). Quality assurance was
measure through 5-items scale adapted from McKnight and Chervany
(2001), price benefit was adapted from Rintamaki et al. (2006) and
recovery assurance was adapted from Zeithaml (2005). Our major
dependent major frequency of visit was measured through two items
on a seven point (1=very infrequently, 7=very frequently) scale asking
“how often do you visit this website for informational purpose” and
“how often do you visit this website with the intention to buy”. The
measure were highly correlated (r=.725, p<.05). These to measure
were combined and average and served as a frequency of visit index.
Our other dependent variable of interest was the actual purchases.
The respondents indicated the average amount of purchases they had
made in past six months. As the amount was in ten thousand Won,
log of the amount was calculated which served our other dependent
variable.
Importance of internet shopping for self and knowledge about
internet shopping with privacy concerns were measured as additional
control variables. Degree to which the customer believes the site is
safe from intrusion and personal information is protected. Garbarino
and Strahilevitz (2004) found that consumers rated loss of privacy as
the risk most likely to occur, whereas financial risk from the
unauthorized use of credit card data was viewed as having the most
serious consequences. As there the studies suggest that privacy does
effect consumer behavior on the internet, we included this as a
control variable.
To test our first hypothesis, that frequency of visits will be
predicted more by what the website itself has to offer and its overall
impression than the seller specific characteristics, hierarchical
regression analysis was utilized. Control variables were entered in the
first step. In the second step seller specific characteristics, price
benefit, quality assurance and recovery assurance were entered. And
finally in the third step website characteristics, website image, product
availability and ease of use, were entered. As proposed by H1,
website specific characteristics explained all of additional 5.1 percent
of the variance in frequency of visit once the control variables and
seller characteristics were accounted for. None of the variance in
frequency of visit was explained by seller factors in step two (all β
n.s.). However, only website image significantly predicted frequency
of visit (β = .255, p<.01). A second hierarchical regression was run
in which steps 2 and 3 were reversed. Analysis indicated that none
of the seller specific factors explained any of the additional variance
(ΔR2 = .015, all β n.s.). Therefore Hypothesis 1 is supported.
Similarly to test our second hypothesis that actual purchases will
be predicted more by what seller has to offer more than the websites
image, we ran a hierarchical regression analysis. Control variables
were entered in the first step. In the second step, website attributes
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were entered and in the third step seller-specific offerings and
information were entered. As predicted, sellers’ discretionary offerings
explained all of the additional 7.6 percent of the variance once the
control variables and website characteristics were accounted for. None
of the variances in actual purchases were explained by website
characteristics in second step (all β n.s.). However, only price benefits
significantly predicted actual purchases (β=.11, p<.01). A second
hierarchical regression was run in which step 2 and 3 were reversed.
Analysis showed that none of the website characteristics explained
any additional variances (ΔR2 = .015, all β n.s.).

6. Conclusion
This study extends the understanding of construal-level theory to
the online domain. Specifically, find that browsing in the website is
construed at a higher level and abstract terms than making actual
purchases. And that the website environment contributed to website
visits and sellers’ discretionary characteristics close the sale. This
might not be a new advancement it knowledge as one might think it
is self apparent that people choose to buy the cheapest among the
competing product of same quality. But however, the differential
antecedents of visit and purchase might inform managers that first
uplifting the image of the website itself is more important than just
making offerings cheaper.
Furthermore, the finding also is useful for the designers and
managers of retail websites, such that not just designing good
websites and marketing its website is important, but it should also
focus on attracting better sellers on their website which could in turn
again enhance the image of the website itself and can better serve its
customers.
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The Influence of the Direction of Online Word-of-Mouth Information On Usefulness
of Information and Purchase Intention : Focusing on Moderating Effect Involvement
1Sungmok

Yang*, Hyoung-Gil Kim**2

Abstract
The purpose of this research is to investigate the influence of the
direction of online word-of-mouth information on usefulness of
information and purchase intention. The survey was given to 20’s∼
30’s consumers in Je-ju, who are expected to use Internet frequently
and easily. These people are also expected to be more familiar with
e-commerce. In this study, 2x2 factorial design method was used. So,
Four different kinds of survey was given in random. To investigate
hypothesis, SPSS 18 for window is used. Our research suggests that
when purchasing a product(high involvement and low involvement),
which information is more useful.
Keywords: Word-of Mouth, Usefulness of Information, Involvement,
Direction.

1. Introduction
The survey conducted by the Korea National Statistical Office in
2014 shows that approximately 45 trillion KRW was spent on
electronic commerce in the year of 2014. The total amount of the
first quarter of 2013 was almost 13 trillion KRW, which increased by
20.1%, and the figure grows year by year. As the cyber shopping
grows quickly, overseas direct purchase has become a big trend. The
Korea Customs Service stated that the market of direct overseas
purchase last year was about the size of 2 trillion KRW. This figure
shows that it has grown 48.5% more from 2013, and it is expected
to reach over 8 trillion KRW by the time of 2018. As days go by,
e-commerce is sharply increasing and direct oversea purchase is still
hot. However, E-commerce is growing fast and big, and overseas
direct purchase is still the hot trend. However, many problems arise
in e-commerce and overseas direct purchase. In avoiding the
problems, online WOM from other customers, such as the reviews
and comments can be helpful. This study is to sort out positive
WOM and two-sided WOM from online WOM and find out which
type of WOM is useful and what impact it has on the purchase
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intention. The study also worked on verifying the moderating effect
of involvement to find out what differences would come out
depending on product.
The survey was given to 20’s∼30’s consumers in Jeju, who are
expected to use Internet frequently and easily. These people are also
expected to be more familiar with e-commerce. In this study, 2x2
factorial design method was used. So, Four different kinds of survey
was given in random. Specifically, Survey A was exposed to positive
WOM about high involvement product(notebook). Survey B was
exposed to two-sided WOM about high involvement product
(notebook). Survey C was exposed to positive WOM about low
involvement product(USB memory). Survey D was exposed to
two-sided WOM about low inovolvement product(USB memory).
Notebook and USB memory were used in the survey because those
two products are considered as the most familiar product in subjects.
Figure below 2∼5 show 2x2 factorial design.
The results of the research can be summarized as follows:
First, Usefulness of information in a group exposed to two-sided
WOM is bigger than in a group exposed to positive WOM.
Second, Purchase intention in a group exposed to positive WOM
is bigger than in a group exposed to two-sided WOM.
Third, Usefulness of information have a positive(+) effect on
purchasing intention.
Finally, Product involvement dosen’t acted as a moderating
variable. However, interesting results are proved. In high inovolvement,
two-sided WOM is more useful than positive WOM, but in low
involvement, there is no difference between the usefulness of
information two-sided WOM and positive WOM. In high involvement,
there is no difference between the purchase intention of consumers
with positive WOM and the ones with two-sided WOM. However, in
low involvement, the purchase intention is more influenced by positive
WOM than two-sided WOM. Through the study, various implication
like below are suggested.
First, consumers find two-sided WOM more helpful than positive
WOM as the former gives the information on pros and cons of the
product while the latter tells only about the disadvantage.
Second, despite that the usefulness of the information of positive
WOM is not as useful as that of two-sided WOM, it still has a great
impact on purchase intention.
Third, two-sided online WOM is thought to be more useful than
positive online WOM, however, the usefulness is not a great factor in
purchase intention.
Fourth, when it comes to low involvement product family and
there is no difference between the usefulness of two-sided WOM and
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positive WOM, rather, purchase intention is subject more to positive
WOM than to two-sided WOM.
Fifth, as for high involvement product family, two-sided WOM has
greater power than positive WOM, and there is no difference between
the purchase intention of consumers with positive WOM and the ones
with two-sided WOM.
In the sixth place, the involvement does not have moderating
effect on how positive online WOM affects both information
usefulness and the purchase intention.
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HOW TO GET TO JEJU NATIONAL UNIVERSITY ARA CAMPUS
INTERNATIONAL CENTER (GUEST HOUSE)
Address: Jeju National University Ara Campus International Center
102 Jejudaehak-Ro, Jeju-Si, Jeju Province, Republic of Korea, 690-756
PHONE : (+82 64) 754-2491, FAX : (+82 64) 729-7296
Homepage: http://jnuic.jejunu.ac.kr/

Group Code: "KODISA"

Airport Limousine Bus #500 (It takes about 35 minutes)
1. Take a "#500 Airport Limousine Bus" at GATE.
2. Get off at the last stop "Jeju National University Ara Campus"
3. The bus fare is 2,000 Korean won by cash.

By Taxi (It takes about 20 minutes)
1. Take a taxi from Jeju International Airport to Jeju National University Ara Campus
2. The Taxi fare is about 20,000 Korean won by cash.
3. The fare could be changeable upon traffic situation.
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